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Executive Summary 
Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(Project) in Benton County, Washington. The Project is a renewable energy generation facility that 

will include turbines as well as electrical collection lines, a substation, access roads, crane paths, 

operation and maintenance facilities, meteorological towers, a monitoring and communication 

system, and temporary construction yards. Scout is applying for a conditional use permit from the 

Benton County Planning Department in order to implement the Project. The conditional use permit 

process includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental 

checklist, which includes an assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the Project is seeking a 

lease from the Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the 

project on WA DNR land.  

Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA) has completed cultural resources investigations on the 

portions of the Project that are situated on WA DNR land, which comprises 460.4 acres. The work 

was conducted under a Land Use License issued to Scout by WA DNR (License No. 60-SE2009 

issued January 1, 2020 and amended February 21, 2020) in accordance with the associated, separately 

approved Plan of Operation. No archaeological resources were identified. HRA completed a 

desktop evaluation of two historic-period architectural resources within the survey areas. The 

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is recommended not eligible for listing in the 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is 

recommended eligible for listing in the NRHP under the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 

Multiple Property Documentation (MPD). HRA recommends a finding of no significant impact for 

architectural resources. No additional cultural resources investigations are recommended for the 

four survey areas on WA DNR land. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Description 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(Project) in Benton County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The Project is a renewable energy generation 

facility that will have a nameplate energy generating capacity of up to 600 megawatts. It will include 

up to 198 wind turbine generators; however, the exact number of turbines that will be used will 

depend on the turbine model selected and the final layout of the turbine arrays. Although no more 

than 198 turbines would be constructed, Scout is considering up to 248 possible turbine locations. 

Assessing the widest range of possible locations will aid in siting flexibility during the final design 

process. Other Project components will include electrical collection lines, a substation, access roads, 

crane paths, two operation and maintenance (O&M) facilities, meteorological towers, a monitoring 

and communication system, and temporary construction yards. Power generated by the Project will 

be transmitted to the grid through a transmission line that is still under design.  

Scout is applying for a conditional use permit from the Benton County Planning Department in 

order to implement the Project. The conditional use permit process includes completing a 

Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, which includes an 

assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the Project is seeking a lease from the Washington 

Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA DNR land. Scout 

contracted with Tetra Tech, who in turn contracted with Historical Research Associates, Inc. 

(HRA), to complete cultural resources investigations on the portions of the Project that are situated 

on WA DNR land. The results of this investigation are presented in this report.  The remainder of 

the Project on other land will be investigated at a later date.  

Scout received a Land Use License from WA DNR (License No. 60-SE2009 issued January 1, 2020 

and amended February 21, 2020) to conduct the cultural resources survey on their property, and a 

Plan of Operation for the survey was submitted to and approved by WA DNR prior to field 

investigations. Project components on WA DNR land include proposed turbines, collection lines, 

access roads (including alternates), and crane paths. The survey corridor consists of a 400-foot-wide 

area centered on collection lines, access roads, and crane paths, as well as a 600-foot-diameter area 

centered on proposed turbine locations. In total, the survey corridor on WA DNR land comprises 

460.4 acres. Four WA DNR parcels were surveyed during the current investigations including one 

near Badger Canyon (138.9 acres) in Section 36 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East; one on 

Johnson Butte (169.4 acres) in Section 16, Township 7 North, Range 29 East; one near Nine 

Canyon (117.2 acres) in Section 16 of Township 7 North, Range 30 East; and one at Fourmile 

Canyon (34.9 acres) in Section 36 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East (Figure 1-2).  
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project. 
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Figure 1-2. Location of the WA DNR survey parcels within the Project. 
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1.2 Tribal and Agency Coordination 

On behalf of Scout, HRA has been coordinating on the Project with the Confederated Tribes and 

Bands of the Yakama Nation (Yakama), Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation 

(CTUIR), Nez Perce Tribe (Nez Perce), and the Wanapum Tribe. On February 5, 2020, HRA made 

phone calls and sent the four Tribes an outreach letter that included project information and 

requested any comments or knowledge regarding potential Project impacts to sensitive tribal 

resources such as traditional cultural properties (TCPs). Although no response has been received 

from the Wanapum Tribe, Emily Ragsdale at HRA has had various phone calls and email 

correspondence with representatives with the other three Tribes, including Jessica Lally and Johnson 

Meninick (Yakama); Teara Farrow Ferman and Shawn Steinmetz (CTUIR); and Patrick Baird (Nez 

Perce).  

HRA offered all four tribes the opportunity to monitor the field investigations included in this 

report. As a result, HRA subcontracted one of the archaeological field crew positions to the CTUIR. 

Additionally, during phone conversations, tribal representatives from Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez 

Perce all indicated there are or are likely to be TCPs and/or historic properties of religious and 

cultural significance in the Project vicinity. At the direction of Scout, via phone calls and in letters 

dated February 20, 2020, HRA then formally offered each of these Tribes the opportunity to 

conduct a TCP study (Yakama and Nez Perce) or traditional use study (CTUIR). HRA is continuing 

to coordinate with the Tribes to determine the necessity and scope of these studies. Lastly, the 

Yakama requested a meeting with HRA and Scout to discuss the Project; the meeting was tentatively 

scheduled for mid-March 2020, but has been delayed due to restrictions related to the coronavirus 

epidemic. However, HRA and Scout are committed to continued coordination with the Tribes and 

will meet with the Yakama as soon as feasible (and the other Tribes, if requested).  

1.3 Report Organization 

This report is organized into seven sections and one appendix. Section 1 includes the project 

description, regulatory context, project location, summary of Tribal coordination, and 

acknowledgments. Section 2 discusses the general environmental context of the project, as well as 

the cultural context. Section 3 provides the background research for previous cultural resource 

investigations and previously recorded cultural resources within 1 mile (mi) of the survey areas, as 

well as archaeological expectations. Section 4 includes the fieldwork and inventory methods. Section 

5 presents the results of the pedestrian survey, including an overview of each survey area and 

documented cultural resources. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 6, and 

the references cited are listed in Section 7. Appendix A provides Historic Property Inventory (HPI) 

forms for documented architectural resources. 

1.4 Acknowledgements 

Sara J. Davis directed the fieldwork and authored the report. Emily Ragsdale served as Principal 

Investigator for the Project. Both meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications 
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Standards for Archaeology and the State of Washington’s definition of a Professional Archaeologist 

(RCW 27.53.030[11]). The field crew included HRA archaeologists Eric Ball, Rik Workman, and 

Josh Henderson, as well as Josh Barkley of CTUIR. Kathryn Burk-Hise completed the analysis of 

architectural resources and authored sections of the report. Mr. Henderson also authored sections of 

the report. Tetra Tech provided the background research for previous cultural resources 

investigations within 1 mi of the survey areas. Gabe Frazier produced the graphics and managed the 

Geographic Information System data. Dawn Vogel and Emily Ragsdale edited the report, and Jessi 

Frank formatted the report. HRA would like to thank Linnea Fossum, Jenna Farrell, and Erin King 

(Tetra Tech); Dave Kobus and Pat Landess (Scout); and Chad Unland (DNR) for their help with the 

Project. 
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2. Environmental and Cultural Context 

2.1 Environmental Context 

The Project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which encompasses most of 

Washington east of the Cascade Range and extends south in Oregon to the Blue Mountains 

(Franklin and Dyrness 1988:29). Specifically, it is situated in the Horse Heaven Hills just west of a 

sharp bend in the Columbia River south of the Tri-Cities. The Project is surrounded by three major 

confluences of the Columbia River including the Yakima, Snake, and Walla Walla Rivers. 

During the Miocene epoch, the Columbia Basin was formed by massive basalt flows known as the 

Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG). These flows were emplaced between 16.7 and 5.5 million 

years ago (Camp et al. 2017) when eruptions from dike-vent swarms in the vicinity of the modern-

day Idaho/Washington/Oregon border created a series of enormous basaltic lava flows (Reidel et al. 

1989a; Tolan et al. 2009). These flood basalts covered an area of 164,000 square kilometers (km) and 

filled the intermontane valley between the Rocky Mountains to the east and the Cascade Mountain 

Range to the west (Tolan et al. 1989). The resulting bedded flood basalts measure up to 4.5 km in 

thickness in some parts of the region (Reidel et al. 1989b). Some of these flows spread westward 

through the Columbia River Gorge and into the Willamette Valley and Coast Ranges. Four flows are 

found in the project area: the Imnaha Basalt group (16.4 to 16 million years ago), the Grande Ronde 

Basalt group (16 to 15.6 million years ago), the Wanapum Basalt group (15.6 to 14 million years 

ago), and the Saddle Mountains Basalt group (14 to 5.5 million years ago) (Camp et al. 2017:4–7).  

The Project is within the Yakima Fold Belt subprovince of the Columbia Basin. The Yakima Fold 

Belt consists of a series of anticlines and associated faults that formed ridges of compressed CRBG 

in eastern Washington. These southernmost ridges typically extend northeast–southwest. The Horse 

Heaven Hills are situated between the Columbia Hills to the southwest and Toppenish Ridge to the 

northwest within the Yakima Fold Belt (Last et al. 2012). 

Overlaying the CRBG flows in many parts of the Columbia Basin are sediment deposits of fine-

grained loess. Loess deposition in eastern Washington began as early as 2 million years ago (Busacca 

1991) and continued through the late Pleistocene (McDonald and Busacca 1989). Source material 

for the loess included primarily fine-grained cataclysmic flood deposits with minor contributions 

from more local sources (McDonald and Busacca 1989; Sweeney et al. 2002, 2006). The loess 

consists of massive silts that can be up to 4.5 km thick and comprise highly fertile soils (Franklin and 

Dyrness 1988:31). Surficial geology mapped for the four WA DNR parcels in the Project consists of 

the Miocene-aged basalt flows of Saddle Mountain basalt of the CRBG (Nine Canyon survey area) 

or Pleistocene-aged loess deposits (Badger Canyon, Johnson Butte, and Fourmile Canyon survey 

areas) (Huntting et al. 1961). All four of the WA DNR survey areas are mapped as soils of the 

Ritzville series, which consist of silt loams in cultivated fields that are well-drained and form in loess 

(U.S. Department of Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation Service 2020). 

The middle and lower Columbia River drainage largely took shape during the end of the Pleistocene. 

Glacial Lake Missoula formed when the Clark Fork River was impounded by a lobe of the late 
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Pleistocene Cordilleran ice sheet in western Montana. The lake repeatedly breached this ice dam, 

sending catastrophic floodwaters across the Channeled Scabland and down the Columbia River to 

the Pacific Ocean between 19,000 and 13,000 years before present (B.P.). (Benito and O’Connor 

2003:624, 637). This ice dam re-formed and failed numerous times, producing an estimated 40 to 89 

catastrophic floods that are collectively known as the Missoula floods (also known as the Spokane or 

Bretz floods) (Benito and O’Connor 2003). Flood evidence indicates a constriction of the Columbia 

River Channel just southeast of the Project at Wallula Gap, which significantly blocked floodwaters. 

The impounded waters created ephemeral Lake Lewis. At its maximum elevation of 1,000 feet (ft), 

Lake Lewis would not have submerged the WA DNR survey areas, which range in elevation from 

1,450 ft near Nine Canyon to 1,700 ft near Badger Canyon to 2,000 ft at Johnson Butte, but much 

of the nearby landscape along the Columbia River would have been inundated (Allen et al. 

2009:132–133; Orr and Orr 2006:255). 

The Project is in the Artemisia tridentata (sagebrush) and Agropyron spicatum (bluebunch wheatgrass) 

vegetational zone that encompasses portions of the steppe region of the Columbia Basin in central 

Washington (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:211–212). The current climate is semiarid, with warm, dry 

conditions that support steppe vegetation. This zone includes a primary community of sagebrush 

along with rabbitbrushes (Chrysothamnus viscidifiorus and C. nauseosus) and hop sage (Grayia spinosa), 

with an understory dominated by bluebunch wheatgrass and smaller amounts of other grasses such 

as needlegrasses (Hesperostipa Comata and Achnatherum thurberianum), bluegrass (Poa cusickii), and wild 

rye (Elymus elymoides) (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:216). 

2.2 Cultural Context 

2.2.1 Precontact Context 

The Columbia Basin physiographic province is part of the larger Columbia Plateau cultural region, 

which encompasses eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, most of Idaho, western Montana, and the 

inter-mountain region of British Columbia (Ames et al. 1998; Pokotylo and Mitchell 1998; Roll and 

Hackenberger 1998). The Plateau region was characterized by subsistence patterns centered on the 

harvesting and storage of fish, edible roots, and large ungulates, such as deer and elk (Chatters and 

Pokotylo 1998). Several cultural chronologies have been formulated for the Columbia Plateau, each 

based on a different set of archaeological sites depending on the scale of the analysis and the 

availability of data at the time. The following overview uses four broad chronological units (Paleo, 

Early, Middle, and Late Archaic periods) defined for the broader Plateau which includes parts of 

Washington, Oregon, and Idaho (Andrefsky 2004:26) and also incorporates data provided by Ames 

and colleagues (1998) for the Southern Plateau as well as the Mid-Columbia Study Sequence 

developed by Galm and colleagues (1981). 

During the Paleoarchaic period (12,000–8000 B.P.), highly mobile hunter-gatherers occupied parts 

of eastern Washington and Oregon. In 1996, a  

 and these remains (Site 45BN495), referred to as the Ancient One or 

Kennewick Man, were radiometrically dated to approximately 9,000 years old (McManamon 2004). 
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Most early sites in the region occur in the form of diagnostic lithic tools presumed to be associated 

with either the Western Clovis complex (defined as a projectile with a prominent “flute” or flake 

scar at its base) or the Western Stemmed tradition (large lanceolate, stemmed, and shouldered 

bifaces). The most-well known Clovis site in Washington is the Richey-Roberts Clovis Cache (Site 

45DO482),  

(Mehringer 1989). The cache includes multiple stone and bone tools associated with 

Clovis technology (Lyman et al. 1998). The nearest fluted projectile point to the Project was found 

at the Mitchell Site (45WW62) located  (Hackenberger and 

Howes 1981). The Kavanaugh’s Springs Site (45KL316), located  

, consists of one fluted projectile point among other lithic artifacts 

(Avey n.d.; Kavanaugh 1985). Evidence of Clovis cultures across North America have been tightly 

dated to between 12,800 and 13,250 calibrated years before present (cal B.P.) (Waters and Stafford 

2007). 

Numerous Western Stemmed tradition artifacts have been found at sites in eastern Washington. 

Most notable west-studied sites include Windust Caves (Site 45FR46) located  

(Rice 1965), Marmes Rockshelter (Site 45FR50) located  (Hicks 2004), and the 

Lind Coulee Site (45GR97) located  (Daugherty 1953).  

, Western Stemmed artifacts were also found at the Coopers Ferry Site (10IH73) 

(Davis et al. 2014) and the Hatwai Site (10NP143); the latter also had Clovis points (Ames et al. 

1981; 2010). Nearest to the Project, Paleoarchaic artifacts were found  

. These artifacts were found associated with megafauna remains (in a secondary 

deposit) and included “pre-clovis” artifacts (Rice 2017) or Windust artifacts (Rice 1985). 

Early Archaic (8000–5000 B.P.) populations of the Columbia Plateau are characterized as having “a 

‘broad-spectrum’ hunter-gatherer subsistence economy: high seasonal and annual mobility, low 

population densities, and a technology geared to maximum flexibility” (Ames et al. 1998:103). This 

period encompasses the Vantage Phase from the Mid-Columbia Study Unit (Galm et al. 1981) and 

the Cold Springs Pattern from the Wenas Creek Site (45YA18) (Warren 1968). Riverine resources, 

including river mussels and fish, were of particular importance in the southern Columbia Plateau at 

this time (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:74). Projectile point styles consisted of stemmed and 

lanceolate dart points (Ames et al. 1998:103). Projectile points of this type are characteristic of the 

Windust Phase, which also includes assemblages with bone needles, bone awls, cobble choppers, 

beads, multi faced burins, and lanceolate knives (Galm et al. 1981:61; Leonhardy and Rice 1970:4). 

Other projectile point types during this period include leaf-shaped or lanceolate Cascade Points 

along with large side- and corner-notched points (Ames et al. 1998:104; Andrefsky 2004:28; 

Leonhardy and Rice 1970:6). While these projectile point styles have been used as temporal markers, 

there was considerable overlap and the continued use of different point types. Artifacts commonly 

associated with these projectile point styles include ovate bifaces, crescents, end- and side-scrapers, 

used flakes, cores, small milling stones, manos, edge-ground cobbles, bola stones, composite and 

single-piece harpoons, and bone needles. Faunal assemblages demonstrate a wide resource base that 

included large terrestrial mammals (bison, elk, deer, and pronghorn antelope), smaller mammals, 

birds, and fish (Ames et al. 1998:103). 

The first evidence of semi-subterranean pit houses on the southern Columbia Plateau appear to date 

to the Early Archaic period, which coincided with an apparent increase in fishing and root gathering. 
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Hopper mortars, pestles, and the appearance of anvils on living floors were common during this 

period, indicating that Native populations were processing roots and bulbs such as camas by this 

time (Ames et al. 1998:109–110; Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75). Extensive excavations at the 

Columbia Point Site (45BN23), located , have 

yielded evidence of housepits and thousands of artifacts, including projectile point types dating to 

the Early and Middle Archaic (Hannum 2001:165–179). Housepits and burials have also been 

identified at Site 45FR14, located  

(Hannum 2001:72–89). A Cascade projectile point was identified during excavations at 

multicomponent Site 45BN885, located  

 (Senn 2008). 

The Middle Archaic (5000–2000 B.P.) is a transitional period that represents attributes from both 

the Early and Late Archaic. This period is characterized by population increases, riverine villages, 

increased sedentism, and evidence of trade (Ames et al. 1998:113). The artifact assemblages include 

beads made of marine olivella shell, hopper mortars, and pestles and an absence of cores and edge-

ground cobbles (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75; Galm et al. 1981; Warren 1968:32). Storage pit 

features at some sites indicate that food storage was important. Intensification of salmon fishing 

corresponds with the appearance of girdled and perforated net sinkers and fish weirs. There were 

increasingly specialized subsistence patterns focused on seasonally abundant food resources 

(especially camas and salmon) and technologies for preserving and storing these foods for use in 

winter. Changes in the lithic technology include the introduction of small, notched projectile points, 

indicating the adoption of bow and arrow technology (Ames and Maschner 1999).  

Excavations at the Tucannon Site (45CO1), located , revealed 

extensive deposits that date to the Middle and Late Archaic (Nelson 1966). Marmes Rockshelter and 

Lind Coulee both have deposits dating to this period (Daugherty 1953; Hicks 2004), and 

occupations of Sites 45BN23 and 45FR14 extend into this period (Hannum 2001). 

The Late Archaic (2000–250 B.P.) is marked by the widespread presence of pithouses; an 

increasingly heavy reliance on fishing, salmon storage, intensive camas processing; and evidence of 

land use patterns that lasted into the nineteenth century. There is evidence for a storage-based 

collector economy during this period. An increase in artifact densities and multiple house floors at 

sites indicate an increased intensity and permanence of occupation at the major pithouse sites. 

Hunting and gathering in what is now Washington shifted to more extensive use of riverine 

resources as these resources were enhanced by changes in the environment that stabilized river 

gradients and flows, leading to the cultural changes (Ames et al. 1998:111; Chatters and Pokotylo 

1998:76).  

Artifact types from this period included high frequencies of cobble tools, fishing gear (net weights 

and composite harpoons), and mortars and pestles, but relatively low frequencies of projectile 

points. Small corner-notched or stemmed arrow points were the most frequent projectile point 

types. There is also evidence of social stratification (i.e., variation in house sizes, disparities in 

funerary goods) and a coastal influence (dentalium, shell beads, steatite pipes, stone and bone clubs) 

among Columbia Plateau groups during this subperiod (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:78; Prentiss et 

al. 2006:84). Subsistence was focused largely on the rivers and nearby resource locations, and faunal 

assemblages reflect the consumption of deer, elk, pronghorn antelope, fish, and birds. Sites dating to 
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later in this period are commonly found in major drainages and are widely dispersed in the uplands. 

Artifact assemblages from became more diverse (Ames et al. 1998:112). 

Late period sites in the region are common. Site 45BN583, located  

, dates to the last 600 years and excavations yielded nearly 12,000 lithic 

and faunal artifacts (Smith et al. 2015). The Miller Site (45FR5), located  

, was a village site in the Late Archaic (Cleveland et al. 1976). Another village site 

located  River contained trade goods and dated to the end 

of this period (Shiner 1951). 

2.2.2 Ethnographic Context 

The Project is within the area that was historically occupied by the Umatilla, Walla Walla, and 

Yakima people. It is important to note that these groups’ exact territories are not always clearly 

defined, and people utilized many of the same places and resources. The territory of the Umatilla 

and Walla Walla included the Columbia River and its confluence with major tributaries including 

Willow Creek, and the Umatilla, Snake, and Yakima Rivers (Stern 1998:398). This territory included 

the project area, which was also utilized by the Cayuse and Nez Perce people (Hunn et al. 2015:5; 

Walker 1998). The traditional territory of ancestors of the Yakama Nation consisted of the Yakima 

(Lower Yakima), Kittitas (Upper Yakima), Klikitat, Taitnapam, and Wanapam bands and villages. 

These groups were closely related but independent and occupied territory between the Cascade 

Range to the west, the Wenatchee Range to the north, and the Columbia River to the east and south 

including the Horse Heaven Hills. The Project is in the Yakima (Lower Yakima) territory (Schuster 

1998:327–328). The Walla Walla and Yakima each spoke dialects of the Northwest Sahaptin dialect 

cluster, while the Umatilla spoke a dialect of the Columbia River Sahaptin cluster. 

The Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Yakima, like most Plateau groups, hunted, fished, and gathered 

vegetable resources on a seasonal round basis. In the winter, hunting expeditions traveled in the 

mountains for deer and elk. In general, however, winter was the season during which people 

repaired and made tools as well as participated in social activities. People wintered in mat lodges that 

contained numerous households and used nearby pit houses for storage and other activities. The 

first roots became available in the spring and included various Lomatium species, and Native people 

highly anticipated the spring runs of anadromous and local fish (CTUIR 2020; Schuster 1998:331, 

335; Stern 1998:396–397). The Columbia River was an important travel corridor and resource 

procurement location connecting many tribal groups (Hunn et al. 2015:95). 

Important terrestrial animals that were hunted included deer, elk, mountain sheep, mountain goats, 

and fox. Birds were also taken, including duck quail, pheasant, sage hen, and geese. Salmon, 

steelhead, sucker, lamprey, and shellfish were important resources taken from the major rivers and 

their tributaries. In addition to fishing and hunting, numerous roots and berries were gathered, 

including camas, Indian carrot, bitterroot, Indian onion, Indian potato, huckleberries, serviceberries, 

blueberries, and currant berries. Hunting intensified in the fall, where large kills were accomplished 

by firing grass to drive deer and elk into a particular area. These hunting parties produced enough 

meat to sustain families through the winter (CTUIR 2020; Schuster 1998:331–332; Stern 1998:399–

400). 
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There are many ethnographically documented places that show the use of the project vicinity. 

Yakima settlements include tanáxalu  

, which was a large village and fishing area (Schuster 

1998:328–329). The location of the k″sis, (‘two rivers meet’ [Yakima]) or kwsiis (‘at the point of the 

land’ [Umatilla/Walla Walla]) was a permanently occupied large trading center, meeting place, and 

fishing area at  that 

attracted large gatherings and where Yakima, Walla Walla, Nez Perce, and Umatilla people all resided 

(Hunn et al. 2015:94; Schuster 1998:328–329; Stern 1988:400).  

The Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse have numerous documented places in the project area 

including Piyuušmaami Puštáy (‘hill of the snakes’), which is the chain of hills extending from  

 

 (Hunn et al. 2015:96). Kusipamá (‘for horses’) is the  and this area 

 was an important travel route for Native people (Hunn et al. 2015:95). 

The hills also provided abundant grasses that were utilized for grazing herds of horses (Stern 

1998:395). Evidence for the traditional importance of the Horse Heaven Hills is clear from 

communications with the Tribes and oral histories on file with the Tribes, as well as precontact rock 

alignments such as those recorded at Site 45BN261 (located  

) (McDaniel 2009; Randolph 1980). 

Just east of the Project many places were located  including (but not 

limited to) fishing sites Islakáyipa, Tmišpa (‘at chokecherries’), and Twalúutas (‘dip-netting place), and 

the villages of Ka?uyitká?uyit (‘many first foods feasts’), Qiipa (‘at the eddy’), and Walúula (‘little river’) 

(Hunn et al. 201594–97).  

were villages Amápa (‘at an island’), Camná, Lawxálapaykas, Sišúšpa (‘evil smelling 

place’), Tamanúutas (‘water pulls down’), Tanáxalu (‘throw rocks at fish’ ) and fishing sites Kótkot 

(‘work’), Nátatpa, Sikima, and Wáqaliqpa (‘at the bend’) among others (Hunn et al. 2015:98–101). As 

noted in Section 1.2, HRA is working with the Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez Perce to identify areas in 

the project vicinity that should be considered TCPs or historic properties of religious and cultural 

significance and could be impacted by the Project.   

Treaty negotiations between the United States and certain Plateau tribes took place at Camp Stevens 

in 1855. In the Treaty of June 9, 1855, the Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla ceded 6.4 million acres 

of land (including the entirety of the Project) and reserved about 500,000 acres on which to live. 

After the treaty was ratified by Congress in 1859, people were removed to the Umatilla reservation 

in 1860. Today, the reservation of the CTUIR is approximately 172,000 acres in size. Despite many 

encroachments and attempts to assimilate Native people, the Tribe continues to use and guard the 

hunting, gathering, and fishing rights guaranteed to them in their 1855 treaty. (CTUIR 2020; Lahren 

1998:487; Stern 1998:415).  

The Yakima Treaty was also signed on June 9, 1855 (ratified March 8, 1859), which ceded nearly 11 

million acres of land. The Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation consisted of 14 

tribes and bands from the region and the Yakama Indian Reservation was established that included 

1.2 million acres between the towns of Yakima and Toppenish, and Mount Adams. As part of the 

treaty, the tribes agreed to relinquish title to their lands while maintaining their traditional rights to 
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hunt, fish, gather roots and berries, and pasture their animals on lands outside the Yakama 

Reservation (Lahren 1998:488; Schuster 1998:343).  

The Nez Perce signed a treaty on June 11, 1855 at Camp Stevens that reduced their territory from 13 

million acres to a 7-million-acre reservation. Another treaty with the Nez Perce in 1863 at Lapwai, 

Idaho reduced the reservation to 757,000 acres, and a third treaty in 1869 included provisions for 

timber harvesting. Reserved lands were then open for non-Native settlement in 1895 and this, along 

with other factors, reduced Nez Perce land further to less than 100,000 acres. As with other tribes, 

the Nez Perce maintain their rights to hunt, gather, and fish throughout their traditional territory 

(Lahren 1998:488–489; Nez Perce Tribe 2020). 

2.2.3 Historic Context 

The first non-Native people to arrive in the region surrounding the Project were explorers. The 

Lewis and Clark Expedition arrived at the confluence of the Snake and Columbia Rivers (4 mi 

northeast of the Project) on October 16, 1805, and camped for two nights at a village of 200 people 

that was likely kwsiis, mentioned in Section 2.2.2. William Clark wrote in his journal “In every 

direction from the junction of those rivers the Countrey [sic] is one continued plain low and rises 

from the water gradually, except a range of high Countrey [sic] which runs from S.W. & N.E. and is 

on the opposit [sic] side about 2 miles distant from the Columbia” (University of Nebraska Press 

2020). This range was likely the Horse Heaven Hills. On their return trip, the expedition camped at 

another village at the confluence of the Walla Walla and Columbia Rivers (6 mi east of the Project) 

between April 27 and 30, 1806 (University of Nebraska Press 2020). 

As in much of the West, non-Native exploration of Washington and Oregon was driven by the 

expansion of the fur trade. Less than a decade after the Lewis and Clark Expedition made its return 

trip east, other exploration parties traversed the region. John Jacob Astor created the Pacific Fur 

Company in 1810 to establish a fur trading enterprise in the west at the mouth of the Columbia 

River. One of Astor’s expeditions, led by Alexander Ross, traveled up the Columbia from Astoria 

and reached the Walla Walla River on August 12, 1811 where they camped and observed 1,500 

people and 4,000 horses (Ross 1849:127). The fur trade in eastern Washington grew exponentially 

during this time, and the North West Company stablished Fort Nez Percės at the confluence of the 

Columbia and Walla Walla Rivers in 1818 (6 mi east of the Project) in order to supply fur trappers. 

Hudson’s Bay Company rebuilt the trading post in 1821 as Fort Walla Walla, and it remained until 

1857 (Walla Walla 2020). 

While Native people still resided in the project vicinity, the Tri-Cities area had a sparsely populated 

non-Native population during most of the nineteenth century, with the few people residing in the 

area engaged in raising cattle and horse stock (Kershner 2008). This began to change when Northern 

Pacific began constructing its route from the Midwest to the Pacific Ocean in the 1870s. Work 

began on the line in Kennewick in 1883 and in 1888, when the railroad bridge spanning the 

Columbia River between Pasco and Kennewick was completed, the railroad connected the Great 

Lakes regions to Seattle and Portland via the Tri-Cities (Robertson 1995:236–237). The railroad 

extends along the west side of the Columbia River 3 mi east from the eastern project area and the 

bridge is 6 mi north of the project area.  
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The town of Ainsworth was established as a place for railroad workers to live in 1884, and it was 

later re-named Pasco. Kennewick was established in 1885 and was also a railroad town (Reed 1950; 

Robertson 1995:10–11). Washington became a state in 1889, and the four WA DNR survey areas 

are situated within parcels that were granted to Washington State in 1889 under the Enabling Act 

that incorporated Washington State into the Union and provided public lands to the state (General 

Land Office [GLO] 1889a). Tract records on file with WA DNR show multiple lessees have utilized 

the four WA DNR survey area parcels in the twentieth century (WA DNR 1867, 1868a, 1868b, 

1871). 

Little development took place in the Horse Heaven Hills in the late nineteenth century. In 1865, the 

Johnson Butte survey area was described as “agricultural and grazing land.” Two drainages 

northwest and southeast of the survey area are labelled as “dry in summer.” Fourmile Canyon is also 

labelled as “dry in summer” and a road or trail is shown as crossing the canyon near the survey area 

(GLO 1865). Nothing is shown in 1867 in the Nine Canyon survey area vicinity, although the 

canyon itself, located 0.5 mi northwest of the survey area, is labelled as “Rocky and Unsurveyed” 

(GLO 1867). That area was surveyed in 1889. A number of residences are depicted within 2 mi 

northeast of the survey area and Kennewick Road is also mapped near what is now Lower Blair 

Road (GLO 1889b). In 1871, nothing is shown in the Badger Canyon survey area, but Weber 

Canyon, located 4 mi northeast of the survey area, is shown and described as “water standing in 

pools,” and a number of other drainages are also shown. There are two trails extending north to 

south in this general area, including one 3 mi west of the survey area (GLO 1871). 

Populations began to increase in the project vicinity when the Yakima Irrigation and Improvement 

Company began to irrigate the dry lands in the Tri-Cities beginning in 1892. They built a dam at 

Horn Rapids on the Yakima River (10 mi north of the Project) and constructed a series of canals to 

irrigate over 4,000 acres. In 1902, the Northern Pacific Irrigation Company took over irrigation in 

the area and completed additional canals, allowing for the agricultural industry to boom. 

Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful initially, and by 1910, apple, cherry, peach, 

and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 2008, 2013; Reed 1950). By 1917, there were many roads 

established throughout the Project in the Horse Heaven Hills and three schools (Mountain View, 

Triple Springs, and Locus Grove) have been established in these uplands (U.S. Geological Survey 

[USGS] 1917). In 1915, Washington State deeded 3 acres of land to the School District No. 3 of 

Benton County, Washington in the southeast quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 16, 

Township 7 North, Range 30 East, which is adjacent to/slightly overlapping with the Nine Canyon 

survey area near the center of the section (WA DNR 1867; Washington State 1915). While this may 

suggest there was a rural school building in this location in the past, other historic maps and 

documents consulted (Benton County 2020; Earth Explorer 2020; Metsker 1975, 1976; Reed 1950; 

USGS 1917, 1964a, 1964b; WA DNR 2020) did not identify any evidence of this. The land was 

reacquired by WA DNR in 2005 from Kennewick School District through a quitclaim deed (Benton 

County 2005; WA DNR 1867).  

The region continued to be a quiet agricultural community until 1943, when an open, unoccupied 

landscape north of Kennewick was chosen for a secret federal government project called Hanford 

Engineering Works. The U.S. government created the town of Richland to house thousands of 

workers and scientists at the facility, and this population boom overflowed into Kennewick. The 
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Hanford site produced plutonium for the nuclear bomb that ended World War II and continued to 

produce weapons until 1983 (Kershner 2008; U.S. Department of Energy 2019).  

One reason for the selection of the Hanford site was the proximity of the Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA), which was created in 1937 and played a significant role in the promotion of 

public power in the Pacific Northwest (Kramer 2012:5). BPA pioneered the “postage stamp” rate of 

power delivery, providing consumers the same rate regardless of the distance the power must travel 

from source to use. This led to the formation of public utility districts and rural cooperatives, which 

expanded electrical services statewide. To deliver power from the dams, BPA developed the Master 

Grid, a complex transmission system whose design drew heavily from existing power systems in the 

eastern U.S., as well as in Britain and Canada. During this phase, the Master Grid Development 

period (1938–1945) (Kramer 2012:2–3), BPA created a network of 230,000-volt transmission lines 

that linked major population centers and generation plants in a loop system, which was stabilized by 

electrical equipment installed in substations scattered at vital locations through the network. The 

design was stable and flexible, allowing BPA to expand its network, divert power, and make repairs 

without interrupting transmission of power. Upon completion in 1945, “the BPA’s Master Grid 

system represented the largest high voltage transmission network in the nation” (Kramer 2012:9).  

After World War II, during the System Expansion period (1946–1974), BPA expanded its 

transmission system to incorporate and serve new generation facilities on the Columbia River and its 

tributaries (Kramer 2012:3). Post-war growth in the Pacific Northwest led to an increase in public 

utilities and solidified BPA’s role in the nation’s first fully interconnected public-private electrical 

transmission grid. Today, BPA operates more than 15,000 circuit miles of transmission line 

extending into seven states and provides over fifty percent of the electrical energy consumed within 

its service region (Kramer 2012). Two BPA transmission lines extend through the Johnson Butte 

survey area. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was built in 1948 as part of a 

different line and was altered to its current alignment in 1975. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line was built in 1955 (Brannan and Clark 2007). 
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3 Previous Cultural Resource Investigations 
and Expectations 

3.1 Previous Cultural Resource Investigations 

Tetra Tech conducted a records search of the WA DNR survey areas and a 1-mi buffer using the 

Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) Washington Information 

System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data (WISAARD) on February 5, 2020. As part 

of the record search, the WISAARD database of cultural resource reports and previously documented 

cultural resources was reviewed, and this data was provided to HRA.  

There have been 10 previous cultural resource surveys conducted within 1 mi of the WA DNR survey 

areas (Table 3-1). These include four associated with transmission line projects (Anderson and 

Roulette 2008; Lehman and Roulette 2008; Teoh 2015, 2017), two for cellular tower projects (Harder 

and Hannum 2007, 2009), two for road improvement projects (Schroeder and Landreau 2012, 2013), 

one for a wind project (McNight and Chatters 2000), and one for a new well project (Furlong 2016. 

There has only been one previously recorded cultural resource within 1 mi of the WA DNR survey 

areas. Site 45BN1758 was identified in 2012 and consists of a historic-period debris scatter of mid- to 

late twentieth century artifacts identified on the ground surface  

 (Schroeder and Landreau 2012). 

Table 3-1. Cultural Resource Surveys Previously Conducted within 1 mi of the WA DNR parcels in the Project. 

DAHP 
Report No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Survey 
Type 

Distance and 
Direction from 
Survey Area  

1342289 2000 Reuben M. 
McKnight and 
James C. Chatters 

Archaeological Survey of the Proposed 
Nine Canyon Wind Power Project, 
Benton County, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey  

0.8 mi west 
(Nine Canyon) 

1349709 2007 David A. Harder 
and Michelle M. 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the 
Johnson Butte Cellular Tower, Location 
#347351, Benton County, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

Within  
(Johnson Butte) 

1351396 2008 Frederick C. 
Anderson and Bill 
R. Roulette 

Results of an Archaeological Survey of 
Part of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line Between Structure 
2/3 and Structure 18/3 

Pedestrian 
survey  

Within  
(Johnson Butte) 

1351530 2008 Melissa Lehman 
and Bill R. 
Roulette 

Archaeological Survey of Access Roads 
and Tensioning Sites Related to the 
McNary–Badger Canyon Transmission 
Line No. 1 Rebuild Project, Benton 
County, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey and 
subsurface 
test pits 

Within  
(Johnson Butte) 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resource Surveys Previously Conducted within 1 mi of the WA DNR parcels in the Project. 

DAHP 
Report No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Survey 
Type 

Distance and 
Direction from 
Survey Area  

1353173 2009 David A. Harder 
and Michelle M. 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Bofer 
Cellular Tower, Location #TR1020 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.95 mi west 
(Johnson Butte) 

1684092 2012 William D. 
Schroeder and 
Christopher 
Landreau 

County Road Administration Board 9 
Canyon Road Reconstruction, 
Excavation, and Embankment Project, 
Phases I & II, Benton County 
Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.2 mi west 
(Nine Canyon 

1684364 2013 William 
Schroeder and 
Christopher 
Landreau 

A Section 106 Archaeological Review 
and Inventory of Benton County CRP 
1948/Run-Off Road & Intersection 
Safety Projects: Phase 3--Clodfelter to 
Trippel Vista Road, Phase 4--Plymouth-
Locust Grove Intersection and Phase 5--
Hanks and Rothrock Roads Intersection, 
Benton County, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.95 mi south 
(Badger 
Canyon)   

1687325 2015 Melissa L. Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for the Pasco 
Region 2015 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project in Benton and 
Franklin Counties, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.1 mi 
southwest 
(Johnson Butte) 

1688554 2016 Julia Furlong Cultural Resources Survey of Four 
Drought Well Locations, Benton 
County, Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.6 mi northeast 
(Fourmile) 

1689682 2017 Melissa L. Teoh Cultural Resources Survey of Pasco 
District FY17 Priority Pole Project-2018 
Construction Franklin, Benton and 
Walla Walla County Washington 

Pedestrian 
survey 

0.1 mi northeast 
(Johnson Butte) 

3.2 Archaeological Expectations 

Prior to fieldwork, HRA formulated expectations for the archaeological sensitivity of the survey 

areas. HRA based these expectations on a review of the background information presented in 

Sections 2 and 3.1, including the geomorphology and hydrology of the project area; the precontact, 

ethnographic, and historic context of the vicinity, with information on the types, ages, and contents 

of previously recorded sites; the DAHP predictive model, and consideration of more recent 

disturbances that may have impacted cultural resources (e.g., agriculture and transmission line 

construction and maintenance activities). 
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DAHP’s predictive model is based on statewide information, using large-scale factors. Information 

on geology, soils, site types, and landforms, along with GLO maps, were used to establish or predict 

probabilities for precontact cultural resources throughout the state. DAHP’s model uses five 

classifications for the predictions: Low Risk, Moderately Low Risk, Moderate Risk, High Risk, and 

Very High Risk. The DAHP statewide predictive model maps all four of the WA DNR survey areas 

as Low Risk. 

More specifically, HRA has determined that the survey areas have a low to moderate probability for 

precontact and historic-period cultural resources. Most precontact and historic-period use of the 

area has taken place outside of the Project in the areas surrounding the major waterways. The 

uplands of the Project were likely used as travel routes, for gathering roots and hunting, and more 

recently for agricultural activities. Precontact archaeological resources, if found, would likely include 

sparse concentrations of lithic debris from stone tool manufacture and maintenance or single 

artifacts representing an episode of loss or discard. Historic-period archaeological resources, if 

found, would likely include artifacts or features associated with farming, ranching, and irrigation 

activities. Historic-period architectural resources are also unlikely but may include the transmission 

line that extends through the Johnson Butte survey area. Most of the survey areas are currently used 

for agriculture, which has likely altered or destroyed archaeological resources in the plow zone if 

present.  
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4. Methods 

4.1 Archaeological Survey Methods 

The field investigations were designed to determine if previously unrecorded archaeological and 

historic-period architectural resources were present within the survey areas and, if found, to make 

preliminary recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed the guidelines 

of the Washington DAHP (Washington DAHP 2020).  

The methods included a pedestrian survey of the survey corridor in each of the four survey areas. 

Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 meters (m) apart, and five archaeologists surveyed through each 

survey corridor. The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum coverage 

of the survey areas and investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, other 

erosional exposures), regardless of their position in the transect lines. Soil exposures were inspected 

for the presence of cultural materials. Observations about topography, vegetation, surface visibility, 

and disturbances were recorded in the project field notebook. Overview and close-up photographs 

were taken, and each photo was recorded on a standardized photo log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. 

HPAs would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a 

waterway, and/or condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground surface visibility) 

would suggest a high likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel 

probes. None were identified within the WA DNR survey areas. 

4.2 Architectural Inventory Methods 

HRA architectural historian Kathryn Burk-Hise conducted a desktop evaluation of two historic-

period transmission lines identified in the WA DNR survey areas: the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 

1 Transmission Line and the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. During the pedestrian 

survey, HRA archaeologists took photographs of representative transmission line structures and of 

the transmission line right of way (ROW) in different portions of the WA DNR survey areas. 

Background research, photographs, and field notes were used to document style, materials, and 

changes over time. These notes and photographs were used to complete a compliance-level 

evaluation of the transmission line within the project area. Results of this evaluation are presented in 

Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, and HPI forms are appended to the report in Appendix A.  

4.3 National Register of Historic Places Eligibility 

As noted in Section 1.1, the Project is subject to SEPA. Under SEPA, cultural resources should be 

evaluated for their eligibility at the local, state, ore national register level. As such, HRA evaluated 

the resources identified within the WA DNR survey area for eligibility for listing in the National 
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Register of Historic Places (NRHP). To be individually eligible for listing in the NRHP, a resource 

must be significant within a historic context. To evaluate significance, the following five things must 

be determined (National Park Service [NPS] 1997:44): 

1. The facet of prehistory or history of the local area, state, or nation that the resource 

represents; 

2. Whether the facet of history is significant; 

3. Whether it is a type of resource that has relevance and importance in illustrating the historic 

context; 

4. How the resource illustrates that history; and 

5. Whether the resource possesses the physical features necessary to convey the aspect of 

history with which it is associated. 

The significance (1–3 above) of a resource must be established before assessing integrity (items 4–5). 

The significance of a resource within its historic context must relate to one or more of the following: 

A. Under Criterion A, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 

history, both in terms of history or prehistory. 

B. Under Criterion B, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (e.g., persons whose activities are 

demonstrably important within a local, state, or national context). While more commonly 

applied to architectural resources and historic-period archaeological resources, precontact 

archaeological resources can also be eligible under Criterion B if they have artifacts or other 

datable materials that specifically link it to a person of known importance in a Native 

American group’s history or traditions. 

C. Under Criterion C, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they 

embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 

represent the works of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and 

distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., are part of a 

district). Discrete features, a particular building for example, may best be documented under 

this Criterion, though collections of resources may also have significance under Criterion C 

for architecture or engineering association. Certain types of archaeological sites, for example 

specific kinds of rock art, could also embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 

method of construction. Likewise, individual archaeological resources within an 

archaeological district could represent significant and distinguishable entities whose 

components may lack individual distinction. 
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D. Under Criterion D, properties may be eligible for the NRHP if they have yielded, or may be 

likely to yield, information important in history. To be eligible under Criterion D, the 

property must have, or have had, information to contribute to our understanding of human 

history and that information must be considered “important.” Most commonly applied to 

archaeological sites for possessing a data set that can address important scientific research 

question(s), buildings, structures, and objects may also be eligible under Criterion D if they 

are the principal source of information. 

4.3.1 Understanding BPA’s Multiple Property 
Documentation 

HRA’s evaluation of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line and the McNary–

Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was conducted in reference to George Kramer’s historic context 

statement and NRHP Multiple Property Documentation (MPD) form for the BPA Pacific 

Northwest Transmission System. The historic context statement, Corridors of Power: The Bonneville 

Power Administration Transmission Network Historic Context Statement (Kramer 2010), documents the 

history and significance of the BPA network. The MPD (Kramer 2012) provides historic and 

geographic contexts and outlines the temporal context/period of significance (1938–1974) and 

associated property types and registration requirements. The temporal context is divided into two 

periods of significance: Master Grid Development (1938–1945) and System Expansion (1946–1974). 

Resources eligible under the MPD are significant under Criterion A for association with the themes 

of commerce, engineering, industry, military/defense, and government (Kramer 2012:E-37). Select 

resources are also significant under Criterion C, as examples of important electrical distribution 

technology (Kramer 2012:E-38).  

Property types defined in the MPD include transmission lines and substations, among others. The 

property type substation includes numerous additional resource subtypes, such as switchyards, 

control houses, oil houses, storage buildings/shops, and administration buildings. Each property 

type has its own range and variations, character-defining elements, minimum eligibility requirements, 

specific integrity issues, and Criterion C standards that must be examined to determine if the 

property type or subtype is eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD.  

Where a resource meets the minimum eligibility requirements and integrity considerations, it is 

considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD. Resource types not specifically 

addressed by the MPD, such as roads, sidewalks, and other minor built elements, are by definition 

not eligible under the MPD (Kramer 2012:F-42).  

Transmission Lines 

The primary element of the BPA system, transmission lines, exist in three major variations (steel 

pole, wood pole, and high voltage direct current [HVDC], which is also steel construction), each of 

which carries electrical power from point to point. Transmission lines generally exist within 

extensive corridors that may contain multiple individual lines running parallel to each other. Within 
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its system, BPA identifies transmission lines by a name formed by the starting and ending point 

(typically a generation point or a substation). Where two lines run between the same two points, a 

number is added to the name. 

Transmission lines are further differentiated by the voltage that they carry (115 kilovolts [kV], 230 

kV, 345 kV, 500 kV, or, in the case of the Intertie, HVDC). Individually named transmission lines 

are both segments within and primary elements of the BPA system—an isolated transmission line, 

therefore, cannot function within the system. 

Transmission lines are documented as multiple-component structures that include towers or poles 

(each of which BPA identifies and catalogs for management purposes), the transmission cable or 

conductor, insulators and mounting equipment, and the linear corridor (also known as the 

transmission line alignment). Variation within the transmission-line resource type relates to tower 

design and voltage and is reflected in tower height, spacing of towers both linearly and laterally, 

tower materials (metal or wood), and proximity to adjacent lines. 

To be eligible under the MPD, a transmission line must meet all of the following standards: 

• Be designed by or purchased at the direction of the BPA. 

• Be owned and operated all or in part by BPA. 

• Have been energized prior to 1975. 

• Have continued original function (i.e., transmitting electricity). 

Transmission lines were constructed for the purpose of electricity transmission. The MPD outlines 

the following integrity considerations for transmission lines: 

Location/Setting: 

• The named line must connect the same endpoints within the BPA System as originally 

intended. 

• Lines that have been interrupted by the construction of an intermediate substation or 

generation feature (and thus have been redesignated) but remained as an integral part of the 

BPA network prior to 1975, retain integrity of location. 

• The named line must remain substantially within the original construction corridor as it 

existed at the end of the period of significance. Minor realignments that retain the same 

endpoints, whether to reduce length, straighten curves, or avoid newly installed obstacles 

within the corridor do not seriously diminish integrity. Realignments are generally considered 

“minor” when the overall change amounts to less than 10 percent of the total named-line 

distance between endpoints 

• Cumulative changes to a named line over time may result in loss of integrity, depending on 

the nature and location of the realignment. Generally, cumulative changes that result in the 
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relocation of more than 20 percent of the total line length will result in diminished integrity, 

depending on the nature of the changes. 

• Where the corridor/line remains as originally located, changes in surrounding uses do not 

diminish integrity. 

Design/Materials/Workmanship: 

• Changes made to continue or improve the line’s essential original function—efficient energy 

transmission—are part of this functionality and may acquire significance in their own right. 

Such changes do not normally constitute a loss of integrity of design. 

• Tower design must remain as built, in basic type and material (e.g., lattice/pole, steel/wood), 

and general design (e.g., H poles, suspension towers). Minor modifications in design do not 

diminish integrity (e.g., changes in steel latticework tower patterns through the addition of 

horizontal or vertical elements for structural reinforcement). Entire replacement of one type 

of tower (steel latticework) for another (steel monopole) diminishes integrity and reduces or 

entirely eliminates eligibility depending upon visual effect and the percentage of the whole 

that is affected. Replacing a major percentage of the line with a different pole design or 

material so adversely affects the character as to make the line not eligible. 

• Transmission voltage modifications (e.g., conversion of a 230-kV line to 345 kV) do not 

seriously diminish integrity provided other general design characteristics do not change 

substantially. 

• Minor additive features (e.g., bird control, spark arrestors, or added fiber cable systems for 

communication, identification, security) designed with a general respect to historic character 

through use of compatible materials, scale, and sensitive installation, do not diminish 

integrity. 

• Normal, in-kind, repair work (e.g., replacement of footings, conductors, insulators, spacers, 

guy wires, cross-arms) is considered necessary maintenance and does not diminish integrity. 

Feeling: 

• Feeling, as pertains to transmission lines, involves the ability of the named line to evoke its 

original construction and convey its character as an element in the larger BPA Transmission 

System. Named lines retain feeling through uniform, repetitive elements (towers and 

attachments) set within a defined corridor that is identifiable as a built or constructed feature 

within the landscape. Views of multiple component elements (e.g., a repetitive corridor of 

uniform towers connected by a series of conductors or cable lines) visible over a 

considerable linear distance, particularly from public ROWs, supports the integrity of feeling 

and system connectedness through repetition and visual complexity. 
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Association: 

• Any transmission line meeting the minimum eligibility requirements that BPA still owns and 

operates and that remains an integral and functioning part of the BPA Transmission System, 

retains integrity. 

Criterion C Standards: Some transmission lines may gain additional significance under Criterion C 

for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological improvements related 

to the transmission of electrical energy. Examples may include intact segments of the Master Grid or 

the HVDC Intertie. Such resources, in addition to meeting the requirements above, must 

additionally demonstrate the following qualities: 

• Be an exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction 

method. Examples might include the first use of a new transmission tower design, use of a 

new or improved grounding system, a high-voltage line (345 kV or above), or other 

significant improvement related to the transmission process. 

• A line type, particularly within the original 230 kV Master Grid, may merit Criterion C 

significance through retention of a high level of integrity that represents a typical BPA 

technology (i.e., minimal subsequent changes do not substantially alter historically significant 

aspects of the technology and the line retains visual and technical consistency with the 

original design). 
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5. Results 
HRA’s cultural resources investigations of the four WA DNR survey areas took place March 5–6, 

and April 8, 2020. The results of the pedestrian survey are described below by survey area, including 

the Nine Canyon survey area (Section 5.1), the Johnson Butte survey area (Section 5.2), the Badger 

Canyon survey area (Section 5.3), and the Fourmile Canyon survey area (Section 5.4). In total, HRA 

surveyed 460.4 acres that included proposed turbine, access road, crane path, and connection line 

locations. HRA identified two historic-period architectural resources (transmission lines) within the 

Johnson Butte survey area, which are discussed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. No archaeological 

resources were identified. 

5.1 Nine Canyon Survey Area 

The Nine Canyon survey area is the easternmost WA DNR parcel and is located in an area of rolling 

hills overlooking the Columbia River (4 mi to the east) and east of Nine Canyon, (0.2 mi to the west) 

(Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-2). Most of the survey area is in agricultural fields although the survey area is 

bisected by a narrow moderately steep drainage (dry at the time of survey). An existing wind farm is 

located adjacent to and west of the survey area (Figure 5.1-3). Ground-surface visibility was excellent 

in the agricultural fields with 80–90 percent visibility in the plowed rows (Figure 5.1-4). The plowed 

fields cover a large majority of the survey area and offered ample of view of soil that has been 

turned over relatively recently. Farm roads on the edges of the parcel also provided 100 percent 

ground-surface visibility (Figure 5.1-5). Taller dry perennial grasses were observed inside the 

drainage somewhat obscuring visibility that was reduced to approximately 50 percent (Figure 5.1-6). 

HRA conducted a pedestrian survey of 117.2 acres in this survey area covering the proposed areas 

of disturbance that could include turbines, collection lines, and access roads. No HPAs or cultural 

resources were identified in the Nine Canyon survey area. Given the excellent to good ground 

surface visibility, combined with the lack of identified HPAs, no shovel probes were warranted.   
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Figure 5.1-1. Nine Canyon survey area with the Columbia River in the background, view east. 
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Figure 5.1-2. Aerial map of the Nine Canyon survey area and direction of transects (each arrow represents 5 parallel 
transects covering the width of the survey corridor). 
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Figure 5.1-3. Overview of the agricultural fields in the Nine Canyon survey area with the 
nearby wind turbines visible in the background, view northwest. 

 

Figure 5.1-4. Typical ground surface visibility in the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.1-5. Farm road in the Nine Canyon survey area, view north. 

 

Figure 5.1-6. Overview of drainage in the Nine Canyon survey area, view west. 
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5.2 Johnson Butte Survey Area 

The Johnson Butte survey area is located 1 mi east of Interstate 82 and is centrally located among 

the four surveyed WA DNR parcels. The northwest portion of the survey area, known as Johnson 

Butte, sits at over 2,000 ft in elevation. That landform contains three radio towers and associated 

structures, none of which date to the historic period (Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2). The survey area 

consisted of gentle to steep rolling hills with many drainages (dry at the time of survey) bisecting the 

southern half of the survey area (Figures 5.2-3 and 5.2-4). Evidence of past agricultural activity was 

observed throughout the survey area such as dirt roads, plowed surfaces, and the presence of a water 

collection and storage tank in the southeast survey area. The survey area is not being actively farmed. 

Vegetation includes a mix of perennial grasses, thistles, and weeds (Figures 5.2-3–5.2-6). Ground 

visibility ranged from 70 percent in the northwest portion of the survey area and in road exposures, 

to between 30 and 40 percent in area of thicker grasses and weeds in the drainages (see Figures 5.2-5 

and 5.2-6). HRA conducted a pedestrian survey covering approximately 169.4 acres in this survey 

area covering the proposed area of disturbance that could include turbines, collection lines, and 

access roads. Two historic-period architectural resources, both transmission lines, were recorded in 

the Johnson Butte survey area. These resources are further described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. No 

archaeological resources were identified within the Johnson Butte survey area, and no HPAs 

warranting shovel probes were noted.  

 

Figure 5.2-1. Overview of the radio towers in the Johnson Butte survey area, view west. 
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Figure 5.2-2. Aerial map of the Johnson Butte survey area, direction of transects (each arrow represents 5 parallel transects 
covering the width of the survey corridor), and recorded architectural resources. 
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Figure 5.2-3. Overview of the drainages in the Johnson Butte survey area, view east. 

 

Figure 5.2-4. Overview of slopes in the Johnson Butte survey area, view northeast. 
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Figure 5.2-5. Overview of good ground visibility in the Johnson Butte survey area, view east. 

 

Figure 5.2-6. Overview of moderate ground visibility Johnson Butte survey area, view 
northwest. 
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5.2.1 McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line  

The McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV line originally constructed ca. 

1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission line is located in 

Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, has 204 structures, and extends 

approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the 

Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The Project proposes an access 

road and a collector line (underground) to cross under the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line (see Figure 5.2-2). As such, HRA surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the 

linear resource that falls within the Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2.  

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment (Figures 5.2-7 and 5.2-8). The 

wood pole structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 

management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the 

survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole of the H-frame type.  

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line ROW is 

shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line (Figure 5.2-9), which was surveyed and evaluated separately in this report (see 

Section 5.2.2).  

 

Figure 5.2-7. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 15/4, view 
northeast. 
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Figure 5.2-8. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 15/2, view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-9. Overview of the BPA ROW with the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission 
Line (left) and the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line (right), view south. 

Evaluation 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. 

Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 

originally terminated at the Pasco Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon 

Substation and 8 mi of new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the 

Pasco Substation was decommissioned (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) 
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recommended McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the 

NRHP; however, the evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). 

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line is a 115-kV transmission line that was constructed ca. 1948; it was moved and 

operationally split following construction of the Badger Canyon Substation in 1975; it retains its 

original capacity; and it has been modified over time, including maintenance and repairs as well as 

more substantial changes such as 8 mi of realignment.  

As such, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no longer retains integrity of 

location or setting, as the line was rerouted from the original Pasco Substation to the newly 

constructed Badger Canyon Substation, changing alignment direction and resulting in reenergization 

of the line in 1976. The line no longer connects at the same origination/endpoints as originally 

designed. Following these alterations, the McNary–Pasco No. 1 line was renamed the McNary–

Badger Canyon No. 1. The line no longer retains integrity of design, materials, or workmanship due 

to replacement of approximately 28 percent of original wood poles with steel towers (8 of the 28.3 

miles). Due to these collective changes, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no 

longer meets two of the four minimum eligibility standards for transmission lines defined in the 

MPD.  

HRA concurs with Brannan and Clark (2007) and recommends the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission 

System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and 

government. The resource no longer maintains integrity from the second period of significance for 

the BPA Transmission System (System Expansion, 1946–1974), and the subsequent alterations fall 

outside of the combined periods of significance (1938–1974). The resource does not appear to be 

individually eligible outside of the context of the MPD.    

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under Criterion C 

for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological improvements related 

to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an exemplar or early instance of a 

particular significant technology or construction method. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early example of any particular technological or 

construction method and, as with Criterion A, it does not meet the minimum eligibility requirements 

or retain sufficient integrity to convey significance. As such, HRA recommends the line does not 

meet the Criterion C considerations established in the MPD.  

5.2.2 McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 

energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, 

Washington, and extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, east of Umatilla, Oregon, and 

the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (Brannan and Clark 2007). The Project proposes 

an access road and a collector line (underground) to cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line (see Figure 5.2-2). As such, HRA surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the 

linear resource that falls within the Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2.  
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The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment (Figures 5.2-10 and 5.2-11). 

The wood pole structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 

management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the 

survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole H-frame type.  

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line ROW is shared 

with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission 

Line (Figure 5.2-12), which was surveyed and evaluated separately in this report (see Section 5.2.1).  

 

Figure 5.2-10. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 15/4, view northeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-11. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 15/2, view north. 
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Figure 5.2-12. Overview of the BPA ROW with the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission 
Line (left) and the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line (right), view south. 

Evaluation 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. At 

the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin 

No. 2 Transmission Line structures had been changed out and none of the original cross arms were 

extant. They also noted that the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its 

original purpose (Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended the McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 

2012).  

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission 

Line is a 230-kV transmission line that was constructed in 1955; it has not been moved, rerouted, or 

operationally split since it was first energized; it retains its original capacity; and it has seen only 

limited modifications over time, specifically maintenance and repairs. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line meets the minimum eligibility standards for transmission lines defined in the 

MPD in that it was designed by or purchased at the direction of BPA; was owned and operated 

entirely or in part by BPA; was constructed prior to 1975; and continues in its original function 

(electrical transmission). 

HRA recommends the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association with themes of 

commerce, engineering, industry, and government. The construction dates fall within the second 

period of significance for the BPA Transmission System (System Expansion, 1946–1974).  

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under Criterion C 

for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological improvements related 

to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an exemplar or early instance of a 
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particular significant technology or construction method. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission 

Line is not an exemplar or early example of any particular technological or construction method. As 

such, HRA recommends it does not meet the Criterion C considerations established in the MPD.  

The Project proposes to construct an access road and a collector line (underground) that will cross 

under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line in Benton County, Washington. The Project 

will not alter the integrity of location or setting, as the named line will continue to connect the same 

endpoints within the BPA System and will remain within the original construction corridor. It will 

not alter the integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will 

occur to the line itself. The line will continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined 

corridor that is identifiable as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also 

retain integrity of association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will remain 

an integral and functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA recommends that the 

Project will have no significant impact to the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line.  

5.3 Badger Canyon Survey Area 

The Badger Canyon survey area is located 1 mi west of Badger Canyon and is the westernmost 

surveyed WA DNR parcel. The survey area is in an area of gently rolling hills of agricultural fields 

(Figures 5.3-1 and 5.3-2). Ground-surface visibility was excellent in the agricultural fields with 80–90 

percent visibility in the plowed rows (Figures 5.3-3 and 5.3-4). As with the Badger Canyon survey 

area, the plowed fields offered ample of view of soil that has been turned over relatively recently. 

HRA conducted a pedestrian survey of 138.9 acres in this survey area covering the proposed areas 

of disturbance that could include turbines, collection lines, crane paths, and access roads. No HPAs 

or cultural resources were identified in the Badger Canyon survey area. Given the excellent to good 

ground surface visibility, combined with the lack of identified HPAs, no shovel probes were 

warranted.   

 

Figure 5.3-1. Overview of the northern Badger Canyon survey area, view north. 
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Figure 5.3-2. Aerial map of the Badger Canyon survey area and direction of transects (each arrow represents 5 parallel 
transects covering the width of the survey corridor). 
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Figure 5.3-3. Overview of the southern Badger Canyon survey area, view south. 

 

Figure 5.3-4. Overview of the eastern Badger Canyon survey area, view north. 
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5.4 Fourmile Canyon Survey Area 

The Fourmile Canyon survey area is located within and east of the canyon and is the southernmost 

of the WA DNR parcels. The northern portion of the survey area crosses the canyon, which has 

steep slopes (Figures 5.4-1 and 5.4-2). Vegetation consists of sagebrush, rabbitbrush, lupine, and 

bunchgrasses. The ground-surface visibility in this area ranged from 40–60 percent. Another smaller 

canyon is located in the southern portion of the survey area with similar vegetation and ground 

surface visibility (Figure 5.4-3). Most of the survey area is situated in an active agricultural field in 

rolling hills where ground-surface visibility ranged between 60 and 80 percent, and the plowed 

nature of the field provided views of soil that has been turned over relatively recently (Figure 5.4-4). 

HRA conducted a pedestrian survey covering approximately 34.9 acres in this survey area. No 

cultural resources were identified, nor were any HPAs warranting shovel probes.  

 

Figure 5.4-1. Overview of the northern portion of the Fourmile Canyon survey area, view 

south. 
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Figure 5.4-2. Aerial map of the Fourmile Canyon survey area and direction of transects (each arrow represents 5 parallel 
transects covering the width of the survey corridor). 
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Figure 5.4-3. Overview of the southern portion of the Fourmile Canyon survey area, view 
south. 

 

Figure 5.4-4. Overview of the agricultural field in the Fourmile Canyon survey area, view 
south. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
In support of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project, HRA completed cultural resources 

investigations for four survey areas on WA DNR land. The investigations consisted of conducting 

background research and completing a pedestrian survey of the 460.4-acre survey corridor. No 

archaeological resources were identified. Furthermore, no HPAs were noted during the survey. 

Given the generally good to excellent ground surface visibility, combined with the lack of identified 

HPAs, no shovel probes were warranted during the survey.   

HRA completed a desktop evaluation of two historic-period architectural resources within the 

survey areas. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is recommended not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is recommended eligible 

for listing in the NRHP under the BPA MPD. HRA recommends a finding of no significant impact 

for architectural resources. No additional cultural resource investigations are recommended for the 

four survey areas on WA DNR land. 

If the project area changes within the WA DNR parcels, additional cultural resources investigations 

may be needed. Should unanticipated archaeological resources be encountered during the project 

construction, all ground-disturbing activity near the find shall be halted, and DAHP and WA DNR 

shall be promptly notified to ensure compliance with relevant state and federal laws and regulations. 

If evidence of human burials is encountered, all ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity shall be 

halted immediately, and DAHP, WA DNR, the Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate 

Tribes shall be notified. 
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Address: Johnson Butte

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Builder Bonneville Power Administration

Historic Context:

Category
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Category Subcategory

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1948

Remodel 1976

Construction Dates:
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McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line

721665Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

3/9/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Friday, April 3, 2020 Page 2 of 6

Historic Property Report
McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line

721665Resource Name: Property ID:



McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
Structure 15/2

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
Structure 15/4

Photos

Overview of BPA ROW
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Historic Property Report
McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line

721665Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 3/9/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Structural System Log

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 3/9/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Friday, April 3, 2020 Page 4 of 6

Historic Property Report
McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line

721665Resource Name: Property ID:



Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of 
BPA’s investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line 
maintenance project (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the 
McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line originally terminated at the Pasco 
Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon Substation and eight miles of 
new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the Pasco 
Substation was decommissioned (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) 
recommended McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP; however, the evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012).

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV transmission line constructed ca. 1948; it was moved and 
operationally split following construction of the Badger Canyon Substation in 1975; 
retains its original capacity; and has been modified over time, including maintenance and 
repairs as well as more substantial changes such as eight miles of realignment. 

As such, the McNary-Badger–Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no longer retains integrity 
of location/setting as the line was rerouted from the original Pasco Substation to the 
newly constructed Badger Canyon Substation, changing alignment direction and resulting 
in reenergization of the line in 1976. The line no longer connects at the same 
origination/endpoints as originally designed. Following these alterations, the 
McNary–Pasco No. 1 line was renamed the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1. The line no 
longer retains integrity of design/materials/workmanship due to replacement of 
approximately 28 percent of original wood poles with steel towers (8 of the 28.3 miles). 
Due to these collective changes, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no 
longer meets two of the four minimum eligibility standards for transmission lines defined 
in the MPD. 

HRA concurs with Brannan and Clark (2007) and recommends the McNary–Badger 
Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the 
BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, 
engineering, industry, and government. The resource no longer maintains integrity from 
the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System (System Expansion, 
1946–1974), and the subsequent alterations fall outside of the combined periods of 
significance (1938–1974). The resource does not appear to be individually eligible outside 
of the context of the MPD.   

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be 
an exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction 
method. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early 
example of any particular technological or construction method and, as with Criterion A, 
it does not meet the minimum eligibility requirements or retain sufficient integrity to 
convey significance. As such, HRA recommends the line does not meet the Criterion C 
considerations established in the MPD. 
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Historic Property Report
McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line

721665Resource Name: Property ID:



Physical description: The McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115 kV line originally 
constructed ca. 1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The 
transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, 
has 204 structures, and extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary 
Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of 
Kennewick, Washington. The Project proposes an access road and a collector line 
(underground) to cross under the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line. As 
such, HRA surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within 
the Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole 
structures, transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The 
wood pole structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole of the H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
ROW is shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Franklin 
No. 2 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 
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2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  
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Overview of the BPA ROW 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 15/2
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Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 
investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance 
project (Brannan and Clark 2007). At the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) 
noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line structures had 
been changed out and none of the original cross arms were extant. They also noted that 
the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 
(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). 

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line is a 230-kV transmission line was constructed in 1955; has not been 
moved, rerouted, or operationally split since it was first energized; retains its original 
capacity; and has seen only limited modifications over time, specifically maintenance and 
repairs. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line meets the minimum eligibility 
standards for transmission lines defined in the MPD in that it was designed by or 
purchased at the direction of BPA; was owned and operated entirely or in part by BPA; 
was constructed prior to 1975; and continues in its original function (electrical 
transmission).

HRA recommends the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association 
with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and government. The construction 
dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System 
(System Expansion, 1946–1974). 

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be 
an exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction 
method. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early 
example of any particular technological or construction method. As such, HRA 
recommends the line does not meet the Criterion C considerations established in the 
MPD. 

The Project proposes to construct an access road and a collector line (underground) that 
will cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line in Benton County, 
Washington. The Project will not alter the integrity of location or setting, as the named 
line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA System and will remain 
within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of design, 
materials, workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. 
The line will continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that 
is identifiable as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also 
retain integrity of association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which 
will remain an integral and functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA 
recommends that the Project will have no significant impact   to the McNary–Franklin 
No. 2 Transmission Line. 
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Physical description: The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230 kV line originally constructed in 
1955 and energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, 
and Benton County, Washington, and extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary 
Substation, east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Franklin Substation, located just east of 
Pasco (Brannan and Clark 2007). The Project proposes an access road and a collector line 
(underground) to cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. As such, HRA 
surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within the 
Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 
transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment . The wood pole 
structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line ROW is 
shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 

Bibliography: Brannan, Nicole F., and Sunshine R. Clark
2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Kramer, George
2012 National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form for the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Pacific Northwest Transmission System. On file at 
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Olympia.
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Introduction 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm (project) in 

Benton County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The project is a renewable energy generation facility that would 

generate power via wind turbine generators and includes associated electrical transmission, energy storage, 

substation, and maintenance facilities. The final design and layout of the project is still being developed, but 

as currently proposed, it would have a nameplate energy generating capacity of up to 850 megawatts (MW). 

Power generated by the project would be transmitted to existing Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 

transmission lines via two interconnections, located within or near the eastern and western portions of the 

project area.  

The project plans to apply for a Site Certification Agreement from the Washington Energy Facility Site 

Evaluation Council (EFSEC) in order to implement the project. The site certification process includes 

completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, which includes an 

assessment of cultural resources. The project is also seeking a lease from the Washington Department of 

Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA DNR land. The project contracted with 

Tetra Tech, who in turn contracted with Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), to complete cultural 

resources investigations on the portions of the project that are situated on WA DNR land. In support of the 

project, HRA completed one previous cultural resources survey of 460.4 acres on WA DNR land (Davis et al. 

2020a), as well as investigations of 10,260.7 acres on private land portions of the project (Davis et al. 2020b). 

This addendum report presents the results of additional survey (242.1 acres) completed on WA DNR land.   

The project received a Land Use License from WA DNR (License No. 60-SE2009 issued January 1, 2020 and 

amended February 21, 2020) to conduct the cultural resources survey on their property, and a Plan of 

Operation for the survey was submitted to and approved by WA DNR prior to field investigations. Because 

the project design and layout are still under development and have not been finalized, HRA surveyed the 

widest range of known possible project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility during the final design 

process.  

MEMORANDUM 
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Figure 1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project. 
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Survey was generally completed along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear 

project elements (collection lines, communication lines, access roads, and crane paths), as well as a 500-foot-

diameter area centered on wind turbine locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be 

co-located in the same corridor. There are four WA DNR parcels in the project including (from east–west) 

the Nine Canyon survey area, the Fourmile Canyon survey area, the Johnson Butte survey area, and the 

Badger Canyon survey area (Figure 2). Each are discussed in the Results section below; while no additional 

survey took place in the Fourmile Canyon survey area, a map showing the previous survey is provided. 

Background Research 

An overview of the proposed project, environmental setting, cultural context, and previous cultural resources 

investigations completed prior to April 2020 for the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project is presented in a 

previous cultural resources survey report. Because the WA DNR parcels investigated for that report are the 

same as the additional investigations presented in this report, HRA will not repeat the background research 

previously provided (Davis et al. 2020a). However, HRA conducted additional background research using the 

Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) Washington Information System 

for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data (WISAARD) to determine if additional cultural resources 

studies have recently been conducted on or within 1 mile (mi) of the WA DNR parcels. None were found 

beyond the recent survey for the project on private land (Davis et al. 2020b). As a result of that survey, 14 

archaeological resources and 5 architectural resources were identified. Two of the archaeological resources 

and one of the architectural resources were recorded within 1 mi of the WA DNR parcels. The architectural 

resource was a grain elevator located on privately owned land just outside of and north of the Badger Canyon 

survey area. The elevator was constructed ca. 1940 and was recommended to be not eligible for listing in the 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The archaeological resources include Site 45BN2088, located 

, and Site 45BN2089, located  

. Both sites are historic-period debris scatters dating to the early twentieth century, and are 

unevaluated for NRHP eligibility (David et al. 2020b). Additionally, HRA previously recorded two BPA 

transmission lines within the Johnson Butte survey corridor; these are discussed in the results section below. 

Archaeological Survey Methods 

The field investigations were designed to determine if previously unrecorded archaeological and historic-

period architectural resources were present within the survey areas and, if found, to make preliminary 

recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed the guidelines of the Washington 

DAHP (DAHP 2020).  

The methods included a pedestrian survey of the new survey corridor locations in three WA DNR parcels. 

Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 meters (m) apart, and the number of archaeologists surveying in a 

corridor varied by its width. The survey corridor was frequently 120 m wide but could also be up to 200 m 

wide. The corridor was surveyed using various methods including between 5 and 10 archaeologists surveying 

the corridor at one time and making multiple passes in a corridor to ensure complete coverage.  
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Figure 2. Location of WA DNR parcels surveyed for the project, as well as the previously surveyed areas on private land. 
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The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum coverage of the survey areas and 

investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, other erosional exposures), regardless of 

their position in the transect lines. They inspected soil exposures for the presence of cultural materials. They 

recorded observations about topography, vegetation, surface visibility, and disturbances in the project field 

notebook. They took overview and close-up photographs and recorded each photo on a standardized photo 

log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. HPAs 

would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a waterway, and/or 

condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground-surface visibility) would suggest a high 

likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel probes. None were identified 

within the WA DNR survey areas. 

Results 

HRA’s cultural resources investigations of the four WA DNR survey areas took place between July 15 and 25, 

2020, and September 11, 2020. The results of the pedestrian survey are described below by survey area. While 

no additional survey took place in the Fourmile Canyon survey area, a map showing the previous survey is 

provided below. In total, HRA surveyed 242.1 additional acres on WA DNR land; HRA identified no cultural 

resources. 

Nine Canyon Survey Area 

The Nine Canyon survey area is in Section 16 of Township 7 North, Range 30 East. The WA DNR parcel is 

located in an area of rolling hills overlooking the Columbia River (4 mi to the east) and east of Nine Canyon, 

(0.2 mi to the west). Most of the survey area is in agricultural fields, although one northeast–southwest 

trending drainage also crosses the parcel (Figures 3–6). An existing wind farm is located adjacent to and west 

of the survey area (see Figure 5). Portions of the survey area had been recently plowed, and ground-surface 

visibility was excellent in these areas (90–100 percent) (see Figure 4). Other fields in the survey area were in 

wheat that had been recently harvested. These areas had good ground-surface visibility (40–50 percent) in 

between the rows of wheat (see Figure 5). Taller dry perennial grasses were observed inside the drainage, 

somewhat obscuring visibility, which was reduced to approximately 30 percent (see Figure 6). HRA identified 

no cultural resources in the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 3. Aerial map of the Nine Canyon survey area.  
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Figure 4. Recently plowed field in the Nine Canyon survey area, view northeast. 

 

 

Figure 5. Recently harvested wheat field in the Nine Canyon survey area, view west.  
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Figure 6. Drainage in the Nine Canyon survey area, view northeast.  

Johnson Butte Survey Area 

The Johnson Butte survey area is located in Section 16 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East. The WA DNR 

parcel is 1 mi east of Interstate 82 and consists of rolling hills surrounding Johnson Butte. Two small areas 

were surveyed in this location (Figure 7). One is a one relatively flat fallow field situated near the center of the 

parcel, where ground-surface visibility was 70–90 percent (Figure 8). The second area is on a moderate slope 

in an area that has previously been plowed but has been fallow for some time. Bunch grasses restricted the 

ground-surface visibility to between 30 and 50 percent (Figure 9). Two historic-period architectural resources, 

both transmission lines (McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and McNary–Franklin No. 2), have been previously 

recorded in the Johnson Butte survey area, though neither were situated in the current areas surveyed (Davis 

et al. 2020a). HRA identified no new cultural resources in the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure 7. Aerial map of the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure 8. Nine Canyon survey area with the Columbia River in the background, view east. 

 

 

Figure 9. Nine Canyon survey area with the Columbia River in the background, view east. 
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Badger Canyon Survey Area 

The Badger Canyon survey area is located in Section 36 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East. The WA DNR 

parcel is located in an area of rolling hills and agricultural fields 1 mi west of Badger Canyon. The eastern and 

southern portions of the surveyed parcel were located in recently harvested wheat fields (Figures 10 and 11). 

These areas had between 40 and 60 percent ground-surface visibility. The southernmost area surveyed was 

located adjacent to Sellards Road, and road gravel and modern trash (e.g., plastic, glass) were common just 

north of the road. This area just outside of the agricultural field had weeds and grasses and 30–50 percent 

ground-surface visibility (Figure 12). One modern corrugated metal culvert was visible adjacent to the road. 

The western and northern portions of the surveyed parcel were located in a fallow agricultural field with 60–

80 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 13). HRA identified no cultural resources in the Badger Canyon 

survey area. 

 

Figure 10. Recently harvested wheat field in the Badger Canyon survey area, view west. 
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Figure 11. Aerial map of the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 12. Between wheat fields and Sellards Road in the Badger Canyon survey area, view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 13. Fallow field in the Badger Canyon survey area, view south. 
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Fourmile Canyon Survey Area 

No additional survey took place in the Fourmile Canyon survey area, which is located in Section 36 of 

Township 7 North, Range 29 East. Figure 14 shows the area previously surveyed (Davis et al. 2020a). 

 

Figure 14. Aerial map of the Fourmile Canyon survey area. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

In support of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm project, HRA completed additional cultural resources 

investigations for survey areas on WA DNR land. The investigations consisted of conducting additional 

background research and completing a pedestrian survey of 242.1 acres. HRA identified no archaeological 

resources. HRA previously surveyed 460.4 acres on WA DNR land, and two historic-period architectural 

resources, both transmission lines, were identified (Davis et al. 2020a); these are not, however, within the 

newly surveyed DNR areas (see Figure 7). 

HRA recommends no additional cultural resources investigations for the survey areas on WA DNR land. If 

the project area changes within the WA DNR parcels, additional cultural resources investigations may be 

needed. Should unanticipated archaeological resources be encountered during the project construction, all 

ground-disturbing activity near the find shall be halted, and DAHP and WA DNR shall be promptly notified 

to ensure compliance with relevant state and federal laws and regulations. If evidence of human burials is 

encountered, all ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity shall be halted immediately, and DAHP, WA DNR, 

the Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate Tribes shall be notified. 
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Executive Summary 
Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
(project) in Benton County, Washington. The project is a renewable energy generation facility that 
would generate power via wind turbine generators along with associated electrical transmission, 
energy storage, substation, and maintenance facilities. The final design and layout of the project is 
still being developed. The project pans to apply for a Site Certification from the Washington Energy 
Facility Site Evaluation Council in order to implement the project. The Site Certification process 
includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, 
which includes an assessment of cultural resources. 

Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), has completed a pedestrian survey of 10,260.7 acres on 
private land as part of the project. Because the project design and layout are still under development 
and have not been finalized, HRA surveyed the widest range of known possible project locations in 
order to aid in siting flexibility during the final design process. It is expected that the project area of 
impacts (API), once determined, will be within the areas surveyed. Survey was generally completed 
along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear project elements (collection 
lines, communications lines, access roads, and crane paths), as well as a 500-foot-diameter area 
centered on wind turbine locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-
located in the same corridor. Various potential project ancillary facilities and temporary construction 
laydown areas were also surveyed. There were 121.8 acres of the survey corridor that were not 
surveyed either due to steep terrain or restricted access, and HRA recommends no cultural resource 
survey at these locations due to low probability for resources to be present. Additionally, HRA does 
not recommend any locations within the surveyed areas for shovel probing, as no areas were 
identified that suggest a high likelihood for buried cultural deposits; furthermore, all of the survey 
areas had good ground surface visibility, and many had excellent visibility.   

As a result of the survey 14 archaeological resources were documented, including 13 newly recorded 
resources and 1 previously recorded resource. Additionally, five architectural resources were 
investigated, including two newly recorded resources and three previously recorded resources. 

Of the 14 archaeological resources, 5 are historic-period isolated finds and are recommended not 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (Isolates 45BN2081, 
45BN2082, 45BN2083, 45BN2084, and 45BN2091). No further cultural resource investigations are 
recommended for these resources. Eight archaeological sites and one isolate are unevaluated for 
listing in the NRHP (Sites 45BN2085, 45BN2086, 45BN2087, 45BN2088, 45BN2089, 45BN2090, 
45BN2093, and 45BN261; Isolate 45BN2092). The Project plans to avoid these sites and Isolate 
45BN2092 in the course of construction and operations. However, if they cannot be avoided, 
additional consultation and/or archaeological investigations will be necessary to determine their 
significance and integrity, assess potential project impacts, and/or develop appropriate treatment 
measures. Additionally, per the recommendation of the Yakama Nation, radial shovel probes will be 
excavated at precontact Isolate 45BN2092 to confirm that it is an isolate and not a site. HRA plans 
to complete this work in early 2021 and will provide the results in a forthcoming report for the 
project. 
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Of the five architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP (McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line and Nine Canyon Road), and HRA 
recommends another two resources are also not eligible (Grain Elevator and 147407 E. Beck Road). 
One architectural resource has been previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP 
(McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line). However, HRA recommends that the project will 
have no significant impact to the resource. No further cultural resources are recommended for the 
architectural resources. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Description 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(project) in Benton County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The project is a renewable energy generation 

facility that would generate power via wind turbine generators along with associated electrical 

transmission, energy storage, substation, and maintenance facilities. The final design and layout of 

the project is still being developed, but as currently proposed, it would have a nameplate energy 

generating capacity of up to 850 megawatts (MW). Power generated by the project would be 

transmitted to existing Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) transmission lines via two 

interconnections, located within or near the eastern and western portions of the project area.  

The project plans to apply for a Site Certification Agreement from the Washington Energy Facility 

Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC)in order to implement the project. The Site Certificate process 

includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, 

which includes an assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the project is seeking a lease from 

the Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA 

DNR land. The project contracted with Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), to complete 

cultural resources investigations on the portions of the project that are situated on privately owned 

land. The results of investigations completed on private land to date are presented in this report. 

Results of investigations on WA DNR land are addressed in two separate reports (Davis and 

Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020).   

Because the project design and layout are still under development and have not been finalized, HRA 

surveyed the widest range of known possible project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility 

during the final design process. It is expected that the project area of impacts (API), once 

determined, will be within the areas surveyed on the privately owned and WA DNR land. All survey 

was conducted in the project lease boundary, which is defined as the parcels encompassed by the 

proposed project facilities (see Figure 1-1). Survey was generally completed along 400-foot-wide 

corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear project elements (collection lines, 

communications lines, access roads, and crane paths), as well as a 500-foot-diameter area centered 

on wind turbine locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-located in 

the same corridor. Various potential project facility and laydown areas were also surveyed. In total, 

to date, the area surveyed on privately owned land comprises 10,260.7 acres and includes the survey 

corridor (areas centered on the most recent conceptual project design) as well as areas outside of the 

survey corridor surveyed for previous iterations of the project design. There were 121.8 acres not 

surveyed in the survey corridor due to steep terrain or because access was restricted. Figure 1-2 

shows the four general survey areas presented in this report, including the Webber Canyon survey 

area, Badger Canyon survey area, Johnson Butte survey area, and Nine Canyon survey area. Table 1-

1 includes the legal description of the areas surveyed.  
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm project. 
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Figure 1-2. Location of survey areas on privately owned land within the project, as well as previously surveyed areas on WA DNR parcels (Davis et al. 2020; Davis and Ragsdale 2020). 
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Table 1-1. Legal Description of Areas Surveyed on Privately Owned Land within the Project. 

Township Range Sections  

7 North 27 East 1–3, 12 

7 North 28 East 2, 4–16, 23, 24 

7 North 29 East 4, 7, 9, 10, 15–22, 24, 25, 27–30, 34–36 

7 North 30 East 2–4, 9–11, 14–17, 19, 20, 28–30 

8 North  26 East 1, 12, 13, 24 

8 North  27 East 2–11, 14–30, 33–36 

8 North  28 East 19, 30, 31 

9 North 26 East 25, 36 

9 North  27 East 31, 32 

1.2 Tribal and Agency Coordination 
On behalf of the project, HRA has been coordinating on the project with the Confederated Tribes 
and Bands of the Yakama Nation (Yakama), Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation 
(CTUIR), Nez Perce Tribe (Nez Perce), and the Wanapum Tribe. On February 5, 2020, HRA made 
phone calls and sent the four Tribes an outreach letter that included project information and 
requested any comments or knowledge regarding potential project impacts to sensitive tribal 
resources, such as traditional cultural properties (TCPs). Although no response has been received 
from the Wanapum Tribe, Emily Ragsdale at HRA has had various phone calls and email 
correspondence with representatives with the other three Tribes, including Jessica Lally and Johnson 
Meninick (Yakama); Teara Farrow Ferman and Shawn Steinmetz (CTUIR); and Patrick Baird (Nez 
Perce). HRA offered these Tribes the opportunity to monitor the field investigations included in this 
report and provided regular updates on the results of survey. Additionally, during phone 
conversations, tribal representatives from Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez Perce all indicated there are or 
are likely to be TCPs and/or historic properties of religious and cultural significance in the project 
vicinity. Yakama also previously indicated in a letter to the project dated February 22, 2019, that two 
sites in the project vicinity (45BN261 and 45BN1490) are directly associated with TCPs. As such, at 
the direction of the project, via phone calls and in letters dated February 20, 2020, HRA then 
formally offered each of these Tribes the opportunity to conduct a TCP study (Yakama and Nez 
Perce) or traditional use study (CTUIR). CTUIR is proceeding with a traditional use study for the 
project. Lastly, the Yakama requested a meeting with HRA and the project to discuss the project; the 
meeting was tentatively scheduled for mid-March 2020 but has been delayed due to restrictions 
related to the coronavirus epidemic. However, HRA and the project are committed to continued 
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coordination with the Tribes and will meet with the Yakama (and the other Tribes, if requested) as 
soon as feasible.  

HRA also provided a draft copy of this report to Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez Perce on October 16, 
2019, for review and comment. The email submittal to the Yakama specifically called to their 
attention information in the report regarding the two sites mentioned in their February 22, 2019 
letter (45BN261 and 45BN1490, see Sections 3.2 and 5.1.2). Ms. Lally (Yakama) and Mr. Steinmetz 
(CTUIR) provided comments on the report, which have been incorporated into this final version.  

1.3 Report Organization 
This report is organized into seven sections and five appendices. Section 1 includes the project 
description, regulatory context, project location, summary of Tribal coordination, and 
acknowledgments. Section 2 discusses the general environmental and cultural context of the project. 
Section 3 provides the background research for previous cultural resources investigations and 
previously recorded cultural resources within 1 mile (mi) of the project lease boundary, as well as 
archaeological expectations. Section 4 includes the fieldwork and inventory methods. Section 5 
presents the results of the pedestrian survey, including an overview of each survey area and 
documented cultural resources. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 6, and 
the references cited are listed in Section 7. Appendices A and B provide detailed survey results maps 
on aerial photographs (Appendix A) and on topographic maps (Appendix B). Maps showing the 
locations of items found during the survey but not documented as archaeological resources, because 
they could not be definitively determined to be at least 50 years in age, are provided in Appendix C. 
Archaeological resource forms are located in Appendix D, and historic property inventory (HPI) 
forms for documented architectural resources are provided in Appendix E. 
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Kobus and Pat Landess (Scout) and Linnea Fossum (Tetra Tech) for their help with the project. 
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2. Environmental and Cultural Context 

2.1 Environmental Context 
The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which encompasses most of 
Washington east of the Cascade Range and extends south in Oregon to the Blue Mountains 
(Franklin and Dyrness 1988:29). Specifically, it is situated in the Horse Heaven Hills just west of a 
sharp bend in the Columbia River south of the Tri-Cities. The project is surrounded by four major 
confluences of the Columbia River, including the Yakima, Snake, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. 

During the Miocene epoch, the Columbia Basin was formed by massive basalt flows known as the 
Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG). These flows were emplaced between 16.7 and 5.5 million 
years ago (Camp et al. 2017) when eruptions from dike-vent swarms in the vicinity of the modern-
day Idaho/Washington/Oregon border created a series of enormous basaltic lava flows (Reidel et al. 
1989a; Tolan et al. 2009). These flood basalts covered an area of 101,905 square mi and filled the 
intermontane valley between the Rocky Mountains to the east and the Cascade Mountain Range to 
the west (Tolan et al. 1989). The resulting bedded flood basalts measure up to 2.8 mi in thickness in 
some parts of the region (Reidel et al. 1989b). Some of these flows spread westward through the 
Columbia River Gorge and into the Willamette Valley and Coast Ranges. Four flows are found in 
the project area: the Imnaha Basalt group (16.4 to 16 million years ago), the Grande Ronde Basalt 
group (16 to 15.6 million years ago), the Wanapum Basalt group (15.6 to 14 million years ago), and 
the Saddle Mountains Basalt group (14 to 5.5 million years ago) (Camp et al. 2017:4–7).  

The project is within the Yakima Fold Belt subprovince of the Columbia Basin. The Yakima Fold 
Belt consists of a series of anticlines and associated faults that formed ridges of compressed CRBG 
in eastern Washington. These southernmost ridges typically extend northeast–southwest. The Horse 
Heaven Hills are situated between the Columbia Hills to the southwest and Toppenish Ridge to the 
northwest within the Yakima Fold Belt (Last et al. 2012). 

Overlaying the CRBG flows in many parts of the Columbia Basin are sediment deposits of fine-
grained loess. Loess deposition in eastern Washington began as early as 2 million years ago (Busacca 
1991) and continued through the late Pleistocene (McDonald and Busacca 1989). Source material 
for the loess included primarily fine-grained cataclysmic flood deposits with minor contributions 
from more local sources (McDonald and Busacca 1989; Sweeney et al. 2002, 2006). The loess 
consists of massive silts that can be up to 2.8 mi thick and comprise highly fertile soils (Franklin and 
Dyrness 1988:31).  

The middle and lower Columbia River drainage largely took shape during the end of the Pleistocene. 
Glacial Lake Missoula formed when the Clark Fork River was impounded by a lobe of the late 
Pleistocene Cordilleran ice sheet in western Montana. The lake repeatedly breached this ice dam, 
sending catastrophic floodwaters across the Channeled Scabland and down the Columbia River to 
the Pacific Ocean between 19,000 and 13,000 years before present (B.P.). (Benito and O’Connor 
2003:624, 637). This ice dam re-formed and failed numerous times, producing an estimated 40 to 89 
catastrophic floods that are collectively known as the Missoula floods (also known as the Spokane or 
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Bretz floods) (Benito and O’Connor 2003). Flood evidence indicates a constriction of the Columbia 
River Channel just southeast of the project at Wallula Gap, which significantly blocked floodwaters. 
The impounded waters created ephemeral Lake Lewis. At its maximum elevation of 1,000 feet (ft), 
Lake Lewis would not have submerged the majority of the project area, which ranges in elevation 
from 1,200 ft in Fourmile Canyon, 1,725 ft on McBee Hill, and 2,000 ft on Johnson Butte. However, 
the project area on The Butte and just south of that landform in the eastern project area does range 
in elevation from 950–980 ft in elevation and would likely have been submerged and affected by the 
Missoula floods (Allen et al. 2009:132–133; Orr and Orr 2006:255). 

Surficial geology mapped for the project area is nearly all Pleistocene-aged loess deposits. In the 
vicinity of The Butte, McBee Hill, and Badger Canyon, there are Miocene-aged basalt flows of 
Saddle Mountain basalt of the CRBG, and in the far eastern extent of the project, there are 
Glaciolacustrine deposits associated with Missoula floods (Huntting et al. 1961).  

Soils mapped for the project consist of nearly all silt loams, including those of the Ritzville series 
(over 80 percent of the project), as well as Burke, Ellisforde, Shano, and Warden soil series. These 
soils primarily form in loess and are on slopes ranging from 0–65 percent (U.S. Department of 
Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation Service [USDA-NRCS 2020). Soils mapped for the 
ridgeline on McBee Hill, just west of Badger Canyon in the far northwest end of the project, as well 
as The Butte, just east of Nine Canyon in the far northeast end of the portion, include the Kiona 
series, which is a very stony silt loam of mixed colluvium and residuum weathered from basalt and 
loess (USDA-NRCS 2020). 

The project is in the Artemisia tridentata (sagebrush) and Agropyron spicatum (bluebunch wheatgrass) 
vegetational zone that encompasses portions of the steppe region of the Columbia Basin in central 
Washington (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:211–212). The current climate is semiarid, with warm, dry 
conditions that support steppe vegetation. This zone includes a primary community of sagebrush 
along with rabbitbrushes (Chrysothamnus viscidifiorus and C. nauseosus) and hop sage (Grayia spinosa), 
with an understory dominated by bluebunch wheatgrass and smaller amounts of other grasses such 
as needlegrasses (Hesperostipa comata and Achnatherum thurberianum), bluegrass (Poa cusickii), and wild 
rye (Elymus elymoides) (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:216).  

2.2 Precontact Context 
The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which roughly comprises the 
south-central portion of the larger Plateau cultural region. The Plateau encompasses a vast stretch of 
the Pacific Northwest, including eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, most of Idaho, western 
Montana, and the inter-mountain region of British Columbia (Ames et al. 1998; Pokotylo and 
Mitchell 1998; Roll and Hackenberger 1998).  

Over time, environmental change across the Plateau influenced its inhabitants, both animals and 
humans, therefore contributing to changes in the typology and distribution of cultural material 
assemblages. However, broad-scale studies of environmental change may overlook the role of 
localized climatic variables; archaeological research indicates that the impact of localized 
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environmental conditions can be seen in the various, individualized cultural chronologies of select 
Plateau areas (Ames et al. 1998; Chatters 1998; Leonhardy and Rice 1970).  

In general, the Plateau region was characterized by subsistence patterns centered on the harvesting 
and storage of fish, edible roots, and large ungulates, such as deer and elk (Chatters and Pokotylo 
1998). Several cultural chronologies have been formulated for the southern part of the Plateau, each 
based on a different set of archaeological sites depending on the scale of the analysis and the 
availability of data at the time. The following overview uses four broad chronological units (Paleo, 
Early, Middle, and Late Archaic periods) defined for the broader Plateau (Andrefsky 2004:26) and 
also incorporates data provided by Ames and colleagues (1998) for the Southern Plateau, as well as 
the Mid-Columbia Study Sequence developed by Galm and colleagues (1981) and data from the 
Lower Snake River Archaeological District (Solimano 2012).  

2.2.1 Paleoarchaic Period 
During the Paleoarchaic period (pre-11,000–8000 B.P.), highly mobile hunter-gatherers occupied 
parts of eastern Washington and Oregon. The beginning of the Paleoarchaic period roughly 
coincided with a post-glaciation climate in the project area, as it was about this time that all but the 
highest and northern-most glaciers had retreated. The result of this glacial melt and concomitant 
transition to a warmer climate influenced both drainage patterns and vegetation (Chatters 1991, 
1998:43–44), and may have provided a much more hospitable environment for these early groups. 
Geoarchaeological research indicates that the Lower Snake and mid-Columbia River Valleys 
stabilized shortly after the conclusion of Missoula flood waters and recession of glacial ice (Fryxell 
1963:11–12), and this generally stable environment may have been inhabitable from very early on 
(Hammatt 1977). 

The socio-economic structure of Paleoarchaic people of the interior Plateau was likely based on a 
highly mobile subsistence strategy, focused on hunting large game, complemented by fishing, along 
with gathering and some evidence of seacoast trade (Aikens et al. 2011; Ames et al. 1998).  

Most Paleoarchaic sites in the region occur in the form of diagnostic lithic tools presumed to be 
associated with either the Western Clovis complex (defined as a projectile with a prominent “flute” 
or flake scar at its base) or the Western Stemmed Tradition (WST) (large lanceolate, stemmed, and 
shouldered bifaces). Often times in an archaeological context, these are surface finds. Evidence of 
Clovis cultures across North America have been tightly dated to between 12,800 and 13,250 
calibrated B.P. (Waters and Stafford 2007), and researchers agree that Clovis culture is present in the 
Interior Plateau and supports pre-11,000-year-old occupation (Aikens et al. 2011). 

The most-well known Clovis site in Washington is the Richey-Roberts Clovis Cache (Site 
45DO482), also called the East Wenatchee Clovis Cache, located  

(Mehringer 1989). The site is a cache, or storage cyst, that included multiple stone and 
bone tools associated with Clovis technology (Lyman et al. 1998). The site was dated to about 
11,250 years old based on “particles of Glacier Peak ash incorporated into silica accretions on the 
undersides of two superimposed cache blades” (Reid 1991:31).  

The nearest Clovis-style projectile point to the project was found at the Mitchell Site (Site 45WW62) 
located  (Hackenberger and 
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Howes 1981). Two “channel” flakes from a second and third fluted point and several other varieties 
of projectile point types were also found (Reid 1991:55). The Kavanaugh’s Springs Site (Site 
45KL316), located , consists of one 
fluted projectile point among other lithic artifacts (Avey 1991; Kavanaugh 1985).  

Paleoarchaic period artifacts were also found 6 . These 
artifacts were found associated with megafauna remains (in a secondary deposit) and included “pre-
clovis” artifacts (Rice 2017) or “Windust” artifacts (Rice 1985).  

During a cultural resources monitoring effort at Site 45BN1685, which is located  
, stone tools and western pearlshell fragments were observed, as well as faunal remains. 

The “faunal remains appeared consistent with a tusk fragment,” and the matrix at the identified 
locale was determined consistent with sediments of the Pleistocene age (i.e., Pleistocene 
glaciolacustrine sediment). To further support this find was a mammoth tusk. Researchers 
concluded “it is possible the site has a Paleo-Indian component” (Yakama Nation Cultural 
Resources Program [YNCRP] 2011:4). 

The Glade Creek Site (Site 45BN240), is located  (Smith 1977a, 
1997b; Smith et al. 1977). It is located  and was first observed both 
on an eroding surface and at 2 meters (m) below surface in . The site 
consists of an intact lens of charcoal, burned bone, cryptocrystalline silicate (CCS) and obsidian 
artifacts, and fossilized bone fragments. Projectile point types at this site include both the “Cold-
Springs subphase of the Cascade Phase and the Windust Phase”; comparable materials have been 
dated from 5000–6000 B.P. and 9000–12,000 B.P., respectively (Smith 1977b:1–2). Smith (1977b) 
felt that due to in situ charcoal , the presence of fossilized material, and its 
proximity to , the site had great potential to be one of the earliest sites in the 
Columbia Plateau. The categorization of “pre-clovis” or “Windust” may be more appropriately 
defined as an Interior Plateau designation for the WST (Brown et al. 2019).  

Recent analysis suggests that the WST is at least partially contemporaneous with Clovis culture (i.e., 
WST is present at least by the middle of the Clovis cultural phase) in the Columbia Plateau, and the 
WST on the Plateau likely spanned about 13,000 to 11,000 years ago, but perhaps even pre-13,000 to 
9000 B.P. (Brown et al. 2019:488–490). Data suggests that the WST culture on the Plateau was 
stable even when the environment was not and therefore may have had a longer duration than 
previously suspected (Brown et al. 2019:490).  

Numerous WST artifacts have been found at sites in eastern Washington. One of the more notable 
WST sites is Windust Caves (Site 45FR46) located  (Rice 1965). 
Excavations at Windust Caves, the type site for “Windust culture” revealed “vertically separated 
assemblages”; each contained several styles of projectile points, and based on relative dating to sites 
in the region, the caves indicate about 9,000 years of occupation. Also in the site assemblage were 
features and artifacts of organic material which included not only antler, bone, and wood but textiles 
constructed from sagebrush cordage (Reid 1991:53). Additional artifacts that have been identified 
with Windust points near the project include bone beads and needles and a faunal assemblage that 
includes antelope, rabbit, large elk and deer, beaver and even mussel (Fortin and Harder 2014:9). 
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Other significant WST sites include Marmes Rockshelter (Site 45FR50) located  
(Hicks 2004), the Lind Coulee Site (Site 45GR97) located  (Daugherty 

1953, 1956), Coopers Ferry (Site 10IH73) approximately  (Davis et al. 2014), and 
the Hatwai Site (Site 10NP143); the Hatwai Site also had Clovis points (Ames et al. 1981, 2010).  

During a paleontological and cultural resources survey  in the late 1960s, 
Fry (1969) identified a large, isolated projectile point that he typed to date from 11,000–13,000 B.P. 
based on specimen attributes comparable to those found at the Lind Coulee Site (Johnson 2014:13). 
In regard to the Lind Coulee Site, 1973 excavations provided radiocarbon dates as early as 8700 ± 
400 B.P. with a suggested earlier occupation of about 10,000–11,000 B.P.; at the time, it was the only 
Pacific Northwest archaeological site where extinct megafauna finds were believed to be associated 
with evidence of human occupation (Herbeck 1973).    

In 1996, a burial was found on the Columbia River shore, approximately , 
and these remains (Site 45BN495), referred to as the Ancient One or Kennewick Man, were 
radiometrically dated to approximately 9,000 years old (McManamon 2004). It was reported that a 
biface, which was lanceolate and of the Cascade variety, was stuck in the ilium (Fagan 2004). 

2.2.2 Early Archaic Period 
Following the Paleoarchaic period is the Early Archaic period (8000–5000 B.P.). This period is 
broad and encompasses the Vantage Phase from the Mid-Columbia Study Unit (Galm et al. 1981) 
and the Cold Springs Pattern from the Wenas Creek Site (45YA18) (Warren 1968). Around 6,500 to 
6,300 years ago, moisture levels in the Columbia Basin increased as the result of a wide-ranging 
cooling period (Chatters 1998; Hammatt 1977). Like the preceding cultural period, climatic variables 
reasonably acted on the lifeways of Early Archaic indigenous groups and can generally be indicated 
in the archaeological record.  

Early Archaic populations of the Columbia Plateau are characterized as having “a ‘broad-spectrum’ 
hunter-gatherer subsistence economy: high seasonal and annual mobility, low population densities, 
and a technology geared to maximum flexibility” (Ames et al. 1998:103). Riverine resources, 
including river mussels and fish, were of particular importance in the southern Columbia Plateau at 
this time (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:74). Projectile point styles consisted of stemmed and 
lanceolate dart points (Ames et al. 1998:103), characteristically similar to the Windust (or WST) 
phase. Assemblages also include bone needles, bone awls, cobble choppers, beads, multi-faced 
burins, lanceolate knives, edge ground cobbles, Olivella beads, atlatl weights, and grinding stones 
(Galm et al. 1981:61; Leonhardy and Rice 1970:4).  

Other projectile point types during this period include leaf-shaped or lanceolate “Cascade-style” 
points along with large side- and corner-notched points (Ames et al. 1998:104; Andrefsky 2004:28; 
Leonhardy and Rice 1970:6). While projectile point styles have been used as temporal markers, there 
was likely considerable overlap of tool technologies including projectile point variations. Cascade-
style points are used as a relative dating method for sites during this period, and some researchers 
further separate these points into “early” and “late” styles based on their position (e.g., above or 
below) the Mount Mazama ash layer, which is common in this region (Fortin and Harder 2014:10).  
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Additional artifact types found in Early Archaic assemblages include ovate bifaces, crescents, end- 
and side-scrapers, used flakes, cores, small milling stones, manos, edge-ground cobbles, bola stones, 
composite and single-piece harpoons, and bone needles. Faunal assemblages demonstrate a wide 
resource base that included large terrestrial mammals (bison, elk, deer, and pronghorn antelope), 
smaller mammals, birds, and fish (Ames et al. 1998:103). 

The first evidence of semi-subterranean pit houses on the southern Columbia Plateau appear to date 
to the Early Archaic period, which coincided with an apparent increase in fishing and root gathering. 
Hopper mortars, pestles, and the appearance of anvils on living floors were common during this 
period too, indicating that Native populations were processing roots and bulbs such as camas by this 
time (Ames et al. 1998:109–110; Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75). Overall, sites that fall within this 
period are rare in the south-central Plateau. 

In Burr Cave (45FR272), approximately , archaeologists found two 
living surfaces during excavations, which included bone, shell, charcoal, debitage and fire-modified 
rock; the earliest of the two living surfaces was dated to 7965 ± 140 B.P. (Reid 1991:55). Extensive 
excavations at the Columbia Point Site (Site 45BN23), located  on the 
Columbia River, have yielded evidence of housepits and thousands of artifacts, including projectile 
point types dating to both the Early and Middle Archaic (Hannum 2001:165–179). Housepits and 
burials have also been identified at Site 45FR14,  

 (Hannum 2001:72–89). A Cascade (i.e., lanceolate) projectile point was identified 
during excavations at multicomponent site 45BN885, located  on the 
Columbia River in Kennewick (Senn 2008). Research suggests that Cascade-style points were in 
common use by 7000 B.P. (Fagan 2004) and gradually replace Windust or WST cultural phases 
(Brown et al. 2019:488). 

Archaeological sites near , provide 
evidence of continuous occupation over at least the last 7,000 years. An archaeological deposit 
identified under Mazama ash at the Palus Village South (Site 45WT2) was dated to 7300 ± 180 B.P, 
a hearth was dated to 2740 ± 110 B.P., and a second hearth was found on the ground surface that 
contained corn cobs and historic-period artifacts that were likely a sign of cultural diffusion from the 
mid-nineteenth century Spalding Mission (Drury 1958:92; Reid 1991:65–66).  

The Votaw Site (Site 45FR32) is located  
. Washington State University excavated the site, which demonstrated 

two discrete habitation episodes, in 1958. The earliest of the two habitation episodes contained a 
housepit depression. Based on the association of eight points of the Cold Springs Side Notched 
variety (4000–6500 B.P., per Butler 1961) and two points of the Cascade variety (about 4000–7000 
B.P., per Fagan 2004), coupled with stratigraphic characteristics of the site matrix, this living surface 
was estimated to be in the age range of 4,500–6,500 years old; if these data and interpretations are 
accurate, the Votaw Site may be one of the earliest recorded housepits near the project area (Reid 
1991:55). Solimano and Van Pelt (2011) found little evidence of this site during a much later 
reservoir site condition assessment effort; significant erosion and encroachment of a gravel quarry 
were noted as possible impacts. 
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2.2.3 Middle Archaic 
The Middle Archaic (5000–2000 B.P.) is a transitional period that represents attributes from both 
the Early and Late Archaic. This period is characterized by population increases, riverine villages of 
pit houses, increased sedentism, and evidence of trade (Ames et al. 1998:113). During this time, it is 
believed that an abrupt decrease in temperature, along with high moisture levels, wrought a relatively 
dramatic environmental change in the Columbia Plateau as a whole, increasing the amount of 
forested areas in the Okanagan Highlands and extending a steppe-shrub-grassland into the Columbia 
Basin. Rivers and streams were colder, clearer, and gravel-bottomed, which is ideal for salmonid 
reproduction. The spring thaw would have been later in the year, condensing the collection of many 
riverine resources, including both mussels and anadromous fish, into a few summer months. It was 
during this time that there was a regional shift from mobile foraging to the more semi-sedentary 
“collector” subsistence pattern (Chatters 1986, 1998:46). As resources become more predictable, 
habitation sites become larger in locations with dense and reliable resources; a consequence of this 
“focused” resource collection is more intensive food processing and storage during this time (Ames 
et al. 1998; Hicks and Morgenstein 1994).  

Artifact assemblages during this period include beads made of marine Olivella shell, hopper mortars, 
and pestles, with much fewer instances of cores and edge-ground cobbles. Various styles of 
projectile points are present and range from short blades with varying shoulder widths and 
contracting stems, to some that are notched low on the side or at the corners, which gives the 
specimen an expanding stem and short barbs. A third form is a side‐notched style with a concave 
base. Cobble scrapers, smaller side‐scrapers, and end‐scrapers, and pounding stones are also present. 
Awls, made of split or splintered bone, were used for net making. Faunal assemblages indicate the 
common procurement of bighorn sheep (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75; Galm et al. 1981; Warren 
1968:32). 

Storage pit features are documented in the archaeological record from the Middle Archaic, which 
suggests there was a food surplus strategy in place. Intensification of salmon fishing corresponds 
with the appearance of girdled and perforated and notched net sinkers and fish weirs during this 
period as well. More specifically, there were increasingly specialized subsistence patterns and 
technologies that focused on preserving and storing the seasonally abundant food resources, 
especially camas and salmon. Changes in the lithic technology include the introduction of small, 
notched projectile points, which support the transition to bow and arrow technology (Ames and 
Maschner 1999).  

One of the more substantial Middle Archaic sites in the region may be the Tucannon Site (Site 
45CO1). This site is located  

. Excavations at this site revealed extensive deposits that date from the early part of the 
Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic (Nelson 1966). The site assemblage contains a range of projectile 
point varieties from Cascade-type lanceolate style to stemmed and corner-notched dart points. Also 
found was an extensive faunal assemblage including bison vertebrae and a human coprolite full of 
fish bones. The Tucannon Site has become a “type-site” for regional comparisons and is a 
chronological marker for archaeological sites that fall in the range of the last 6,000 years (Reid 
1991:66–67). In addition, Paleoarchaic sites like Marmes Rockshelter and the Lind Coulee Site, as 
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well as Early Archaic sites like 45BN23 and 45FR14, also have occupational components dating to 
this period (Daugherty 1953; Hannum 2001; Hicks 2004).  

The Burr Cave Site also had an occupational event dating to 2660 ± 90 B.P., which included both 
bison remains and a woven storage basket (Reid 1991:55). A site closer to the transitionary period 
from the Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic is Lyons Ferry (Site 45FR36). Excavations at this site, 
which is located , 
documented at least eight housepits that were occupied from approximately 2000–2400 B.P. (Reid 
1991:66). The proximity of Lyons Ferry, Marmes Rockshelter, and Palus Village South to one 
another support a localized and intricate cultural complex that ranged over thousands of years (Reid 
1991). , is Site 45BN269. 
Excavations there have revealed at least two distinct occupational episodes dating to the last 2,500 
years. The site assemblage includes two housepits, a rich faunal assemblage, and a high variety of 
tool types manufactured from a diverse set of raw materials (Daniels 2013).   

2.2.4 Late Archaic 
The Late Archaic (2000–250 B.P.) is marked by the widespread presence of pithouses, an 
increasingly heavy reliance on fishing, salmon storage, intensive camas processing, and evidence of 
land use patterns that lasted into the nineteenth century. There is evidence for a storage-based 
collector economy during this period. An increase in artifact densities and multiple house floors at 
sites indicate an increased intensity and permanence of occupation at the major pithouse sites. 
Hunting and gathering in what is now Washington shifted to more extensive use of riverine 
resources as these resources were enhanced by changes in the environment that stabilized river 
gradients and flows, leading to the cultural changes (Ames et al. 1998:111; Chatters and Pokotylo 
1998:76).  

Artifact types from this period included high frequencies of cobble tools, net weights, composite 
harpoons, and mortars and pestles. Small corner-notched or stemmed arrow points were the most 
frequent projectile point types. There is also evidence of social stratification (i.e., variation in house 
sizes, disparities in funerary goods), coastal influence (i.e., dentalium, shell beads, steatite pipes, stone 
and bone clubs) (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:78; Prentiss et al. 2006:84), and more intricate and 
stylized artifacts such as sculpted mauls (Fortin and Harder 2014:11). Faunal assemblages reflect the 
consumption of deer, elk, pronghorn antelope, fish, and birds. Sites dating to later in this period are 
commonly found in major drainages and are widely dispersed in the uplands. Artifact assemblages 
from this period are increasingly more diverse (Ames et al. 1998:112). 

Late period sites in the region are common. The Ford Island Site (45FR47), located  
, provided evidence of a midden with bison bones dating to about 1,900 

years ago (Reid 1991:56). Site 45BN583, located  
, dates to the last 600 years, and excavations yielded nearly 12,000 lithic and faunal artifacts 

(Smith et al. 2015). The Miller Site (45FR5), located  
, was a pithouse village in the Late Archaic (Cleveland et al. 1976; Reid 1991:52). Calibrated 

radiocarbon dates suggest that this village site was first inhabited about 1,425 years ago and again 
about 650 years ago up until the period of contact with non-Native people; the hiatus in habitation 
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demonstrated by this dataset coupled with paleoenvironmental studies supports an extremely dry 
interval that may have altered residence patterns in the region of the region during the Late Archaic 
Period (Reid 1991:52). Another Late Archaic village site, this one located  

, contained trade goods and dated to the end of this period (Shiner 1951).  

At the Fish Hook Island Site (Site 45FR42), located , 
archaeologists located a human burial that was dated to the Protohistoric Period. This burial, 
designated Burial 3, reveals important insights into the material culture of the indigenous groups 
near the project area prior to direct contact by non-Native people. The remains were reportedly 
found with not only a “quiver of arrows tipped with side-notched and Wallula Rectangular stemmed 
arrow points” but “copper ornaments, a composite harpoon, large bifacial blades, … and beaver 
tooth chisels” (Reid 1991:56). Based on relative dating of the assemblage and features of Occupation 
II at the Votaw Site (Site 45FR32), the surface cairns recorded there indicate a late precontact date 
of construction (Reid 1991:55); this may be the only surface rock feature in the general project area 
that has been assigned a somewhat specific date range. 

It should be noted that a majority of precontact sites already recorded in the Horse Heaven Hills are 
rock features, comprising walls, alignments, stone rings and circles (sometimes oblong or ovoid), 
and cairns. These sites are often situated just north of the project,  

, as well as south of the project near Paterson 
Ridge (Boyd 2008a, 2013a; McDaniel 2009a, 2009b; Randolph 1980a; Rice 1976; Stilson 2001). 
These sites remain symbolic to the local indigenous groups (Kelly 2008; Van Pelt 2001) and were 
likely constructed throughout the precontact period. 

In regard to the dating of the aforementioned non-rock feature archaeological sites, carbon-based 
materials such as charcoal or shell were most commonly used. Because freshwater shell is ubiquitous 
at archaeological sites in the Columbia and Snake River Valleys and is dateable carbon, it was used in 
early archaeological investigations in the region to determine radiocarbon age of archaeological 
deposits and assist in the development of cultural chronologies. However, regional evidence 
indicates that in some instances the dateable carbon in these bivalves is “contaminated,” especially in 
those drainage basins dominated by basalt and where the groundwater that enters the streamflow is 
stored for some time (i.e., a reservoir). This stored water can become “C-14 deficient,” and when it 
enters the streamflow, this “C-14 deficient water” can alter the dateable carbon in the aquatic biota 
and cause misleading results. It is now believed that this “reservoir effect” may have led to 
inaccurate dating of some cultural components in select cases. Research suggests that at Site 45WT2 
for example, , a shell assay provided a date of range of 7300 ± 180 
B.P., but recent analysis of a charcoal sample found in the same stratigraphic component provided a 
date estimation of approximately 4920 B.P. (Osterkamp et al. 2014:549, 556). In other instances, like 
at the Hatiuhpuh Village site, the re-examination of professionally collected charcoal samples is in 
sharp contrast with earlier shell assays, and the site is now believed to be about 800 years older than 
previously thought (Osterkamp et al. 2014:554). Procedures to correct for the “reservoir effect” 
continue and techniques to take into account the chemical composition of individual streamways in 
order to properly calibrate dates at specific sites is leading to a further refinement of area precontact 
cultural chronologies (Osterkamp et al. 2014:549–550, 557). 
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2.3 Ethnographic Context 
As noted, the project is located above the Columbia River, near its junction with several major 
waterways including the Snake, Yakima, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. The project is located at a 
“cross roads of the Columbia River Valley System […] shared by many related bands and was a 
central hub of Tribal life on the Columbia Plateau” (CTUIR 2020). Among the many Native groups 
that utilized the project vicinity are the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, Walla Walla, and Nez Perce 
people (Hunn et al. 2015:5; Miller 2011:3; Ray 1938:386; Schuster 1998:327–328; Schroeder and 
Landreau 2015:10; Stern 1998:396; Walker 1998:1–3). The exact customary and territorial boundaries 
of indigenous groups are not always clearly defined because the Native people utilized many of the 
same places and resources. Many neighboring groups utilized the project vicinity for hunting, 
fishing, and gathering. Below is a general discussion of language, ancestral territory, and seasonal 
rounds, followed by a more detailed discussion of Native groups in the region. 

The Native people who lived and utilized resources in the project vicinity spoke various dialects of 
the Sahaptin language-group. The Walla Walla and Yakama each spoke dialects of the Northwest 
Sahaptin dialect cluster, while the Umatilla spoke a dialect of the Columbia River Sahaptin cluster. 
The Nez Perce and Cayuse are related culturally and linguistically to each of these indigenous groups 
though each spoke a distinct dialect of Sahaptin (Jacobs 1931; Ray 1936; Schuster 1998; Stern 1998; 
Walker 1998). Linguistic studies indicate that the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla groups 
are a Columbia River people that have been inter-related for thousands of years (Haines 1970:13). 
Intermarriage between the Umatilla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Walla Walla was so common that it was 
accepted practice for individuals of one group to claim rights to resource locations in another’s land 
once married (Ray 1938). The Nez Perce welcomed the Palus, Yakama, and Walla Walla to their rich 
gathering grounds, and they too intermarried. Ethnographic research supports that many Sahaptin 
people treated each other as being from a nearby village and not from another tribe (Haines 
1955:16–17). 

The ancestral territory of the Nez Perce includes contemporary central Idaho, along the Snake, 
Salmon, and Clearwater River systems. The Cayuse lived between the Nez Perce and the Walla Walla 
people in the Walla Walla River Valley (CTUIR 2020; Haines 1955:17). The traditional territory of 
ancestors of the Yakama Nation consisted of the Yakama (Lower Yakama), Kittitas (Upper 
Yakama), Klikitat, Taitnapam, and Wanapam bands and villages; these Yakama groups were closely 
related but remained independent, and together their territory extended from the Cascade Range to 
the west to the Wenatchee Range on the north, then to the Columbia River Valley to the east and 
south, including the Horse Heaven Hills (Schuster 1998:327–328). The northwestern portion of 
Umatilla territory also overlaid the Horse Heaven Hills, with portions of Walla Walla territory 
extending into the same area (Stern 1998:396). In general, the territory of the Umatilla and Walla 
Walla included the Columbia River and its confluence with major tributaries, including Willow 
Creek, and the Umatilla, Snake, Walla Walla and Yakima Rivers, as well as upland areas on opposite 
sides of each of these waterways and east toward the foothills of the Blue Mountains (Anastasio 
1975; Stern 1998:395–396). 

Like most Plateau and Columbia Basin groups, the Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Nez 
Perce hunted terrestrial game, fished from the area’s rich waterways, and gathered both edible and 
medicinal plants on a seasonal round basis. The first roots became available in the spring, typically 
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March, and included various valuable Lomatium species that, along with camas, were dug from the 
ground using digging sticks generally 2 ft in length and made of elk horn or hard wood. Each tribal 
group would begin the year’s fishing pursuits by repairing group fishery structures (i.e., weirs and 
traps), which may have been damaged by winter water and ice flows. Although several species of 
anadromous and local fish were historically available in the Columbia Basin year-round, Native 
people highly anticipated the spring runs. Each of these important spring collection activities were 
typically a time for socialization, ceremony, trade, and re-establishing critical inter-group 
relationships (Anastasio 1975:154; CTUIR 2020; Hunn et al. 2015:95; Ray 1936:216–217; Relander 
1956:112–113; Schuster 1998:331, 335; Stern 1998:396–397). 

The runs of salmon occurred at different times of the year and included Chinook (mid-March to 
mid-June, then mid-September to mid-October), sockeye (July and August), blueback (July and 
August), and silver (mid-September to mid-October, then mid-December to February). Steelhead 
trout could be found most of the year beginning in February (Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish 
Commission 2020). Sturgeon were available in the winter and were caught near modern-day Pasco 
with “gorges tied to braided hemp set lines” (Relander 1956:242–244). In the summer, during a 
dense run of fish, fishermen would line the banks of the various waterways with their fishing 
implements. 

When the fish were not running, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, and neighboring groups moved 
into the uplands above the rivers. Task groups sought wooded areas and high meadows in order to 
hunt and trap animals and gather autumn roots (e.g., bitterroot), berries (e.g., huckleberry), and barks 
for food, medicines, and general supplies. Animal skins would be used for robes, blankets and 
garments and elk and mountain sheep horns could be used for tools and sturdy bows. Seasonal 
camps at resource-procurement locations tended to consist of more ephemeral tents or huts, 
constructed of tule mats over a cottonwood framework (Haines 1955:12–13; Relander 1956:40; 
Stern 1998). In 1805, William Clark documented mat lodges, scaffolds of drying salmon, and piles of 
un-processed salmon, as well as oblong flat-roofed fishing houses made of mats; these observations 
were from a stretch of the Columbia River between the mouths of the Snake and Yakima Rivers 
(University of Nebraska Press 2020). 

Summer was a favored time for trade, and fishing and hunting would regularly continue. Then, 
hunting intensified in the fall, where large kills were accomplished by firing grass to drive deer and 
elk into a particular area. Successful hunting parties could procure enough meat to sustain families 
through the winter. Hunting, gathering, and processing activities continued in the uplands until the 
first severe frost. After this, people generally congregated in larger family-groups at riverine villages 
and made the last preparations for the coming winter. People wintered in mat lodges that contained 
numerous households and used nearby pit houses for storage, sweats, and rituals associated with 
rites of passage. The winter months were a time of celebration and social events, including 
ceremonies and storytelling. Equipment was made and repaired during this time in preparation for 
the coming seasons of procuring and processing. Additional hunting and fishing forays 
supplemented the winter-time diet of mashed and dried roots, fish, and game (Anastasio 1975:137; 
Hunn et al. 2015; Miller 2011:3). 

Other important game animals besides deer and elk included mountain sheep, mountain goats, and 
fox. Nez Perce groups would hunt black bear and grizzly bear as well (Haines 1955:20–21). Birds 
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were also taken, including duck, grouse, quail, pheasant, sage hen, and geese. Salmon, steelhead, 
sucker, eel, lamprey, and shellfish were important resources harvested from the major rivers and 
their tributaries. Numerous roots and berries were gathered, including Indian carrot, bitterroot, 
biscuitroot (couse or kouse), Indian onion, Indian potato, huckleberries, serviceberries, blueberries, 
rose haws, black moss, sunflower, and currant (CTUIR 2020; Haines 1955:7, 20–21; Schuster 
1998:331–332; Stern 1998:399–400). 

Throughout the year, groups divided the labor, and individuals not hunting, fishing, or gathering 
would typically be responsible for specific and various tasks, including processing collected foods, 
collecting firewood, repairing and making tools, and participating in social activities or household 
tasks (Haines 1955, 1970; Hunn et al. 2015:95; Schuster 1998; Stern 1998; Walker 1998).  

In time, the introduction of the horse would transform the interactions of many indigenous groups 
in the Plateau. Due to their geographic location, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cause, and Nez 
Perce resided in the center of a great trade network for thousands of years that stretched from the 
Pacific Ocean to the Plains, and south to the Great Basin. When the horse was introduced, the travel 
to trading-grounds became quicker and the trading more regular, and the traditional seasonal round 
was gradually altered. For example, the Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Umatilla, who only 
occasionally ventured into the Plains, began to join Nez Perce hunting parties to the east (Haines 
1970:61; Stern 1998; Walker 1998). 

2.3.1 Yakama 
Traditionally, each independent band of the Yakama had its socio-economic center at a permanent 
village along a specific section of the Yakima River or one of its major tributaries. The village was 
the main political unit, and each comprised semi-subterranean mat lodges for individual families, a 
few sweat lodges, and commonly a ceremonial longhouse. The winter villages housed from 500 to 
2,000 people and were heavily relied on during winter months. Foods that had been stored in semi-
subterranean cellars in the villages would suffice though the winter but, like most regional tribal 
groups, the Yakama waited for the arrival of the new year to gather significant root crops, including 
“first celery” during “first foods feast” (Schuster 1998:327–329, 331).   

The individual bands would travel to procurement areas along the waterways or into the uplands, 
but there was little need to venture too far from the riverbanks due to the bountiful resources 
nearby. Salmon were plentiful in the Yakama territory, as were lamprey, sturgeon, steelhead trout, 
and suckerfish. In addition to huckleberry, gooseberry, dogwood, golden currant, and choke cherry, 
a variety of nuts could be had to complement the riverine resources and root foods (Anastasio 1975; 
Ray 1936; Schuster 1998:331).  

Fishing was essential, and the Yakima, Columbia, Klickitat, and White Salmon Rivers were all 
significant waterways for the summer blue-back and Chinook salmon. Dip nets made of Indian 
hemp and reeds, and weirs constructed from willow branches, as well as spears, toggling harpoons, 
and gill nets were all used to secure the principal food resource of the traditional Yakama. A portion 
of the catch would be finely pounded and pulverized using oak mortars and stone pestles; then the 
minced fish would be placed in layers separated by rye grasses into baskets lined with salmon skins 
for winter storage. Use of local fishing grounds were family-owned and were inherited; this was in 
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contrast to gathering grounds, where an agreement of reciprocity between the neighboring bands 
was understood. A good example is the collection of camas, where large groups comprising the 
various bands would come together at favored grounds (Anastasio 1975; Ray 1936; Schuster 
1998:331). 

Trade was critical to traditional Yakama culture, even before the horse. The Yakama would travel 
across the Cascade Range to obtain and exchange goods and maintain relations with Northwest 
Coastal people. The Yakama would even take goods they procured from Great Basin “desert” 
cultures to the coast to barter for marine resources and decorative objects (Schuster 1998:333; 
Walker 1997:71, 77). 

Many natural features of the landscape were sacred to the Yakama, and some were locations that 
were sought for their particular spiritual power (Schuster 1998:331). There are many 
ethnographically documented places that show the use of the project vicinity by the Yakama people. 
Yakama settlements include tanáxalu on  

 this was a large village and fishing area (Schuster 
1998:328–329). The location of k″sis (“two rivers meet” [Yakama]) or kwsiis (“at the point of the 
land” [Umatilla/Walla Walla]) was a permanently occupied large trading center, meeting place, and 
fishing area . At this locale, located  

, not only were large gatherings held, but also it was a place where Yakama, 
Walla Walla, Nez Perce, and Umatilla people all resided. Near  

 is tápanašqit, a 
permanent village and scout camp where horse racing was common (Hunn et al. 2015:94; Schuster 
1998:328–329; Stern 1988:400).  

Ray (1936:144) describes a small Yakama village “of twelve to sixteen lodges...located  
 Here 

Hunn and colleagues (2015:104) describe a winter fishing village that was also used by the Walla 
Walla and other tribes. The project is also  of Pápšut, a “gathering place 
where horses were brought in the spring and early summer and fish were caught at a point below” 
(Hunn et al. 2015). 

The Yakima Treaty was signed on June 9, 1855 (ratified March 8, 1859), which ceded over 12 million 
acres of land to the United States. The Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation 
consisted of 14 tribes and bands from the region, and the Yakama Indian Reservation was 
established that included nearly 1.2 million acres between the towns of Yakima and Toppenish, and 
Mount Adams. As part of the treaty, the tribes agreed to relinquish title to their lands while 
maintaining their traditional rights to hunt, fish, gather roots and berries, and pasture their animals 
on lands outside the Yakama Reservation (Lahren 1998:488; Schuster 1998:343). In the 1950s, the 
Unites States attempted to terminate most Tribes from federal recognition, and while over 60 Tribes 
were terminated, the testimony of Kis-‘am-xay in 1954 (the only living tribal member who was alive 
when the 1855 treaty was signed) prevented the Yakama from termination (Meyers 2019). Today the 
Yakama consist of over 6,000 members, many of whom live on reservation lands, and the people 
continue to hunt, fish, and gather in traditional places and maintain their cultural traditions (Yakama 
2010).   
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2.3.2 Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla 
Like other Plateau groups, the Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla gathered critical foods in the 
spring, summer, and autumn and dried them for winter consumption. The Umatilla and Walla Walla 
fished by dip net, gaff hook, small spear, or hook and line starting in spring. Late spring saw the 
harvest of camas, a portion of which was prepared for storage. Cous and bitterroot were also 
commonly gathered and stored. It was common practice to dry deer and elk meat for jerky and to 
“pound” fish into fine pieces, shape the pieces into cakes, and then pack the cakes into baskets for 
storage to complement the root foods. Huckleberries, chokecherries, hawthorn berries, and wild 
carrots could be collected in summer, and at times, the groups would trap beaver. When the people 
left the riverine village setting, they used dogs to help pack the load and often traveled by canoe. 
Autumn would be a time to prepare for the more sedentary winter. The Walla Walla and Umatilla 
lifeway centered on the Columbia River, while their Cayuse neighbors lived in the tributary river 
valleys and in the Blue Mountains. Individual family groups were referred to and known locally by 
the name of the village from which they resided (CTUIR 2020; Miller 2011:4). 

The Cayuse joined with the Nez Perce more regularly after the introduction of the horse, especially 
into the Plains to go after buffalo; Umatilla and Walla Walla also took part, but there was still focus 
on the riverine system. The importance of the river to the Umatilla people gains further support in 
the fact that even after introduction of the horse, the Umatilla still favored use of their canoes 
(Miller 2011:5). 

The Umatilla utilized a seasonal round from the Columbia Valley lowlands to the uplands of the 
Blue Mountains (CTUIR 2020). The area above Wallula Gap on both sides of the Columbia River 
was used to graze herds of their prized horses, and valued resources were shared with the Nez Perce 
(Anastasio 1975). Many Walla Walla people resided in three villages, including Walúulapam  

; Nax̣iyamłáma  
; and Čamná  (Stern 1998:395–396).  

The Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse have numerous documented places in the project area 
including Piyuušmaami Puštáy (“hill of the snakes”),  

 
 (Hunn et al. 2015:96). Kusipamá (“for horses”) is , and this 

area  was an important travel route for Native people (Hunn et al. 2015:95). 
The hills also provided abundant grasses that were utilized for grazing herds of horses (Stern 
1998:395).  many traditional places were located  
including (but not limited to) fishing sites Islakáyipa, Tmišpa (“at chokecherries”) and Twalúutas (“dip-
netting place”), as well as the villages of Ka?uyitká?uyit (“many first foods feasts”), Qiipa (“at the 
eddy”), and Walúula (“little river”) (Hunn et al. 2015:94–97).  

 villages Amápa (“at an island”), Camná, 
Lawxálapaykas, Sišúšpa (“evil smelling place”), Tamanúutas (“water pulls down”), and Tanáxalu 
(“throw rocks at fish”), and fishing sites Kótkot (“work”), Nátatpa, Sikima, and Wáqaliqpa (“at the 
bend”), among others (Hunn et al. 2015:98–101).  

In the Treaty of June 9, 1855, the Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla ceded 6.4 million acres of land 
(including the entirety of the project) and reserved about 500,000 acres on which to live. The treaty 
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was ratified by Congress in 1859 and the Umatilla Reservation was established. Today, the 
reservation of the CTUIR is approximately 172,000 acres in size. Despite many encroachments and 
attempts to assimilate Native people, the Tribe continues to use and guard the hunting, gathering, 
and fishing rights guaranteed to them in their 1855 treaty (CTUIR 2020; Lahren 1998:487; Stern 
1998:415). 

2.3.3 Nez Perce  
The Nez Perce inhabited large portions of the Snake and Salmon River Valleys and the whole length 
of the Clearwater River. After the introduction of the horse their range vastly increased and groups 
would frequently travel between the Plains and the Pacific Coast (Haines 1955:4; Spinden 1928:58, 
taken from Reid 1991:25). The “enemies” of the Nez Perce lay to the south and east, where 
territories were naturally demarcated by mountainous country, but to the north into the country 
occupied by the Spokane, and west into the country of the Columbia Basin people, the Nez Perce 
were welcome (Haines 1955:7). 

The Cayuse and Nez Perce tended to travel together to visit both friend and foe. They were 
welcome in traditional Yakama country and are documented as being present there during the spring 
of 1814 in an upper Yakima Valley root-ground, when Alexander Ross was traveling through 
seeking to buy horses. Cayuse and Nez Perce are also known to have been in cooperation when 
dealing with their mutual enemy the Shoshone (Ruby and Brown 1988:40, 51). Originally, 
ethnographic research suggests that the Nez Perce adopted certain Plains cultural traits (Spinden 
1908, 1928), but studies have since shown that the originally referenced “Plains traits” actually 
originated in the Plateau and diffused east, perhaps due to Nez Perce seasonal migrations in that 
direction (Reid 1991:25). 

Reid (1991:22) mentions a map of 78 Nez Perce villages that were located  
in the early 1800s, just before the Lewis and Clark expedition, which included seven clusters of 
villages on . Commonly, Nez Perce favored  

for village locations (Haines 1955:9, 1970:17). Here families would 
construct semi-subterranean lodges, using driftwood logs for posts and timbers and mats of cattail 
or teasel for coverings. As the family grew, the lodge would be extended and additional holes would 
be created in the lodge-roof for additional fires; because of their size, one or two lodges, with 
smaller structures for young men, and some for young women, would equate to a village (Haines 
1955:9–10). The village residents would “own” the local fishing and gathering spots, but others 
could collect there with “invitation” (Haines 1955:16). Traditional Nez Perce cemeteries were 
located  

(Spinden 1908:181). 

Stone piling among the Nez Perce and the neighboring tribes was a critical aspect of their traditional 
lifeway. Ethnographic observations support that this activity served various functions, one of which 
was to “encourage particular types of visions” (Walker 1966:436). During wáyatin, or the Nez Perce 
vision quest, the people piled stones in particular ways dependent on the particular tutelary spirit or 
type of vision desired. For example, a Nez Perce neophyte would shape the rocks into a corral if the 
desired visions were associated with horses. Nez Perce informants have also explained that stone 
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piles and stone structures were used as wind breaks during vision quests, as trail markers, or as 
directional guides to re-locate cache pits and successful food gathering areas (Walker 1966:437).   

During the spring and summer, the Nez Perce used “fish walls,” which were “low rock walls 
constructed in such a manner that they project into the river at an acute angle upstream from the 
riverbank.” This strategy would direct migrating fish toward canoes that the Native people would 
anchor to the top of the walls; then dip nets were used (Reid 1991:68). These walls were usually 
located near the villages (Reid 1991:69). 

The Nez Perce signed a treaty on June 11, 1855, at Camp Stevens that reduced their territory from 
13 million acres to a 7-million-acre reservation. Another treaty with the Nez Perce in 1863 at 
Lapwai, Idaho, reduced the reservation to 757,000 acres, and a third treaty in 1869 included 
provisions for timber harvesting. Reserved lands were then open for non-Native settlement in 1895 
and this, along with other factors, reduced Nez Perce land further to less than 100,000 acres. As 
with other tribes, the Nez Perce maintain their rights to hunt, gather, and fish throughout their 
traditional territory (Lahren 1998:488–489; Nez Perce Tribe 2020). 

2.4 Historic Context 

2.4.1 Explorers, Fur Trappers, and Missionaries, 1805–1858 
The first non-Natives to encounter the indigenous people in the region were explorers. On 
September 20, 1805, William Clark, of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, accompanied by six men, 
pushed ahead of the main group in search of game. After traveling through forest and mountains, 
Clark and his men “proceeded on through a beautiful Countrey [sic] … to a Small Plain” (Mountain 
Press 2020). There, in the expansive Weippe Prairie, Clark observed the Nez Perce people gathering 
camas (Haines 1955:28–29). About one month later, the Expedition arrived at the confluence of the 
Snake and Columbia Rivers, approximately 4 mi northeast of the project.  

On October 16, 1805, the Expedition camped for two nights at a village of 200 people; the village 
was likely kwsiis, mentioned above in Section 2.3. William Clark wrote in his journal “In every 
direction from the junction of those rivers the Countrey [sic] is one continued plain low and rises 
from the water gradually, except a range of high Countrey [sic] which runs from S.W. & N.E. and is 
on the opposit [sic] side about 2 miles distant from the Columbia” (University of Nebraska Press 
2020). This range was likely the Horse Heaven Hills.  

While the Expedition camped at the confluence of the Columbia and Snake Rivers, Clark wrote that 
the “natives showed me the entrance of a large Westerly fork which they Called Tapetet . . .” 
(Tapteal or today’s Yakima River, 6 mi northeast of the project). On their return trip, between April 
27 and April 30, 1806, the expedition camped at another village at the confluence of the Walla Walla 
and Columbia Rivers (University of Nebraska Press 2020), which is 6 mi east of the project. 

As in much of the West, non-Native exploration and settlement of Washington and Oregon was 
driven by the expansion of the fur trade and its associated economic interests. Less than a decade 
after the Lewis and Clark Expedition made its return trip east, other exploration parties traversed the 
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region. John Jacob Astor created the Pacific Fur Company in 1810 to establish a fur trading 
enterprise in the west at the mouth of the Columbia River. One of Astor’s expeditions, led by 
Alexander Ross, traveled up the Columbia River from Astoria and reached the Walla Walla River on 
August 12, 1811; they observed 1,500 people and 4,000 horses (Ross 1849:127) and met with several 
Walla Walla and Cayuse Indians (Miller 2011:6). 

Alexander Ross and his men continued up the Columbia River and entered the waters of the mouth 
of the Snake River. On August 15, 1811, Ross and his party attended a tribal council and were 
granted permission to proceed up the Columbia (or the “North Branch” of the fork). The next day, 
Ross and his men arrived at the mouth of the Yakima River and wrote that this area “surpassed in 
picturesque beauty anything we had yet seen” (Ross 1849:141).  

Also in 1811, David Thompson, Canadian fur trader, mapmaker, and founder of the Northwest 
Company trading posts, passed the mouth of the Yakima River while exploring the mid-Columbia 
region for his employer and seeking fur trade with local tribes (Kubik 1994:4). Reportedly during 
this period over “200 Indians lived . . . near [the mouth of the Yakima River] in a village called 
Chemna” (Parker 1986:26). The fur trade in eastern Washington continued to grow exponentially. 
The Northwest Company and the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) established fur trading posts 
throughout the Plateau interior in order to supply fur trappers.  

In 1818 the Northwest Company established Fort Nez Percés at the confluence of the Walla Walla 
and Columbia Rivers, near modern-day Wallula, 6 mi east of the project. Fort Nez Percés was more 
developed and more fortified than an ordinary fur trading fort; it had a double-wall design, high 
fortified water towers, and a tall palisade. The Northwest Company merged with the HBC and 
rebuilt the post in 1821 and changed its name to Fort Walla Walla. The post remained in effect until 
1857. The post was an important repository for furs but also provided grain to other forts in the 
Pacific Northwest; historic documents indicate that employees from this fort regularly traveled to 
the lower Yakima River to harvest wild timothy hay (Bennett 1980; Walla Walla 2020). Evidently the 
agricultural promise of the project region was recognized from early on by explorers and fur 
trappers.   

The next line of non-Native settlements in the Interior Plateau were the missionaries. Dr. Marcus 
Whitman and his wife Narcissa, along with Henry and Eliza Spalding, traveled through the Walla 
Walla Valley in 1836. On October 16 of that same year, the Whitmans constructed a Presbyterian 
mission at Waiialatpu, about 30 mi east of the project. In short time, the Whitman Mission would 
become a regular stopping point for settlers venturing west via the Oregon Trail (NPS 2020). In 
1840, William Gray, a layman and laborer who had come west with the Whitmans a few years earlier, 
erected a Protestant mission called Shimnap near the mouth of the Yakima River. However, 
Shimnap was abandoned within a year due to “unfavorable local conditions” (Drury 1937).  

The first wave of emigrants ventured across the Oregon Trail in the 1840s and continued to do so 
until the 1880s. A steady population increase of American-born settlers reinforced the need for 
additional boundary negotiations between the growing United States and Great Britain. Discussions 
that begun in 1843 culminated in 1846 when the “treaty-line” at the 49th parallel was extended west 
from the Rockies to the Pacific Ocean; this gave the United States claim to the “Oregon Country” 
from the right bank of the Columbia River north to the contemporary Canadian border (Riddle 
2010).  
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Additional missionaries came to the project area less than one year later. In 1847, a small group of 
Roman Catholic missionaries from France traveled to Fort Walla Walla to serve the fledgling 
American settlements in the Pacific Northwest and introduce Catholicism to the Native people. This 
Catholic group, led by Father E. C. Chirouse, established the Saint Rose Mission on the north side 
of the mouth of the Yakima River at Columbia Point, near the Indian village of Chemna (Greger 
1993). Nelson (1928) describes the location of the mission as being situated one league above the 
junction of the Columbia and Yakima Rivers. It was abandoned in 1848. 

Non-Native influence on the indigenous populations in the Plateau had been felt much earlier than 
upon first physical contact. Campbell’s (1989) has suggested that estimated populations in the 
Pacific Northwest declined abruptly as early as the 1500s, a hypothesized result of the first North 
American smallpox epidemic in 1520 (Campbell 1989:186). Although populations appear to have 
recuperated in the intervening period, conservative estimates suggest that the total middle Columbia 
population was significantly reduced again as a result of the first recorded smallpox epidemic in the 
area in 1780 (Hunn 1990:241; Schuster 1998:343). Year after year, Europeans traveling through the 
Columbia River valley carried new diseases, including measles, “intermittent fever,” “virus 
influenza,” “ague,” and “pestilence” (Schuster 1982:21). These devastating epidemics had a 
profound impact on the Plateau societies, wiping out many of the elders who were more susceptible 
to disease and subsequently severing the flow of wisdom and traditional cultural practices. Shifts in 
both population distribution (including massive migrations) and the focus of subsistence activities 
was likely consequential to varying extents (Campbell 1989:187–188). This information is crucial to 
understanding the settlement history of the United States and is significant to the study of inter-
group relationships in the project area as well. 

In 1847, an epidemic of measles reached the project vicinity. The Native people quickly contracted 
the disease as they had no immunity to this European-borne illness. By this time, the Native people 
had already become concerned at the continuous influx of settlers into the region. The settlers were 
steadily depleting resources and taking land. Although the indigenous groups had gotten along with 
the Whitmans for the previous ten years, the feeling of desperation reached a pinnacle when the 
inoculations they were being given did not seem to work as well as they did for the local non-Native 
community. Tensions rose, and several rumors began to surface. These rumors included ideas that 
the Whitmans were providing “lower-grade” inoculations, as well as handing out infected trade 
goods such as blankets, to the Indian people. The Native people felt insulted, and their frustrations 
grew. On November 29, 1847, a small group of Cayuse Indians entered the Whitman Mission with 
weapons tucked away under blankets and killed Marcus and Narcissa Whitman and 12 others. After 
one month, five members of the Cayuse Tribe came forth in hopes to make amends, but all five 
were hung in Oregon City in 1850. This incident would prove to have drastic consequences to the 
already stressed relationship between local Native and non-Native people and would act as a catalyst 
to dozens of clashes, small and large, that would shake the Pacific Northwest until the reservation 
period (Meinig 1968; NPS 2020). 

In the years leading up to the conflict with the Whitmans, the U.S. interest in the Oregon Territory 
was mostly from afar; it had been a far-off outpost with informal laws and wanting organization. 
However, the continued ventures by settlers west along the emigrant trails, the growing tension 
between the non-Native settlers and the Native inhabitants, and the desire of the federal 
government to ultimately take a strong hold on the lands of the Pacific Northwest eventually led 
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Congress to pass the “Act to Establish the Territorial Government of Oregon” in 1848 (Rochester 
2003). Oregon Territory at that time included what is now Washington State. 

Now that the Oregon Territory was a legitimate, organized portion of the nation, the federal 
government felt that a law was needed to properly stake land-claims. Without consulting the Native 
people who already lived there, the U.S. government passed the Donation Land Claim (DLC) Act, 
which took effect on September 27, 1850, and promoted rapid settlement of the Oregon Territory. 
The act stated that any single white male was eligible to claim 320 acres, and any white married 
couple was eligible to claim 640 acres if they arrived in the Oregon Territory before December 1, 
1850. The requirement was that settlers had to reside on the granted land and cultivate it for no less 
than four years in order to gain possession. The act expired in 1855 (Riddle 2010).  

By 1850, 12,000 emigrants traveled through the Columbia Plateau along the Oregon Trail. Soon, 
Walla Walla County, across the Columbia River and 6 mi east of the project, became one of the 
earliest areas permanently occupied by non-Native people between the Rockies and the Cascade 
mountains (Beckham 1998). As the lands became increasingly occupied, the frontiersmen and 
settlers north of the Columbia River valley and west of Wallula felt that they should be treated as 
independent from those that dwelled south and east of the river channel. In short, the “northerners” 
demanded a territory of their own, and after delegates pleaded their case for a “Columbia Territory,” 
a federal bill was introduced on February 8, 1853. About three weeks later the bill, now amended to 
read “Washington Territory,” was signed (Rochester 2004).  

One of the immediate undertakings of the new Washington Territory was to further the 
transportation network in support of military and government oversight of the region. In 1853, a 
military wagon road, originally designated the “Walla Walla to Steilacoom Pioneer Citizens Trail,” or 
Naches Trail, was roughly carved-in atop an old “Indian Trail” to link Fort Walla Walla (near 
contemporary Wallula) with Fort Steilacoom on the Puget Sound. The route had been used in the 
1830s by the HBC and in the 1840s by the Charles Wilkes military expedition, but it remained rough 
and arduous. The Naches Trail followed the south bank of the Columbia River using the already 
established Native American trail system. It began as an “off-shoot” of the Oregon Trail, with a goal 
of passing through Yakima Country on the way westward. It began at the Wallula crossing and ran 
west through what is now Hover, Finley, and Kennewick, then crossed the Yakima River 3 mi 
upstream from its mouth and ran onward west over the Cascade Mountains. After this route was 
formalized, it was used by a wide range of groups, from trappers and missionaries to government 
officials, as well as settlers trying to market their goods (Parkins 1941). A portion of this trail ran 
only a few miles northeast of the current project lands and helped tie the project area to the ever-
growing settlements on the west side of the Cascade Range. 

The territorial governments continued to try and limit the tension growing between settlers and the 
Native inhabitants by overseeing the territories via a system of roads and forts. However, it became 
increasingly difficult to control and monitor the mass waves of immigrants en route west via the 
Oregon Trail. It was agreed by the government that the creation of specific lands reserved for the 
Native people would provide the means for the U.S. government to both consolidate tribal 
populations and further open areas for continued non-Native settlement. After several treaties were 
signed by Native groups in 1855, Washington Territorial Governor Isaac Stevens sought to open up 
vast areas of lands in eastern Washington, including the mid-Columbia River Basin, to non-
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Indigenous settlement. As a result of dissatisfaction with the treaty’s implementation, and fed up 
with the multiple violations of the treaty language, Native groups throughout the Plateau region 
began to fight against the intrusion, which eventually led to the Indian Wars of 1855–1858 
(Beckham 1998; Hunn 1990). 

Although conflicts between Native people and settlers and the U.S. government lasted until the 
1870s in the American West, they were mostly confined to the years 1855 to 1858 in the project 
vicinity. The wars reached a breaking point in 1856, and on August 20, General Wool, U.S. Army 
Regional Commander, closed eastern Washington to further settlement with the hope of ending 
conflict with the local Native groups. General Wool felt that limiting entry into the area and 
removing non-Natives from the designated reservation lands would soon eliminate the wars. After 
three years of frequent conflict, many Native people were forcibly removed to reservations and the 
federal government re-opened eastern Washington to settlement in 1858 (Washington Secretary of 
State 2020). 

2.4.2 Continued Settlement and Growth,1858–1882 
When eastern Washington opened again for non-Native land claims in 1858, settlers did not hesitate 
to apply for patents on the remaining land. This resurrection of land claims led to another boom in 
settlement of the project vicinity. The promise of successful cattle-rearing on the expansive prairies 
of the mid-Columbia Basin was the primary attraction, but gold, discovered in that same year on the 
Upper Columbia in Washington Territory surely tempted a new wave of interest. Idealistic 
businessmen and entrepreneurs set their sights on transportation of goods and services into (and out 
of) the region (Lang 2019). 

At the site of old Fort Walla Walla, the town of “Wallula Landing,” 6 mi east of the project, was 
founded in 1858 to assist with transporting travelers between the Upper Columbia and Idaho mining 
districts. Although comparably short-lived, the Wallula area became a major hub for both river and 
overland travel. Early speculators felt that “Wallula’s gateway location could make it as influential in 
mining as the fort had been in fur trading” (Edwards 2005:79). In addition, the Mullan Military 
Road, the first wagon road across the northern Rocky Mountains, first became navigable in 1859 
and was also rooted in Wallula; from there, it extended east to Fort Walla Walla and north to 
Spokane and eventually reached Fort Benton on the Missouri River. Although classified as a military 
road, the U.S. government felt that such a road would also support increased migration westward 
(Parkins 1941; Winther 1945:24).  

The U.S. government still held an enormous amount of public lands in the Pacific Northwest even 
after the DLC Act of 1850. In consequence, the federal government passed the Homestead Act of 
1862. This Act provided settlers 160 acres of public land if they fulfilled mandated conditions, which 
included residing on the land for five years, as well as cultivating it (Oregon Secretary of State 2020). 
It was also in 1862 that the filing of the official plat of the town of Wallula, as well as the initiation 
of the planned Wallula steamboat operations, are documented (Edwards 2005).  

By 1863, one of the earliest documented settlers of the project vicinity, John B. Nelson, took up land 
near the mouth of Yakima River. In 1868, E. Bird brought an estimated 300 head of cattle into the 
lands where contemporary Richland is situated (Miller 2011:7). The early ranchers likely had to 
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endure the valley’s severe, arid environmental conditions, low prices for their stock, transportation 
of their cattle to distant markets, and opposition from local Tribes, but there was opportunity. One 
of the largest available markets for the stockmen to sell their goods was to the meat markets in the 
mining districts along the Upper Columbia River Valley of the Washington Territory and north into 
British Columbia; however, undoubtedly the transport of goods remained a challenge (Chatters 
1989). 

In 1865, near the Civil War’s end, the stockmen who had left to support the war returned to the 
region. Increasing numbers of cattle, horses, and sheep were brought into both the Yakima and 
Columbia River Valleys around this time. As settlement intensified, services increased. In 1875, a 
mail service route was established that ran between “Yakima City and Wallula” with the route’s post 
office situated at the mouth of the Yakima. Along this route, “stage stops” or places where horses 
could take rest and water were also introduced (Parker 1986:16, 20).  

While cattle ranching and sheep farming remained viable on the mid-Columbia well into the 
twentieth century, the treacherous winter of 1880–1881 dealt a sharp blow to the local industry. 
Prolonged blizzards, freezing temperatures, and lack of feed caused the loss of upwards of 80 
percent of the stock. This calamity forced many stockmen to switch to farming and establish small 
irrigation systems to grow alfalfa and rye; some experimented with vegetables and fruit trees. These 
early farms were primarily small family ventures. In order to find success in larger farming 
enterprises, more elaborate irrigation works would be necessary. Although difficulties were had, 
population numbers continued to increase throughout the decade (Beckham 1998; Chatters 1989; 
Parker 1986). 

2.4.3 Railroads and Agriculture, 1883–1904 
In the early 1880s, ranching and stock raising continued, and the Columbia River corridor persisted 
as the major focus of waterborne commerce and general transportation. Although more steamboats 
were introduced in the project vicinity around this time, the area needed ways to transport goods. It 
needed a more stable form of economic development and a foundation for future infrastructure of 
the mid-Columbia Basin. The addition of the railroad provided both. After the contract to construct 
the railroad was finalized, the region saw another upsurge in both development and population 
growth (Kershner 2008, 2013). 

In 1883, the Northern Pacific Railroad (NPRR) began work on a segment of rail line near 
contemporary Kennewick that would connect the Midwest to the Pacific Ocean, but it would have 
to cross the Columbia River first. This large effort required the development of new towns to house 
offices and materials yards, and also the hundreds of workers that would be needed to achieve 
success. The town of Ainsworth was established as a place for railroad workers to live in 1884, and it 
was later renamed Pasco. Kennewick was established in 1885 and was also a railroad town (Reed 
1950; Robertson 1995:10–11). Kennewick began to grow almost immediately; in less than one year 
the town had about a dozen buildings and was the headquarters for the Northern Pacific Cascades 
Division. Family-owned businesses directly tied to the building of the railroad also popped up. 
However, other services ceased operation with the coming of the railroad, as things like stage 
services were no longer needed (Parker 1986:16, 20).  
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Although Kennewick was surveyed in 1885, it was not until sometime between 1888 and 1893 that 
the plat was filed. In 1888, when the permanent railroad bridge spanning the Columbia River 
between Pasco and Kennewick (near Clover Island) was completed, the railroad officially connected 
the Great Lakes regions to Seattle and Portland via the Tri-Cities; construction of this bridge had 
employed an estimated 1,200 workers by itself (Reed 1950; Robertson 1995:10–11, 236–237; 
Wakeley et al. 1998:17). The railroad still extends along the west side of the Columbia River 3 mi 
east of the project, and the bridge, although re-built, is still in place 6 mi north of the project. 

The establishment of the transcontinental railroad now enabled farmers to ship large quantities of 
product to exceptionally distant markets, and this could be done fast and reliably. The railroads also 
made substantial profits by transporting farmers and other settlers into the mid-Columbia region, 
selling them land, and then shipping away the products of their labor. In short, although the Tri-
Cities area had always been rich with potential, it was the transport of goods and services in and out 
of the area that was crucial to its development. Following its success, railroad moguls began to plan 
the route of another rail line to run from Wallula through Kennewick and westward up the Yakima 
Valley. Industrial developments commonly led to the founding of a new town, and this was no 
exception. In 1905, plans for new construction were set, and in 1906, personnel from the “North 
Coast Railway” bought a few dozen acres for a railroad station across the river from Kiona. By 1909, 
the site for the new station was platted by railroad officials. In 1911, as soon as the post office there 
was established, the town of Benton City was born, 3 mi north of the project (Chatters 1989; 
Robertson 1995:236–237).  

Early Washington settlers practiced dryland farming, but these efforts were never very successful 
due to the arid conditions of the landscape. During the 1880s and 1890s, there were several attempts 
to bring large-scale irrigation to the lower Yakima and mid-Columbia Rivers. Some of these attempts 
did not pan out, as these systems were expensive, not always easy to construct and maintain, and 
were often linked to flooding and soil mineralization (Chatters 1989). However, with the 
introduction of competent large-scale irrigation systems, agricultural development and establishment 
of homesteads could develop much more rapidly. Extensive irrigation could not only lead to a more 
diverse arrangement of crops but, with the help of the railroad(s), the yields could be steadily 
marketed. The Yakima Irrigation and Improvement Company came to the Kennewick area in 1889 
to promote settlement in the Columbia Basin. Frank Dudley, a banker and railroad builder from 
New York, bought a total of 22,966 acres from the NPRR for two proposed irrigation systems: (1) 
the lower Yakima Ditch, beginning at a dam on Horn Rapids (10 mi north of the project) and 
extending to modern-day Richland; and (2) the Kennewick Canal (aka the Columbia Canal), also 
beginning at Horn Rapids and extending along the south side of the Yakima River (near Kiona) to 
an area opposite of the town of Wallula. By 1892, water from the lower Yakima Ditch was brought 
to the small platted townsite of Cottonwood, later to become Richland (Columbia Irrigation District 
2019; Kershner 2008, 2013; Parker 1986:37; Reed 1950).  

During planning and construction of the Yakima Irrigation and Improvement Company canals, 
there had been lavish promotions and boosterism of the region to attract farmers and settlers with 
the promise of large amounts of irrigation water. Even railroads like the Northern Pacific had their 
own real estate and irrigation companies to promote settlement and agricultural development. The 
promotional enticements paid off as even more farmers came to the region. According to 
Thompson (1952:8), “the first town of Kennewick was all but deserted when the railroad 
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construction was completed, but a second townsite was platted in 1892 under the impetus of 
irrigation which realized some measure of permanency.” By early 1900, nearly all land suitable for 
growing crops in Benton County had been claimed. Within three years the amount of irrigated land 
reached over 4,000 acres, and the population of Kennewick grew from about 50 to about 400 
(Kershner 2008; Parker 1986:37; Reed 1950).  

Large-scale irrigation only became a reality throughout the American West with the signing of the 
Newlands Reclamation Act in 1902. This legislation made possible the funding and development of 
large-scale irrigation ventures by providing federal financing of local irrigation projects through the 
establishment of irrigation districts. In 1902, the Northern Pacific Irrigation Company took over 
irrigation in the area and completed additional canals, allowing for the agricultural industry to really 
boom. Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful initially, and soon enough, apple, 
cherry, peach, and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 2008, 2013; Reed 1950).  

The consolidation of irrigation districts and companies continued and accelerated after the turn of 
the century. Kennewick, which became an incorporated city in 1904, grew into a small and 
prosperous agricultural community during the early years of the First World War. The surrounding 
farms increased in value as they received high prices for their agricultural produce, desperately 
needed in war-torn Europe. Land speculators, farmers, and ranchers took advantage of the irrigation 
land boom as development of a large network of irrigation canals brought water to the agricultural 
fields and the city of Kennewick grew and became a regional center of commerce (City of 
Kennewick 2020; Kershner 2008; Reed 1950).  

2.4.4 Early Twentieth Century, 1905–1942 
In the early twentieth century, and as a direct result of the success of the extensive irrigation 
projects, farms became well-established and lucrative. The Horse Heaven Project was designed to 
irrigate the western project area after the success of irrigation in the lowlands north of the project. 
An ad in a 1911 newspaper boasted “Horse Heaven–where our Flour comes from. Soon to be 
Irrigated-800,000 acres Water to be furnished at $60 per acre, payable $4 a year. These lands can 
now be purchased at from $10 to $40 per acre” (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1911). The Horse Heaven 
Project, which was going to bring in water from the White Salmon and Klickitat Rivers, was 
somewhat controversial, however, not from the perspective of the Horse Heaven Hills residents but 
from those near the water sources to the west (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1913). The project was 
eventually completed with the Horse Heaven Water District created in 1919 (Kennewick Courier-
Reporter 1919).  

Fields of wheat and vegetables, vineyards, small dairies with healthy stock, and miscellaneous fruit 
orchards also thrived with the completion of the irrigation project (City of Kennewick 2020; Parker 
1986:38). Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful in the lowlands initially, and by 
1910, apple, cherry, peach, and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 2008, 2013; Reed 1950). In the 
Horse Heaven Hills, cattle and sheep stock were popular as the winters were mild, the stock could 
live outside in the winter, and the lack of sagebrush meant there was plenty of grasses to feed the 
animals. Herds of sheep were annually driven from the Wentachee Mountains to Horse Heaven 
Hills to winter (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1908, 1916). 
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The small town of Finley, located less than 3 mi from the northeast corner of the project adjacent to 
the Columbia River, was first settled in 1902. It was named after George E. Finley, who was the first 
person to settle in the area. By 1906, the town had a post office and a school, and Finley was already 
being known as an area to grow alfalfa, grapes, and peaches. The town continued to grow due to its 
location near irrigation canals and along the railroad. The post office was closed in 1935 as the town 
became part of Kennewick (Forte 2020; Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1906, 1918; Meany 1928).  

By 1904, hundreds of wheat farmers and ranchers worked and lived in Horse Heaven Hills; they 
were endearingly called the “wheat-men” by the locals in Benton City and Kiona. The wheat-men 
grew crops in abundance, but as was the case for most of the project area, the shipping of wheat 
product proved difficult. Even with the intensive wheat production, wild horses still ran through the 
Horse Heaven Hills, and thousands of horses were on ranches in the area as all farming and 
travelling needs required horses (Benton City 1959).  

By 1907, there were several good roads that connected the Horse Heaven Hills to small 
communities along the Columbia River that allowed farmers to take the harvested wheat to market. 
Some of these same roads were also used to take livestock down to be watered at the river, although 
springs in Webber Canyon, as well as Coyote and Badger Springs, were utilized for domestic water 
(Benton City 1959:12). McBee Grade was one of the primary routes used to get harvested wheat to 
Kiona for market (Benton City 1959:15). Hover was used as a good spot to round up the Hills’ wild 
horses and ship them off, at times, to the U.S. cavalry; the shipping of horses between the Hills and 
Hover went on until the cessation of the First World War (Parker 1986).  

Historic accounts provide information as to some of the more distinctive agricultural ranches up in 
the Horse Heavens such as “the Kelso Bros. Ranch,” “the Richey Ranch,” “the Wilmert Place,” and 
“the Blakely Place” (Benton City 1959:15–16). Apparently, the Coffin Brothers were significant to 
both private and commercial development in the Yakima Valley, as well as in the Horse Heaven 
Hills. The private business “Arthur Coffin and Brothers” came to Yakima in 1893. It was run by 
three brothers, H. Stanley, Lester, and Arthur Coffin. The business was primarily based upon 
commerce with farmers and stockmen, as well as local tribal members. The Coffin brothers were 
known for their capability at starting new ventures, and in 1895, the three brothers acquired ewes 
from Oregon and were suddenly in the sheep business. In 1903, the business became a licensed 
Washington corporation and was re-designated “Coffin Brothers”; the commerce business grew to 
include wholesale merchandise and groceries. By 1921 the business was re-designated “the Coffin 
Sheep Company.” The Coffin family owned a substantial amount of land in the Horse Heaven Hills; 
estimates indicate that the Coffin Sheep Company controlled about 30,000 acres (Washington State 
University Libraries 2011). 

Between 1911 and 1928, a variety of well-designed roads in Benton County had been laid out with 
associated services constructed along the urban routes. The section of contemporary Highway 395 
was originally a small county road that was upgraded in the early 1930s and connected the Tri-Cities 
more directly with northern Oregon (Kaiser 2004). The project area became a hub of modernized 
agricultural activity with a strong conveyance grid. As development surrounding Kennewick 
progressed, satellite communities were founded, and the general population continued to grow.  

By the early 1920s, the era of infinite land acquisition and railroad expansion was over in the West. 
Large tracts of semi-arid, marginal lands in central and eastern Washington had been abused by poor 
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agricultural practices, with more farmsteading than the land could support (Meinig 1968). The “wet 
years” that dominated the arid West during the first two decades of the twentieth century were 
followed by years of dry climatic conditions (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003). 
Environmental degradation, as well as depressed post-World War I prices for agricultural produce, 
led to two decades of economic hardship and foreclosures throughout the mid-Columbia (Lindeman 
and Williams 1985). The small, family-owned farms that had dominated the Tri-Cities’ regional 
economy struggled during the Great Depression, but many rural families were able to supplement 
their livelihoods with barter methods and non-farm employment. From 1920 to 1942, the area was 
still known as an agricultural center, but the market was stagnant for the most part and the mid-
Columbia economy continued to decline (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003). 

2.4.5 Mid-Twentieth Century, 1943–1955 
The region continued to be a quiet and modest agricultural community until 1943. It was at that time 
that the federal government acquired the open, unoccupied lands north of Kennewick and 
established the Hanford Engineering Works as a secret Manhattan Project facility along the 
Columbia River. The U.S. government created the town of Richland (a portion of old Cottonwood) 
to house thousands of workers and scientists, and this population boom overflowed into 
Kennewick. The Tri-Cities and the surrounding areas grew during the war, as new roads and 
highways were constructed to support the facility. By the early 1940s, conditions were improving. 
Wartime industries in eastern Washington and the construction of the Grand Coulee Dam and 
Columbia Basin irrigation projects provided a significant economic stimulus that was certainly felt in 
the vicinity of the project. By 1950, Kennewick had quintupled in size in a decade, to 10,106 people 
(Kershner 2008; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003; U.S. Department of Energy 2019).  

One reason for the selection of the Hanford site was the proximity of BPA, which was created in 
1937 and played a significant role in the promotion of public power in the Pacific Northwest 
(Kramer 2012:5). BPA pioneered the “postage stamp” rate of power delivery, providing consumers 
the same rate regardless of the distance the power must travel from source to use. This led to the 
formation of public utility districts and rural cooperatives, which expanded electrical services 
statewide. To deliver power from the dams, BPA developed the Master Grid, a complex 
transmission system whose design drew heavily from existing power systems in the eastern United 
States, as well as in Britain and Canada. During this phase, the Master Grid Development period 
(1938–1945) (Kramer 2012:2–3), BPA created a network of 230,000-volt transmission lines that 
linked major population centers and generation plants in a loop system, which was stabilized by 
electrical equipment installed in substations scattered at vital locations through the network. The 
design was stable and flexible, allowing BPA to expand its network, divert power, and make repairs 
without interrupting transmission of power. Upon completion in 1945, “the BPA’s Master Grid 
system represented the largest high voltage transmission network in the nation” (Kramer 2012:9).  

After World War II, during the System Expansion period (1946–1974), BPA expanded its 
transmission system to incorporate and serve new generation facilities on the Columbia River and its 
tributaries (Kramer 2012:3). Post-war growth in the Pacific Northwest led to an increase in public 
utilities and solidified BPA’s role in the nation’s first fully interconnected public-private electrical 
transmission grid. Today, BPA operates more than 15,000 circuit miles of transmission line 
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extending into seven states and provides over fifty percent of the electrical energy consumed within 
its service region (Kramer 2012). Two BPA transmission lines extend through the Johnson Butte 
portion of the project. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was built in 1948 as 
part of a different line and was altered to its current alignment in 1975. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line was built in 1955 (Brannan and Clark 2007). 

2.4.6 Review of Historic-Period Maps  
In compiling information about the historic context of the project vicinity, Tetra Tech provided, and 
HRA reviewed and supplemented, historic-period map research to review nineteenth and twentieth 
century developments in the project area. Maps reviewed are listed in Table 2-1 and are arranged by 
Township and Range, generally presented west–east within the project. Late nineteenth century 
maps show a variety of trails and drainages in and near the project. Twentieth century maps show 
the progression of development as more people settled in the Horse Heaven Hills, with buildings, 
roads, utility lines, and wells being constructed (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). A few historic-period features 
were found on the maps within the survey areas for the project. One is a grain elevator mapped in 
the survey corridor along Badger Canyon Road in Section 25 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East, 
in 1965 (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 1965a, 1965b). A transmission line is mapped by 1953 near 
Johnson Butte, and two transmission lines are shown by 1964 in Sections 16 and 29 of Township 7 
North, Range 29 East (USGS 1953, 1964a). Three buildings are mapped in 1964 in the survey 
corridor south of Beck Road in Sections 27 and 28 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East (USGS 
1964a), although a second map from the same year shows only one building (USGS 1964b). Finally, 
two buildings were mapped in the survey corridor west of Finley Road in 1917 in Township 7 
North, Range 30 East, although later maps do not show these buildings (USGS 1917). 
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Figure 2-1. Project lease boundary and a 1917 USGS map. 
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Figure 2-2. Project lease boundary and a 1953 USGS map. 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 9 North, 
Range 26 East 

GLO 1870 One north–south trail 1 mi west of modern Beightol Road; Yakima 
River and road paralleling the river northwest of project 

USGS 1917 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965c Building on Weller Road west of survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Weller Road shown, survey corridor owned by Smith Ld. & Inv. Co. 

Township 9 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1868a Trail through Webber Canyon; Yakima River northwest of project 

USGS 1917 Road along McBee Hill in survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965a Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

Metsker 1976 Survey corridor owned by Smith Land & Invest. Co. and Marie Cooper 

Township 8 North, 
Range 26 East 

GLO 1872a Variety of seasonal drainages; one north–south trail in the vicinity of 
modern Tyacke Road 

USGS 1917 Two buildings along Clodius Road outside survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; multiple buildings to the west 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor; multiple buildings to the west 

Metsker 1976 Clodius and McBee Roads shown; survey corridors owned by Wiley 
Ranches, Carl Moore, and Smith Land & Invest. Co. 

Township 8 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1872b Variety of seasonal drainages; one north–south trail in the vicinity of 
modern Travis Road 

USGS 1917 Only roads in survey corridor; outside corridor includes Webber School 
on County Wells Road, Dennis School north of Sellards Road, and 
multiple other buildings 

USGS 1953 Two grain elevators and Henson Airfield outside survey corridor 

USGS 1965b, 1965c Grain elevator along Badger Canyon Road and landing strip on Henson 
Road in survey corridor; three buildings adjacent to survey corridor 
including two south of County Wells Road, one north of Henson Road; 
Horse Heaven Hills Cemetery depicted near survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Modern roads all shown including Webber, County Wells, Sellards, C. 
Smith, Cemetery, and Swanson; many private landowners 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 8 North, 
Range 28 East 

GLO 1871 “Road from Umatilla to Yakima River” mapped extending north–south 
along Coyote Canyon; variety of other small trails and seasonal 
drainages 

USGS 1917 Two roads go through survey corridor; one building west of Badger 
Canyon near survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor, two wells and a spring in Badger Canyon 

Metsker 1976 Multiple unnamed roads shown on west side of Badger Canyon; survey 
corridor owned by Henry Smith and Reese et al. 

Township 7 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1868b Few seasonal drainages 

USGS 1917 Nothing near survey corridor; multiple buildings to the south 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; grain elevator south of Sellards Road west 
of survey corridor 

USGS 1965a, 1965b Multiple buildings and grain elevator just west of survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Survey corridor owned G. A. Reese 

Township 7 North, 
Range 28 East 

GLO 1865a “Yakima & Umatilla Wagon Road” mapped extending north–south 
west of Coyote Canyon 

USGS 1917 Multiple two-track roads; one building west of Nicoson Road and one 
adjacent to Coyote Canyon (out of survey corridor); Grandivew School 
shown south of survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; Williams Wells mapped just north of survey 
corridor near C. Williams Road 

USGS 1965b, 1965d Pipeline goes through survey corridor near Nicoson Road; building 
adjacent to survey corridor on Richmond Road 

Metsker 1976 Many roads depicted (more than today), including Prospect Highway 
#12, located between Coyote Canyon and modern Nicoson Road; many 
private landowners  

Township 7 North, 
Range 29 East 

 

 

 

 

GLO 1865b Drainage and trail (northeast–southwest) along Fourmile Canyon with a 
spring where the modern Cresswell Well is located; drainage in Bofer 
Canyon 

USGS 1917 Mountain View School mapped adjacent to survey corridor on Beck 
Road; three other buildings nearby; Cresswell Well and three buildings 
along Fourmile Canyon (out of survey corridor); three buildings east of 
Nicoson Road (out of survey corridor); road along modern Interstate 82 

USGS 1953 One BPA Transmission Line goes through survey corridor near 
Johnson Butte; “Cress Wells” mapped at Fourmile Canyon 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 7 North, 
Range 29 East 
continued 

USGS 1964a Two BPA transmission lines go through survey corridor near Johnson 
Butte; Cresswell Wells mapped at Fourmile Canyon; three buildings in 
survey corridor off Beck Road 

USGS 1964b Same as USGS 1964a, except two eastern buildings not shown 

Metsker 1976 Most modern roads in place; Johnson Butte and BPA transmission lines 
shown; many private landowners 

Township 7 North, 
Range 30 East 

GLO 1867 Nothing depicted; area around Jump Off Joe marked “Rocky and 
Unsurveyed” 

GLO 1889 Multiple farms shown northwest of project, west of Nine Canyon, 
including those of Ed Kelso and Geo Bowen 

USGS 1917 Nine Canyon and The Butte mapped; multiple buildings shown; two in 
survey corridor west of Finley Road in the septic maintenance site; 
unnamed school marked north of Beck Road/east of Nine Canyon 
Road (out of corridor); one building on Kirk Road just outside corridor 

USGS 1964a, 1964c Nine Canyon Road similar to its current alignment; two buildings near 
survey corridor including off Nine Canyon Road and off Kirk Road 

Metsker 1976 Most modern roads in place; The Butte is mapped; many private 
landowners 
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3. Previous Cultural Resources 
Investigations and Expectations 
In support of the project, in February 2020, Tetra Tech conducted and provided to HRA a review of 
files maintained by the Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) 
in the Washington Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data 
(WISAARD). The record search covered all areas in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary 
(see Figure 1-1). HRA supplemented this research by reviewing WISAARD in September 2020 to 
see if any additional cultural resources had been recorded since the original research was conducted 
in February 2020. 

3.1 Previous Cultural Resources Investigations 
There have been 27 surveys previously conducted within the lease boundary and 13 additional 
surveys within 1 mi (Table 3-1). Given the large size of the lease boundary (over 73,000 acres), very 
little of the area within it has been previously surveyed. Likewise, very little of the survey corridor 
has been previously investigated. The most coverage of any survey was conducted for the current 
project and consists of survey by HRA within the survey corridor on WA DNR parcels (Davis and 
Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). Excluding these surveys, less than 1 percent of the survey corridor 
has been previously surveyed. There have been five other wind development related surveys 
conducted in and around the lease boundary (Chatters and Williams 2001; Kelly 2007a; McDaniel 
2009a, 2009c; McKnight and Chatters 2000). Other surveys in the area were conducted for projects 
related to transportation (n = 10), transmission lines (n = 7), agricultural (irrigation, livestock water, 
wells) (n = 4), cell towers (n = 4), fire response (n = 4), fiber optics (n = 2), geotechnical 
investigations (n = 1), and a reservoir (n = 1). 

Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. Year Author(s)  Title 

Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1342215 2003a Miller  A Cultural Resource Survey for the Proposed Interstate 
82/State Route 397 Intertie Project, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1342289 2000 McKnight 
and Chatters  

Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Nine Canyon Wind 
Power Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1342423 2003b Miller  Addendum to the Proposed Interstate 82/State Route 397 
Intertie Project: Testing and Recording at Site 45BN1279, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. Year Author(s)  Title 

Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1346382 2005 Amara NRCS Wilkerson Ranches EQIP 2005 Cultural Resources 
Site Identification Survey in Benton County, Washington  

Within 1 mi 

1347584 2006 Landreau Section 106 Archaeological Review and Inventory at the 
North Webber Canyon Roadway Re-Alignment, Benton 
County, Washington, Phase 2: Kiona Re-Alignment 

Within 1 mi 

1348237 2001 Chatters and 
Williams 

Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Bateman Wind Power 
Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1349482 2007 Brannan and 
Clark 

A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 
Transmission Line Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin 
Counties, Washington 

Within 

1349625 2007 Woody Cultural Resources Survey Report for the Kennewick Fiber 
Optic Installation Project 

Within 

1349709 2007 Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Johnson Butte Cellular 
Tower, Location #347351, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1349803 2007a Kelly Cultural Resources Survey Report for Clipper Windpower’s 
Chandler Butte Meteorological Tower Project: Blackney 
Parcel, Benton County 

Within 

1351023 2008b Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the 2007 McBee Grade Fire Area, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1351396 2008 Anderson 
and Roulette 

Results of an Archaeological Survey of Part of the McNary–
Badger Canyon No.  1 Transmission Line Rebuild Project 
Between Structure 2/3 and Structure 18/3, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1351530 2008 Lehman and 
Roulette 

Archaeological Survey for Access Roads and Tensioning Sites 
Related to the McNary–Badger Canyon Transmission Line 
No.  1 Rebuild Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1351858 2008 Landreau 
and Cain 

An Archaeological Review and Inventory of a North Webber 
Canyon Roadway Improvement, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1352784 2009a McDaniel Cultural Resources Inventory Report for Clipper 
Windpower’s Chandler Butte 2009 Meteorological Tower 
Project: Towers 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c and 5, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. Year Author(s)  Title 

Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1352842 2008 Woody et al. Yakama Nation Cultural Resources Site Identification Survey 
of the Jonathan Hellberg-Wilson 2008 NRCS EQIP Project. 
NRCS EQIP Contract #740546080KX 

Within 1 mi 

1353152 2009a Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Kiona Cellular Tower, 
Location #347355, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1353173 2009b Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Bofer Cellular Tower, 
Location #TR1020 

Within 

1353368 2009 Landreau Archaeological Review and Inventory of the Travis Road 
Improvement Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1680213 2009c McDaniel 2009 Inventory of Clipper Windpower’s Installed Tower Site 
and 45BN261 at the Blackney Parcel, Horse Heaven Hills, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1681107 2001 Perry A Cultural Resources Survey and Monitoring Report on 
Bureau of Land Management Lands in the Horse Heaven 
Steel Gate Project Area, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1682596 2012 Ellis Horse Heaven Hills Geotech Project Cultural Resources 
Survey Report Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1682749 2012 Baldwin and 
Hushour 

Historic Properties Treatment Plan for the Washington Rural 
Access Project SC-6 Route, Benton and Walla Walla 
Counties, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1682848 2012 Trost Cultural Resources Assessment for the Kennewick Irrigation 
District 2012–2014 Capital Improvement Plan, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1683958 2013c Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Tapani 
Right of Way Project Area, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684043 2011 Dickson Inventory of Unsurveyed Lands Within the McNary Project 
Area, Umatilla County, Oregon, Benton, Franklin, and Walla 
Walla Counties, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684092 2012 Schroeder 
and 
Landreau 

County Road Administration Board 9 Canyon Road 
Reconstruction, Excavation, and Embankment Project, 
Phases I & II, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1684115 2013b Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Dennis 
Command Fire Suppression Impacts Project Area, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. Year Author(s)  Title 

Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1684281 2013a Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Webber 
Canyon Fire Suppression Impacts Project Area, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684364 2013 Schroeder 
and 
Landreau 

A Section 106 Archaeological Review and Inventory of 
Benton County CRP 1948/Run-Off Road & Intersection 
Safety Projects: Phase 3—Clodfelter to Trippel Vista Road, 
Phase 4—Plymouth-Locust Grove Intersection and Phase 
5—Hanks and Rothrock Roads Intersection, Benton County, 
WA 

Within 

1684942 2014 Johnson A Cultural Resources Survey and Records Search for a 
Proposed Tower Telecommunications Sites, American 
Towers LLC - Tower Site #282247-Clodfelter Road, 
Kennewick, Benton County, WA 

Within 1 mi 

1686140 2014 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for the 2015 McNary-Franklin 
Structure 17/6 Replacement, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mile 

1687325 2015 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for the Pasco Region 2015 
Transmission Line Maintenance Project in Benton and 
Franklin Counties, Washington 

Within 

1688554 2016 Furlong  Cultural Resources Survey of Four Drought Well Locations, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1689111 2016 Litzkow and 
Evenson 

A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the McBee 
Command Fire Suppression Line Rehabilitation Project Area, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1689203 2017 Swanson and 
Ozbun 

Cultural Resource Survey for the John Day–Franklin 
Subsection of the BPA’s Ross–Schultz Fiber Replacement 
Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington 

Within 

1689235 2017 Sloma  Cultural Resource Monitoring Report for Portions of the 
Zayo Fiber Optic Line, Vantage to Pasco, Washington 

Within 

1689682 2017 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for Pasco District FY17 Priority 
Pole Project – 2018 Construction Franklin, Benton and Walla 
Walla County, Washington 

Within 

1693875 2020 Davis et al. 
2020 

Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Land for the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. Year Author(s)  Title 

Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

pending 2020 Davis and 
Ragsdale 

Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Land for the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington - 
Addendum 1 

Within 

3.2 Previously Recorded Cultural Resources 
There are 28 previously recorded cultural resources in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary 
(Table 3-2; Figure 3-1). Given that very little of large lease boundary has been previously surveyed, it 
is not surprising that only 13 of these are within it, and only 4 are within the areas surveyed for the 
project. Resources within the areas surveyed include 3 historic-period architectural resources 
(McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line, McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, 
and Nine Canyon Road) and 1 precontact archaeological site (45BN261).  

HRA recorded and evaluated the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and McNary–Franklin No. 2 
transmission lines during investigations on WA DNR land for the current project (Davis et al. 2020). 
These resources span both WA DNR and privately owned portions of the areas surveyed (see Figure 
3-1). The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line (DAHP Property ID 721665) is a 115-
kV line constructed ca. 1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). It extends 
approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the 
Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line (DAHP Property ID 721666) is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 
energized in 1956 (Brannan and Clark 2007). It extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, 
east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco. Although only the 
sections of the lines within the WA DNR parcels were surveyed, HRA evaluated the entirely of the 
lines for listing in the NRHP under BPA’s Multiple Property Documentation (MPD). Davis and 
colleagues (2020) recommended the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 as not eligible for listing in the 
NRHP and the McNary–Franklin No. 2 as eligible but with a finding of no significant impact from 
the project. DAHP concurred with these recommendations on April 15, 2020, and in a letter dated 
May 26, 2020.  

The historic-period road within the project lease boundary is 9 Canyon Road (DAHP Property ID 
667765), which runs from Finley, Washington, through the eastern portion of the lease boundary to 
its terminus south of the boundary (see Figure 3-1). The road was constructed ca. 1950 and is a 25 
to 30 ft wide, two-lane bituminous asphalt road that has been repaved at least once in the past; 
portions of the road are unpaved (Schroeder 2012a). According to records in WISAARD, the 
Federal Highway Administration and DAHP determined in 2014 that the resource is not eligible for 
listing in the NRHP.    
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Figure 3-1. Previously recorded cultural resources in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary, as well as previously surveyed areas on WA DNR parcels (Davis et al. 2020; Davis and Ragsdale 2020). 
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The final previously recorded resource within the survey corridor is precontact Site 45BN261, which 
has not been evaluated for listing in the NRHP. The site is located  

(see Figure 3-1). The site was originally 
recorded in 1980 as three basalt stone circles (Randolph 1980a). The site was revised in 2007 during 
survey for a proposed meteorological tower. Kelly (2007a) could find no evidence of the site and 
suggested that the site was either mis-mapped or destroyed. However, only two years later, 
McDaniel (2009c) visited the location and recorded three circular or oblong basalt cobble alignments 
similar to Randolph’s (1980a) description, as well as a fourth potential feature. In 2013, the site was 
visited again, and one circular feature recorded by McDaniel (2009d) was found, as well as two rock 
features that were stacked (Boyd 2013a). Lastly, Litzkow and Evenson (2016) conducted survey in 
the vicinity of Site 45BN261. While they did not visit the site, they did observe it from about 130 m 
away and noted that a large modern rock feature had been constructed in the vicinity of the site 
(Litzko and Evenson 2016:4).   

The other nine resources outside of the survey corridor but within the lease boundary include four 
architectural resources, a cemetery, three historic-period archaeological resources, and a 
paleontological site with a Smithsonian trinomial (see Table 3-2). The architectural resources include 
two homesteads (Edwards Homestead [DAHP Property ID 12851] and Bentley Homestead [DAHP 
Property ID 12852]), a structure located at 91508 Owens Road (DAHP Property ID 575328), and a 
canal (Kennewick Main Canal Division IV [DAHP Property ID 667226]). The cemetery is the Horse 
Heaven Hills Cemetery (DAHP Property ID 12977), located directly adjacent to the survey corridor 
in the northwestern portion of the project (i.e., the Webber Canyon survey area, see Figure 1-2). The 
cemetery is a fenced off 2-acre parcel containing 10 to 15 headstones dating from 1897 to 1907 
(Karnofski 1980a).  The three historic-period archaeological sites include the remains of a 
homestead (45BN205), a section of Old Webber Canyon Road (45BN1490), and a mid-twentieth 
century debris scatter (45BN1758). The paleontological resource (45BN265) consists of thousands 
of bone fragments of faunal remains from the early Pleistocene or late Pliocene. Of these nine 
resources within the lease boundary, only one (Kennewick Main Canal Division IV) has been 
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP; the other eight have not been formally evaluated. 

The 15 resources within 1 m, but outside of the project lease boundary consist of 4 architectural 
resources and 11 archaeological sites. The architectural resources include canals and structures, while 
the archaeological sites include historic-period structural remains and refuse, precontact lithic 
scatters, and rock alignments/cairns. Three of the archaeological sites also include paleontological 
materials. Of these 15 resources, 2 have been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP 
(Kennewick Division Main Canal Station [DAHP Property ID 410774] and Kennewick Division 
Main Canal Division III [DAHP Property ID 537371]), and 1 has been determined not eligible 
(87505 S Plymouth Rd. [DAHP Property ID 98743]); none of the other resources have been 
evaluated.  
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. Time Period Site Type NRHP 

Eligibility Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

12851 Historic  Historic homestead/ 
farmstead: Edwards 
Homestead—5 deteriorated 
structures including a pump 
house, livestock barn, 
machine shop, workshop, 
and farmhouse   

Not evaluated  Karnofski 
1980b 

Within No 

12852 Historic  Historic homestead/ 
farmstead: Bentley 
Homestead—barn and shed 

Not evaluated  Karnofski 
1980c 

Within No 

12977 
(45BN1497) Historic Cemetery: Horse Heaven 

Hills Cemetery 
Not evaluated  Karnofski 

1980a 
Within No 

98743 Historic  Structure: 87505 S 
Plymouth Rd., Kennewick, 
WA 

Not eligible  DAHP 
2003 

Within 1 mi No 

410774 Historic Canal: Kennewick Division 
Main Canal Station (c. 1956) 

Eligible Doncaster 
2011a 

Within 1 mi No 

573284 Historic  Structure: 196404 E Lower 
Blair Rd. SE, Highland, WA 
(c. 1948) 

Not evaluated Artifacts 
Consulting 
Inc. 2011a 

Within 1 mi No 

537371 Historic Canal: Kennewick Division 
Main Canal Division III  

Eligible  Doncaster 
2011b; 
Harvey 
2020a 

Within 1 mi No 

575328 Historic Structure: 91508 Owens 
Rd., Highland, WA (c. 
1942) 

Not evaluated Artifacts 
Consulting 
Inc. 2011b 

Within No 

667226 Historic Canal: Kennewick Main 
Canal Division IV 

Eligible Harvey 
2020b; 
Trost 2012 

Within No 

667765 Historic  Road: 9 Canyon Road (c. 
1950) 

Not Eligible Schroeder 
2012a 

Within  Yes 

721665 Historic Transmission line: McNary-
Badger Canyon No. 1  

Not eligible Davis and 
Burk-Hise 
2020a 

Within Yes 
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. Time Period Site Type NRHP 

Eligibility Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

721666 Historic Transmission line: McNary–
Franklin No. 2 

Eligible Davis and 
Burk-Hise 
2020b 

Within Yes 

45BN205 Historic Archaeological site: well, 
four structures (no longer 
extant), and horse wagon 
frames 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975a 

Within No 

45BN209 Historic  Archaeological site: deep 
dry well, “shaky” wooden 
structure, bottom of well 
encased in metal 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN210 Historic  Archaeological site: 
windmill, trough, two 
circular red brick cisterns, 
wood gate 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975c 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN211 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: 
megafaunal remains, faunal 
remains   
Archeological isolate: 
projectile point fragment 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975d 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN212 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: 
megafaunal remains, faunal 
remains  
Archaeological site: lithic 
scatter 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975e 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN215 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: micro 
and megafaunal remains  
Archaeological site: 
projectile points, projectile 
point fragment, lithic scatter   

Not evaluated  Randolph 
et al. 1975 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN258 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: stone 
wall 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
1980b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN260 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: stone 
cairn and stone circle 

Not evaluated  Litzkow 
2016a; 
Randolph 
1980c 
 

Within 1 mi No 
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. Time Period Site Type NRHP 

Eligibility Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

45BN261 Precontact   Archaeological site: stone 
cairn and stone circle 

Not evaluated Boyd 
2013a; 
Kelly 
2007b; 
McDaniel 
2009d; 
Randolph 
1980a 

Within Yes 

45BN262 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: basal 
stone cairn; site monitored 
in 2016 and noted as 
disturbed; CTUIR, Yakama, 
and DAHP were consulting 
regarding damage   

Not evaluated  Boyd 2016; 
Randolph 
1980d 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN265 Paleontological Paleontological site: faunal 
remains from early 
Pleistocene or late Pliocene 

Not evaluated  Gilbow 
1981 

Within No 

45BN1279 Historic  Archaeological site: refuse 
scatter with cans, domestic 
dump (c. 1960s) 

Not evaluated  Hazelbrook 
2001 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1456 Historic Archaeological site: refuse 
scatter with cans, barbed 
wire, glass (c. 1960s)   

Not evaluated  Boyd 2003 
Litzkow 
2016b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1490 Historic  Archaeological site: section 
of historic road, Old 
Webber Canyon Road, 
adjacent to modern road   

Not 
evaluated, 
listed as 
potentially 
eligible    

Landreau 
2008 

Within   No 

45BN1677 Precontact  Archaeological site: rock 
cairn and rock circle  

Not evaluated  Boyd 2002 Within 1 mi No 

45BN1758 Historic Archaeological site: debris 
scatter (c. 1950) 

Potentially 
eligible  

Schroeder 
2012b 

Within No 
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3.3 Archaeological Expectations 
Prior to fieldwork, HRA formulated expectations for the archaeological sensitivity of the survey 
areas. HRA based these expectations on a review of the background information presented in 
Sections 2, 3.1, and 3.2, including the geomorphology and hydrology of the project area; the 
precontact, ethnographic, and historic context of the vicinity, with information on the types, ages, 
and contents of previously recorded sites; the DAHP predictive model, and consideration of more 
recent disturbances that may have impacted cultural resources (e.g., agriculture, transportation, 
transmission line construction, and maintenance activities). 

DAHP’s predictive model is based on statewide information, using large-scale factors. Information 
on geology, soils, site types, and landforms, along with GLO maps, were used to establish or predict 
probabilities for precontact cultural resources throughout the state. DAHP’s model uses five 
classifications for the predictions: Low Risk, Moderately Low Risk, Moderate Risk, High Risk, and 
Very High Risk. The DAHP statewide predictive model maps the large majority of the lease 
boundary as Low Risk. However, there are several limited areas shown as Low to Moderate or 
Moderate Risk, particularly along the peripheries of the lease boundary, where the edge of the 
landform begins to slope down to the north and east, as well as at the southern periphery of the 
lease boundary.  

More specifically, HRA determined that the survey corridor has a low to moderate probability for 
precontact and historic-period cultural resources. Archaeological and geoarchaeological evidence 
suggest that the geographical situation (i.e., elevation) of the Horse Heaven Hills may have been 
ideal for groups of the Paleoarchaic Period; the situation of the hills high above the river valley floor, 
likely preserved them from both inundation and scouring from glacial flood waters and “there is the 
possibility that a high river level of extended duration created by abundant glacial melt water during 
the late Pleistocene was attractive to the fauna of the area and that early hunters took advantage of 
hunting opportunities along the shore facies” (Rice 1969; Smith 1977b). In particular, this may be 
reflected in the concentration of paleontological deposits found at the southern periphery of the 
lease boundary (e.g., 45BN211, 45BN212, 45BN215, and 45BN265). However, archaeological 
evidence with datable materials is generally quite rare from this period, and significant deposits from 
the Paleoarchaic Period do not appear likely within the vast majority of the lease boundary.   

Most subsequent precontact and historic-period use of the area has taken place outside the lease 
boundary in the areas surrounding the major waterways. In precontact times, the uplands of the 
project were likely used as travel routes and for gathering roots and hunting. Besides stacked rock 
features, the overall pattern of known precontact resources throughout the Horse Heaven Hills 
suggests that isolates can be found on the flats or mid-slope (e.g., 45BN584, see Schablitsky 1999), 
while small lithic scatter sites (e.g., 45BN251, see Smith 1978) are mostly relegated to the drainages 
(e.g., Glade Creek, Carter Canyon) and may indicate task camps or travel routes. Areas in the Horse 
Heaven Hills where there is soil development and some protection from the wind, and in areas near 
springs and seeps and along ridges are spots of high probability for upland camps and specialized 
task areas (e.g., Litzkow 2020:5–6). However, larger precontact sites, as well as camps with a diverse 
artifact assemblage, have not been found in the Horse Heaven Hills. Even opposite the Horse 
Heaven Hills, above the east side of the Columbia River on Eureka Flat, there are very few sites 
except in the canyons or at the edges of the bluff overlooking the river (Trautman 2001). The overall 
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scarcity of precontact sites in the upland areas within and around the project are likely not 
representative of sampling error or lack of successful survey efforts but more appropriately land use 
behavior. As it appears that people used the Horse Heaven Hills as a travel corridor but had little 
reason to occupy the area beyond hunting and perhaps root gathering, and potentially the presence 
of precontact isolates in the area represent these tasks. Precontact archaeological resources, if found, 
would thus likely include sparse concentrations of lithic debris from stone tool manufacture and 
maintenance, single artifacts representing an episode of loss or discard, or stacked rock features, 
particularly at the edges of landforms with expansive viewsheds. 

The project area continued to be used for travel into the historic period and has also been heavily 
used for agricultural activities. The modern route of Interstate 82 appears to have been a historic-
period travel route, and that is where historic-period archaeological resources have been 
documented. Historic homesteads, both standing and in ruin, representative of the agricultural use 
the area, have also been identified. As such, historic-period archaeological resources, if found, would 
likely include artifacts or features associated with transportation, farming, ranching, and irrigation 
activities. However, most of the survey areas are currently used for agriculture, which has likely 
altered or destroyed archaeological resources in the plow zone if present.  
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4. Methods 

4.1 Archaeological Survey Methods 
The field investigations were designed to determine if archaeological and historic-period 
architectural resources were present within the survey areas and, if found, to make preliminary 
recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed DAHP guidelines; single 
artifacts were recorded as isolates, and features or two or more artifacts were recorded as sites 
(DAHP 2020).  

The methods consisted of a pedestrian survey of the survey corridor (areas centered on the most 
recent conceptual project design), as well as areas outside of the survey corridor representing 
previous iterations of the project design. Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 m apart, and the 
number of archaeologists surveying in a corridor varied by its width. The survey corridor was 
frequently 120 m wide but could also be up to 200 m wide, depending on the layout of the 
conceptual project design in any given location. The corridor was surveyed by between 5 and 10 
archaeologists surveying the corridor at one time and making multiple passes in a corridor to ensure 
complete coverage. The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum 
coverage of the survey areas and investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, 
other erosional exposures), regardless of their position in the transect lines. Soil exposures were 
inspected for the presence of cultural materials. Observations about topography, vegetation, surface 
visibility, and disturbances were recorded in the project field notebook. Overview and close-up 
photographs were taken, and each photo was recorded on a standardized photo log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. 
HPAs would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a 
waterway, and/or condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground surface visibility) 
would suggest a high likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel 
probes. None were identified within the survey areas. 

When archaeological resources were encountered during the pedestrian survey, the field crew 
systematically searched the area to delineate resource boundaries and to identify artifact 
concentrations and features, if present. The area surveyed, site boundary, artifact locations, and 
features were recorded with iPad tablets with the ArcGIS Collector application. All tablets use 
Trimble R1 GNSS receivers to collect data in WGS 84 datum and coordinate system with an 
accuracy of 1 m or less. No artifacts were collected. Photographs were taken of the general resource 
location and artifacts. Archaeological resource forms are located in Appendix D. 

Information for each resource was recorded on a field resource form. The form contained 
appropriate fields for collecting data necessary for completing DAHP resource forms. The field 
director also took general notes about each resource in a field notebook. Notes were made regarding 
basic field conditions, the names of crew members, a description of the extent of the area surveyed, 
the transect interval, the number and location artifacts, a description of the landform(s) and 
landform formation processes, basic plant identification, soil description(s), and disturbances. The 
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field director also produced a hand-drawn sketch map that depicts prominent natural features, 
cultural activity areas or features, a scale, a north arrow, the date, and locations of features and 
artifacts found on the ground surface.  

4.2 Architectural Inventory Methods 
HRA architectural historian Lauren Waldroop conducted a desktop evaluation of two newly 
documented architectural resources, as well of review of previously recorded architectural resources 
During the pedestrian survey, HRA archaeologists took photographs and field notes of all 
architectural resources identified in the survey areas. Background research, photographs, and field 
notes were used to document style, materials, and changes over time. These notes and photographs 
were used to complete a compliance-level evaluation of the architectural resources in the project 
area. HPI forms are appended to the report in Appendix E.  

4.3 National Register of Historic Places Eligibility 
As noted in Section 1.1, the project is subject to SEPA. Under SEPA, cultural resources should be 
evaluated for their eligibility at the local, state, or national register level. The Washington Heritage 
Register (WHR) includes resources that are significant at the local or state level, whereas the NRHP 
includes resources significant at any of the three levels. Resources that are listed in the NRHP are 
automatically added to the WHR and a separate nomination is not needed. As such, as feasible, 
HRA evaluated the identified resources for eligibility for listing in the NRHP, and the same four 
NRHP criteria (A through D, below) are utilized herein to evaluate each resource for eligibility to 
the WHR.  

To be individually eligible for listing in the NRHP, a resource must be significant within a historic 
context. To evaluate significance, the following five things must be determined (National Park 
Service [NPS] 1997:44): 

1. The facet of prehistory or history of the local area, state, or nation that the resource 
represents; 

2. Whether the facet of history is significant; 

3. Whether it is a type of resource that has relevance and importance in illustrating the historic 
context; 

4. How the resource illustrates that history; and 

5. Whether the resource possesses the physical features necessary to convey the aspect of 
history with which it is associated. 

The significance (1–3 above) of a resource must be established before assessing integrity (items 4–5). 
The significance of a resource within its historic context must relate to one or more of the following: 
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A. Under Criterion A, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 
associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history, both in terms of history or prehistory. 

B. Under Criterion B, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 
associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (e.g., persons whose activities are 
demonstrably important within a local, state, or national context). While more commonly 
applied to architectural resources and historic-period archaeological resources, precontact 
archaeological resources can also be eligible under Criterion B if they have artifacts or other 
datable materials that specifically link it to a person of known importance in a Native 
American group’s history or traditions. 

C. Under Criterion C, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they 
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 
represent the works of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., are part of a 
district). Discrete features, a particular building for example, may best be documented under 
this Criterion, though collections of resources may also have significance under Criterion C 
for architecture or engineering association. Certain types of archaeological sites, for example 
specific kinds of rock art, could also embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 
method of construction. Likewise, individual archaeological resources within an 
archaeological district could represent significant and distinguishable entities whose 
components may lack individual distinction. 

D. Under Criterion D, properties may be eligible for the NRHP if they have yielded, or may be 
likely to yield, information important in history. To be eligible under Criterion D, the 
property must have, or have had, information to contribute to our understanding of human 
history and that information must be considered “important.” Most commonly applied to 
archaeological sites for possessing a data set that can address important scientific research 
question(s), buildings, structures, and objects may also be eligible under Criterion D if they 
are the principal source of information. 
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5. Results 
HRA’s cultural resources investigations for the project took place during five field sessions including 
April 8–15, April 27–30, July 9–15, July 22–29, and September 8–12, 2020. The results of the 
pedestrian survey are described below and have been separated into four survey areas for ease of 
discussion (see Figure 1-2). These include the Webber Canyon survey area (Section 5.1), the Badger 
Canyon survey area (Section 5.2), the Johnson Butte survey area (Section 5.3), and the Nine Canyon 
survey area (Section 5.4). In total, HRA surveyed 10,260.7 acres that included wind turbine, access 
road, crane path, and connection line locations. There were 121.8 acres that were not surveyed 
because of steep slopes or because of restricted access (e.g., right-of-way (ROW) of Interstate 82 or 
a field in crop). HRA recommends no cultural resource survey at these locations due to low 
probability for resources to be present. HRA identified 14 archaeological resources (6 isolates and 8 
sites) and 5 historic-period architectural resources. 

The large majority of the survey corridor for the project was situated in wheat fields as well as 
drainages and ditches between fields. Fields that had been recently plowed had nearly 100 percent 
ground-surface visibility. Fields that were harvested last year but had not been plowed had 
approximately 60–80 percent ground-surface visibility. Fields planted in wheat that were just 
sprouting in the spring had between 40 and 60 percent ground-surface visibility, as did recently 
harvested fields in the autumn. Survey was conducted in wheat fields in April 2020, as the ground-
surface visibility was good, and the crop was still green and was unlikely to be damaged. HRA 
avoided survey in wheat fields in July 2020 unless given explicit permission from the landowner as 
the wheat was nearly ready to be harvested, could be easily damaged by the pedestrian survey, and 
the fire danger was high. These types of fields were generally surveyed in September 2020, after the 
crops had been harvested. Drainages and the edges of fields generally contained weeds and 
bunchgrasses with between 40 and 80 percent visibility. Photos of each type of survey condition and 
exceptions to above-listed survey conditions are provided in each survey area description below. 

5.1 Webber Canyon Survey Area 

5.1.1 Pedestrian Survey 
The Webber Canyon survey area encompasses the far northwestern project area and is centered on 
Travis Road, which leads to Webber Canyon in the northern part of the survey area (Figure 5.1-1). 
The survey area extends to the west side of Badger Canyon Road and just south of Sellards Road. 
Sheep Canyon and Carter Canyon are also located in the survey area. Most of the survey was in 
wheat fields (Figures 5.1-2–5.1-5), although the ridgeline of McBee Hill in the northwestern portion 
of the survey area contained bunchgrasses, a gravel path/trail that extends along the top of the ridge, 
and 40–60 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 5.1-6). One of the surveyed drainages had 
recently burned and had 80–100 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 5.1-7). Two steep canyons 
and two steep drainages were not surveyed due to safety concerns and photos of these areas are 
provided in Section 5.1.3 (see Appendix B: Map 1–2 for detail of the four unsurveyed areas). 
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Figure 5.1-1. Overview of the Webber Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.1-2. Recently plowed field east of Webber Canyon in July 2020, view northwest.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.1-3. Previously harvested field east of Beightol Road in July 2020, view north. 
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Figure 5.1-4. Wheat field east of Webber Canyon in April 2020, view north. 

 
Figure 5.1-5. Recently harvested wheat field south of County Wells Road in September 2020, 
view northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-6. Gravel road/path on ridgetop of McBee Hill in July 2020, view south. 

 

 
Figure 5.1-7. Recently burned drainage east of Webber Canyon in July 2020, view southwest. 
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Nine archaeological resources were identified in the Webber Canyon survey area, including four 
historic-period isolates, one precontact isolate, one precontact site, and three historic-period sites. 
These resources are further discussed in Section 5.1.2. No architectural resources were identified.  

HRA noted but did not record two items during the survey; maps showing these items are in 
Appendix C. One was a small metal barrel with no lid located in a shallow drainage at the edge of 
two fields (Figure 5.1-8). The barrel was found south of Cemetery Road, west of Badger Canyon 
Road, and east of Travis Road. The barrel had no markings and there was no indication that it is 
over 50 years in age. Another item was a wood pole found along Beightol Road (Figure 5.1-9). It 
measured 14 ft tall, 6 inches in diameter, had wire nails, and a portion of the top of the pole had 
broken and was laying on the ground. Background research found no evidence of a utility line or 
domestic structures in this area to suggest the pole was associated with the historic period.  

 
Figure 5.1-8. Small metal barrel observed between two fields south of Cemetery Road in 
April 2020, view northeast. 

 

 
Figure 5.1-9. Wood pole along Beightol Road in July 2020, view northwest. 
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5.1.2 Archaeological Resources 

Isolate 45BN2081 

Isolate 45BN2081 is located  
. One large piece of farm equipment was identified in this location  

. The farm equipment is likely 
a tow-behind disc cultivator. At its maximum extent, the farm equipment measures 30 by 30 ft. 
Ground-surface visibility at the isolate was approximately 20 percent, with a ground cover of 
assorted weeds and grasses, although visibility in the adjacent field was 100 percent (Figures 5.1-10–
5.1-12). 

The farm equipment at Isolate 45BN2081 consists of a “T” shaped apparatus that is constructed to 
pull three sections of cultivation discs. Each of the three sections is divided into four smaller 
sections that each contain nine discs. These discs are used to till soil as they are pulled across the 
ground surface by a tractor. The equipment contains two metal wheels on the southern end that 
have the serial number of “RS58” stamped into the metal. No tires remain on the wheels. Disc 
attachments also contain a couple of stamped serial numbers including “4219B” and “4233B.” The 
central column of the equipment is stamped “YOUNGSTOWN OHIO,” likely in reference to the 
origin of the steel, as Youngstown, Ohio was one of the major iron and steel producers in the 
country during the early to mid-twentieth century (Ohio Steel Council 2018). No other 
manufacturers mark or brand was found on the cultivator. A steel plate attached to the equipment 
shows it was manufactured in 1936, although the date of deposition is unknown. 

 
Figure 5.1-10. Overview of Isolate 45BN2081 ), view south. 
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Figure 5.1-11. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2081. 
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Figure 5.1-12. Overview of Isolate 45BN2081 with fallow field visible (bottom), view west. 

No development in this area is shown on historic-period maps from 1872 and 1917 (GLO 1872b; 
USGS 1917). The land where the isolate is located was granted to Walter Greathouse in 1908 under 
the Homestead Act (GLO 1908a). By 1953, there is a symbol denoting an airfield labelled Henson 
south of the isolate (USGS 1953) (Figure 5.1-13) In 1965, a road and landing strip are shown south 
of the isolate  (USGS 1965a) (Figure 5.1-14). Buildings are visible on a 
1963 aerial map  where a residence still is today, and this residence and two 
outbuildings are shown on another 1965 map (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1965b). 

NRHP Recommendation 
One farm implement was found at Isolate 45BN2081, and HRA recommends that the isolate is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discard of the 
disc cultivator when it was no longer needed or functional in the mid-twentieth century. While the 
cultivator was manufactured in 1936, its date of discard cannot be firmly established. Considering 
the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, as well as 
the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or 
significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded farm equipment are common in rural settings such as the project area. 
Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2081 does not appear to be associated with significant 
events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 
(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 
significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 
historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 
yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 
episodes of farm equipment discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated 
with any particular historic event; it was likely used in other places and later discarded. Such 
resources lack key components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. 
As such, Isolate 45BN2081 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to 
convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs 
with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-13. USGS map from 1953 showing the location of Isolates 45BN2081 and 45BN2082 and Sites 45BN2086 
and 45BN2093. 
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Figure 5.1-14. USGS map from 1965 showing the location of Isolates 45BN2081 and 45BN2082 and Sites 45BN2086 
and 45BN2093. 
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Isolate 45BN2082 

Isolate 45BN2082 is located in a relatively flat agricultural field  
. Ground-surface visibility was 100 percent with no 

vegetation, as the field had been recently plowed (Figures 5.1-15 and 5.1-16). The isolate consists of 
a single, fragmented earthenware vessel (n = 8; minimum number of vessels [MNV] = 1), likely a 
domestic tableware. HRA found the fragments in a 28 by 25 m area. Although a few of the sherds 
were undecorated (n = 3), the remaining fragments exhibited a flow-blue, repeated royal pattern 
bordering the rim, manufactured using transfer-print techniques (Figures 5.1-17 and 5.1-18). Flow-
blue transfer print ceramics were commonly produced between 1915–1935 (Williams 1981). 

No development in this area is shown on historic-period maps from 1872 and 1917 (GLO 1872b; 
USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that 
was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895a). By 1953, 
there is a symbol denoting an airfield  (USGS 1953) (see Figure 
5.1-13) In 1965, a road and landing strip are shown south of the isolate at what is now  
(USGS 1965a) (see Figure 5.1-14). Buildings are visible  on a 1963 aerial map 
where a residence still is today (see Figure 5.1-15), and this residence and two outbuildings are 
shown on another 1965 map (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1965b). 

 
Figure 5.1-15. Overview of Isolate 45BN2082 with residence and outbuildings visible in the 
distance, view south. 
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Figure 5.1-16. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2082 (in three locations two artifacts were found together). 
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Figure 5.1-17. Six ceramic fragments from Isolate 45BN2082.  

 

 
Figure 5.1-18. Two ceramic fragments from Isolate 45BN2082.  

NRHP Recommendation 
One ceramic plate was found in eight pieces at Isolate 45BN2082, and HRA recommends that the 
isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of 
discarded trash associated with residential use in the early twentieth century, or it may have been 
broken as a result of target shooting, as it was found in an agricultural field 0.4 mi from the closest 
residence. A review of historic maps shows that the residence was in place by 1963, and there was an 
airfield nearby as early as 1953 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1953). Considering the nature of 
the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the lack of other artifacts or features 
visible on the surface, and the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not 
likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken ceramic vessel, are common in rural settings such 
as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2082 does not appear to be 
associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of 
significant persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a 
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distinctive period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were 
identified at the isolate location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 
1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the 
region (Criterion D). Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single plate, are secondary 
deposit and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been 
used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their 
integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2082 is 
recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey significance under any 
of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the 
project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate.  

Isolate 45BN2083 

Isolate 45BN2083 consists of one pull tab can found  
. The isolate is situated outside of but at the edge of a relatively flat agricultural field and  

(Figure 5.1-19). . The 
ground surface is mostly covered with assorted grasses and weeds between the road and the field. 
The field was plowed at the time of survey and provided 100 percent ground-surface visibility 
(Figure 5.1-20). Cans utilizing pull tab, also known as zip or tab top, openings were first introduced 
in 1962. The can observed at Isolate 45BN2083 appears to have been made using typical techniques 
including the use of an aluminum pull tab and a top that appears internally crimped. There is a faint 
remnant on the can body that may be “Pepsi.” The cans include raised edges around the opening, 
known as “smile beads,” which were developed to “prevent spillage” in 1964 (Figure 5.1-21). Ring 
pull tabs were replaced by “Sta-Tab” openings in 1975 (Benbow 2019; Schroeder 2019). 

There is nothing mapped near the isolate on an 1872 map and no land patents are available for this 
location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential 
development in 1895 (GLO 1872a, 1895a). There are a number of buildings shown 0.7 mi south of 
the isolate in 1917 (USGS 1917). No development is shown in the area on a 1953 map and in 1965 

 (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c).  

NRHP Recommendation 
HRA recommends that Isolate 45BN2083 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears 
to represent a single episode of discarded trash associated with use of the road for ranching or 
recreational purposes in the latter half of the twentieth century.  is visible on historic 
maps by 1965, although no other development is evident nearby (USGS 1965b). The can dates to 
between 1964 and 1975. Considering the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or 
features visible on the surface, as well as the absence of significant historical development in the 
area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 
Assuming the DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider 
impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-19. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2083. 
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Figure 5.1-20. Location of Isolate 45BN2083 .  

 

  
Figure 5.1-21. Single pull tab can at Isolate 45BN2083. 
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Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as cans, are common in rural settings such as the project area. 
Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2083 does not appear to be associated with significant 
events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 
(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 
significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 
historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 
yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 
episodes of can discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated with any 
particular historic activity; the can could have been used far from its current location and later 
discarded or thrown out of a moving vehicle. Such resources lack key components to their integrity 
including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2083 is recommended not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a 
lack of integrity.  

Isolate 45BN2084 

Isolate 45BN2084 is locate  
 (Figure 5.1-22). The isolate consists of a large piece of farm 

equipment that appears to be a tow-behind disc cultivator, and it is situated between two wheat 
fields (Figures 5.1-23 and 5.1-24). Ground cover in this location mostly consisted of assorted grasses 
and weeds. Ground-surface visibility was approximately 80 percent at the isolate, although the field 
to the north was recently plowed and provided 100 percent visibility. The isolate measures 7 m east–
west by 6 m north–south.  

The disc cultivator contains two rows of discs connected by a series of brackets. The cultivator has a 
faded and chipped red paint exterior with the manufacture’s name “Massey-Harris” painted in faded 
white paint and stamped into the metal in several places (Figure 5.1-25). The Massey-Harris Limited 
Company began making tractors and other agricultural equipment in 1891 in Ontario, Canada when 
the Massey Manufacturing Company merged with the A. Harris and Son Company. The Massey-
Harris Limited company was one of the largest agricultural equipment manufacturers in the British 
commonwealth and continued to manufacture equipment under the Massey-Harris name until 1953 
when the it merged with the Ferguson Company. The company was then Massey-Harris-Ferguson 
and eventually became Massey Ferguson in 1958 (Anglo-Agriparts 2020; Moore 2008). The 
cultivator was therefore produced prior to 1953, although its age of deposition is unknown.  
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Figure 5.1-22. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2084.  
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Figure 5.1-23. Overview of Isolate 45BN2084, view east.  

 
Figure 5.1-24. Overview of Isolate 45BN2084, view northwest.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.1-25. Massey-Harris markings on the farm equipment at Isolate 45BN2084. 
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No development is shown in the isolate vicinity in 1872 (GLO 1872b). The land was granted to 
William Dennis in 1908 under the Homestead Act (GLO 1908b), although no additional 
information was found about Mr. Dennis. The isolate location is about 0.4 mi south of where the 
Dennis School is mapped in 1917 (USGS 1917) (Figure 5.1-26), which is situated outside of the area 
surveyed for the project. It is unknown how long that school was present, although it is mentioned 
in newspaper articles between 1909 and 1924 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1909, 1919, 1924). No 
development is shown in the area after 1917 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). 

NRHP Recommendation 
One farm implement was found at Isolate 45BN2084, and HRA recommends that the isolate is not 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discard of the 
disc cultivator when it was no longer needed or functional in the mid-twentieth century. While the 
cultivator was manufactured prior to 1953, its date of discard cannot be firmly established. 
Considering the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the 
surface, as well as the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that 
additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded farm equipment are common in rural settings such as the project area. 
Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2084 does not appear to be associated with significant 
events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 
(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 
significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 
historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 
yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 
episodes of farm equipment discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated 
with any particular historic event; it was likely used in other places and later discarded. Such 
resources lack key components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. 
As such, Isolate 45BN2084 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to 
convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs 
with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-26. USGS map from 1917 showing Isolate 45BN2084 and Site 45BN2085.  
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Site 45BN2085 

Site 45BN2085 consists of a historic-period debris scatter situated  
. The site is located in  

. Artifacts were observed in a wheat field with a ground visibility of approximately 30 
percent between wheat rows. The debris scatter measures 55 m north–south by 71 m east–west 
(Figures 5.1-27 and 5.1-28). 

In total, 98 artifacts were recorded on the ground surface at Site 45BN2085, including 50 glass 
fragments, 42 ceramic fragments, 2 metal fragments, 1 bullet casing, 1 shotgun primer, 1 piece of cut 
bone, and 1 button (Table 5.1-1). The artifacts suggest an early twentieth century date for the site.  

Several artifacts or groups of artifacts are temporally diagnostic at Site 45BN2085. Multiple ceramic 
fragments contain a cobalt blue transfer print, and one of the whiteware fragments had green 
transfer print (Figures 5.1-29 and 5.1-30). Transfer print was commonly used between 1840 and 
1940. The introduction of borax and chrome oxides into ceramic glazes allowed for more chromatic 
colors such as reds and yellows. Two of the fragments exhibit a red to pink color, one of which is a 
painted floral glaze. Red and pink colors were generally not available to ceramic makers until after 
1830 (Samford and Miller 2015). One ceramic fragment did contain a discernable makers mark 
belonging to the J&G Meakin, Ltd. Company (see Figure 5.1-29). As with many manufactures of the 
period, their makers mark changed several times. The specific makers mark observed on the 
fragment at Site 45BN2085 dates from 1890–1907 and was manufactured at the Eastwood Works in 
Haneley, England (Birks 2020).  

 
Figure 5.1-27. Overview of Site 45BN2085 , view southeast.  
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Figure 5.1-28. Sketch map of Site 45BN2085.  
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Table 5.1-1. Artifacts Identified on the Surface at Site 45BN2085. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 2 Undecorated whiteware 24 Metal 2 

Amethyst 14 Cobalt decorated 8 Bullet Casing 1 

Aqua 13 Other decorated 8 Bullet primer 1 

Cobalt 2 Stoneware 2 Button 1 

Colorless 13   Cut bone 1 

Milk 6     

Total 50 Total 42 Total 6 

 

Fourteen fragments of amethyst glass were found at the site (Figure 5.1-31). Solarized amethyst glass 
was produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 
1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). Two of the glass fragments at the site were 
aqua. Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was 
common until the 1920s, when it was replaced by the use of colorless glass. Aqua glass continues to 
be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles (Lindsey 2020). 

One rifle cartridge and one shotgun primer were identified on the ground surface (Figure 5.1-32). 
The rifle cartridge contains a headstamp with the caliber of .25-20, which was a round first produced 
by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company around 1895 and is still produced today. The shotgun 
primer includes a headstamp of “18 WINCHESTER” above the center primer and “LEADER” (see 
Figure 5.1-30). This specific headstamp was produced by Winchester from 1894–1902 (Adkins 
2011). 

One carved shell button with two eye holes was identified (see Figure 5.1-32). Additionally, a long 
bone fragment from a large hoofed mammal, likely from a species of bovid such as common cattle 
or cervid such as elk, was found (see Figure 5.1-32). The long bone was cut longitudinal, exposing 
the inner trabecular bone, and exhibits a moderately weathered cortical surface on the alternate side. 

No development is shown in the site vicinity in 1872 (GLO 1872b). The land was granted to 
William Dennis in 1908 under the Homestead Act (GLO 1908b). The site location is just over 0.8 
mi south of where the Dennis School is mapped in 1917 (USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.1-26), which is 
situated outside the area surveyed for the project. It is unknown how long that school was present, 
although it is mentioned in newspaper articles between 1909 and 1924 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 
1909, 1919, 1924). No development is shown in the area after 1917 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; 
USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). By 1976, the property was owned by WM. Pearson (Metsker 1976). 
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Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 

Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 
Green transfer print whiteware.

 

Chrome painted floral whiteware. 

 
Chrome printed whitware. 

 

J &G Meakin ironstone china.  

 
Decorated whiteware. 

 

Ceramic fragment with partial makers mark. 

 
Figure 5.1-29. Selection of ceramic artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 
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Green transfer print whiteware.

 

Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 
Grey painted earthenware.

 

Undecorated whiteware. 

 
Stoneware. 

 

Stoneware. 

 
Figure 5.1-30. Selection of ceramic artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 
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Selection of glass. 

 

Amethyst glass. 

 
Cobalt glass.

 

Cobalt glass embossed “..LZE..” may be seltzer.

 
Amber glass. 

 

Ribbed colorless glass. 

 
Colorless glass bottle finish 

 

Aqua glass 

 
Figure 5.1-31. Selection of glass at Site 45BN2085. 
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Winchester .25-20 cartridge.

 

Winchester Leader shotgun primer.

 
Artyodactyl bone fragment. 

 

Artyodactyl bone fragment. 

 
Shell button.

 

Shell button.

 
Figure 5.1-32. Selection of artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2085 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project.  
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Site 45BN2086 

Site 45BN2086 consists of a historic-period debris scatter located  
. The site is in  

. Artifacts were found in a wheat field that had been recently plowed, and as such, ground-
surface visibility was 100 percent (Figure 5.1-33). The site measures 28 m east–west by 25 m north–
south (Figure 5.1-34). 

In total, 119 artifacts were recorded at Site 45BN2086, including 88 glass fragments, 26 fragments of 
ceramic, and 5 pieces of metal (Figure 5.1-35–5.1-37; Table 5.1-2). The artifacts suggest a late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century date for the site. Most of the glass and ceramic pieces are 
small fragments, although 12 pieces of glass are portions of bottles and some have embossment. The 
only ceramic with any marking is a fragment with red glaze marked with “..PAN..” partially in a 
circle, though the mark is insufficiently complete to assign a manufacturer. 

Four bottle finishes were found, including one each of aqua, amethyst, amber, and colorless glass 
(see Figure 5.1-35). The aqua glass finish has a crown cap closure, but the other three finishes are 
each cork closures. There was one aqua glass bottle stopper found that is embossed “LEA &” (see 
Figure 5.1-36) indicating it was made by Lea & Perrins, who produces Worcestershire sauce that was 
first imported to the United States in 1839 and is still produced to this day (Lea & Perrins 2018). 
Two aqua glass bottle fragments are also embossed. One is embossed “ELPHIA” and “SA,” likely 
indicating Philadelphia, USA. The other is embossed “PLAIN M.” One colorless glass fragment is 
embossed “LLI” and NT’S” though it is unknown what these letters mean.  

 
Figure 5.1-33. Overview of Site 45BN2086, view west. 
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Figure 5.1-34. Sketch map of Site 45BN2086. 
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Table 5.1-2. Artifacts Identified on the Surface at Site 45BN2086. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 18 Undecorated whiteware 25 Wire nails 2 

Amethyst 15 Whiteware with mark 1 Metal spout 1 

Aqua 26   Metal clasp 2 

Colorless 29     

Total 88 Total 26 Total 5 

 
Aqua glass bottle finish.

 

Amber glass bottle finish. 

 
Amethyst glass bottle finish. 

 

Colorless glass bottle finish. 

 
Figure 5.1-35. Four glass bottle finishes from Site 45BN2086. 

One amber glass bottle base is embossed “SB &” (see Figure 5.1-36), indicating it was made by the 
Streator Bottle & Glass Company, which operated between 1881 and 1905. Whitten (2020) states 
“S.B.&G.CO. is one of the most commonly seen marks on hand blown beer bottles from the late 
1800s and early 1900s.” One amethyst glass bottle fragment appears to be embossed “..CINNT..” 
though it is unknown what this mark means. There is also a rectangular amethyst bottle base, and 
another decorated amethyst bottle fragment. Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass 
containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to 
sunlight (Lockhart 2006). 
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Aqua glass bottle stopper (Lea & Perrins).

 

Amethyst glass bottle fragment “CINNT.” 

 
Aqua glass bottle fragment “DELPHIA-SA.” 

 

Aqua glass bottle fragment “PLAIN M.” 

 
Amber glass bottle base (SB&G).

 

Rectangular amethyst glass bottle base. 

 
Colorless glass bottle fragment. 

 

Decorated amethyst glass bottle fragment. 

 
Figure 5.1-36. Glass bottle fragments from Site 45BN2086. 
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Ceramic fragment.

 

Ceramic fragment. 

 
Ceramic fragment. 

 

Metal clasp. 

 
Figure 5.1-37. Ceramic fragments and a metal clasp from Site 45BN2086. 

No development is shown in the site area on the 1872 GLO, but on a 1917 map, there is a building 
very close to the site, and Webber School is mapped 0.5 mi south of the site (GLO 1872b; USGS 
1917) (Figure 5.1-38). The artifacts were found at the border of two land patents: one was issued in 
1898 to Ira W. Carter and one was issued in 1905 to William Pearson; both patents were issued 
under the Homestead Act (GLO 1898, 1905). No buildings or structures are shown in this location 
in 1953 or 1965, and a 1963 aerial shows the area as only agricultural fields. By 1976, the property 
was owned by “Chester Henson et al.” (Metsker 1976). The artifacts found at Site 45BN2086 are 
likely associated with the adjacent building shown in 1917, and artifact dates reflect a late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century date for the site (USGS 1917). 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2086 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Figure 5.1-38. USGS map from 1917, showing the location of Sites 45BN2086 and 45BN2093. 
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Isolate 45BN2092 

Isolate 45BN2092 is located  
.  

 
. Wheat fields cover the rest of the area surrounding the isolate, and the 

landform is rolling hills with moderate slopes. . 
The wheat field where the isolate was found was fallow at the time of survey, and ground-surface 
visibility ranged from 60–80 percent (Figures 5.1-39 and 5.1-40). 

The isolate consists of a proximal fragment of a CCS broad-necked, corner-notched projectile point 
(Figure 5.1-41). The distal point and one shoulder are broken by impact fractures. The intact 
shoulder is wide-angled and basal stem margin slightly excurvate. While corner-notched and 
shouldered, it may have been barbed and possibly basal notched prior to repeated 
resharpening/rejuvenation. It measures 27 millimeters (mm) long, 21 mm wide, and 6 mm thick, and 
its neck width is 17 mm. The morphology and neck width are consistent with Madras Shouldered. 
These points do not have a well-defined temporal range, but they likely predate 2000 B.P., given 
their broad necks. They may correspond to Quilomene Bar Corner-notched with an estimated date 
range of 3000 to 2000 B.P. on the Columbia Plateau in north-central Washington (Pettigrew et al. 
1998:1–37). 

 
Figure 5.1-39. Overview of the location of Isolate 45BN2092  

, view northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-40. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2092. 
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Figure 5.1-41. Projectile point identified at Isolate 45BN2092.  

NRHP Recommendation 
Isolate 45BN2092 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project in keeping with RCW 27.53, which declares that the public has an interest in conserving, 
preserving, and protecting archaeological resources (which includes precontact resources regardless 
of their NRHP eligibility). If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the 
isolate’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts. Additionally, per the 
recommendation of the Yakama, radial shovel probes should be excavated at the isolate location to 
confirm that it is an isolate and not a site. HRA plans to complete this work in early 2021 and will 
provide the results in a forthcoming report for the project.   
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Site 45BN2093 

Site 45BN2093 consists of historic-period structural remains and artifacts located  
 

. The site extends for 250 meters east–west and 118 meters north–south (Figure 5.1-
42). The site is described below in three separate sections, including the west site area, the center site 
area, and the east site area. There is a driveway extending into each of the areas  

. A wheat field is situated in parts of the center and east site areas away from the structural 
remains. The remains of two residential structures are present: one in the east site area and one in 
the west site area. The center site area has the remains of two large outbuildings. There are also 
numerous other foundations and features in ruin, as well as a scatter of historic-period artifacts.  

Nothing is shown in this location on the 1872 GLO, and no land patents are available for this 
location, because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for 
potential development in 1895 (GLO 1872, 1895a). A 1917 USGS topographic map shows Site 
45BN2093 generally in the location of the Webber School, where multiple buildings are mapped, as 
well as within 0.5 mi of another structure  (USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.1-38). 
Little was found regarding Webber School beyond newspaper articles that briefly mention it in 1899, 
1904, and 1914 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1914; Yakima Herald 1899, 1904). The landowner recalls 
hearing that a school used to be in this location, although he did not know at what date (Tom 
Moore, personal communication 2020). A 1953 USGS topographic maps shows nothing in the site 
location, although the two residential structures are mapped on a 1965 topographic map (USGS 
1953, 1965b) (see Figures 5.1-13 and 5.1-14). The buildings at the site were still standing in 1963, 
according to aerial maps, and while it is unknown when they were demolished, aerials from the 
1990s show the buildings in ruin (HistoricAerials.com 1963, 1996). By 1976, the land was owned by 
“Chester Henson et al.” (Metsker 1976). 

The landowner recalls that the buildings were burned in the late 1960s and in the 1970s (Tom 
Moore, personal communication 2020). An adjacent landowner recalls that the no one lived here in 
his memory but that the buildings were burned one at a time by vandals, that the area has been a 
recent “party spot” for teenagers, and that the area is also a dump spot for people to abandon dead 
cattle or horses (Stacey Smith, personal communication 2020). 

While the artifacts and structural remains at Site 45BN2093 do not specifically reflect a school 
setting, this location has clearly had buildings and been occupied since the late nineteenth century, 
possibly into the 1960s.  
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Figure 5.1-42. Sketch map of Site 45BN2093. 
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West Site Area 
The west site area includes a driveway extending from  south to a house 
foundation (Figure 5.1-43 and 5.1-44). Planted trees surround the house, and three other concrete 
foundations, three concrete slabs, a cistern, a well pump structure, and metal poles were also 
documented south of the house foundation.  

 
Figure 5.1-43. Overview of the west site area showing the house foundation and locust trees, 
view west. 

1. House Foundation: This foundation is made of concrete and was clearly a residential 
building. There is a main staircase for entrance to the house on its east side with a separate 
smaller staircase with a railing for another entrance just south of the main one. There is a 
concrete porch on the north side of the foundation. There may be as many as six rooms, and 
there is a cellar with an entrance from the south and stairs leading into the cellar. There is a 
small chimney collapsed in the west end of the foundation, and metal plumbing accessories 
are visible within the building. As reported by the landowner, the building likely was burned, 
as evidenced by burned wooden elements, as well as melted glass. There are seven planted 
locust trees adjacent to and near the house foundation, three of which are dead; two of the 
living trees are growing into the building remnants. At its maximum, the foundation 
measures 39.6 ft east–west by 48.6 ft north–south. One .44 caliber musket shot round, with 
striations for rifling, that was likely cast in lead, was found adjacent to the house foundation 
(Figure 5.1-45). 

2. Concrete Foundation: This foundation consists of a square (5 by 5 ft) concrete lined area 
filled with dirt. There is one concrete footing in the center of the foundation with four bolts 
sticking out of it (Figure 5.1-46). 
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3. Concrete Slab: This is a slab of concrete that measures 30 ft north–south by 20 ft east–
west. There is a metal pipe sticking out of the northeast corner of the slab. The base of the 
pipe is stamped “BLACKMER” (see Figure 5.1-46). Blackmer has manufactured water 
pumps and gas compressors since 1903 (PSG 2020). One piece of milled lumber lies on the 
slab, and there are scattered fragments of vessel and flat colorless glass (some melted) on the 
slab as well. 

4. Concrete Slab: This slab of concrete is situated 10 ft east of another concrete slab (3), and it 
measures 30 ft north–south and 15 ft east–west (see Figure 5.1-46). Small fragments of 
vessel and flat colorless and aqua glass are scattered on the slab; many fragments are melted. 

5. Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 20 ft north–south by 13 ft east–west and 
consists of a concrete lined area with two concrete pads on its north end. The northeast 
concrete pad sticks out from the main foundation and measures 4 by 4 ft. The northwest 
concrete pad is within the foundation and also measures 4 by 4 ft. Within the northwest pad 
are dozens of fragments of colorless, aqua, and amber glass, as well as one metal belt buckle, 
one piece of milled lumber, and one brick (see Figure 5.1-46).  

6. Concrete Slab: This slab measures approximately 20 ft east–west by 16 ft north–south. The 
edges of the slab are difficult to see due to vegetation and soil. One colorless glass bottle 
base was found on the edge of the slab (Figure 5.1-47). The base is stamped with the 
Owens-Illinois “Diamond-I” logo, which was in use until 1954. While the numbers stamped 
on the base—“55” and “44”—are not in their typical position for Owens-Illinois (they are 
beneath the logo as opposed to either side) there is a factory code for 55 (manufactured in 
Colorado) but not for 44, and therefore it is assumed this bottle was manufactured in 1944 
(Lockhart and Hoenig 2015). 

7. Well Pump Structure: This concrete structure measures 2.5 by 1.5 ft and may have been 
the housing for a well pump. Dirt and vegetation cover the concrete structure, but there is a 
deep hole beneath it suggesting it was a well or water source (see Figure 5.1-47). 

8. Cistern: This structure consists of a large deep dug-out area beneath the ground that is lined 
with concrete and has an opening lined with metal (see Figure 5.1-47). There was likely once 
a lid to the cistern, but that is no longer present. The metal opening measures 3.7 ft in 
diameter. The cistern is located just south of the house foundation (1).  

9. Metal Rods: There are two metal rods located 10 ft apart sticking out of the ground. They 
are 5 ft high (see Figure 5.1-47). 

10. Metal Rod: There is one metal rod implement located 50 ft southeast of the two metal rods 
(9). The implement is 5 ft high and measures 10 ft in length. This is likely a matching pair to 
the two metal rods (9), though this one has a connector piece of metal on the top (see Figure 
5.1-47).  
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Figure 5.1-44. Sketch map of the west site area at Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “West Site Area.” 
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Overview of house foundation (1), view north.

 

Overview of house foundation and basement (1), view southwest. 

 
Main entrance staircase of house foundation (1), view south.

 

Second entrance staircase of house foundation (1), view west.

 
Collapsed chimney in house foundation (1).

 

Cellar entrance of house foundation with burned wood (1).

 
Metal plumbing accessory in house foundation (1).  

 

Musket shot adjacent to house foundation (1).

 
Figure 5.1-45. Selection of elements associated with the house foundation (No. 1 in text) in the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Concrete foundation with concrete footing (2). 

 

Concrete slab with pipe (3), view north. 

 
“BLACKMER” pipe in concrete slab (3).

 

Concrete slab (4), view north. 

 
Northwest concrete pad in concrete foundation (5). 

 

Selection of glass fragments from northwest concrete pad (5).

 
Metal belt buckle from northwest concrete pad (5).

 

Concrete foundation with northeast concrete pad (5), view west. 

 

Figure 5.1-46. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 2–5 in text) from the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Foundation (6) and metal rods (9/10) in background, view north.

 

Colorless glass bottle base adjacent to foundation (6).

 
Well pump structure (7), view north. 

 

Cistern (8) and house foundation (1), view north.

 
Two metal rods (9) at left and metal rod (10) at right, view north.

 

Metal rod (10) at left and metal rods (9) at right, view west. 

 

Figure 5.1-47. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 1, 6–10 in text) from the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Center Site Area 
The center site area includes a driveway extending from  south to wood 
structural remains and a large concrete foundation (Figure 5.1-48). Two concrete lined pits are 
situated north of the large concrete foundation along , and two cisterns are 
located on either side of the large concrete foundation. Two concrete pads, one smaller concrete 
foundation, two concrete footings, metal pipes, metal sheeting, a wood beam, a metal trough, and 
fence remnants are all situated south and southeast of the wood structural remains and large 
concrete foundation. Three artifacts were found on the ground surface outside of the structural 
remains. The northeast surface artifact is one milk glass fragment and one amber glass fragment. 
The other surface artifact (by Feature 6), is a small fragment of aqua vessel glass (see Figure 5.1-48.) 

1. Large Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 65 by 55 ft at its maximum. The 
entire foundation is covered in concrete, and debris is scattered across the surface. The 
debris includes a metal bed frame, a fuel container, fragments of metal and glass, and milled 
lumber. Much of the lumber and glass has been burned. The glass includes colorless flat 
glass, as well as colorless, green, amber, aqua, milk, and amethyst vessel glass. Solarized 
amethyst glass was produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a 
decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). The metal 
includes springs, wire nails, rings, bolts, washers, and pins (Figure 5.1-49). 

2. Collapsed Wood Structure: This wood structure is completely collapsed atop a concrete 
foundation. It measures approximately 40 by 30 ft. Within the debris, there is evidence of a 
red brick chimney and multiple windows that would have once been in the structure. Square 
nails were found within the planks of the wood debris. Square nails were common from the 
mid-1800s and into the early 1900s (Wells 1998). A metal tank that may have housed oil is 
situated at the north end of the structural debris (Figure 5.1-50). 

3. Cellar: This structure is a concrete cellar with a small room above it. It measures 15 by 15 ft. 
The walls of the room above the cellar are mainly collapsed and were made of chain link 
fencing plastered with concrete. The roof of the structure appears to have been tin, as some 
is present in the collapsed debris. One metal bed frame with springs is located beneath the 
collapsed walls, as is a 50-gallon steel drum. There are 9 concrete steps leading down to the 
cellar. The door frame to the cellar is framed with milled lumber. Wires extend down from 
the vaulted ceiling of the cellar, suggesting it was wired for electricity (see Figure 5.1-50).  

4. Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 16 ft north–south by 14 ft east–west and 
consists of a concrete lined area and a concrete floor. The concrete lining is 1 ft tall above 
the ground surface (Figure 5.1-51). 

5. Concrete Pad: This concrete pad measures 13 ft north–south by 9 ft east–west and has one 
piece of milled lumber at its southern end (see Figure 5.1-51). 
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Figure 5.1-48. Sketch map of the center site area at Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “Center Site Area.” 
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6. Cistern: This cistern measures 20 by 20 ft and is covered with concrete and a round metal 
opening (see Figure 5.1-51). The cistern appears to be at least 30 ft deep. It is located just 
northeast of the large concrete pad (1). 

7. Cistern: This cistern measures 20 by 20 ft and is covered with concrete with a round metal 
opening and a metal lid (see Figure 5.1-51). It is located just northwest of the large concrete 
pad (1). 

8. Metal Pipes: One metal pipe is sticking out of the ground for approximately 4 ft. There is a 
metal bracket on the pipe. A second pipe is adjacent to the first and is sticking 1 ft above the 
ground surface (Figure 5.1-52).  

9. Concrete Footing: A hollow piece of concrete (1.5-ft diameter) is 4 ft deep in the ground. 
It is presumed to have housed a pole or be some type of footing (see Figure 5.1-52).  

10. Metal Trough: A rectangular piece of rusted metal is adjacent to a concrete foundation (5). 
It measures 6 by 2.5 ft and may have functioned as a trough (see Figure 5.1-52). 

11. Concrete Footing: A hollow piece of concrete (2 ft diameter) is 4 ft deep into the ground. 
It is presumed to have housed a pole or be some type of footing (see Figure 5.1-52).  

12. Wood Beam: This milled beam measures 18.5 ft long, has steel nuts and bolts across its 
length, and has two metal wheels or pulleys on each end (see Figure 5.1-52). 

13. Concrete Pad: This concrete pad is barely visible and is covered in dirt and vegetation. It 
measures approximately 20 by 20 ft. Debris scattered on the pad include brick, concrete 
chunks, terra cotta, metal fragments, and glass fragments. Many of the glass fragments are 
burned. Three broken colorless glass bottles are located on the pad (see Figure 5.1-52). One 
is embossed on the base “Black Leaf 40,” which was a nicotine sulfate solution used as an 
pesticide that was manufactured in high quantities from the 1920s to the 1950s (Marshall 
2012), although it continued to be manufactured into the 1990s when it was banned in the 
United States (Marcus 2003). 

14. Fence Remnants: Two standing beams with metal latches have one cross brace between 
them. They are likely the remnants of a fenceline and/or gate (Figure 5.1-53). 

15. Metal Sheeting: One roll of metal sheeting on the ground (see Figure 5.1-53). 

16. Concrete-Lined Pit: This feature is adjacent to  and consists of a 6-foot-
deep pit lined with concrete on its walls. The base is covered in dirt and vegetation. The 
structure measures 23.1 ft east–west by 13.6 ft north–south (see Figure 5.1-53). 
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17. Concrete-Lined Pit: This feature is 3 ft south of the other concrete-lined pit (16). It is a 
rounded pit lined with concrete and partially collapsed (see Figure 5.1-53). It measures 
approximately 13 ft east–west by 12 ft north–south and is approximately 5 ft deep. 
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Large concrete foundation (1), view north. 

 

Large concrete foundation and bed frame (1), view north.

 
Large concrete foundation (1), view southeast. 

 

Fuel container on the large concrete foundation (1). 

 
Example of glass found on the large concrete foundation (1).

 

Example of metal found on the large concrete foundation (1).

 
Figure 5.1-49. Selection of elements associated with the large concrete foundation (No. 1 in text) in the center site area of Site 
45BN2093. 
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Collapsed wood structure (2), view northwest.  

 

Collapsed structure and concrete foundation (2), view north.

 
Square nail found in the collapsed wood structure (2). 

 

Metal tank north of collapsed wood structure (2), view southeast. 

 
Cellar and room above it (3), view north. 

 

Entrance to cellar (3), view northwest. 

 
Figure 5.1-50. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 2–3 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Inside of cellar with vaulted ceiling (3). 

 

Bed frame in room above cellar (3), view northwest. 

 
Concrete pad (4), view northeast. 

 

Concrete foundation (5), view east. 

 
Cistern (6), view south.

 

Cistern (7), view west.

 
Figure 5.1-51. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 3–7 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Metal pipes (8), view south.

 

Concrete footing (9).

 
Metal trough (10), view northwest. 

 

Concrete footing (11). 

 
Wood beam (12), view southeast. 

 

Concrete pad with debris (13), view northeast.

 
Figure 5.1-52. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 8–13 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Vessel fragments on concrete pad (13). 

 

Detail of “Black Leaf” bottle base on concrete pad (13). 

 
Fence remnants (14), view west. 

 

Metal sheet roll (15).

 
Concrete lined pit (16), view west. 

 

Concrete lined pit (17), view southeast. 

 
Figure 5.1-53. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 13–17 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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East Site Area 
The east site area includes a driveway extending from  south to a house 
foundation (Figures 5.1-54 and 5.1-55). Planted trees surround the house, and a well pump structure, 
a cistern, and a metal pole were also documented around the foundation. A concentration of 
historic-period artifacts was identified in a wheat field northwest of the structural remains.  

 
Figure 5.1-54. Overview of the east site area with the house foundation between the trees, 
view southwest. 

1. House Foundation: This foundation is made of concrete and was clearly a residential 
building. There is a main staircase for entrance to the house on its north side that leads up to 
a concrete porch. The porch is littered with burned colorless glass fragments, likely window 
glass. There are at least three separate rooms, and there is a basement with steps leading 
down to its entrance on the south side of the building. The basement is at least 6 ft deep. 
Metal pipes are visible in one of the rooms in the southwest corner of the foundation. The 
building likely was burned, as evidenced by burned wooden elements and the melted glass. 
There is one large planted locust tree adjacent to and northeast of the house foundation with 
bones littered around the tree; two other planted trees are nearby. At its maximum, the 
foundation measures 30 ft east–west by 40 ft north–south (Figure 5.1-56). 

2. Cistern This structure consists of a large deep dug-out area beneath the ground that is lined 
with concrete and has an opening lined with metal and a metal lid (see Figure 5.1-56). The 
metal opening measures 30.5 in in diameter. The cistern is located just southeast of the 
house foundation (1). 
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Figure 5.1-55. Sketch map of the east site area of Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “East Site Area.” 
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3. Well: This concrete structure measures 2.5 by 1.5 ft and may have been the housing for a 
well pump. There is a deep hole beneath the concrete, suggesting it was a well or water 
source (see Figure 5.1-56). 

4. Metal Pole: There is a metal pole sticking 5 ft out of the ground southwest of the house 
foundation. A smaller pole extends above the main pole and there is a T-shaped bracket 
between the two. Four wires are hanging down from the top of the smaller pole (see Figure 
5.1-56). It is unclear if this was a utility pole, an antenna, or had some other function. 

Artifact Concentration 

Northwest of the house foundation, there is a concentration of historic-period artifacts on the 
ground surface in a wheat field. The concentration measures 43 m north–south by 30 m east–west. 
Approximately 59 artifacts were observed, including vessel glass (n = 32), flat glass (n = 5), ceramic 
fragments (n = 17), sanitary cans (n = 2), a metal brooch, an insulator, and a shell button, as well as 
scattered small chunks of concreted and small pieces of milled lumber (Figure 5.1-57; Table 5.1-3). 
Three of the ceramic fragments exhibited a flow-blue pattern manufactured using transfer-print 
techniques. Flow-blue transfer print ceramics were commonly produced between 1915 and 1935 
(Williams 1981). The ceramic fragments were too small to determine the vessel type, though they are 
likely all domestic tableware. The only other diagnostic items in the concentration were the amethyst 
glass fragments. Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass containing manganese, which 
was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). 

Table 5.1-3. Artifacts Identified in the Artifact Concentration in the East Site Area at Site 45BN2093. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 9 Undecorated whiteware 11 Cans 2 

Amethyst 7 Cobalt decorated 3 Metal brooch 1 

Aqua 8 Other decorated 3 Shell button 1 

Cobalt 1   Insulator 1 

Colorless 12     

Total 37 Total 17 Total 5 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2093 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Overview of house foundation (1), view east.

 

Overview of the house foundation and basement (1), view south. 

 
Staircase and porch at house foundation (1), view south. 

 

Porch and basement at house foundation (1), view northeast. 

 
Bone around locust tree next to house foundation (1). 

 

Cistern (2).  

 
Well pump structure (3). 

 

Metal pole (4). 

 

Figure 5.1-56. House foundation and features (Nos. 1–4 in text) in the east site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Shell button.

 

Flat glass. 

 
Crushed sanitary can.

 

Paneled glass fragment. 

 
Metal brooch with Egyptian design. 

 

Undecorated whiteware fragment. 

 
Flow blue and pink/green glazed ceramic fragments. 

 

Selection of glass fragments.

 
Figure 5.1-57. Selection of artifacts from the artifact concentration in the east site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Site 45BN261 

Site 45BN261 is located  
 (Figure 5.1-58). The site was originally recorded in 1980 as a basalt stone 

circles in a 5-meter-diameter area at the top of a hill accessed by . It was described as 
“Two stone circles and a collapsed third, all of basalt cobbles. Large circle is 2.5 m dia., small is 1 m 
dia. Large circle is of a single stone construction of 15 stones, smaller is of many piled stone” 
(Randolph 1980a).  

In 2007, a meteorological tower was proposed for  adjacent to (within 100 m of) 
where Site 45BN261 is located. The surveyors noted that “no evidence of this site, or the remains of 
any disturbed rock circles, was identified in the project area, despite considerable expansion of the 
survey area” (Kelly 2007a:6). Kelly (2007a) suggests a few reasons for this, including 1) the site was 
recorded 27 years prior, and there was no detailed sketch map of the site in the original form; 2) the 
UTM coordinates from 1980 were missing one digit, so the site cannot be accurately mapped; 3) an 
access road follows , and, as the road has been bladed since it was 
recorded, the site may have been destroyed; and 4) the lack of any cobbles or boulders in the 
mapped site location suggests the site is not located there. While Kelly (2007a) suggests Site 
45BN261 may be in a different location, the topographic map (1:24,000 scale) provided by 
Randolph (1980a) shows the site in the exact location on file with DAHP and where a rock stack 
was found during the current investigations.  

Site 45BN261 was relocated during a survey in 2009 after the meteorological tower was installed. At 
that time “three roughly circular or oblong alignments of basalt cobbles and a fourth potential 
circular feature” were identified (McDaniel 2009c:4). All four features consisted of one course of 
cobbles that were partially buried and covered in lichen. Feature 1 measured 2 by 1.5 m with 30–40 
cobbles, including a few that were recently displaced; Feature 2 measures 1.5 by 1 m with 30 
cobbles; Feature 3 measured 1 by 1 m with 15 cobbles, and potential Feature 4 was 0.5 by 0.5 m 
with 12 cobbles that may have been impacted from road construction. The features were all found 
in a 5-meter-diameter area. The site was interpreted to pre-date the road, as some cobbles were 
impacted by the road. Additionally, as the lichen growth was uniform, and the rocks were embedded 
in the soil, the site was interpreted to date to the precontact period (McDaniel 2009d). McDaniel 
(2009c) notes that Kelly (2007a) did not relocate the site as they were investigating an area between 
100 m and 200 m away from the true site location. 

In 2013 the site was relocated again, although this time three features were observed, and one was a 
noted as a “rock cairn” (Boyd 2013a). The cairn was described as 20 cobbles stacked up to 30 cm 
high and located north of the road; the feature was noted to not match any of McDaniel’s (2009d) 
feature descriptions though it was generally in the location of Feature 1. Another feature was “a 
deflated association of rocks, roughly forming a circle” that may have been McDaniel’s (2009d) 
Feature 2 or 3. The last feature was likely McDaniel’s (2009d) Feature 4 as it was a disturbed rock 
feature located on the edge of the road; however, this feature also has multiple rocks stacked up to 
three courses and does not match the description of Feature 4; Boyd (2013a) interpreted this feature 
to be disturbed with rocks being placed in a slight depression along the road. 
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Figure 5.1-58. Sketch map of Site 45BN261. 
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Site 45BN261 was mentioned by surveyors in 2016, and while the site was not visited, they noted 
that what they could see from  (130 m to the north) indicated that a large modern rock 
feature had been constructed in the vicinity of the recorded location of Site 45BN261 (Lizkow and 
Evenson 2016). 

During the current survey, a large stack of rocks was found on  
; the rock stack is visible even from a distance (Figure 5.1-59). 

The rock stack measures 2 m east–west, 1.5 m north–south, and is 1.2 m tall. It is composed of at 
least 75 subrounded and subangular cobbles that appear to have been placed recently, as there is no 
lichen on the cobbles (Figures 5.1-60–51.-62).  

This location of the rock stack is along  
 

(see Figure 5.1-6). 
There is currently no metrological tower in the vicinity. According to the landowner, this rock stack 
is a recent construction (Tom Moore, personal communication 2020). The adjacent landowner 
provided additional detail including that the rock stack has only been there for the last five years as 

 

 
 

The other features, mainly consisting of single course circular rock features, previously described by 
Randolph (1980a), McDaniel (2009d), and Boyd (2013a), were not identified. The “disturbed” rock 
feature adjacent to the road and described by Boyd (2013a) was also not found. The rock stack 
identified during the current investigations was found approximately 3 m north of the road, and it is 
likely the same location as the “rock cairn” described by Boyd (2013a). It is HRA’s interpretation 
that over the last decade, the cultural features at Site 45BN261 have been altered in multiple ways 
including road construction and maintenance, and disturbance by bikers, hikers, horseback riders, 
and all-terrain vehicles that may involve the displacement of rocks in the features and/or moving of 
rocks, and certainly includes people adding rocks to create the current large rock stack. Due to the 
nature of the site, a 20-m buffer has been drawn around the identified rock stack and constitutes the 
site boundary. Notably this site boundary is approximately 10 m from the site boundary on file with 
DAHP and shown in WISSARD (see Figure 5.1-58). No features were found in the boundary on file 
with DAHP, however, that boundary appears to have been digitized from the 1980 hand-drawn 
topographic map provided in the original site form (Randolph 1980a). Additionally, McDaniel 
(2009d), and Boyd (2013a) both describe the site as north of the trail/road and the boundary on file 
with DAHP shows the site south of the trail/road. 

NRHP Recommendation 
Despite the various efforts to document Site 45BN261, and years of disturbance to the site, it is 
unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. As noted in Section 1.2, the Yakama has previously indicated that 
the site is directly associated with a TCP(s). HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project, in 
keeping with Revised Code of Washington 27.53, which declares that the public has an interest in 
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conserving, preserving, and protecting archaeological resources (which includes precontact sites 
regardless of their NRHP eligibility). To ensure protection of the site, HRA recommends avoidance 
of both the site location as documented by HRA and of the location shown in WISSARD, 10 m to 
the south. If these areas cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s 
significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts.  

 
Figure 5.1-59. Overview of  taken from Isolate 45BN2092 (foreground) with the 
location of Site 45BN261 visible in the background and in the call-out (arrow), view 
northwest. 

 
Figure 5.1-60. Rock stack identified at Site 45BN261 and the gravel road/trail faintly visible 
in the background, view south. 
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Figure 5.1-61. Rock stack identified at Site 45BN261, view southeast. 

 

 
Figure 5.1-62. Rock stack identified at Site 45BN261, view northeast. 
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5.1.3 Unsurveyed Areas 
Four locations in the Webber Canyon survey area were not surveyed due to steep terrain. These 
locations had slopes over 30 percent and included Webber and Sheep Canyons, as well as two steep 
drainages near these canyons (Figures 5.1-63–5.1-66). The archaeologists surveyed to both sides of 
the canyons and drainages, and from the edge of the steep slopes were able to visually examine both 
the slope and the bottom of the canyons and drainages. No artifacts or features were identified and 
no additional survey is recommended in these areas due to low probability for cultural resources. 

 
Figure 5.1-63. Webber Canyon from its east side, view southwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.1-64. Drainage west of Webber Canyon, from the drainage’s south side, view 
northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-65. Sheep Canyon from its north side, view southwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.1-66. Drainage west of Sheep Canyon, from the drainage’s east side, view north. 
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5.2 Badger Canyon Survey Area 

5.2.1 Pedestrian Survey 
The Badger Canyon survey area is situated on both sides of Badger Canyon, and Bing Canyon is 
located in the southern portion of the survey area (Figure 5.2-1). Locus Grove Road extends 
through the center of the survey area, and Badger Canyon Road is the western boundary of the 
survey area (Figure 5.2-2). The survey corridor was mainly situated in wheat fields, as well as 
drainages and ditches between fields (Figures 5.2-3–5.2-5). The areas around Badger and Bing 
Canyons have steeper terrain than the rolling hills in other areas (Figures 5.2-6 and 5.2-7).  

One architectural resource (grain elevator) was recorded in the survey area, which is discussed in 
Section 5.2.2. No archaeological resources were identified. The field crew noted but did not record 
one item during the survey. A piece of abandoned farm equipment was found between two fields 
just west of Badger Canyon (Figure 5.2-8). No markings were present on the equipment other than 
the John Deere brand, and there was no indication that the item was more than 50 years old. The 
farm equipment location is provided in Appendix C. 

 
Figure 5.2-1. Wheat field east of Badger Canyon in April 2020, view east. 
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Figure 5.2-2. Overview of the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.2-3. Previously harvested field south of Sellards Road in July 2020, view southeast. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-4. Wheat field (left) and plowed field (right) east of Bing Canyon, view north. 
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Figure 5.2-5. Recently harvested wheat field west of Badger Canyon in September 2020, view 
north. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-6. Drainage just east of Badger Canyon in April 2020, view northeast. 
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Figure 5.2-7. Road in Bing Canyon in April 2020, view southwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.2-8. Modern John Deere grain drill, view west. 
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5.2.2 Architectural Resource 

Grain Elevator (3152-S5) 

A grain elevator was recorded within the survey corridor on the east side of Badger Canyon Road 
and in Section 25 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East (Figures 5.2-9–5.2-11). According to the 
Benton County Assessor, this grain elevator was constructed in 1940. The grain elevator is visible on 
a 1963 aerial map (and is in the same configuration as it is today) and is also marked on maps in 
1965 (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1965a, 1965b). The multi-story building is rectangular in plan, 
constructed of a wood frame, sits on a poured concrete foundation, is clad in corrugated metal, and 
features a stacked front-gabled roof clad in corrugated metal (Figures 5.2-12 and 5.2-13). The cross-
gabled roof consists of a full length raised section with boarded opening on the east and west ends 
and topped with a taller central gable with vents on the north and south elevations. The west facade 
features a sliding garage door with a grain chute directly above the door. The east elevation has a 
secondary grain chute at the same height, as well as an access ladder to reach the lower gable. The 
north and south elevations have no openings other than the vents in the topmost gable. The 
building is surrounded by wheat fields.   

 
Figure 5.2-9. Grain elevator, view west. 
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Figure 5.2-10. Sketch map of the grain elevator. 
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Figure 5.2-11. Grain elevator shown on a 1965 USGS map (USGS 1965b). 
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Figure 5.2-12. Grain elevator, view southeast.  Figure 5.2-13. Grain elevator, view northwest.  

Integrity  
From its period of construction (ca. 1940), the grain elevator features integrity of location, setting, 
design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, as it remains relatively unaltered.  

Evaluation  
Constructed as a grain elevator ca. 1940, the building is in a rural area surrounded by open fields. A 
1953 topographic map shows several grain elevators in the area (though not this one), and most 
appear to be associated with a nearby homestead (USGS 1953). The house closest to this grain 
elevator is located approximately 1.15 mi south, near another grain elevator, and is therefore likely 
not associated with the grain elevator within the project area. The grain elevator in the project does 
not appear to have any specific association with events that made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of local, state, or national history (Criterion A).  

Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant 
persons (Criterion B). No patents were issued for this parcel in the late nineteenth or early twentieth 
century. The resource is a utilitarian agricultural building with few architectural features beyond the 
stacked gable roof. It does not embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction for grain elevators; or represent the work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction 
(i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common construction 
methods and well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 
information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 
construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

HRA recommends the grain elevator is not eligible for individual listing in the NRHP as it does not 
meet any NRHP criteria. Additionally, there will be no direct impact to the structure as part of the 
project. 
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5.3 Johnson Butte Survey Area 

5.3.1 Pedestrian Survey 
The Johnson Butte survey area is bisected by Interstate 82, which runs through Bofer Canyon. On 
the west side of the interstate are Coyote, Taylor, and Prospect Canyons. On the east side of the 
interstate is the prominent peak of Johnson Butte (Figure 5.3-1). The survey corridor is mainly 
situated in wheat fields, as well as many drainages (Figures 5.3-2–5.3-9). One ridgeline west of Taylor 
Canyon had sagebrush, bunchgrasses, and 30–50 percent ground surface visibility (see Figure 5.3-4). 
No survey was conducted in the Washington Department of Transportation ROW at Interstate 82 
(see Figure 5.3-9) as any project components that may be located there would be underground (see 
Appendix B: Map 8 for detail of the unsurveyed section). 

Two archaeological resources were identified in the survey area, including one historic-period isolate 
and one historic-period site (Section 5.3.2). One architectural resource (manufactured home) was 
also recorded in the survey area (Section 5.3.3).  

HRA noted but did not record seven items in the Johnson Butte survey area; maps showing these 
items are in Appendix C. One item was a concrete square structure partially buried on the edge of a 
drainage between Prospect and Taylor Canyons (Figure 5.3-10). The concrete may be the opening to 
a cistern. Background research did not identify any structures or features dating to the historic 
period in this general vicinity. A wood grain elevator is visible 0.2 mi to the northeast but outside the 
areas surveyed for the project. Three wood poles were found within a quarter mile of each other 
(Figure 5.3-11). One pole was intact and had a wire hanging from it, and the other two were broken. 
The poles align east–west and likely once represented a utility line. Background research did not 
reveal when this line was constructed or used, and there are no markings on the poles themselves. 

Four pieces of farm equipment were found in the survey area. Three were located east of Johnson 
Butte and appeared to still be in use and modern (Figure 5.3-12). One John Deere grain drill was 
found west of Prospect Canyon, and while it appeared to have been abandonded, no markings were 
present on the equipment, and there was no indication that the item was more than 50 years old.  

Finally, one concrete foundation was found in the survey area (Figure 5.3-13). The foundation 
measures 50 ft north–south by 30 ft east–west and is situated south of Beck Road and east of 
Johnson Butte. There were rubber tires, pieces of plastic, and a few wire nails on top of the 
foundation. Review of historic-period maps provided no information regarding the foundation’s age.  
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Figure 5.3-1. Overview of the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure 5.3-2. Plowed field west of Nicoson Road in April 2020 with Taylor Canyon visible 
(right), view north. 

 

 
Figure 5.3-3. Overview of Coyote Canyon in July 2020 with a recently harvested wheat field 
(background) and fallow field (foreground) visible, view north. 
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Figure 5.3-4. Ridgeline with sagebrush west of Taylor Canyon in April 2020, view east. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3-5. Drainage near Prospect Canyon in July 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.3-6. Wheat field east of Johnson Butte (visible in background) in April 2020, view west. 

 

 
Figure 5.3-7. Drainage east of Johnson Butte in April 2020, view south. 
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Figure 5.3-8. Fallow fields west of Johnson Butte and east of the interstate in July 2020, view 
south. 

 

 
Figure 5.3-9. Drainage adjacent to Interstate 82, the ROW of which was not surveyed 
(background right), view northeast. 
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Figure 5.3-10. Concrete that may be the opening for a cistern in a drainage between Taylor 
and Prospect Canyons, view west. 

 
Intact wood pole, view southwest.

 

Broken wood pole, view west. 

 
Broken wood pole, view west. 

 

Alignment of the three poles, view west. 

 
Figure 5.3-11. Wood poles identified between Prospect and Bofer Canyons. 
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John Deere grain drill west of Prospect Canyon.

 

Modern disc plow east of Johnson Butte.

 
 

Modern disc plow east of Johnson Butte. 

 

Modern grain drills east Johnson Butte.

 
Figure 5.3-12. Modern farm equipment identified in the Johnson Butte survey area.  

 

 
Concrete foundation, view west. 

 

Concrete foundation and tires, view northeast. 

 
Figure 5.3-13. Concrete foundation found south of Beck Road and east of Johnson Butte. 
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5.3.2 Archaeological Resources 

Site 45BN2087 

Site 45BN2087 is a historic-period debris scatter located  
. The site is situated  

 (Figure 5.3-14). Ground-
surface visibility was between 40 and 60 percent, and vegetation in the area included sagebrush and 
assorted grasses. The site measures 43 m east–west by 25 m north–south (Figure 5.3-15). 

There were 63 artifacts identified on the ground surface at the site, including 23 fragments of glass 
(5 of which were melted), 31 fragments of ceramic, 5 fragments of brick, 1 fragment of drain tile, 
and 3 metal items (Table 5.3-1; Figures 5.3-16 and 5.3-17). Artifacts from Site 45BN2087 were 
mainly fragments less than 2 in in size. The ceramics did not contain diagnostic features or markings. 
The only diagnostic artifacts were the amethyst glass fragments. Solarized amethyst glass was 
produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 
and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). While not limited to this time period, aqua and 
milk glass were also common in the early nineteenth century (Lindsey 2020). 

 
Figure 5.3-14. Overview of Site 45BN2087, view north. 
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Figure 5.3-15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2087. 
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Table 5.3-1. Artifact Identified on the Ground Surface at Site 45BN2087. 

Glass Count Ceramic County Other Count 

Colorless flat 2 Porcelain 1 Wire nail 1 

Colorless vessel 10 Undecorated whiteware 23 Metal fragment 1 

Amethyst 5 Decorated whiteware 5 Brick 5 

Aqua 4 Stoneware 2 Metal spool 1 

Milk 2   Drain tile 1 

Total 23 Total 31 Total 9 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3-16. Ceramics and one brick fragment from Site 45BN2087. 
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Metal spool. 

 

End of metal spool. 

 
Whiteware with blue glaze.

 

Whiteware with blue floral glaze.

 

Aqua glass. 

 

Amethyst glass. 

 
Figure 5.3-17. Selection of artifacts identified at Site 45BN2087. 

Nothing is shown in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although in 1917 there is a possible 
(map is unclear) building located 0.1 mi southwest of the site and a clearly marked building 0.6 mi to 
the southwest (GLO 1865b; USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location, because it 
is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 
1895 (GLO 1895b). No development is shown on maps from 1953 or 1964, and the site area is 
surrounded by agricultural fields on a 1963 aerial (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1964a). By 
1976, the land was owned by Catherine Wilkins (Metsker 1976). 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2087 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Isolate 45BN2091 

Isolate 45BN2091 is located  
. Ground-surface visibility ranged from 60–80 percent. Various weeds are 

scattered throughout the wheat. The isolate consists of a single, fragmented stoneware vessel (n = 
10; MNV = 1), likely a domestic tableware. The ceramic fragments are spread out over an area 
measuring 18 m north–south and 30 m east–west (Figures 5.3-18 and 5.3-19).  

A total of 10 white stoneware fragments were recorded at the location of 45BN2091, including one 
fragment containing a partial print in cobalt blue (Figure 5.3-20). The print contains the letters “ST” 
inside a circle. A review of ceramic makers marks compiled by Steve Birks (2020) indicates this mark 
was used by Sterling Pottery Co. between 1939 and 1953. The company produced low priced tea and 
coffee sets, as well as general tableware in England. All fragments contain the same glaze and relative 
thickness, indicating that fragments are all from the same vessel that have been dispersed through 
years of agricultural activity. The fragments appear to have a gentle exterior curvature and this, 
combined with the size of the fragments, suggests the vessel was a large container such as a crock, 
pitcher, jug, or bowl.  

Nothing is shown in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although in 1917 there is a possible 
(map is unclear) building located 0.1 mi southwest of the site and a clearly marked building 0.8 mi to 
the southwest (GLO 1865a; USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location because it is 
one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 
1895 (GLO 1895b). No development is shown on maps from 1953 or 1965, and the site area is in 
and surrounded by agricultural fields on a 1963 aerial (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1965b, 
1965d). By 1976, the land was owned by A. A. Edwards (Metsker 1976). 

 
Figure 5.3-18. Overview of Isolate 45BN2091.  
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Figure 5.3-19. Overview of Isolate 45BN2091.  
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Figure 5.3-20. Ceramic fragments identified at Isolate 45BN2019.  

NRHP Recommendation 
One ceramic vessel was found in 10 pieces at Isolate 45BN2091, and HRA recommends that the 
isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appear to represent a single episode of 
discarded trash associated with residential use in the early or mid-twentieth century, or it may have 
been broken as a result of target shooting as it was found in an agricultural field 3 mi from the 
closest residence. A review of historic maps shows the residence was in place by 1965 (USGS 
1965b). Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the 
lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the absence of significant historical 
development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the 
isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken ceramic vessel, are common in rural settings such 
as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2091 does not appear to be 
associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of 
significant persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a 
distinctive period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were 
identified at the isolate location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 
1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the 
region (Criterion D). Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single ceramic item, are 
secondary deposit and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could 
have been used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key 
components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 
45BN2091 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey 
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significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs with this 
recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 

5.3.3 Architectural Resources 

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV line originally constructed ca. 
1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission line is located in 
Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, has 204 individual pole structures, and 
extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, 
and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The transmission line was 
previously recorded as part of the project including Structures 15/2 and 15/4 (Davis et al. 2020). 
Newly recorded in the project are Structures 13/2, 13/3, and 13/6 (Figures 5.3-21–5.3-24). The 
transmission line shares a ROW corridor with the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, 
which is discussed below. 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 
transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 
individually identified and catalogued within the BPA system for management purposes via a 
number plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single-
circuit wood pole of the H-frame type.  

 

Figure 5.3-21. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (right) and 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line (left) Structure 13/2, view southeast. 
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Figure 5.3-22. Sketch map of the BPA Transmission Lines in the project. 
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Figure 5.3-23. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (left) and 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structures 13/3 (right), view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-24. Detail of Structure 13/6 on the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission 
Line, view north. 
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Evaluation 
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 
investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. 
Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
originally terminated at the Pasco Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon 
Substation and 8 mi of new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the 
Pasco Substation was decommissioned. Brannan and Clark (2007) recommended McNary–Badger 
Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP; however, the evaluation 
predates BPA’s multiple property document (MPD) (Kramer 2012). 

A portion of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2020 as part of 
the project; that portion of the line is on WA DNR land 1.37 mi northeast of the portion of the line 
documented on private land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigation, the 
transmission line was determined not eligible for listing in the NRHP per the guidelines in the 
context of the MPD for the BPA Transmission System (Davis et al. 2020).  

The portion of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line within the private land 
portion of the project is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of 
integrity and significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination (Davis et al. 2020) that the 
whole of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 
under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System. The resource does not appear to be individually 
eligible outside of the context of the MPD. As the resource’s 2020 determination was made within 
the past five years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 721665) 
in WISAARD.   

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 
energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, 
Washington, and extends for 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, east of Umatilla, Oregon, 
and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission 
line was previously recorded as part of the project including Structures 15/2 and 15/4 (Davis et al. 
2020). Newly recorded in the project are Structures 13/2, 13/3, and 13/6 (see Figure 5.3-22). The 
transmission line shares a ROW corridor with the McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line. 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 
transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 
individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for management purposes via a number 
plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit 
wood pole H-frame type (Figures 5.3-25–5.3-27).  
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Figure 5.3-25. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (left) and McNary–
Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (right), view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-26. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (right) and 
McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (left), view northwest. 
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Figure 5.3-27. Detail of Structure 13/6 on the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, view 
northwest. 

Evaluation 
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 
investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. At 
the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin 
No. 2 Transmission Line structures had been changed out and none of the original cross arms were 
extant, however, the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 
(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). A portion of the 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was previously recorded in 2020 as part of the project; 
that portion of the line is on DNR land and located 1.37 mi northeast of the portion of the line on 
private land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigation, the transmission line was 
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A within the context of the MPD for 
the BPA Transmission System (Davis et al. 2020).  

The portion of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within the private land portion of the 
project is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of integrity and 
significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination that the McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line is eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission 
System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and 
government. The construction dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA 
Transmission System (System Expansion, 1946–1974). As the 2020 determination was made within 
the past five years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 721666) 
in WISAARD.   

The project proposes various facilities (e.g., access roads, collector lines) in the vicinity of the 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. The project will not alter the integrity of location or 
setting, as the named line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA Transmission 
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System and will remain within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of 
design, materials, workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. The 
line will continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that is identifiable 
as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also retain integrity of 
association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will remain an integral and 
functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA recommends that the project will have no 
significant impact to the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line.  

147407 E. Beck Road (3152-S4) 

One building was identified on the edge of the survey corridor east of Johnson Butte and south of 
the Beck Road, and in Section 28 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East (Figures 5.3-28 and 5.3-29). 
According to the Benton County Assessor, the property at 147407 E. Beck Road contains a 
Quonset hut (north of the roadway) and a residence (south of the roadway). The assessor notes the 
Quonset hut was constructed in 2011, but does not give a date of construction for the buildings, 
which is a manufactured house (Benton County 2020). Based on a review of historic aerials, the 
current residence replaced an earlier building at this location between 1963 and 1996 
(HistoricAerials.com 1963). Background research could not further refine when the building was 
placed at this location. Modern debris, such as metal sheeting, plastic and metal drums, and beer and 
soda cans, were found on the ground surface between Beck Road and the building (Figure 5.3-30). 

The double-wide manufactured house is generally rectangular, sits on a poured concrete foundation, 
is covered in T1-11, and topped by a side-gabled roof covered in asphalt shingles (Figure 5.3-31). 
The east-facing facade features a screened entrance and two non-operable windows that appear to 
date from the 1990s. Windows on other elevations consist of a variety of operable and non-operable 
aluminum windows that also appear to date from the 1990s. A rear porch at the southwest corner 
was enclosed. A variety of trees are planted around the house, and a tin-roofed shed is situated 
behind (south) of the house outside the survey corridor. 

 
Figure 5.3-28. Overview of 147407 E. Beck Road, view west. 
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Figure 5.3-29. Aerial map of 147407 E. Beck Road. 
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Figure 5.3-30. Plastic and metal debris in the survey corridor along the driveway to 147407 E. 
Beck Road, view east. 

 
View southwest 

 

View south. 

 
Figure 5.3-31. Residence at 147407 E. Beck Road. 

Integrity  
From its period of construction (at an unknown date between 1963–1996), the manufactured house 
features integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. Alterations, such as an enclosed back 
porch and window replacements, have diminished the building’s integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship.  
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Evaluation  
A structure is shown north of the road in 1917, no buildings are depicted on a 1953 map, and while 
a buildings is mapped in this location in 1964, it is likely the same building that is visible in 1963, 
which is clearly not the building that is present today (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1917, 1953, 
1964a, 1964b). Constructed as a manufactured house at an unknown date between 1963 and 1996, 
the house at 147407 E. Beck Road does not appear to have any specific association with events that 
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or national history (Criterion A). 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant 
persons (Criterion B). A patent was issued to William C. Moore in 1907 for the land where the 
house is located (GLO 1907) and by 1976, the property was owned by H. F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

The resource is a manufactured building and is not significant for its architecture. It does not 
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the 
work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the 
building was built of common construction methods and well-known materials and is unlikely to 
answer important research questions or yield information about human history that can only be 
answered by the actual physical material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these 
resources (Criterion D).  

HRA recommends the residence at 147407 E Beck Road is not eligible for individual listing in the 
NRHP as it does not meet any NRHP criteria. Additionally, there will be no direct impact to the 
structure as part of the project. 

5.4 Nine Canyon Survey Area 

5.4.1 Pedestrian Survey 
The Nine Canyon survey area includes Fourmile Canyon to the west, Switzler Canyon to the south, 
and Nine Canyon to the northeast (Figure 5.4-1). The landform known as The Butte is situated at 
the far northeast corner of the survey area, and this area of rock outcrops has sagebrush and 
bunchgrasses with 50–80 percent ground surface visibility (Figure 5.4-2). The survey corridor was 
mainly situated in rolling hills planted in wheat, although steeper terrain in the vicinity of canyons 
and drainages was encountered between fields (Figures 5.4-3–5.4-7). One area east of Nine Canyon 
had fallow fields and was an active septage management site where septage is applied to the soil as a 
soil amendment (Figures 5.4-8 and 5.4-9). In addition, there were a few fields planted in corn south 
of The Butte (Figure 5.4-10). HRA did not survey within the active corn field (see Appendix B: Map 
10 for detail of the unsurveyed section). 

Three archaeological sites and one previously recorded historic-period architectural resource were 
identified in the Nine Canyon survey area. These are discussed in Sections 5.4.2 (archaeological 
resources) and 5.4.3 (architectural resource). 
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Figure 5.4-1. Overview of the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.4-2. Sagebrush and rock outcrops on The Butte, view northwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-3. Wheat field just south of Kirk Road in April 2020, view north. 
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Figure 5.4-4. Plowed wheat field east of Nine Canyon in July 2020, view west. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-5. Harvested wheat field east of Fourmile Canyon in September 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.4-6. Fallow fields and Fourmile Canyon in April 2020, view northwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-7. Wheat fields and Nine Canyon in July 2020 with The Butte visible in the background (right), view 
northeast. 
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Figure 5.4-8. Fallow field at the septage management site east of Nine Canyon in April 2020, 
view southwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-9. Drainage in the septage management site in April 2020, view southwest. 
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HRA noted but did not record three items during the survey; maps showing these items are in 
Appendix C. One was a concrete-lined cistern on the west slope of Fourmile Canyon (Figure 5.4-
11). The cistern measured 12 ft in diameter and had a few pieces of burned milled lumber 
surrounding it. South of Kirk Road and east of Fourmile Canyon was a ditch between fields that had 
a crushed metal trough and pieces of farming equipment that may have been part of a disc 
cultivator. No markings were found on either item (Figure 5.4-12). Finally, one drainage in the 
septage management site was filled with metal and concrete debris, though no temporally diagnostic 
items were found (Figure 5.4-13). 

 
Figure 5.4-10. Corn field (right) south of The Butte in July 2020, view east. Survey was 
restricted to the areas outside the corn field. 

 
Figure 5.4-11. Cistern on the west slope of Fourmile Canyon in April 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.4-12. Crushed metal trough and discing equipment pieces in a ditch south of Kirk 
Road in July 2020, view south. 

 
View east. 

 

View south. 

 
View south. 

 

View north. 

 
Figure 5.4-13. Concrete and metal in a drainage in the septage management site in April 2020.  
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5.4.2 Archaeological Resources 

Site 45BN2088 

Site 45BN2088 consists of a historic-period debris scatter on  
. The artifacts were found in a wheat field with 50 

percent ground-surface visibility and in an area that appeared to be cultivated but contained no 
vegetation (possibly a former road) and had 100 percent ground-surface visibility. The debris scatter 
measured approximately 30 m north–south by 30 m east–west (Figures 5.4-14–5.4-16).  

Nineteen artifacts were recorded at Site 45BN2088, including 9 fragments of glass, 6 fragments of 
whiteware ceramic, and 4 pieces of metal (Figures 5.4-17 and 5.4-18). The glass included amethyst (n 
= 2), colorless flat (n = 1), colorless vessel (n = 3), aqua (n = 2), and amber (n = 1). Two of the six 
ceramics are decorated. The metal included three unknown fragments and one metal ring.  

The ceramic fragments all appear to be from the same vessel, likely a plate, and exhibit a painted 
floral pattern in a chromatic red and green. Chromatic colors such as reds and pinks were generally 
not available to ceramic makers until post 1830 with introduction of borax and chromatic oxides in 
glazes (Samford and Miller 2015). Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass containing 
manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight 
(Lockhart 2006). While not limited to this time period, aqua glass was also common in the early 
nineteenth century (Lindsey 2020). 

 
Figure 5.4-14. Overview of Site 45BN2088, view southeast. 
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Figure 5.4-15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2088, showing the location of artifacts. 
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Figure 5.4-16. Overview of Site 45BN2088, view south. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-17. Six ceramic fragments found at Site 45BN2088. 
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Amethyst glass

 

Aqua glass 

 
Metal ring 

 

Metal fragments 

 
Figure 5.4-18. Selection of artifacts identified at Site 45BN2088. 

No development is show in in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although a building is 
mapped 0.5 mi northwest of the site  in 1917 (GLO 1865b; USGS 
1917) (Figure 5.4-19). No land patents are available for this location, because it is one of many 
parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 
1895b). A number of wells are mapped adjacent to the canyon in 1953, including “Cress Well,” and 
“Cresswell Wells” is shown in 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964) (Figure 5.4-20). By 1976, the property is 
owned by Harvey F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2088 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 

Site 45BN2089 

Site 45BN2089 is a historic-period debris scatter located  
. Artifacts are dispersed along the  

. The artifacts were found in an area 
measuring 33 m north–south by 18 m east–west (Figure 5.4-21). Ground-surface visibility ranged 
from 30–60 percent, and vegetation mostly consisted of bunchgrasses (Figure 5.4-22).  

. 
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Figure 5.4-19. USGS map from 1917, showing the location of Sites 45BN2088 and 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-20. USGS map from 1964, showing the location of Sites 45BN2088 and 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-21. Sketch map of Site 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-22. Overview of Site 45BN2089 in , view north. 

Artifacts observed at Site 45BN2089 include two complete amber bottles, one colorless glass bottle 
base, three metal cans (one large crushed can, one sanitary can, and one hole-in-top can), one brick 
fragment in two pieces, a section of barbed wire, a mostly intact metal children’s tricycle, one metal 
sheet, and a piece of unknown farm equipment (Figures 5.4-23 and 5.4-24). The two complete 
amber glass bottles and the hole-in-top can all exhibit diagnostic characteristics or markings. The 
first amber bottle features the “Diamond-O” makers mark from the Owens-Illinois Company and a 
date code of 1936 (Lockhart and Hoening 2015). The Owens-Illinois bottle is a molded bottle with 
an embossed repeating diamond design near the neck and “1 cup” and “1/2 cup” measurements 
embossed on the body. The measurements on the side likely indicate the bottle was not used for a 
beverage, but rather for a product, often called “Packers” (Lockart and Hoening 2018:316). The 
other amber glass bottle, which was found half buried in sediment, included a makers mark on the 
base from the W. J. Latchford Glass Co. used from 1925–1939 (Lockhart et al. 2017). The bottle 
base also includes the product name of “PUREX” who started producing bleach and other 
household cleaners in 1922 (Henkel 2016).  

Three metal cans were observed on the surface at Site 45BN2089, including one sanitary can, one 
hole-in-top can, and one large can. The sanitary and large cans were manufactured using typical 
techniques such as solderless, double locking or interlocking side-seams that appear to be crimped 
internally (Waechter 2007). The sanitary cans had been cut open or punctured at the top, suggesting 
it had contained solid foods and would have been manufactured after 1904, when the sanitary, 
solderless can became the most commonly produced tin can in the United States (Merritt 2014). The 
large can, which had been flattened, also appeared to be internally crimped but was too weathered to 
have any identifiable markings or characteristics.  

The “Hole-in-Top” or vent hole tin can was most commonly used for evaporated or condensed 
milk. Vent hole cans were popularized by the late 1880s but were manufactured as late as the 1980s. 
The can is characterized by two flattened ends and a single “matchstick” filler or “vent hole” sealed 
with solder at one end. Due to the long period of manufacture, vent hole cans may exhibit soldered 
side seams, although the observed item presented solderless, double-locking side seams that appear 
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to be crimped internally, suggesting it was made after 1904. Measurements of the can indicate a 
probable manufacture of between 1917 and 1929 (IMACS 2001). Puncture holes were usually 
applied to aid in the opening of the product and can be seen on the identified artifact at Site 
45BN2089 (Memmott 2015; Merritt 2014). 

The tricycle is metal with a metal seat. The front wheel is missing, and the back two wheels feature 
highly weathered rubber tread. The area under the seat of the tricycle is stamped “Metalcraft.” 
Metalcraft Corporation was based out of St. Louis, Missouri, and manufactured children’s toys and 
playground equipment between 1920 and 1938 (Antique Toys 2017; Fab Tin Toys 2020). 

 
Amber glass bottle. 

 

Amber glass bottle base. 

 
Colorless glass bottle base. 

 

Amber glass Purex bottle base. 

 
Figure 5.4-23. Selection of bottles found at Site 45BN2089. 
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Metalcraft tricycle.

 

Brick fragments. 

 
Sanitary can.

 

Hole-in-top can. 

 
Farm equipment fragment. 

 

Large crushed can. 

 
Barbed wire.  

 

Metal sheet.  

 
Figure 5.4-24. Selection of metal artifacts found at Site 45BN2089. 
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No development is shown in in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although a building is 
mapped in 1917, 0.2 mi south of the site  (GLO 1865b; 
USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.4-19). No land patents are available for this location because it is one of 
many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 
(GLO 1895b). A number of wells are mapped adjacent to the canyon in 1953, including “Cress 
Well” (see Figure 5.4-20), and “Cresswell Wells” is shown in 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964). By 1976, the 
property is owned by Harvey F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2089 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 
and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 

Site 45BN2090 

Site 45BN2090 consists of a stacked rock feature located  
. It is located in  

(Figure 5.4-25). This location provides a wide view of the  
 (Figures 5.4-26 and 5.4-27). The feature was 

found on the west edge of  in an area of exposed bedrock. Ground-surface visibility 
ranged from 60–80 percent, and vegetation in the area included sagebrush, balsamroot, and 
bunchgrasses.  

The stacked rock feature consists of a single rock placement on a boulder. The cap rock measures 34 
cm north–south, 19 cm east–west, and 20 cm tall. The boulder measures approximately 158 cm 
north–south, 98 cm east–west, and 85 cm tall. There is heavy lichen growth on the north face of the 
cap rock, and lichen bridging was visible between the cap rock and the boulder in that location. Due 
to the nature of the site, the site boundary has been drawn to include a 20-m buffer around the 
feature. 
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Figure 5.4-25. Sketch map of Site 45BN2090. 
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Figure 5.4-26. Overview of the stacked rock feature at Site 45BN2090, view north. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-27. Overview of the stacked rock feature at Site 45BN2090, view east. 

NRHP Recommendation 
Site 45BN2090 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 
project in keeping with RCW 27.53, which declares that the public has an interest in conserving, 
preserving, and protecting archaeological resources (which includes precontact sites regardless of 
their NRHP eligibility). If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the 
site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts.  
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5.4.3 Architectural Resource 

Nine Canyon Road 

Nine Canyon Road (also called 9 Canyon Road) consists of a paved road that extends for 
approximately 9 mi from its intersection with Highway 297 near Finley to the north, to near its 
intersection with Coffin Road to the south (Figures 5.4-28 and 5.4-29). The road was built ca. 1950 
and has been improved multiple times, including most recently ca. 2012. The road measures 25–30 
ft wide and is a two-lane bituminous asphalt road (Schroeder 2012a). According to Schroeder and 
Landreau (2012:20), “the original paved asphalt surface is buried under successive layers of asphalt” 
and is only visible in small discrete areas. The road extends through Nine Canyon and through 
rolling hills south of the canyon. It crosses the survey corridor in three places: once near its 
intersection with Mills Road, once at its intersection with Kirk Road (see Figure 5.4-28), and again 
near its intersection with Beck Road. At the latter, there is a modern concrete culvert going under 
the road (Figure 5.4-30). The road in the three surveyed locations was paved throughout and in good 
condition (Figure 5.4-31) 

Evaluation 
Nine Canyon Road was previously recorded in 2012 in its entirety (Schroeder 2012a). According to 
records in WISAARD, the Federal Highway Administration and DAHP determined in 2014 that the 
resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The portions of the road that are located within the 
survey corridor of the project are similar to the previously recorded portions, as these portions retain 
a similar level of integrity and significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination that Nine 
Canyon Road is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Additionally, the road will not be directly 
impacted by the project. As resource’s 2014 eligibility determination was made within the past 10 
years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 667765) in 
WISAARD, although updated photographs have been provided per DAHP standards.   

 
Figure 5.4-28. Overview of Nine Canyon Road, view south. 
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Figure 5.4-29. Sketch map of Nine Canyon Road. 
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Figure 5.4-30. Concrete culvert on the east side of Nine Canyon Road near its intersection 
with Beck Road, view southwest. 

 

 
Figure 5.4-31. Overview of Nine Canyon Road near its intersection with Kirk Road, view 
southwest. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
HRA has completed a cultural resources survey for the private land portion of the proposed Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project. A total of 10,260.7 acres were pedestrian surveyed within the project 
lease boundary. HRA does not recommend any locations within the surveyed areas for shovel 
probing, as no areas were identified that suggest a high likelihood for buried cultural deposits; 
furthermore, all of the survey areas had good ground surface visibility, and many had excellent 
visibility.  There were 121.8 acres not surveyed because of steep terrain or because of restricted 
access; however, no additional work is recommended in these areas, as they have low probability for 
cultural resources. An additional 702.5 acres have been previously surveyed on WA DNR land as 
part of the project (Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). As a result of the survey on private 
land, 14 archaeological resources were documented, including 13 newly recorded resources and 1 
previously recorded resource (Table 6-1). Additionally, five architectural resources were investigated, 
including two newly recorded resources and three previously recorded resources (Table 6-2). 

Of the 14 archaeological resources, 5 are historic-period isolated finds, and HRA recommends them 
not eligible for listing in the NRHP. No further cultural resource investigations are recommended 
for these resources. Eight archaeological sites and one isolate are unevaluated for listing in the 
NRHP. The project plans to avoid these resources in the course of the project. If they cannot be 
avoided, additional consultation and/or archaeological investigations will be necessary to determine 
their significance and integrity, assess potential project impacts, and/or develop appropriate 
treatment measures. Additionally, per the recommendation of the Yakama, radial shovel probes will 
be excavated at precontact Isolate 45BN2092 to confirm that it is an isolate and not a site. HRA 
plans to complete this work in early 2021 and will provide the results in a forthcoming report for the 
project. 

Of the five architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP, and HRA recommends another two resources are also not eligible. One architectural 
resource has been previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP under the BPA MPD. 
However, HRA recommends that the project will have no significant impacts to the resource. No 
further cultural resources are recommended for the architectural resources. 

If the API, once determined, extends outside the areas surveyed, or if the recommended avoidance 
measures cannot be enacted, additional cultural resource investigations may be needed. Should 
unanticipated archaeological resources be encountered during the project construction, all ground-
disturbing activity near the find will be halted, and DAHP should be promptly notified to ensure 
compliance with relevant state laws and regulations. If evidence of human burials is encountered, all 
ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity will be halted immediately, and DAHP, the Benton County 
Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate Tribes will be notified. 
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Table 6-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project. 

Resource No. Description NRHP Eligibility Status Project Management 
Recommendation 

45BN2081 Historic object Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2082 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2083 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2084 Historic object Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2085 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2086 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2087 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2088 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2089 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2090 Precontact stacked rock 
feature 

Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures 
(per RCW 27.53); if avoidance not 
possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations 
and/or measures 

45BN2091 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2092 Precontact isolate Unevaluated Excavate radial shovel probes to 
confirm resource is an isolate; 
implement avoidance measures 
(per RCW 27.53); if avoidance not 
possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations 
and/or measures  

45BN2093 Historic structural remains, 
debris scatter 

Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN261 Precontact stacked rock 
feature(s) 

Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures 
(per RCW 27.53); if avoidance not 
possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations 
and/or measures 
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Table 6-2. Recommendations for Architectural Resources within the Project. 

Resource  NRHP Eligibility Status Project Management 
Recommendation 

Grain elevator Recommended not eligible No further work 

McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line Not eligible No further work 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Eligible No further work (no significant 
impacts) 

14707 E. Beck Road Recommended not eligible No further work 

Nine Canyon Road Not eligible No further work 
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Appendix C. Locations of Non-
Archaeological Items 
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Figure C-1. Non-archaeological items in the Webber Canyon survey area. 
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Figure C-2. Non-archaeological item in the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure C-3. Non-archaeological items in the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure C-4. Non-archaeological items in the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Appendix E. HPI Forms 
 





Location

Address: S Badger Canyon Rd, Benton City, Washington, 99320
Geographic Areas: WEBBER CANYON Quadrangle, T08R27E25, Benton County

Information
Number of stories: 3.00

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Architecture

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1940

Construction Dates:

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 1 of 5

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/21/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 2 of 5

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Grain Elevator along S Badge Canyon Road, view 
southeast

Grain_Elevator_3152_Aerial.png

Photos

Grain_Elevator_3152_Location.png

Grain Elevator along S Badge Canyon Road, view 
northwest

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 3 of 5

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 9/21/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Structural System Wood - Balloon Frame

Plan Rectangle

Cladding Metal - Corrugated

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Material Metal - Corrugated

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 9/21/2020

Field Recorder: Lauren Waldroop

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 4 of 5

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Significance narrative: Integrity 
From its period of construction (ca. 1940), the grain elevator features integrity of 
location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, as it remains 
relatively unaltered. 
Evaluation 
Constructed as a grain elevator ca. 1940, the building is in a rural area surrounded by 
open fields. A 1953 topographic map shows several grain elevators in the area, and most 
appear to be associated with a nearby homestead (USGS 1953). The house closest to this 
grain elevator is located approximately 1.15 miles south near another grain elevator, and 
is therefore likely not associated with the grain elevator within the project APE. The grain 
elevator in the project APE does not appear to have any specific association with events 
that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or national 
history (Criterion A). 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). The resource is a utilitarian agricultural building with few 
architectural features beyond the stacked gable roof. It does not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction for grain elevators; or 
represent the work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part 
of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common construction methods 
and well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 
information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical 
material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D).
Historical Research Associates recommends the Grain Elevator is not eligible for 
individual listing in the NRHP as it does not meet any National Register of Historic Places 
criteria. 

Physical description: According to the Benton County Assessor, this grain elevator located along S Badger 
Canyon Road was constructed in 1940. The multi-story building is rectangular in plan, 
constructed of a wood frame, sits on a poured concrete foundation, is clad in corrugated 
metal, and features a stacked front-gabled roof clad in corrugated metal. The cross-gable 
roof consists of a full length raised section with boarded opening on the east and west 
ends and topped with a taller central gable with vents on the north and south elevations. 
The west façade features a sliding garage door with a grain chute directly above the door. 
The east elevation has a secondary grain chute at the same height, as well as an access 
ladder to reach the lower gable. The north and south elevations have no openings other 
than the vents in the topmost gable. The building is surrounded by open fields.  

Bibliography: Benton County
2020 Tax Assessor Data for Property 52633. Electronic document, 
https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/44892, accessed September 16, 
2020.
USGS
1953 Walla Walla, Washington. Quadrangle Map, 1:250,000 scale. 

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 5 of 5

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Location

Address: 147407 E Beck Rd, Kennewick, Washington, 99337
Geographic Areas: Benton County, T07R29E28, JOHNSON BUTTE Quadrangle

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Architecture

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Construction Type Year Circa
Construction Dates:

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 1 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/21/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 2 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



147407 E Beck Road, view southwest

147407_E_ Beck_Road_Aerial.png

Photos

147407_E_ Beck_Road_Topo.png

147407 E Beck Road, view south

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 3 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 9/21/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Plan Rectangle

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Cladding Wood - T 1-11

Roof Type Gable - Side

Roof Material Asphalt/Composition - Shingle

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 9/21/2020

Field Recorder: Lauren Waldroop

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity:
From its period of construction (at an unknown date between 1963–1996), the 
manufactured house features integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. 
Alterations, such as an enclosed back porch and window replacements, have diminished 
the building’s integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Evaluation: 
Constructed as a manufactured house at an unknown date between 1963–1996, the 
house at 147407 E Beck Road does not appear to have any specific association with 
events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or 
national history (Criterion A). Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the 
resource with the lives of significant persons (Criterion B). The resource is a 
manufactured building and is not significant for its architecture. It does not embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the 
work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a 
district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common construction methods and 
well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 
information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical 
material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D).
Historical Research Associates recommends the residence at 147407 E Beck Road is not 
eligible for individual listing in the NRHP as it does not meet any National Register of 
Historic Places criteria. 

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 4 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Physical description: According to the Benton County Assessor, the property at 147407 E Beck Road contains a 
Quonset hut (north of the roadway) and a residence (south of the roadway). The assessor 
notes the Quonset hut was constructed in 2011, but does not give a date of construction 
for the manufactured house (Benton County 2020). Based on a review of historic aerials, 
the current residence replaced an earlier building at this location between 1963 and 1996
 (NETROnline 2020). Background research could not further refine the date the building 
was placed at this location.
The double-wide manufactured house is generally rectangular, sits on a poured-concrete 
foundation, is covered in T1-11, and topped by a side-gable roof covered in asphalt 
shingles. The east-facing facade features a screened entrance and two non-operable 
windows that appear to date from the 1990s. Windows on other elevations consist of a 
variety of operable and non-operable aluminum windows that also appear to date from 
the 1990s. A rear porch at the southwest corner was enclosed. 

Bibliography: Benton County
2020 Tax Assessor Data for Property 52633. Electronic document, 
https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/44892, accessed September 16, 
2020.
NETROnline
2020 Historic Aerials. Electronic document, https://www.historicaerials.com/viewer, 
accessed September 21, 2020.
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Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Location

Address: xxx 9 Canyon Road, Finley, WA 
Geographic Areas: Benton County, PASCO Quadrangle, T08R30E33, Benton County, PASCO Quadrangle

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Transportation

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Transportation Transportation - Road-Related (vehicular)

Transportation Transportation - Road-Related (vehicular)

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1950

Construction Dates:

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 1 of 7

Historic Property Report
9 Canyon Road 667765Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

021914-23-FHWA, FHWA, Old 
Inland Empire Highway Widening, 
Fed Aid STPUS-8052(003)

7/20/2012 Determined Not Eligible  , 11/25/2014

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/28/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 2 of 7

Historic Property Report
9 Canyon Road 667765Resource Name: Property ID:



Nine Canyon Road at Kirk Road.jpg

Nine Canyon Road near Kirk Road.jpg

Beginning of survey

Photos

9_Canyon_Aerial.png

Nine Canyon Road near Lower Blair Road.png

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 3 of 7

Historic Property Report
9 Canyon Road 667765Resource Name: Property ID:



roadside

roadside

Beginning of survey

roadside exposure

roadside

Saturday, October 3, 2020 Page 4 of 7

Historic Property Report
9 Canyon Road 667765Resource Name: Property ID:



wheat fields and road Beginning of survey
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Historic Property Report
9 Canyon Road 667765Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 7/20/2012

Characteristics:
Category Item

Plan Irregular

Detail Information

Common name: 9 Canyon Road

Date recorded: 7/20/2012

Field Recorder: William D. Schroeder, M.S.

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination 021914-23-FHWA determined on 11/25/2014

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: 9 Canyon Road was originally constructed ca. 1950 at about the same time as the 
Kennewick Irrigation District canals to the north.  BM1074 notes state that the road 
which leads to the access to BM1074 was already paved in 1950 when the note was 
made.

Physical description: The roadway is standard bituminous asphalt, two lanes, and has been re-paved sometime 
in the past at least once.  Roadway is 25-30 Ft. wide, is paved and unpaved in sections, 
and winds its way through 9 Canyon and over interfluvial ridges associated with the 
Horse Heaven Hills.

Property appears to meet criteria for the National Register of Historic Places: No

Property potentially contributes to a historic district (National and/or local): No
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Inventory Details - 9/28/2020
Common name:

Date recorded: 9/28/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination
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Location

Address: Johnson Butte

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Builder Bonneville Power Administration

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1948

Remodel 1976

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

3/9/2020 Determined Not Eligible Holly Borth, 4/15/2020

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:
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McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
Structure 15/2

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
Structure 15/4

Photos

Overview of BPA ROW
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Inventory Details - 3/9/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Structural System Log

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 3/9/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion
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Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of 
BPA’s investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line 
maintenance project (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the 
McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line originally terminated at the Pasco 
Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon Substation and eight miles of 
new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the Pasco 
Substation was decommissioned (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) 
recommended McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP; however, the evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012).

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV transmission line constructed ca. 1948; it was moved and 
operationally split following construction of the Badger Canyon Substation in 1975; 
retains its original capacity; and has been modified over time, including maintenance and 
repairs as well as more substantial changes such as eight miles of realignment. 

As such, the McNary-Badger–Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no longer retains integrity 
of location/setting as the line was rerouted from the original Pasco Substation to the 
newly constructed Badger Canyon Substation, changing alignment direction and resulting 
in reenergization of the line in 1976. The line no longer connects at the same 
origination/endpoints as originally designed. Following these alterations, the 
McNary–Pasco No. 1 line was renamed the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1. The line no 
longer retains integrity of design/materials/workmanship due to replacement of 
approximately 28 percent of original wood poles with steel towers (8 of the 28.3 miles). 
Due to these collective changes, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no 
longer meets two of the four minimum eligibility standards for transmission lines defined 
in the MPD. 

HRA concurs with Brannan and Clark (2007) and recommends the McNary–Badger 
Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the 
BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, 
engineering, industry, and government. The resource no longer maintains integrity from 
the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System (System Expansion, 
1946–1974), and the subsequent alterations fall outside of the combined periods of 
significance (1938–1974). The resource does not appear to be individually eligible outside 
of the context of the MPD.   

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an 
exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction method. 
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early example 
of any particular technological or construction method and, as with Criterion A, it does 
not meet the minimum eligibility requirements or retain sufficient integrity to convey 
significance. As such, HRA recommends the line does not meet the Criterion C 
considerations established in the MPD. 
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Physical description: The McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115 kV line originally 
constructed ca. 1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The 
transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, 
has 204 structures, and extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary 
Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of 
Kennewick, Washington. The Project proposes an access road and a collector line 
(underground) to cross under the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line. As 
such, HRA surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within 
the Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole 
structures, transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The 
wood pole structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole of the H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
ROW is shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Franklin No. 
2 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 

Bibliography: Brannan, Nicole F., and Sunshine R. Clark
2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Kramer, George
2012 National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form for the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Pacific Northwest Transmission System. On file at 
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Olympia.
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Location

Address: Johnson Butte

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Builder Bonneville Power Administration

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1955

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

3/9/2020 Determined Eligible Holly Borth, 4/15/2020
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Overview of the BPA ROW 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 15/2

Photos

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 15/4
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Inventory Details - 3/9/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Structural System Log

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 3/9/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion
Property appears to meet criteria for the National Register of Historic Places: Yes
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Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 
investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance 
project (Brannan and Clark 2007). At the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) 
noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line structures had 
been changed out and none of the original cross arms were extant. They also noted that 
the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 
(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). 

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line is a 230-kV transmission line was constructed in 1955; has not been 
moved, rerouted, or operationally split since it was first energized; retains its original 
capacity; and has seen only limited modifications over time, specifically maintenance and 
repairs. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line meets the minimum eligibility 
standards for transmission lines defined in the MPD in that it was designed by or 
purchased at the direction of BPA; was owned and operated entirely or in part by BPA; 
was constructed prior to 1975; and continues in its original function (electrical 
transmission).

HRA recommends the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association 
with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and government. The construction 
dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System 
(System Expansion, 1946–1974). 

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an 
exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction method. 
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early example of any 
particular technological or construction method. As such, HRA recommends the line does 
not meet the Criterion C considerations established in the MPD. 

The Project proposes to construct an access road and a collector line (underground) that 
will cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line in Benton County, 
Washington. The Project will not alter the integrity of location or setting, as the named 
line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA System and will remain 
within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. The line will 
continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that is 
identifiable as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also retain 
integrity of association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will 
remain an integral and functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA 
recommends that the Project will have no significant impact   to the McNary–Franklin No. 
2 Transmission Line. 
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Physical description: The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230 kV line originally constructed in 
1955 and energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, 
and Benton County, Washington, and extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, 
east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (Brannan 
and Clark 2007). The Project proposes an access road and a collector line (underground) 
to cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. As such, HRA surveyed and 
evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within the Johnson Butte 
survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 
transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment . The wood pole 
structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line ROW is 
shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 

Bibliography: Brannan, Nicole F., and Sunshine R. Clark
2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Kramer, George
2012 National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form for the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Pacific Northwest Transmission System. On file at 
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Olympia.
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Historical Research Associates, Inc. 

1825 SE 7th Ave., Portland, OR 97214    Phone: 503.247.1319 

 
 

To:  Dave Kobus and Pat Landess (Scout Clean Energy) 

From: Sara J. Davis and Emily K. Ragsdale, Historical Research Associates, Inc. 

Subject:  
Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington Department of Natural Resources Land 
for the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington—Addendum Two. 
DAHP Project No. 2020-02-01333 

Date:  September 16, 2021 

Introduction 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm (project) in 

Benton County, Washington (Figure 1). The project is a renewable energy generation facility that would 

generate power via wind turbine generators, a solar array, and associated facilities, including two battery 

energy storage systems (BESS), electrical collection lines, communication lines, substations, access roads, 

meteorological towers, crane paths, control houses, operation and maintenance facilities, and temporary 

construction yards. The final design and layout of the project is still being developed, but as currently 

proposed, it would have a nameplate energy generating capacity of up to 1,150 megawatts (MW) for a 

combination of wind and solar facilities, as well as the BESS. Power generated by the project would be 

transmitted to existing Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) transmission lines via two interconnections, 

located within or near the eastern and western portions of the project area.  

The project submitted an Application for Site Certification (ASC) to the Washington Energy Facility Site 

Evaluation Council (EFSEC) on February 8, 2021. The Site Certificate process includes completing a 

Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, which includes an assessment 

of cultural resources.  The project is also seeking a lease from the Washington Department of Natural 

Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA DNR land. Historical Research Associates, Inc. 

(HRA), has been contracted to complete cultural resources investigations for the project. HRA completed 

two previous cultural resources surveys of 702.5 acres on WA DNR land, including 460.4 acres presented in 

Davis and colleagues (2020) and 242.1 acres presented in Davis and Ragsdale (2020). Additionally, HRA has 

completed investigations of 20,970.6 acres on private land portions of the project (Davis et al. 2021a, 2021b). 

This addendum report presents the results of additional survey (557.9 acres) completed on WA DNR land 

(Figure 2).  

The project received a Land Use License from WA DNR (License No. 60-SE2009 issued January 1, 2020 and 

amended February 21, 2020) to conduct the cultural resources survey on their property, and a Plan of 

Operation for the survey was submitted to and approved by WA DNR prior to field investigations.  

MEMORANDUM 
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Figure 1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project. 
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Figure 2. Location of WA DNR parcels surveyed for the project, as well as the previously surveyed areas on private land. 
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Because the project design and layout are still under development and have not been finalized, HRA surveyed 

the widest range of known possible project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility during the final design 

process. It is expected that the project area of impacts, once determined, will be within the areas surveyed on 

the privately owned and WA DNR land. All survey was conducted in the project lease boundary, which is 

defined as the parcels encompassed by the proposed project facilities (see Figure 1). 

Survey for the wind energy micrositing corridor (areas centered on the most recent conceptual project design) 

were generally completed along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear project 

elements within the project such as collection lines, communications lines, access roads, and crane paths, as 

well as a 500-foot-diameter area centered on wind turbine locations. Most areas surveyed for the current 

investigations, however, were the result of minor project design changes and the survey corridor was much 

smaller. One potential solar siting area was investigated as well. While the solar siting area may not be chosen 

for development, this solar area on WA DNR land, in addition to multiple solar siting areas on private land, 

were included in the ASC for review, and thus all area were surveyed in their entirety.  

There are five WA DNR parcels in the project including (from east–west) four parcels in survey areas where 

the micrositing corridor is situated: the Nine Canyon survey area, the Fourmile Canyon survey area, the 

Johnson Butte survey area, the Badger Canyon survey area—all of which have been discussed in previous 

project reports (Davis and Ragsdale 2021; Davis et al. 2020)—and one parcel in a solar siting area (Carter 

Canyon survey area) that is part of the West Solar portion of the project (see Figure 2). Each are discussed in 

the Results section below; while no additional survey took place in the Badger Canyon and Fourmile Canyon 

survey areas, maps showing the previous surveys are provided. One archaeological resource (Site 45BN2162) 

was newly recorded in the Carter Canyon survey area.  

Background Research 

An overview of the proposed project, environmental setting, cultural context, and previous cultural resources 

investigations completed prior to October 2020 for the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project is presented in a 

previous cultural resources survey report. Because the WA DNR parcels investigated for that report are 

generally the same as the additional investigations presented in this report, HRA will not repeat the 

background research previously provided (Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). However, HRA 

conducted additional background research using the Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic 

Preservation (DAHP) Washington Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data 

(WISAARD) to determine if additional cultural resources studies have recently been conducted on or within 1 

mile (mi) of the previously investigated WA DNR parcels. Additionally, HRA conducted background research 

using WISAARD to review all previous cultural resources investigations within 1 mi of the new WA DNR 

parcel presented in this report (Carter Canyon). HRA also reviewed the environmental and cultural context of 

the Carter Canyon survey area, and no new information was identified, beyond historic-period map research; 

because a historic-period archaeological resource was identified in this parcel, those data are presented in the 

results section for the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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No previously unreported cultural resources investigations were found during background research beyond 

the recent survey for the project on private land (Davis et al. 2021b). As a result of that survey, 27 

archaeological resources and 5 architectural resources were identified. Three of the archaeological resources 

were recorded within 1 mi of the Carter Canyon survey area; no resources were documented within 1 mi of 

the other WA DNR parcels. The archaeological resources include Site 45BN2159, located  

; Site 45BN2160, located ; and Site 45BN2147,  

. Sites 45BN2159 and 45BN2160 are historic-period debris scatters dating to the early twentieth 

century and are unevaluated for National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility. Site 45BN2147 is a 

historic-period rock pile that is also unevaluated for NRHP eligibility (Davis et al. 2021b). Additionally, HRA 

previously recorded two BPA transmission lines within the Johnson Butte survey corridor. 

Archaeological Survey Methods 

The field investigations were designed to determine if previously unrecorded archaeological and historic-

period architectural resources were present within the survey areas and, if found, to make preliminary 

recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed DAHP guidelines (DAHP 2020).  

The methods included a pedestrian survey of the micrositing corridor locations in two WA DNR parcels, as 

well as a solar siting area in one WA DNR parcel. Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 m apart, and the 

number of archaeologists surveying in a corridor varied by its width. The areas were surveyed using various 

methods, including between 3 and 10 archaeologists surveying the micrositing corridor or solar siting area at 

one time and sometimes making multiple passes in a corridor to ensure complete coverage.  

The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum coverage of the survey areas and 

investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, other erosional exposures), regardless of 

their position in the transect lines. They inspected soil exposures for the presence of cultural materials. They 

recorded observations about topography, vegetation, surface visibility, and disturbances in the project field 

notebook. Overview and close-up photographs were taken and each photo was recorded on a photo log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. HPAs 

would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a waterway, and/or 

condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground-surface visibility) would suggest a high 

likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel probes. None were identified 

within the WA DNR survey areas. 

Results 

HRA’s cultural resources investigations of the WA DNR survey areas took place between April 7 and 29, 

2021. The results of the pedestrian survey are described below by survey area. As noted, while no additional 

survey took place in the Badger Canyon and Fourmile Canyon survey areas, maps showing the previous 

survey are provided below. In total, HRA surveyed 557.9 additional acres on WA DNR land, the majority of 
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which was for the potential solar siting area in the Carter Canyon survey area. One archaeological resource 

(Site 31512-S20) was newly recorded in the Carter Canyon survey area and a resource form is attached to this 

memo.  

Nine Canyon Survey Area 

The Nine Canyon survey area is in Section 16, Township 7 North, Range 30 East. The WA DNR parcel is 

located in an area of rolling hills east of Nine Canyon (0.2 mi to the west). Most of the survey area is in 

agricultural fields, although one northeast–southwest trending drainage also crosses the parcel. Three small 

areas were newly surveyed. The northern area was planted in wheat, and ground-surface visibility was 50–70 

percent. The central area was within the drainage with short grasses, and ground-surface visibility was 30–40 

percent (Figures 3–5). 

 

Figure 4. Planted field in the Nine Canyon survey area, view west. 
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Figure 4. Aerial map of the Nine Canyon survey area.  
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Figure 5. Drainage in the Nine Canyon survey area, view west.  

Johnson Butte Survey Area 

The Johnson Butte survey area is located in Section 16, Township 7 North, Range 29 East. The WA DNR 

parcel is 1 mi east of Interstate 82 and consists of rolling hills surrounding Johnson Butte. Two small areas 

were surveyed in this location (Figure 6). One is a just south of a radio tower near the peak of the butte and 

situated near the northern end of the parcel. Vegetation in this area comprised grasses and weeds, and 

ground-surface visibility was 20–40 percent (Figure 7). The second area is on a moderate slope in the 

southeastern portion of the parcel. This area has previously been plowed but has been fallow for some time, 

and ground-surface visibility was 40–60 percent (Figure 8). Two historic-period architectural resources, both 

transmission lines (McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and McNary–Franklin No. 2), have been previously 

recorded in the Johnson Butte survey area, though neither were situated in the current areas surveyed (Davis 

and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). HRA identified no new cultural resources in the Johnson Butte survey 

area.  
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Figure 6. Aerial map of the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure 7. Johnson Butte survey area near a radio tower, view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 8. Southeast survey area in the Johnson Butte parcel, view east. 
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Badger Canyon Survey Area 

No additional survey took place in the Badger Canyon survey area, which is located in Section 36, Township 

8 North, Range 27 East. Figure 10 shows the area previously surveyed (Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 

2020). 

 

Figure 10. Aerial map of the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Fourmile Canyon Survey Area 

No additional survey took place in the Fourmile Canyon survey area, which is located in Section 36, 

Township 7 North, Range 29 East. Figure 11 shows the area previously surveyed (Davis et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 11. Aerial map of the Fourmile Canyon survey area. 
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Carter Canyon Survey Area 

The Carter Canyon survey area is located in Section 36, Township 8 North, Range 26 East. The parcel is a 1 

by 1 mi area that is bounded by Tyacke Road to the west, Sellards Road to the south, and Clodius Road to the 

east (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12. Aerial map of the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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Most of the survey area is in a wheat field, although one northeast–southwest trending drainage also crosses 

the southern end of the parcel. Beyond the drainage, the landform is relatively flat. The field was harvested 

last fall, and ground-surface visibility ranged from 30–50 percent (Figure 13). The drainage (dry at the time of 

survey) contained short grasses and weeds, and ground-surface visibility was 20–40 percent (Figure 14). One 

archaeological resource was recorded in the southwest corner of the parcel.    

 

Figure 13. Overview of the harvested wheat field in the Carter Canyon survey area. 

 

 

Figure 14. Overview of the drainage in the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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Site 45BN2162 (field no. 3152-S20) is located  

 

. Artifacts were found in an area 50 m east–west by 45 m north–south. Historic-period 

artifacts documented at Site 45BN2162 included primarily vessel glass and ceramic fragments, although a 

single tobacco tin and evidence of coal-burning were also observed at the site. A total of approximately 50 

artifacts were identified. Due to the ongoing agricultural practices in the area, most of the materials were too 

highly fragmented to retain significant diagnostic qualities. However, few of the recorded artifacts at Site 

45BN2162 suggest an early twentieth century deposition.  

Vessel glass fragments (n = 38) consisted of aqua, colorless, sun-colored amethyst (SCA), and milk (opaque 

white) colored pieces (Figure 17). Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in 

glass production, was common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless 

glass. However, aqua glass continues to be used today in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and 

liquor bottles (Lindsey 2021). One aqua glass fragment observed at Site 45BN2162 was embossed “Pat. 1858” 

on the surface, although this embossment was not diagnostic to a time period or manufacturer.  

SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to the 

use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and create a 

colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless glass exudes a lavender 

hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 1918, when the element 

became scarce because of World War I restrictions. Milk glass fragments noted on site would have been 

utilized for a wide array of materials and vessel types, although milk glass was most commonly used for 

cosmetics between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 2021). 

Ceramic sherds (n = 5) documented at Site 45BN2162 consisted primarily of undecorated earthenware 

fragments, although a single basal sherd exhibited a partially printed makers mark. The artifact is too small (< 

1 inch) for further identification (see Figure 17). The partial remains of an upright tobacco tin were also 

recorded, although the item was crushed and corroded and could not be identified. In addition, coke 

fragments (n = 4) were recorded at the site (see Figure 17). Coke is a coal by-product resulting from the use 

of coal-burning furnaces, stoves, or traditional iron forges. The use of gas appliances and heating systems 

slowly replaced coal-burning technologies beginning around 1900, although the use of older appliances 

continued into the mid-twentieth century (Ellin 1985).  

No development for the WA DNR parcel is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (General Land 

Office [GLO] 1872). The parcel was granted to Washington State in 1889 under the Enabling Act that 

incorporated Washington State into the Union and provided public lands to the state (GLO 1889). This 

parcel was later deeded under the State Grant-School Act in 1934 for the support of common schools; the act 

was later repealed, and the parcel was transferred back to the State of Washington in 1975 (GLO 1975). In 

1915 (Figure 18), there is a structure mapped in the approximate location of Site 45BN2162; no other 

structures or developments are shown in the parcel (U. S. Geological Survey [USGS] 1915). Other historic-

period maps from 1953 and 1965 show no development in the immediate site location or in the parcel (USGS 

1953, 1965).  
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Figure 15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2162 in the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 17. Selection of artifacts identified at Site 45BN2162 in the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 18. USGS map from 1915 showing Site 45BN2162 in the Carter Canyon survey area. 
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An aerial photograph from 1955 also shows no structures or development (the entire parcel, excluding the 

drainage, was cultivated) (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building shown in 1915 was gone by this 

time. As the parcel was not granted for a school until 1934, it seems unlikely that the building shown in 1915 

was a school. As the building was gone by 1955, and no other information is available for the parcel, the 

function and duration of the structure is unknown.   

The project is subject to SEPA and state laws pertaining to archaeological resources. Revised Code of 

Washington (RCW) 27.53.060 requires a permit to disturb any “historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 

or site,” and RCW 27.53.030 defines historic archaeological resources as “historic properties which are listed 

in or eligible for listing in the Washington state register of historic places (RCW 27.34.220) or the national 

register of historic places as defined in the national historic preservation act of 1966.” Site 45BN2162 has not 

been evaluated for listing in the Washington Heritage Register or NRHP. HRA recommends the site be 

avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s 

significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In support of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm project, HRA completed additional cultural resources 

investigations for survey areas on WA DNR land. The investigations consisted of conducting additional 

background research and completing a pedestrian survey of 557.9 acres. One historic-period archaeological 

site (45BN2162) was newly recorded in the Carter Canyon survey area. Because the site has not been 

evaluated for NRHP eligibility, HRA recommends that the site be avoided by the project. HRA previously 

surveyed 702.5 acres on WA DNR land, and two historic-period architectural resources, both transmission 

lines, were identified (Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020); these are not, however, within the newly 

surveyed DNR areas (see Figure 6). 

HRA recommends the project create and implement a project-wide Avoidance and Protection Plan for 

archaeological resources that provides details regarding measures to ensure construction equipment does not 

impact resources that should be protected. This may include, for example, staking/flagging of resources prior 

to and during construction, archaeological monitoring, and provisions for responding to inadvertent 

discoveries. The plan should detail the size of avoidance buffers at each resource based on site type, 

landform, and the potential for buried deposits.  

Assuming Site 45BN2162 can be avoided by the project, HRA recommends no additional cultural resources 

investigations for the survey areas on WA DNR land. If the project area changes within the WA DNR 

parcels, additional cultural resources investigations may be needed. Should unanticipated archaeological 

resources be encountered during the project construction, per the Avoidance and Protection Plan, all ground-

disturbing activity near the find shall be halted, and DAHP and WA DNR shall be promptly notified to 

ensure compliance with relevant state and federal laws and regulations. If evidence of human burials is 

encountered, all ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity shall be halted immediately, and DAHP, WA DNR, 

the Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate Tribes shall be notified. 
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Executive Summary 
Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(project) in Benton County, Washington. The project is a renewable energy generation facility that 

would generate power via wind turbine generators along with associated electrical transmission, 

energy storage, substation, and maintenance facilities. The final design and layout of the project is 

still being developed. The project pans to apply for a Site Certification from the Washington Energy 

Facility Site Evaluation Council in order to implement the project. The Site Certification process 

includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, 

which includes an assessment of cultural resources. 

Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), has completed a pedestrian survey of 10,260.7 acres on 

private land as part of the project. Because the project design and layout are still under development 

and have not been finalized, HRA surveyed the widest range of known possible project locations in 

order to aid in siting flexibility during the final design process. It is expected that the project area of 

impacts (API), once determined, will be within the areas surveyed. Survey was generally completed 

along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear project elements (collection 

lines, communications lines, access roads, and crane paths), as well as a 500-foot-diameter area 

centered on wind turbine locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-

located in the same corridor. Various potential project ancillary facilities and temporary construction 

laydown areas were also surveyed. There were 121.8 acres of the survey corridor that were not 

surveyed either due to steep terrain or restricted access, and HRA recommends no cultural resource 

survey at these locations due to low probability for resources to be present. Additionally, except for 

shovel probes needed at precontact Isolate 45BN2092 (see below), HRA does not recommend any 

locations within the surveyed areas for shovel probing, as no areas were identified that suggest a 

high likelihood for buried cultural deposits; furthermore, all of the survey areas had good ground 

surface visibility, and many had excellent visibility.   

As a result of the survey 14 archaeological resources were documented, including 13 newly recorded 

resources and 1 previously recorded resource. Additionally, five architectural resources were 

investigated, including two newly recorded resources and three previously recorded resources. 

A summary of the 14 archaeological resources is as follows: 

• There are five are historic-period isolated finds (Isolates 45BN2081, 45BN2082, 45BN2083, 

45BN2084, and 45BN2091) that are recommended not eligible for listing in the National 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP). No further cultural resource investigations are 

recommended for these resources.  

• There are six historic-period archaeological sites that are unevaluated for listing in the 

NRHP (Sites 45BN2085, 45BN2086, 45BN2087, 45BN2088, 45BN2089, and 45BN2093). 

The project plans to avoid these sites in the course of construction and operations. 

However, if they cannot be avoided, additional consultation and/or archaeological 

investigations (completed under a permit issued under Revised Code of Washington [RCW] 
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27.53.060) will be necessary to determine their significance and integrity, assess potential 

project impacts, and/or develop appropriate treatment measures.  

• There is one precontact isolate (45BN2092) where shovel probes are needed to determine if 

additional artifacts are present. The results of these shovel probe excavations are presented 

separately in an addendum report (Davis et al. 2021).  

• There are two precontact sites, both stacked rock features (Sites 45BN261 and 45BN2090), 

that are protected under RCW 27.53 and cannot be disturbed without a permit issued under 

RCW 27.53.060. Notably, Yakama Nation has previously indicated that Site 45BN261 is 

directly associated with a traditional cultural property(s) (see Section 1.2 and 5.1.2). 

Evaluation of these resources for the NRHP is not appropriate under the applicable 

regulatory context. The project plans to avoid these resources in the course of the project. If 

they cannot be avoided, additional consultation and/or archaeological investigations will be 

necessary to assess potential project impacts and/or develop appropriate treatment 

measures.  

HRA recommends the project create and implement an Avoidance and Protection Plan for 

archaeological resources that provides details regarding measures to ensure construction equipment 

does not impact resources that should be protected. This may include, for example, staking/flagging 

of resources prior to and during construction, archaeological monitoring, and provisions for 

responding to inadvertent discoveries. The plan should detail the size of avoidance buffers at each 

resource based on site type, landform, and the potential for buried deposits. Notably, for precontact 

resources, a buffer has already been implemented and is considered the resource boundary. These 

buffers measure 20 m around the two stacked rock features sites (45BN261 and 45BN2090) and 

10 m around the precontact isolate (45BN2092). 

Of the five architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for listing in 

the NRHP (McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line and Nine Canyon Road), and HRA 

recommends another two resources are also not eligible (Grain Elevator and 147407 E. Beck Road). 

One architectural resource has been previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP 

(McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line). However, HRA recommends that the project will 

have no significant impact to the resource. No further cultural resources are recommended for the 

architectural resources. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Description 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(project) in Benton County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The project is a renewable energy generation 

facility that would generate power via wind turbine generators along with associated electrical 

transmission, energy storage, substation, and maintenance facilities. The final design and layout of 

the project is still being developed, but as currently proposed, it would have a nameplate energy 

generating capacity of up to 850 megawatts (MW). Power generated by the project would be 

transmitted to existing Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) transmission lines via two 

interconnections, located within or near the eastern and western portions of the project area.  

The project plans to apply for a Site Certification Agreement from the Washington Energy Facility 

Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC)in order to implement the project. The Site Certificate process 

includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, 

which includes an assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the project is seeking a lease from 

the Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA 

DNR land. The project contracted with Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), to complete 

cultural resources investigations on the portions of the project that are situated on privately owned 

land. The results of investigations completed on private land to date are presented in this report. 

Results of investigations on WA DNR land are addressed in two separate reports (Davis and 

Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020).   

Because the project design and layout are still under development and have not been finalized, HRA 

surveyed the widest range of known possible project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility 

during the final design process. It is expected that the project area of impacts (API), once 

determined, will be within the areas surveyed on the privately owned and WA DNR land. All survey 

was conducted in the project lease boundary, which is defined as the parcels encompassed by the 

proposed project facilities (see Figure 1-1). Survey was generally completed along 400-foot-wide 

corridors centered on conceptual locations of linear project elements (collection lines, 

communications lines, access roads, and crane paths), as well as a 500-foot-diameter area centered 

on wind turbine locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-located in 

the same corridor. Various potential project facility and laydown areas were also surveyed. In total, 

to date, the area surveyed on privately owned land comprises 10,260.7 acres and includes the survey 

corridor (areas centered on the most recent conceptual project design) as well as areas outside of the 

survey corridor surveyed for previous iterations of the project design. There were 121.8 acres not 

surveyed in the survey corridor due to steep terrain or because access was restricted. Figure 1-2 

shows the four general survey areas presented in this report, including the Webber Canyon survey 

area, Badger Canyon survey area, Johnson Butte survey area, and Nine Canyon survey area. Table 1-

1 includes the legal description of the areas surveyed.  
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm project. 
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Figure 1-2. Location of survey areas on privately owned land within the project, as well as previously surveyed areas on WA DNR parcels (Davis et al. 2020; Davis and Ragsdale 2020). 
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Table 1-1. Legal Description of Areas Surveyed on Privately Owned Land within the Project. 

Township Range Sections  

7 North 27 East 1–3, 12 

7 North 28 East 2, 4–16, 23, 24 

7 North 29 East 4, 7, 9, 10, 15–22, 24, 25, 27–30, 34–36 

7 North 30 East 2–4, 9–11, 14–17, 19, 20, 28–30 

8 North  26 East 1, 12, 13, 24 

8 North  27 East 2–11, 14–30, 33–36 

8 North  28 East 19, 30, 31 

9 North 26 East 25, 36 

9 North  27 East 31, 32 

1.2 Tribal and Agency Coordination 

On behalf of the project, HRA has been coordinating on the project with the Confederated Tribes 

and Bands of the Yakama Nation (Yakama), Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation 

(CTUIR), Nez Perce Tribe (Nez Perce), and the Wanapum Tribe. On February 5, 2020, HRA made 

phone calls and sent the four Tribes an outreach letter that included project information and 

requested any comments or knowledge regarding potential project impacts to sensitive tribal 

resources, such as traditional cultural properties (TCPs). Although no response has been received 

from the Wanapum Tribe, Emily Ragsdale at HRA has had various phone calls and email 

correspondence with representatives with the other three Tribes, including Jessica Lally and Johnson 

Meninick (Yakama); Teara Farrow Ferman and Shawn Steinmetz (CTUIR); and Patrick Baird (Nez 

Perce). HRA offered these Tribes the opportunity to monitor the field investigations included in this 

report and provided regular updates on the results of survey. Additionally, during phone 

conversations, tribal representatives from Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez Perce all indicated there are or 

are likely to be TCPs and/or historic properties of religious and cultural significance in the project 

vicinity. Yakama also previously indicated in a letter to the project dated February 22, 2019, that two 

sites in the project vicinity (45BN261 and 45BN1490) are directly associated with TCPs. As such, at 

the direction of the project, via phone calls and in letters dated February 20, 2020, HRA then 

formally offered each of these Tribes the opportunity to conduct a TCP study (Yakama and Nez 

Perce) or traditional use study (CTUIR). CTUIR is proceeding with a traditional use study for the 

project. Lastly, the Yakama requested a meeting with HRA and the project to discuss the project; the 

meeting was tentatively scheduled for mid-March 2020 but has been delayed due to restrictions 

related to the coronavirus epidemic. However, HRA and the project are committed to continued 
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coordination with the Tribes and will meet with the Yakama (and the other Tribes, if requested) as 
soon as feasible.  

HRA also provided a draft copy of this report to Yakama, CTUIR, and Nez Perce on October 16, 
2020, for review and comment. The email submittal to the Yakama specifically called to their 
attention information in the report regarding the two sites mentioned in their February 22, 2019 
letter (45BN261 and 45BN1490, see Sections 3.2 and 5.1.2). Ms. Lally (Yakama) and Mr. Steinmetz 
(CTUIR) provided comments on the report, which have been incorporated into this final version.  

1.3 Report Organization 
This report is organized into seven sections and five appendices. Section 1 includes the project 
description, regulatory context, project location, summary of Tribal coordination, and 
acknowledgments. Section 2 discusses the general environmental and cultural context of the project. 
Section 3 provides the background research for previous cultural resources investigations and 
previously recorded cultural resources within 1 mile (mi) of the project lease boundary, as well as 
archaeological expectations. Section 4 includes the fieldwork and inventory methods. Section 5 
presents the results of the pedestrian survey, including an overview of each survey area and 
documented cultural resources. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 6, and 
the references cited are listed in Section 7. Appendices A and B provide detailed survey results maps 
on aerial photographs (Appendix A) and on topographic maps (Appendix B). Maps showing the 
locations of items found during the survey but not documented as archaeological resources, because 
they could not be definitively determined to be at least 50 years in age, are provided in Appendix C. 
Archaeological resource forms are located in Appendix D, and historic property inventory (HPI) 
forms for documented architectural resources are provided in Appendix E. 
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architectural resources and authored sections of the report. Jason Jones and Josh Henderson also 
authored sections of the report. Lithic analyst Steve Hamilton provided a description of the single 
precontact artifact identified during the survey (45BN2092). Tetra Tech provided the background 
research for previous cultural resources investigations in and within 1 mi of the lease boundary. 
Gabe Frazier produced the graphics and managed the Geographic Information System data. Dawn 
Vogel and Emily Ragsdale edited the report, and Jessi Frank formatted the report. HRA would like 
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the project. 
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2. Environmental and Cultural Context 

2.1 Environmental Context 

The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which encompasses most of 

Washington east of the Cascade Range and extends south in Oregon to the Blue Mountains 

(Franklin and Dyrness 1988:29). Specifically, it is situated in the Horse Heaven Hills just west of a 

sharp bend in the Columbia River south of the Tri-Cities. The project is surrounded by four major 

confluences of the Columbia River, including the Yakima, Snake, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. 

During the Miocene epoch, the Columbia Basin was formed by massive basalt flows known as the 

Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG). These flows were emplaced between 16.7 and 5.5 million 

years ago (Camp et al. 2017) when eruptions from dike-vent swarms in the vicinity of the modern-

day Idaho/Washington/Oregon border created a series of enormous basaltic lava flows (Reidel et al. 

1989a; Tolan et al. 2009). These flood basalts covered an area of 101,905 square mi and filled the 

intermontane valley between the Rocky Mountains to the east and the Cascade Mountain Range to 

the west (Tolan et al. 1989). The resulting bedded flood basalts measure up to 2.8 mi in thickness in 

some parts of the region (Reidel et al. 1989b). Some of these flows spread westward through the 

Columbia River Gorge and into the Willamette Valley and Coast Ranges. Four flows are found in 

the project area: the Imnaha Basalt group (16.4 to 16 million years ago), the Grande Ronde Basalt 

group (16 to 15.6 million years ago), the Wanapum Basalt group (15.6 to 14 million years ago), and 

the Saddle Mountains Basalt group (14 to 5.5 million years ago) (Camp et al. 2017:4–7).  

The project is within the Yakima Fold Belt subprovince of the Columbia Basin. The Yakima Fold 

Belt consists of a series of anticlines and associated faults that formed ridges of compressed CRBG 

in eastern Washington. These southernmost ridges typically extend northeast–southwest. The Horse 

Heaven Hills are situated between the Columbia Hills to the southwest and Toppenish Ridge to the 

northwest within the Yakima Fold Belt (Last et al. 2012). 

Overlaying the CRBG flows in many parts of the Columbia Basin are sediment deposits of fine-

grained loess. Loess deposition in eastern Washington began as early as 2 million years ago (Busacca 

1991) and continued through the late Pleistocene (McDonald and Busacca 1989). Source material 

for the loess included primarily fine-grained cataclysmic flood deposits with minor contributions 

from more local sources (McDonald and Busacca 1989; Sweeney et al. 2002, 2006). The loess 

consists of massive silts that can be up to 2.8 mi thick and comprise highly fertile soils (Franklin and 

Dyrness 1988:31).  

The middle and lower Columbia River drainage largely took shape during the end of the Pleistocene. 

Glacial Lake Missoula formed when the Clark Fork River was impounded by a lobe of the late 

Pleistocene Cordilleran ice sheet in western Montana. The lake repeatedly breached this ice dam, 

sending catastrophic floodwaters across the Channeled Scabland and down the Columbia River to 

the Pacific Ocean between 19,000 and 13,000 years before present (B.P.). (Benito and O’Connor 

2003:624, 637). This ice dam re-formed and failed numerous times, producing an estimated 40 to 89 

catastrophic floods that are collectively known as the Missoula floods (also known as the Spokane or 
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Bretz floods) (Benito and O’Connor 2003). Flood evidence indicates a constriction of the Columbia 

River Channel just southeast of the project at Wallula Gap, which significantly blocked floodwaters. 

The impounded waters created ephemeral Lake Lewis. At its maximum elevation of 1,000 feet (ft), 

Lake Lewis would not have submerged the majority of the project area, which ranges in elevation 

from 1,200 ft in Fourmile Canyon, 1,725 ft on McBee Hill, and 2,000 ft on Johnson Butte. However, 

the project area on The Butte and just south of that landform in the eastern project area does range 

in elevation from 950–980 ft in elevation and would likely have been submerged and affected by the 

Missoula floods (Allen et al. 2009:132–133; Orr and Orr 2006:255). 

Surficial geology mapped for the project area is nearly all Pleistocene-aged loess deposits. In the 

vicinity of The Butte, McBee Hill, and Badger Canyon, there are Miocene-aged basalt flows of 

Saddle Mountain basalt of the CRBG, and in the far eastern extent of the project, there are 

Glaciolacustrine deposits associated with Missoula floods (Huntting et al. 1961).  

Soils mapped for the project consist of nearly all silt loams, including those of the Ritzville series 

(over 80 percent of the project), as well as Burke, Ellisforde, Shano, and Warden soil series. These 

soils primarily form in loess and are on slopes ranging from 0–65 percent (U.S. Department of 

Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation Service [USDA-NRCS 2020). Soils mapped for the 

ridgeline on McBee Hill, just west of Badger Canyon in the far northwest end of the project, as well 

as The Butte, just east of Nine Canyon in the far northeast end of the portion, include the Kiona 

series, which is a very stony silt loam of mixed colluvium and residuum weathered from basalt and 

loess (USDA-NRCS 2020). 

The project is in the Artemisia tridentata (sagebrush) and Agropyron spicatum (bluebunch wheatgrass) 

vegetational zone that encompasses portions of the steppe region of the Columbia Basin in central 

Washington (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:211–212). The current climate is semiarid, with warm, dry 

conditions that support steppe vegetation. This zone includes a primary community of sagebrush 

along with rabbitbrushes (Chrysothamnus viscidifiorus and C. nauseosus) and hop sage (Grayia spinosa), 

with an understory dominated by bluebunch wheatgrass and smaller amounts of other grasses such 

as needlegrasses (Hesperostipa comata and Achnatherum thurberianum), bluegrass (Poa cusickii), and wild 

rye (Elymus elymoides) (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:216).  

2.2 Precontact Context 

The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which roughly comprises the 

south-central portion of the larger Plateau cultural region. The Plateau encompasses a vast stretch of 

the Pacific Northwest, including eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, most of Idaho, western 

Montana, and the inter-mountain region of British Columbia (Ames et al. 1998; Pokotylo and 

Mitchell 1998; Roll and Hackenberger 1998).  

Over time, environmental change across the Plateau influenced its inhabitants, both animals and 

humans, therefore contributing to changes in the typology and distribution of cultural material 

assemblages. However, broad-scale studies of environmental change may overlook the role of 

localized climatic variables; archaeological research indicates that the impact of localized 
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environmental conditions can be seen in the various, individualized cultural chronologies of select 

Plateau areas (Ames et al. 1998; Chatters 1998; Leonhardy and Rice 1970).  

In general, the Plateau region was characterized by subsistence patterns centered on the harvesting 

and storage of fish, edible roots, and large ungulates, such as deer and elk (Chatters and Pokotylo 

1998). Several cultural chronologies have been formulated for the southern part of the Plateau, each 

based on a different set of archaeological sites depending on the scale of the analysis and the 

availability of data at the time. The following overview uses four broad chronological units (Paleo, 

Early, Middle, and Late Archaic periods) defined for the broader Plateau (Andrefsky 2004:26) and 

also incorporates data provided by Ames and colleagues (1998) for the Southern Plateau, as well as 

the Mid-Columbia Study Sequence developed by Galm and colleagues (1981) and data from the 

Lower Snake River Archaeological District (Solimano 2012).  

2.2.1 Paleoarchaic Period 

During the Paleoarchaic period (pre-11,000–8000 B.P.), highly mobile hunter-gatherers occupied 

parts of eastern Washington and Oregon. The beginning of the Paleoarchaic period roughly 

coincided with a post-glaciation climate in the project area, as it was about this time that all but the 

highest and northern-most glaciers had retreated. The result of this glacial melt and concomitant 

transition to a warmer climate influenced both drainage patterns and vegetation (Chatters 1991, 

1998:43–44), and may have provided a much more hospitable environment for these early groups. 

Geoarchaeological research indicates that the Lower Snake and mid-Columbia River Valleys 

stabilized shortly after the conclusion of Missoula flood waters and recession of glacial ice (Fryxell 

1963:11–12), and this generally stable environment may have been inhabitable from very early on 

(Hammatt 1977). 

The socio-economic structure of Paleoarchaic people of the interior Plateau was likely based on a 

highly mobile subsistence strategy, focused on hunting large game, complemented by fishing, along 

with gathering and some evidence of seacoast trade (Aikens et al. 2011; Ames et al. 1998).  

Most Paleoarchaic sites in the region occur in the form of diagnostic lithic tools presumed to be 

associated with either the Western Clovis complex (defined as a projectile with a prominent “flute” 

or flake scar at its base) or the Western Stemmed Tradition (WST) (large lanceolate, stemmed, and 

shouldered bifaces). Often times in an archaeological context, these are surface finds. Evidence of 

Clovis cultures across North America have been tightly dated to between 12,800 and 13,250 

calibrated B.P. (Waters and Stafford 2007), and researchers agree that Clovis culture is present in the 

Interior Plateau and supports pre-11,000-year-old occupation (Aikens et al. 2011). 

The most-well known Clovis site in Washington is the Richey-Roberts Clovis Cache (Site 

45DO482), also called the East Wenatchee Clovis Cache, located  

(Mehringer 1989). The site is a cache, or storage cyst, that included multiple stone and 

bone tools associated with Clovis technology (Lyman et al. 1998). The site was dated to about 

11,250 years old based on “particles of Glacier Peak ash incorporated into silica accretions on the 

undersides of two superimposed cache blades” (Reid 1991:31).  

The nearest Clovis-style projectile point to the project was found at the Mitchell Site (Site 45WW62) 

located  (Hackenberger and 
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Howes 1981). Two “channel” flakes from a second and third fluted point and several other varieties 

of projectile point types were also found (Reid 1991:55). The Kavanaugh’s Springs Site (Site 

45KL316), located , consists of one 

fluted projectile point among other lithic artifacts (Avey 1991; Kavanaugh 1985).  

Paleoarchaic period artifacts were also found . These 

artifacts were found associated with megafauna remains (in a secondary deposit) and included “pre-

clovis” artifacts (Rice 2017) or “Windust” artifacts (Rice 1985).  

During a cultural resources monitoring effort at Site 45BN1685, which is located  

, stone tools and western pearlshell fragments were observed, as well as faunal remains. 

The “faunal remains appeared consistent with a tusk fragment,” and the matrix at the identified 

locale was determined consistent with sediments of the Pleistocene age (i.e., Pleistocene 

glaciolacustrine sediment). To further support this find was a mammoth tusk. Researchers 

concluded “it is possible the site has a Paleo-Indian component” (Yakama Nation Cultural 

Resources Program [YNCRP] 2011:4). 

The Glade Creek Site (Site 45BN240), is located  (Smith 1977a, 

1997b; Smith et al. 1977). It is located  and was first observed both 

on an eroding surface and at 2 meters (m) below surface in . The site 

consists of an intact lens of charcoal, burned bone, cryptocrystalline silicate (CCS) and obsidian 

artifacts, and fossilized bone fragments. Projectile point types at this site include both the “Cold-

Springs subphase of the Cascade Phase and the Windust Phase”; comparable materials have been 

dated from 5000–6000 B.P. and 9000–12,000 B.P., respectively (Smith 1977b:1–2). Smith (1977b) 

felt that due to in situ charcoal deep in the cut bank, the presence of fossilized material, and its 

proximity to , the site had great potential to be one of the earliest sites in the 

Columbia Plateau. The categorization of “pre-clovis” or “Windust” may be more appropriately 

defined as an Interior Plateau designation for the WST (Brown et al. 2019).  

Recent analysis suggests that the WST is at least partially contemporaneous with Clovis culture (i.e., 

WST is present at least by the middle of the Clovis cultural phase) in the Columbia Plateau, and the 

WST on the Plateau likely spanned about 13,000 to 11,000 years ago, but perhaps even pre-13,000 to 

9000 B.P. (Brown et al. 2019:488–490). Data suggests that the WST culture on the Plateau was 

stable even when the environment was not and therefore may have had a longer duration than 

previously suspected (Brown et al. 2019:490).  

Numerous WST artifacts have been found at sites in eastern Washington. One of the more notable 

WST sites is Windust Caves (Site 45FR46) located  (Rice 1965). 

Excavations at Windust Caves, the type site for “Windust culture” revealed “vertically separated 

assemblages”; each contained several styles of projectile points, and based on relative dating to sites 

in the region, the caves indicate about 9,000 years of occupation. Also in the site assemblage were 

features and artifacts of organic material which included not only antler, bone, and wood but textiles 

constructed from sagebrush cordage (Reid 1991:53). Additional artifacts that have been identified 

with Windust points near the project include bone beads and needles and a faunal assemblage that 

includes antelope, rabbit, large elk and deer, beaver and even mussel (Fortin and Harder 2014:9). 
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Other significant WST sites include Marmes Rockshelter (Site 45FR50) located  

(Hicks 2003), the Lind Coulee Site (Site 45GR97) located  (Daugherty 

1953, 1956), Coopers Ferry (Site 10IH73) approximately  (Davis et al. 2014), and 

the Hatwai Site (Site 10NP143); the Hatwai Site also had Clovis points (Ames et al. 1981, 2010).  

During a paleontological and cultural resources survey  in the late 1960s, 

Fry (1969) identified a large, isolated projectile point that he typed to date from 11,000–13,000 B.P. 

based on specimen attributes comparable to those found at the Lind Coulee Site (Johnson 2014:13). 

In regard to the Lind Coulee Site, 1973 excavations provided radiocarbon dates as early as 8700 ± 

400 B.P. with a suggested earlier occupation of about 10,000–11,000 B.P.; at the time, it was the only 

Pacific Northwest archaeological site where extinct megafauna finds were believed to be associated 

with evidence of human occupation (Herbeck 1973).    

In 1996, a burial was found , 

and these remains (Site 45BN495), referred to as the Ancient One or Kennewick Man, were 

radiometrically dated to approximately 9,000 years old (McManamon 2004). It was reported that a 

biface, which was lanceolate and of the Cascade variety, was stuck in the ilium (Fagan 2004). 

2.2.2 Early Archaic Period 

Following the Paleoarchaic period is the Early Archaic period (8000–5000 B.P.). This period is 

broad and encompasses the Vantage Phase from the Mid-Columbia Study Unit (Galm et al. 1981) 

and the Cold Springs Pattern from the Wenas Creek Site (45YA18) (Warren 1968). Around 6,500 to 

6,300 years ago, moisture levels in the Columbia Basin increased as the result of a wide-ranging 

cooling period (Chatters 1998; Hammatt 1977). Like the preceding cultural period, climatic variables 

reasonably acted on the lifeways of Early Archaic indigenous groups and can generally be indicated 

in the archaeological record.  

Early Archaic populations of the Columbia Plateau are characterized as having “a ‘broad-spectrum’ 

hunter-gatherer subsistence economy: high seasonal and annual mobility, low population densities, 

and a technology geared to maximum flexibility” (Ames et al. 1998:103). Riverine resources, 

including river mussels and fish, were of particular importance in the southern Columbia Plateau at 

this time (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:74). Projectile point styles consisted of stemmed and 

lanceolate dart points (Ames et al. 1998:103), characteristically similar to the Windust (or WST) 

phase. Assemblages also include bone needles, bone awls, cobble choppers, beads, multi-faced 

burins, lanceolate knives, edge ground cobbles, Olivella beads, atlatl weights, and grinding stones 

(Galm et al. 1981:61; Leonhardy and Rice 1970:4).  

Other projectile point types during this period include leaf-shaped or lanceolate “Cascade-style” 

points along with large side- and corner-notched points (Ames et al. 1998:104; Andrefsky 2004:28; 

Leonhardy and Rice 1970:6). While projectile point styles have been used as temporal markers, there 

was likely considerable overlap of tool technologies including projectile point variations. Cascade-

style points are used as a relative dating method for sites during this period, and some researchers 

further separate these points into “early” and “late” styles based on their position (e.g., above or 

below) the Mount Mazama ash layer, which is common in this region (Fortin and Harder 2014:10).  
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Additional artifact types found in Early Archaic assemblages include ovate bifaces, crescents, end- 

and side-scrapers, used flakes, cores, small milling stones, manos, edge-ground cobbles, bola stones, 

composite and single-piece harpoons, and bone needles. Faunal assemblages demonstrate a wide 

resource base that included large terrestrial mammals (bison, elk, deer, and pronghorn antelope), 

smaller mammals, birds, and fish (Ames et al. 1998:103). 

The first evidence of semi-subterranean pit houses on the southern Columbia Plateau appear to date 

to the Early Archaic period, which coincided with an apparent increase in fishing and root gathering. 

Hopper mortars, pestles, and the appearance of anvils on living floors were common during this 

period too, indicating that Native populations were processing roots and bulbs such as camas by this 

time (Ames et al. 1998:109–110; Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75). Overall, sites that fall within this 

period are rare in the south-central Plateau. 

In Burr Cave (45FR272), approximately , archaeologists found two 

living surfaces during excavations, which included bone, shell, charcoal, debitage and fire-modified 

rock; the earliest of the two living surfaces was dated to 7965 ± 140 B.P. (Reid 1991:55). Extensive 

excavations at the Columbia Point Site (Site 45BN23), located  

have yielded evidence of housepits and thousands of artifacts, including projectile 

point types dating to both the Early and Middle Archaic (Hannum 2001:165–179). Housepits and 

burials have also been identified at Site 45FR14, located  

 (Hannum 2001:72–89). A Cascade (i.e., lanceolate) projectile point was identified 

during excavations at multicomponent site 45BN885, located  

 (Senn 2008). Research suggests that Cascade-style points were in 

common use by 7000 B.P. (Fagan 2004) and gradually replace Windust or WST cultural phases 

(Brown et al. 2019:488). 

Archaeological sites near , provide 

evidence of continuous occupation over at least the last 7,000 years. An archaeological deposit 

identified under Mazama ash at the Palus Village South (Site 45WT2) was dated to 7300 ± 180 B.P, 

a hearth was dated to 2740 ± 110 B.P., and a second hearth was found on the ground surface that 

contained corn cobs and historic-period artifacts that were likely a sign of cultural diffusion from the 

mid-nineteenth century Spalding Mission (Drury 1958:92; Reid 1991:65–66).  

The Votaw Site (Site 45FR32) is located  

. Washington State University excavated the site, which demonstrated 

two discrete habitation episodes, in 1958. The earliest of the two habitation episodes contained a 

housepit depression. Based on the association of eight points of the Cold Springs Side Notched 

variety (4000–6500 B.P., per Butler 1961) and two points of the Cascade variety (about 4000–7000 

B.P., per Fagan 2004), coupled with stratigraphic characteristics of the site matrix, this living surface 

was estimated to be in the age range of 4,500–6,500 years old; if these data and interpretations are 

accurate, the Votaw Site may be one of the earliest recorded housepits near the project area (Reid 

1991:55). Solimano and Van Pelt (2011) found little evidence of this site during a much later 

reservoir site condition assessment effort; significant erosion and encroachment of a gravel quarry 

were noted as possible impacts. 
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2.2.3 Middle Archaic 

The Middle Archaic (5000–2000 B.P.) is a transitional period that represents attributes from both 

the Early and Late Archaic. This period is characterized by population increases, riverine villages of 

pit houses, increased sedentism, and evidence of trade (Ames et al. 1998:113). During this time, it is 

believed that an abrupt decrease in temperature, along with high moisture levels, wrought a relatively 

dramatic environmental change in the Columbia Plateau as a whole, increasing the amount of 

forested areas in the Okanagan Highlands and extending a steppe-shrub-grassland into the Columbia 

Basin. Rivers and streams were colder, clearer, and gravel-bottomed, which is ideal for salmonid 

reproduction. The spring thaw would have been later in the year, condensing the collection of many 

riverine resources, including both mussels and anadromous fish, into a few summer months. It was 

during this time that there was a regional shift from mobile foraging to the more semi-sedentary 

“collector” subsistence pattern (Chatters 1986, 1998:46). As resources become more predictable, 

habitation sites become larger in locations with dense and reliable resources; a consequence of this 

“focused” resource collection is more intensive food processing and storage during this time (Ames 

et al. 1998; Hicks and Morgenstein 1994).  

Artifact assemblages during this period include beads made of marine Olivella shell, hopper mortars, 

and pestles, with much fewer instances of cores and edge-ground cobbles. Various styles of 

projectile points are present and range from short blades with varying shoulder widths and 

contracting stems, to some that are notched low on the side or at the corners, which gives the 

specimen an expanding stem and short barbs. A third form is a side‐notched style with a concave 

base. Cobble scrapers, smaller side‐scrapers, and end‐scrapers, and pounding stones are also present. 

Awls, made of split or splintered bone, were used for net making. Faunal assemblages indicate the 

common procurement of bighorn sheep (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75; Galm et al. 1981; Warren 

1968:32). 

Storage pit features are documented in the archaeological record from the Middle Archaic, which 

suggests there was a food surplus strategy in place. Intensification of salmon fishing corresponds 

with the appearance of girdled and perforated and notched net sinkers and fish weirs during this 

period as well. More specifically, there were increasingly specialized subsistence patterns and 

technologies that focused on preserving and storing the seasonally abundant food resources, 

especially camas and salmon. Changes in the lithic technology include the introduction of small, 

notched projectile points, which support the transition to bow and arrow technology (Ames and 

Maschner 1999).  

One of the more substantial Middle Archaic sites in the region may be the Tucannon Site (Site 

45CO1). This site is located  

. Excavations at this site revealed extensive deposits that date from the early part of the 

Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic (Nelson 1966). The site assemblage contains a range of projectile 

point varieties from Cascade-type lanceolate style to stemmed and corner-notched dart points. Also 

found was an extensive faunal assemblage including bison vertebrae and a human coprolite full of 

fish bones. The Tucannon Site has become a “type-site” for regional comparisons and is a 

chronological marker for archaeological sites that fall in the range of the last 6,000 years (Reid 

1991:66–67). In addition, Paleoarchaic sites like Marmes Rockshelter and the Lind Coulee Site, as 
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well as Early Archaic sites like 45BN23 and 45FR14, also have occupational components dating to 

this period (Daugherty 1953; Hannum 2001; Hicks 2003).  

The Burr Cave Site also had an occupational event dating to 2660 ± 90 B.P., which included both 

bison remains and a woven storage basket (Reid 1991:55). A site closer to the transitionary period 

from the Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic is Lyons Ferry (Site 45FR36). Excavations at this site, 

which is located , 

documented at least eight housepits that were occupied from approximately 2000–2400 B.P. (Reid 

1991:66). The proximity of  

 (Reid 

1991). , is Site 45BN269. 

Excavations there have revealed at least two distinct occupational episodes dating to the last 2,500 

years. The site assemblage includes two housepits, a rich faunal assemblage, and a high variety of 

tool types manufactured from a diverse set of raw materials (Daniels 2013).   

2.2.4 Late Archaic 

The Late Archaic (2000–250 B.P.) is marked by the widespread presence of pithouses, an 

increasingly heavy reliance on fishing, salmon storage, intensive camas processing, and evidence of 

land use patterns that lasted into the nineteenth century. There is evidence for a storage-based 

collector economy during this period. An increase in artifact densities and multiple house floors at 

sites indicate an increased intensity and permanence of occupation at the major pithouse sites. 

Hunting and gathering in what is now Washington shifted to more extensive use of riverine 

resources as these resources were enhanced by changes in the environment that stabilized river 

gradients and flows, leading to the cultural changes (Ames et al. 1998:111; Chatters and Pokotylo 

1998:76).  

Artifact types from this period included high frequencies of cobble tools, net weights, composite 

harpoons, and mortars and pestles. Small corner-notched or stemmed arrow points were the most 

frequent projectile point types. There is also evidence of social stratification (i.e., variation in house 

sizes, disparities in funerary goods), coastal influence (i.e., dentalium, shell beads, steatite pipes, stone 

and bone clubs) (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:78; Prentiss et al. 2006:84), and more intricate and 

stylized artifacts such as sculpted mauls (Fortin and Harder 2014:11). Faunal assemblages reflect the 

consumption of deer, elk, pronghorn antelope, fish, and birds. Sites dating to later in this period are 

commonly found in major drainages and are widely dispersed in the uplands. Artifact assemblages 

from this period are increasingly more diverse (Ames et al. 1998:112). 

Late period sites in the region are common. The Ford Island Site (45FR47), located  

, provided evidence of a midden with bison bones dating to about 1,900 

years ago (Reid 1991:56). Site 45BN583, located  

, dates to the last 600 years, and excavations yielded nearly 12,000 lithic and faunal artifacts 

(Smith et al. 2015). The Miller Site (45FR5), located  

, was a pithouse village in the Late Archaic (Cleveland et al. 1976; Reid 1991:52). Calibrated 

radiocarbon dates suggest that this village site was first inhabited about 1,425 years ago and again 

about 650 years ago up until the period of contact with non-Native people; the hiatus in habitation 
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demonstrated by this dataset coupled with paleoenvironmental studies supports an extremely dry 

interval that may have altered residence patterns in the region of the region during the Late Archaic 

Period (Reid 1991:52). Another Late Archaic village site, this one located  

 contained trade goods and dated to the end of this period (Shiner 1951).  

At the Fish Hook Island Site (Site 45FR42), located , 

archaeologists located a human burial that was dated to the Protohistoric Period. This burial, 

designated Burial 3, reveals important insights into the material culture of the indigenous groups 

near the project area prior to direct contact by non-Native people. The remains were reportedly 

found with not only a “quiver of arrows tipped with side-notched and Wallula Rectangular stemmed 

arrow points” but “copper ornaments, a composite harpoon, large bifacial blades, … and beaver 

tooth chisels” (Reid 1991:56). Based on relative dating of the assemblage and features of Occupation 

II at the Votaw Site (Site 45FR32), the surface cairns recorded there indicate a late precontact date 

of construction (Reid 1991:55); this may be the only surface rock feature in the general project area 

that has been assigned a somewhat specific date range. 

It should be noted that a majority of precontact sites already recorded in  are 

rock features, comprising walls, alignments, stone rings and circles (sometimes oblong or ovoid), 

and cairns. These sites are often situated  

 

(Boyd 2008a, 2013a; McDaniel 2009a, 2009b; Randolph 1980a; Rice 1976; Stilson 2001). 

These sites remain symbolic to the local indigenous groups (Kelly 2008; Van Pelt 2001) and were 

likely constructed throughout the precontact period. 

In regard to the dating of the aforementioned non-rock feature archaeological sites, carbon-based 

materials such as charcoal or shell were most commonly used. Because freshwater shell is ubiquitous 

at archaeological sites in the Columbia and Snake River Valleys and is dateable carbon, it was used in 

early archaeological investigations in the region to determine radiocarbon age of archaeological 

deposits and assist in the development of cultural chronologies. However, regional evidence 

indicates that in some instances the dateable carbon in these bivalves is “contaminated,” especially in 

those drainage basins dominated by basalt and where the groundwater that enters the streamflow is 

stored for some time (i.e., a reservoir). This stored water can become “C-14 deficient,” and when it 

enters the streamflow, this “C-14 deficient water” can alter the dateable carbon in the aquatic biota 

and cause misleading results. It is now believed that this “reservoir effect” may have led to 

inaccurate dating of some cultural components in select cases. Research suggests that at Site 45WT2 

for example, at , a shell assay provided a date of range of 7300 ± 180 

B.P., but recent analysis of a charcoal sample found in the same stratigraphic component provided a 

date estimation of approximately 4920 B.P. (Osterkamp et al. 2014:549, 556). In other instances, like 

at the Hatiuhpuh Village site, the re-examination of professionally collected charcoal samples is in 

sharp contrast with earlier shell assays, and the site is now believed to be about 800 years older than 

previously thought (Osterkamp et al. 2014:554). Procedures to correct for the “reservoir effect” 

continue and techniques to take into account the chemical composition of individual streamways in 

order to properly calibrate dates at specific sites is leading to a further refinement of area precontact 

cultural chronologies (Osterkamp et al. 2014:549–550, 557). 
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2.3 Ethnographic Context 

As noted, the project is located above the Columbia River, near its junction with several major 

waterways including the Snake, Yakima, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. The project is located at a 

“cross roads of the Columbia River Valley System […] shared by many related bands and was a 

central hub of Tribal life on the Columbia Plateau” (CTUIR 2020). Among the many Native groups 

that utilized the project vicinity are the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, Walla Walla, and Nez Perce 

people (Hunn et al. 2015:5; Miller 2011:3; Ray 1938:386; Schuster 1998:327–328; Schroeder and 

Landreau 2015:10; Stern 1998:396; Walker 1998:1–3). The exact customary and territorial boundaries 

of indigenous groups are not always clearly defined because the Native people utilized many of the 

same places and resources. Many neighboring groups utilized the project vicinity for hunting, 

fishing, and gathering. Below is a general discussion of language, ancestral territory, and seasonal 

rounds, followed by a more detailed discussion of Native groups in the region. 

The Native people who lived and utilized resources in the project vicinity spoke various dialects of 

the Sahaptin language-group. The Walla Walla and Yakama each spoke dialects of the Northwest 

Sahaptin dialect cluster, while the Umatilla spoke a dialect of the Columbia River Sahaptin cluster. 

The Nez Perce and Cayuse are related culturally and linguistically to each of these indigenous groups 

though each spoke a distinct dialect of Sahaptin (Jacobs 1931; Ray 1936; Schuster 1998; Stern 1998; 

Walker 1998). Linguistic studies indicate that the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla groups 

are a Columbia River people that have been inter-related for thousands of years (Haines 1970:13). 

Intermarriage between the Umatilla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Walla Walla was so common that it was 

accepted practice for individuals of one group to claim rights to resource locations in another’s land 

once married (Ray 1938). The Nez Perce welcomed the Palus, Yakama, and Walla Walla to their rich 

gathering grounds, and they too intermarried. Ethnographic research supports that many Sahaptin 

people treated each other as being from a nearby village and not from another tribe (Haines 

1955:16–17). 

The ancestral territory of the Nez Perce includes contemporary central Idaho, along the Snake, 

Salmon, and Clearwater River systems. The Cayuse lived between the Nez Perce and the Walla Walla 

people in the Walla Walla River Valley (CTUIR 2020; Haines 1955:17). The traditional territory of 

ancestors of the Yakama Nation consisted of the Yakama (Lower Yakama), Kittitas (Upper 

Yakama), Klikitat, Taitnapam, and Wanapam bands and villages; these Yakama groups were closely 

related but remained independent, and together their territory extended from the Cascade Range to 

the west to the Wenatchee Range on the north, then to the Columbia River Valley to the east and 

south, including the Horse Heaven Hills (Schuster 1998:327–328). The northwestern portion of 

Umatilla territory also overlaid the Horse Heaven Hills, with portions of Walla Walla territory 

extending into the same area (Stern 1998:396). In general, the territory of the Umatilla and Walla 

Walla included the Columbia River and its confluence with major tributaries, including Willow 

Creek, and the Umatilla, Snake, Walla Walla and Yakima Rivers, as well as upland areas on opposite 

sides of each of these waterways and east toward the foothills of the Blue Mountains (Anastasio 

1975; Stern 1998:395–396). 

Like most Plateau and Columbia Basin groups, the Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Nez 

Perce hunted terrestrial game, fished from the area’s rich waterways, and gathered both edible and 
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medicinal plants on a seasonal round basis. The first roots became available in the spring, typically 

March, and included various valuable Lomatium species that, along with camas, were dug from the 

ground using digging sticks generally 2 ft in length and made of elk horn or hard wood. Each tribal 

group would begin the year’s fishing pursuits by repairing group fishery structures (i.e., weirs and 

traps), which may have been damaged by winter water and ice flows. Although several species of 

anadromous and local fish were historically available in the Columbia Basin year-round, Native 

people highly anticipated the spring runs. Each of these important spring collection activities were 

typically a time for socialization, ceremony, trade, and re-establishing critical inter-group 

relationships (Anastasio 1975:154; CTUIR 2020; Hunn et al. 2015:95; Ray 1936:216–217; Relander 

1956:112–113; Schuster 1998:331, 335; Stern 1998:396–397). 

The runs of salmon occurred at different times of the year and included Chinook (mid-March to 

mid-June, then mid-September to mid-October), sockeye (July and August), blueback (July and 

August), and silver (mid-September to mid-October, then mid-December to February). Steelhead 

trout could be found most of the year beginning in February (Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish 

Commission 2020). Sturgeon were available in the winter and were caught near modern-day Pasco 

with “gorges tied to braided hemp set lines” (Relander 1956:242–244). In the summer, during a 

dense run of fish, fishermen would line the banks of the various waterways with their fishing 

implements. 

When the fish were not running, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, and neighboring groups moved 

into the uplands above the rivers. Task groups sought wooded areas and high meadows in order to 

hunt and trap animals and gather autumn roots (e.g., bitterroot), berries (e.g., huckleberry), and barks 

for food, medicines, and general supplies. Animal skins would be used for robes, blankets and 

garments and elk and mountain sheep horns could be used for tools and sturdy bows. Seasonal 

camps at resource-procurement locations tended to consist of more ephemeral tents or huts, 

constructed of tule mats over a cottonwood framework (Haines 1955:12–13; Relander 1956:40; 

Stern 1998). In 1805, William Clark documented mat lodges, scaffolds of drying salmon, and piles of 

un-processed salmon, as well as oblong flat-roofed fishing houses made of mats; these observations 

were from a stretch of the Columbia River between the mouths of the Snake and Yakima Rivers 

(University of Nebraska Press 2020). 

Summer was a favored time for trade, and fishing and hunting would regularly continue. Then, 

hunting intensified in the fall, where large kills were accomplished by firing grass to drive deer and 

elk into a particular area. Successful hunting parties could procure enough meat to sustain families 

through the winter. Hunting, gathering, and processing activities continued in the uplands until the 

first severe frost. After this, people generally congregated in larger family-groups at riverine villages 

and made the last preparations for the coming winter. People wintered in mat lodges that contained 

numerous households and used nearby pit houses for storage, sweats, and rituals associated with 

rites of passage. The winter months were a time of celebration and social events, including 

ceremonies and storytelling. Equipment was made and repaired during this time in preparation for 

the coming seasons of procuring and processing. Additional hunting and fishing forays 

supplemented the winter-time diet of mashed and dried roots, fish, and game (Anastasio 1975:137; 

Hunn et al. 2015; Miller 2011:3). 
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Other important game animals besides deer and elk included mountain sheep, mountain goats, and 

fox. Nez Perce groups would hunt black bear and grizzly bear as well (Haines 1955:20–21). Birds 

were also taken, including duck, grouse, quail, pheasant, sage hen, and geese. Salmon, steelhead, 

sucker, eel, lamprey, and shellfish were important resources harvested from the major rivers and 

their tributaries. Numerous roots and berries were gathered, including Indian carrot, bitterroot, 

biscuitroot (couse or kouse), Indian onion, Indian potato, huckleberries, serviceberries, blueberries, 

rose haws, black moss, sunflower, and currant (CTUIR 2020; Haines 1955:7, 20–21; Schuster 

1998:331–332; Stern 1998:399–400). 

Throughout the year, groups divided the labor, and individuals not hunting, fishing, or gathering 

would typically be responsible for specific and various tasks, including processing collected foods, 

collecting firewood, repairing and making tools, and participating in social activities or household 

tasks (Haines 1955, 1970; Hunn et al. 2015:95; Schuster 1998; Stern 1998; Walker 1998).  

In time, the introduction of the horse would transform the interactions of many indigenous groups 

in the Plateau. Due to their geographic location, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cause, and Nez 

Perce resided in the center of a great trade network for thousands of years that stretched from the 

Pacific Ocean to the Plains, and south to the Great Basin. When the horse was introduced, the travel 

to trading-grounds became quicker and the trading more regular, and the traditional seasonal round 

was gradually altered. For example, the Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Umatilla, who only 

occasionally ventured into the Plains, began to join Nez Perce hunting parties to the east (Haines 

1970:61; Stern 1998; Walker 1998). 

2.3.1 Yakama 

Traditionally, each independent band of the Yakama had its socio-economic center at a permanent 

village along a specific section of the Yakima River or one of its major tributaries. The village was 

the main political unit, and each comprised semi-subterranean mat lodges for individual families, a 

few sweat lodges, and commonly a ceremonial longhouse. The winter villages housed from 500 to 

2,000 people and were heavily relied on during winter months. Foods that had been stored in semi-

subterranean cellars in the villages would suffice though the winter but, like most regional tribal 

groups, the Yakama waited for the arrival of the new year to gather significant root crops, including 

“first celery” during “first foods feast” (Schuster 1998:327–329, 331).   

The individual bands would travel to procurement areas along the waterways or into the uplands, 

but there was little need to venture too far from the riverbanks due to the bountiful resources 

nearby. Salmon were plentiful in the Yakama territory, as were lamprey, sturgeon, steelhead trout, 

and suckerfish. In addition to huckleberry, gooseberry, dogwood, golden currant, and choke cherry, 

a variety of nuts could be had to complement the riverine resources and root foods (Anastasio 1975; 

Ray 1936; Schuster 1998:331).  

Fishing was essential, and the Yakima, Columbia, Klickitat, and White Salmon Rivers were all 

significant waterways for the summer blue-back and Chinook salmon. Dip nets made of Indian 

hemp and reeds, and weirs constructed from willow branches, as well as spears, toggling harpoons, 

and gill nets were all used to secure the principal food resource of the traditional Yakama. A portion 

of the catch would be finely pounded and pulverized using oak mortars and stone pestles; then the 
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minced fish would be placed in layers separated by rye grasses into baskets lined with salmon skins 

for winter storage. Use of local fishing grounds were family-owned and were inherited; this was in 

contrast to gathering grounds, where an agreement of reciprocity between the neighboring bands 

was understood. A good example is the collection of camas, where large groups comprising the 

various bands would come together at favored grounds (Anastasio 1975; Ray 1936; Schuster 

1998:331). 

Trade was critical to traditional Yakama culture, even before the horse. The Yakama would travel 

across the Cascade Range to obtain and exchange goods and maintain relations with Northwest 

Coastal people. The Yakama would even take goods they procured from Great Basin “desert” 

cultures to the coast to barter for marine resources and decorative objects (Schuster 1998:333; 

Walker 1997:71, 77). 

Many natural features of the landscape were sacred to the Yakama, and some were locations that 

were sought for their particular spiritual power (Schuster 1998:331). There are many 

ethnographically documented places that show the use of the project vicinity by the Yakama people. 

Yakama settlements include tanáxalu on  

; this was a large village and fishing area (Schuster 

1998:328–329). The location of k″sis (“two rivers meet” [Yakama]) or kwsiis (“at the point of the 

land” [Umatilla/Walla Walla]) was a permanently occupied large trading center, meeting place, and 

fishing area at . At this locale, located  

, not only were large gatherings held, but also it was a place where Yakama, 

Walla Walla, Nez Perce, and Umatilla people all resided. Near  

, is tápanašqit, a 

permanent village and scout camp where horse racing was common (Hunn et al. 2015:94; Schuster 

1998:328–329; Stern 1988:400).  

Ray (1936:144) describes a small Yakama village “of twelve to sixteen lodges...located  

,” which is . Here 

Hunn and colleagues (2015:104) describe a winter fishing village that was also used by the Walla 

Walla and other tribes. The project is also  of Pápšut, a “gathering place 

where horses were brought in the spring and early summer and fish were caught at a point below” 

(Hunn et al. 2015). 

The Yakima Treaty was signed on June 9, 1855 (ratified March 8, 1859), which ceded over 12 million 

acres of land to the United States. The Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation 

consisted of 14 tribes and bands from the region, and the Yakama Indian Reservation was 

established that included nearly 1.2 million acres between the towns of Yakima and Toppenish, and 

Mount Adams. As part of the treaty, the tribes agreed to relinquish title to their lands while 

maintaining their traditional rights to hunt, fish, gather roots and berries, and pasture their animals 

on lands outside the Yakama Reservation (Lahren 1998:488; Schuster 1998:343). In the 1950s, the 

Unites States attempted to terminate most Tribes from federal recognition, and while over 60 Tribes 

were terminated, the testimony of Kis-‘am-xay in 1954 (the only living tribal member who was alive 

when the 1855 treaty was signed) prevented the Yakama from termination (Meyers 2019). Today the 

Yakama consist of over 6,000 members, many of whom live on reservation lands, and the people 
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continue to hunt, fish, and gather in traditional places and maintain their cultural traditions (Yakama 

2010).   

2.3.2 Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla 

Like other Plateau groups, the Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla Walla gathered critical foods in the 

spring, summer, and autumn and dried them for winter consumption. The Umatilla and Walla Walla 

fished by dip net, gaff hook, small spear, or hook and line starting in spring. Late spring saw the 

harvest of camas, a portion of which was prepared for storage. Cous and bitterroot were also 

commonly gathered and stored. It was common practice to dry deer and elk meat for jerky and to 

“pound” fish into fine pieces, shape the pieces into cakes, and then pack the cakes into baskets for 

storage to complement the root foods. Huckleberries, chokecherries, hawthorn berries, and wild 

carrots could be collected in summer, and at times, the groups would trap beaver. When the people 

left the riverine village setting, they used dogs to help pack the load and often traveled by canoe. 

Autumn would be a time to prepare for the more sedentary winter. The Walla Walla and Umatilla 

lifeway centered on the Columbia River, while their Cayuse neighbors lived in the tributary river 

valleys and in the Blue Mountains. Individual family groups were referred to and known locally by 

the name of the village from which they resided (CTUIR 2020; Miller 2011:4). 

The Cayuse joined with the Nez Perce more regularly after the introduction of the horse, especially 

into the Plains to go after buffalo; Umatilla and Walla Walla also took part, but there was still focus 

on the riverine system. The importance of the river to the Umatilla people gains further support in 

the fact that even after introduction of the horse, the Umatilla still favored use of their canoes 

(Miller 2011:5). 

The Umatilla utilized a seasonal round from the Columbia Valley lowlands to the uplands of the 

Blue Mountains (CTUIR 2020). The area above Wallula Gap on both sides of the Columbia River 

was used to graze herds of their prized horses, and valued resources were shared with the Nez Perce 

(Anastasio 1975). Many Walla Walla people resided in three villages, including Walúulapam on  

; Nax̣iyamłáma on  

; and Čamná near  (Stern 1998:395–396).  

The Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse have numerous documented places in the project area 

including Piyuušmaami Puštáy (“hill of the snakes”), which is  

 

 (Hunn et al. 2015:96). Kusipamá (“for horses”) is , and this 

area  was an important travel route for Native people (Hunn et al. 2015:95). 

The hills also provided abundant grasses that were utilized for grazing herds of horses (Stern 

1998:395). , many traditional places were located  

including (but not limited to) fishing sites Islakáyipa, Tmišpa (“at chokecherries”) and Twalúutas (“dip-

netting place”), as well as the villages of Ka?uyitká?uyit (“many first foods feasts”), Qiipa (“at the 

eddy”), and Walúula (“little river”) (Hunn et al. 2015:94–97).  

 were villages Amápa (“at an island”), Camná, 

Lawxálapaykas, Sišúšpa (“evil smelling place”), Tamanúutas (“water pulls down”), and Tanáxalu 
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(“throw rocks at fish”), and fishing sites Kótkot (“work”), Nátatpa, Sikima, and Wáqaliqpa (“at the 

bend”), among others (Hunn et al. 2015:98–101).  

In the Treaty of June 9, 1855, the Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla ceded 6.4 million acres of land 

(including the entirety of the project) and reserved about 500,000 acres on which to live. The treaty 

was ratified by Congress in 1859 and the Umatilla Reservation was established. Today, the 

reservation of the CTUIR is approximately 172,000 acres in size. Despite many encroachments and 

attempts to assimilate Native people, the Tribe continues to use and guard the hunting, gathering, 

and fishing rights guaranteed to them in their 1855 treaty (CTUIR 2020; Lahren 1998:487; Stern 

1998:415). 

2.3.3 Nez Perce  

The Nez Perce inhabited large portions of the Snake and Salmon River Valleys and the whole length 

of the Clearwater River. After the introduction of the horse their range vastly increased and groups 

would frequently travel between the Plains and the Pacific Coast (Haines 1955:4; Spinden 1928:58, 

taken from Reid 1991:25). The “enemies” of the Nez Perce lay to the south and east, where 

territories were naturally demarcated by mountainous country, but to the north into the country 

occupied by the Spokane, and west into the country of the Columbia Basin people, the Nez Perce 

were welcome (Haines 1955:7). 

The Cayuse and Nez Perce tended to travel together to visit both friend and foe. They were 

welcome in traditional Yakama country and are documented as being present there during the spring 

of 1814 in an upper Yakima Valley root-ground, when Alexander Ross was traveling through 

seeking to buy horses. Cayuse and Nez Perce are also known to have been in cooperation when 

dealing with their mutual enemy the Shoshone (Ruby and Brown 1988:40, 51). Originally, 

ethnographic research suggests that the Nez Perce adopted certain Plains cultural traits (Spinden 

1908, 1928), but studies have since shown that the originally referenced “Plains traits” actually 

originated in the Plateau and diffused east, perhaps due to Nez Perce seasonal migrations in that 

direction (Reid 1991:25). 

Reid (1991:22) mentions a map of 78 Nez Perce villages that were located  

in the early 1800s, just before the Lewis and Clark expedition, which included seven clusters of 

villages on . Commonly, Nez Perce favored  

 for village locations (Haines 1955:9, 1970:17). Here families would 

construct semi-subterranean lodges, using driftwood logs for posts and timbers and mats of cattail 

or teasel for coverings. As the family grew, the lodge would be extended and additional holes would 

be created in the lodge-roof for additional fires; because of their size, one or two lodges, with 

smaller structures for young men, and some for young women, would equate to a village (Haines 

1955:9–10). The village residents would “own” the local fishing and gathering spots, but others 

could collect there with “invitation” (Haines 1955:16). Traditional Nez Perce cemeteries were 

located near the major village sites, commonly on the first riverine terrace, where the ground was 

less compact and graves could be seen by village occupants (Spinden 1908:181). 

Stone piling among the Nez Perce and the neighboring tribes was a critical aspect of their traditional 

lifeway. Ethnographic observations support that this activity served various functions, one of which 
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was to “encourage particular types of visions” (Walker 1966:436). During wáyatin, or the Nez Perce 

vision quest, the people piled stones in particular ways dependent on the particular tutelary spirit or 

type of vision desired. For example, a Nez Perce neophyte would shape the rocks into a corral if the 

desired visions were associated with horses. Nez Perce informants have also explained that stone 

piles and stone structures were used as wind breaks during vision quests, as trail markers, or as 

directional guides to re-locate cache pits and successful food gathering areas (Walker 1966:437).   

During the spring and summer, the Nez Perce used “fish walls,” which were “low rock walls 

constructed in such a manner that they project into the river at an acute angle upstream from the 

riverbank.” This strategy would direct migrating fish toward canoes that the Native people would 

anchor to the top of the walls; then dip nets were used (Reid 1991:68). These walls were usually 

located near the villages (Reid 1991:69). 

The Nez Perce signed a treaty on June 11, 1855, at Camp Stevens that reduced their territory from 

13 million acres to a 7-million-acre reservation. Another treaty with the Nez Perce in 1863 at 

Lapwai, Idaho, reduced the reservation to 757,000 acres, and a third treaty in 1869 included 

provisions for timber harvesting. Reserved lands were then open for non-Native settlement in 1895 

and this, along with other factors, reduced Nez Perce land further to less than 100,000 acres. As 

with other tribes, the Nez Perce maintain their rights to hunt, gather, and fish throughout their 

traditional territory (Lahren 1998:488–489; Nez Perce Tribe 2020). 

2.4 Historic Context 

2.4.1 Explorers, Fur Trappers, and Missionaries, 1805–1858 

The first non-Natives to encounter the indigenous people in the region were explorers. On 

September 20, 1805, William Clark, of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, accompanied by six men, 

pushed ahead of the main group in search of game. After traveling through forest and mountains, 

Clark and his men “proceeded on through a beautiful Countrey [sic] … to a Small Plain” (Mountain 

Press 2020). There, in the expansive Weippe Prairie, Clark observed the Nez Perce people gathering 

camas (Haines 1955:28–29). About one month later, the Expedition arrived at the confluence of the 

Snake and Columbia Rivers, approximately 4 mi northeast of the project.  

On October 16, 1805, the Expedition camped for two nights at a village of 200 people; the village 

was likely kwsiis, mentioned above in Section 2.3. William Clark wrote in his journal “In every 

direction from the junction of those rivers the Countrey [sic] is one continued plain low and rises 

from the water gradually, except a range of high Countrey [sic] which runs from S.W. & N.E. and is 

on the opposit [sic] side about 2 miles distant from the Columbia” (University of Nebraska Press 

2020). This range was likely the Horse Heaven Hills.  

While the Expedition camped at the confluence of the Columbia and Snake Rivers, Clark wrote that 

the “natives showed me the entrance of a large Westerly fork which they Called Tapetet . . .” 

(Tapteal or today’s Yakima River, 6 mi northeast of the project). On their return trip, between April 

27 and April 30, 1806, the expedition camped at another village at the confluence of the Walla Walla 

and Columbia Rivers (University of Nebraska Press 2020), which is 6 mi east of the project. 
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As in much of the West, non-Native exploration and settlement of Washington and Oregon was 

driven by the expansion of the fur trade and its associated economic interests. Less than a decade 

after the Lewis and Clark Expedition made its return trip east, other exploration parties traversed the 

region. John Jacob Astor created the Pacific Fur Company in 1810 to establish a fur trading 

enterprise in the west at the mouth of the Columbia River. One of Astor’s expeditions, led by 

Alexander Ross, traveled up the Columbia River from Astoria and reached the Walla Walla River on 

August 12, 1811; they observed 1,500 people and 4,000 horses (Ross 1849:127) and met with several 

Walla Walla and Cayuse Indians (Miller 2011:6). 

Alexander Ross and his men continued up the Columbia River and entered the waters of the mouth 

of the Snake River. On August 15, 1811, Ross and his party attended a tribal council and were 

granted permission to proceed up the Columbia (or the “North Branch” of the fork). The next day, 

Ross and his men arrived at the mouth of the Yakima River and wrote that this area “surpassed in 

picturesque beauty anything we had yet seen” (Ross 1849:141).  

Also in 1811, David Thompson, Canadian fur trader, mapmaker, and founder of the Northwest 

Company trading posts, passed the mouth of the Yakima River while exploring the mid-Columbia 

region for his employer and seeking fur trade with local tribes (Kubik 1994:4). Reportedly during 

this period over “200 Indians lived . . . near [the mouth of the Yakima River] in a village called 

Chemna” (Parker 1986:26). The fur trade in eastern Washington continued to grow exponentially. 

The Northwest Company and the Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) established fur trading posts 

throughout the Plateau interior in order to supply fur trappers.  

In 1818 the Northwest Company established Fort Nez Percés at the confluence of the Walla Walla 

and Columbia Rivers, near modern-day Wallula, 6 mi east of the project. Fort Nez Percés was more 

developed and more fortified than an ordinary fur trading fort; it had a double-wall design, high 

fortified water towers, and a tall palisade. The Northwest Company merged with the HBC and 

rebuilt the post in 1821 and changed its name to Fort Walla Walla. The post remained in effect until 

1857. The post was an important repository for furs but also provided grain to other forts in the 

Pacific Northwest; historic documents indicate that employees from this fort regularly traveled to 

the lower Yakima River to harvest wild timothy hay (Bennett 1980; Walla Walla 2020). Evidently the 

agricultural promise of the project region was recognized from early on by explorers and fur 

trappers.   

The next line of non-Native settlements in the Interior Plateau were the missionaries. Dr. Marcus 

Whitman and his wife Narcissa, along with Henry and Eliza Spalding, traveled through the Walla 

Walla Valley in 1836. On October 16 of that same year, the Whitmans constructed a Presbyterian 

mission at Waiialatpu, about 30 mi east of the project. In short time, the Whitman Mission would 

become a regular stopping point for settlers venturing west via the Oregon Trail (NPS 2020). In 

1840, William Gray, a layman and laborer who had come west with the Whitmans a few years earlier, 

erected a Protestant mission called Shimnap near the mouth of the Yakima River. However, 

Shimnap was abandoned within a year due to “unfavorable local conditions” (Drury 1937).  

The first wave of emigrants ventured across the Oregon Trail in the 1840s and continued to do so 

until the 1880s. A steady population increase of American-born settlers reinforced the need for 

additional boundary negotiations between the growing United States and Great Britain. Discussions 

that begun in 1843 culminated in 1846 when the “treaty-line” at the 49th parallel was extended west 
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from the Rockies to the Pacific Ocean; this gave the United States claim to the “Oregon Country” 

from the right bank of the Columbia River north to the contemporary Canadian border (Riddle 

2010).  

Additional missionaries came to the project area less than one year later. In 1847, a small group of 

Roman Catholic missionaries from France traveled to Fort Walla Walla to serve the fledgling 

American settlements in the Pacific Northwest and introduce Catholicism to the Native people. This 

Catholic group, led by Father E. C. Chirouse, established the Saint Rose Mission on  

, near the Indian village of Chemna (Greger 

1993). Nelson (1928) describes the location of the mission as being situated  

. It was abandoned in 1848. 

Non-Native influence on the indigenous populations in the Plateau had been felt much earlier than 

upon first physical contact. Campbell’s (1989) has suggested that estimated populations in the 

Pacific Northwest declined abruptly as early as the 1500s, a hypothesized result of the first North 

American smallpox epidemic in 1520 (Campbell 1989:186). Although populations appear to have 

recuperated in the intervening period, conservative estimates suggest that the total middle Columbia 

population was significantly reduced again as a result of the first recorded smallpox epidemic in the 

area in 1780 (Hunn 1990:241; Schuster 1998:343). Year after year, Europeans traveling through the 

Columbia River valley carried new diseases, including measles, “intermittent fever,” “virus 

influenza,” “ague,” and “pestilence” (Schuster 1982:21). These devastating epidemics had a 

profound impact on the Plateau societies, wiping out many of the elders who were more susceptible 

to disease and subsequently severing the flow of wisdom and traditional cultural practices. Shifts in 

both population distribution (including massive migrations) and the focus of subsistence activities 

was likely consequential to varying extents (Campbell 1989:187–188). This information is crucial to 

understanding the settlement history of the United States and is significant to the study of inter-

group relationships in the project area as well. 

In 1847, an epidemic of measles reached the project vicinity. The Native people quickly contracted 

the disease as they had no immunity to this European-borne illness. By this time, the Native people 

had already become concerned at the continuous influx of settlers into the region. The settlers were 

steadily depleting resources and taking land. Although the indigenous groups had gotten along with 

the Whitmans for the previous ten years, the feeling of desperation reached a pinnacle when the 

inoculations they were being given did not seem to work as well as they did for the local non-Native 

community. Tensions rose, and several rumors began to surface. These rumors included ideas that 

the Whitmans were providing “lower-grade” inoculations, as well as handing out infected trade 

goods such as blankets, to the Indian people. The Native people felt insulted, and their frustrations 

grew. On November 29, 1847, a small group of Cayuse Indians entered the Whitman Mission with 

weapons tucked away under blankets and killed Marcus and Narcissa Whitman and 12 others. After 

one month, five members of the Cayuse Tribe came forth in hopes to make amends, but all five 

were hung in Oregon City in 1850. This incident would prove to have drastic consequences to the 

already stressed relationship between local Native and non-Native people and would act as a catalyst 

to dozens of clashes, small and large, that would shake the Pacific Northwest until the reservation 

period (Meinig 1968; NPS 2020). 
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In the years leading up to the conflict with the Whitmans, the U.S. interest in the Oregon Territory 

was mostly from afar; it had been a far-off outpost with informal laws and wanting organization. 

However, the continued ventures by settlers west along the emigrant trails, the growing tension 

between the non-Native settlers and the Native inhabitants, and the desire of the federal 

government to ultimately take a strong hold on the lands of the Pacific Northwest eventually led 

Congress to pass the “Act to Establish the Territorial Government of Oregon” in 1848 (Rochester 

2003). Oregon Territory at that time included what is now Washington State. 

Now that the Oregon Territory was a legitimate, organized portion of the nation, the federal 

government felt that a law was needed to properly stake land-claims. Without consulting the Native 

people who already lived there, the U.S. government passed the Donation Land Claim (DLC) Act, 

which took effect on September 27, 1850, and promoted rapid settlement of the Oregon Territory. 

The act stated that any single white male was eligible to claim 320 acres, and any white married 

couple was eligible to claim 640 acres if they arrived in the Oregon Territory before December 1, 

1850. The requirement was that settlers had to reside on the granted land and cultivate it for no less 

than four years in order to gain possession. The act expired in 1855 (Riddle 2010).  

By 1850, 12,000 emigrants traveled through the Columbia Plateau along the Oregon Trail. Soon, 

Walla Walla County, across the Columbia River and 6 mi east of the project, became one of the 

earliest areas permanently occupied by non-Native people between the Rockies and the Cascade 

mountains (Beckham 1998). As the lands became increasingly occupied, the frontiersmen and 

settlers north of the Columbia River valley and west of Wallula felt that they should be treated as 

independent from those that dwelled south and east of the river channel. In short, the “northerners” 

demanded a territory of their own, and after delegates pleaded their case for a “Columbia Territory,” 

a federal bill was introduced on February 8, 1853. About three weeks later the bill, now amended to 

read “Washington Territory,” was signed (Rochester 2004).  

One of the immediate undertakings of the new Washington Territory was to further the 

transportation network in support of military and government oversight of the region. In 1853, a 

military wagon road, originally designated the “Walla Walla to Steilacoom Pioneer Citizens Trail,” or 

Naches Trail, was roughly carved-in atop an old “Indian Trail” to link Fort Walla Walla (near 

contemporary Wallula) with Fort Steilacoom on the Puget Sound. The route had been used in the 

1830s by the HBC and in the 1840s by the Charles Wilkes military expedition, but it remained rough 

and arduous. The Naches Trail followed the south bank of the Columbia River using the already 

established Native American trail system. It began as an “off-shoot” of the Oregon Trail, with a goal 

of passing through Yakima Country on the way westward. It began at the Wallula crossing and ran 

west through what is now Hover, Finley, and Kennewick, then crossed the Yakima River 3 mi 

upstream from its mouth and ran onward west over the Cascade Mountains. After this route was 

formalized, it was used by a wide range of groups, from trappers and missionaries to government 

officials, as well as settlers trying to market their goods (Parkins 1941). A portion of this trail ran 

only a few miles northeast of the current project lands and helped tie the project area to the ever-

growing settlements on the west side of the Cascade Range. 

The territorial governments continued to try and limit the tension growing between settlers and the 

Native inhabitants by overseeing the territories via a system of roads and forts. However, it became 

increasingly difficult to control and monitor the mass waves of immigrants en route west via the 
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Oregon Trail. It was agreed by the government that the creation of specific lands reserved for the 

Native people would provide the means for the U.S. government to both consolidate tribal 

populations and further open areas for continued non-Native settlement. After several treaties were 

signed by Native groups in 1855, Washington Territorial Governor Isaac Stevens sought to open up 

vast areas of lands in eastern Washington, including the mid-Columbia River Basin, to non-

Indigenous settlement. As a result of dissatisfaction with the treaty’s implementation, and fed up 

with the multiple violations of the treaty language, Native groups throughout the Plateau region 

began to fight against the intrusion, which eventually led to the Indian Wars of 1855–1858 

(Beckham 1998; Hunn 1990). 

Although conflicts between Native people and settlers and the U.S. government lasted until the 

1870s in the American West, they were mostly confined to the years 1855 to 1858 in the project 

vicinity. The wars reached a breaking point in 1856, and on August 20, General Wool, U.S. Army 

Regional Commander, closed eastern Washington to further settlement with the hope of ending 

conflict with the local Native groups. General Wool felt that limiting entry into the area and 

removing non-Natives from the designated reservation lands would soon eliminate the wars. After 

three years of frequent conflict, many Native people were forcibly removed to reservations and the 

federal government re-opened eastern Washington to settlement in 1858 (Washington Secretary of 

State 2020). 

2.4.2 Continued Settlement and Growth,1858–1882 

When eastern Washington opened again for non-Native land claims in 1858, settlers did not hesitate 

to apply for patents on the remaining land. This resurrection of land claims led to another boom in 

settlement of the project vicinity. The promise of successful cattle-rearing on the expansive prairies 

of the mid-Columbia Basin was the primary attraction, but gold, discovered in that same year on the 

Upper Columbia in Washington Territory surely tempted a new wave of interest. Idealistic 

businessmen and entrepreneurs set their sights on transportation of goods and services into (and out 

of) the region (Lang 2019). 

At the site of old Fort Walla Walla, the town of “Wallula Landing,” 6 mi east of the project, was 

founded in 1858 to assist with transporting travelers between the Upper Columbia and Idaho mining 

districts. Although comparably short-lived, the Wallula area became a major hub for both river and 

overland travel. Early speculators felt that “Wallula’s gateway location could make it as influential in 

mining as the fort had been in fur trading” (Edwards 2005:79). In addition, the Mullan Military 

Road, the first wagon road across the northern Rocky Mountains, first became navigable in 1859 

and was also rooted in Wallula; from there, it extended east to Fort Walla Walla and north to 

Spokane and eventually reached Fort Benton on the Missouri River. Although classified as a military 

road, the U.S. government felt that such a road would also support increased migration westward 

(Parkins 1941; Winther 1945:24).  

The U.S. government still held an enormous amount of public lands in the Pacific Northwest even 

after the DLC Act of 1850. In consequence, the federal government passed the Homestead Act of 

1862. This Act provided settlers 160 acres of public land if they fulfilled mandated conditions, which 

included residing on the land for five years, as well as cultivating it (Oregon Secretary of State 2020). 
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It was also in 1862 that the filing of the official plat of the town of Wallula, as well as the initiation 

of the planned Wallula steamboat operations, are documented (Edwards 2005).  

By 1863, one of the earliest documented settlers of the project vicinity, John B. Nelson, took up land 

near the mouth of Yakima River. In 1868, E. Bird brought an estimated 300 head of cattle into the 

lands where contemporary Richland is situated (Miller 2011:7). The early ranchers likely had to 

endure the valley’s severe, arid environmental conditions, low prices for their stock, transportation 

of their cattle to distant markets, and opposition from local Tribes, but there was opportunity. One 

of the largest available markets for the stockmen to sell their goods was to the meat markets in the 

mining districts along the Upper Columbia River Valley of the Washington Territory and north into 

British Columbia; however, undoubtedly the transport of goods remained a challenge (Chatters 

1989). 

In 1865, near the Civil War’s end, the stockmen who had left to support the war returned to the 

region. Increasing numbers of cattle, horses, and sheep were brought into both the Yakima and 

Columbia River Valleys around this time. As settlement intensified, services increased. In 1875, a 

mail service route was established that ran between “Yakima City and Wallula” with the route’s post 

office situated at the mouth of the Yakima. Along this route, “stage stops” or places where horses 

could take rest and water were also introduced (Parker 1986:16, 20).  

While cattle ranching and sheep farming remained viable on the mid-Columbia well into the 

twentieth century, the treacherous winter of 1880–1881 dealt a sharp blow to the local industry. 

Prolonged blizzards, freezing temperatures, and lack of feed caused the loss of upwards of 80 

percent of the stock. This calamity forced many stockmen to switch to farming and establish small 

irrigation systems to grow alfalfa and rye; some experimented with vegetables and fruit trees. These 

early farms were primarily small family ventures. In order to find success in larger farming 

enterprises, more elaborate irrigation works would be necessary. Although difficulties were had, 

population numbers continued to increase throughout the decade (Beckham 1998; Chatters 1989; 

Parker 1986). 

2.4.3 Railroads and Agriculture, 1883–1904 

In the early 1880s, ranching and stock raising continued, and the Columbia River corridor persisted 

as the major focus of waterborne commerce and general transportation. Although more steamboats 

were introduced in the project vicinity around this time, the area needed ways to transport goods. It 

needed a more stable form of economic development and a foundation for future infrastructure of 

the mid-Columbia Basin. The addition of the railroad provided both. After the contract to construct 

the railroad was finalized, the region saw another upsurge in both development and population 

growth (Kershner 2008, 2013). 

In 1883, the Northern Pacific Railroad (NPRR) began work on a segment of rail line near 

contemporary Kennewick that would connect the Midwest to the Pacific Ocean, but it would have 

to cross the Columbia River first. This large effort required the development of new towns to house 

offices and materials yards, and also the hundreds of workers that would be needed to achieve 

success. The town of Ainsworth was established as a place for railroad workers to live in 1884, and it 

was later renamed Pasco. Kennewick was established in 1885 and was also a railroad town (Reed 
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1950; Robertson 1995:10–11). Kennewick began to grow almost immediately; in less than one year 

the town had about a dozen buildings and was the headquarters for the Northern Pacific Cascades 

Division. Family-owned businesses directly tied to the building of the railroad also popped up. 

However, other services ceased operation with the coming of the railroad, as things like stage 

services were no longer needed (Parker 1986:16, 20).  

Although Kennewick was surveyed in 1885, it was not until sometime between 1888 and 1893 that 

the plat was filed. In 1888, when the permanent railroad bridge spanning the Columbia River 

between Pasco and Kennewick (near Clover Island) was completed, the railroad officially connected 

the Great Lakes regions to Seattle and Portland via the Tri-Cities; construction of this bridge had 

employed an estimated 1,200 workers by itself (Reed 1950; Robertson 1995:10–11, 236–237; 

Wakeley et al. 1998:17). The railroad still extends along the west side of the Columbia River 3 mi 

east of the project, and the bridge, although re-built, is still in place 6 mi north of the project. 

The establishment of the transcontinental railroad now enabled farmers to ship large quantities of 

product to exceptionally distant markets, and this could be done fast and reliably. The railroads also 

made substantial profits by transporting farmers and other settlers into the mid-Columbia region, 

selling them land, and then shipping away the products of their labor. In short, although the Tri-

Cities area had always been rich with potential, it was the transport of goods and services in and out 

of the area that was crucial to its development. Following its success, railroad moguls began to plan 

the route of another rail line to run from Wallula through Kennewick and westward up the Yakima 

Valley. Industrial developments commonly led to the founding of a new town, and this was no 

exception. In 1905, plans for new construction were set, and in 1906, personnel from the “North 

Coast Railway” bought a few dozen acres for a railroad station across the river from Kiona. By 1909, 

the site for the new station was platted by railroad officials. In 1911, as soon as the post office there 

was established, the town of Benton City was born, 3 mi north of the project (Chatters 1989; 

Robertson 1995:236–237).  

Early Washington settlers practiced dryland farming, but these efforts were never very successful 

due to the arid conditions of the landscape. During the 1880s and 1890s, there were several attempts 

to bring large-scale irrigation to the lower Yakima and mid-Columbia Rivers. Some of these attempts 

did not pan out, as these systems were expensive, not always easy to construct and maintain, and 

were often linked to flooding and soil mineralization (Chatters 1989). However, with the 

introduction of competent large-scale irrigation systems, agricultural development and establishment 

of homesteads could develop much more rapidly. Extensive irrigation could not only lead to a more 

diverse arrangement of crops but, with the help of the railroad(s), the yields could be steadily 

marketed. The Yakima Irrigation and Improvement Company came to the Kennewick area in 1889 

to promote settlement in the Columbia Basin. Frank Dudley, a banker and railroad builder from 

New York, bought a total of 22,966 acres from the NPRR for two proposed irrigation systems: (1) 

the lower Yakima Ditch, beginning at a dam on Horn Rapids (10 mi north of the project) and 

extending to modern-day Richland; and (2) the Kennewick Canal (aka the Columbia Canal), also 

beginning at Horn Rapids and extending along the south side of the Yakima River (near Kiona) to 

an area opposite of the town of Wallula. By 1892, water from the lower Yakima Ditch was brought 

to the small platted townsite of Cottonwood, later to become Richland (Columbia Irrigation District 

2019; Kershner 2008, 2013; Parker 1986:37; Reed 1950).  
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During planning and construction of the Yakima Irrigation and Improvement Company canals, 

there had been lavish promotions and boosterism of the region to attract farmers and settlers with 

the promise of large amounts of irrigation water. Even railroads like the Northern Pacific had their 

own real estate and irrigation companies to promote settlement and agricultural development. The 

promotional enticements paid off as even more farmers came to the region. According to 

Thompson (1952:8), “the first town of Kennewick was all but deserted when the railroad 

construction was completed, but a second townsite was platted in 1892 under the impetus of 

irrigation which realized some measure of permanency.” By early 1900, nearly all land suitable for 

growing crops in Benton County had been claimed. Within three years the amount of irrigated land 

reached over 4,000 acres, and the population of Kennewick grew from about 50 to about 400 

(Kershner 2008; Parker 1986:37; Reed 1950).  

Large-scale irrigation only became a reality throughout the American West with the signing of the 

Newlands Reclamation Act in 1902. This legislation made possible the funding and development of 

large-scale irrigation ventures by providing federal financing of local irrigation projects through the 

establishment of irrigation districts. In 1902, the Northern Pacific Irrigation Company took over 

irrigation in the area and completed additional canals, allowing for the agricultural industry to really 

boom. Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful initially, and soon enough, apple, 

cherry, peach, and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 2008, 2013; Reed 1950).  

The consolidation of irrigation districts and companies continued and accelerated after the turn of 

the century. Kennewick, which became an incorporated city in 1904, grew into a small and 

prosperous agricultural community during the early years of the First World War. The surrounding 

farms increased in value as they received high prices for their agricultural produce, desperately 

needed in war-torn Europe. Land speculators, farmers, and ranchers took advantage of the irrigation 

land boom as development of a large network of irrigation canals brought water to the agricultural 

fields and the city of Kennewick grew and became a regional center of commerce (City of 

Kennewick 2020; Kershner 2008; Reed 1950).  

2.4.4 Early Twentieth Century, 1905–1942 

In the early twentieth century, and as a direct result of the success of the extensive irrigation 

projects, farms became well-established and lucrative. The Horse Heaven Project was designed to 

irrigate the western project area after the success of irrigation in the lowlands north of the project. 

An ad in a 1911 newspaper boasted “Horse Heaven–where our Flour comes from. Soon to be 

Irrigated-800,000 acres Water to be furnished at $60 per acre, payable $4 a year. These lands can 

now be purchased at from $10 to $40 per acre” (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1911). The Horse Heaven 

Project, which was going to bring in water from the White Salmon and Klickitat Rivers, was 

somewhat controversial, however, not from the perspective of the Horse Heaven Hills residents but 

from those near the water sources to the west (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1913). The project was 

eventually completed with the Horse Heaven Water District created in 1919 (Kennewick Courier-

Reporter 1919).  

Fields of wheat and vegetables, vineyards, small dairies with healthy stock, and miscellaneous fruit 

orchards also thrived with the completion of the irrigation project (City of Kennewick 2020; Parker 
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1986:38). Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful in the lowlands initially, and by 

1910, apple, cherry, peach, and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 2008, 2013; Reed 1950). In the 

Horse Heaven Hills, cattle and sheep stock were popular as the winters were mild, the stock could 

live outside in the winter, and the lack of sagebrush meant there was plenty of grasses to feed the 

animals. Herds of sheep were annually driven from the Wentachee Mountains to Horse Heaven 

Hills to winter (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1908, 1916). 

The small town of Finley, located less than 3 mi from the northeast corner of the project adjacent to 

the Columbia River, was first settled in 1902. It was named after George E. Finley, who was the first 

person to settle in the area. By 1906, the town had a post office and a school, and Finley was already 

being known as an area to grow alfalfa, grapes, and peaches. The town continued to grow due to its 

location near irrigation canals and along the railroad. The post office was closed in 1935 as the town 

became part of Kennewick (Forte 2020; Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1906, 1918; Meany 1928).  

By 1904, hundreds of wheat farmers and ranchers worked and lived in Horse Heaven Hills; they 

were endearingly called the “wheat-men” by the locals in Benton City and Kiona. The wheat-men 

grew crops in abundance, but as was the case for most of the project area, the shipping of wheat 

product proved difficult. Even with the intensive wheat production, wild horses still ran through the 

Horse Heaven Hills, and thousands of horses were on ranches in the area as all farming and 

travelling needs required horses (Benton City 1959).  

By 1907, there were several good roads that connected the Horse Heaven Hills to small 

communities along the Columbia River that allowed farmers to take the harvested wheat to market. 

Some of these same roads were also used to take livestock down to be watered at the river, although 

springs in Webber Canyon, as well as Coyote and Badger Springs, were utilized for domestic water 

(Benton City 1959:12). McBee Grade was one of the primary routes used to get harvested wheat to 

Kiona for market (Benton City 1959:15). Hover was used as a good spot to round up the Hills’ wild 

horses and ship them off, at times, to the U.S. cavalry; the shipping of horses between the Hills and 

Hover went on until the cessation of the First World War (Parker 1986).  

Historic accounts provide information as to some of the more distinctive agricultural ranches up in 

the Horse Heavens such as “the Kelso Bros. Ranch,” “the Richey Ranch,” “the Wilmert Place,” and 

“the Blakely Place” (Benton City 1959:15–16). Apparently, the Coffin Brothers were significant to 

both private and commercial development in the Yakima Valley, as well as in the Horse Heaven 

Hills. The private business “Arthur Coffin and Brothers” came to Yakima in 1893. It was run by 

three brothers, H. Stanley, Lester, and Arthur Coffin. The business was primarily based upon 

commerce with farmers and stockmen, as well as local tribal members. The Coffin brothers were 

known for their capability at starting new ventures, and in 1895, the three brothers acquired ewes 

from Oregon and were suddenly in the sheep business. In 1903, the business became a licensed 

Washington corporation and was re-designated “Coffin Brothers”; the commerce business grew to 

include wholesale merchandise and groceries. By 1921 the business was re-designated “the Coffin 

Sheep Company.” The Coffin family owned a substantial amount of land in the Horse Heaven Hills; 

estimates indicate that the Coffin Sheep Company controlled about 30,000 acres (Washington State 

University Libraries 2011). 

Between 1911 and 1928, a variety of well-designed roads in Benton County had been laid out with 

associated services constructed along the urban routes. The section of contemporary Highway 395 
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was originally a small county road that was upgraded in the early 1930s and connected the Tri-Cities 

more directly with northern Oregon (Kaiser 2004). The project area became a hub of modernized 

agricultural activity with a strong conveyance grid. As development surrounding Kennewick 

progressed, satellite communities were founded, and the general population continued to grow.  

By the early 1920s, the era of infinite land acquisition and railroad expansion was over in the West. 

Large tracts of semi-arid, marginal lands in central and eastern Washington had been abused by poor 

agricultural practices, with more farmsteading than the land could support (Meinig 1968). The “wet 

years” that dominated the arid West during the first two decades of the twentieth century were 

followed by years of dry climatic conditions (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003). 

Environmental degradation, as well as depressed post-World War I prices for agricultural produce, 

led to two decades of economic hardship and foreclosures throughout the mid-Columbia (Lindeman 

and Williams 1985). The small, family-owned farms that had dominated the Tri-Cities’ regional 

economy struggled during the Great Depression, but many rural families were able to supplement 

their livelihoods with barter methods and non-farm employment. From 1920 to 1942, the area was 

still known as an agricultural center, but the market was stagnant for the most part and the mid-

Columbia economy continued to decline (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003). 

2.4.5 Mid-Twentieth Century, 1943–1955 

The region continued to be a quiet and modest agricultural community until 1943. It was at that time 

that the federal government acquired the open, unoccupied lands north of Kennewick and 

established the Hanford Engineering Works as a secret Manhattan Project facility along the 

Columbia River. The U.S. government created the town of Richland (a portion of old Cottonwood) 

to house thousands of workers and scientists, and this population boom overflowed into 

Kennewick. The Tri-Cities and the surrounding areas grew during the war, as new roads and 

highways were constructed to support the facility. By the early 1940s, conditions were improving. 

Wartime industries in eastern Washington and the construction of the Grand Coulee Dam and 

Columbia Basin irrigation projects provided a significant economic stimulus that was certainly felt in 

the vicinity of the project. By 1950, Kennewick had quintupled in size in a decade, to 10,106 people 

(Kershner 2008; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003; U.S. Department of Energy 2019).  

One reason for the selection of the Hanford site was the proximity of BPA, which was created in 

1937 and played a significant role in the promotion of public power in the Pacific Northwest 

(Kramer 2012:5). BPA pioneered the “postage stamp” rate of power delivery, providing consumers 

the same rate regardless of the distance the power must travel from source to use. This led to the 

formation of public utility districts and rural cooperatives, which expanded electrical services 

statewide. To deliver power from the dams, BPA developed the Master Grid, a complex 

transmission system whose design drew heavily from existing power systems in the eastern United 

States, as well as in Britain and Canada. During this phase, the Master Grid Development period 

(1938–1945) (Kramer 2012:2–3), BPA created a network of 230,000-volt transmission lines that 

linked major population centers and generation plants in a loop system, which was stabilized by 

electrical equipment installed in substations scattered at vital locations through the network. The 

design was stable and flexible, allowing BPA to expand its network, divert power, and make repairs 
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without interrupting transmission of power. Upon completion in 1945, “the BPA’s Master Grid 

system represented the largest high voltage transmission network in the nation” (Kramer 2012:9).  

After World War II, during the System Expansion period (1946–1974), BPA expanded its 

transmission system to incorporate and serve new generation facilities on the Columbia River and its 

tributaries (Kramer 2012:3). Post-war growth in the Pacific Northwest led to an increase in public 

utilities and solidified BPA’s role in the nation’s first fully interconnected public-private electrical 

transmission grid. Today, BPA operates more than 15,000 circuit miles of transmission line 

extending into seven states and provides over fifty percent of the electrical energy consumed within 

its service region (Kramer 2012). Two BPA transmission lines extend through the Johnson Butte 

portion of the project. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was built in 1948 as 

part of a different line and was altered to its current alignment in 1975. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line was built in 1955 (Brannan and Clark 2007). 

2.4.6 Review of Historic-Period Maps  

In compiling information about the historic context of the project vicinity, Tetra Tech provided, and 

HRA reviewed and supplemented, historic-period map research to review nineteenth and twentieth 

century developments in the project area. Maps reviewed are listed in Table 2-1 and are arranged by 

Township and Range, generally presented west–east within the project. Late nineteenth century 

maps show a variety of trails and drainages in and near the project. Twentieth century maps show 

the progression of development as more people settled in the Horse Heaven Hills, with buildings, 

roads, utility lines, and wells being constructed (Figures 2-1 and 2-2). A few historic-period features 

were found on the maps within the survey areas for the project. One is a grain elevator mapped in 

the survey corridor along Badger Canyon Road in Section 25 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East, 

in 1965 (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 1965a, 1965b). A transmission line is mapped by 1953 near 

Johnson Butte, and two transmission lines are shown by 1964 in Sections 16 and 29 of Township 7 

North, Range 29 East (USGS 1953, 1964a). Three buildings are mapped in 1964 in the survey 

corridor south of Beck Road in Sections 27 and 28 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East (USGS 

1964a), although a second map from the same year shows only one building (USGS 1964b). Finally, 

two buildings were mapped in the survey corridor west of Finley Road in 1917 in Township 7 

North, Range 30 East, although later maps do not show these buildings (USGS 1917). 
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Figure 2-1. Project lease boundary and a 1917 USGS map. 
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Figure 2-2. Project lease boundary and a 1953 USGS map. 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 9 North, 
Range 26 East 

GLO 1870 One north–south trail 1 mi west of modern Beightol Road; Yakima 
River and road paralleling the river northwest of project 

USGS 1917 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965c Building on Weller Road west of survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Weller Road shown, survey corridor owned by Smith Ld. & Inv. Co. 

Township 9 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1868a Trail through Webber Canyon; Yakima River northwest of project 

USGS 1917 Road along McBee Hill in survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965a Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

Metsker 1976 Survey corridor owned by Smith Land & Invest. Co. and Marie Cooper 

Township 8 North, 
Range 26 East 

GLO 1872a Variety of seasonal drainages; one north–south trail in the vicinity of 
modern Tyacke Road 

USGS 1917 Two buildings along Clodius Road outside survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; multiple buildings to the west 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor; multiple buildings to the west 

Metsker 1976 Clodius and McBee Roads shown; survey corridors owned by Wiley 
Ranches, Carl Moore, and Smith Land & Invest. Co. 

Township 8 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1872b Variety of seasonal drainages; one north–south trail in the vicinity of 
modern Travis Road 

USGS 1917 Only roads in survey corridor; outside corridor includes Webber School 
on County Wells Road, Dennis School north of Sellards Road, and 
multiple other buildings 

USGS 1953 Two grain elevators and Henson Airfield outside survey corridor 

USGS 1965b, 1965c Grain elevator along Badger Canyon Road and landing strip on Henson 
Road in survey corridor; three buildings adjacent to survey corridor 
including two south of County Wells Road, one north of Henson Road; 
Horse Heaven Hills Cemetery depicted near survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Modern roads all shown including Webber, County Wells, Sellards, C. 
Smith, Cemetery, and Swanson; many private landowners 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 8 North, 
Range 28 East 

GLO 1871 “Road from Umatilla to Yakima River” mapped extending north–south 
along Coyote Canyon; variety of other small trails and seasonal 
drainages 

USGS 1917 Two roads go through survey corridor; one building west of Badger 
Canyon near survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor vicinity 

USGS 1965b Nothing in survey corridor, two wells and a spring in Badger Canyon 

Metsker 1976 Multiple unnamed roads shown on west side of Badger Canyon; survey 
corridor owned by Henry Smith and Reese et al. 

Township 7 North, 
Range 27 East 

GLO 1868b Few seasonal drainages 

USGS 1917 Nothing near survey corridor; multiple buildings to the south 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; grain elevator south of Sellards Road west 
of survey corridor 

USGS 1965a, 1965b Multiple buildings and grain elevator just west of survey corridor 

Metsker 1976 Survey corridor owned G. A. Reese 

Township 7 North, 
Range 28 East 

GLO 1865a “Yakima & Umatilla Wagon Road” mapped extending north–south 
west of Coyote Canyon 

USGS 1917 Multiple two-track roads; one building west of Nicoson Road and one 
adjacent to Coyote Canyon (out of survey corridor); Grandivew School 
shown south of survey corridor 

USGS 1953 Nothing in survey corridor; Williams Wells mapped just north of survey 
corridor near C. Williams Road 

USGS 1965b, 1965d Pipeline goes through survey corridor near Nicoson Road; building 
adjacent to survey corridor on Richmond Road 

Metsker 1976 Many roads depicted (more than today), including Prospect Highway 
#12, located between Coyote Canyon and modern Nicoson Road; many 
private landowners  

Township 7 North, 
Range 29 East 

 

 

 

 

GLO 1865b Drainage and trail (northeast–southwest) along Fourmile Canyon with a 
spring where the modern Cresswell Well is located; drainage in Bofer 
Canyon 

USGS 1917 Mountain View School mapped adjacent to survey corridor on Beck 
Road; three other buildings nearby; Cresswell Well and three buildings 
along Fourmile Canyon (out of survey corridor); three buildings east of 
Nicoson Road (out of survey corridor); road along modern Interstate 82 

USGS 1953 One BPA Transmission Line goes through survey corridor near 
Johnson Butte; “Cress Wells” mapped at Fourmile Canyon 
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Table 2-1. Review of Historic-Period Maps within the Project Lease Boundary. 

Location Reference Description  

Township 7 North, 
Range 29 East 
continued 

USGS 1964a Two BPA transmission lines go through survey corridor near Johnson 
Butte; Cresswell Wells mapped at Fourmile Canyon; three buildings in 
survey corridor off Beck Road 

USGS 1964b Same as USGS 1964a, except two eastern buildings not shown 

Metsker 1976 Most modern roads in place; Johnson Butte and BPA transmission lines 
shown; many private landowners 

Township 7 North, 

Range 30 East 
GLO 1867 Nothing depicted; area around Jump Off Joe marked “Rocky and 

Unsurveyed” 

GLO 1889 Multiple farms shown northwest of project, west of Nine Canyon, 
including those of Ed Kelso and Geo Bowen 

USGS 1917 Nine Canyon and The Butte mapped; multiple buildings shown; two in 
survey corridor west of Finley Road in the septic maintenance site; 
unnamed school marked north of Beck Road/east of Nine Canyon 
Road (out of corridor); one building on Kirk Road just outside corridor 

USGS 1964a, 1964c Nine Canyon Road similar to its current alignment; two buildings near 
survey corridor including off Nine Canyon Road and off Kirk Road 

Metsker 1976 Most modern roads in place; The Butte is mapped; many private 
landowners 
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3. Previous Cultural Resources 
Investigations and Expectations 
In support of the project, in February 2020, Tetra Tech conducted and provided to HRA a review of 

files maintained by the Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) 

in the Washington Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data 

(WISAARD). The record search covered all areas in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary 

(see Figure 1-1). HRA supplemented this research by reviewing WISAARD in September 2020 to 

see if any additional cultural resources had been recorded since the original research was conducted 

in February 2020. 

3.1 Previous Cultural Resources Investigations 

There have been 27 surveys previously conducted within the lease boundary and 13 additional 

surveys within 1 mi (Table 3-1). Given the large size of the lease boundary (over 73,000 acres), very 

little of the area within it has been previously surveyed. Likewise, very little of the survey corridor 

has been previously investigated. The most coverage of any survey was conducted for the current 

project and consists of survey by HRA within the survey corridor on WA DNR parcels (Davis and 

Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). Excluding these surveys, less than 1 percent of the survey corridor 

has been previously surveyed. There have been five other wind development related surveys 

conducted in and around the lease boundary (Chatters and Williams 2001; Kelly 2007a; McDaniel 

2009a, 2009c; McKnight and Chatters 2000). Other surveys in the area were conducted for projects 

related to transportation (n = 10), transmission lines (n = 7), agricultural (irrigation, livestock water, 

wells) (n = 4), cell towers (n = 4), fire response (n = 4), fiber optics (n = 2), geotechnical 

investigations (n = 1), and a reservoir (n = 1). 

Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1342215 2003a Miller  A Cultural Resource Survey for the Proposed Interstate 
82/State Route 397 Intertie Project, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1342289 2000 McKnight 
and Chatters  

Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Nine Canyon Wind 
Power Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1342423 2003b Miller  Addendum to the Proposed Interstate 82/State Route 397 
Intertie Project: Testing and Recording at Site 45BN1279, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1346382 2005 Amara NRCS Wilkerson Ranches EQIP 2005 Cultural Resources 
Site Identification Survey in Benton County, Washington  

Within 1 mi 

1347584 2006 Landreau Section 106 Archaeological Review and Inventory at the 
North Webber Canyon Roadway Re-Alignment, Benton 
County, Washington, Phase 2: Kiona Re-Alignment 

Within 1 mi 

1348237 2001 Chatters and 
Williams 

Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Bateman Wind Power 
Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1349482 2007 Brannan and 
Clark 

A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 
Transmission Line Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin 
Counties, Washington 

Within 

1349625 2007 Woody Cultural Resources Survey Report for the Kennewick Fiber 
Optic Installation Project 

Within 

1349709 2007 Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Johnson Butte Cellular 
Tower, Location #347351, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1349803 2007a Kelly Cultural Resources Survey Report for Clipper Windpower’s 
Chandler Butte Meteorological Tower Project: Blackney 
Parcel, Benton County 

Within 

1351023 2008b Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the 2007 McBee Grade Fire Area, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1351396 2008 Anderson 
and Roulette 

Results of an Archaeological Survey of Part of the McNary–
Badger Canyon No.  1 Transmission Line Rebuild Project 
Between Structure 2/3 and Structure 18/3, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1351530 2008 Lehman and 
Roulette 

Archaeological Survey for Access Roads and Tensioning Sites 
Related to the McNary–Badger Canyon Transmission Line 
No.  1 Rebuild Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1351858 2008 Landreau 
and Cain 

An Archaeological Review and Inventory of a North Webber 
Canyon Roadway Improvement, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1352784 2009a McDaniel Cultural Resources Inventory Report for Clipper 
Windpower’s Chandler Butte 2009 Meteorological Tower 
Project: Towers 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c and 5, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1352842 2008 Woody et al. Yakama Nation Cultural Resources Site Identification Survey 
of the Jonathan Hellberg-Wilson 2008 NRCS EQIP Project. 
NRCS EQIP Contract #740546080KX 

Within 1 mi 

1353152 2009a Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Kiona Cellular Tower, 
Location #347355, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1353173 2009b Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Bofer Cellular Tower, 
Location #TR1020 

Within 

1353368 2009 Landreau Archaeological Review and Inventory of the Travis Road 
Improvement Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1680213 2009c McDaniel 2009 Inventory of Clipper Windpower’s Installed Tower Site 
and 45BN261 at the Blackney Parcel, Horse Heaven Hills, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1681107 2001 Perry A Cultural Resources Survey and Monitoring Report on 
Bureau of Land Management Lands in the Horse Heaven 
Steel Gate Project Area, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1682596 2012 Ellis Horse Heaven Hills Geotech Project Cultural Resources 
Survey Report Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1682749 2012 Baldwin and 
Hushour 

Historic Properties Treatment Plan for the Washington Rural 
Access Project SC-6 Route, Benton and Walla Walla 
Counties, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1682848 2012 Trost Cultural Resources Assessment for the Kennewick Irrigation 
District 2012–2014 Capital Improvement Plan, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1683958 2013c Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Tapani 
Right of Way Project Area, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684043 2011 Dickson Inventory of Unsurveyed Lands Within the McNary Project 
Area, Umatilla County, Oregon, Benton, Franklin, and Walla 
Walla Counties, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684092 2012 Schroeder 
and 
Landreau 

County Road Administration Board 9 Canyon Road 
Reconstruction, Excavation, and Embankment Project, 
Phases I & II, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1684115 2013b Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Dennis 
Command Fire Suppression Impacts Project Area, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1684281 2013a Boyd A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the Webber 
Canyon Fire Suppression Impacts Project Area, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1684364 2013 Schroeder 
and 
Landreau 

A Section 106 Archaeological Review and Inventory of 
Benton County CRP 1948/Run-Off Road & Intersection 
Safety Projects: Phase 3—Clodfelter to Trippel Vista Road, 
Phase 4—Plymouth-Locust Grove Intersection and Phase 
5—Hanks and Rothrock Roads Intersection, Benton County, 
WA 

Within 

1684942 2014 Johnson A Cultural Resources Survey and Records Search for a 
Proposed Tower Telecommunications Sites, American 
Towers LLC - Tower Site #282247-Clodfelter Road, 
Kennewick, Benton County, WA 

Within 1 mi 

1686140 2014 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for the 2015 McNary-Franklin 
Structure 17/6 Replacement, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mile 

1687325 2015 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for the Pasco Region 2015 
Transmission Line Maintenance Project in Benton and 
Franklin Counties, Washington 

Within 

1688554 2016 Furlong  Cultural Resources Survey of Four Drought Well Locations, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1689111 2016 Litzkow and 
Evenson 

A Cultural Resources Survey on BLM Lands in the McBee 
Command Fire Suppression Line Rehabilitation Project Area, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1689203 2017 Swanson and 
Ozbun 

Cultural Resource Survey for the John Day–Franklin 
Subsection of the BPA’s Ross–Schultz Fiber Replacement 
Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington 

Within 

1689235 2017 Sloma  Cultural Resource Monitoring Report for Portions of the 
Zayo Fiber Optic Line, Vantage to Pasco, Washington 

Within 

1689682 2017 Teoh Cultural Resources Survey for Pasco District FY17 Priority 
Pole Project – 2018 Construction Franklin, Benton and Walla 
Walla County, Washington 

Within 

1693875 2020 Davis et al. 
2020 

Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Land for the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

pending 2020 Davis and 
Ragsdale 

Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Land for the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington - 
Addendum 1 

Within 

3.2 Previously Recorded Cultural Resources 

There are 28 previously recorded cultural resources in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary 

(Table 3-2; Figure 3-1). Given that very little of large lease boundary has been previously surveyed, it 

is not surprising that only 13 of these are within it, and only 4 are within the areas surveyed for the 

project. Resources within the areas surveyed include 3 historic-period architectural resources 

(McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line, McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, 

and Nine Canyon Road) and 1 precontact archaeological site (45BN261).  

HRA recorded and evaluated the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and McNary–Franklin No. 2 

transmission lines during investigations on WA DNR land for the current project (Davis et al. 2020). 

These resources span both WA DNR and privately owned portions of the areas surveyed (see Figure 

3-1). The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line (DAHP Property ID 721665) is a 115-

kV line constructed ca. 1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). It extends 

approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the 

Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line (DAHP Property ID 721666) is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 

energized in 1956 (Brannan and Clark 2007). It extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, 

east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco. Although only the 

sections of the lines within the WA DNR parcels were surveyed, HRA evaluated the entirely of the 

lines for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under BPA’s Multiple Property 

Documentation (MPD). Davis and colleagues (2020) recommended the McNary–Badger Canyon 

No. 1 as not eligible for listing in the NRHP and the McNary–Franklin No. 2 as eligible but with a 

finding of no significant impact from the project. DAHP concurred with these recommendations on 

April 15, 2020, and in a letter dated May 26, 2020.  

The historic-period road within the project lease boundary is 9 Canyon Road (DAHP Property ID 

667765), which runs from Finley, Washington, through the eastern portion of the lease boundary to 

its terminus south of the boundary (see Figure 3-1). The road was constructed ca. 1950 and is a 25 

to 30 ft wide, two-lane bituminous asphalt road that has been repaved at least once in the past; 

portions of the road are unpaved (Schroeder 2012a). According to records in WISAARD, the 

Federal Highway Administration and DAHP determined in 2014 that the resource is not eligible for 

listing in the NRHP.   
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Figure 3-1. Previously recorded cultural resources in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary, as well as previously surveyed areas on WA DNR parcels (Davis et al. 2020; Davis and Ragsdale 2020). 
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The final previously recorded resource within the survey corridor is precontact Site 45BN261. The 

site is located  

 (see Figure 3-1). The site was originally recorded in 1980 as three basalt stone circles 

(Randolph 1980a). The site was revised in 2007 during survey for a proposed meteorological tower. 

Kelly (2007a) could find no evidence of the site and suggested that the site was either mis-mapped 

or destroyed. However, only two years later, McDaniel (2009c) visited the location and recorded 

three circular or oblong basalt cobble alignments similar to Randolph’s (1980a) description, as well 

as a fourth potential feature. In 2013, the site was visited again, and one circular feature recorded by 

McDaniel (2009d) was found, as well as two rock features that were stacked (Boyd 2013a). Lastly, 

Litzkow and Evenson (2016) conducted survey in the vicinity of Site 45BN261. While they did not 

visit the site, they did observe it from about 130 m away and noted that a large modern rock feature 

had been constructed in the vicinity of the site (Litzko and Evenson 2016:4).   

The other nine resources outside of the survey corridor but within the lease boundary include four 

architectural resources, a cemetery, three historic-period archaeological resources, and a 

paleontological site with a Smithsonian trinomial (see Table 3-2). The architectural resources include 

two homesteads (Edwards Homestead [DAHP Property ID 12851] and Bentley Homestead [DAHP 

Property ID 12852]), a structure located at 91508 Owens Road (DAHP Property ID 575328), and a 

canal (Kennewick Main Canal Division IV [DAHP Property ID 667226]). The cemetery is the Horse 

Heaven Hills Cemetery (DAHP Property ID 12977), located directly adjacent to the survey corridor 

in the northwestern portion of the project (i.e., the Webber Canyon survey area, see Figure 1-2). The 

cemetery is a fenced off 2-acre parcel containing 10 to 15 headstones dating from 1897 to 1907 

(Karnofski 1980a). The three historic-period archaeological sites include the remains of a homestead 

(45BN205), a section of Old Webber Canyon Road (45BN1490), and a mid-twentieth century debris 

scatter (45BN1758). The paleontological resource (45BN265) consists of thousands of bone 

fragments of faunal remains from the early Pleistocene or late Pliocene. Of these nine resources 

within the lease boundary, only one (Kennewick Main Canal Division IV) has been determined 

eligible for listing in the NRHP; the other eight have not been formally evaluated. 

The 15 resources within 1 mi, but outside of the project lease boundary consist of 4 architectural 

resources and 11 archaeological sites. The architectural resources include canals and structures, while 

the archaeological sites include historic-period structural remains and refuse, precontact lithic 

scatters, and rock alignments/cairns. Three of the archaeological sites also include paleontological 

materials. Of these 15 resources, 2 have been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP 

(Kennewick Division Main Canal Station [DAHP Property ID 410774] and Kennewick Division 

Main Canal Division III [DAHP Property ID 537371]), and 1 has been determined not eligible 

(87505 S Plymouth Rd. [DAHP Property ID 98743]); none of the other resources have been 

evaluated.  
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. 

Time Period Site Type 
NRHP 
Eligibility 

Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

12851 Historic  Historic homestead/ 
farmstead: Edwards 
Homestead—5 deteriorated 
structures including a pump 
house, livestock barn, 
machine shop, workshop, 
and farmhouse   

Not evaluated  Karnofski 
1980b 

Within No 

12852 Historic  Historic homestead/ 
farmstead: Bentley 
Homestead—barn and shed 

Not evaluated  Karnofski 
1980c 

Within No 

12977 
(45BN1497) 

Historic 
Cemetery: Horse Heaven 
Hills Cemetery 

Not evaluated  Karnofski 
1980a 

Within No 

98743 Historic  Structure: 87505 S 
Plymouth Rd., Kennewick, 
WA 

Not eligible  DAHP 
2003 

Within 1 mi No 

410774 Historic Canal: Kennewick Division 
Main Canal Station (c. 1956) 

Eligible Doncaster 
2011a 

Within 1 mi No 

573284 Historic  Structure: 196404 E Lower 
Blair Rd. SE, Highland, WA 
(c. 1948) 

Not evaluated Artifacts 
Consulting 
Inc. 2011a 

Within 1 mi No 

537371 Historic Canal: Kennewick Division 
Main Canal Division III  

Eligible  Doncaster 
2011b; 
Harvey 
2020a 

Within 1 mi No 

575328 Historic Structure: 91508 Owens 
Rd., Highland, WA (c. 
1942) 

Not evaluated Artifacts 
Consulting 
Inc. 2011b 

Within No 

667226 Historic Canal: Kennewick Main 
Canal Division IV 

Eligible Harvey 
2020b; 
Trost 2012 

Within No 

667765 Historic  Road: 9 Canyon Road (c. 
1950) 

Not Eligible Schroeder 
2012a 

Within  Yes 

721665 Historic Transmission line: McNary-
Badger Canyon No. 1  

Not eligible Davis and 
Burk-Hise 
2020a 

Within Yes 
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. 

Time Period Site Type 
NRHP 
Eligibility 

Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

721666 Historic Transmission line: McNary–
Franklin No. 2 

Eligible Davis and 
Burk-Hise 
2020b 

Within Yes 

45BN205 Historic Archaeological site: well, 
four structures (no longer 
extant), and horse wagon 
frames 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975a 

Within No 

45BN209 Historic  Archaeological site: deep 
dry well, “shaky” wooden 
structure, bottom of well 
encased in metal 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN210 Historic  Archaeological site: 
windmill, trough, two 
circular red brick cisterns, 
wood gate 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975c 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN211 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: 
megafaunal remains, faunal 
remains   
Archeological isolate: 
projectile point fragment 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975d 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN212 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: 
megafaunal remains, faunal 
remains  
Archaeological site: lithic 
scatter 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
and 
Boreson 
1975e 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN215 Paleontological, 
precontact 

Paleontological site: micro 
and megafaunal remains  
Archaeological site: 
projectile points, projectile 
point fragment, lithic scatter   

Not evaluated  Randolph 
et al. 1975 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN258 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: stone 
wall 

Not evaluated  Randolph 
1980b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN260 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: stone 
cairn and stone circle 

Not evaluated  Litzkow 
2016a; 
Randolph 
1980c 
 

Within 1 mi No 
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Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary. 

ID# or Site 
No. 

Time Period Site Type 
NRHP 
Eligibility 

Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

45BN261 Precontact   Archaeological site: stone 
cairn and stone circle 

Not evaluated Boyd 
2013a; 
Kelly 
2007b; 
McDaniel 
2009d; 
Randolph 
1980a 

Within Yes 

45BN262 Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: basal 
stone cairn; site monitored 
in 2016 and noted as 
disturbed; CTUIR, Yakama, 
and DAHP were consulting 
regarding damage   

Not evaluated  Boyd 2016; 
Randolph 
1980d 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN265 Paleontological Paleontological site: faunal 
remains from early 
Pleistocene or late Pliocene 

Not evaluated  Gilbow 
1981 

Within No 

45BN1279 Historic  Archaeological site: refuse 
scatter with cans, domestic 
dump (c. 1960s) 

Not evaluated  Hazelbrook 
2001 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1456 Historic Archaeological site: refuse 
scatter with cans, barbed 
wire, glass (c. 1960s)   

Not evaluated  Boyd 2003 
Litzkow 
2016b 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1490 Historic  Archaeological site: section 
of historic road, Old 
Webber Canyon Road, 
adjacent to modern road   

Not 
evaluated, 
listed as 
potentially 
eligible    

Landreau 
2008 

Within   No 

45BN1677 Precontact  Archaeological site: rock 
cairn and rock circle  

Not evaluated  Boyd 2002 Within 1 mi No 

45BN1758 Historic Archaeological site: debris 
scatter (c. 1950) 

Potentially 
eligible  

Schroeder 
2012b 

Within No 
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3.3 Archaeological Expectations 

Prior to fieldwork, HRA formulated expectations for the archaeological sensitivity of the survey 

areas. HRA based these expectations on a review of the background information presented in 

Sections 2, 3.1, and 3.2, including the geomorphology and hydrology of the project area; the 

precontact, ethnographic, and historic context of the vicinity, with information on the types, ages, 

and contents of previously recorded sites; the DAHP predictive model, and consideration of more 

recent disturbances that may have impacted cultural resources (e.g., agriculture, transportation, 

transmission line construction, and maintenance activities). 

DAHP’s predictive model is based on statewide information, using large-scale factors. Information 

on geology, soils, site types, and landforms, along with GLO maps, were used to establish or predict 

probabilities for precontact cultural resources throughout the state. DAHP’s model uses five 

classifications for the predictions: Low Risk, Moderately Low Risk, Moderate Risk, High Risk, and 

Very High Risk. The DAHP statewide predictive model maps the large majority of the lease 

boundary as Low Risk. However, there are several limited areas shown as Low to Moderate or 

Moderate Risk, particularly along the peripheries of the lease boundary, where the edge of the 

landform begins to slope down to the north and east, as well as at the southern periphery of the 

lease boundary.  

More specifically, HRA determined that the survey corridor has a low to moderate probability for 

precontact and historic-period cultural resources. Archaeological and geoarchaeological evidence 

suggest that the geographical situation (i.e., elevation) of the Horse Heaven Hills may have been 

ideal for groups of the Paleoarchaic Period; the situation of the hills high above the river valley floor, 

likely preserved them from both inundation and scouring from glacial flood waters and “there is the 

possibility that a high river level of extended duration created by abundant glacial melt water during 

the late Pleistocene was attractive to the fauna of the area and that early hunters took advantage of 

hunting opportunities along the shore facies” (Rice 1969; Smith 1977b). In particular, this may be 

reflected in the concentration of paleontological deposits found at the southern periphery of the 

lease boundary (e.g., 45BN211, 45BN212, 45BN215, and 45BN265). However, archaeological 

evidence with datable materials is generally quite rare from this period, and significant deposits from 

the Paleoarchaic Period do not appear likely within the vast majority of the lease boundary.   

Most subsequent precontact and historic-period use of the area has taken place outside the lease 

boundary in the areas surrounding the major waterways. In precontact times, the uplands of the 

project were likely used as travel routes and for gathering roots and hunting. Besides stacked rock 

features, the overall pattern of known precontact resources throughout the Horse Heaven Hills 

suggests that isolates can be found on the flats or mid-slope (e.g., 45BN584, see Schablitsky 1999), 

while small lithic scatter sites (e.g., 45BN251, see Smith 1978) are mostly relegated to the drainages 

(e.g., Glade Creek, Carter Canyon) and may indicate task camps or travel routes. Areas in the Horse 

Heaven Hills where there is soil development and some protection from the wind, and in areas near 

springs and seeps and along ridges are spots of high probability for upland camps and specialized 

task areas (e.g., Litzkow 2020:5–6). However, larger precontact sites, as well as camps with a diverse 

artifact assemblage, have not been found in the Horse Heaven Hills. Even opposite the Horse 

Heaven Hills, above the east side of the Columbia River on Eureka Flat, there are very few sites 
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except in the canyons or at the edges of the bluff overlooking the river (Trautman 2001). The overall 

scarcity of precontact sites in the upland areas within and around the project are likely not 

representative of sampling error or lack of successful survey efforts but more appropriately land use 

behavior. As it appears that people used the Horse Heaven Hills as a travel corridor but had little 

reason to occupy the area beyond hunting and perhaps root gathering, and potentially the presence 

of precontact isolates in the area represent these tasks. Precontact archaeological resources, if found, 

would thus likely include sparse concentrations of lithic debris from stone tool manufacture and 

maintenance, single artifacts representing an episode of loss or discard, or stacked rock features, 

particularly at the edges of landforms with expansive viewsheds. 

The project area continued to be used for travel into the historic period and has also been heavily 

used for agricultural activities. The modern route of Interstate 82 appears to have been a historic-

period travel route, and that is where historic-period archaeological resources have been 

documented. Historic homesteads, both standing and in ruin, representative of the agricultural use 

the area, have also been identified. As such, historic-period archaeological resources, if found, would 

likely include artifacts or features associated with transportation, farming, ranching, and irrigation 

activities. However, most of the survey areas are currently used for agriculture, which has likely 

altered or destroyed archaeological resources in the plow zone if present.  
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4. Methods 

4.1 Archaeological Survey Methods 

The field investigations were designed to determine if archaeological and historic-period 

architectural resources were present within the survey areas and, if found, to make preliminary 

recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed DAHP guidelines; single 

artifacts were recorded as isolates, and features or two or more artifacts were recorded as sites 

(DAHP 2020).  

The methods consisted of a pedestrian survey of the survey corridor (areas centered on the most 

recent conceptual project design), as well as areas outside of the survey corridor representing 

previous iterations of the project design. Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 m apart, and the 

number of archaeologists surveying in a corridor varied by its width. The survey corridor was 

frequently 120 m wide but could also be up to 200 m wide, depending on the layout of the 

conceptual project design in any given location. The corridor was surveyed by between 5 and 10 

archaeologists surveying the corridor at one time and making multiple passes in a corridor to ensure 

complete coverage. The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum 

coverage of the survey areas and investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, 

other erosional exposures), regardless of their position in the transect lines. Soil exposures were 

inspected for the presence of cultural materials. Observations about topography, vegetation, surface 

visibility, and disturbances were recorded in the project field notebook. Overview and close-up 

photographs were taken, and each photo was recorded on a standardized photo log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. 

HPAs would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a 

waterway, and/or condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground surface visibility) 

would suggest a high likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel 

probes. None were identified within the survey areas. 

When archaeological resources were encountered during the pedestrian survey, the field crew 

systematically searched the area to delineate resource boundaries and to identify artifact 

concentrations and features, if present. The area surveyed, site boundary, artifact locations, and 

features were recorded with iPad tablets with the ArcGIS Collector application. All tablets use 

Trimble R1 GNSS receivers to collect data in WGS 84 datum and coordinate system with an 

accuracy of 1 m or less. No artifacts were collected. Photographs were taken of the general resource 

location and artifacts. Archaeological resource forms are located in Appendix D. 

Information for each resource was recorded on a field resource form. The form contained 

appropriate fields for collecting data necessary for completing DAHP resource forms. The field 

director also took general notes about each resource in a field notebook. Notes were made regarding 

basic field conditions, the names of crew members, a description of the extent of the area surveyed, 

the transect interval, the number and location artifacts, a description of the landform(s) and 

landform formation processes, basic plant identification, soil description(s), and disturbances. The 
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field director also produced a hand-drawn sketch map that depicts prominent natural features, 

cultural activity areas or features, a scale, a north arrow, the date, and locations of features and 

artifacts found on the ground surface.  

4.2 Architectural Inventory Methods 

HRA architectural historian Lauren Waldroop conducted a desktop evaluation of two newly 

documented architectural resources, as well of review of previously recorded architectural resources 

During the pedestrian survey, HRA archaeologists took photographs and field notes of all 

architectural resources identified in the survey areas. Background research, photographs, and field 

notes were used to document style, materials, and changes over time. These notes and photographs 

were used to complete a compliance-level evaluation of the architectural resources in the project 

area. HPI forms are appended to the report in Appendix E.  

4.2.1 Understanding BPA’s Multiple Property 
Documentation 

HRA’s evaluation of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line and the McNary–

Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was conducted in reference to George Kramer’s historic context 

statement and the NRHP MPD form for the BPA Pacific Northwest Transmission System. The 

historic context statement, Corridors of Power: The Bonneville Power Administration Transmission Network 

Historic Context Statement (Kramer 2010), documents the history and significance of the BPA network. 

The MPD (Kramer 2012) provides historic and geographic contexts and outlines the temporal 

context/period of significance (1938–1974) and associated property types and registration 

requirements. The temporal context is divided into two periods of significance: Master Grid 

Development (1938–1945) and System Expansion (1946–1974). Resources eligible under the MPD 

are significant under Criterion A for association with the themes of commerce, engineering, 

industry, military/defense, and government (Kramer 2012:E-37). Select resources are also significant 

under Criterion C, as examples of important electrical distribution technology (Kramer 2012:E-38).  

Property types defined in the MPD include transmission lines and substations, among others. The 

property type substation includes numerous additional resource subtypes, such as switchyards, 

control houses, oil houses, storage buildings/shops, and administration buildings. Each property 

type has its own range and variations, character-defining elements, minimum eligibility requirements, 

specific integrity issues, and Criterion C standards that must be examined to determine if the 

property type or subtype is eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD.  

Where a resource meets the minimum eligibility requirements and integrity considerations, it is 

considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD. Resource types not specifically 

addressed by the MPD, such as roads, sidewalks, and other minor built elements, are by definition 

not eligible under the MPD (Kramer 2012:F-42).  
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4.2.2 Understanding the Grain Production Properties in 
Eastern Washington Multiple Property Documentation 

HRA’s evaluation of a newly recorded grain elevator (Section 5.3.1), was conducted in reference to 

Glen Lindeman and Craig Holstine’s NRHP MPD form for the Grain Production Properties in Eastern 

Washington (Lindeman and Holstine 1988). The MPD provides a historic and geographic context of 

eastern Washington, specifically the grain growing regions of the Columbia Plateau, and outlines the 

temporal context/period of significance and associated property types and registration requirements. 

While the authors divide the temporal context into two periods of significance: Grand Era of 

Animal-Powered Technology (1880s–1930s), and Gas, Diesel, and Electric Mechanization (late-

1930s–1950s), their historic and geographical context spans ca. 1850–ca. 1950 (Lindeman and 

Holstine 1988:E-3–E-13). Resources eligible under the MPD are significant under Criterion A for 

association with the theme of agriculture. Select resources may be significant under Criterion C, as 

examples of types of construction (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-19). 

Property types defined in the MPD include farmsteads, barns, conveyance systems, and grain storage 

facilities. The property types each include subtypes; for example, the property type farmstead 

includes house, hired hand’s house, barn (horse and mule), machine shed, grain dryer, grain elevator, 

granary, machine shop, icehouse, bunkhouse, smokehouse, garage, windmill, cistern, tank house, 

pole barn, fuel tank, and various outbuildings. Each property type has its own range and variations, 

character-defining elements, minimum eligibility requirements, and specific integrity issues that must 

be examined to determine if the property type or subtype is eligible for listing in the NRHP under 

the MPD.  

Where a resource meets the minimum eligibility requirements and integrity considerations, it is 

considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD. The MPD did not mention whether 

resource types not specifically addressed by the MPD are by definition eligible or not eligible under 

the MPD.  

4.3 Regulatory Context and Resource Evaluation 

As noted in Section 1.1, the project is subject to SEPA. SEPA checklist 13(a) includes the following 

consideration: “Are there any buildings, structures, or sites, located on or near the site that are over 

45 years old and listed in or eligible for listing in national, state, or local preservation registers 

located on or near the site?” The Washington Heritage Register (WHR) includes resources that are 

significant at the local or state level, whereas the NRHP includes resources significant at any of the 

three levels. Resources that are listed in the NRHP are automatically added to the WHR and a 

separate nomination is not needed.  

The project is also subject to state laws pertaining to archaeological resources. RCW 27.53.010, 

“declares that the public has an interest in the conservation, preservation, and protection of the 

state’s archaeological resources, and the knowledge to be derived and gained from the scientific 

study of these resources,” and RCW 27.53.060 requires a permit to disturb any “historic or 

prehistoric archaeological resource or site.” Prehistoric resources are not defined in state law but are 

addressed under RCW 27.53.040, which declares archaeological resources to be, “all sites, objects, 
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structures, artifacts, implements, and locations of prehistorical or archaeological interest, whether 

previously recorded or still unrecognized, including, but not limited to, those pertaining to 

prehistoric and historic American Indian or aboriginal burials, campsites, dwellings, and habitation 

sites…”  Historic archaeological resources are defined in RCW 27.53.030 as “historic properties 

which are listed in or eligible for listing in the Washington state register of historic places (RCW 

27.34.220) or the national register of historic places as defined in the national historic preservation 

act of 1966.” Therefore, precontact resources, regardless of significance, are protected under RCW 

27.53 and require a permit to disturb. DAHP, however, only issues permits for archaeological sites 

and does not issue permits for isolates, provided the isolated nature of the find has been confirmed 

(e.g., with shovel probes) (Stephanie Jolivette, personal communication, 2021). On the other hand, 

historic-period archaeological resources should be evaluated for significance under the WHR or 

NRHP to determine if they are protected under RCW 27.53.  

As such, as feasible, HRA evaluated the identified historic-period archaeological resources for 

eligibility for listing in the NRHP, and the same four NRHP criteria (A through D, below) are 

utilized herein to evaluate each resource for eligibility to the WHR. Similarly, HRA evaluated 

historic-period architectural resources utilizing the NRHP criteria. 

The criteria for listing properties in the WHR include: 

• A building, site, structure, or object must be at least 50 years old. If newer, the resource 

should have documented exceptional significance. 

• The resource should have a high to medium level of integrity, i.e., it should retain important 

character defining features from its historic period of construction. 

• The resource should have documented historical significance at the local, state or federal 

level. 

• The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) review and listing requires the 

consent of the owner (DAHP 2021). 

To be individually eligible for listing in the NRHP, a resource must be significant within a historic 

context. To evaluate significance, the following five things must be determined (National Park 

Service [NPS] 1997:44): 

1. The facet of prehistory or history of the local area, state, or nation that the resource 

represents; 

2. Whether the facet of history is significant; 

3. Whether it is a type of resource that has relevance and importance in illustrating the historic 

context; 

4. How the resource illustrates that history; and 

5. Whether the resource possesses the physical features necessary to convey the aspect of 

history with which it is associated. 

The significance (1–3 above) of a resource must be established before assessing integrity (items 4–5). 

The significance of a resource within its historic context must relate to one or more of the following: 
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A. Under Criterion A, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 

history, both in terms of history or prehistory. 

B. Under Criterion B, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (e.g., persons whose activities are 

demonstrably important within a local, state, or national context). While more commonly 

applied to architectural resources and historic-period archaeological resources, precontact 

archaeological resources can also be eligible under Criterion B if they have artifacts or other 

datable materials that specifically link it to a person of known importance in a Native 

American group’s history or traditions. 

C. Under Criterion C, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they 

embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 

represent the works of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and 

distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., are part of a 

district). Discrete features, a particular building for example, may best be documented under 

this Criterion, though collections of resources may also have significance under Criterion C 

for architecture or engineering association. Certain types of archaeological sites, for example 

specific kinds of rock art, could also embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 

method of construction. Likewise, individual archaeological resources within an 

archaeological district could represent significant and distinguishable entities whose 

components may lack individual distinction. 

D. Under Criterion D, properties may be eligible for the NRHP if they have yielded, or may be 

likely to yield, information important in history. To be eligible under Criterion D, the 

property must have, or have had, information to contribute to our understanding of human 

history and that information must be considered “important.” Most commonly applied to 

archaeological sites for possessing a data set that can address important scientific research 

question(s), buildings, structures, and objects may also be eligible under Criterion D if they 

are the principal source of information. 
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5. Results 
HRA’s cultural resources investigations for the project took place during five field sessions including 

April 8–15, April 27–30, July 9–15, July 22–29, and September 8–12, 2020. The results of the 

pedestrian survey are described below and have been separated into four survey areas for ease of 

discussion (see Figure 1-2). These include the Webber Canyon survey area (Section 5.1), the Badger 

Canyon survey area (Section 5.2), the Johnson Butte survey area (Section 5.3), and the Nine Canyon 

survey area (Section 5.4). In total, HRA surveyed 10,260.7 acres that included wind turbine, access 

road, crane path, and connection line locations. There were 121.8 acres that were not surveyed 

because of steep slopes or because of restricted access (e.g., right-of-way (ROW) of Interstate 82 or 

a field in crop). HRA recommends no cultural resource survey at these locations due to low 

probability for resources to be present. HRA identified 14 archaeological resources (6 isolates and 8 

sites) and 5 historic-period architectural resources. 

The large majority of the survey corridor for the project was situated in wheat fields as well as 

drainages and ditches between fields. Fields that had been recently plowed had nearly 100 percent 

ground-surface visibility. Fields that were harvested last year but had not been plowed had 

approximately 60–80 percent ground-surface visibility. Fields planted in wheat that were just 

sprouting in the spring had between 40 and 60 percent ground-surface visibility, as did recently 

harvested fields in the autumn. Survey was conducted in wheat fields in April 2020, as the ground-

surface visibility was good, and the crop was still green and was unlikely to be damaged. HRA 

avoided survey in wheat fields in July 2020 unless given explicit permission from the landowner as 

the wheat was nearly ready to be harvested, could be easily damaged by the pedestrian survey, and 

the fire danger was high. These types of fields were generally surveyed in September 2020, after the 

crops had been harvested. Drainages and the edges of fields generally contained weeds and 

bunchgrasses with between 40 and 80 percent visibility. Photos of each type of survey condition and 

exceptions to above-listed survey conditions are provided in each survey area description below. 

5.1 Webber Canyon Survey Area 

5.1.1 Pedestrian Survey 

The Webber Canyon survey area encompasses the far northwestern project area and is centered on 

Travis Road, which leads to Webber Canyon in the northern part of the survey area (Figure 5.1-1). 

The survey area extends to the west side of Badger Canyon Road and just south of Sellards Road. 

Sheep Canyon and Carter Canyon are also located in the survey area. Most of the survey was in 

wheat fields (Figures 5.1-2–5.1-5), although the ridgeline of McBee Hill in the northwestern portion 

of the survey area contained bunchgrasses, a gravel path/trail that extends along the top of the ridge, 

and 40–60 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 5.1-6). One of the surveyed drainages had 

recently burned and had 80–100 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 5.1-7). Two steep canyons 

and two steep drainages were not surveyed due to safety concerns and photos of these areas are 

provided in Section 5.1.3 (see Appendix B: Map 1–2 for detail of the four unsurveyed areas). 
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Figure 5.1-1. Overview of the Webber Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.1-2. Recently plowed field east of  in July 2020, view northwest. The 
ridge where Isolate 45BN2092 was identified is visible in the background (left). 

 

 

Figure 5.1-3. Previously harvested field east of Beightol Road in July 2020, view north. 
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Figure 5.1-4. Wheat field east of Webber Canyon in April 2020, view north. 

 

Figure 5.1-5. Recently harvested wheat field south of County Wells Road in September 2020, 
view northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-6. Gravel road/path on ridgetop of McBee Hill in July 2020, view south. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-7. Recently burned drainage east of Webber Canyon in July 2020, view southwest. 
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Nine archaeological resources were identified in the Webber Canyon survey area, including four 

historic-period isolates, one precontact isolate, one precontact site, and three historic-period sites. 

These resources are further discussed in Section 5.1.2. No architectural resources were identified.  

HRA noted but did not record two items during the survey; maps showing these items are in 

Appendix C. One was a small metal barrel with no lid located in a shallow drainage at the edge of 

two fields (Figure 5.1-8). The barrel was found south of Cemetery Road, west of Badger Canyon 

Road, and east of Travis Road. The barrel had no markings and there was no indication that it is 

over 50 years in age. Another item was a wood pole found along Beightol Road (Figure 5.1-9). It 

measured 14 ft tall, 6 inches in diameter, had wire nails, and a portion of the top of the pole had 

broken and was laying on the ground. Background research found no evidence of a utility line or 

domestic structures in this area to suggest the pole was associated with the historic period.  

 

Figure 5.1-8. Small metal barrel observed between two fields south of Cemetery Road in 
April 2020, view northeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-9. Wood pole along Beightol Road in July 2020, view northwest. 
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5.1.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2081 

Isolate 45BN2081 is located  

. One large piece of farm equipment was identified in this location  

. The farm equipment is likely 

a tow-behind disc cultivator. At its maximum extent, the farm equipment measures 30 by 30 ft. 

Ground-surface visibility at the isolate was approximately 20 percent, with a ground cover of 

assorted weeds and grasses, although visibility in the adjacent field was 100 percent (Figures 5.1-10–

5.1-12). 

The farm equipment at Isolate 45BN2081 consists of a “T” shaped apparatus that is constructed to 

pull three sections of cultivation discs. Each of the three sections is divided into four smaller 

sections that each contain nine discs. These discs are used to till soil as they are pulled across the 

ground surface by a tractor. The equipment contains two metal wheels on the southern end that 

have the serial number of “RS58” stamped into the metal. No tires remain on the wheels. Disc 

attachments also contain a couple of stamped serial numbers including “4219B” and “4233B.” The 

central column of the equipment is stamped “YOUNGSTOWN OHIO,” likely in reference to the 

origin of the steel, as Youngstown, Ohio was one of the major iron and steel producers in the 

country during the early to mid-twentieth century (Ohio Steel Council 2018). No other 

manufacturers mark or brand was found on the cultivator. A steel plate attached to the equipment 

shows it was manufactured in 1936, although the date of deposition is unknown. 

 

Figure 5.1-10. Overview of Isolate 45BN2081 , view south. 
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Figure 5.1-11. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2081. 
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Figure 5.1-12. Overview of Isolate 45BN2081 with fallow field visible (bottom), view west. 

No development in this area is shown on historic-period maps from 1872 and 1917 (GLO 1872b; 

USGS 1917). The land where the isolate is located was granted to Walter Greathouse in 1908 under 

the Homestead Act (GLO 1908a). By 1953, there is a symbol denoting an airfield labelled Henson 

south of the isolate (USGS 1953) (Figure 5.1-13) In 1965, a road and landing strip are shown south 

of the isolate at  (USGS 1965a) (Figure 5.1-14). Buildings are visible on a 

1963 aerial map along  where a residence still is today, and this residence and two 

outbuildings are shown on another 1965 map (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1965b). 

Recommendation 

One farm implement was found at Isolate 45BN2081, and HRA recommends that the isolate is not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discard of the 

disc cultivator when it was no longer needed or functional in the mid-twentieth century. While the 

cultivator was manufactured in 1936, its date of discard cannot be firmly established. Considering 

the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, as well as 

the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or 

significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded farm equipment are common in rural settings such as the project area. 

Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2081 does not appear to be associated with significant 

events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 

(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 

significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 

historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 

yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 

episodes of farm equipment discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated 

with any particular historic event; it was likely used in other places and later discarded. Such 

resources lack key components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. 

As such, Isolate 45BN2081 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to 

convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs 

with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-13. USGS map from 1953 showing the location of Isolates 45BN2081 and 45BN2082 and Sites 45BN2086 
and 45BN2093. 
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Figure 5.1-14. USGS map from 1965 showing the location of Isolates 45BN2081 and 45BN2082 and Sites 45BN2086 
and 45BN2093. 
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Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2082 

Isolate 45BN2082 is located in a relatively flat agricultural field  

. Ground-surface visibility was 100 percent with no 

vegetation, as the field had been recently plowed (Figures 5.1-15 and 5.1-16). The isolate consists of 

a single, fragmented earthenware vessel (n = 8; minimum number of vessels [MNV] = 1), likely a 

domestic tableware. HRA found the fragments in a 28 by 25 m area. Although a few of the sherds 

were undecorated (n = 3), the remaining fragments exhibited a flow-blue, repeated royal pattern 

bordering the rim, manufactured using transfer-print techniques (Figures 5.1-17 and 5.1-18). Flow-

blue transfer print ceramics were commonly produced between 1915–1935 (Williams 1981). 

No development in this area is shown on historic-period maps from 1872 and 1917 (GLO 1872b; 

USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that 

was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895a). By 1953, 

there is a symbol denoting an airfield labelled  (USGS 1953) (see Figure 

5.1-13) In 1965, a road and landing strip are shown south of the isolate at what is now  

(USGS 1965a) (see Figure 5.1-14). Buildings are visible  on a 1963 aerial map 

where a residence still is today (see Figure 5.1-15), and this residence and two outbuildings are 

shown on another 1965 map (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1965b). 

 

Figure 5.1-15. Overview of Isolate 45BN2082 with residence and outbuildings visible in the 
distance, view south. 
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Figure 5.1-16. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2082 (in three locations two artifacts were found together). 
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Figure 5.1-17. Six ceramic fragments from Isolate 45BN2082.  

 

 

Figure 5.1-18. Two ceramic fragments from Isolate 45BN2082.  

Recommendation 

One ceramic plate was found in eight pieces at Isolate 45BN2082, and HRA recommends that the 

isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of 

discarded trash associated with residential use in the early twentieth century, or it may have been 

broken as a result of target shooting, as it was found in an agricultural field 0.4 mi from the closest 

residence. A review of historic maps shows that the residence was in place by 1963, and there was an 

airfield nearby as early as 1953 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1953). Considering the nature of 

the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the lack of other artifacts or features 

visible on the surface, and the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not 

likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken ceramic vessel, are common in rural settings such 

as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2082 does not appear to be 

associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of 

significant persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a 
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distinctive period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were 

identified at the isolate location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 

1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the 

region (Criterion D). Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single plate, are secondary 

deposit and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been 

used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their 

integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2082 is 

recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey significance under any 

of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the 

project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate.  

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2083 

Isolate 45BN2083 consists of one pull tab can found  

. The isolate is situated outside of but at the edge of a relatively flat agricultural field and  

 (Figure 5.1-19). . The 

ground surface is mostly covered with assorted grasses and weeds between the road and the field. 

The field was plowed at the time of survey and provided 100 percent ground-surface visibility 

(Figure 5.1-20). Cans utilizing pull tab, also known as zip or tab top, openings were first introduced 

in 1962. The can observed at Isolate 45BN2083 appears to have been made using typical techniques 

including the use of an aluminum pull tab and a top that appears internally crimped. There is a faint 

remnant on the can body that may be “Pepsi.” The cans include raised edges around the opening, 

known as “smile beads,” which were developed to “prevent spillage” in 1964 (Figure 5.1-21). Ring 

pull tabs were replaced by “Sta-Tab” openings in 1975 (Benbow 2019; Schroeder 2019). 

There is nothing mapped near the isolate on an 1872 map and no land patents are available for this 

location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential 

development in 1895 (GLO 1872a, 1895a). There are a number of buildings shown 0.7 mi south of 

the isolate in 1917 (USGS 1917). No development is shown in the area on a 1953 map and in 1965 

only  (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c).  

Recommendation 

HRA recommends that Isolate 45BN2083 is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears 

to represent a single episode of discarded trash associated with use of the road for ranching or 

recreational purposes in the latter half of the twentieth century.  is visible on historic 

maps by 1965, although no other development is evident nearby (USGS 1965b). The can dates to 

between 1964 and 1975. Considering the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or 

features visible on the surface, as well as the absence of significant historical development in the 

area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Assuming the DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider 

impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-19. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2083. 
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Figure 5.1-20. Location of Isolate 45BN2083 at .  

 

  

Figure 5.1-21. Single pull tab can at Isolate 45BN2083. 
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Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as cans, are common in rural settings such as the project area. 

Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2083 does not appear to be associated with significant 

events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 

(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 

significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 

historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 

yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 

episodes of can discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated with any 

particular historic activity; the can could have been used far from its current location and later 

discarded or thrown out of a moving vehicle. Such resources lack key components to their integrity 

including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2083 is recommended not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a 

lack of integrity.  

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2084 

Isolate 45BN2084 is located  

 (Figure 5.1-22). The isolate consists of a large piece of farm 

equipment that appears to be a tow-behind disc cultivator, and it is situated between two wheat 

fields (Figures 5.1-23 and 5.1-24). Ground cover in this location mostly consisted of assorted grasses 

and weeds. Ground-surface visibility was approximately 80 percent at the isolate, although the field 

to the north was recently plowed and provided 100 percent visibility. The isolate measures 7 m east–

west by 6 m north–south.  

The disc cultivator contains two rows of discs connected by a series of brackets. The cultivator has a 

faded and chipped red paint exterior with the manufacture’s name “Massey-Harris” painted in faded 

white paint and stamped into the metal in several places (Figure 5.1-25). The Massey-Harris Limited 

Company began making tractors and other agricultural equipment in 1891 in Ontario, Canada when 

the Massey Manufacturing Company merged with the A. Harris and Son Company. The Massey-

Harris Limited company was one of the largest agricultural equipment manufacturers in the British 

commonwealth and continued to manufacture equipment under the Massey-Harris name until 1953 

when the it merged with the Ferguson Company. The company was then Massey-Harris-Ferguson 

and eventually became Massey Ferguson in 1958 (Anglo-Agriparts 2020; Moore 2008). The 

cultivator was therefore produced prior to 1953, although its age of deposition is unknown.  
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Figure 5.1-22. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2084.  
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Figure 5.1-23. Overview of Isolate 45BN2084, view east.  

 

Figure 5.1-24. Overview of Isolate 45BN2084, view northwest.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.1-25. Massey-Harris markings on the farm equipment at Isolate 45BN2084. 
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No development is shown in the isolate vicinity in 1872 (GLO 1872b). The land was granted to 

William Dennis in 1908 under the Homestead Act (GLO 1908b), although no additional 

information was found about Mr. Dennis. The isolate location is about 0.4 mi south of where the 

Dennis School is mapped in 1917 (USGS 1917) (Figure 5.1-26), which is situated outside of the area 

surveyed for the project. It is unknown how long that school was present, although it is mentioned 

in newspaper articles between 1909 and 1924 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1909, 1919, 1924). No 

development is shown in the area after 1917 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). 

Recommendation 

One farm implement was found at Isolate 45BN2084, and HRA recommends that the isolate is not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discard of the 

disc cultivator when it was no longer needed or functional in the mid-twentieth century. While the 

cultivator was manufactured prior to 1953, its date of discard cannot be firmly established. 

Considering the nature of the isolated find, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the 

surface, as well as the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that 

additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded farm equipment are common in rural settings such as the project area. 

Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2084 does not appear to be associated with significant 

events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant persons in our past 

(Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period (Criterion C). No 

significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate location, and its 

historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to 

yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). Further, isolated 

episodes of farm equipment discard are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated 

with any particular historic event; it was likely used in other places and later discarded. Such 

resources lack key components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. 

As such, Isolate 45BN2084 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to 

convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs 

with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 
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Figure 5.1-26. USGS map from 1917 showing Isolate 45BN2084 and Site 45BN2085.  
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2085 

Site 45BN2085 consists of a historic-period debris scatter situated  

 

Artifacts were observed in a wheat field with a ground visibility of approximately 30 

percent between wheat rows. The debris scatter measures 55 m north–south by 71 m east–west 

(Figures 5.1-27 and 5.1-28). 

In total, 98 artifacts were recorded on the ground surface at Site 45BN2085, including 50 glass 

fragments, 42 ceramic fragments, 2 metal fragments, 1 bullet casing, 1 shotgun primer, 1 piece of cut 

bone, and 1 button (Table 5.1-1). The artifacts suggest an early twentieth century date for the site.  

Several artifacts or groups of artifacts are temporally diagnostic at Site 45BN2085. Multiple ceramic 

fragments contain a cobalt blue transfer print, and one of the whiteware fragments had green 

transfer print (Figures 5.1-29 and 5.1-30). Transfer print was commonly used between 1840 and 

1940. The introduction of borax and chrome oxides into ceramic glazes allowed for more chromatic 

colors such as reds and yellows. Two of the fragments exhibit a red to pink color, one of which is a 

painted floral glaze. Red and pink colors were generally not available to ceramic makers until after 

1830 (Samford and Miller 2015). One ceramic fragment did contain a discernable makers mark 

belonging to the J&G Meakin, Ltd. Company (see Figure 5.1-29). As with many manufactures of the 

period, their makers mark changed several times. The specific makers mark observed on the 

fragment at Site 45BN2085 dates from 1890–1907 and was manufactured at the Eastwood Works in 

Haneley, England (Birks 2020).  

 

Figure 5.1-27. Overview of Site 45BN2085 , view southeast.  
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Figure 5.1-28. Sketch map of Site 45BN2085.  
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Table 5.1-1. Artifacts Identified on the Surface at Site 45BN2085. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 2 Undecorated whiteware 24 Metal 2 

Amethyst 14 Cobalt decorated 8 Bullet Casing 1 

Aqua 13 Other decorated 8 Bullet primer 1 

Cobalt 2 Stoneware 2 Button 1 

Colorless 13   Cut bone 1 

Milk 6     

Total 50 Total 42 Total 6 

 

Fourteen fragments of amethyst glass were found at the site (Figure 5.1-31). Solarized amethyst glass 

was produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 

1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). Two of the glass fragments at the site were 

aqua. Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was 

common until the 1920s, when it was replaced by the use of colorless glass. Aqua glass continues to 

be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles (Lindsey 2020). 

One rifle cartridge and one shotgun primer were identified on the ground surface (Figure 5.1-32). 

The rifle cartridge contains a headstamp with the caliber of .25-20, which was a round first produced 

by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company around 1895 and is still produced today. The shotgun 

primer includes a headstamp of “18 WINCHESTER” above the center primer and “LEADER” (see 

Figure 5.1-30). This specific headstamp was produced by Winchester from 1894–1902 (Adkins 

2011). 

One carved shell button with two eye holes was identified (see Figure 5.1-32). Additionally, a long 

bone fragment from a large hoofed mammal, likely from a species of bovid such as common cattle 

or cervid such as elk, was found (see Figure 5.1-32). The long bone was cut longitudinal, exposing 

the inner trabecular bone, and exhibits a moderately weathered cortical surface on the alternate side. 

No development is shown in the site vicinity in 1872 (GLO 1872b). The land was granted to 

William Dennis in 1908 under the Homestead Act (GLO 1908b). The site location is just over 0.8 

mi south of where the Dennis School is mapped in 1917 (USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.1-26), which is 

situated outside the area surveyed for the project. It is unknown how long that school was present, 

although it is mentioned in newspaper articles between 1909 and 1924 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 

1909, 1919, 1924). No development is shown in the area after 1917 (HistoricAerials.com 1963; 

USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). By 1976, the property was owned by WM. Pearson (Metsker 1976). 
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Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 

Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 
Green transfer print whiteware.

 

Chrome painted floral whiteware. 

 
Chrome printed whitware. 

 

J &G Meakin ironstone china.  

 
Decorated whiteware. 

 

Ceramic fragment with partial makers mark. 

 

Figure 5.1-29. Selection of ceramic artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 
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Green transfer print whiteware.

 

Cobalt transfer print whiteware.

 
Grey painted earthenware.

 

Undecorated whiteware. 

 
Stoneware. 

 

Stoneware. 

 

Figure 5.1-30. Selection of ceramic artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 
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Selection of glass. 

 

Amethyst glass. 

 
Cobalt glass.

 

Cobalt glass embossed “..LZE..” may be seltzer.

 
Amber glass. 

 

Ribbed colorless glass. 

 
Colorless glass bottle finish 

 

Aqua glass 

 

Figure 5.1-31. Selection of glass at Site 45BN2085. 
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Winchester .25-20 cartridge.

 

Winchester Leader shotgun primer.

 
Artyodactyl bone fragment. 

 

Artyodactyl bone fragment. 

 
Shell button.

 

Shell button.

 

Figure 5.1-32. Selection of artifacts at Site 45BN2085. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2085 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project.  
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2086 

Site 45BN2086 consists of a historic-period debris scatter located  

 

Artifacts were found in a wheat field that had been recently plowed, and as such, ground-

surface visibility was 100 percent (Figure 5.1-33). The site measures 28 m east–west by 25 m north–

south (Figure 5.1-34). 

In total, 119 artifacts were recorded at Site 45BN2086, including 88 glass fragments, 26 fragments of 

ceramic, and 5 pieces of metal (Figure 5.1-35–5.1-37; Table 5.1-2). The artifacts suggest a late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century date for the site. Most of the glass and ceramic pieces are 

small fragments, although 12 pieces of glass are portions of bottles and some have embossment. The 

only ceramic with any marking is a fragment with red glaze marked with “..PAN..” partially in a 

circle, though the mark is insufficiently complete to assign a manufacturer. 

Four bottle finishes were found, including one each of aqua, amethyst, amber, and colorless glass 

(see Figure 5.1-35). The aqua glass finish has a crown cap closure, but the other three finishes are 

each cork closures. There was one aqua glass bottle stopper found that is embossed “LEA &” (see 

Figure 5.1-36) indicating it was made by Lea & Perrins, who produces Worcestershire sauce that was 

first imported to the United States in 1839 and is still produced to this day (Lea & Perrins 2018). 

Two aqua glass bottle fragments are also embossed. One is embossed “ELPHIA” and “SA,” likely 

indicating Philadelphia, USA. The other is embossed “PLAIN M.” One colorless glass fragment is 

embossed “LLI” and NT’S” though it is unknown what these letters mean.  

 

Figure 5.1-33. Overview of Site 45BN2086, view west. 
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Figure 5.1-34. Sketch map of Site 45BN2086. 
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Table 5.1-2. Artifacts Identified on the Surface at Site 45BN2086. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 18 Undecorated whiteware 25 Wire nails 2 

Amethyst 15 Whiteware with mark 1 Metal spout 1 

Aqua 26   Metal clasp 2 

Colorless 29     

Total 88 Total 26 Total 5 

 

Aqua glass bottle finish.

 

Amber glass bottle finish. 

 
Amethyst glass bottle finish. 

 

Colorless glass bottle finish. 

 

Figure 5.1-35. Four glass bottle finishes from Site 45BN2086. 

One amber glass bottle base is embossed “SB &” (see Figure 5.1-36), indicating it was made by the 

Streator Bottle & Glass Company, which operated between 1881 and 1905. Whitten (2020) states 

“S.B.&G.CO. is one of the most commonly seen marks on hand blown beer bottles from the late 

1800s and early 1900s.” One amethyst glass bottle fragment appears to be embossed “..CINNT..” 

though it is unknown what this mark means. There is also a rectangular amethyst bottle base, and 

another decorated amethyst bottle fragment. Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass 

containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to 

sunlight (Lockhart 2006). 
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Aqua glass bottle stopper (Lea & Perrins).

 

Amethyst glass bottle fragment “CINNT.” 

 
Aqua glass bottle fragment “DELPHIA-SA.” 

 

Aqua glass bottle fragment “PLAIN M.” 

 

Amber glass bottle base (SB&G).

 

Rectangular amethyst glass bottle base. 

 
Colorless glass bottle fragment. 

 

Decorated amethyst glass bottle fragment. 

 

Figure 5.1-36. Glass bottle fragments from Site 45BN2086. 
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Ceramic fragment.

 

Ceramic fragment. 

 
Ceramic fragment. 

 

Metal clasp. 

 

Figure 5.1-37. Ceramic fragments and a metal clasp from Site 45BN2086. 

No development is shown in the site area on the 1872 GLO, but on a 1917 map, there is a building 

very close to the site, and Webber School is mapped 0.5 mi south of the site (GLO 1872b; USGS 

1917) (Figure 5.1-38). The artifacts were found at the border of two land patents: one was issued in 

1898 to Ira W. Carter and one was issued in 1905 to William Pearson; both patents were issued 

under the Homestead Act (GLO 1898, 1905). No buildings or structures are shown in this location 

in 1953 or 1965, and a 1963 aerial shows the area as only agricultural fields. By 1976, the property 

was owned by “Chester Henson et al.” (Metsker 1976). The artifacts found at Site 45BN2086 are 

likely associated with the adjacent building shown in 1917, and artifact dates reflect a late nineteenth 

and early twentieth century date for the site (USGS 1917). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2086 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Figure 5.1-38. USGS map from 1917, showing the location of Sites 45BN2086 and 45BN2093. 
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Precontact Isolate 45BN2092 

Isolate 45BN2092 is located  

 

 

. Wheat fields cover the rest of the area surrounding the isolate, and the 

landform is rolling hills with moderate slopes.  

The wheat field where the isolate was found was fallow at the time of survey, and ground-surface 

visibility ranged from 60–80 percent (Figures 5.1-39 and 5.1-40). 

The isolate consists of a proximal fragment of a CCS broad-necked, corner-notched projectile point 

(Figure 5.1-41). The distal point and one shoulder are broken by impact fractures. The intact 

shoulder is wide-angled and basal stem margin slightly excurvate. While corner-notched and 

shouldered, it may have been barbed and possibly basal notched prior to repeated 

resharpening/rejuvenation. It measures 27 millimeters (mm) long, 21 mm wide, and 6 mm thick, and 

its neck width is 17 mm. The morphology and neck width are consistent with Madras Shouldered. 

These points do not have a well-defined temporal range, but they likely predate 2000 B.P., given 

their broad necks. They may correspond to Quilomene Bar Corner-notched with an estimated date 

range of 3000 to 2000 B.P. on the Columbia Plateau in north-central Washington (Pettigrew et al. 

1998:1–37). 

 

Figure 5.1-39. Overview of the location of Isolate 45BN2092 with  
, view northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-40. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2092. 
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Figure 5.1-41. Projectile point identified at Isolate 45BN2092.  

Recommendation 

HRA recommends the Isolate 45BN2092 be avoided by the project. Additionally, Yakama 

recommends radial shovel probes be excavated at the isolate location to confirm that it is an isolate 

and not a site. The results of these shovel probe excavations are presented separately in an 

addendum report (Davis et al. 2021).  
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2093 

Site 45BN2093 consists of historic-period structural remains and artifacts located  

 

. The site extends for 250 meters east–west and 118 meters north–south (Figure 5.1-

42). The site is described below in three separate sections, including the west site area, the center site 

area, and the east site area. There is a driveway extending into each of the areas  

. A wheat field is situated in parts of the center and east site areas away from the structural 

remains. The remains of two residential structures are present: one in the east site area and one in 

the west site area. The center site area has the remains of two large outbuildings. There are also 

numerous other foundations and features in ruin, as well as a scatter of historic-period artifacts.  

Nothing is shown in this location on the 1872 GLO, and no land patents are available for this 

location, because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for 

potential development in 1895 (GLO 1872, 1895a). A 1917 USGS topographic map shows Site 

45BN2093 generally in the location of the Webber School, where multiple buildings are mapped, as 

well as within 0.5 mi of another structure west of  (USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.1-38). 

Little was found regarding Webber School beyond newspaper articles that briefly mention it in 1899, 

1904, and 1914 (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1914; Yakima Herald 1899, 1904). The landowner recalls 

hearing that a school used to be in this location, although he did not know at what date (Tom 

Moore, personal communication 2020). A 1953 USGS topographic maps shows nothing in the site 

location, although the two residential structures are mapped on a 1965 topographic map (USGS 

1953, 1965b) (see Figures 5.1-13 and 5.1-14). The buildings at the site were still standing in 1963, 

according to aerial maps, and while it is unknown when they were demolished, aerials from the 

1990s show the buildings in ruin (HistoricAerials.com 1963, 1996). By 1976, the land was owned by 

“Chester Henson et al.” (Metsker 1976). 

The landowner recalls that the buildings were burned in the late 1960s and in the 1970s (Tom 

Moore, personal communication 2020). An adjacent landowner recalls that the no one lived here in 

his memory but that the buildings were burned one at a time by vandals, that the area has been a 

recent “party spot” for teenagers, and that the area is also a dump spot for people to abandon dead 

cattle or horses (Stacey Smith, personal communication 2020). 

While the artifacts and structural remains at Site 45BN2093 do not specifically reflect a school 

setting, this location has clearly had buildings and been occupied since the late nineteenth century, 

possibly into the 1960s.  
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Figure 5.1-42. Sketch map of Site 45BN2093. 
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West Site Area 

The west site area includes a driveway extending from  south to a house 

foundation (Figure 5.1-43 and 5.1-44). Planted trees surround the house, and three other concrete 

foundations, three concrete slabs, a cistern, a well pump structure, and metal poles were also 

documented south of the house foundation.  

 

Figure 5.1-43. Overview of the west site area showing the house foundation and locust trees, 

view west. 

1. House Foundation: This foundation is made of concrete and was clearly a residential 

building. There is a main staircase for entrance to the house on its east side with a separate 

smaller staircase with a railing for another entrance just south of the main one. There is a 

concrete porch on the north side of the foundation. There may be as many as six rooms, and 

there is a cellar with an entrance from the south and stairs leading into the cellar. There is a 

small chimney collapsed in the west end of the foundation, and metal plumbing accessories 

are visible within the building. As reported by the landowner, the building likely was burned, 

as evidenced by burned wooden elements, as well as melted glass. There are seven planted 

locust trees adjacent to and near the house foundation, three of which are dead; two of the 

living trees are growing into the building remnants. At its maximum, the foundation 

measures 39.6 ft east–west by 48.6 ft north–south. One .44 caliber musket shot round, with 

striations for rifling, that was likely cast in lead, was found adjacent to the house foundation 

(Figure 5.1-45). 

2. Concrete Foundation: This foundation consists of a square (5 by 5 ft) concrete lined area 

filled with dirt. There is one concrete footing in the center of the foundation with four bolts 

sticking out of it (Figure 5.1-46). 
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3. Concrete Slab: This is a slab of concrete that measures 30 ft north–south by 20 ft east–

west. There is a metal pipe sticking out of the northeast corner of the slab. The base of the 

pipe is stamped “BLACKMER” (see Figure 5.1-46). Blackmer has manufactured water 

pumps and gas compressors since 1903 (PSG 2020). One piece of milled lumber lies on the 

slab, and there are scattered fragments of vessel and flat colorless glass (some melted) on the 

slab as well. 

4. Concrete Slab: This slab of concrete is situated 10 ft east of another concrete slab (3), and it 

measures 30 ft north–south and 15 ft east–west (see Figure 5.1-46). Small fragments of 

vessel and flat colorless and aqua glass are scattered on the slab; many fragments are melted. 

5. Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 20 ft north–south by 13 ft east–west and 

consists of a concrete lined area with two concrete pads on its north end. The northeast 

concrete pad sticks out from the main foundation and measures 4 by 4 ft. The northwest 

concrete pad is within the foundation and also measures 4 by 4 ft. Within the northwest pad 

are dozens of fragments of colorless, aqua, and amber glass, as well as one metal belt buckle, 

one piece of milled lumber, and one brick (see Figure 5.1-46).  

6. Concrete Slab: This slab measures approximately 20 ft east–west by 16 ft north–south. The 

edges of the slab are difficult to see due to vegetation and soil. One colorless glass bottle 

base was found on the edge of the slab (Figure 5.1-47). The base is stamped with the 

Owens-Illinois “Diamond-I” logo, which was in use until 1954. While the numbers stamped 

on the base—“55” and “44”—are not in their typical position for Owens-Illinois (they are 

beneath the logo as opposed to either side) there is a factory code for 55 (manufactured in 

Colorado) but not for 44, and therefore it is assumed this bottle was manufactured in 1944 

(Lockhart and Hoenig 2015). 

7. Well Pump Structure: This concrete structure measures 2.5 by 1.5 ft and may have been 

the housing for a well pump. Dirt and vegetation cover the concrete structure, but there is a 

deep hole beneath it suggesting it was a well or water source (see Figure 5.1-47). 

8. Cistern: This structure consists of a large deep dug-out area beneath the ground that is lined 

with concrete and has an opening lined with metal (see Figure 5.1-47). There was likely once 

a lid to the cistern, but that is no longer present. The metal opening measures 3.7 ft in 

diameter. The cistern is located just south of the house foundation (1).  

9. Metal Rods: There are two metal rods located 10 ft apart sticking out of the ground. They 

are 5 ft high (see Figure 5.1-47). 

10. Metal Rod: There is one metal rod implement located 50 ft southeast of the two metal rods 

(9). The implement is 5 ft high and measures 10 ft in length. This is likely a matching pair to 

the two metal rods (9), though this one has a connector piece of metal on the top (see Figure 

5.1-47).  
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Figure 5.1-44. Sketch map of the west site area at Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “West Site Area.” 
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Overview of house foundation (1), view north.

 

Overview of house foundation and basement (1), view southwest. 

 

Main entrance staircase of house foundation (1), view south.

 

Second entrance staircase of house foundation (1), view west.

 
Collapsed chimney in house foundation (1).

 

Cellar entrance of house foundation with burned wood (1).

 
Metal plumbing accessory in house foundation (1).  

 

Musket shot adjacent to house foundation (1).

 

Figure 5.1-45. Selection of elements associated with the house foundation (No. 1 in text) in the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Concrete foundation with concrete footing (2). 

 

Concrete slab with pipe (3), view north. 

 

“BLACKMER” pipe in concrete slab (3).

 

Concrete slab (4), view north. 

 

Northwest concrete pad in concrete foundation (5). 

 

Selection of glass fragments from northwest concrete pad (5).

 
Metal belt buckle from northwest concrete pad (5).

 

Concrete foundation with northeast concrete pad (5), view west. 

 

Figure 5.1-46. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 2–5 in text) from the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Foundation (6) and metal rods (9/10) in background, view north.

 

Colorless glass bottle base adjacent to foundation (6).

 
Well pump structure (7), view north. 

 

Cistern (8) and house foundation (1), view north.

 
Two metal rods (9) at left and metal rod (10) at right, view north.

 

Metal rod (10) at left and metal rods (9) at right, view west. 

 

Figure 5.1-47. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 1, 6–10 in text) from the west site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Center Site Area 

The center site area includes a driveway extending from  to wood 

structural remains and a large concrete foundation (Figure 5.1-48). Two concrete lined pits are 

situated north of the large concrete foundation along , and two cisterns are 

located on either side of the large concrete foundation. Two concrete pads, one smaller concrete 

foundation, two concrete footings, metal pipes, metal sheeting, a wood beam, a metal trough, and 

fence remnants are all situated south and southeast of the wood structural remains and large 

concrete foundation. Three artifacts were found on the ground surface outside of the structural 

remains. The northeast surface artifact is one milk glass fragment and one amber glass fragment. 

The other surface artifact (by Feature 6), is a small fragment of aqua vessel glass (see Figure 5.1-48.) 

1. Large Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 65 by 55 ft at its maximum. The 

entire foundation is covered in concrete, and debris is scattered across the surface. The 

debris includes a metal bed frame, a fuel container, fragments of metal and glass, and milled 

lumber. Much of the lumber and glass has been burned. The glass includes colorless flat 

glass, as well as colorless, green, amber, aqua, milk, and amethyst vessel glass. Solarized 

amethyst glass was produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a 

decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). The metal 

includes springs, wire nails, rings, bolts, washers, and pins (Figure 5.1-49). 

2. Collapsed Wood Structure: This wood structure is completely collapsed atop a concrete 

foundation. It measures approximately 40 by 30 ft. Within the debris, there is evidence of a 

red brick chimney and multiple windows that would have once been in the structure. Square 

nails were found within the planks of the wood debris. Square nails were common from the 

mid-1800s and into the early 1900s (Wells 1998). A metal tank that may have housed oil is 

situated at the north end of the structural debris (Figure 5.1-50). 

3. Cellar: This structure is a concrete cellar with a small room above it. It measures 15 by 15 ft. 

The walls of the room above the cellar are mainly collapsed and were made of chain link 

fencing plastered with concrete. The roof of the structure appears to have been tin, as some 

is present in the collapsed debris. One metal bed frame with springs is located beneath the 

collapsed walls, as is a 50-gallon steel drum. There are 9 concrete steps leading down to the 

cellar. The door frame to the cellar is framed with milled lumber. Wires extend down from 

the vaulted ceiling of the cellar, suggesting it was wired for electricity (see Figure 5.1-50).  

4. Concrete Foundation: This foundation measures 16 ft north–south by 14 ft east–west and 

consists of a concrete lined area and a concrete floor. The concrete lining is 1 ft tall above 

the ground surface (Figure 5.1-51). 

5. Concrete Pad: This concrete pad measures 13 ft north–south by 9 ft east–west and has one 

piece of milled lumber at its southern end (see Figure 5.1-51). 
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Figure 5.1-48. Sketch map of the center site area at Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “Center Site Area.” 
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6. Cistern: This cistern measures 20 by 20 ft and is covered with concrete and a round metal 

opening (see Figure 5.1-51). The cistern appears to be at least 30 ft deep. It is located just 

northeast of the large concrete pad (1). 

7. Cistern: This cistern measures 20 by 20 ft and is covered with concrete with a round metal 

opening and a metal lid (see Figure 5.1-51). It is located just northwest of the large concrete 

pad (1). 

8. Metal Pipes: One metal pipe is sticking out of the ground for approximately 4 ft. There is a 

metal bracket on the pipe. A second pipe is adjacent to the first and is sticking 1 ft above the 

ground surface (Figure 5.1-52).  

9. Concrete Footing: A hollow piece of concrete (1.5-ft diameter) is 4 ft deep in the ground. 

It is presumed to have housed a pole or be some type of footing (see Figure 5.1-52).  

10. Metal Trough: A rectangular piece of rusted metal is adjacent to a concrete foundation (5). 

It measures 6 by 2.5 ft and may have functioned as a trough (see Figure 5.1-52). 

11. Concrete Footing: A hollow piece of concrete (2 ft diameter) is 4 ft deep into the ground. 

It is presumed to have housed a pole or be some type of footing (see Figure 5.1-52).  

12. Wood Beam: This milled beam measures 18.5 ft long, has steel nuts and bolts across its 

length, and has two metal wheels or pulleys on each end (see Figure 5.1-52). 

13. Concrete Pad: This concrete pad is barely visible and is covered in dirt and vegetation. It 

measures approximately 20 by 20 ft. Debris scattered on the pad include brick, concrete 

chunks, terra cotta, metal fragments, and glass fragments. Many of the glass fragments are 

burned. Three broken colorless glass bottles are located on the pad (see Figure 5.1-52). One 

is embossed on the base “Black Leaf 40,” which was a nicotine sulfate solution used as an 

pesticide that was manufactured in high quantities from the 1920s to the 1950s (Marshall 

2012), although it continued to be manufactured into the 1990s when it was banned in the 

United States (Marcus 2003). 

14. Fence Remnants: Two standing beams with metal latches have one cross brace between 

them. They are likely the remnants of a fenceline and/or gate (Figure 5.1-53). 

15. Metal Sheeting: One roll of metal sheeting on the ground (see Figure 5.1-53). 

16. Concrete-Lined Pit: This feature is adjacent to  and consists of a 6-foot-

deep pit lined with concrete on its walls. The base is covered in dirt and vegetation. The 

structure measures 23.1 ft east–west by 13.6 ft north–south (see Figure 5.1-53). 

17. Concrete-Lined Pit: This feature is 3 ft south of the other concrete-lined pit (16). It is a 

rounded pit lined with concrete and partially collapsed (see Figure 5.1-53). It measures 

approximately 13 ft east–west by 12 ft north–south and is approximately 5 ft deep. 
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Large concrete foundation (1), view north. 

 

Large concrete foundation and bed frame (1), view north.

 
Large concrete foundation (1), view southeast. 

 

Fuel container on the large concrete foundation (1). 

 
Example of glass found on the large concrete foundation (1).

 

Example of metal found on the large concrete foundation (1).

 

Figure 5.1-49. Selection of elements associated with the large concrete foundation (No. 1 in text) in the center site area of Site 
45BN2093. 
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Collapsed wood structure (2), view northwest.  

 

Collapsed structure and concrete foundation (2), view north.

 
Square nail found in the collapsed wood structure (2). 

 

Metal tank north of collapsed wood structure (2), view southeast. 

 
Cellar and room above it (3), view north. 

 

Entrance to cellar (3), view northwest. 

 

Figure 5.1-50. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 2–3 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Inside of cellar with vaulted ceiling (3). 

 

Bed frame in room above cellar (3), view northwest. 

 
Concrete pad (4), view northeast. 

 

Concrete foundation (5), view east. 

 
Cistern (6), view south.

 

Cistern (7), view west.

 

Figure 5.1-51. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 3–7 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Metal pipes (8), view south.

 

Concrete footing (9).

 
Metal trough (10), view northwest. 

 

Concrete footing (11). 

 
Wood beam (12), view southeast. 

 

Concrete pad with debris (13), view northeast.

 

Figure 5.1-52. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 8–13 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Vessel fragments on concrete pad (13). 

 

Detail of “Black Leaf” bottle base on concrete pad (13). 

 
Fence remnants (14), view west. 

 

Metal sheet roll (15).

 
Concrete lined pit (16), view west. 

 

Concrete lined pit (17), view southeast. 

 

Figure 5.1-53. Selection of features and artifacts (Nos. 13–17 in text) from the center site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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East Site Area 

The east site area includes a driveway extending from  south to a house 

foundation (Figures 5.1-54 and 5.1-55). Planted trees surround the house, and a well pump structure, 

a cistern, and a metal pole were also documented around the foundation. A concentration of 

historic-period artifacts was identified in a wheat field northwest of the structural remains.  

 

Figure 5.1-54. Overview of the east site area with the house foundation between the trees, 
view southwest. 

1. House Foundation: This foundation is made of concrete and was clearly a residential 

building. There is a main staircase for entrance to the house on its north side that leads up to 

a concrete porch. The porch is littered with burned colorless glass fragments, likely window 

glass. There are at least three separate rooms, and there is a basement with steps leading 

down to its entrance on the south side of the building. The basement is at least 6 ft deep. 

Metal pipes are visible in one of the rooms in the southwest corner of the foundation. The 

building likely was burned, as evidenced by burned wooden elements and the melted glass. 

There is one large planted locust tree adjacent to and northeast of the house foundation with 

bones littered around the tree; two other planted trees are nearby. At its maximum, the 

foundation measures 30 ft east–west by 40 ft north–south (Figure 5.1-56). 

2. Cistern This structure consists of a large deep dug-out area beneath the ground that is lined 

with concrete and has an opening lined with metal and a metal lid (see Figure 5.1-56). The 

metal opening measures 30.5 in in diameter. The cistern is located just southeast of the 

house foundation (1). 
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Figure 5.1-55. Sketch map of the east site area of Site 45BN2093; the numbers on the map correlate with features, 
structural remains, and artifacts discussed in text under “East Site Area.” 
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3. Well: This concrete structure measures 2.5 by 1.5 ft and may have been the housing for a 

well pump. There is a deep hole beneath the concrete, suggesting it was a well or water 

source (see Figure 5.1-56). 

4. Metal Pole: There is a metal pole sticking 5 ft out of the ground southwest of the house 

foundation. A smaller pole extends above the main pole and there is a T-shaped bracket 

between the two. Four wires are hanging down from the top of the smaller pole (see Figure 

5.1-56). It is unclear if this was a utility pole, an antenna, or had some other function. 

Artifact Concentration 

Northwest of the house foundation, there is a concentration of historic-period artifacts on the 

ground surface in a wheat field. The concentration measures 43 m north–south by 30 m east–west. 

Approximately 59 artifacts were observed, including vessel glass (n = 32), flat glass (n = 5), ceramic 

fragments (n = 17), sanitary cans (n = 2), a metal brooch, an insulator, and a shell button, as well as 

scattered small chunks of concreted and small pieces of milled lumber (Figure 5.1-57; Table 5.1-3). 

Three of the ceramic fragments exhibited a flow-blue pattern manufactured using transfer-print 

techniques. Flow-blue transfer print ceramics were commonly produced between 1915 and 1935 

(Williams 1981). The ceramic fragments were too small to determine the vessel type, though they are 

likely all domestic tableware. The only other diagnostic items in the concentration were the amethyst 

glass fragments. Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass containing manganese, which 

was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). 

Table 5.1-3. Artifacts Identified in the Artifact Concentration in the East Site Area at Site 45BN2093. 

Glass Count Ceramic Count Other Count 

Amber 9 Undecorated whiteware 11 Cans 2 

Amethyst 7 Cobalt decorated 3 Metal brooch 1 

Aqua 8 Other decorated 3 Shell button 1 

Cobalt 1   Insulator 1 

Colorless 12     

Total 37 Total 17 Total 5 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2093 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Overview of house foundation (1), view east.

 

Overview of the house foundation and basement (1), view south. 

 
Staircase and porch at house foundation (1), view south. 

 

Porch and basement at house foundation (1), view northeast. 

 
Bone around locust tree next to house foundation (1). 

 

Cistern (2).  

 
Well pump structure (3). 

 

Metal pole (4). 

 

Figure 5.1-56. House foundation and features (Nos. 1–4 in text) in the east site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Shell button.

 

Flat glass. 

 

Crushed sanitary can.

 

Paneled glass fragment. 

 

Metal brooch with Egyptian design. 

 

Undecorated whiteware fragment. 

 
Flow blue and pink/green glazed ceramic fragments. 

 

Selection of glass fragments.

 

Figure 5.1-57. Selection of artifacts from the artifact concentration in the east site area of Site 45BN2093. 
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Precontact Site 45BN261 

Site 45BN261 is located  

 (Figure 5.1-58). The site was originally recorded in 1980 as a basalt stone 

circles in a 5-meter-diameter area at the top of . It was described as 

“Two stone circles and a collapsed third, all of basalt cobbles. Large circle is 2.5 m dia., small is 1 m 

dia. Large circle is of a single stone construction of 15 stones, smaller is of many piled stone” 

(Randolph 1980a).  

In 2007, a meteorological tower was proposed for the top of the ridge adjacent to (within 100 m of) 

where Site 45BN261 is located. The surveyors noted that “no evidence of this site, or the remains of 

any disturbed rock circles, was identified in the project area, despite considerable expansion of the 

survey area” (Kelly 2007a:6). Kelly (2007a) suggests a few reasons for this, including 1) the site was 

recorded 27 years prior, and there was no detailed sketch map of the site in the original form; 2) the 

UTM coordinates from 1980 were missing one digit, so the site cannot be accurately mapped; 3) an 

access road follows , and, as the road has been bladed since it was 

recorded, the site may have been destroyed; and 4) the lack of any cobbles or boulders in the 

mapped site location suggests the site is not located there. While Kelly (2007a) suggests Site 

45BN261 may be in a different location, the topographic map (1:24,000 scale) provided by 

Randolph (1980a) shows the site in the exact location on file with DAHP and where a rock stack 

was found during the current investigations.  

Site 45BN261 was relocated during a survey in 2009 after the meteorological tower was installed. At 

that time “three roughly circular or oblong alignments of basalt cobbles and a fourth potential 

circular feature” were identified (McDaniel 2009c:4). All four features consisted of one course of 

cobbles that were partially buried and covered in lichen. Feature 1 measured 2 by 1.5 m with 30–40 

cobbles, including a few that were recently displaced; Feature 2 measures 1.5 by 1 m with 30 

cobbles; Feature 3 measured 1 by 1 m with 15 cobbles, and potential Feature 4 was 0.5 by 0.5 m 

with 12 cobbles that may have been impacted from road construction. The features were all found 

in a 5-meter-diameter area. The site was interpreted to pre-date the road, as some cobbles were 

impacted by the road. Additionally, as the lichen growth was uniform, and the rocks were embedded 

in the soil, the site was interpreted to date to the precontact period (McDaniel 2009d). McDaniel 

(2009c) notes that Kelly (2007a) did not relocate the site as they were investigating an area between 

100 m and 200 m away from the true site location. 

In 2013 the site was relocated again, although this time three features were observed, and one was a 

noted as a “rock cairn” (Boyd 2013a). The cairn was described as 20 cobbles stacked up to 30 cm 

high and located north of the road; the feature was noted to not match any of McDaniel’s (2009d) 

feature descriptions though it was generally in the location of Feature 1. Another feature was “a 

deflated association of rocks, roughly forming a circle” that may have been McDaniel’s (2009d) 

Feature 2 or 3. The last feature was likely McDaniel’s (2009d) Feature 4 as it was a disturbed rock 

feature located on the edge of the road; however, this feature also has multiple rocks stacked up to 

three courses and does not match the description of Feature 4; Boyd (2013a) interpreted this feature 

to be disturbed with rocks being placed in a slight depression along the road. 
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Figure 5.1-58. Sketch map of Site 45BN261. 
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Site 45BN261 was mentioned by surveyors in 2016, and while the site was not visited, they noted 

that what they could see  indicated that a large modern rock 

feature had been constructed in the vicinity of the recorded location of Site 45BN261 (Lizkow and 

Evenson 2016). 

During the current survey, a large stack of rocks was found on  

 the rock stack is visible even from a distance (Figure 5.1-59). 

The rock stack measures 2 m east–west, 1.5 m north–south, and is 1.2 m tall. It is composed of at 

least 75 subrounded and subangular cobbles that appear to have been placed recently, as there is no 

lichen on the cobbles (Figures 5.1-60–51.-62).  

This location of the rock stack is  

 

. 

There is currently no metrological tower in the vicinity. According to the landowner, this rock stack 

is a recent construction (Tom Moore, personal communication 2020). The adjacent landowner 

provided additional detail including that the rock stack has only been there for the last five years as 

 

 

 

 

 

The other features, mainly consisting of single course circular rock features, previously described by 

Randolph (1980a), McDaniel (2009d), and Boyd (2013a), were not identified. The “disturbed” rock 

feature adjacent to the road and described by Boyd (2013a) was also not found. The rock stack 

identified during the current investigations was found approximately 3 m north of the road, and it is 

likely the same location as the “rock cairn” described by Boyd (2013a). It is HRA’s interpretation 

that over the last decade, the cultural features at Site 45BN261 have been altered in multiple ways 

including road construction and maintenance, and disturbance by bikers, hikers, horseback riders, 

and all-terrain vehicles that may involve the displacement of rocks in the features and/or moving of 

rocks, and certainly includes people adding rocks to create the current large rock stack. Due to the 

nature of the site, a 20-m buffer has been drawn around the identified rock stack and constitutes the 

site boundary. Notably this site boundary is approximately 10 m from the site boundary on file with 

DAHP and shown in WISSARD (see Figure 5.1-58). No features were found in the boundary on file 

with DAHP, however, that boundary appears to have been digitized from the 1980 hand-drawn 

topographic map provided in the original site form (Randolph 1980a). Additionally, McDaniel 

(2009d), and Boyd (2013a) both describe the site as north of the trail/road and the boundary on file 

with DAHP shows the site south of the trail/road. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN261 is protected under RCW 27.53 cannot be disturbed without a permit issued under 

RCW 27.53.060. As noted in Section 1.2, the Yakama has previously indicated that the site is directly 

associated with a TCP(s). HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. To ensure 

protection of the site, HRA recommends avoidance of both the site location as documented by 
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HRA and of the location shown in WISSARD, 10 m to the south. If these areas cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to assess potential impacts from the project.  
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5.1.3 Unsurveyed Areas 

Four locations in the Webber Canyon survey area were not surveyed due to steep terrain. These 

locations had slopes over 30 percent and included Webber and Sheep Canyons, as well as two steep 

drainages near these canyons (Figures 5.1-63–5.1-66). The archaeologists surveyed to both sides of 

the canyons and drainages, and from the edge of the steep slopes were able to visually examine both 

the slope and the bottom of the canyons and drainages. No artifacts or features were identified and 

no additional survey is recommended in these areas due to low probability for cultural resources. 

 

Figure 5.1-63. Webber Canyon from its east side, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-64. Drainage west of Webber Canyon, from the drainage’s south side, view 
northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-65. Sheep Canyon from its north side, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-66. Drainage west of Sheep Canyon, from the drainage’s east side, view north. 
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5.2 Badger Canyon Survey Area 

5.2.1 Pedestrian Survey 

The Badger Canyon survey area is situated on both sides of Badger Canyon, and Bing Canyon is 

located in the southern portion of the survey area (Figure 5.2-1). Locus Grove Road extends 

through the center of the survey area, and Badger Canyon Road is the western boundary of the 

survey area (Figure 5.2-2). The survey corridor was mainly situated in wheat fields, as well as 

drainages and ditches between fields (Figures 5.2-3–5.2-5). The areas around Badger and Bing 

Canyons have steeper terrain than the rolling hills in other areas (Figures 5.2-6 and 5.2-7).  

One architectural resource (grain elevator) was recorded in the survey area, which is discussed in 

Section 5.2.2. No archaeological resources were identified. The field crew noted but did not record 

one item during the survey. A piece of abandoned farm equipment was found between two fields 

just west of Badger Canyon (Figure 5.2-8). No markings were present on the equipment other than 

the John Deere brand, and there was no indication that the item was more than 50 years old. The 

farm equipment location is provided in Appendix C. 

 

Figure 5.2-1. Wheat field east of Badger Canyon in April 2020, view east. 
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Figure 5.2-2. Overview of the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.2-3. Previously harvested field south of Sellards Road in July 2020, view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-4. Wheat field (left) and plowed field (right) east of Bing Canyon, view north. 
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Figure 5.2-5. Recently harvested wheat field west of Badger Canyon in September 2020, view 
north. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-6. Drainage just east of Badger Canyon in April 2020, view northeast. 
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Figure 5.2-7. Road in Bing Canyon in April 2020, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-8. Modern John Deere grain drill, view west. 
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5.2.2 Architectural Resource 

Grain Elevator (3152-S5) 

A grain elevator was recorded within the survey corridor on the east side of Badger Canyon Road 

and in Section 25 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East (Figures 5.2-9–5.2-11). According to the 

Benton County Assessor, this grain elevator was constructed in 1940. The grain elevator is visible on 

a 1963 aerial map (and is in the same configuration as it is today) and is also marked on maps in 

1965 (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1965a, 1965b). The multi-story building is rectangular in plan, 

constructed of a wood frame, sits on a poured concrete foundation, is clad in corrugated metal, and 

features a stacked front-gabled roof clad in corrugated metal (Figures 5.2-12 and 5.2-13). The cross-

gabled roof consists of a full length raised section with boarded opening on the east and west ends 

and topped with a taller central gable with vents on the north and south elevations. The west facade 

features a sliding garage door with a grain chute directly above the door. The east elevation has a 

secondary grain chute at the same height, as well as an access ladder to reach the lower gable. The 

north and south elevations have no openings other than the vents in the topmost gable. The 

building is surrounded by wheat fields.   

 

Figure 5.2-9. Grain elevator, view west. 
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Figure 5.2-10. Sketch map of the grain elevator. 
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Figure 5.2-11. Grain elevator shown on a 1965 USGS map (USGS 1965b). 
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Figure 5.2-12. Grain elevator, view southeast.  Figure 5.2-13. Grain elevator, view northwest.  

Integrity  

From its period of construction (ca. 1940), the grain elevator features integrity of location, setting, 

design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, as it remains relatively unaltered.  

Evaluation  

Constructed as a grain elevator ca. 1940, the building is in a rural area surrounded by open fields. A 

1953 topographic map shows several grain elevators in the area (though not this one), and most 

appear to be associated with a nearby homestead (USGS 1953). The house closest to this grain 

elevator is located approximately 1.15 mi south, near another grain elevator, and is therefore likely 

not associated with the grain elevator within the project area. According to the 1988 “Grain 

Production Properties in Eastern Washington” (MPD) Form, modern mechanization in the 1920s 

and 1930s provided farmers the opportunity to do more with less. During the Depression, small 

farms consolidated into larger farms to survive. Some technology, while available, was not widely 

used until the electrification of an area, and as such bulk storage of grain was not an option for many 

farmers. By 1939, 61 percent of Washington farms were electrified and newer technologies, such as 

the grain elevator were widely implemented. While this grain elevator dates to that time, it has no 

clear association with a homestead or farmyard. Furthermore, the MPD specifies that “elevators 

predating the massive shift to bulk grain technology are significant representatives of the early signs 

of momentous changes to come in the industry” (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F15). This grain 

elevator was constructed as response to the industry changes rather than pre-dating and signifying 

the change. Therefore, the grain elevator in the project does not appear to have any specific 

association with events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or 

national history (Criterion A).  

Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant 

persons (Criterion B). No patents were issued for this parcel in the late nineteenth or early twentieth 

century. The resource is a utilitarian agricultural building with few architectural features beyond the 
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stacked gable roof. It does not embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction for grain elevators; or represent the work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or 

represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction 

(i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common construction 

methods and well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 

information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 

construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

HRA recommends the grain elevator is not eligible for individual listing in the NRHP as it does not 

meet any NRHP criteria. Additionally, there will be no direct impact to the structure as part of the 

project. 

5.3 Johnson Butte Survey Area 

5.3.1 Pedestrian Survey 

The Johnson Butte survey area is bisected by Interstate 82, which runs through Bofer Canyon. On 

the west side of the interstate are Coyote, Taylor, and Prospect Canyons. On the east side of the 

interstate is the prominent peak of Johnson Butte (Figure 5.3-1). The survey corridor is mainly 

situated in wheat fields, as well as many drainages (Figures 5.3-2–5.3-9). One ridgeline west of Taylor 

Canyon had sagebrush, bunchgrasses, and 30–50 percent ground surface visibility (see Figure 5.3-4). 

No survey was conducted in the Washington Department of Transportation ROW at Interstate 82 

(see Figure 5.3-9) as any project components that may be located there would be underground (see 

Appendix B: Map 8 for detail of the unsurveyed section). 

Two archaeological resources were identified in the survey area, including one historic-period isolate 

and one historic-period site (Section 5.3.2). One architectural resource (manufactured home) was 

also recorded in the survey area (Section 5.3.3).  

HRA noted but did not record seven items in the Johnson Butte survey area; maps showing these 

items are in Appendix C. One item was a concrete square structure partially buried on the edge of a 

drainage between Prospect and Taylor Canyons (Figure 5.3-10). The concrete may be the opening to 

a cistern. Background research did not identify any structures or features dating to the historic 

period in this general vicinity. A wood grain elevator is visible 0.2 mi to the northeast but outside the 

areas surveyed for the project. Three wood poles were found within a quarter mile of each other 

(Figure 5.3-11). One pole was intact and had a wire hanging from it, and the other two were broken. 

The poles align east–west and likely once represented a utility line. Background research did not 

reveal when this line was constructed or used, and there are no markings on the poles themselves. 

Four pieces of farm equipment were found in the survey area. Three were located east of Johnson 

Butte and appeared to still be in use and modern (Figure 5.3-12). One John Deere grain drill was 

found west of Prospect Canyon, and while it appeared to have been abandonded, no markings were 

present on the equipment, and there was no indication that the item was more than 50 years old.  
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Finally, one concrete foundation was found in the survey area (Figure 5.3-13). The foundation 

measures 50 ft north–south by 30 ft east–west and is situated south of Beck Road and east of 

Johnson Butte. There were rubber tires, pieces of plastic, and a few wire nails on top of the 

foundation. Review of historic-period maps provided no information regarding the foundation’s age.  
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Figure 5.3-1. Overview of the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure 5.3-2. Plowed field west of Nicoson Road in April 2020 with Taylor Canyon visible 
(right), view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-3. Overview of Coyote Canyon in July 2020 with a recently harvested wheat field 
(background) and fallow field (foreground) visible, view north. 
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Figure 5.3-4. Ridgeline with sagebrush west of Taylor Canyon in April 2020, view east. 
 

 

 

Figure 5.3-5. Drainage near Prospect Canyon in July 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.3-6. Wheat field east of Johnson Butte (visible in background) in April 2020, view west. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-7. Drainage east of Johnson Butte in April 2020, view south. 
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Figure 5.3-8. Fallow fields west of Johnson Butte and east of the interstate in July 2020, view 
south. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-9. Drainage adjacent to Interstate 82, the ROW of which was not surveyed 
(background right), view northeast. 
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Figure 5.3-10. Concrete that may be the opening for a cistern in a drainage between Taylor 
and Prospect Canyons, view west. 

 

Intact wood pole, view southwest.

 

Broken wood pole, view west. 

 
Broken wood pole, view west. 

 

Alignment of the three poles, view west. 

 

Figure 5.3-11. Wood poles identified between Prospect and Bofer Canyons. 
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John Deere grain drill west of Prospect Canyon.

 

Modern disc plow east of Johnson Butte.

 
 

Modern disc plow east of Johnson Butte. 

 

Modern grain drills east Johnson Butte.

 

Figure 5.3-12. Modern farm equipment identified in the Johnson Butte survey area.  

 

 

Concrete foundation, view west. 

 

Concrete foundation and tires, view northeast. 

 

Figure 5.3-13. Concrete foundation found south of Beck Road and east of Johnson Butte. 
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5.3.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2087 

Site 45BN2087 is a historic-period debris scatter located  

 

 Ground-

surface visibility was between 40 and 60 percent, and vegetation in the area included sagebrush and 

assorted grasses. The site measures 43 m east–west by 25 m north–south (Figure 5.3-15). 

There were 63 artifacts identified on the ground surface at the site, including 23 fragments of glass 

(5 of which were melted), 31 fragments of ceramic, 5 fragments of brick, 1 fragment of drain tile, 

and 3 metal items (Table 5.3-1; Figures 5.3-16 and 5.3-17). Artifacts from Site 45BN2087 were 

mainly fragments less than 2 in in size. The ceramics did not contain diagnostic features or markings. 

The only diagnostic artifacts were the amethyst glass fragments. Solarized amethyst glass was 

produced when glass containing manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 

and 1920, is exposed to sunlight (Lockhart 2006). While not limited to this time period, aqua and 

milk glass were also common in the early nineteenth century (Lindsey 2020). 

 

Figure 5.3-14. Overview of Site 45BN2087, view north. 
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Figure 5.3-15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2087. 
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Table 5.3-1. Artifact Identified on the Ground Surface at Site 45BN2087. 

Glass Count Ceramic County Other Count 

Colorless flat 2 Porcelain 1 Wire nail 1 

Colorless vessel 10 Undecorated whiteware 23 Metal fragment 1 

Amethyst 5 Decorated whiteware 5 Brick 5 

Aqua 4 Stoneware 2 Metal spool 1 

Milk 2   Drain tile 1 

Total 23 Total 31 Total 9 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3-16. Ceramics and one brick fragment from Site 45BN2087. 
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Metal spool. 

 

End of metal spool. 

 
Whiteware with blue glaze.

 

Whiteware with blue floral glaze.

 

Aqua glass. 

 

Amethyst glass. 

 

Figure 5.3-17. Selection of artifacts identified at Site 45BN2087. 

Nothing is shown in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although in 1917 there is a possible 

(map is unclear) building located 0.1 mi southwest of the site and a clearly marked building 0.6 mi to 

the southwest (GLO 1865b; USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location, because it 

is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 

1895 (GLO 1895b). No development is shown on maps from 1953 or 1964, and the site area is 

surrounded by agricultural fields on a 1963 aerial (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1964a). By 

1976, the land was owned by Catherine Wilkins (Metsker 1976). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2087 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 
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Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2091 

Isolate 45BN2091 is located  

. Ground-surface visibility ranged from 60–80 percent. Various weeds are 

scattered throughout the wheat. The isolate consists of a single, fragmented stoneware vessel (n = 

10; MNV = 1), likely a domestic tableware. The ceramic fragments are spread out over an area 

measuring 18 m north–south and 30 m east–west (Figures 5.3-18 and 5.3-19).  

A total of 10 white stoneware fragments were recorded at the location of 45BN2091, including one 

fragment containing a partial print in cobalt blue (Figure 5.3-20). The print contains the letters “ST” 

inside a circle. A review of ceramic makers marks compiled by Steve Birks (2020) indicates this mark 

was used by Sterling Pottery Co. between 1939 and 1953. The company produced low priced tea and 

coffee sets, as well as general tableware in England. All fragments contain the same glaze and relative 

thickness, indicating that fragments are all from the same vessel that have been dispersed through 

years of agricultural activity. The fragments appear to have a gentle exterior curvature and this, 

combined with the size of the fragments, suggests the vessel was a large container such as a crock, 

pitcher, jug, or bowl.  

Nothing is shown in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although in 1917 there is a possible 

(map is unclear) building located 0.1 mi southwest of the site and a clearly marked building 0.8 mi to 

the southwest (GLO 1865a; USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location because it is 

one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 

1895 (GLO 1895b). No development is shown on maps from 1953 or 1965, and the site area is in 

and surrounded by agricultural fields on a 1963 aerial (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1953, 1965b, 

1965d). By 1976, the land was owned by A. A. Edwards (Metsker 1976). 

 

Figure 5.3-18. Overview of Isolate 45BN2091.  
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Figure 5.3-19. Overview of Isolate 45BN2091.  
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Figure 5.3-20. Ceramic fragments identified at Isolate 45BN2019.  

Recommendation 

One ceramic vessel was found in 10 pieces at Isolate 45BN2091, and HRA recommends that the 

isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appear to represent a single episode of 

discarded trash associated with residential use in the early or mid-twentieth century, or it may have 

been broken as a result of target shooting as it was found in an agricultural field 3 mi from the 

closest residence. A review of historic maps shows the residence was in place by 1965 (USGS 

1965b). Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the 

lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the absence of significant historical 

development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the 

isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken ceramic vessel, are common in rural settings such 

as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2091 does not appear to be 

associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of 

significant persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a 

distinctive period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were 

identified at the isolate location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 

1997). Thus, the isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the 

region (Criterion D). Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single ceramic item, are 

secondary deposit and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could 

have been used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key 

components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 

45BN2091 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a failure to convey 
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significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming the DAHP concurs with this 

recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate. 

5.3.3 Architectural Resources 

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV line originally constructed ca. 

1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission line is located in 

Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, has 204 individual pole structures, and 

extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, 

and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The transmission line was 

previously recorded as part of the project including Structures 15/2 and 15/4 (Davis et al. 2020). 

Newly recorded in the project are Structures 13/2, 13/3, and 13/6 (Figures 5.3-21–5.3-24). The 

transmission line shares a ROW corridor with the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, 

which is discussed below. 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 

individually identified and catalogued within the BPA system for management purposes via a 

number plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single-

circuit wood pole of the H-frame type.  

 

Figure 5.3-21. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (right) and 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line (left) Structure 13/2, view southeast. 
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Figure 5.3-22. Sketch map of the BPA Transmission Lines in the project. 
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Figure 5.3-23. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (left) and 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structures 13/3 (right), view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-24. Detail of Structure 13/6 on the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission 
Line, view north. 
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Evaluation 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. 

Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 

originally terminated at the Pasco Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon 

Substation and 8 mi of new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the 

Pasco Substation was decommissioned. Brannan and Clark (2007) recommended McNary–Badger 

Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP; however, the evaluation 

predates BPA’s multiple property document (MPD) (Kramer 2012). 

A portion of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2020 as part of 

the project; that portion of the line is on WA DNR land 1.37 mi northeast of the portion of the line 

documented on private land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigation, the 

transmission line was determined not eligible for listing in the NRHP per the guidelines in the 

context of the MPD for the BPA Transmission System (Davis et al. 2020).  

The portion of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line within the private land 

portion of the project is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of 

integrity and significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination (Davis et al. 2020) that the 

whole of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System. The resource does not appear to be individually 

eligible outside of the context of the MPD. As the resource’s 2020 determination was made within 

the past five years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 721665) 

in WISAARD.   

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 

energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, 

Washington, and extends for 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, east of Umatilla, Oregon, 

and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission 

line was previously recorded as part of the project including Structures 15/2 and 15/4 (Davis et al. 

2020). Newly recorded in the project are Structures 13/2, 13/3, and 13/6 (see Figure 5.3-22). The 

transmission line shares a ROW corridor with the McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line. 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 

individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for management purposes via a number 

plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit 

wood pole H-frame type (Figures 5.3-25–5.3-27).  
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Figure 5.3-25. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (left) and McNary–
Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/2 (right), view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-26. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (right) and 
McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line Structure 13/3 (left), view northwest. 
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Figure 5.3-27. Detail of Structure 13/6 on the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line, view 
northwest. 

Evaluation 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. At 

the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin 

No. 2 Transmission Line structures had been changed out and none of the original cross arms were 

extant, however, the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 

(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). A portion of the 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was previously recorded in 2020 as part of the project; 

that portion of the line is on DNR land and located 1.37 mi northeast of the portion of the line on 

private land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigation, the transmission line was 

determined eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A within the context of the MPD for 

the BPA Transmission System (Davis et al. 2020).  

The portion of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within the private land portion of the 

project is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of integrity and 

significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination that the McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line is eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission 

System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and 

government. The construction dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA 

Transmission System (System Expansion, 1946–1974). As the 2020 determination was made within 

the past five years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 721666) 

in WISAARD.   

The project proposes various facilities (e.g., access roads, collector lines) in the vicinity of the 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. The project will not alter the integrity of location or 

setting, as the named line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA Transmission 
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System and will remain within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of 

design, materials, workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. The 

line will continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that is identifiable 

as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also retain integrity of 

association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will remain an integral and 

functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA recommends that the project will have no 

significant impact to the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line.  

147407 E. Beck Road (3152-S4) 

One building was identified on the edge of the survey corridor east of Johnson Butte and south of 

the Beck Road, and in Section 28 of Township 7 North, Range 29 East (Figures 5.3-28 and 5.3-29). 

According to the Benton County Assessor, the property at 147407 E. Beck Road contains a 

Quonset hut (north of the roadway) and a residence (south of the roadway). The assessor notes the 

Quonset hut was constructed in 2011, but does not give a date of construction for the buildings, 

which is a manufactured house (Benton County 2020). Based on a review of historic aerials, the 

current residence replaced an earlier building at this location between 1963 and 1996 

(HistoricAerials.com 1963). Background research could not further refine when the building was 

placed at this location. Modern debris, such as metal sheeting, plastic and metal drums, and beer and 

soda cans, were found on the ground surface between Beck Road and the building (Figure 5.3-30). 

The double-wide manufactured house is generally rectangular, sits on a poured concrete foundation, 

is covered in T1-11, and topped by a side-gabled roof covered in asphalt shingles (Figure 5.3-31). 

The east-facing facade features a screened entrance and two non-operable windows that appear to 

date from the 1990s. Windows on other elevations consist of a variety of operable and non-operable 

aluminum windows that also appear to date from the 1990s. A rear porch at the southwest corner 

was enclosed. A variety of trees are planted around the house, and a tin-roofed shed is situated 

behind (south) of the house outside the survey corridor. 

 

Figure 5.3-28. Overview of 147407 E. Beck Road, view west. 
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Figure 5.3-29. Aerial map of 147407 E. Beck Road. 
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Figure 5.3-30. Plastic and metal debris in the survey corridor along the driveway to 147407 E. 
Beck Road, view east. 

 

View southwest 

 

View south. 

 

Figure 5.3-31. Residence at 147407 E. Beck Road. 

Integrity  

From its period of construction (at an unknown date between 1963–1996), the manufactured house 

features integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. Alterations, such as an enclosed back 

porch and window replacements, have diminished the building’s integrity of design, materials, and 

workmanship.  
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Evaluation  

A structure is shown north of the road in 1917, no buildings are depicted on a 1953 map, and while 

a buildings is mapped in this location in 1964, it is likely the same building that is visible in 1963, 

which is clearly not the building that is present today (HistoricAerials.com 1963; USGS 1917, 1953, 

1964a, 1964b). Constructed as a manufactured house at an unknown date between 1963 and 1996, 

the house at 147407 E. Beck Road does not appear to have any specific association with events that 

made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or national history (Criterion A). 

Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant 

persons (Criterion B). A patent was issued to William C. Moore in 1907 for the land where the 

house is located (GLO 1907) and by 1976, the property was owned by H. F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

The resource is a manufactured building and is not significant for its architecture. It does not 

embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the 

work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity 

whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the 

building was built of common construction methods and well-known materials and is unlikely to 

answer important research questions or yield information about human history that can only be 

answered by the actual physical material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these 

resources (Criterion D).  

HRA recommends the residence at 147407 E Beck Road is not eligible for individual listing in the 

NRHP as it does not meet any NRHP criteria. Additionally, there will be no direct impact to the 

structure as part of the project. 

5.4 Nine Canyon Survey Area 

5.4.1 Pedestrian Survey 

The Nine Canyon survey area includes Fourmile Canyon to the west, Switzler Canyon to the south, 

and Nine Canyon to the northeast (Figure 5.4-1). The landform known as The Butte is situated at 

the far northeast corner of the survey area, and this area of rock outcrops has sagebrush and 

bunchgrasses with 50–80 percent ground surface visibility (Figure 5.4-2). The survey corridor was 

mainly situated in rolling hills planted in wheat, although steeper terrain in the vicinity of canyons 

and drainages was encountered between fields (Figures 5.4-3–5.4-7). One area east of Nine Canyon 

had fallow fields and was an active septage management site where septage is applied to the soil as a 

soil amendment (Figures 5.4-8 and 5.4-9). In addition, there were a few fields planted in corn south 

of The Butte (Figure 5.4-10). HRA did not survey within the active corn field (see Appendix B: Map 

10 for detail of the unsurveyed section). 

Three archaeological sites and one previously recorded historic-period architectural resource were 

identified in the Nine Canyon survey area. These are discussed in Sections 5.4.2 (archaeological 

resources) and 5.4.3 (architectural resource). 
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Figure 5.4-1. Overview of the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.4-2. Sagebrush and rock outcrops on The Butte, view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-3. Wheat field just south of Kirk Road in April 2020, view north. 
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Figure 5.4-4. Plowed wheat field east of Nine Canyon in July 2020, view west. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-5. Harvested wheat field east of Fourmile Canyon in September 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.4-6. Fallow fields and Fourmile Canyon in April 2020, view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-7. Wheat fields and Nine Canyon in July 2020 with The Butte visible in the background (right), view 
northeast. 
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Figure 5.4-8. Fallow field at the septage management site east of Nine Canyon in April 2020, 
view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-9. Drainage in the septage management site in April 2020, view southwest. 
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HRA noted but did not record three items during the survey; maps showing these items are in 

Appendix C. One was a concrete-lined cistern on the west slope of Fourmile Canyon (Figure 5.4-

11). The cistern measured 12 ft in diameter and had a few pieces of burned milled lumber 

surrounding it. South of Kirk Road and east of Fourmile Canyon was a ditch between fields that had 

a crushed metal trough and pieces of farming equipment that may have been part of a disc 

cultivator. No markings were found on either item (Figure 5.4-12). Finally, one drainage in the 

septage management site was filled with metal and concrete debris, though no temporally diagnostic 

items were found (Figure 5.4-13). 

 

Figure 5.4-10. Corn field (right) south of The Butte in July 2020, view east. Survey was 
restricted to the areas outside the corn field. 

 

Figure 5.4-11. Cistern on the west slope of Fourmile Canyon in April 2020, view west. 
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Figure 5.4-12. Crushed metal trough and discing equipment pieces in a ditch south of Kirk 
Road in July 2020, view south. 

 

View east. 

 

View south. 

 
View south. 

 

View north. 

 

Figure 5.4-13. Concrete and metal in a drainage in the septage management site in April 2020.  
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5.4.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2088 

Site 45BN2088 consists of a historic-period debris scatter on  

. The artifacts were found in a wheat field with 50 

percent ground-surface visibility and in an area that appeared to be cultivated but contained no 

vegetation (possibly a former road) and had 100 percent ground-surface visibility. The debris scatter 

measured approximately 30 m north–south by 30 m east–west (Figures 5.4-14–5.4-16).  

Nineteen artifacts were recorded at Site 45BN2088, including 9 fragments of glass, 6 fragments of 

whiteware ceramic, and 4 pieces of metal (Figures 5.4-17 and 5.4-18). The glass included amethyst (n 

= 2), colorless flat (n = 1), colorless vessel (n = 3), aqua (n = 2), and amber (n = 1). Two of the six 

ceramics are decorated. The metal included three unknown fragments and one metal ring.  

The ceramic fragments all appear to be from the same vessel, likely a plate, and exhibit a painted 

floral pattern in a chromatic red and green. Chromatic colors such as reds and pinks were generally 

not available to ceramic makers until post 1830 with introduction of borax and chromatic oxides in 

glazes (Samford and Miller 2015). Solarized amethyst glass was produced when glass containing 

manganese, which was used as a decolorant between about 1880 and 1920, is exposed to sunlight 

(Lockhart 2006). While not limited to this time period, aqua glass was also common in the early 

nineteenth century (Lindsey 2020). 

 

Figure 5.4-14. Overview of Site 45BN2088, view southeast. 
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Figure 5.4-15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2088, showing the location of artifacts. 
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Figure 5.4-16. Overview of Site 45BN2088, view south. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-17. Six ceramic fragments found at Site 45BN2088. 
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Amethyst glass

 

Aqua glass 

 
Metal ring 

 

Metal fragments 

 

Figure 5.4-18. Selection of artifacts identified at Site 45BN2088. 

No development is show in in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although a building is 

mapped 0.5 mi northwest of the site at  in 1917 (GLO 1865b; USGS 

1917) (Figure 5.4-19). No land patents are available for this location, because it is one of many 

parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 

1895b). A number of wells are mapped adjacent to the canyon in 1953, including “Cress Well,” and 

“Cresswell Wells” is shown in 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964) (Figure 5.4-20). By 1976, the property is 

owned by Harvey F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2088 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2089 

Site 45BN2089 is a historic-period debris scatter located  

 are dispersed along  

 The artifacts were found in an area 

measuring 33 m north–south by 18 m east–west (Figure 5.4-21). Ground-surface visibility ranged 

from 30–60 percent, and vegetation mostly consisted of bunchgrasses (Figure 5.4-22). Wheat fields 

are situated . 
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Figure 5.4-19. USGS map from 1917, showing the location of Sites 45BN2088 and 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-20. USGS map from 1964, showing the location of Sites 45BN2088 and 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-21. Sketch map of Site 45BN2089. 
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Figure 5.4-22. Overview of Site 45BN2089 in , view north. 

Artifacts observed at Site 45BN2089 include two complete amber bottles, one colorless glass bottle 

base, three metal cans (one large crushed can, one sanitary can, and one hole-in-top can), one brick 

fragment in two pieces, a section of barbed wire, a mostly intact metal children’s tricycle, one metal 

sheet, and a piece of unknown farm equipment (Figures 5.4-23 and 5.4-24). The two complete 

amber glass bottles and the hole-in-top can all exhibit diagnostic characteristics or markings. The 

first amber bottle features the “Diamond-O” makers mark from the Owens-Illinois Company and a 

date code of 1936 (Lockhart and Hoening 2015). The Owens-Illinois bottle is a molded bottle with 

an embossed repeating diamond design near the neck and “1 cup” and “1/2 cup” measurements 

embossed on the body. The measurements on the side likely indicate the bottle was not used for a 

beverage, but rather for a product, often called “Packers” (Lockart and Hoening 2018:316). The 

other amber glass bottle, which was found half buried in sediment, included a makers mark on the 

base from the W. J. Latchford Glass Co. used from 1925–1939 (Lockhart et al. 2017). The bottle 

base also includes the product name of “PUREX” who started producing bleach and other 

household cleaners in 1922 (Henkel 2016).  

Three metal cans were observed on the surface at Site 45BN2089, including one sanitary can, one 

hole-in-top can, and one large can. The sanitary and large cans were manufactured using typical 

techniques such as solderless, double locking or interlocking side-seams that appear to be crimped 

internally (Waechter 2007). The sanitary cans had been cut open or punctured at the top, suggesting 

it had contained solid foods and would have been manufactured after 1904, when the sanitary, 

solderless can became the most commonly produced tin can in the United States (Merritt 2014). The 

large can, which had been flattened, also appeared to be internally crimped but was too weathered to 

have any identifiable markings or characteristics.  

The “Hole-in-Top” or vent hole tin can was most commonly used for evaporated or condensed 

milk. Vent hole cans were popularized by the late 1880s but were manufactured as late as the 1980s. 

The can is characterized by two flattened ends and a single “matchstick” filler or “vent hole” sealed 

with solder at one end. Due to the long period of manufacture, vent hole cans may exhibit soldered 

side seams, although the observed item presented solderless, double-locking side seams that appear 
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to be crimped internally, suggesting it was made after 1904. Measurements of the can indicate a 

probable manufacture of between 1917 and 1929 (IMACS 2001). Puncture holes were usually 

applied to aid in the opening of the product and can be seen on the identified artifact at Site 

45BN2089 (Memmott 2015; Merritt 2014). 

The tricycle is metal with a metal seat. The front wheel is missing, and the back two wheels feature 

highly weathered rubber tread. The area under the seat of the tricycle is stamped “Metalcraft.” 

Metalcraft Corporation was based out of St. Louis, Missouri, and manufactured children’s toys and 

playground equipment between 1920 and 1938 (Antique Toys 2017; Fab Tin Toys 2020). 

 

Amber glass bottle. 

 

Amber glass bottle base. 

 
Colorless glass bottle base. 

 

Amber glass Purex bottle base. 

 

Figure 5.4-23. Selection of bottles found at Site 45BN2089. 
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Metalcraft tricycle.

 

Brick fragments. 

 
Sanitary can.

 

Hole-in-top can. 

 
Farm equipment fragment. 

 

Large crushed can. 

 
Barbed wire.  

 

Metal sheet.  

 

Figure 5.4-24. Selection of metal artifacts found at Site 45BN2089. 
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No development is shown in in the site vicinity on the 1865 GLO map, although a building is 

mapped in 1917, 0.2 mi south of the site where  (GLO 1865b; 

USGS 1917) (see Figure 5.4-19). No land patents are available for this location because it is one of 

many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 

(GLO 1895b). A number of wells are mapped adjacent to the canyon in 1953, including “Cress 

Well” (see Figure 5.4-20), and “Cresswell Wells” is shown in 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964). By 1976, the 

property is owned by Harvey F. Owens (Metsker 1976). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2089 is unevaluated for NRHP eligibility. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the 

project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance 

and integrity, as well as to assess potential impacts from the project. 

Precontact Site 45BN2090 

Site 45BN2090 consists of a stacked rock feature located on  

 

 

 

 Ground-surface visibility 

ranged from 60–80 percent, and vegetation in the area included sagebrush, balsamroot, and 

bunchgrasses.  

The stacked rock feature consists of a single rock placement on a boulder. The cap rock measures 34 

cm north–south, 19 cm east–west, and 20 cm tall. The boulder measures approximately 158 cm 

north–south, 98 cm east–west, and 85 cm tall. There is heavy lichen growth on the north face of the 

cap rock, and lichen bridging was visible between the cap rock and the boulder in that location. Due 

to the nature of the site, the site boundary has been drawn to include a 20-m buffer around the 

feature. 
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Figure 5.4-25. Sketch map of Site 45BN2090. 
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Recommendation 

Site 45BN2090 is protected under RCW 27.53 and cannot be disturbed without a permit issued 

under RCW 27.53.060. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to assess potential impacts from the project.  
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5.4.3 Architectural Resource 

Nine Canyon Road 

Nine Canyon Road (also called 9 Canyon Road) consists of a paved road that extends for 

approximately 9 mi from its intersection with Highway 297 near Finley to the north, to near its 

intersection with Coffin Road to the south (Figures 5.4-28 and 5.4-29). The road was built ca. 1950 

and has been improved multiple times, including most recently ca. 2012. The road measures 25–30 

ft wide and is a two-lane bituminous asphalt road (Schroeder 2012a). According to Schroeder and 

Landreau (2012:20), “the original paved asphalt surface is buried under successive layers of asphalt” 

and is only visible in small discrete areas. The road extends through Nine Canyon and through 

rolling hills south of the canyon. It crosses the survey corridor in three places: once near its 

intersection with Mills Road, once at its intersection with Kirk Road (see Figure 5.4-28), and again 

near its intersection with Beck Road. At the latter, there is a modern concrete culvert going under 

the road (Figure 5.4-30). The road in the three surveyed locations was paved throughout and in good 

condition (Figure 5.4-31) 

Evaluation 

Nine Canyon Road was previously recorded in 2012 in its entirety (Schroeder 2012a). According to 

records in WISAARD, the Federal Highway Administration and DAHP determined in 2014 that the 

resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The portions of the road that are located within the 

survey corridor of the project are similar to the previously recorded portions, as these portions retain 

a similar level of integrity and significance. HRA concurs with the previous determination that Nine 

Canyon Road is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Additionally, the road will not be directly 

impacted by the project. As resource’s 2014 eligibility determination was made within the past 10 

years and is current, HRA did not re-record the resource (DAHP Property No. 667765) in 

WISAARD, although updated photographs have been provided per DAHP standards.   

 

Figure 5.4-28. Overview of Nine Canyon Road, view south. 
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Figure 5.4-29. Sketch map of Nine Canyon Road. 
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Figure 5.4-30. Concrete culvert on the east side of Nine Canyon Road near its intersection 
with Beck Road, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-31. Overview of Nine Canyon Road near its intersection with Kirk Road, view 
southwest. 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 
HRA has completed a cultural resources survey for the private land portion of the proposed Horse 

Heaven Wind Farm Project. A total of 10,260.7 acres were pedestrian surveyed within the project 

lease boundary. Except for shovel probes needed at precontact Isolate 45BN2092 (see Section 

5.1.2), HRA does not recommend any locations within the surveyed areas for shovel probing, as no 

areas were identified that suggest a high likelihood for buried cultural deposits; furthermore, all of 

the survey areas had good ground surface visibility, and many had excellent visibility. There were 

121.8 acres not surveyed because of steep terrain or because of restricted access; however, no 

additional work is recommended in these areas, as they have low probability for cultural resources. 

An additional 702.5 acres have been previously surveyed on WA DNR land as part of the project 

(Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis et al. 2020). As a result of the survey on private land, 14 

archaeological resources were documented, including 13 newly recorded resources and 1 previously 

recorded resource (Table 6-1). Additionally, five architectural resources were investigated, including 

two newly recorded resources and three previously recorded resources (Table 6-2). 

A summary of the 14 archaeological resources is as follows: 

• There are five historic-period isolated finds, and HRA recommends them as not eligible for 

listing in the NRHP. No further cultural resource investigations are recommended for these 

resources.  

• There are six historic-period archaeological sites that are unevaluated for listing in the 

NRHP. The project plans to avoid these resources in the course of the project. If they 

cannot be avoided, additional consultation and/or archaeological investigations (completed 

under a permit issued under RCW 27.53.060) will be necessary to determine their 

significance and integrity, assess potential project impacts, and/or develop appropriate 

treatment measures. 

• There is one precontact isolate (45BN2092) where shovel probes are needed to determine if 

additional artifacts are present. The results of these shovel probe excavations are presented 

separately in an addendum report (Davis et al. 2021).  

• There are two precontact sites, both stacked rock features (Sites 45BN261 and 45BN2090), 

that are protected under RCW 27.53 and cannot be disturbed without a permit issued under 

RCW 27.53.060. Notably, Yakama has previously indicated that Site 45BN261 is directly 

associated with a TCP(s) (see Section 1.2 and 5.1.2). Evaluation of these resources for the 

NRHP is not appropriate under the applicable regulatory context. The project plans to avoid 

these resources in the course of the project. If they cannot be avoided, additional 

consultation and/or archaeological investigations will be necessary to assess potential project 

impacts and/or develop appropriate treatment measures.  
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HRA recommends the project create and implement an Avoidance and Protection Plan for 

archaeological resources that provides details regarding measures to ensure construction equipment 

does not impact resources that should be protected. This may include, for example, staking/flagging 

of resources prior to and during construction, archaeological monitoring, and provisions for 

responding to inadvertent discoveries. The plan should detail the size of avoidance buffers at each 

resource based on site type, landform, and the potential for buried deposits. Notably, for precontact 

resources, a buffer has already been implemented and is considered the resource boundary. These 

buffers measure 20 m around the two stacked rock features sites (45BN261 and 45BN2090) and 

10 m around the precontact isolate (45BN2092). 

Of the five architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for listing in 

the NRHP, and HRA recommends another two resources are also not eligible. One architectural 

resource has been previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP under the BPA MPD. 

However, HRA recommends that the project will have no significant impacts to the resource. No 

further cultural resources are recommended for the architectural resources. 

If the API, once determined, extends outside the areas surveyed, or if the recommended avoidance 

measures cannot be enacted, additional cultural resource investigations may be needed. Should 

unanticipated archaeological resources be encountered during the project construction, per the 

Avoidance and Protection Plan, all ground-disturbing activity near the find will be halted, and 

DAHP should be promptly notified to ensure compliance with relevant state laws and regulations. If 

evidence of human burials is encountered, all ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity will be halted 

immediately, and DAHP, the Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate Tribes will be 

notified. 

Table 6-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project. 

Resource No. Description NRHP Eligibility Status Project Management 
Recommendation 

45BN261 Precontact stacked rock 
feature(s) 

Not applicable Implement avoidance measures 
(per RCW 27.53); if avoidance not 
possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations 
and/or measures 

45BN2081 Historic object Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2082 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2083 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2084 Historic object Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2085 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2086 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2087 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 
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Table 6-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project. 

Resource No. Description NRHP Eligibility Status Project Management 
Recommendation 

45BN2088 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2089 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

45BN2090 Precontact stacked rock 
feature 

Not applicable Implement avoidance measures 
(per RCW 27.53); if avoidance not 
possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations 
and/or measures 

45BN2091 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work 

45BN2092 Precontact isolate Not applicable Excavate radial shovel probes to 
confirm resource is an isolate (see 
Davis et al. [2021] for excavation 
results and further 
recommendations)  

45BN2093 Historic structural remains, 
debris scatter 

Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or 
determine NRHP eligibility 

 

 

Table 6-2. Recommendations for Architectural Resources within the Project. 

Resource  NRHP Eligibility Status Project Management 
Recommendation 

Grain elevator Recommended not eligible No further work 

McNary–Badger No. 1 Transmission Line Not eligible No further work 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line Eligible No further work (no significant 
impacts) 

14707 E. Beck Road Recommended not eligible No further work 

Nine Canyon Road Not eligible No further work 
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Figure C-1. Non-archaeological items in the Webber Canyon survey area. 
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Figure C-2. Non-archaeological item in the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure C-3. Non-archaeological items in the Johnson Butte survey area. 
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Figure C-4. Non-archaeological items in the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Location

Address: 147407 E Beck Rd, Kennewick, Washington, 99337
Geographic Areas: Benton County, T07R29E28, JOHNSON BUTTE Quadrangle

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Architecture

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Construction Type Year Circa
Construction Dates:

Wednesday, September 30, 2020 Page 1 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/21/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Wednesday, September 30, 2020 Page 2 of 5

Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



147407_E_ Beck_Road_Aerial.png

147407 E Beck Road, view south

Photos

147407_E_ Beck_Road_Topo.png

147407 E Beck Road, view southwest
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Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 9/21/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Plan Rectangle

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Cladding Wood - T 1-11

Roof Type Gable - Side

Roof Material Asphalt/Composition - Shingle

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 9/21/2020

Field Recorder: Lauren Waldroop

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity 
From its period of construction (at an unknown date between 1963–1996), the 
manufactured house features integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association. 
Alterations, such as an enclosed back porch and window replacements, have diminished 
the building’s integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. 
Evaluation 
Constructed as a manufactured house at an unknown date between 1963–1996, the 
house at 147407 E Beck Road does not appear to have any specific association with 
events that made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local, state, or 
national history (Criterion A). Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the 
resource with the lives of significant persons (Criterion B). The resource is a 
manufactured building and is not significant for its architecture. It does not embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the 
work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a 
district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common construction methods and 
well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 
information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical 
material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D).
Historical Research Associates recommends the residence at 147407 E Beck Road is not 
eligible for individual listing in the NRHP as it does not meet any National Register of 
Historic Places criteria. 
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Historic Property Report
Residence 722996Resource Name: Property ID:



Physical description: According to the Benton County Assessor, the property at 147407 E Beck Road contains a 
Quonset hut (north of the roadway) and a residence (south of the roadway). The assessor 
notes the Quonset hut was constructed in 2011, but does not give a date of construction 
for the manufactured house (Benton County 2020). Based on a review of historic aerials, 
the current residence replaced an earlier building at this location between 1963 and 1996
 (NETROnline 2020). Background research could not further refine the date the building 
was placed at this location.
The double-wide manufactured house is generally rectangular, sits on a poured-concrete 
foundation, is covered in T1-11, and topped by a side-gable roof covered in asphalt 
shingles. The east-facing facade features a screened entrance and two non-operable 
windows that appear to date from the 1990s. Windows on other elevations consist of a 
variety of operable and non-operable aluminum windows that also appear to date from 
the 1990s. A rear porch at the southwest corner was enclosed. 

Bibliography: Benton County
2020 Tax Assessor Data for Property 52633. Electronic document, 
https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/44892, accessed September 16, 
2020.
NETROnline
2020 Historic Aerials. Electronic document, https://www.historicaerials.com/viewer, 
accessed September 21, 2020.
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Location

Address: S Badger Canyon Rd, Benton City, Washington, 99320
Geographic Areas: WEBBER CANYON Quadrangle, T08R27E25, Benton County

Information
Number of stories: 3.00

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Architecture

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1940

Construction Dates:

Sunday, August 1, 2021 Page 1 of 6

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/21/2020 Survey/Inventory  

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/21/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Sunday, August 1, 2021 Page 2 of 6

Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Grain_Elevator_3152_Location.png

Grain Elevator along S Badge Canyon Road, view 
southeast

Photos

Grain_Elevator_3152_Aerial.png

Grain Elevator along S Badge Canyon Road, view 
northwest
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Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 9/21/2020

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Structural System Wood - Balloon Frame

Plan Rectangle

Cladding Metal - Corrugated

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Material Metal - Corrugated

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 9/21/2020

Field Recorder: Lauren Waldroop

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion
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Historic Property Report
Grain Elevator 722995Resource Name: Property ID:



Significance narrative: Integrity 
From its period of construction (ca. 1940), the grain elevator features integrity of 
location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, as it remains 
relatively unaltered. 
Evaluation 
Constructed as a grain elevator ca. 1940, the building is in a rural area surrounded by 
open fields. A 1953 topographic map shows several grain elevators in the area (though 
not this one), and most appear to be associated with a nearby homestead (USGS 1953). 
The house closest to this grain elevator is located approximately 1.15 mi south, near 
another grain elevator, and is therefore likely not associated with the grain elevator 
within the project area. According to the 1988 “Grain Production Properties in Eastern 
Washington” Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPD), modern mechanization in 
the 1920s and 1930s provided farmers the opportunity to do more with less. During the 
Depression, small farms consolidated into larger farms to survive. Some technology, while 
available, was not widely used until the electrification of an area, and as such bulk 
storage of grain was not an option for many farmers. By 1939, 61% of Washington farms 
were electrified and newer technologies, such as the grain elevator were widely 
implemented. While this grain elevator dates to that time, it has no clear association with 
a homestead or farmyard. Furthermore, the MPD specifies that “elevators predating the 
massive shift to bulk grain technology are significant representatives of the early signs of 
momentous changes to come in the industry” (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F15). This 
grain elevator was constructed as response to the industry changes rather than pre-
dating and signifying the change. Therefore, the grain elevator in the project does not 
appear to have any specific association with events that made a significant contribution 
to the broad patterns of local, state, or national history (Criterion A). 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). No patents were issued for this parcel in the late 
nineteenth or early twentieth century. The resource is a utilitarian agricultural building 
with few architectural features beyond the stacked gable roof. It does not embody the 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction for grain elevators; 
or represent the work of a master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction 
(i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). Finally, the building was built of common 
construction methods and well-known materials and is unlikely to answer important 
research questions or yield information about human history that can only be answered 
by the actual physical material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these 
resources (Criterion D).
Historical Research Associates recommends the grain elevator is not eligible for individual 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) as it does not meet any NRHP 
criteria. Additionally, there will be no direct impact to the structure as part of the project.
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Physical description: A grain elevator was recorded within the survey corridor on the east side of Badger 
Canyon Road and in Section 25 of Township 8 North, Range 27 East. According to the 
Benton County Assessor, this grain elevator was constructed in 1940. The grain elevator is 
visible on a 1963 aerial map (and is in the same configuration as it is today) and is also 
marked on maps in 1965 (HistoricAerial.com 1963; USGS 1965a, 1965b). The multi-story 
building is rectangular in plan, constructed of a wood frame, sits on a poured concrete 
foundation, is clad in corrugated metal, and features a stacked front-gabled roof clad in 
corrugated metal. The cross-gabled roof consists of a full length raised section with 
boarded opening on the east and west ends and topped with a taller central gable with 
vents on the north and south elevations. The west facade features a sliding garage door 
with a grain chute directly above the door. The east elevation has a secondary grain chute 
at the same height, as well as an access ladder to reach the lower gable. The north and 
south elevations have no openings other than the vents in the topmost gable. The 
building is surrounded by wheat fields.  

Bibliography: Benton County
2020 Tax Assessor Data for Property 52633. Electronic document, 
https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/44892, accessed September 16, 
2020.
HistoricAerials.com
1963 Aerial Photograph of the Kennewick Area. Electronic document, 
http://historicaerials.com, accessed September 21, 2020.
Lindeman, Glen, and Craig Holstine
1988 Agricultural Study Unit. Prepared for Office of Archaeology and Historic 
Preservation, Olympia, Washington.
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
1953 Walla Walla, Washington. 1:250,000 topographic quadrangle. Electronic document, 
https://store.usgs.gov, accessed September 20, 2020. 
1965a Webber Canyon, Washington. 1:24,000 topographic quadrangle. Electronic 
document, https://store.usgs.gov, accessed September 20, 2020.
1965b Badger Mtn, Washington. 1:125,000 topographic quadrangle. Electronic 
document, https://store.usgs.gov, accessed September 20, 2020.
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Location

Address: xxx 9 Canyon Road, Finley, WA 
Geographic Areas: Benton County, PASCO Quadrangle, T08R30E33

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Transportation

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Transportation Transportation - Road-Related (vehicular)

Transportation Transportation - Road-Related (vehicular)

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1950

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

021914-23-FHWA, FHWA, Old 
Inland Empire Highway Widening, 
Fed Aid STPUS-8052(003)

7/20/2012 Determined Not Eligible  , 11/25/2014

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

9/28/2020 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:
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Nine Canyon Road at Kirk Road.jpg

Nine Canyon Road near Kirk Road.jpg

Beginning of survey
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Inventory Details - 7/20/2012

Characteristics:
Category Item

Plan Irregular

Detail Information

Common name: 9 Canyon Road

Date recorded: 7/20/2012

Field Recorder: William D. Schroeder, M.S.

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination 021914-23-FHWA determined on 11/25/2014

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: 9 Canyon Road was originally constructed ca. 1950 at about the same time as the 
Kennewick Irrigation District canals to the north.  BM1074 notes state that the road 
which leads to the access to BM1074 was already paved in 1950 when the note was 
made.

Physical description: The roadway is standard bituminous asphalt, two lanes, and has been re-paved sometime 
in the past at least once.  Roadway is 25-30 Ft. wide, is paved and unpaved in sections, 
and winds its way through 9 Canyon and over interfluvial ridges associated with the 
Horse Heaven Hills.

Property appears to meet criteria for the National Register of Historic Places: No

Property potentially contributes to a historic district (National and/or local): No
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Date recorded: 9/28/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination
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Location

Address: Johnson Butte

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Builder Bonneville Power Administration

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Government Government - Hydroelectric Power Transmission

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1948

Remodel 1976

Construction Dates:
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Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of 
BPA’s investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line 
maintenance project (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the 
McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line originally terminated at the Pasco 
Substation. After the construction of the Badger Canyon Substation and eight miles of 
new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction of the line, the Pasco 
Substation was decommissioned (Brannan and Clark 2007). Brannan and Clark (2007) 
recommended McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in 
the NRHP; however, the evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012).

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV transmission line constructed ca. 1948; it was moved and 
operationally split following construction of the Badger Canyon Substation in 1975; 
retains its original capacity; and has been modified over time, including maintenance and 
repairs as well as more substantial changes such as eight miles of realignment. 

As such, the McNary-Badger–Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no longer retains integrity 
of location/setting as the line was rerouted from the original Pasco Substation to the 
newly constructed Badger Canyon Substation, changing alignment direction and resulting 
in reenergization of the line in 1976. The line no longer connects at the same 
origination/endpoints as originally designed. Following these alterations, the 
McNary–Pasco No. 1 line was renamed the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1. The line no 
longer retains integrity of design/materials/workmanship due to replacement of 
approximately 28 percent of original wood poles with steel towers (8 of the 28.3 miles). 
Due to these collective changes, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line no 
longer meets two of the four minimum eligibility standards for transmission lines defined 
in the MPD. 

HRA concurs with Brannan and Clark (2007) and recommends the McNary–Badger 
Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the 
BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association with themes of commerce, 
engineering, industry, and government. The resource no longer maintains integrity from 
the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System (System Expansion, 
1946–1974), and the subsequent alterations fall outside of the combined periods of 
significance (1938–1974). The resource does not appear to be individually eligible outside 
of the context of the MPD.   

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an 
exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction method. 
The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early example 
of any particular technological or construction method and, as with Criterion A, it does 
not meet the minimum eligibility requirements or retain sufficient integrity to convey 
significance. As such, HRA recommends the line does not meet the Criterion C 
considerations established in the MPD. 
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Physical description: The McNary-Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115 kV line originally 
constructed ca. 1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The 
transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, 
has 204 structures, and extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary 
Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of 
Kennewick, Washington. The Project proposes an access road and a collector line 
(underground) to cross under the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line. As 
such, HRA surveyed and evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within 
the Johnson Butte survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole 
structures, transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The 
wood pole structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole of the H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line 
ROW is shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Franklin No. 
2 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 

Bibliography: Brannan, Nicole F., and Sunshine R. Clark
2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Kramer, George
2012 National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form for the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Pacific Northwest Transmission System. On file at 
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Olympia.
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Location

Address: Johnson Butte

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History
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Category Name or Company
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Construction Dates:
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Inventory Details - 3/9/2020

Characteristics:
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Structural System Log

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 3/9/2020

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise
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Surveyor Opinion
Property appears to meet criteria for the National Register of Historic Places: Yes
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Significance narrative: Evaluation
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 
investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance 
project (Brannan and Clark 2007). At the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) 
noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line structures had 
been changed out and none of the original cross arms were extant. They also noted that 
the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 
(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). 

In regards to evaluation under the guidance of the MPD, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line is a 230-kV transmission line was constructed in 1955; has not been 
moved, rerouted, or operationally split since it was first energized; retains its original 
capacity; and has seen only limited modifications over time, specifically maintenance and 
repairs. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line meets the minimum eligibility 
standards for transmission lines defined in the MPD in that it was designed by or 
purchased at the direction of BPA; was owned and operated entirely or in part by BPA; 
was constructed prior to 1975; and continues in its original function (electrical 
transmission).

HRA recommends the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line eligible for listing in the 
NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System under Criterion A for association 
with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and government. The construction 
dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System 
(System Expansion, 1946–1974). 

As noted in the MPD, some transmission lines may gain additional significance under 
Criterion C for specific design characteristics or association with particular technological 
improvements related to the transmission of electrical energy. Such resources must be an 
exemplar or early instance of a particular significant technology or construction method. 
The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is not an exemplar or early example of any 
particular technological or construction method. As such, HRA recommends the line does 
not meet the Criterion C considerations established in the MPD. 

The Project proposes to construct an access road and a collector line (underground) that 
will cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line in Benton County, 
Washington. The Project will not alter the integrity of location or setting, as the named 
line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA System and will remain 
within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of design, materials, 
workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. The line will 
continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that is 
identifiable as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also retain 
integrity of association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will 
remain an integral and functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA 
recommends that the Project will have no significant impact   to the McNary–Franklin No. 
2 Transmission Line. 
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Physical description: The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230 kV line originally constructed in 
1955 and energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, 
and Benton County, Washington, and extends 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, 
east of Umatilla, Oregon, and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (Brannan 
and Clark 2007). The Project proposes an access road and a collector line (underground) 
to cross under the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. As such, HRA surveyed and 
evaluated only the portion of the linear resource that falls within the Johnson Butte 
survey area, including Structures 15/4 and 15/2. 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 
transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment . The wood pole 
structures are individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for 
management purposes via a number plate. Only one type of structure was observed 
within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit wood pole H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line ROW is 
shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, McNary–Badger Canyon No. 
1 Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately. 

Bibliography: Brannan, Nicole F., and Sunshine R. Clark
2007 A Cultural Resources Survey for the Walla Walla Region 2007 Transmission Line 
Maintenance Project, Benton and Franklin Counties, Washington. Bonneville Power 
Administration, Portland, Oregon.  

Kramer, George
2012 National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form for the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Pacific Northwest Transmission System. On file at 
the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Olympia.
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This project was implemented by HRA Principal Investigators Emily K. Ragsdale, MA, and Sara J. Davis, MA, 

who meet the Secretary of the Interior’s professional qualifications standards for archaeology, and Architectural 

Historian Kathryn Burk-Hise, MS, who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s professional qualifications standards for 

architectural history. This report is intended for the exclusive use of the Client and its representatives. It contains 

professional conclusions and recommendations concerning the potential for project-related impacts to cultural resources 

based on the results of HRA’s investigation. It should not be considered to constitute project clearance with regard to 

the treatment of cultural resources or permission to proceed with the project described in lieu of review by the 

appropriate reviewing or permitting agency. This report should be submitted to the appropriate state and local review 

agencies for their comments prior to the commencement of the project. 
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Executive Summary 
Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(project) in Benton County, Washington. The project is a renewable energy generation facility that 

would generate power via wind turbine generators, a solar array, and associated facilities, including 

two battery energy storage systems (BESS), electrical collection lines, communication lines, 

substations, access roads, meteorological towers, crane paths, control houses, operation and 

maintenance facilities, and temporary construction yards. The final design and layout of the project 

is still being developed. The project submitted an Application for Site Certification (ASC) to the 

Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council on February 8, 2021. The Site Certificate 

process includes completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental 

checklist, which includes an assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the project is seeking a 

lease from the Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the 

project on WA DNR land.  

Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), has been contracted to complete cultural resources 

investigations for the project. HRA previously reported on cultural resources investigations for 

10,262.5 acres of the project on private land (Davis et al. 2021). The results of additional 

investigations on 10,708.1 acres of private land are presented in this addendum report. Results of 

previous investigations on 1,260.4 acres of WA DNR land are addressed three separate reports 

(Davis and Ragsdale 2020, 2021; Davis et al. 2020). Because the project design and layout are still 

under development and have not been finalized, HRA surveyed the widest range of known possible 

project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility during the final design process. It is expected that 

the project area of impacts, once determined, will be within the areas surveyed on the privately 

owned and WA DNR land.  

Survey for the wind energy micrositing corridor (areas centered on the most recent conceptual 

project design) were generally completed along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual 

locations of linear project elements within the project such as collection lines, communications lines, 

access roads, and crane paths, as well as a 500-foot-diameter area centered on wind turbine 

locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-located in the same 

corridor, and some survey corridors, such for the transmission lines, were narrower. Various 

potential project facility and laydown areas were also surveyed. Potential solar siting areas were 

investigated, including the East Solar and West Solar, the latter of which is separated into two 

locations on Sellards Road and County Well Road. While all of these solar siting areas will not be 

developed, all potential areas were included in the ASC for review, and these were surveyed in their 

entirety.  

In total, to date, the area surveyed for the project includes 22,231 acres. These include the 

micrositing corridor, areas outside of the micrositing corridor surveyed for previous iterations of the 

project design, and the solar siting areas. There were 65 acres not surveyed in the micrositing 

corridor due to steep terrain (5.8 acres) and in the solar siting areas because access was restricted 

(59.2 acres). HRA recommends no cultural resources survey at these locations due to low probability 

for resources to be present or no project components are planned. Additionally, HRA does not 

recommend any locations within the surveyed areas for shovel probing, as no areas were identified 
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that suggest a high likelihood for buried cultural deposits; furthermore, all of the survey areas had 

good ground-surface visibility, and many had excellent visibility.   

As a result of the survey on private land presented in this report, 27 archaeological resources were 

documented, including 25 newly recorded resources and 2 previously recorded resources. One 

previously recorded archaeological isolate was also revisited, and shovel probes were excavated. Five 

architectural resources were investigated during the current survey, including two newly recorded 

resources and three previously recorded resources. 

For the project to date, there have been 41 archaeological resources (29 sites and 12 isolates) and 7 

architectural resources recorded. All but one of these (Site 45BN2162) are located entirely on private 

land; two of the architectural resources (McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and McNary–Franklin 

No. 2) are located on both private and WA DNR land. A summary of the resources is as follows: 

• There are 10 historic-period isolated finds. HRA previously recommended five of them not 

eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (Davis et al. 2021), and 

the Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) concurred 

on March 9, 2021. The five historic-period isolates newly recorded as a result of the survey 

documented in the current report are also recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP 

(45BN2138, 45BN2144, 45BN2163, 45BN2150, and 45BN2155). Assuming DAHP concurs 

with this recommendation, no further cultural resources investigations are necessary for 

these resources.  

• There are two precontact isolates that have both been confirmed to be isolated finds with 

shovel probes (45BN2146 and 45BN2092). In keeping with Revised Code of Washington 

(RCW) 27.53.010, HRA recommends avoidance if possible. If avoidance is not possible, they 

are not subject to permitting requirements under RCW 27.53.060, as they are isolates, and 

DAHP does not issue permits for isolates (see Section 4.3 for details). However, as 

suggested by DAHP, HRA recommends coordinating with the Tribes (and DAHP) to 

determine if the Tribes would like the isolates collected prior to construction.     

• There are two historic-period sites (45BN2139 and 45BN2156) that are recommended not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP based on background research, low artifact density, and low 

potential for subsurface deposits. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, no 

further cultural resources investigations are necessary for these resources.  

• The remaining 27 archaeological sites are unevaluated for listing in the NRHP, or in the case 

of the two precontact sites (45BN261 and 45BN2090) and the precontact component of the 

one the sites (45BN2153), evaluation for the NRHP is not appropriate under the applicable 

regulatory context. Notably, Yakama Nation has previously indicated that Site 45BN261 is 

directly associated with a traditional cultural property(s) (see Davis et al. [2021]). The project 

plans to avoid these 27 resources in the course of the project. If they cannot be avoided, 

additional consultation and/or archaeological investigations (completed under a permit 

issued under Revised Code of Washington [RCW] 27.53.060) will be necessary to determine 

their significance and integrity (for historic-period sites and historic-period components 

only), assess potential project impacts, and/or develop appropriate treatment measures.  
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• Of the seven architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for 

listing in the NRHP (Nine Canyon Road and McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission 

Line), and HRA recommends another four resources are also not eligible (17302 County 

Well Road, 14707 E Beck Road, Nicoson Road Farmstead [architectural component only], 

and a Grain Elevator). One architectural resource has been previously determined eligible 

for listing in the NRHP (McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line). However, HRA 

recommends that the project will have no significant impacts to the resource. No further 

cultural resources studies are recommended for the architectural resources. 

HRA recommends the project create and implement an Avoidance and Protection Plan for 

archaeological resources that provides details regarding measures to ensure construction equipment 

does not impact resources that should be protected. This may include, for example, staking/flagging 

of resources prior to and during construction, archaeological monitoring, and provisions for 

responding to inadvertent discoveries. The plan should detail the size of avoidance buffers at each 

resource based on site type, landform, and the potential for buried deposits. Notably, for precontact 

resources, a buffer has already been implemented and is considered the resource boundary. These 

buffers measure 20 meters (m) around the two stacked rock features sites (45BN261 and 

45BN2090) and 10 m around the two precontact isolates (45BN2092 and 45BN2146) and the 

multicomponent site (45BN2153).  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Project Description 

Scout Clean Energy (Scout) is proposing to construct and operate the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

(project) in Benton County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The project is a renewable energy generation 

facility that would generate power via wind turbine generators, a solar array, and associated facilities, 

including two battery energy storage systems (BESS), electrical collection lines, communication lines, 

substations, access roads, meteorological towers, crane paths, control houses, operation and 

maintenance facilities, and temporary construction yards. The final design and layout of the project 

is still being developed, but as currently proposed, it would have a nameplate energy generating 

capacity of up to 1,150 megawatts (MW) for a combination of wind and solar facilities, as well as the 

BESS. Power generated by the project would be transmitted to existing Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA) transmission lines via two interconnections, located within or near the eastern 

and western portions of the project area.  

The project submitted an Application for Site Certification (ASC) to the Washington Energy Facility 

Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC) on February 8, 2021. The Site Certificate process includes 

completing a Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) environmental checklist, which 

includes an assessment of cultural resources. Additionally, the project is seeking a lease from the 

Washington Department of Natural Resources (WA DNR) for portions of the project on WA DNR 

land. Historical Research Associates, Inc. (HRA), has been contracted to complete cultural resources 

investigations for the project. In total, to date, the area surveyed for the project includes 22,231 

acres. HRA previously reported on cultural resources investigations for 10,262.5 acres of the project 

on private land (Davis et al. 2021). The results of additional investigations on 10,708.1 acres of 

private land are presented in this addendum report. Results of previous investigations on 1,260.4 

acres of WA DNR land are addressed three separate reports (Davis and Ragsdale 2020, 2021; Davis 

et al. 2020).  

Because the project design and layout are still under development and have not been finalized, HRA 

surveyed the widest range of known possible project locations in order to aid in siting flexibility 

during the final design process. It is expected that the project area of impacts, once determined, will 

be within the areas surveyed on privately owned and WA DNR land. All survey was conducted in 

the project lease boundary, which is defined as the parcels encompassed by the proposed project 

facilities (see Figure 1-1). The lease boundary measures approximately 72,428 acres.  

Survey for the wind energy micrositing corridor (areas centered on the most recent conceptual 

project design) were generally completed along 400-foot-wide corridors centered on conceptual 

locations of linear project elements within the project such as collection lines, communications lines, 

access roads, and crane paths, as well as a 500-foot-diameter area centered on wind turbine 

locations. Wider areas were surveyed when multiple facilities could be co-located in the same 

corridor and some survey corridors, such for the transmission lines, were narrower. Various 

potential project facility and laydown areas were also surveyed. Potential solar siting areas were 

investigated, including the East Solar and West Solar, the latter of which is separated into two 

locations on Sellards Road and County Well Road. While all of these solar siting areas will not be 
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developed, all potential areas were included in the ASC for review, and these were surveyed in their 

entirety.  

Table 1-1 includes the legal description of the surveyed areas presented in this report. Figure 1-2 

shows four general survey areas for the micrositing corridor, including the Webber Canyon survey 

area, Badger Canyon survey area, Johnson Butte survey area, and Nine Canyon survey area, as well 

as the three solar siting areas.  

Table 1-1. Legal Description of Surveyed Areas Presented in this Report. 

Project Component Township Range Sections  

Micrositing Corridor 

7 North 28 East 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24 

7 North 29 East 7, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25 

7 North 30 East 3, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 28, 29, 30 

8 North 26 East 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 34 

8 North 27 East 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 

8 North 28 East 30, 31, 32 

9 North 27 East 31 

West Solar–County 
Well Road 

8 North 26 East 2, 3, 10, 11, 15 

9 North 26 East 34 

West Solar–Sellards 
Road 

7 North 26 East 1 

8 North 26 East 35, 36 

8 North 27 East 31 

East Solar 
7 North 28 East 25 

7 North 29 East 19, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34 
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm project showing the project lease boundary. 
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Figure 1-2. Location of survey areas on privately owned land within the micrositing corridor and solar siting areas for the project, as well as previously surveyed areas on private land (Davis et al. 2021), and WA DNR parcels (Davis and Ragsdale 2020, 
2021; Davis et al. 2020). 
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1.2 Tribal Coordination 

On behalf of the project, HRA has coordinated on the project with the Tribes. A summary of the 

prior coordination is presented in Davis and colleagues (2021), as well as in the ASC. With regards 

to the survey presented in the current report, HRA provided notice of the survey to the 

Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation (Yakama), Confederated Tribes of the 

Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR), and Nez Perce Tribe (Nez Perce). Notifications were sent on 

October 12, 28, and 30, 2020, as well as March 12 and 19, 2021. HRA also offered the opportunity 

for a field visit to Yakama and Nez Perce and offered to staff one of the field technician positions to 

the CTUIR who had participated in previous surveys. CTUIR declined due to lack of availability.  

1.3 Report Organization 

This report is organized into eight sections and four appendices. Section 1 includes the project 

description, regulatory context, project location, summary of Tribal coordination, and 

acknowledgments. Section 2 discusses the general environmental and cultural context of the project. 

Section 3 provides the background research for previous cultural resources investigations and 

previously recorded cultural resources within 1 mile (mi) of the project lease boundary, as well as 

archaeological expectations. Section 4 includes the fieldwork and inventory methods. Sections 5 and 

6 present the results of the pedestrian survey, including an overview of each survey area in the 

micrositing corridor (Section 5) and the solar siting areas (Section 6), as well as documented cultural 

resources. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 7, and the references cited 

are listed in Section 8. Appendices A and B provide detailed survey results maps on aerial 

photographs (Appendix A) and on topographic maps (Appendix B). Archaeological resource forms 

are located in Appendix C, and historic property inventory (HPI) forms for documented 

architectural resources are provided in Appendix D. 

1.4 Acknowledgements 

Sara J. Davis directed the fieldwork and authored the report. Justin Hopt, Matthew Warren, Kat 

Fitzgerald, and Megan Nishida acted as crew leaders in the field. Emily Ragsdale served as Principal 

Investigator for the project. Ragsdale, Davis, Hopt, and Warren each meet the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for Archaeology and the State of Washington’s 

definition of a Professional Archaeologist (Revised Code of Washington [RCW] 27.53.030[11]). The 

field crew included HRA archaeologists Ayla Aymond, George Bishop, Jesse Brown, Justin Butler, 

Cassi Crowther, Alexis Dyson, Noah Heidenreich, Aaron Hood-Foster, Brandie Johnson-Valdez, 

Rose Johnson, Aaron Pankowski, Ryan Robinson, and Erica Thompson. Kathryn Burk-Hise 

completed the analysis of architectural resources and authored sections of the report. Hopt also 

authored sections of the report. Janna Tuck reviewed photographs of historic-period artifacts and 

provided resource descriptions. Lithic analyst Steve Hamilton provided descriptions of the 

precontact artifacts identified during the survey. Gabe Frazier produced the graphics and managed 

the Geographic Information System data. Dawn Vogel, Natalie Perrin, and Emily Ragsdale edited 

the report, and Jessi Frank formatted the report. HRA would like to thank Dave Kobus and Pat 

Landess (Scout) and Linnea Fossum (Tetra Tech) for their help with the project. 
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2. Environmental and Cultural Context 
A detailed description of environmental and cultural context for the project was presented in the 

previous report for the private land survey (Davis et al. 2021). That context is summarized below. 

2.1 Environmental Context 

The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which encompasses most of 

Washington east of the Cascade Range and extends south in Oregon to the Blue Mountains 

(Franklin and Dyrness 1988:29). Specifically, it is situated in the Horse Heaven Hills just west of a 

sharp bend in the Columbia River south of the Tri-Cities. The project is surrounded by four major 

confluences of the Columbia River, including the Yakima, Snake, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. 

During the Miocene epoch, the Columbia Basin was formed by massive basalt flows known as the 

Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG). These flows were emplaced between 16.7 and 5.5 million 

years ago (Camp et al. 2017) when eruptions from dike-vent swarms in the vicinity of the modern-

day Idaho/Washington/Oregon border created a series of enormous basaltic lava flows (Reidel et al. 

1989; Tolan et al. 2009). Some of these flows spread westward through the Columbia River Gorge 

and into the Willamette Valley and Coast Ranges and comprise the bedrock in the project. The 

project is within the Yakima Fold Belt subprovince of the Columbia Basin. The Yakima Fold Belt 

consists of a series of anticlines and associated faults that formed ridges of compressed CRBG in 

eastern Washington (Last et al. 2012). Overlaying the CRBG flows in many parts of the Columbia 

Basin are sediment deposits of fine-grained loess. (Busacca 1991; McDonald and Busacca 1989).  

The middle and lower Columbia River drainage largely took shape during the end of the Pleistocene. 

Glacial Lake Missoula formed when the Clark Fork River was impounded by a lobe of the late 

Pleistocene Cordilleran ice sheet in western Montana. The lake repeatedly breached this ice dam, 

sending catastrophic floodwaters across the Channeled Scabland and down the Columbia River to 

the Pacific Ocean between 19,000 and 13,000 years before present (B.P.)., and these events are 

collectively known as the Missoula floods (Benito and O’Connor 2003:624, 637). Flood evidence 

indicates a constriction of the Columbia River Channel just southeast of the project at Wallula Gap, 

which significantly blocked floodwaters. The impounded waters created ephemeral Lake Lewis. At 

its maximum elevation of 1,000 feet (ft), Lake Lewis would not have submerged the majority of the 

project area, which ranges in elevation from 1,200 ft in Fourmile Canyon, 1,725 ft on McBee Hill, 

and 2,000 ft on Johnson Butte (Allen et al. 2009:132–133; Orr and Orr 2006:255). 

Surficial geology mapped for the project area is nearly all Pleistocene-aged loess deposits. In the 

vicinity of The Butte, McBee Hill, and Badger Canyon, there are Miocene-aged basalt flows of 

Saddle Mountain basalt of the CRBG, and in the far eastern extent of the project, there are 

Glaciolacustrine deposits associated with Missoula floods (Huntting et al. 1961).  

Soils mapped for the project consist of nearly all silt loams, including those of the Ritzville series 

(over 80 percent of the project), as well as Burke, Ellisforde, Shano, and Warden soil series. These 

soils primarily form in loess and are on slopes ranging from 0–65 percent (U.S. Department of 

Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation Service [USDA-NRCS] 2021).  
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The project is in the Artemisia tridentata (sagebrush) and Pseudoroegneria spicata (bluebunch wheatgrass; 

also known as Agropyron spicatum) vegetational zone that encompasses portions of the steppe region 

of the Columbia Basin in central Washington (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:211–212). The current 

climate is semiarid, with warm, dry conditions that support steppe vegetation. This zone includes a 

primary community of sagebrush along with rabbitbrushes (Chrysothamnus viscidifiorus and C. nauseosus) 

and hop sage (Grayia spinosa), with an understory dominated by bluebunch wheatgrass and smaller 

amounts of other grasses such as needlegrasses (Hesperostipa comata and Achnatherum thurberianum), 

bluegrass (Poa cusickii), and wild rye (Elymus elymoides) (Franklin and Dyrness 1988:216).  

2.2 Precontact Context 

The project is located in the Columbia Basin physiographic province, which roughly comprises the 

south-central portion of the larger Plateau cultural region. The Plateau encompasses a vast stretch of 

the Pacific Northwest, including eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, most of Idaho, western 

Montana, and the inter-mountain region of British Columbia (Ames et al. 1998; Pokotylo and 

Mitchell 1998; Roll and Hackenberger 1998).  

During the Paleoarchaic period (pre-11,000–8000 B.P.), highly mobile hunter-gatherers occupied 

parts of eastern Washington and Oregon. Subsistence likely focused on hunting large game, 

complemented by fishing, along with gathering and some evidence of seacoast trade (Aikens et al. 

2011; Ames et al. 1998). Most Paleoarchaic sites in the region occur in the form of diagnostic lithic 

tools presumed to be associated with either the Western Clovis complex or the Western Stemmed 

Tradition. The nearest Clovis-style projectile point to the project was found at the Mitchell Site 

(45WW62) located  

(Hackenberger and Howes 1981). Potential Paleoarchaic period artifacts were also found  

, in association with megafauna remains (in a secondary deposit) 

(Rice 1985, 2017).  

Numerous Western Stemmed Tradition artifacts have been found at sites in eastern Washington, 

including at Windust Caves (Site 45FR46) located  (Rice 1965), 

Marmes Rockshelter (Site 45FR50) located  (Hicks 2003), the Lind Coulee Site 

(45GR97) located  (Daugherty 1953, 1956), Coopers Ferry (Site 10IH73) 

approximately st (Davis et al. 2014), and the Hatwai Site (10NP143); the Hatwai Site 

also had Clovis points (Ames et al. 1981, 2010).  

In 1996, a burial was found , 

and these remains (Site 45BN495), referred to as the Ancient One or Kennewick Man, were 

radiometrically dated to approximately 9,000 years old (McManamon 2004). It was reported that a 

biface, which was lanceolate and of the Cascade variety, was embedded in his ilium (Fagan 2004). 

Following the Paleoarchaic period is the Early Archaic period (8000–5000 B.P.). This period is 

broad and is characterized as having “a ‘broad-spectrum’ hunter-gatherer subsistence economy: high 

seasonal and annual mobility, low population densities, and a technology geared to maximum 

flexibility” (Ames et al. 1998:103). Riverine resources, including river mussels and fish, were of 

particular importance in the southern Columbia Plateau at this time (Chatters and Pokotylo 

1998:74). Projectile point styles consisted of stemmed and lanceolate dart points (Ames et al. 
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1998:103), characteristically similar to the Windust phase. The first evidence of semi-subterranean 

pit houses on the southern Columbia Plateau appear to date to the Early Archaic period, which 

coincided with an apparent increase in fishing and root gathering. Hopper mortars, pestles, and the 

appearance of anvils on living floors were also common during this period (Ames et al. 1998:109–

110; Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75).  

Early Archaic sites in the region are often located along the river shores and include housepits 

including Burr Cave (45FR272)  (Reid 1991:55), Columbia Point (Site 

45BN23)  (Hannum 2001:165–179), and Votaw (Site 45FR32)  

 (Reid 1991:55).  

The Middle Archaic (5000–2000 B.P.) is a transitional period that represents attributes from both 

the Early and Late Archaic. This period is characterized by population increases, riverine villages of 

pit houses, increased sedentism, and evidence of trade (Ames et al. 1998:113). Artifact assemblages 

include beads made of marine Olivella shell, hopper mortars, and pestles, with much fewer instances 

of cores and edge-ground cobbles. Various styles of projectile points are present and range from 

short blades with varying shoulder widths and contracting stems, to some that are notched low on 

the side or at the corners, as well as a side‐notched style with a concave base. Cobble scrapers, 

smaller side‐scrapers, and end‐scrapers, and pounding stones are also present. Awls, made of split or 

splintered bone, were used for net making. Faunal assemblages indicate the common procurement 

of bighorn sheep (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:75; Galm et al. 1981; Warren 1968:32). 

, is Site 45BN269, where at 

least two distinct occupational episodes have been identified dating to the last 2,500 years. The site 

assemblage includes two housepits, a rich faunal assemblage, and a high variety of tool types 

manufactured from a diverse set of raw materials (Daniels 2013). One of the more substantial 

Middle Archaic sites in the region may be the Tucannon Site (Site 45CO1) located  

 (Nelson 1966). Excavations revealed extensive deposits that date from the early part 

of the Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic. The site assemblage contains a range of projectile point 

varieties from Cascade-type lanceolate style to stemmed and corner-notched dart points, as well as a 

faunal assemblage including bison vertebrae (Reid 1991:66–67). Sites such as Burr Cave, Marmes 

Rockshelter, and Lind Coulee also contain Middle Archaic components (Daugherty 1953; Hannum 

2001; Hicks 2003; Reid 1991:55).  

The Late Archaic (2000–250 B.P.) is marked by the widespread presence of pit houses, an 

increasingly heavy reliance on fishing, salmon storage, intensive camas processing, and evidence of 

land use patterns that lasted into the nineteenth century (Ames et al. 1998:111; Chatters and 

Pokotylo 1998:76). Artifact types from this period included high frequencies of cobble tools, net 

weights, composite harpoons, and mortars and pestles. Faunal assemblages reflect the consumption 

of deer, elk, pronghorn antelope, fish, and birds. Small corner-notched or stemmed arrow points 

were the most frequent projectile point types. There is also evidence of social stratification (i.e., 

variation in house sizes and disparities in funerary goods), coastal influence (i.e., dentalium, shell 

beads, steatite pipes, and stone and bone clubs) (Chatters and Pokotylo 1998:78; Prentiss et al. 

2006:84).  

Late period sites in the region are common and include the Ford Island Site (45FR47)  

 (Reid 1991:56); Site 45BN583, located  (Smith et al. 
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2015); Miller Site (45FR5)  (Cleveland et al. 1976; Reid 1991:52); and 

Fish Hook Island Site (45FR42)  (Solimano et al. 2018). 

2.3 Ethnographic Context 

As noted, the project is located above the Columbia River, near its junction with several major 

waterways including the Snake, Yakima, Umatilla, and Walla Walla Rivers. The project is located at a 

“cross roads of the Columbia River Valley System […] shared by many related bands and was a 

central hub of Tribal life on the Columbia Plateau” (CTUIR 2021). Among the many Native groups 

that utilized the project vicinity are the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, Walla Walla, and Nez Perce 

people (Hunn et al. 2015:5; Ray 1938:386; Schuster 1998:327–328; Stern 1998:396; Walker 1998:1–

3). The exact customary and territorial boundaries of Indigenous groups are not always clearly 

defined because the Native peoples utilized many of the same places and resources. Many 

neighboring groups utilized the project vicinity for hunting, fishing, and gathering.  

The Native peoples who lived and utilized resources in the project vicinity spoke various dialects of 

the Sahaptin language-group. The Walla Walla and Yakama each spoke dialects of the Northwest 

Sahaptin dialect cluster, while the Umatilla spoke a dialect of the Columbia River Sahaptin cluster. 

The Nez Perce and Cayuse are related culturally and linguistically to each of these indigenous 

groups, though each spoke a distinct dialect of Sahaptin (Jacobs 1931; Ray 1936; Schuster 1998; 

Stern 1998; Walker 1998). Linguistic studies indicate that the Yakama, Umatilla, Cayuse, and Walla 

Walla groups are a Columbia River people that have been inter-related for thousands of years 

(Haines 1970:13). Ethnographic research supports that many Sahaptin people treated each other as 

being from a nearby village and not from another tribe (Haines 1955:16–17). 

The ancestral territory of the Nez Perce includes contemporary central Idaho, along the Snake, 

Salmon, and Clearwater River systems. The Cayuse lived between the Nez Perce and the Walla Walla 

people in the Walla Walla River Valley (CTUIR 2021; Haines 1955:17). The traditional territory of 

ancestors of the Yakama Nation extended from the Cascade Range to the west to the Wenatchee 

Range on the north, then to the Columbia River Valley to the east and south, including the Horse 

Heaven Hills (Schuster 1998:327–328). The northwestern portion of Umatilla territory also overlaid 

the Horse Heaven Hills, with portions of Walla Walla territory extending into the same area (Stern 

1998:396).  

Like most Plateau and Columbia Basin groups, the Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Nez 

Perce hunted terrestrial game, fished from the area’s rich waterways, and gathered both edible and 

medicinal plants on a seasonal round basis. The first roots became available in the spring, typically 

March, and included various valuable Lomatium species that, along with camas, were dug from the 

ground using digging sticks made of elk horn or hard wood. Each Tribal group would begin the 

year’s fishing pursuits by repairing group fishery structures (i.e., weirs and traps), which may have 

been damaged by winter water and ice flows. Although several species of anadromous and local fish 

were historically available in the Columbia Basin year-round, Native peoples highly anticipated the 

spring runs. Each of these important spring collection activities were typically a time for 

socialization, ceremony, trade, and re-establishing critical inter-group relationships (Anastasio 
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1975:154; CTUIR 2021; Hunn et al. 2015:95; Ray 1936:216–217; Relander 1956:112–113; Schuster 

1998:331, 335; Stern 1998:396–397). 

When the fish were not running, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, and neighboring groups moved 

into the uplands above the rivers. Task groups sought wooded areas and high meadows in order to 

hunt and trap animals and gather autumn roots (e.g., bitterroot), berries (e.g., huckleberry), and barks 

for food, medicines, and general supplies. Animal skins would be used for robes, blankets and 

garments and elk and mountain sheep horns could be used for tools and sturdy bows. Seasonal 

camps at resource-procurement locations tended to consist of more ephemeral tents or huts, 

constructed of tule mats over a cottonwood framework (Haines 1955:12–13; Relander 1956:40; 

Stern 1998). Summer was a favored time for trade, and fishing and hunting would regularly continue. 

Then, hunting intensified in the fall, where large kills were accomplished by firing grass to drive deer 

and elk into a particular area. Hunting, gathering, and processing activities continued in the uplands 

until the first severe frost. After this, people generally congregated in larger family-groups at riverine 

villages and made the last preparations for the coming winter. People wintered in mat lodges that 

contained numerous households and used nearby pit houses for storage, sweats, and rituals 

associated with rites of passage. Additional hunting and fishing forays supplemented the winter-time 

diet of mashed and dried roots, fish, and game (Anastasio 1975:137; Hunn et al. 2015). 

In time, the introduction of the horse would transform the interactions of many Indigenous groups 

in the Plateau. Due to their geographic location, the Yakama, Umatilla, Walla Walla, Cause, and Nez 

Perce resided in the center of a great trade network for thousands of years that stretched from the 

Pacific Ocean to the Plains, and south to the Great Basin. When the horse was introduced, the travel 

to trading-grounds became quicker and the trading more regular, and the traditional seasonal round 

was gradually altered. For example, the Walla Walla, Cayuse, Yakama, and Umatilla, who only 

occasionally ventured into the Plains, began to join Nez Perce hunting parties to the east (Haines 

1970:61; Stern 1998; Walker 1998). 

Ethnographically documented settlements in the project vicinity included the tanáxalu  

, which was a large village and fishing area (Schuster 

1998:328–329); k″sis (“two rivers meet” [Yakama]) or kwsiis (“at the point of the land” 

[Umatilla/Walla Walla]) was a permanently occupied large trading center, meeting place, and fishing 

area at ; Pápšut, a 

“gathering place where horses were brought in the spring and early summer and fish were caught at 

a point below” (Hunn et al. 2015); Walúulapam on  

; Nax̣iyamłáma on ; and Čamná near the  

 (Stern 1998:395–396). 

The Umatilla, Walla Walla, and Cayuse have numerous documented places in the project area 

including Piyuušmaami Puštáy (“hill of the snakes”), which is the chain of hills extending from 

 

 (Hunn et al. 2015:96). Kusipamá (“for horses”) is the  

 was an important travel route for Native people (Hunn et al. 2015:95). 

Just east of the project, many traditional places were located  including (but 

not limited to) fishing sites Islakáyipa, Tmišpa (“at chokecherries”) and Twalúutas (“dip-netting 

place”), as well as the villages of Ka?uyitká?uyit (“many first foods feasts”), Qiipa (“at the eddy”), and 

Walúula (“little river”) (Hunn et al. 2015:94–97).  
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 were villages Amápa (“at an island”), Camná, Lawxálapaykas, Sišúšpa 

(“evil smelling place”), Tamanúutas (“water pulls down”), and Tanáxalu (“throw rocks at fish”), and 

fishing sites Kótkot (“work”), Nátatpa, Sikima, and Wáqaliqpa (“at the bend”), among others (Hunn et 

al. 2015:98–101).  

2.4 Historic Context 

The first non-Natives to encounter the Indigenous people in the region were explorers. On October 

16, 1805, the Lewis and Clark Expedition arrived at the confluence of the Snake and Columbia 

Rivers, approximately 4 mi northeast of the project. William Clark wrote in his journal “In every 

direction from the junction of those rivers the Countrey [sic] is one continued plain low and rises 

from the water gradually, except a range of high Countrey [sic] which runs from S.W. & N.E. and is 

on the opposit [sic] side about 2 miles distant from the Columbia” (University of Nebraska Press 

2021). This range was likely the Horse Heaven Hills. On their return trip, between April 27 and 

April 30, 1806, the expedition camped at another village at the confluence of the Walla Walla and 

Columbia Rivers (University of Nebraska Press 2021), which is 6 mi east of the project. 

As in much of the West, non-Native exploration and settlement of Washington and Oregon was 

driven by the expansion of the fur trade and its associated economic interests. Less than a decade 

after the Lewis and Clark Expedition made its return trip east, other exploration parties traversed the 

region. Alexander Ross of the Astor Expedition traveled up the Columbia River from Astoria and 

reached the Walla Walla River on August 12, 1811; they observed 1,500 people and 4,000 horses and 

met with several Walla Walla and Cayuse Indians. On August 16 Ross arrived at the mouth of the 

Yakima River and wrote that this area “surpassed in picturesque beauty anything we had yet seen” 

(Ross 1849:127, 141). Also in 1811, David Thompson, Canadian fur trader, mapmaker, and founder 

of the Northwest Company trading posts, passed the mouth of the Yakima River while exploring 

the mid-Columbia region for his employer and seeking fur trade with local tribes (Kubik 1994:4). 

The fur trade in eastern Washington continued to grow exponentially. The Northwest Company and 

the Hudson’s Bay Company established fur trading posts throughout the Plateau interior in order to 

supply fur trappers.  

The first wave of emigrants ventured across the Oregon Trail in the 1840s and continued to do so 

until the 1880s. As the non-Native population increased with the continued ventures by settlers 

along the emigrant trails, there was a growing tension between the non-Native settlers and the 

Native inhabitants. This, coupled with the desire of the federal government to ultimately take a 

strong hold on the lands of the Pacific Northwest eventually led Congress to pass the “Act to 

Establish the Territorial Government of Oregon” in 1848 (Rochester 2003). Oregon Territory at 

that time included what is now Washington State. The U.S. government then passed the Donation 

Land Claim (DLC) Act, which took effect on September 27, 1850, and promoted rapid settlement of 

the Oregon Territory. The act allowed any single white male to claim 320 acres, and any white 

married couple to claim 640 acres if they arrived in the Oregon Territory before December 1, 1850. 

The requirement was that settlers had to reside on the granted land and cultivate it for no less than 

four years in order to gain possession. The act expired in 1855 (Riddle 2010).  
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The territorial governments attempted to limit the tension growing between settlers and the Native 

inhabitants by overseeing the territories via a system of roads and forts. However, it became 

increasingly difficult to control and monitor the mass waves of immigrants en route west via the 

Oregon Trail. It was agreed by the government that the creation of specific lands reserved for the 

Native people would provide the means for the U.S. government to both consolidate Tribal 

populations and further open areas for continued non-Native settlement. After several treaties were 

signed by Native groups in 1855, Washington Territorial Governor Isaac Stevens sought to open up 

vast areas of lands in eastern Washington, including the mid-Columbia River Basin, to non-

Indigenous settlement (Beckham 1998; Hunn 1990). 

When eastern Washington opened again for non-Native land claims, settlers did not hesitate to 

apply for patents on the remaining land. This resurrection of land claims led to another boom in 

settlement of the project vicinity. The promise of successful cattle-rearing on the expansive prairies 

of the mid-Columbia Basin was the primary attraction, but gold, discovered in that same year on the 

Upper Columbia in Washington Territory surely tempted a new wave of interest. Idealistic 

businessmen and entrepreneurs set their sights on transportation of goods and services into (and out 

of) the region (Lang 2019). The U.S. government still held an enormous amount of public lands in 

the Pacific Northwest even after the DLC Act of 1850. In consequence, the federal government 

passed the Homestead Act of 1862. This Act provided settlers 160 acres of public land if they 

fulfilled mandated conditions, which included residing on the land for five years, as well as 

cultivating it (National Park Service [NPS] 2021).  

The early ranchers in the project vicinity likely had to endure the valley’s severe, arid environmental 

conditions, low prices for their stock, and transportation of their cattle to distant markets. 

Regardless, increasing numbers of cattle, horses, and sheep were brought into both the Yakima and 

Columbia River Valleys around this time (Parker 1986:16, 20). While cattle ranching and sheep 

farming remained viable on the mid-Columbia well into the twentieth century, the treacherous 

winter of 1880–1881 dealt a sharp blow to the local industry. Prolonged blizzards, freezing 

temperatures, and lack of feed caused the loss of upwards of 80 percent of the stock. This calamity 

forced many stockmen to switch to farming and establish small irrigation systems to grow alfalfa and 

rye; some experimented with vegetables and fruit trees. These early farms were primarily small family 

ventures. Although difficulties were had, population numbers continued to increase throughout the 

decade (Beckham 1998; Chatters 1989; Parker 1986). 

In the early 1880s, ranching and stock raising continued, and the Columbia River corridor persisted 

as the major focus of waterborne commerce and general transportation. Although more steamboats 

were introduced in the project vicinity around this time, the area needed ways to transport goods. It 

needed a more stable form of economic development and a foundation for future infrastructure of 

the mid-Columbia Basin. The addition of the railroad provided both. After the contract to construct 

the railroad was finalized, the region saw another upsurge in both development and population 

growth (Kershner 2008, 2013). In 1883, the Northern Pacific Railroad (NPRR) began work on a 

segment of rail line near contemporary Kennewick that would connect the Midwest to the Pacific 

Ocean. This large effort required the development of new towns to house offices and materials 

yards, and also the hundreds of workers that would be needed to achieve success. The town of 

Ainsworth was established as a place for railroad workers to live in 1884, and it was later renamed 
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Pasco. Kennewick was established in 1885 and was also a railroad town (Parker 1986:16, 20; Reed 

1950; Robertson 1995:10–11).  

While early Washington settlers practiced dryland farming, which many still do today in the project 

area, in the 1880s and 1890s, there were several attempts to bring large-scale irrigation to the lower 

Yakima and mid-Columbia Rivers. Some of these attempts did not pan out, as these systems were 

expensive, not always easy to construct and maintain, and were often linked to flooding and soil 

mineralization (Chatters 1989). The Yakima Irrigation and Improvement Company came to the 

Kennewick area in 1889 to promote settlement in the Columbia Basin. The lower Yakima Ditch and 

the Kennewick Canal were constructed and by 1892, water from the lower Yakima Ditch was 

brought to the small platted townsite of Cottonwood, later to become Richland. By 1903, the 

amount of irrigated land in the area reached over 4,000 acres (Columbia Irrigation District 2019; 

Kershner 2008, 2013; Parker 1986:37; Reed 1950).  

Fields of wheat and vegetables, vineyards, small dairies with healthy stock, and miscellaneous fruit 

orchards also thrived with the completion of various irrigation projects in the early twentieth century 

(City of Kennewick 2021; Parker 1986:38). Strawberries and asparagus were particularly successful in 

the lowlands initially, and by 1910, apple, cherry, peach, and grape orchards flourished (Kershner 

2008, 2013; Reed 1950). In the Horse Heaven Hills, cattle and sheep stock were popular as the 

winters were mild, the stock could live outside in the winter, and the lack of sagebrush meant there 

was plenty of grasses to feed the animals. Herds of sheep were annually driven from the Wentachee 

Mountains to Horse Heaven Hills to winter (Kennewick Courier-Reporter 1908, 1916). 

By 1904, hundreds of wheat farmers and ranchers worked and lived in Horse Heaven Hills; they 

were endearingly called the “wheat-men” by the locals in Benton City and Kiona. The wheat-men 

grew crops in abundance, but as was the case for most of the project area, the shipping of wheat 

product proved difficult. Even with the intensive wheat production, wild horses still ran through the 

Horse Heaven Hills, and thousands of horses were on ranches in the area as all farming and 

travelling needs required horses (Benton City 1959). By 1907, there were several good roads that 

connected the Horse Heaven Hills to small communities along the Columbia River that allowed 

farmers to take the harvested wheat to market. Some of these same roads were also used to take 

livestock down to be watered at the river, although springs in Webber Canyon, as well as Coyote and 

Badger Springs, were utilized for domestic water (Benton City 1959:12). McBee Grade was one of 

the primary routes used to get harvested wheat to Kiona for market (Benton City 1959:15).  

The region continued to be a quiet and modest agricultural community until 1943. It was at that time 

that the federal government acquired the open, unoccupied lands north of Kennewick and 

established the Hanford Engineering Works as a secret Manhattan Project facility along the 

Columbia River. The U.S. government created the town of Richland (a portion of old Cottonwood) 

to house thousands of workers and scientists, and this population boom overflowed into 

Kennewick. The Tri-Cities and the surrounding areas grew during the war, as new roads and 

highways were constructed to support the facility. Wartime industries in eastern Washington and the 

construction of the Grand Coulee Dam and Columbia Basin irrigation projects provided a 

significant economic stimulus that was certainly felt in the vicinity of the project (Kershner 2008; 

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 2003; U.S. Department of Energy 2019).  
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One reason for the selection of the Hanford site was the proximity of BPA, which was created in 

1937 and played a significant role in the promotion of public power in the Pacific Northwest 

(Kramer 2012:5). BPA pioneered the “postage stamp” rate of power delivery, providing consumers 

the same rate regardless of the distance the power must travel from source to use. This led to the 

formation of public utility districts and rural cooperatives, which expanded electrical services 

statewide. To deliver power from the dams, BPA developed the Master Grid, a complex 

transmission system whose design drew heavily from existing power systems in the eastern United 

States, as well as in Britain and Canada. During this phase, the Master Grid Development period 

(1938–1945) (Kramer 2012:2–3), BPA created a network of 230,000-volt transmission lines that 

linked major population centers and generation plants in a loop system, which was stabilized by 

electrical equipment installed in substations scattered at vital locations through the network. The 

design was stable and flexible, allowing BPA to expand its network, divert power, and make repairs 

without interrupting transmission of power. Upon completion in 1945, “the BPA’s Master Grid 

system represented the largest high voltage transmission network in the nation” (Kramer 2012:9).  

After World War II, during the System Expansion period (1946–1974), BPA expanded its 

transmission system to incorporate and serve new generation facilities on the Columbia River and its 

tributaries (Kramer 2012:3). Post-war growth in the Pacific Northwest led to an increase in public 

utilities and solidified BPA’s role in the nation’s first fully interconnected public-private electrical 

transmission grid. Today, BPA operates more than 15,000 circuit miles of transmission line 

extending into seven states and provides over fifty percent of the electrical energy consumed within 

its service region (Kramer 2012). Two BPA transmission lines extend through the Johnson Butte 

portion of the project. The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was built in 1948 as 

part of a different line and was altered to its current alignment in 1975. The McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line was built in 1955 (Brannan and Clark 2007). 
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3. Previous Cultural Resources 
Investigations and Expectations 
In support of the project, in February 2020, Tetra Tech conducted and provided to HRA a review of 

files maintained by the Washington Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation (DAHP) 

in the Washington Information System for Architectural and Archaeological Records Data 

(WISAARD). The record search covered all areas in and within 1 mi of the project lease boundary at 

that time and is presented in Davis and colleagues (2021). HRA supplemented this research by 

reviewing WISAARD in May 2021 to see if any additional cultural resources investigations had been 

conducted and/or if any cultural resources had been recorded since the original research was 

conducted, as well as to see if additional records were identified within 1 mi of the current lease 

boundary, which has since expanded in size. 

3.1 Previous Cultural Resources Investigations 

Background research shows there have been six surveys previously conducted within the lease 

boundary and seven additional surveys within 1 mi that were not previously discussed by Davis and 

colleagues (2021) (Table 3-1). These surveys include two previously conducted for the project (Davis 

and Ragsdale 2021; Davis et al. 2021), two for other wind development projects (Kelly 2007; 

McDaniel 2009a), two for cell tower projects (Chatters 2000; Harder and Hannum 2010); one as part 

of fire response (Boyd 2002), one for a road improvement project (Landreau 2014), one for a 

pipeline project (Sharpe and Harvey 2020); one related to electrical transmission (Sackman et al. 

2019), and three related to other work on Bureau of Land Management land (Litzkow 2020a, 2020b, 

2020c). 

Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary Not Previously 
Reported in Davis and Colleagues (2021). 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1342288 2000 Chatters 
Report of Archaeological Survey of Site #43117 Finley, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1348615 2002 Boyd 
A Cultural Resources Survey of Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the McBee Fire Project Area, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1349802 2007 Kelly 
Cultural Resources Survey Report for Clipper Windpower’s 
Chandler Butte Meteorological Tower Project: Proposed 
Towers in Sections 20 and 23, Benton County, Washington  

Within 1 mi 

1354377 2010 
Harder and 
Hannum 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Kiona Cellular Tower, 
Location #347355, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 
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Table 3-1. Cultural Resources Surveys Conducted in and within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary Not Previously 
Reported in Davis and Colleagues (2021). 

Report 
No. 

Year Author(s)  Title 
Location 
Relative to 
Lease Boundary 

1685425 2014 Landreau 
Section 106 Archaeological Review and Inventory of the 
Sellards Road Improvement Project, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

1686909 2009a McDaniel 

Cultural Resources Inventory Report for Clipper 
Windpower’s 2009 Meteorological Tower Project: Smith and 
Tomaske Parcels, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1693286 2020a Litzkow 
A Cultural Resources Survey on Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the Badger Mountain Challenge SRP Route, Benton 
County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1693400 2019 
Sackman  
et al. 

Cultural Resource Survey for the Four Mile Substation 
Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 

1693850 2020b Litzkow 
A Cultural Resources Survey on Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the Chandler Butte BLM Communications Right of 
Way (ROW) (WAOR-69625), Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1694014 2020 
Sharpe and 
Harvey 

Cultural Resources Survey Report for the Kennewick 
Irrigation District for the Nine Canyon Pipeline Project, 
Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

1694234 2020c Litzkow 
A Cultural Resources Survey on Bureau of Land Management 
Lands in the Horse Heaven Hills Native Plant Interpretation 
Project, Benton County, Washington 

Within 1 mi 

Pending 2021 Davis et al. 
Cultural Resources Investigations on Privately Owned Land 
for the Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, 
Washington 

Within 

Pending 2021 
Davis and 
Ragsdale 

Cultural Resources Investigations on Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Land for the Horse 
Heaven Wind Farm Project, Benton County, Washington—
Addendum Two 

Within 
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3.2 Previously Recorded Cultural Resources 

There have been 22 previously recorded cultural resources in and within 1 mi of the project lease 

boundary that were not part of the previous background research conducted for the project by 

Davis and colleagues (2021). Of these, 15 were documented as part of that survey in 2020 and are 

not further discussed here. The seven other documented cultural resources are archaeological 

resources that are outside of but within 1 mi of the project lease boundary (Table 3-2). These include 

five stacked rock feature sites  

. The temporal association of these features is generally unknown, although one (45BN2115) 

was interpreted to be related to a historic-period fenceline. The remaining two resources are 

archaeological isolates that include one cryptocrystalline silicate (CCS) flake (45BN1807) and one 

CCS core (45BN2062).  

Table 3-2. Previously Recorded Cultural Resources in and Within 1 mi of the Project Lease Boundary Not Previously 
Reported in Davis and colleagues (2021). 

ID# or Site 
No. 

Time Period Resource Type 
NRHP 
Eligibility 

Reference  

Location 
Relative to 
Lease 
Boundary 

Within 
Area 
Surveyed? 

45BN259 
Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: 
stone circle 

Not evaluated Randolph 1980 Within 1 mi No 

45BN1474 
Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: 
stone cairn 

Not evaluated 
Boyd 2008; 
Litzkow and 
Evenson 2016 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1535 
Undetermined 
precontact or 
historic 

Archaeological site: 
stone cairn 

Not evaluated 

McDaniel 
2009b; Litzkow 
and Evenson 
2016 

Within 1 mi No 

45BN1807 Precontact 
Archeological isolate: 
debitage 

Not evaluated Landreau 2014 Within 1 mi No 

45BN2062 Precontact 
Archeological isolate: 
core 

Not evaluated Litzkow 2020a Within 1 mi No 

45BN2101 Historic 
Archaeological site: 
stone cairn 

Not evaluated Boyd 2020a Within 1 mi No 

45BN2115 Historic 
Archaeological site: 
stone cairn/fence 
remnants 

Not evaluated Boyd 2020b Within 1 mi No 
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3.3 Archaeological Expectations 

Prior to fieldwork, HRA formulated expectations for the archaeological sensitivity of the survey 

areas. HRA based these expectations on a review of the background information presented in 

Sections 2 and 3, as well as the comprehensive context and research provided by Davis and 

colleagues (2021), including the geomorphology and hydrology of the project area; the precontact, 

ethnographic, and historic context of the vicinity, with information on the types, ages, and contents 

of previously recorded sites; the DAHP predictive model, and consideration of more recent 

disturbances that may have impacted cultural resources (e.g., agriculture, transportation, 

transmission line construction, maintenance activities). 

DAHP’s predictive model is based on statewide information, using large-scale factors. Information 

on geology, soils, site types, and landforms, along with General Land Office (GLO) maps, were used 

to establish or predict probabilities for precontact cultural resources throughout the state. DAHP’s 

model uses five classifications for the predictions: Low Risk, Moderately Low Risk, Moderate Risk, 

High Risk, and Very High Risk. The DAHP statewide predictive model maps the large majority of 

the lease boundary as Low Risk. However, there are several limited areas shown as Low to 

Moderate, Moderate Risk, or High Risk, particularly along the peripheries of the lease boundary to 

the northeast (The Butte) and northwest (McBee Hill/Chandler Butte). 

More specifically, HRA determined that the micrositing corridor and solar siting areas have a low to 

moderate probability for precontact and historic-period cultural resources. Most precontact and 

historic-period use of the area has taken place outside the lease boundary in the areas surrounding 

the major waterways. In precontact times, the uplands of the project were likely used as travel routes 

and for gathering roots, hunting, and spiritual quests. Besides stacked rock features, the overall 

pattern of known precontact resources throughout the Horse Heaven Hills suggests that isolates can 

be found on the flats or mid-slope while small lithic scatter sites are mostly relegated to the 

drainages and may indicate task camps or travel routes. However, larger precontact sites, as well as 

camps with a diverse artifact assemblage, have not been found in the Horse Heaven Hills. The 

overall scarcity of precontact sites in the upland areas within and around the project are likely not 

representative of sampling error or lack of successful survey efforts but more appropriately land use 

behavior. As it appears that people used the Horse Heaven Hills as a travel corridor and likely also 

for hunting and perhaps root gathering, the presence of precontact isolates in the area likely 

represent these tasks. Precontact archaeological resources, if found, would thus likely include sparse 

concentrations of lithic debris from stone tool manufacture and maintenance, single artifacts 

representing an episode of loss or discard, or stacked rock features, particularly at the edges of 

landforms with expansive viewsheds. 

The project area continued to be used for travel into the historic period and has also been heavily 

used for agricultural activities. Structural remains and debris scatters dating to the historic period 

have been identified in areas where homesteads or other buildings are shown on historic maps. This, 

combined with historic-period farming equipment identified in the general project area, represents 

the agricultural use the area. As such, historic-period archaeological resources, if found, would likely 

include artifacts or features associated with transportation, farming, ranching, and irrigation 

activities. However, most of the survey areas are currently used for agriculture, which has likely 

altered or destroyed many archaeological resources in the plow zone if present.  
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4. Methods 

4.1 Archaeological Survey Methods 

The field investigations were designed to determine if archaeological and historic-period 

architectural resources are present within the survey areas and to make preliminary 

recommendations for all resources identified. The investigations followed DAHP guidelines; single 

artifacts were recorded as isolates, and features or two or more artifacts were recorded as sites 

(DAHP 2020). Two previously recorded sites within the survey areas were revisited during the 

survey, and shovel probes were excavated around two precontact isolates, including one that was 

previously recorded by Davis and colleagues (2021). 

The micrositing corridor methods consisted of a pedestrian survey in areas centered on the most 

recent conceptual project design. Pedestrian transects were spaced 20 meters (m) apart, and the 

number of archaeologists surveying in a corridor varied by its width. The survey corridor was 

frequently 120 m wide but could also be as narrow as 50 m, depending on the layout of the 

conceptual project design in any given location. The corridor was surveyed by between 2 and 5 

archaeologists at one time, and sometimes they made multiple passes in a corridor to ensure 

complete coverage. The solar siting areas were surveyed by also utilizing transects spaced 20 m apart. 

Between 5 and 10 archaeologists surveyed these areas either traversing north–south or east–west to 

ensure complete coverage of each area. 

The archaeologists frequently walked a zigzag pattern to achieve maximum coverage of the survey 

areas and investigated all areas of surface disturbance (e.g., ditches, cutbanks, other erosional 

exposures), regardless of their position in the transect lines. Soil exposures were inspected for the 

presence of cultural materials. Observations about topography, vegetation, surface visibility, and 

disturbances were recorded in the project field notebook. Overview and close-up photographs were 

taken, and each photo was recorded on a standardized photo log.  

The survey crew attempted to identify high probability areas (HPAs) during the pedestrian survey. 

HPAs would consist of locations where the landform (flat to slightly sloped), proximity to a 

waterway, and/or condition (few to no previous disturbances and poor ground-surface visibility) 

would suggest a high likelihood of buried cultural deposits and would warrant excavation of shovel 

probes. None were identified within the survey areas, although one was noted outside the 

micrositing corridor survey area where no project work is planned (see Section 5.2). 

When archaeological resources were encountered during the pedestrian survey, the field crew 

systematically searched the area to delineate resource boundaries and to identify artifact 

concentrations and features, if present. The area surveyed, site boundary, artifact locations, and 

features were recorded with tablets running the ESRI Collector for ArcGIS application. All tablets 

included either an Apple iPad or a Juniper CT8 tablet and were paired with either a Trimble R1 

GNSS receiver or a Garmin GLO2 GLONASS receiver to collect data in WGS 84 datum and 

coordinate system with an accuracy of < 1 m–3 m depending on conditions. No artifacts were 

collected. Photographs were taken of the general resource location and artifacts. Archaeological 

resource forms are located in Appendix C. 
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Information for each resource was recorded on a field resource form. The form contained 

appropriate fields for collecting data necessary for completing DAHP resource forms. The field 

director also took general notes about each resource in a field notebook. Notes were made regarding 

basic field conditions, the names of crew members, a description of the extent of the area surveyed, 

the transect interval, the number and location artifacts, a description of the landform(s) and 

landform formation processes, basic plant identification, soil description(s), and disturbances. The 

field director also produced a hand-drawn sketch map that depicts prominent natural features, 

cultural activity areas or features, a scale, a north arrow, the date, and locations of features and 

artifacts found on the ground surface.  

Shovel probes were excavated around two precontact isolates to determine if additional artifacts 

were present below the ground surface. Shovel probes measured a minimum of 30 centimeters (cm) 

in diameter and were excavated stratigraphically, where possible, and in 10 cm levels. The shovel 

probes were excavated to a minimum of 70 cm below surface (bs) when possible; however, due to 

the gravel content in one location, multiple probes were terminated at shallower depths. All soils 

were screened through ⅛-inch hardware mesh. The sediment observed in each shovel probe was 

described on a shovel probe form and in the field supervisor’s field notes, including evidence of 

subsurface disturbances and texture, color, and structure of soil horizons. All shovel probes were 

backfilled immediately following their termination and recording. The locations of all shovel probes 

were documented the GPS units and on a field sketch map. No cultural material was found in the 

shovel probes. 

4.2 Architectural Inventory Methods 

HRA architectural historian Kathryn Burk-Hise conducted a desktop evaluation of two newly 

documented architectural resources, as well as a review of three previously recorded architectural 

resources. During the pedestrian survey, HRA archaeologists took photographs and field notes of all 

architectural resources identified in the survey areas. Background research, photographs, and field 

notes were used to document style, materials, and changes over time. These notes and photographs 

were used to complete a compliance-level evaluation of the architectural resources in the project 

area. HPI forms are appended to the report in Appendix D.  

4.2.1 Understanding BPA’s Multiple Property 
Documentation 

HRA’s evaluation of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line and the McNary–

Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was conducted in reference to George Kramer’s historic context 

statement and the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Multiple Property Documentation 

(MPD) form for the BPA Pacific Northwest Transmission System. The historic context statement, 

Corridors of Power: The Bonneville Power Administration Transmission Network Historic Context Statement 

(Kramer 2010), documents the history and significance of the BPA network. The MPD (Kramer 

2012) provides historic and geographic contexts and outlines the temporal context/period of 

significance (1938–1974) and associated property types and registration requirements. The temporal 

context is divided into two periods of significance: Master Grid Development (1938–1945) and 
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System Expansion (1946–1974). Resources eligible under the MPD are significant under Criterion A 

for association with the themes of commerce, engineering, industry, military/defense, and 

government (Kramer 2012:E-37). Select resources are also significant under Criterion C, as examples 

of important electrical distribution technology (Kramer 2012:E-38).  

Property types defined in the MPD include transmission lines and substations, among others. The 

property type substation includes numerous additional resource subtypes, such as switchyards, 

control houses, oil houses, storage buildings/shops, and administration buildings. Each property 

type has its own range and variations, character-defining elements, minimum eligibility requirements, 

specific integrity issues, and Criterion C standards that must be examined to determine if the 

property type or subtype is eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD.  

Where a resource meets the minimum eligibility requirements and integrity considerations, it is 

considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD. Resource types not specifically 

addressed by the MPD, such as roads, sidewalks, and other minor built elements, are by definition 

not eligible under the MPD (Kramer 2012:F-42).  

4.2.2 Understanding the Grain Production Properties in 
Eastern Washington Multiple Property Documentation 

HRA’s evaluation of a newly recorded grain elevator (Section 5.3.1), was conducted in reference to 

Glen Lindeman and Craig Holstine’s NRHP MPD form for the Grain Production Properties in Eastern 

Washington (Lindeman and Holstine 1988). The MPD provides a historic and geographic context of 

eastern Washington, specifically the grain growing regions of the Columbia Plateau, and outlines the 

temporal context/period of significance and associated property types and registration requirements. 

While the authors divide the temporal context into two periods of significance: Grand Era of 

Animal-Powered Technology (1880s–1930s), and Gas, Diesel, and Electric Mechanization (late-

1930s–1950s), their historic and geographical context spans ca. 1850–ca. 1950 (Lindeman and 

Holstine 1988:E-3–E-13). Resources eligible under the MPD are significant under Criterion A for 

association with the theme of agriculture. Select resources may be significant under Criterion C, as 

examples of types of construction (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-19). 

Property types defined in the MPD include farmsteads, barns, conveyance systems, and grain storage 

facilities. The property types each include subtypes; for example, the property type farmstead 

includes house, hired hand’s house, barn (horse and mule), machine shed, grain dryer, grain elevator, 

granary, machine shop, icehouse, bunkhouse, smokehouse, garage, windmill, cistern, tank house, 

pole barn, fuel tank, and various outbuildings. Each property type has its own range and variations, 

character-defining elements, minimum eligibility requirements, and specific integrity issues that must 

be examined to determine if the property type or subtype is eligible for listing in the NRHP under 

the MPD.  

Where a resource meets the minimum eligibility requirements and integrity considerations, it is 

considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD. The MPD did not mention whether 

resource types not specifically addressed by the MPD are by definition eligible or not eligible under 

the MPD.  
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Grain Storage Facilities 

Grain storage facilities that date within the period of significance exist in three basic forms 

(granaries, flathouses, and cribbed elevators), each which were used to store grain in either bulk or 

bagged form, and which reflect the different technological phases of the grain industry. The 

standards for eligibility for the cribbed elevator are reviewed below.  

To be eligible under the MPD, a cribbed grain elevator must meet the following standards: 

• Must have significant historical associations.  

• Pre-1930s elevators that retain sufficient integrity are eligible for listing in the NRHP due to 

their historical importance. 

Cribbed elevators were constructed for the purpose of storing harvested grains. The MPD outlines 

the following integrity considerations for cribbed elevators: 

• Must retain integrity of scale, massing, roof line, fenestration, and substantial amounts of 

exterior wall cladding in order to covey its historic character.  

• Sheet metal added to the roof does not diminish integrity.  

• Exterior walls should not have additional cladding, such as shiplap or sheet metal.  

• Original floor plan, flooring, wall materials, and at least some of the historic-period 

equipment, should be present.  

• Modifications during the period of significance may reflect technological evolution and 

enhance potential eligibility.  

The presence of an adjacent flathouse (that satisfies its own registration requirements) would add to 

the historical development and increase potential eligibility of both structure and building.  

4.3 Regulatory Context and Resource Evaluation 

As noted in Section 1.1, the project is subject to SEPA. SEPA checklist 13(a) includes the following 

consideration: “Are there any buildings, structures, or sites, located on or near the site that are over 

45 years old and listed in or eligible for listing in national, state, or local preservation registers 

located on or near the site?” The Washington Heritage Register (WHR) includes resources that are 

significant at the local or state level, whereas the NRHP includes resources significant at any of the 

three levels. Resources that are listed in the NRHP are automatically added to the WHR and a 

separate nomination is not needed.  

The project is also subject to state laws pertaining to archaeological resources. RCW 27.53.010, 

“declares that the public has an interest in the conservation, preservation, and protection of the 

state’s archaeological resources, and the knowledge to be derived and gained from the scientific 

study of these resources,” and RCW 27.53.060 requires a permit to disturb any “historic or 

prehistoric archaeological resource or site.” Prehistoric resources are not defined in state law but are 

addressed under RCW 27.53.040, which declares archaeological resources to be, “all sites, objects, 

structures, artifacts, implements, and locations of prehistorical or archaeological interest, whether 
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previously recorded or still unrecognized, including, but not limited to, those pertaining to 

prehistoric and historic American Indian or aboriginal burials, campsites, dwellings, and habitation 

sites…”  Historic archaeological resources are defined in RCW 27.53.030 as “historic properties 

which are listed in or eligible for listing in the Washington state register of historic places (RCW 

27.34.220) or the national register of historic places as defined in the national historic preservation 

act of 1966.” Therefore, precontact resources, regardless of significance, are protected under RCW 

27.53 and require a permit to disturb. DAHP, however, only issues permits for archaeological sites 

and does not issue permits for isolates, provided the isolated nature of the find has been confirmed 

(e.g., with shovel probes) (Stephanie Jolivette, personal communication, 2021). On the other hand, 

historic-period archaeological resources should be evaluated for significance under the WHR or 

NRHP to determine if they are protected under RCW 27.53.  

As such, as feasible, HRA evaluated the identified historic-period archaeological resources for 

eligibility for listing in the NRHP, and the same four NRHP criteria (A through D, below) are 

utilized herein to evaluate each resource for eligibility to the WHR. Similarly, HRA evaluated 

historic-period architectural resources utilizing the NRHP criteria. 

The criteria for listing properties in the WHR include: 

• A building, site, structure, or object must be at least 50 years old. If newer, the resource 

should have documented exceptional significance. 

• The resource should have a high to medium level of integrity, i.e., it should retain important 

character defining features from its historic period of construction. 

• The resource should have documented historical significance at the local, state or federal 

level. 

• The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) review and listing requires the 

consent of the owner (DAHP 2021). 

To be individually eligible for listing in the NRHP, a resource must be significant within a historic 

context. To evaluate significance, the following five things must be determined (NPS 1997:44): 

1. The facet of prehistory or history of the local area, state, or nation that the resource 

represents; 

2. Whether the facet of history is significant; 

3. Whether it is a type of resource that has relevance and importance in illustrating the historic 

context; 

4. How the resource illustrates that history; and 

5. Whether the resource possesses the physical features necessary to convey the aspect of 

history with which it is associated. 

The significance (1–3 above) of a resource must be established before assessing integrity (items 4–5). 

The significance of a resource within its historic context must relate to one or more of the following: 
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A. Under Criterion A, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 

history, both in terms of history or prehistory. 

B. Under Criterion B, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they are 

associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (e.g., persons whose activities are 

demonstrably important within a local, state, or national context). While more commonly 

applied to architectural resources and historic-period archaeological resources, precontact 

archaeological resources can also be eligible under Criterion B if they have artifacts or other 

datable materials that specifically link it to a person of known importance in a Native 

American group’s history or traditions. 

C. Under Criterion C, properties can be determined eligible for listing in the NRHP if they 

embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 

represent the works of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and 

distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., are part of a 

district). Discrete features, a particular building for example, may best be documented under 

this Criterion, though collections of resources may also have significance under Criterion C 

for architecture or engineering association. Certain types of archaeological sites, for example 

specific kinds of rock art, could also embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or 

method of construction. Likewise, individual archaeological resources within an 

archaeological district could represent significant and distinguishable entities whose 

components may lack individual distinction. 

D. Under Criterion D, properties may be eligible for the NRHP if they have yielded, or may be 

likely to yield, information important in history. To be eligible under Criterion D, the 

property must have, or have had, information to contribute to our understanding of human 

history and that information must be considered “important.” Most commonly applied to 

archaeological sites for possessing a data set that can address important scientific research 

question(s), buildings, structures, and objects may also be eligible under Criterion D if they 

are the principal source of information. 
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5. Micrositing Corridor Survey Results 
Survey in the micrositing corridor took place between April 7 and April 29, 2021. The surveyed 

locations measured approximately 1,149.9 acres and consisted of small changes to previously 

surveyed components of the wind project (e.g., access roads, crane paths, turbine locations), as well 

as locations such as intersection improvements, meteorological towers, and transmission line 

corridors. The results of the pedestrian survey are described below and have been separated into 

four survey areas for ease of discussion and to be comparable with the previous project report 

(Davis et al. 2021) (see Figure 1-2). These include the Webber Canyon survey area (Section 5.1), the 

Badger Canyon survey area (Section 5.2), the Johnson Butte survey area (Section 5.3), and the Nine 

Canyon survey area (Section 5.4). There were 5.8 acres that was not surveyed because of a steep 

slope in Badger Canyon. HRA recommends no cultural resources survey at this location due to a 

low probability for resources to be present. HRA newly recorded seven archaeological resources 

(five sites and two isolates), and one of these (45BN2148) also included architectural components 

(Nicoson Road Farmstead). One previously recorded archaeological site was expanded during the 

survey (45BN2093), and shovel probes were excavated around one previously recorded isolate 

(45BN2092) (Table 5-1). 

The large majority of the survey corridor for the project was situated in wheat fields, as well as 

drainages and ditches between fields. Fields planted in wheat that was just sprouting had between 40 

and 60 percent ground-surface visibility. Fields that were harvested last year but had not been 

plowed had approximately 60–80 percent ground-surface visibility. Drainages and the edges of fields 

generally contained weeds and bunchgrasses with between 40 and 80 percent visibility. The few 

areas surveyed that were not in wheat contained sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and bunchgrasses with 20–

40 percent ground-surface visibility. Photos of each type of survey condition and exceptions to 

above-listed survey conditions are provided in each survey area description below. 

Table 5-1. Cultural Resources Identified or Revisited in the Micrositing Survey Areas. 

Resource No. Description Survey Area Report Section 

45BN2092 Precontact isolate Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2093 Historic-period structural remains and debris scatter Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2148/  
Nicoson Farmstead 

Historic-period structural remains and debris scatter 
Historic-period barn/storage shed and grain elevator 

Johnson Butte 
5.3.1 
5.3.2 

45BN2149 Historic-period debris scatter Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2150 Historic-period isolate Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2151 Historic-period structural remains and debris scatter Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2152 Historic-period debris scatter Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2153 Historic-period debris scatter Webber Canyon 5.1.2 

45BN2163 Historic-period isolate Webber Canyon 5.1.2 
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5.1 Webber Canyon Survey Area 

5.1.1 Pedestrian Survey 

The Webber Canyon survey area encompasses the far northwestern project area and is centered on 

Travis Road, which leads to Webber Canyon in the northern part of the survey area. The majority of 

the micrositing corridor surveyed in this area was for transmission line corridors, including 

alignments that parallel Sellards Road, Cemetery Road, and County Well Road (Figure 5.1-1). Two 

alignments extended through wheat fields and did not parallel a road. Other small survey areas 

included meteorological tower locations and intersection improvements, as well as slight changes to 

project design. Most of the survey was in wheat fields (Figures 5.1-2–5.1-3), although one 

transmission line corridor went through a gravel yard (Figure 5.1-4). Six archaeological resources 

were newly recorded in the Webber Canyon survey area, including two historic-period isolates, three 

historic-period sites, and one multicomponent site. Previously recorded site 45BN2093 was 

expanded during the survey, and shovel probes were excavated around previously recorded isolate 

45BN2092 to determine if additional subsurface artifacts are present (none were identified). No 

architectural resources were identified.  

HRA noted but did not record one concrete well head during the survey. It was located in a shallow 

drainage between two wheat fields (Figure 5.1-5). The well head was found just south of County 

Well Road between McBee and Tyacke Roads. There were no markings on the concrete or on a 

piece of metal piping and this, combined with background research, did not indicate it was 45 years 

in age or older. 

5.1.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2163 

Isolate 45BN2163 (field no. 3152-K3i) is located  

 (Figure 5.1-6). Seven 

pieces of a single colorless glass bottle were found within a planted wheat field, near the edge of the 

field and adjacent to the gravel road shoulder (Figures 5.1-7 and 5.1-8). The bottle exhibited 

embossment and knurling on the base. It was manufactured by the Armstrong Cork Company in 

1958 and displays “Arrow” and “Federal Law Forbids Sale or Re-use of this Bottle” embossment, 

indicating it had contained liquor. Federal legislation required the statement to be embossed on all 

liquor bottles beginning in 1935 until 1964 (Lindsey 2021a; Lockhart et al. 2013). Arrow brand 

liqueurs include flavored schnapps, brandies, and cordials.   

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a), 

although by 1915, a structure is depicted approximately 0.1 mi northwest of the isolate (Figure 5.1-9) 

(U.S. Geological Survey [USGS] 1915). No land patents are available for this location because it is 

one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 

1895 (GLO 1895). No structures are depicted in this area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 

(USGS 1953, 1965a), and an aerial photograph from 1955 also shows no structures 

(HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building shown in 1915 was gone by this time. 
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Figure 5.1-1. Overview of the Webber Canyon survey area showing resources in the micrositing corridor. 
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Figure 5.1-2. Transmission line corridor in a planted wheat field just south of Cemetery Road, view west. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-3. Transmission line corridor in a fallow field, view north. 
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Figure 5.1-4. Gravel yard in the transmission line corridor at the intersection of Travis and Sellards Roads, view 
west. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-5. Concrete well head observed between two fields south of County Well Road, view northwest. 
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Figure 5.1-6. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2163. 
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Re-fit pieces of bottle body 

 

Bottle base 

 

Figure 5.1-8. Colorless bottle fragments found at Isolate 45BN2163.  
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Figure 5.1-9. USGS map from 1915 showing multiple resources in the Webber Canyon micrositing corridor. 
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Recommendation 

One colorless glass bottle was found in seven pieces at Isolate 45BN2163, and HRA recommends 

that the isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode 

of discarded trash associated with agricultural or residential use in the mid-twentieth century, or it 

may have been thrown out of a vehicle, as it was found adjacent to  Road. While a 

structure was near the isolate location in 1915, the bottle was manufactured in 1958, and the 

structure was clearly gone by 1955, according to aerial photography. Considering the nature of the 

isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the lack of other artifacts or features visible 

on the surface, and the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that 

additional or significant deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken bottle, are common in rural settings such as the 

project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2163 does not appear to be associated 

with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant 

persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period 

(Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate 

location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate 

is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). 

Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single bottle, are secondary deposits and cannot 

confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been used far from its 

current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their integrity, including 

location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2163 is recommended not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of 

integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider 

impacts to the isolate.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2149 

Site 45BN2149 is located  

 (Figure 5.1-10). The site is a historic-

period refuse scatter situated within a generally flat agricultural field. The field was planted in wheat 

at the time of survey, and ground-surface visibility ranged from 40–50 percent (Figure 5.1-11). 

Artifacts were found in an area measuring 50 m north–south by 40 m east–west. 

Artifacts documented at Site 45BN2149 included fragmented vessel glass, ceramic sherds, metal 

fragments, clothing items, and ammunition hardware, totaling approximately 80 items (Figure 5.1-

12). Due to the ongoing agricultural practices in the area, the majority of the materials were too 

highly fragmented to retain significant diagnostic qualities. However, a few of the recorded artifacts 

at Site 45BN2149 suggest an early to mid-twentieth century deposition. 

Vessel glass fragments (n = ~30) recorded at Site 45BN2149 consisted of colorless, sun-colored 

amethyst (SCA), aqua, amber, and milk (opaque white) colored pieces. Aqua-colored glass, a result 

of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was common until the 1920s, when it 

was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless glass. However, aqua glass continues to be 

used today in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles (Lindsey 2021a).  
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Figure 5.1-10. Sketch map of Site 45BN2149. 
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SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color 

due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities 

and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight, and the colorless 

glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 

and 1918, when the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions. Milk glass 

fragments noted on site would have been utilized for a wide array of materials and vessel types, 

although milk glass was most commonly used for cosmetics between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 

2021a). 

 

Figure 5.1-11. Overview of the location of Site 45BN2149, view east. 

 

Figure 5.1-12. Selection of artifacts found at Site 45BN2149. 
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At least one milk glass fragment documented at Site 45BN2149 was a milk glass liner, which, used in 

conjunction with zinc, was utilized with screw-type lids on “Mason” style canning/fruit jars. Glass 

liners helped to prevent food contamination and “metallic” flavors by keeping preserved food from 

direct contact with the metal lid. Patented in 1869, Boyd’s milk glass liners were manufactured with 

many different embossed and pressed designs into the 1950s. The very earliest versions are said to 

have been made of opaque or transparent glass, with milk glass versions introduced around 1871 

(Whitten 2021a). 

Ceramic sherds (n = ~28) observed at Site 45BN2149 consisted of generally undiagnostic porcelain, 

earthenware, and yellowware fragments. A small basal earthenware fragment exhibited a partial 

makers mark with the word “Royal” visible, but this was not identifiable to a specific 

brand/manufacturer (Figure 5.1-13). A ceramic button was also observed. Two shotgun shells were 

also recorded, and one had a headstamp reading “W.R.A. Co./No.12/Rival.” Manufactured by 

Winchester, the shell would have been produced between 1884 and 1929 (Steinhauer 1996). 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a), 

although by 1915, a structure is depicted in the same location as Site 45BN2149 (see Figure 5.1-9) 

(USGS 1915). In 1898, a homestead patent was issued to Lucinda and Philander Reed for this 

location (GLO 1898a). Little information was found regarding the Reed family, although by 1905, 

both Lucinda and Philander were deceased (FindAGrave.com 2021a, 2021b). No structures are 

depicted in this area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), and an aerial 

photograph from 1955 also shows no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building 

shown in 1915 was gone by this time.  

 

Figure 5.1-13. Earthenware fragment found at Site 45BN2149. 
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Recommendation 

Site 45BN2149 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2150 

Isolate 45BN2150 consists of a single earthenware plate fragment found  

Figure 5.1-14). The isolate is located in a flat 

wheat field with approximately 30–40 percent ground visibility and is situated 120 m west of Site 

45BN2149 (Figure 5.1-15).  

The artifact is a rim sherd exhibiting a red transfer-printed floral motif with hand-painted green 

enamel accents (Figure 5.1-16). Developed in England in 1750, transfer-printed ceramics involved 

elaborate designs etched onto copper plates before being transferred onto ceramic wares. It was the 

most popular form of ceramic decoration in Europe from the 1770s until the 1850s, although the 

process continued to be utilized for both European and American markets into the 1940s. Floral 

transfer-print motifs were popular through the mid-nineteenth century and continued in production 

as long as transfer-print ceramics were manufactured. Hand-painted floral accents using polychrome 

colors was a popular treatment to transfer-print designs near the turn of the twentieth century 

(Samford and Miller 2002). 

As described for Site 45BN2149, no development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the 

area from 1872 (GLO 1872a), although by 1915, a structure is depicted is same location as Site 

45BN2149 located 120 m to the east (see Figure 5.1-9) (USGS 1915). In 1898, a homestead patent 

was issued to Lucinda and Philander Reed for this location (GLO 1898a). No structures are depicted 

in this area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), and an aerial photograph 

from 1955 also shows no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building shown in 

1915 was gone by this time.  
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Figure 5.1-14. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2150. 
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Figure 5.1-15. Overview of the location of Isolate 45BN2150, view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-16. Ceramic sherd found at Isolate 45BN2150. 
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Recommendation 

One ceramic sherd was found at Isolate 45BN2150, and HRA recommends that the isolate is not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a piece of discarded trash associated 

with agricultural or residential use in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century. A structure was 

near the isolate location in 1915, and a homestead patent was issued for the location in 1898. The 

isolate may represent an item associated with Site 45BN2149 that has been displaced by agricultural 

activities, although no artifacts were found on the ground surface between the two resources. 

Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural field, the broken 

nature of the item, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the absence of 

significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are 

present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a broken ceramic sherd, are common in rural settings such 

as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2150 does not appear to be 

associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A). While late nineteenth or early twentieth 

century farming in the area may itself represent a pattern of events, the ceramic artifact does not 

provide information on this theme. The isolate is not associated with the lives of significant persons 

in our past (Criterion B). Background research revealed little information regarding the Reed family 

that once lived in this area. The artifact also does not represent the work of a master of a distinctive 

period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the 

isolate location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the 

isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). 

Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single ceramic sherd, are secondary deposits and 

cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been used far 

from its current location and later discarded, and it has likely been moved by agricultural activities. 

Such resources lack key components to their integrity including location, design, feeling, and 

association. As such, Isolate 45BN2150 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to 

a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming DAHP 

concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2151 

Site 45BN2151 is located near the southwest corner of  

 (Figure 5.1-17). The site consists of a 

concrete foundation, temporally undiagnostic building materials, and two metal barrels in a 10-

meter-diameter area (Figures 5.1-18 and 5.1-19). The foundation consists of concrete remnants that 

are partially buried and represent the west and north sides of the former structure (the rest of the 

foundation is gone). The concrete measures approximately 5 inches (in) wide, and up to 10 in is 

visible above the ground surface. Extrapolating from the two remnants of the foundation, the 

structure may have measured 12 ft east–west by 6 ft north–south. The building materials include 

wire nails, milled lumber, and metal sheeting.  
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Figure 5.1-17. Sketch map of Site 45BN2151. 
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Figure 5.1-18. Overview of Site 45BN2151, view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-19. Concrete foundation at Site 45BN2151, view southeast. 
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No structures are depicted in this location on historic-period maps (GLO 1872b; USGS 1917, 1953, 

1965b). An aerial photograph from 1963, however, shows an intact structure, while another from 

1996 shows it demolished (HistoricAerials.com 1963, 1996). A local landowner told the survey crew 

that a house was once located here, but it had been demolished in 1976. While nothing temporally 

diagnostic was identified at the site, this information, in addition to background research, shows that 

the structural remains meet the 45-year threshold for consideration as an archaeological resource 

under SEPA. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2151 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2152 

Site 45BN2152 is located  

 (Figure 5.1-20). The site is a historic-period refuse dump situated 

 

(Figures 5.1-21 and 5.1-22). Grasses and weeds are the only vegetation within the site, which 

measures 40 m east–west by 25 m north–south. Most of the site is just west of the micrositing 

corridor, although artifacts were also found within the corridor, and the entire site was documented. 

Artifacts documented at Site 45BN2152 included farming equipment, oil drums, complete and 

fragmented glass vessels, a zip top (or pull tab) can, and flat glass fragments. Other materials 

included modern household furnishings, plastics, rubber tires and hoses, concrete blocks, milled 

lumber, wire fencing, and sheet metal totaling approximately 150 items, combined. The historic-

period artifacts indicate several depositional events within the mid- to late twentieth century, 

although the presence of modern items suggest the site continues to be utilized as a disposal area.  

Vessel glass (n = ~60) included complete jars, a broken amber quart jug, and colorless, aqua, and 

cobalt blue colored fragments. Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used 

in glass production, was common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear 

or colorless glass (Figure 5.1-23). Aqua glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning 

jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles. Intense blue glass was usually produced with the addition of a 

strong coloring agent such as coal oxide. Cobalt blue glass was used in a variety of vessel types 

including soda and mineral water, ink, food, and for toxic or medicinal substances. Blue glass is still 

used today and was used prolifically throughout the twentieth century, so the color does not present 

as a quality temporal indicator. Amber quart-sized jugs often contained bleach products, although it 

is unclear if the observed amber jug was used for this purpose (Lindsey 2021a).   

Of the observed jars and colorless glass fragments, two makers marks were recorded, indicating the 

artifacts were manufactured by the Northwestern Glass Company, although the dates of production 

are unclear (see Figure 5.1-23). At least one recorded basal fragment includes hand-applied stippling, 

suggesting it was manufactured in the early 1940s (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015). A second basal 

fragment includes more modern manufacturing techniques indicative of the 1960s or early 1970s 

(Lindsey 2021b). 
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Figure 5.1-20. Sketch map of Site 45BN2152. 
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Figure 5.1-21. Overview of Site 45BN2152, view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.1-22. Overview of Site 45BN2152, view west. 
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A single zip top aluminum beer can was also recorded, which included embossed smile beads, the 

“Olympia” brand name, and “Please Don’t Litter” (see Figure 5.1-23). Cans utilizing pull tab, also 

known as zip or tab top, openings were first introduced in 1962. Smile beads were added in 1964, to 

prevent beverage spillage. Instructions regarding littering were introduced in the early 1970s, and zip 

top tabs were replaced by “Sta-Tab” openings in 1975. The can recorded at Site 45BN2152 was 

likely manufactured between 1964 and 1975 (Benbow 2021; Schroeder 2019). Several oil drums (n = 

~10) were also observed at the site, the majority of which appear to typify the cylindrical body styles 

of the early 1950s (Higgs 2017).  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872b). In 

1917, the drainage is mapped, and although there is nothing else depicted in the site location, there 

are multiple structures within 1 mi (USGS 1915). No land patents are available for this location 

because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential 

development in 1895 (GLO 1895). Other historic-period maps consulted also show nothing in the 

general site vicinity (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). The site is not visible on historic-period aerial 

photographs, although this area has been between two agricultural fields at least since 1955 

(HistoricAerials.com 1955). 

Northwestern Glass Company bottle base 

 

Olympia pull tab can 

 

Aqua glass 

 

Assorted metal 

 

Figure 5.1-23. Selection of artifacts at Site 45BN2152.  
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Recommendation 

Site 45BN2152 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Multicomponent Site 45BN2153 

Site 45BN2153 is multi-component site situated  

 (Figure 5.1-24). Ground-surface visibility 

ranged from 60–80 percent (Figure 5.1-25). The site is mainly a historic-period refuse scatter 

measuring 45 m north–south by 30 m east–west. Additionally, one precontact CCS flake was found 

near the center of the site (Figure 5.1-26). It is unknown if additional subsurface precontact artifacts 

are present, as no shovel probes were excavated due to the location of the flake in the middle of the 

site (excavations within the site would require a permit from DAHP). 

Historic-period refuse documented at Site 45BN2153 included fragmented and complete vessel 

glass, ceramic sherds, metal fragments, and ammunition hardware, totaling approximately 40 

artifacts (Figure 5.1-27). Due to the ongoing agricultural practices in the area, the majority of the 

materials were highly fragmented; however, many items retained significant diagnostic qualities. The 

temporal characteristics of the artifacts indicate a deposition in the early twentieth century. 

Identified glass consisted of one complete vessel and vessel fragments (n = ~20) including SCA, 

amber, aqua, colorless, and milk (opaque white) colored pieces. SCA glass was produced initially as 

colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to the use of magnesium, which 

was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and create a colorless effect. Over 

time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight, and the colorless glass exudes a lavender hue. 

Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 1918, when the element 

became scarce because of World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a). The single complete glass vessel 

identified at the site was composed of SCA glass (see Figure 5.1-27). The vessel exhibits early mold-

blown glass technologies including bubble inclusion in the glass and an applied bead finish (Lindsey 

2021b, 2021c). Embossment on the body of the vessel reads “J.A. Folger & Sons/San Francisco.” 

This company sold coffee, tea, and spices from 1854 until 1906, before concentrating primarily on 

coffee products (Folgers 2021). The vessel likely contained flavoring extract.  

An additional fragment of SCA glass found at the site includes a pressed glass (also known as early 

American pattern glass [EAPG]) pattern mimicking a popular motif commonly used on cut crystal 

tableware. At the turn of the twentieth century, EAPG was heavily manufactured for middle-class 

households as an economic alternative to Victorian cut crystal. Patterns known to decorate cut 

crystal were mimicked with only minor changes by glass companies producing EAPG tableware. 

During the Great Depression, EAPG designs were copied and replaced with the manufacture of 

cheap Depression-era glass (Swan 1986; Weatherman 1974). A colorless glass fragment at the site 

also exhibited EAPG characteristics, displaying the popular “Daisy” pattern (Lee 1946) (see Figure 

5.1-27).   
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Figure 5.1-24. Sketch map of Site 45BN2153. 
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Figure 5.1-25. Overview of Site 45BN2153, view southwest. 

 

Ventral surface 

 

Dorsal surface 

 

Figure 5.1-26. CCS flake identified at Site 45BN2153.  
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SCA glass vessel 

 

Amber glass embossed “CELER”

 
EAPG colorless fragment 

 

Metal machine part 

 

Figure 5.1-27. Selection of historic-period artifacts at Site 45BN2153.  

Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was 

common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless glass. Aqua 

glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles. Milk 

glass fragments noted on site would have been utilized for a wide array of materials and vessel types, 

although milk glass was most commonly used for cosmetics between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 

2021a).  

Two glass fragments were documented with embossment indicating the original vessels had been 

used for medicinal purposes. A colorless glass fragment includes an embossed “Dr. S..”, and a 

textured amber fragment depicts “CELER” embossed on the surface (see Figure 5.1-27). A popular 

patent medicine sold at the turn of the century until the early 1920s, Pain’s Celery Compound was a 

nerve tonic often bottled in amber glass vessels (Fike 1987). Additionally, mouth-blown bottles (pre-

1910) are more likely to have proprietary embossing noting the product, producer, and/or bottler on 

the body of the bottle, as opposed to the use of a paper label (Lindsey 2021d). 

Two shotgun shells were recorded at Site 45BN2153. One was stamped with “1901/No.12/Leader,” 

indicating it was manufactured by Winchester between 1901 and 1920 (Steinhauer 1996). The 

second shell is stamped with “U.M.C./No.12/Magic” and was produced by the Union Metallic 

Cartridge Company between 1901 and 1908 (Aussie Metal Detecting 2021a). Ceramic sherds (n = 

~15) observed at the site consisted of undiagnostic earthenware and porcelain fragments. 
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No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872b), 

although by 1917, a structure is depicted in the same location as Site 45BN2153 (Figure 5.1-28) 

(USGS 1917). In 1906, a homestead patent was issued to Warren C. Travis for this location (GLO 

1906a). Warren Travis, along with siblings Lovell and Botsford Travis, were the children of 

Nathaniel and Hattie Travis, one of the earliest homesteading families in the region, and Travis Road 

 is named after the Travis family. Warren farmed over 900,000 acres in 1904, he 

is listed as a wheat farmer on census rolls from 1910–1940, and his children also farmed in the 

Horse Heaven Hills (FindAGrave.com 2021c; Interstate Publishing Company 1904; Kennewick 

Courier-Reporter 1946; U.S. Bureau of the Census [USBC] 1910, 1920, 1930, 1940). No structures are 

depicted in this area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), and an aerial 

photograph from 1955 also shows no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building 

shown in 1917 was gone by this time.  

Recommendation 

The historic component of Site 45BN2153 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without 

further archaeological investigations. The precontact component is protected under RCW 27.53 and 

cannot be disturbed without a permit issued under RCW 27.53.060. HRA recommends the site be 

avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the 

site’s significance and integrity (for the historic-period component only), as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2093 

Site 45BN2093 was previously recorded during the survey for the project in 2020 (Davis et al. 2021) 

and consists of historic-period structural remains and artifacts located  

. A 

1917 USGS topographic map shows Site 45BN2093 generally in the location of the Webber School, 

where multiple buildings are mapped (USGS 1917). The buildings at the site were still standing in 

1963, according to aerial maps, and while it is unknown when they were demolished, aerial 

photographs from the 1990s show the buildings in ruin (HistoricAerials.com 1963, 1996). A full 

description of the previously recorded artifacts and features at the site are presented in Davis and 

colleagues (2021). During the current survey, the site boundary was expanded to the south and 

southwest into a wheat field (Figure 5.1-29). The field had been harvested last fall, and ground-

surface visibility was approximately 50 percent (Figure 5.1-30).  

Observed historic-period materials in the expanded site boundary consisted of brick, vessel glass 

fragments, metal hardware, linoleum fragments, ceramic sherds, and a single porcelain insulator, 

totaling approximately 18 artifacts.  
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Figure 5.1-28. USGS map from 1917 showing Site 45BN2153. 
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Figure 5.1-29. Sketch map of Site 45BN2093 showing the updated site boundary. 
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Figure 5.1-30. Overview of the expanded portion of Site 45BN2093, view northwest. 

Vessel glass fragments (n = 8) included colorless, SCA, and amber colored glass. SCA glass was 

produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to the use of 

magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and create a 

colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless glass exudes a 

lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 1918, when 

the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a).  

Colorless vessel glass fragments recorded at Site 45BN2093 included a basal fragment and side panel 

fragment with embossment. The panel fragment is embossed “E.M.D.” and may have originated 

from a medicinal bottle, although could not be identified further (Figure 5.1-31). The basal fragment 

exhibits “..RE-KING” embossed along the outer edge and refers to glassware produced by Anchor 

Hocking Glass Company beginning in the 1940s known as Fire King glass (see Figure 5.1-31). The 

Fire King line was utilitarian kitchenware such as mixing bowls, platters, and pitchers manufactured 

in a variety of colors. Fire King glassware was manufactured until the late 1970s (Florence and 

Florence 2009). 

Ceramics documented at Site 45BN2093 consist of a single piece of brown-glazed stoneware and a 

porcelain knob style insulator (see Figure 5.1-31). The stoneware fragment is buff-bodied and 

includes a salt glaze, typical of crockery used for food storage. North American stoneware potteries 

were heavily influenced by both the British and German styles, manufacturing vessels that mimicked 

the brown stoneware English traditions or the blue and gray salt glazes popular in Germany. 

Production of North American stoneware products increased after 1800, although most potteries 

did not survive the Great Depression (Samford and Miller 2002).  
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The porcelain knob insulator does not exhibit any embossment but was likely manufactured by 

Standard Porcelain, a company that dominated the production of household electrical insulators 

from the turn of the twentieth century in the United States. Initially manufactured to meet standards 

for interior structural electrical wiring, knob style insulators were expanded to include electrical 

fencing and communication wiring needs. Porcelain insulators are still made in the present day, 

although plastic conductors largely replaced the use of porcelain for common domestic uses in the 

1970s (Myers 2010). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2093 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the project avoids the site. If it cannot be avoided, additional 

work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential 

impacts from the project. 

Glass fragment embossed “E.M.D” 

 

Fire King glassware fragment 

 
Porcelain insulator 

 

Salt glazed stoneware fragment 

 

Figure 5.1-31. Selection of historic-period artifacts at Site 45BN2093.  
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Precontact Isolate 45BN2092 

This isolate was identified during the survey for the project in 2020 (Davis et al. 2021) and 

comprises a proximal fragment of a CCS broad-necked, corner-notched projectile point that likely 

pre-dates 2000 B.P. The point was found in a wheat field hill. The 

field had been harvested the previous year, and ground-surface visibility during the pedestrian survey 

ranged from 60–80 percent (Davis et al. 2021). HRA revisited the isolate location in 2021 to 

excavate shovel probes around the artifact to determine if additional cultural material was present. 

Since the isolate was originally documented, the field had been planted in wheat, and while ground-

surface visibility was approximately 50 percent, the projectile point was not relocated (Figures 5.1-32 

and 5.1-33). Four radial shovel probes (shovel probes [SPs] 1–4) were excavated at 5 m intervals in 

the cardinal directions from the GPS documented location of the artifact. The shovel probes were 

each excavated to 70 cmbs, and no cultural material was found. Soils were uniformly a light brown 

loess with no gravels; no stratigraphic breaks were discernable (Figure 5.1-34). 

 

Figure 5.1-32. Overview of Isolate 45BN2092 with SP 3 (right) and SP 4 (left) in progress, 
view northeast. 
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Figure 5.1-33. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2092 showing shovel probe locations. 
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Figure 5.1-34. Soil profile of SP 2 at Isolate 45BN2092. 

Recommendation 

The shovel probes excavated around Isolate 45BN2092 confirmed the isolated nature of the find. 

HRA recommends the isolate be avoided by the project if possible. If avoidance is not possible, 

however, a permit will not be needed under RCW 27.53.060 (see Section 4.3), as DAHP does not 

issue permits for isolates. However, as suggested by DAHP (Stephanie Jolivette, personal 

communication, 2021), HRA recommends coordinating with the Tribes (and DAHP) to determine 

if the Tribes would like the isolate collected prior to construction. 

5.2 Badger Canyon Survey Area 

The Badger Canyon survey area is situated on both sides of Badger Canyon. The majority of the 

micrositing corridor surveyed in this area was for a transmission line corridor that crosses the 

canyon (Figure 5.2-1). Other small survey areas included meteorological tower locations, as well as 

slight changes to project design. Most of the survey was in wheat fields (Figures 5.2-2 and 5.2-3) 

with the exception of Badger Canyon itself, which was covered in bunchgrasses, plox, balsamroot, 

and Lomatium sp. (Figure 5.2-4). Badger Spring is located in the bottom of the canyon (see Figure 

5.2-1), and while the spring is outside of the micrositing corridor (which extends along a steep 

hillside 65 m above the spring [Figure 5.2-5]), this location is a high probability area. Should the 

project design change, or access to this area be necessary, additional work (e.g., shovel probes, 

monitoring) is recommended. No archaeological or architectural resources were newly identified in 

the Badger Canyon survey area.  
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Figure 5.2-1. Overview of the Badger Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.2-2. Harvested wheat field south of Locus Grove Road in the Badger Canyon survey area, view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-3. Planted wheat field in the Badger Canyon survey area on the southeast side of the canyon, view 
northwest. 
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Figure 5.2-4. Badger Canyon in the Badger Canyon survey area, view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.2-5. Badger Spring in the Badger Canyon survey area, view south. The micrositing corridor is situated 
on the hillslope (left) above the spring. 
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5.3 Johnson Butte Survey Area 

The Johnson Butte survey area is bisected by Interstate 82, which runs through Bofer Canyon 

(Figure 5.3-1). On the west side of the interstate are Coyote, Taylor, and Prospect Canyons, and on 

the east side of the interstate is the prominent peak of Johnson Butte. The micrositing corridor is 

evenly distributed between a transmission line corridor and areas representing slight changes to 

project design. The areas surveyed were in both wheat fields and fallow fields or natural vegetation 

areas including sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and bunchgrasses, as well as in many drainages (Figures 5.3-

2–5.3-5). One cultural resource was newly identified during the survey, which comprises both 

architectural (Nicoson Road Farmstead) and archaeological components (Site 45BN2148). No 

survey was conducted in the Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) ROW at 

Interstate 82, as the ROW is fenced, and there was no access to this area. However, the project 

proposes an underground transmission line below the surface in the ROW, and the entrance and 

exit of any project components will be located on private land that was surveyed. 

5.3.1 Historic-Period Site 45BN2148/Nicoson Road 
Farmstead 

Site 45BN2148 is located  

 (Figure 5.3-

6). Based on field observations and background research, resources associated with the Nicoson 

Road Farmstead were built ca. 1920 (Benton County 2021a; GLO 1908; USGS 1917). The site 

includes two extant architectural features (Features 2 and 3) and seven archaeological features in 

various states of ruin (Features 1 and 4–9), as well as assorted debris (Figure 5.3-7). The architectural 

features were documented both as part of Site 45BN2148 and recorded on individual HPI forms. 

Nine features total were documented as part of the site. The farmstead driveways are no longer 

extant, and the property is vacant. In total, including both the archaeological and architectural 

features, the resource measures 150 m east–west by 140 m north–south. 

Archaeological Component 

Feature 1 is a cistern that includes a 2.5-foot-diameter metal opening (no lid) set into a square of 

concrete measuring approximately 4 by 4 ft (Figure 5.3-8). The cistern is empty, and its underground 

span is unknown. Miscellaneous pieces of milled lumber are scattered around the cistern. It is 

located 25 m east of Feature 2, a barn or storage shed that is an architectural resource. Features 2 

and 3 (cribbed grain elevator) are discussed in architectural resources (see below). 

Feature 4 is also a cistern that comprises a galvanized steel container with a galvanized steel lid. The 

steel container is set into a 2.5-foot-diameter metal object. Although not visible during the survey, 

the cistern opening is likely cemented in concrete, as a 4 by 4 ft square area around the opening lacks 

vegetation. A piece of milled lumber lies atop of the cistern lid (Figure 5.3-9). 

Feature 5 appears to be a root cellar that is built into the hillside on an east-facing slope 5 m 

northeast of Feature 4. The structure is generally formed of coarse conglomerate concrete measuring 

approximately 5 ft tall by 4 ft wide, and it extends approximately 6 ft into the hillside. The roof of 
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the cellar has been reinforced with assorted automotive parts, including a car frame (Figure 5.3-10). 

Modern trash such as beer cans, plastic shotgun casings, and other plastic was observed in the cellar.  

 

Figure 5.3-1. Johnson Butte survey area showing the cultural resources documented in the micrositing corridor. 
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Figure 5.3-2. Harvested field in the Johnson Butte survey area east of Coyote Canyon, view 
southeast. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-3. Planted wheat field just east of Interstate 82 in the Johnson Butte survey area, view 
southeast. 
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Figure 5.3-4. Area of grasses and wheats just west of Interstate 82 in the Johnson Butte, 
survey area, view southeast. 

 

Figure 5.3-5. Sagebrush and rabbitbrush near Prospect Canyon in the Johnson Butte survey 
area, view northwest. 
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Figure 5.3-6. Sketch map of Site 45BN2148/Nicoson Road Farmstead. 
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Figure 5.3-7. Features at Site 45BN2148/Nicoson Road Farmstead, view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-8. Feature 1 (cistern) at Site 45BN2148, view southwest. 

 

Feature 2 
Feature 1 

Features 4, 5, 6 

Feature 9 

Feature 8 

Feature 3 
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Figure 5.3-9. Feature 4 (cistern) at Site 45BN2148, view south. 

 

Opening to root cellar, view west

 

Roof (interior) of root cellar 

 

Figure 5.3-10. Feature 5 (root cellar) at Site 45BN2148.  
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Feature 6 comprises six calf pens on the hillside above and 15 m northwest of Feature 5. The 

structures are generally dilapidated and were constructed of milled lumber held together with wire 

nails. The six pens are aligned in a row in a 12 by 4 m area (Figure 5.3-11).  

Feature 7 is a possible concrete lined cistern that has been filled in and is located near the base of the 

drainage slope 25 m southwest of Feature 8 (Figure 5.3-12). The cistern was noted during a previous 

survey for the project (see Davis et al. 2021), though not recorded as the other features at what is 

now Site 45BN2148, were not within the project area at that time.  

Feature 8 is a collapsed wood structure with various sizes of milled lumber and wire nails (Figure 

5.3-13). Two relatively intact, but collapsed, walls were visible in an area measuring 20 by 15 ft. A 

bucket full of wire nails was situated amidst the lumber.  

Feature 9 is a complete blue International Harvester pickup truck. The truck is littered with bullet 

holes, is missing its windows and head lights, and contains three oil drums in the truck bed (Figure 

5.3-14). The truck appears to be one of the K-series that were manufactured in the 1940s 

(International Harvester 1940a).  

Outside of the features are a few pieces of unidentifiable metal. One may be part of a farm 

implement, and one may be a part of a stove. There is also barbed wire present. Hundreds of 

modern shotgun casings, as well as modern trash (beer bottles, plastic bottles, and food containers) 

are also within the site. Of the nine features, five are within the project, including Features 1, 2, 3, 7, 

and 9: Feature 2, discussed below, is partially outside the project also (see Figure 5.3-6).  

 

Figure 5.3-11. Feature 6 (calf pens) at Site 45BN2148, view northwest. 
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Figure 5.3-12. Feature 7 (cistern) at Site 45BN2148, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-13. Feature 8 (collapsed wood structure) at Site 45BN2148, view southeast. 
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Figure 5.3-14. Feature 9 (International Harvester pickup truck) at Site 45BN2148, view east. 

Architectural Component 

Feature 2: Barn/Storage Building  

Feature 2, a barn/storage shed (ca. 1920), is located northwest of the cribbed grain elevator (Feature 

3), aligned on an east–west axis (Figures 5.3-15–5.3-17). The facade is in the south elevation. The 

building is wood framed under a side-gabled roof that is clad in the remnants of wood-shingle 

roofing. The walls are sheathed in a combination of wood shingles atop vertical boards, and both 

vertical and horizontal wood board siding. No foundation was visible during survey. The facade has 

five openings—four are approximately pedestrian-door sized, while the fifth opening is wider and 

taller. At the east elevation is a collapsed portion of the building. A wide opening is in the extant east 

wall. The north elevation has no features, while the west elevation has a window opening that is 

boarded up with vertical wood boards. The building is in poor, dilapidated condition.  

Feature 3: Cribbed Grain Elevator 

Feature 3, the cribbed grain elevator, is located on a hillside at the east end of the farmstead (see 

Figure 5.3-15, and Figures 5.3-18–5.3-19). The cribbed grain elevator (ca. 1920) is a one-and-one-

half story vernacular grain elevator structure that is built partly into the hillside (at the northwest 

elevation). The structure has a T-shaped plan with the main massing aligned on a northeast–

southwest axis. A ramp extends from the northwest elevation towards the northwest. The main 

massing of the structure is constructed of cribbed two-by-four timbers atop a poured-concrete 

foundation. The structure has a side-gabled roof with the remnants of wood-shingle roofing atop 

skip sheathing. Horizontal wood planks are in the gable ends.  
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The structure’s ramp at the northwest elevation comprises a concrete pad on the hillside that abuts a 

wood ramp structure constructed of heavy wood timbers, which extends to the southeast over the 

roof of the main massing. Timbers rise through the roof to support the ramp. Amassed below the 

ramp are various pieces of wood, sheet metal, and waste metal (automobile and truck parts, 

galvanized tin, metal I-beams, steel railroad rails, wire rope, etc.) deposited, attached, and braced to 

the lower portion of the ramp’s substructure, apparently lining the pit into which the grain was 

deposited. A wood-framed catwalk atop wood knee braces lines the southwestern eave, wrapping 

around the west corner to the southwest elevation to give access to an opening in the gable end. A 

similar opening is found in the northeast elevation’s gable end. A pair of C-channel metal braces are 

bolted vertically to the exterior walls at both the northeast and the southwest elevation. The 

southeast elevation has five galvanized metal vents along the bottom edge of the exterior wall. 

Remnants of a structure, fence, or enclosure are downslope of the southeast elevation, with brace 

timbers attached to the south and northeast corners. The structure has no doors or windows in any 

elevation. Rising above the roof are the remnants of the elevator’s grain distribution structure, 

including the distributing spout or funnel and the various spouts that lead down through the roof 

into the storage bins within the main massing. The main massing is in fair, slightly dilapidated 

condition, while the ramp and pit are in poor, dilapidated condition.  

 

Figure 5.3-15. Overview , with Feature 2 (barn/storage shed at left) and 
Feature 3 (cribbed grain elevator at right); view north. 
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Figure 5.3-16. Barn/storage shed (Feature 2) on , north and east 
elevations; view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-17. Barn/storage shed (Feature 2) on , west and south 
elevations; view northeast. 
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Figure 5.3-18. Cribbed grain elevator (Feature 3) on , southwest and 
southeast elevations; view north. 

 

 

Figure 5.3-19. Cribbed grain elevator (Feature 3) on , northwest and 
northeast elevations; view south. 
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Integrity 

Many of the original buildings and structures on the farmstead are no longer extant, including a 

farmhouse, barn, and assorted outbuildings (USGS 1952a, 1963a) (Figures 5.3-20 and 5.3-21). The 

cribbed grain elevator has lost some of its important components, including the scale house and 

scales, the original pit walls, the “leg” that moved the grain from the pit to the funnel, the leg belt 

motor, generator, and the controls for the elevator. From its period of construction (ca. 1920), the 

cribbed grain elevator retains integrity of location, as it remains on its original parcel. However, the 

structure has lost integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, due to alterations 

including the use of scrap wood and metal to line the pit walls, and the loss of significant 

components including the scale house and scales, original pit walls, leg and leg belt motor, generator, 

and controls. The structure no longer retains integrity of setting or association, due to the loss of the 

farmstead’s other important buildings and structures, and it is no longer used as a grain elevator.  

The barn/storage shed has sustained some alterations, including changes to its siding and openings, 

and the loss of the portion of the building at the east elevation. From its period of construction (ca. 

1920), the barn/storage shed retains integrity of location, as it remains on its original parcel. 

However, the building has diminished integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, due 

to alterations including changes to siding and openings, and the collapse of the easternmost portion 

of the building. The building no longer retains integrity of setting or association, due to the loss of 

the farmstead’s other important buildings and structures, and the building is no longer used as a 

barn/storage shed.  

Archaeological resources recorded as part of Site 45BN2148 are in ruin, and no longer retain 

integrity of design, workmanship, materials (in some cases), feeling, or association. Integrity of 

location is retained though, as with the cribbed grain elevator and the barn/storage shed, integrity of 

setting has been compromised due to the loss of the farmstead’s other buildings and structures. 

Evaluation 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865a). By 

1917,  is visible on a map, but no structures are shown in the immediate site location; 

the nearest is 1.1 mi southwest (USGS 1917). No land patents are available for this location because 

it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 

1895 (GLO 1895). A patent was granted to Charles E. Nicoson in 1908 for the adjacent property 0.6 

mi southwest (GLO 1980). Aerial photographs from 1952, 1955, and 1963 shows multiple buildings 

in the site location including Features 2, 3, and 8, as well as in the vicinity of Features 4, 5, and 6 

where no building remains were identified (HistoricAerials.com 1955; USGS 1952a, 1963a) (see 

Figures 5.3-20 and 5.3-21). This location near Features 4, 5, and 6 has a number of trees that are no 

longer living. It is possible, based on the aerial, that this is where the farmhouse for the property 

once stood, though again, no such structural remains or features were identified here. Two 

structures are depicted on USGS maps from 1965 and appear to be in the location of Features 2 and 

3: the architectural resources comprising the barn/storage shed and grain elevator respectively 

(USGS 1965b, 1965d) (Figure 5.3-22). 
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Figure 5.3-20. Aerial photograph from 1952 showing Site 45BN2148 and the Nicoson Farmstead. 
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Figure 5.3-21. Aerial photograph from 1963 showing Site 45BN2148 and the Nicoson Farmstead. 
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Figure 5.3-22. USGS map from 1965 showing Site 45BN2148 and the Nicoson Farmstead. 
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Site 45BN2148, the Nicoson Road Farmstead, included seven features recorded as archaeological 

features and two as architectural features (based on DAHP site type table requirements). These 

include three cisterns (Features 1, 4, and 7), a barn/storage building (Feature 2), a cribbed grain 

elevator (Feature 3), a root cellar (Feature 5), six calf pens (Feature 6), a collapsed wood structure 

(Feature 8), and a pickup truck (Feature 9). Regardless of state-level site types, the nine resources are 

collectively associated with the historic-period Nicoson Road Farmstead as so were assessed for 

significance as a potential historic farmstead.  

The farmstead (inclusive of its associated resources) was built ca. 1920 and is associated with 

agriculture in south-central Washington and a no longer extant residence formerly located on  

 (Criterion A). However, mere association with agricultural trends is not enough to 

qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association and that association that 

must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the farmstead played an exceptionally 

important role in agriculture. Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with 

the lives of significant persons (Criterion B).  

The farmstead resources, as a collective, do embody the distinctive characteristics of an early 

twentieth century farmstead, characterized by utilitarian, purpose-built structures constructed with 

easily available materials (wood, metal, concrete). The grain elevator, specifically, is an example of an 

early twentieth century cribbed grain elevator with its two-by-four cribbed wall construction, ramp 

to the grain pit, and a leg that moved the grain from the pit up to the funnel, which deposited the 

grain into bins within the body of the cribbed storage facility. Agricultural structures like the cribbed 

grain elevator were ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The cribbed grain elevator, 

specifically, as well as the other resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead, lack individual 

distinction, are not of a significant size, bear no evidence that their construction solved significant 

engineering obstacles, and do not convey any aesthetic considerations. Further, the grain elevator 

and other resources does not incorporate significant technological advances and do not possess high 

artistic value.  

Finally, all identified resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead were built of common construction 

methods and well-known materials and are unlikely to answer important research questions or yield 

information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 

construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). However, as HRA did not 

conduct subsurface exploratory probes, the archaeological potential of Site 45BN2148 remains 

unevaluated.  

In regard to evaluation under the guidance of the Grain Production Properties in Eastern Washington 

MPD, the grain elevator is a cribbed grain elevator, one of the three basic forms of grain storage 

facilities named in the MPD (granaries, flathouses, and cribbed elevators) (Lindeman and Holstine 

1988:F-11). The grain elevator falls within the temporal brackets as defined within the MPD, under 

the period of significance defined as Grand Era of Animal-Powered Technology (1880s–1930s) 

(Lindeman and Holstine 1988:E-11–E-12). To be eligible for listing under the MPD, the cribbed 

grain elevator must meet the minimum eligibility requirements; specifically, the structure must have 

significant historical associations and retain sufficient integrity. Research did not uncover any 

significant historical associations, and the building does not retain sufficient integrity to convey 

historical importance (were any identified) due to loss of its original floor plan, wall materials, and 

most of the historic-period equipment. Therefore, HRA recommends that the cribbed grain elevator 
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at Parcel 11378300000100, Nicoson Road, does not qualify for listing in the NRHP under the MPD; 

furthermore, HRA recommends the structure does not qualify for individual listing in the NRHP 

under Criteria A–D.  

In summary, HRA recommends the Nicoson Road Farmstead does not retain sufficient integrity 

from its period of construction (ca. 1920) and does not qualify for listing in the NRHP under criteria 

A, B, or C. While the assessed features do not appear to convey research potential under Criterion 

D, the archaeological potential of Site 45BN2148 remains unevaluated. HRA recommends the site 

be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, additional work will be necessary to determine the 

significance and integrity of the archaeological component, as well as to assess potential impacts 

from the project. 

5.4 Nine Canyon Survey Area 

The Nine Canyon survey area ranges from Fourmile Canyon to the west and Nine Canyon to the 

northeast (Figures 5.4-1–5.4-4). The micrositing corridor surveyed in this area was all for slight 

changes to project design. Most of the survey was in wheat fields (see Figures 5.4-1 and 5.4-3), 

although one area surveyed east of Nine Canyon was in a fallow field covered in grasses and weeds 

(see Figure 5.4-4). No archaeological or architectural resources were newly identified in the Nine 

Canyon survey area.  

 

Figure 5.4-1. Planted wheat field just east of Fourmile Canyon in the Nine Canyon survey area, view east. 
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Figure 5.4-2. Overview of the Nine Canyon survey area. 
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Figure 5.4-3. Planted wheat field east near Nine Canyon and Beck Roads in the Nine Canyon survey area, view 
west. 

 

 

Figure 5.4-4. Fallow field with a view of the Columbia River in the Nine Canyon survey area, view northeast. 
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6. Solar Siting Survey Results 
Survey in the solar siting areas took place from November 3–18, 2020, and April 7–29, 2021. The 

results of the pedestrian survey are described below and have been separated into three survey areas, 

including the West Solar, comprising the County Well Road (Section 6.1) and Sellards Road areas 

(Section 6.2), and the East Solar (Section 6.3). In total, HRA surveyed 9,558.2 acres on private land 

for the solar siting areas. Additionally, 551.4 acres were surveyed in the West Solar–Sellards Road 

area on WA DNR land, and those results are presented in a separate report (Davis and Ragsdale 

2021). HRA newly recorded 18 archaeological resources (14 sites and 4 isolates) and 1 architectural 

resource. One previously recorded archaeological site (45BN205) and three previously recorded 

architectural resources were revisited and updated (Table 6-1). In addition, shovel probes were 

excavated around a newly identified precontact isolate (45BN2146). 

The large majority of the survey in the solar siting areas was situated in wheat fields, as well as 

drainages and ditches between fields. Fields planted in wheat that were just sprouting had between 

40 and 60 percent ground-surface visibility. Fields that were harvested in 2020 but had not been 

plowed had approximately 60–80 percent ground-surface visibility. Drainages and the edges of fields 

generally contained weeds and bunchgrasses with between 40 and 80 percent visibility. The few 

areas surveyed that were not in wheat contained sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and bunchgrasses with 20–

40 percent ground-surface visibility. Photos of each type of survey condition and exceptions to 

above-listed survey conditions are provided in each survey area description below. 

6.1 West Solar—County Well Road  

6.1.1 Pedestrian Survey 

This solar siting area is centered around the intersection of County Well Road and McBee Road in 

the northwest portion of the project (Figure 6.1-1) in the Webber Canyon survey area. All of the 

survey was in wheat fields that had either been harvested in the fall of 2020 or recently plowed 

(Figures 6.1-2–6.1-4). A BPA transmission line extends outside of but adjacent to the west side of 

the survey area. The project is not within the right-of-way of the transmission line and thus it was 

not recorded (see Figures 6.1-3 and 6.1-4). In total, 3,372.5 acres were surveyed, and six 

archaeological resources were newly recorded in the West Solar–County Well Road survey area, 

including one precontact isolate, four historic-period sites, and one historic-period isolate. Shovel 

probes were excavated around the precontact isolate (45BN2146) to determine if additional 

subsurface artifacts are present (none were identified). One architectural resource at 17302 County 

Well Road was also recorded.  
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Table 6-1. Cultural Resources Identified in the Solar Siting Survey Areas. 

Resource No. Description Survey Area Report 
Section 

45BN205 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–Sellards Road 6.2.2 

45BN2138 Historic-period isolate East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2139 Historic-period debris scatter East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2140 Historic-period debris scatter East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2141 Historic-period debris scatter East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2142 Historic-period structural remains East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2143 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2144 Historic-period isolate West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2145 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2146 Precontact isolate West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2147 Historic-period rock pile West Solar–Sellards Road 6.2.2 

45BN2154 Historic-period structural remains East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2155 Historic-period isolate East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2156 Historic-period debris scatter East Solar 6.3.2 

45BN2157 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2158 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–County Well Road 6.1.2 

45BN2159 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–Sellards Road 6.2.2 

45BN2160 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–Sellards Road 6.2.2 

45BN2161 Historic-period debris scatter West Solar–Sellards Road 6.2.2 

McNary–Badger No. 1 
Transmission Line 

Historic-period transmission line 
East Solar 

6.3.3 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line 
Historic-period transmission line 

East Solar 
6.3.3 

14707 E. Beck Road Manufactured home East Solar 6.3.3 

17302 County Well 
Road 

Historic-period farmstead 
West Solar–County Well Road 

6.1.2 
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Figure 6.1-1. Overview of the West Solar–County Well Road survey area. 
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Figure 6.1-2. Harvested wheat field in the West Solar–County Well Road survey area north of County Well 
Road and east of McBee Road, view east. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-3. Recently plowed wheat field north of County Well Road and west of McBee Road with the BPA 
transmission line visible in the background, view west. 
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Figure 6.1-4. Harvested wheat field south of County Well Road with the BPA transmission line in the 
background, view west. 

6.1.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2143 

Site 45BN2143 is located  

 (Figure 6.1-5). The site is a historic-period dump situated on  

. Vegetation mainly consisted of 

grasses and weeds, and ground-surface visibility was between 20 and 40 percent. Artifacts were 

found in an area measuring 90 m north–south by 45 m east–west (see Figure 6.1-5). 

Historic-period refuse documented at Site 45BN2143 included vehicles, farming equipment, oil 

drums, sanitary and vent hole (hole in top) cans, glass vessels, and ceramic fragments (Figures 6.1-6 

and 6.1-7). Other materials included household furnishings, concrete blocks, diesel tanks, milled 

lumber, and propane tanks totaling approximately 175 items, combined. Modern materials such as 

household appliances, toys, rubber tires, and plastic buckets were observed and intermixed with 

historic-period artifacts, suggesting the drainage location has functioned as a dumping area during 

multiple depositional events, continuing into the present day. The historic-period materials suggest 

several early to mid-twentieth century deposits, between the early 1920s and into the early 1970s. 
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Figure 6.1-5. Sketch map of Site 45BN2143. 
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Figure 6.1-6. Overview of Site 45BN2143, view east. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-7. Overview of Site 45BN2143, view north. 
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A total of five historic-period automotive vehicles were identified, including 1) a Chevrolet truck 

manufactured in the early 1930s with 1946 plates; 2) a Chevrolet truck manufactured in the early 

1930s with 1951 plates; 3) a Chevrolet truck manufactured in 1940; 4) an International B-160 Series 

truck (1959–1961) manufactured by International Harvester with 1963 plates; and 5) an 

International K-Series truck manufactured by International Harvester throughout the 1940s (Foster 

2015; Williams 2012) (Figure 6.1-8).  

Interestingly, loaded into the back of the International B-160 Series truck, HRA archaeologists 

documented a large iron and steel-clad chair consisting of two foot pedals and a decorative cast iron 

base (Figure 6.1-9). Each foot pedal includes stamped lettering reading “Model 1904/Prof./A.H. 

Ferguson/A1” and “Made by/F.S. Betz Co./Chicago/A1.” The F.S. Betz Company specialized in 

surgical instruments and supplies, issuing their first catalog in 1895. The large chair recorded at the 

site was a fully adjustable surgical table often used in dentistry and was distributed by the company 

from 1904 until the early 1930s (F.S. Betz Company Catalog 1905). 

Farming equipment recorded consisted of a John Deere 95H combine harvester (1957–1970s); at 

least three 1940s all-metal grain drills; and two New Holland combine harvesters, manufactured in 

1967 and from 1975–1979 (International Harvester 1940b; John Deere & Company 2021a, 2021b; New 

Holland Agriculture 1967, 2021) (Figure 6.1-10). Various pieces of farming equipment were also 

observed including 1920s farm wagon wheels (n = 3) from early gas-powered tractors (Herring 

2020) (see Figure 6.1-10). 

1930s Chevrolet truck with 1946 plates 

 

1940 Chevrolet truck  

 
1940s International K-Series truck

 

International B-160 Series truck with 1963 plates

 

Figure 6.1-8. Selection of automobiles observed at Site 45BN2143.  
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Surgical table in the back of a truck

 

Manufacturers mark on surgical table

 

Figure 6.1-9. Adjustable surgical table identified at Site 45BN2143.  

 

John Deere 95H combine harvester from 1957–1970s

 

All-metal 1940s grain drills in the foreground 

 
New Holland combine harvester from 1967

 

Farm wagon wheels from 1920s

 

Figure 6.1-10. Selection of farm equipment observed at Site 45BN2143.  
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Several oil drums (n = ~12) were documented at the site, including a drum manufactured by the 

U.S. Steel Industry (USS) in 1950, and a drum with an applied color label (ACL) depicting Union 76 

branding. The remaining oil drums appear to all typify the cylindrical body styles of the early 1950s 

(Higgs 2017) (Figure 6.1-11). An Electro-Magic Steam Cleaner was also identified that was 

manufactured in the late 1950s or early 1960s (Cleaner Times 2008) (see Figure 6.1-11). 

Other metal materials recorded at Site 45BN2143 consisted of both sanitary cans and vent hole (or 

hole-in-top) cans. Vent hole tin cans were most commonly used for evaporated or condensed milk 

and popularized by the late 1880s, although they were manufactured as late as the 1980s. The can is 

characterized by two flattened ends and a single “matchstick” filler or “vent hole” sealed with solder, 

at one end. Machine soldering was introduced in 1880, although by 1904, the production of 

solderless sanitary cans and solderless seams had begun. Due to the long period of manufacture, 

vent hole cans may exhibit both soldered or solderless seams, although machine-soldered vent hole 

cans suggest a production period between 1880 and 1904. Measurements of at least one recorded 

vent hole can indicate a possible date of manufacture between 1950 and 1980 (IMACS 2001). After 

1904, the sanitary solderless can became the most commonly produced tin can in the United States, 

containing canned foods such as tinned fruits, vegetables, coffee, potted meats, and fruit juices 

(Merritt 2014). One can at Site 45BN2143 utilized a pry-out lid, suggesting the can had once 

contained non-perishable items such as coffee or tobacco (IMACS 2001).  

Electro-Magic Steam Cleaner from the 1950s or 1960s 

 

Oil drum stamped “Lubricants”

 
Overview of oil drums 

 

Oil drum manufactured by USS in 1950 

 

Figure 6.1-11. Steam cleaner and oil drums from Site 45BN2143.  
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Vessel glass documented at Site 45BN2143 comprised six complete colorless containers, two amber 

basal fragments, a single colorless vessel base, and a single colorless dessert glass. Nearly all of the 

complete colorless glass containers (n = 5 of 6) can be described as packerware vessels, which were 

generally used to store foods or condiments. Artifacts A1, A2, and A3 are colorless, machine-made, 

pint-sized jars with mechanized stippling and/or knurling on the base, foot, and shoulder, and 

include attached wide-mouth metal screw caps. Artifact A1 includes an embossed makers mark 

indicative of the Northwestern Glass Company (“NW”) (Figure 6.1-12). Although Northwestern 

Glass did often include date codes, the pattern of placement was not consistent, and it is not clear if 

the digits embossed on Artifact A1 are indeed dates of manufacture or plant numbers. Due to the 

inclusion of stippling, the bottle was made after 1940 and likely prior to 1960, when plastics replaced 

metal screw caps (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015).  

Both Artifacts A2 and A3 were manufactured by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company and include the 

single digit code “5”, although the production of packerware did not follow beverage bottle 

manufacturing standards (see Figure 6.1-12). Both jars were likely manufactured in 1955, due to the 

use of mechanized stippling, a process that was not fully practiced until after the mid-1940s 

(Lockhart and Hoenig 2015). Artifact A4 is a nearly complete (base is not attached), colorless bottle 

with fluted sides, indicating it most likely contained ketchup or a similar style of condiment (see 

Figure 6.1-12). Artifact A5 consists of a narrow (< 1 in diameter), straight-sided jar with a wide-

mouth, and externally threaded finish. Embossed on the base is the “H over smaller A” mark, which 

was used by the Hazel Atlas Glass Company beginning in 1923 and until 1964 (Whitten 2021b) (see 

Figure 6.1-12). Artifact A6 exhibits slightly sloped shoulders, and a includes a crown cap finish 

indicating it likely contained a soft drink carbonated beverage (Lindsey 2021c) (see Figure 6.1-12). 

Artifact A7 is a large colorless basal fragment originating from a quart-sized jug. The basal fragment 

exhibits a suction scar indicative of manufacture by an Owens Automatic Bottling Machine (post-

1920) and includes a “46” embossment (Lindsey 2021b) (see Figure 6.1-12). It is unclear if the digits 

refer to a specific date of manufacture. 

Two amber glass vessels were identified at Site 45BN2143. Artifact A8 is the lower portion of an 

oval-shaped liquor bottle manufactured by the Maywood Glass Company and includes the company 

makers mark (“MG”), a date code of 1947, and “1816” embossed on the base (Lockhart et al. 2017a) 

(Figure 6.1-13). It is unclear why 1816 is embossed on the base, although it does not refer to the 

date of manufacture. Artifact A9 is a Purex bleach basal fragment that was manufactured by 

Northwestern Glass Company, and although there is no clear date code, knurling is included across 

the base, indicating it was produced after 1940 (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015; Lockhart et al. 2018) 

(see Figure 6.1-13).  
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Packerware container base (Artifact A1) 

 

Packerware container base (Artifact A2) 

 
Packerware container base (Artifact A3) 

 

Packerware container base (Artifact A5) 

 
Condiment bottle body (Artifact A4) 

 

Packerware container body (Artifact A5) 

 

Carbonated beverage bottle (Artifact A6)

 

Vessel base (Artifact A7) 

 

Figure 6.1-12. Selection of colorless vessel glass from Site 45BN2143.  
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Artifact A10 consists of a complete pressed dessert (or sherbet) glass (see Figure 6.1-13). At the turn 

of the twentieth century, pressed glass (EAPG) was heavily manufactured for middle-class 

households as an economic alternative to Victorian cut crystal. Patterns known to decorate cut 

crystal were mimicked with only minor changes by glass companies producing EAPG tableware 

(Florence and Florence 2008; Swan 1986). The manufacture of pressed glass shifted once more as 

the economy was affected by the Great Depression. Patterned glass tableware was mass-produced 

using efficient machinery, and although the characteristics of the glass vessels varied between glass 

companies, all of the items were made cheaply. Known as “Depression glass,” tableware during this 

era (1920–1950) was often crudely made, with thick mold seams or very thin walls, but many of the 

glass companies retained the old EAPG patterns and began using various colors, including pink, 

green, red, or black (Florence and Florence 2008; Weatherman 1974). It is difficult to determine if 

Artifact A10 was manufactured as Depression-era glass or EAPG, although it was likely curated for 

a period of time after it was produced, prior to its disposal.  

A single ironstone fragment of cobalt blue Fiestaware was documented at the site (see Figure 6.1-

13). Fiestaware tableware was manufactured by the Homer Laughlin China Company beginning in 

1936 and was popularized by their signature solid, bright colors. The cobalt blue range was initially 

manufactured from 1936–1951 (Fiesta 2021). 

Liquor flask or bottle (Artifact A8) 

 

Purex Bleach jug (Artifact A9)

 
Dessert (sherbet) glass (Artifact A10) 

 

Fiestaware fragment

 

Figure 6.1-13. Selection of glass and ceramic artifacts from Site 45BN2143.  
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No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a). No 

land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to 

Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). In 1915, there are 

multiple structures mapped within 1 mi of the site but nothing in its immediate vicinity (USGS 1915) 

(Figure 6.1-14). Other historic-period maps consulted also shows nothing in the general site vicinity 

(USGS 1953, 1965a). The site is also visible on historic-period aerial photographs as early as 1955 

although specific details are not discernable (HistoricAerials.com 1955).  

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2143 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2144 

Isolate 45BN2144 is located  

 The artifact is a single SCA vessel glass fragment identified in a flat harvested 

wheat field with 40–50 percent ground-surface visibility (Figures 6.1-15 and 6.1-16). SCA glass was 

produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to the use of 

magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and create a 

colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless glass exudes a 

lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 1918, when 

the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a). The documented 

body fragment at Isolate 45BN2144 is likely from an oval-shaped vessel (Figure 6.1-17).  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a). The 

isolate is on the border of two land patents: one homestead patent issued to John Hodges in 1907 

and one purchased by Allen O. Hodges in 1905 (GLO 1905a, 1907a). No information was found 

about Allen Hodges, but John Hodges was listed as a local farmer in 1920 and 1930 (USBC 1920, 

1930). In 1915, there are multiple structures mapped within 1 mi of the isolate but nothing in its 

immediate vicinity (USGS 1915) (see Figure 6.1-14). Other historic-period maps consulted also show 

little development in the general site vicinity (USGS 1953, 1965a).  

Recommendation 

One SCA vessel glass fragment was found at Isolate 45BN2144, and HRA recommends that the 

isolate is not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of 

discarded trash associated with agricultural or residential use in the early twentieth century. The 

artifact was in a wheat field approximately 0.5 mi away from any road or structures depicted on a 

map from 1915. Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location in a disturbed agricultural 

field, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the absence of significant 

historical development in its immediate vicinity, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits 

are present at the isolate location. 
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Figure 6.1-14. USGS map from 1915 showing resources in the West Solar–County Well Road survey area. 
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Figure 6.1-15. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2144. 
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Figure 6.1-16. Overview of Isolate 45BN2144, view north. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-17. SCA glass fragment found at Isolate 45BN2144. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a vessel glass fragment, are common in rural settings such 

as the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2144 does not appear to be 

associated with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of 

significant persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a 

distinctive period (Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were 

identified at the isolate, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). 

Thus, the isolate is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the region 

(Criterion D). Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single glass fragment, are secondary 

deposits and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been 

used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their 

integrity, including location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2144 is 

recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to convey significance under any 

of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the 

project will not need to consider impacts to the isolate.  
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2145 

Site 45BN2145 is located  

 (Figure 

6.1-18). The site is between and within two wheat fields, and artifacts were found in a 120 m north–

south by 80 m east–west area. The wheat field to the south was recently plowed and had 80–90 

percent ground surface visibility (Figure 6.1-19), while the field to the north was harvested and had 

20–40 percent ground surface visibility (Figure 6.1-20).  

Historic-period refuse documented at Site 45BN2145 included fragmented vessel glass, ceramic 

sherds, metal fragments, clothing items, brick, and ammunition hardware totaling approximately 140 

artifacts. Due to the ongoing agricultural practices in the area, the majority of the materials were 

highly fragmented; however, many items retained significant diagnostic qualities. The temporal 

characteristics of the artifacts indicate a deposition in the early twentieth century. 

Vessel glass fragments (n = ~70) consisted of colorless, SCA, aqua, amber, green, and milk (opaque 

white) colored pieces. Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass 

production, was common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or 

colorless glass. Aqua glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and 

liquor bottles (Lindsey 2021a). Several documented aqua glass fragments presented additional 

diagnostic features, including two embossed basal fragments (Artifact A1 and Artifact A2), a pressed 

glass piece (Artifact A13), an embossed body fragment from a medicinal bottle (Artifact A15), and a 

finish fragment (Artifact A16).  

Artifact A1 is a circular aqua basal fragment exhibiting embossment (non-legible) and a feathered 

suction scar, indicative of manufacture by an early Owens Automatic Bottling Machine prior to 1920 

(Lindsey 2021b) (Figure 6.1-21). Artifact A2 is also a circular aqua basal fragment and exhibits an 

embossed “8” in the center. Although single digits embossed on bottle bases do not specify a date of 

manufacture, such marks indicate these vessels were likely exported beer bottles manufactured 

between 1870 and 1880 (Lockhart et al. 2017b) (see Figure 6.1-21).  

Artifact A13 is a pressed aqua glass rim fragment, which likely originated from decorative tableware 

or houseware (see Figure 6.1-21). At the turn of the twentieth century, pressed glass (EAPG) was 

heavily manufactured for middle-class households as an economic alternative to Victorian cut 

crystal. Patterns known to decorate cut crystal were mimicked with only minor changes by glass 

companies producing EAPG tableware (Florence and Florence 2008; Swan 1986). The manufacture 

of pressed glass shifted as the economy was affected by the Great Depression. Patterned glass 

tableware was mass-produced using efficient machinery. Although the characteristics of the glass 

vessels varied between glass companies, all of the items were made cheaply. Known as “Depression 

glass,” tableware during this era (1920–1950) was often crudely made with thick mold seams or very 

thin walls, but many of the glass companies retained the old EAPG patterns and began using various 

colors, including pink, green, red, or black (Florence and Florence 2008; Weatherman 1974). It is 

difficult to determine if Artifact A13 was manufactured as Depression glass or EAPG, although it 

was likely curated for a period of time after it was produced, prior to its disposal.  
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Figure 6.1-18. Sketch map of Site 45BN2145. 
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Figure 6.1-19. Overview of the southern part of Site 45BN2145, view north. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-20. Overview of the northern part of Site 45BN2145, view east. 
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Aqua basal fragment (Artifact A1) 

 

Aqua basal fragment (Artifact A2) 

 
EAPG or Depression glass (Artifact A13) 

 

Foot fragment (Artifact A15)

 

Finish fragment (Artifact A16) 

 

Finish fragment (Artifact A17)

 

Figure 6.1-21. Selection of glass artifacts from Site 45BN2145.  

Artifact A15 is an aqua foot fragment from an oval-shaped bottle embossed with “Dr. S.” (see 

Figure 6.1-21). Embossment on the extreme lower portion of the vessel body just above the heel is 

typically an indicator of a post-1890 bottle. Additionally, mouth-blown bottles (pre-1910) are more 

likely to have proprietary embossing noting the product, producer, and/or bottler on the body of 

the bottle, as opposed to the use of a paper label (Lindsey 2021d).  

Artifact A16 consists of an aqua applied finish fragment with inclusions of bubbles in the glass and a 

tapered, narrow neck (see Figure 6.1-21). Known as a “collard ring” finish, these were typically used 

for early twentieth century druggist or prescription bottles (Lindsey 2021c). A second finish (Artifact 

A17) was composed of colorless glass (see Figure 6.1-21). Artifact A17 exhibits a “double ring” style 
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of finish, which was used extensively between 1840 and 1920 for a variety of different vessel types 

including liquor, medicinal, and various condiment, and food bottles (Lindsey 2021c).  

One rim fragment of SCA glass was found that likely originated from a mason jar or other style of 

canning jar. SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or 

amethyst color due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to 

neutralize impurities and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight 

and the colorless glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making 

technologies between 1840 and 1918, when the element became scarce because World War I 

restrictions. Milk glass fragments noted on site would have been utilized for a wide array of materials 

and vessel types, although milk glass was most commonly used for cosmetics between 1870 and 

1920 (Lindsey 2021a). 

Ceramic fragments (n = ~40) recorded at Site 45BN2145 included two ironstone basal fragments, 

one floral decal and enameled earthenware fragment, eight transfer-printed porcelain sherds from 

the same tableware set, and a single fragment from a terracotta planter pot. The documented 

ironstone basal fragments (Artifact A3 and Artifact A14) are both transfer-printed blue script, 

although Artifact A14 retained only a partial makers mark, which was not discernable (Figure 6.1-

22). The makers mark printed on Artifact A3 is indicative of Knowles, Taylor and Knowles, a 

pottery manufacturer operating out of Ohio between 1854 and 1931. The eagle and shield mark on 

Artifact A3 was in use between 1890 and 1905 (Lage 2004:170) (see Figure 6.1-22).  

Developed in England in 1750, transfer-printed ceramics involved elaborate designs etched onto 

copper plates before being transferred onto ceramic wares. It was the most popular form of ceramic 

decoration in Europe from the 1770s until the 1850s, although the process continued to be utilized 

for both European and American markets into the 1940s (Samford and Miller 2002). Porcelain 

sherds documented at Site 45BN2145 display transfer-print design and include eight fragments 

originating from the same set of tableware, if not the same vessel (including Artifacts A5, A6, A7, 

A8, A9, and A10, with A8 and A10 including two fragments each). The cobalt blue pattern exhibits a 

Japanese motif known as Phoenix Bird, which was a popular design used to decorate many overseas 

export porcelains in the late nineteenth century (see Figure 6.1-22).  

Commonly referred to as Chinese export porcelain, overseas export porcelains consisted of 

commercial tableware of Asian manufacture, targeted towards the European and American markets. 

Overseas export porcelain was produced in both China and Japan and dominated European 

commerce until the 1850s, its decline coinciding with the rising popularity of British tableware at the 

turn of the twentieth century (Choy 2014; IMACS 2002). Overseas export porcelains are not 

historically related to overseas Asian or Asian-American communities within the United States, as 

their popularity was driven by the European and typically Euroamerican consumer. However, this 

does not exclude the possibility that these items would have been sought out and utilized by the 

early Asian and/or Asian-American communities in the Pacific Northwest. The Phoenix Bird 

pattern features the mythological Phoenix (Artifact A6) on a background of karakusa or scrolling 

vines (Artifacts A5, A7, A9, and A10) interspersed with blossoms (Artifact A8). This design was 

likely introduced to North America in 1914 (Ross 2012). 
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Ironstone fragment (Artifact A14)

 

Ironstone fragment (Artifact A3) 

 

Transfer print porcelain (Artifact A6) 

 

Transfer print porcelain (Artifact A7) 

 

Transfer print porcelain (Artifact A8) 

 

Transfer print porcelain (Artifact A9) 

 
Transfer print porcelain (Artifact A10) 

 

Floral decal ware (Artifact A4) 

 

Figure 6.1-22. Selection of ceramic artifacts from Site 45BN2145.  
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Decal ware, involving the application of a polychrome decal over the glaze, was introduced in 

European markets in 1880, although it did not reach America until 1900 (Samford and Miller 2002). 

Colorful decals were often used in conjunction with gilded rims and borders on ceramic vessels. 

Even after 1900, the majority of decal ware was imported from European countries and American 

producers relied on European-made decals into the 1950s (Samford and Miller 2002; Stelle 2001). 

German decal porcelains were first introduced in 1891 and continued to be produced until World 

War I (Samford and Miller 2002). Hand-painted floral designs in pink and beige polychrome colors 

are indicative of the period prior to the success of decal ware (1880–1900), but still likely around the 

turn of the twentieth century (Samford and Miller 2002). The floral enameled decal rim sherd 

(Artifact A4) documented at Site 45BN2145 includes hand-painted accents in blue and pink 

polychrome colors (see Figure 6.1-22).  

Other materials recorded at Site 45BN2145 included a .22 bullet, a metal buckle, and a fragment 

from a circular saw, none of which retained any further diagnostic elements. 

No development in the site area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a), 

although by 1915, a structure is depicted in nearly the same location as Site 45BN2145 (see Figure 

6.1-14) (USGS 1915). No land patents are available for the southern part of the site because it is one 

of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 

(GLO 1895). The northern part of the site, however, was issued under a homestead patent to John 

Horrell in 1907 (GLO 1907b). John Horrell, married to Martha, was a farmer in this area at least in 

1910 and 1920; by 1930, he was widowed, and he was registered as a farmer in Yakima (USBC 1910, 

1920, 1930). A homestead patent was also issued to Edwin McBee in 1905, approximately 0.5 mi 

north of the site (GLO 1905b). Edwin, married to Elinor, was also listed as a farmer who owned his 

home/property in 1910, 1920, and 1930 (USBC 1910, 1920, 1930). The McBee family, now the 

Christen family after Edwin and Elinor’s daughter Alice married Edwin Christen, has been farming 

this parcel for over 120 years according to the landowner (Scott Christen, personal communication 

2021). It is possible that the structure shown on the 1915 map was the residence built by John 

Horrell in order to receive his homestead patent; however, he is listed as a “renter” on the 1910 and 

1920 census (USBC 1910, 1920), and it is possible the McBee family took over ownership of the 

parcel and demolished the building. A structure is also shown on the 1915 USGS map within the 

McBee 1905 homestead patent area, and that is where Edwin McBee’s descendants still live today. 

No structures are depicted in the site area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), 

and an aerial photograph from 1955 also shows no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting 

the building shown in 1915 and within the Horrell claim was gone by this time. The date of the 

artifacts indicate they were associated with the building in the Horrell claim during the early 

twentieth century.  

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2145 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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Precontact Isolate 45BN2146 

Isolate 45BN2146 is located  

(Figure 6.1-23). It is situated  

. Ground-surface visibility ranged from 40 percent when initially 

recorded in 2020 (Figure 6.1-24), to 80 percent when shovel probes were excavated around the 

isolate in 2021 (Figure 6.1-25). One projectile point was found in this location, and a 10 m buffer 

has been drawn around the location of the artifact. 

The isolate is a nearly complete, gracile, narrow necked, corner-notched projectile point of white 

CCS (Figure 6.1-26). A small part of the distal tip is broken away by a bend fracture associated with 

a long, narrow longitudinally directed flake scar characteristic of impact breakage from use. The 

projectile point is formed by subinvasive to invasive pressure flaking, and a remnant of the original 

flake blank is present on each face. The cross-section is thin and lenticular, but it retains the 

recurved shape of the original flake blank. Maximum dimensions are 3.1 cm long, 1.9 cm wide 

(blade width), and 0.5 cm thick, and the neck width is 0.6 cm. The projectile point morphology is 

consistent with a small Columbia Stemmed (CS-C). This point type post-dates 1100 B.P. in the 

region (Carter 2017:41; Lohse 1985:354; Nelson 1969:129–135) and is associated with the Cayuse 

Phase (Leonhardy and Rice 1970). 

Four radial shovel probes were excavated at 5 m intervals in the cardinal directions from the 

projectile point, which was relocated in 2021 at the time the shovel probes were dug. The shovel 

probes were each terminated at depths of 40 cmbs or shallower, and no cultural material was found 

(Figure 6.1-27). Soils were a light brown loess with less than 1 percent gravels in Stratum I, which 

was approximately 10–15 cm deep in SPs 1 and 2 (located near the bottom of the drainage) and 30–

35 cm deep in SPs 3 and 4 (upslope). Stratum II in the shovel probes comprised a loam with 60–80 

percent pebbles and cobbles, many of which were cemented together with caliche and proved 

impenetrable.  

Recommendation 

The shovel probes excavated around Isolate 45BN2146 confirmed the isolated nature of the find. 

HRA recommends the isolate be avoided by the project if possible. If avoidance is not possible, 

however, a permit will not be needed under RCW 27.53.060 (see Section 4.3), as DAHP does not 

issue permits for isolates. However, as suggested by DAHP (Stephanie Jolivette, personal 

communication, 2021), HRA recommends coordinating with the Tribes (and DAHP) to determine 

if the Tribes would like the isolate collected prior to construction. 
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Figure 6.1-23. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2146. 
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Figure 6.1-24. Overview of Isolate 45BN2146 in 2020, view northwest. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-25. Overview of the SP 1 (background) and SP 2 
(foreground) at Isolate 45BN2146 in 2021, view northeast. 
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Projectile point in November 2020 

 

Projectile point in April 2021 

 

Figure 6.1-26. Projectile point identified at Isolate 45BN2146.  

 
SP 1 at 20 cm 

 

SP 3 at 40 cm 

 

Figure 6.1-27. Soil profile of two shovel probes at Isolate 45BN2146.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2157 

Site 45BN2157 is located  

(Figure 6.1-28). The site consists of three historic-period artifacts found in a harvested wheat field 

with 40–60 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 6.1-29). The artifacts were found in a 20 by 20 

m area. It is possible these items are associated with Site 45BN2158, located approximately 120 m to 

the east, but were displaced by ongoing agricultural activities. However, no artifacts were found on 

the ground surface between the two resources. 

Historic-period refuse documented at Site 45BN2157 included one milk glass fragment and two 

ceramic sherds (Figure 6.1-30). The ceramic sherds include one undecorated earthenware basal 

fragment and an earthenware (possibly porcelain) rim fragment with a floral motif. The floral 

decoration is primarily hand-painted in bright orange, red, green, and blue colors. Due to the 

popularity of Japanese imports in the 1920s, hand-painted tableware using bright, Art Deco colors 

and patterns were introduced to the American domestic markets. Many pieces featured orange and 

red flowers with delicate hand-painted details bordering the rims of plates and bowls, although 

production faded with the beginning of World War II (White 1998). It is likely the decorated rim 

fragment was manufactured during this time period.  
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Figure 6.1-28. Sketch map of Site 45BN2157. 
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Figure 6.1-29. Overview of Site 45BN2157, view south. 

 

Earthenware with floral motif 

 

Undecorated earthenware 

 

Figure 6.1-30. Two ceramic sherds identified at Site 45BN2157.  

Milk glass was utilized for a wide array of materials and vessel types, although it was most commonly 

used for cosmetics between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 2021a). The milk glass fragment recorded at 

Site 45BN2157 did not retain any further diagnostic characteristics. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a). A 

homestead patent was issued to Jennie Applegate and Jennie Ritchie in 1900 for the site area (GLO 

1900). It is unclear if these are the same person, and while no records were found regarding Jennie 

Applegate, there was a Jennie Richie who was married to William Ritchie, a Presbyterian minister, in 

Benton County in 1920 (USBC 1920). In 1915, there is a structure mapped approximately 150 m 

east of the site (USGS 1915) (see Figure 6.1-14). No structures are depicted in the site area on USGS 
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maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), and an aerial photograph from 1955 also shows no 

structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the building shown in 1915 was gone by this time. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2157 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2158 

Site 45BN2158 is located  

(Figure 6.1-31). It is situated in a wheat field with 40–60 percent ground-surface visibility (Figure 

6.1-32). Historic-period artifacts were found in an area measuring 125 m east–west by 100 m north–

south. Artifacts documented at Site 45BN2158 included fragmented vessel glass, ceramic sherds, 

metal fragments, a doll part, brick, and ammunition hardware, totaling approximately 200 items. Due 

to the ongoing agricultural practices in the area, the majority of the materials were highly 

fragmented; however, many items retained significant diagnostic qualities. The temporal 

characteristics of the artifacts indicate a deposition within the early twentieth century. 

Vessel glass (n = 165) documented at Site 45BN2158 consists of amber (n = 10), aqua (n = 20), 

green (n = 5), SCA (n = 50), colorless (n = 75), and milk (opaque white) (n = 5) colored pieces. SCA 

glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to 

the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and 

create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless glass 

exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 

1918, when the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions. Milk glass was utilized 

for a wide array of materials and vessel types, although it was most commonly used for cosmetics 

between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 2021a).  

Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was 

common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless glass. Aqua 

glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles 

(Lindsey 2021a). A single aqua basal fragment is embossed with a single digit “6” on the surface 

(Figure 6.1-33). Although single digits embossed on bottle bases do not specify a date of 

manufacture, such marks indicate these vessels were likely exported beer bottles, manufactured 

between 1870 and 1880 (Lockhart et al. 2017a).  

Two bottle finishes (amber and colorless glass) were also recorded at Site 45BN2158. The amber 

vessel fragment exhibits a tooled, crown cap finish, indicating it had likely contained a carbonated 

beverage and was manufactured prior to 1920 (Lindsey 2021b, 2021c) (see Figure 6.1-33). The 

colorless vessel fragment exhibits a “double ring” style of finish, which was used extensively 

between 1840 and 1920 for a variety of different vessel types including liquor, medicinal, and various 

condiment, and food bottles (Lindsey 2021c) (see Figure 6.1-33). It is machine-made, although the 

inclusion of bubbles in the glass indicates it was likely produced in the early years of bottle 

mechanization, between 1910 and 1930 (Lindsey 2021b). 
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Figure 6.1-31. Overview of Site 45BN2158. 
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Figure 6.1-32. Overview of Site 45BN2158. 

 

SCA glass fragment 

 

Aqua glass embossed with a “6” 

 

Colorless glass bottle finish 

 

Amber glass bottle finish 

 

Figure 6.1-33. Selection of glass artifacts from Site 45BN2158.  
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Ceramic sherds (n = 85) documented at Site 45BN2158 consisted of earthenware, porcelain, and 

stoneware fragments. The majority of the earthenware fragments were undecorated, although five 

sherds include transfer-printed patterns, and one fragment exhibits a floral decal motif. Developed 

in England in 1750, transfer-printed ceramics involved elaborate designs etched onto copper plates 

before being transferred onto ceramic wares. It was the most popular form of ceramic decoration in 

Europe from the 1770s until the 1850s, although the process continued to be utilized for both 

European and American markets into the 1940s (Samford and Miller 2002).  

Two sherds exhibit the same cobalt flow-blue pattern, although the sherds are too minimal (< 1 in) 

to discern the specific motif (Figures 6.1-34). Flow-blue refers to a transfer-print technique in which 

the transfer of cobalt blue ink to the vessel form is intentionally “blurred” and the pattern becomes 

almost abstract in appearance. Production of flow-blue ceramics began in the mid-1800s and 

continued into the mid-twentieth century (Williams 1981). A third recorded transfer-print fragment 

exhibits a blue floral sheet pattern, characterized by an all-over, repeating floral pattern (see Figure 

6.1-34). The floral sheet patterns were introduced in the 1830s but continued to be manufactured 

into the twentieth century (Samford and Miller 2002; Williams 1981). The remaining two transfer-

printed sherds include partial makers marks, and although the manufacturers could not be identified, 

the marks resemble those popular in the late nineteenth century (Gibson 2011) (see Figure 6.1-34). 

Decal ware, involving the application of a polychrome decal over the glaze, was introduced in 

European markets in 1880, although it did not reach America until 1900 (Samford and Miller 2002). 

Colorful decals were often used in conjunction with gilded rims and borders on ceramic vessels. 

Even after 1900, the majority of decal ware was imported from European countries and American 

producers relied on European-made decals into the 1950s (Samford and Miller 2002; Stelle 2001). 

German decal porcelains were first introduced in 1891 and continued to be produced until the first 

World War (Samford and Miller 2002). A single recorded fragment at Site 45BN2158 exhibits a 

floral decal decoration in pink and green colors (see Figure 6.1-34). 

Two porcelain sherds documented at Site 45BN2158 exhibit the same blue transfer-print design 

typical of Japanese-made export tableware (see Figure 6.1-34). Commonly referred to as Chinese 

export porcelain, overseas export porcelains consisted of commercial tableware of Asian 

manufacture, targeted towards the European and American markets. Overseas export porcelain was 

produced in both China and Japan and dominated European commerce until the 1850s, its decline 

coinciding with the rising popularity of British tableware at the turn of the twentieth century (Choy 

2014; IMACS 2002). Overseas export porcelains are not historically related to overseas Asian or 

Asian-American communities within the United States, as their popularity was driven by the 

European and American consumer. However, this does not exclude the possibility that these items 

would have been sought out and utilized by the early Asian and/or Asian-American communities in 

the Pacific Northwest. Although too minimal (1 in) to identify the specific motif, the abstract and 

minimal stylistic patterning of the recorded porcelain fragments is indicative of exported Japanese 

ceramics at the turn of the twentieth century (Ross 2012). 
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Flow-blue pattern ceramic 

 

Flow-blue pattern ceramic 

 
Blue floral sheet pattern ceramic 

 

Transfer print with unidentified makers mark 

 
Transfer print with unidentified makers mark 

 

Decal ware ceramic 

 

Porcelain fragment 

 

Porcelain fragment 

 

Figure 6.1-34. Selection of ceramic artifacts from Site 45BN2158.  
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North American stoneware potteries were heavily influenced by both the British and German styles, 

manufacturing vessels that mimicked the brown stoneware English traditions or the blue and gray 

salt glazes popular in Germany. Production of North American stoneware products increased after 

1800, although most potteries did not survive the Great Depression (Sanford and Miller 2002). 

Stoneware sherds at Site 45BN2158 were brown-glazed and likely originated from food storage 

vessels, often discussed as crockery. 

A ceramic gastrolith and the porcelain doll arm were documented at the site (Figure 6.1-35). 

Sometimes referred to as “gizzard stones,” gastroliths are small pieces of grit or hard material that, 

when swallowed by chickens, turkeys, or other birds, collected in the gizzard, and helped the bird to 

digest or break down food items. They are essential for digestion for these birds, enabling them to 

break down fibrous materials needed in their diets (Goode 2009). When concentrations of 

gastroliths are recovered from archaeological investigations, it is often an indication of a residence 

with domesticated fowl (NPS 2006; Russell 1997).  

Ceramic dolls were wildly popular by the end of the nineteenth century, with “millions” of dolls 

reportedly being manufactured yearly in Germany and France. Frozen Charlotte dolls were one-

piece, unjointed ceramic figurines generally depicting young women. The doll arm located at Site 

45BN2158 is porcelain and formed in the fashion of the typical Frozen Charlotte doll, which 

remained popular until the Great Depression (Pastron et al. 1981). 

Metal materials (n = 70) documented at the site include wire nails, tool fragments, a buckle possibly 

used for horse harnesses, and two shotgun shells. The first shell is stamped with “UMC Co./No. 

12/Magic” and was manufactured by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company between 1901 and 

1908 (Aussie Metal Detecting 2021b). A second shell is stamped with “1901/No. 12/Leader” and 

was manufactured by Winchester between 1901 and 1920 (Steinhauer 1996) (see Figure 6.1-35). 

No development in the site area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872a), 

although by 1915, a structure is depicted in nearly the same location as Site 45BN2158 (USGS 1915) 

(see Figure 6.1-14). A homestead patent was issued to Emery L. Reed in 1898 for this location 

(GLO 1898b). Emery Reed was the son of Philander and Lucinda Reed, who received a patent for 

the land where Site 45BN2149 is located (1.3 mi east) that same year (GLO 1898a) (see Secttion 

5.1.2). He was listed as a farmer in the 1880 census, although by 1900, he was listed as a “Hostler,” 

which indicated he was either working in a stable or on the railroad (USBC 1880, 1900). No 

structures are depicted in the site area on USGS maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965a), and 

an aerial photograph from 1955 also shows no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955), suggesting the 

building shown in 1915 was gone by this time. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2158 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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Ceramic gastrolith 

 

Porcelain doll arm 

 
Union Metallic Cartridge Company shotgun shell 

 

Winchester shotgun shell 

 

Figure 6.1-35. Selection of ceramic and metal artifacts from Site 45BN2158.  

6.1.3 Architectural Resource 

17302 County Well Road, Prosser 

Originally built in 1934, the farmstead cluster located at 17302 County Well Road (Parcel 

20PW35500000000), Proser, Benton County, comprises a residence, a detached garage, shop, 

machine shed, grain elevator, and five grain storage silos/bins, surrounded by acres of agricultural 

fields (Figure 6.1-36) (Benton County 2021b). The farmstead is located on the north side of County 

Well Road, at the southern edge of its parcel. The general arrangement of the farmstead elements is 

around and to the rear (north) of the farmhouse. The house and detached garage are found on a 

landscaped island within the O-shaped driveway, while the shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and 

grain storage silos/bins are found north of the residential island (Figures 6.1-37–6.3-40). Additional 

graveled driveways create a pattern of circulation that encircle the farm buildings and structures. 

Most of the property is minimally visible from the public right-of-way (ROW), due to topography 

and mature vegetation. 
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Figure 6.1-36. Aerial image of 17302 County Well Road location.  
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The farmhouse (originally constructed in 1934 and updated ca. 1980 and ca. 2000) is a one-and-one-

half story vernacular farmhouse with a one-story addition to the east elevation that extends south 

past the facade, creating an L-shaped plan (Benton County 2021b). The house is aligned on an east–

west axis, with the facade in the south elevation. The main massing has a concrete basement 

foundation and a side-gabled roof. A full-width shed porch roof spans the facade, sheltering a small 

landing at the front entry door. Over the addition is a front-gabled roof. The roofs are clad in 

standing-seam metal roofing, and the exterior walls of the main massing and the addition are clad in 

vinyl siding. All the windows are vinyl sash, with some in altered fenestration, and the visible doors 

are fiberglass with glazing in the upper half. The ground floor of the facade (south elevation) 

features an entry door flanked by a picture window on the east and a slider on the west. Access to 

the main entry is via wood steps that rise to a small wood stoop that has metal balusters and 

handrails. The south elevation of the addition has two central fixed pane windows with a pair of 

smaller fixed pane trapezoid-shaped windows above, whose top sash follow the roof line above. The 

main massing’s east elevation has a single-hung window at the second floor, centered under the 

gable peak. A brick chimney pierces the north-facing slope of the main massing’s roof. The 

addition’s east elevation has a secondary entry door near the southeast corner, with a narrow 

sidelight window to the north. A slider window is near the northeast corner. Centered in the 

elevation is a concrete masonry unit (CMU) chimney that rises through the eave of the east-facing 

slope of the addition’s roof. At the ground floor of the west elevation, a slider window is visible, and 

at the second floor, a single hung window is centered under the gable peak. No other details, 

features, or elevations were visible from the ROW. 

A detached garage (ca. 1934) is located north of the residence, aligned on a north–south axis. The 

garage fronts east and has two single-car garage doors in the facade. The garage is topped by a side-

gabled roof clad in asphalt composition shingles. A pedestrian door is found on the south elevation. 

The garage is clad in vinyl siding. No other elevations or details were visible from the ROW.  

A shop building (ca. 1934) is located northeast of the garage. The building is a one-story utilitarian 

farm shop aligned on a north–south axis with a large opening in the south elevation, a rectangular 

plan, and a concrete foundation. A set of large overhead-track doors clad in corrugated metal sheets 

fills the opening. The building has a front-gabled roof clad in ribbed metal panels and exterior walls 

sheathed in a combination of corrugated metal sheet and wood clapboards. The east elevation has a 

row of window openings just under the eave line. No other details or elevations were visible from 

the ROW.  

A machine shed (ca. 1934) is located northwest of the garage, fronting south. It is a one-story 

utilitarian building aligned on a north–south axis, with a large opening in the south elevation. A set 

of large overhead-track doors clad in ribbed metal sheets fills the opening. The building has a front-

gabled roof with a shed-roofed lean-to along its east elevation. The roofs are clad in ribbed metal 

panels. The building’s exterior walls appear to be sheathed in a combination of corrugated metal 

sheet and horizontal wood boards. The west elevation has no doors or windows. No other details or 

elevations of this building were visible from the ROW. Located just north of the lean-to portion of 

the machine shed is a galvanized steel grain storage silo/bin with a conical roof and concrete slab 

foundation (Google 2021).  
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Figure 6.1-37. Overview of farmstead cluster at 17302 County Well Road, view east. 

 

 

Figure 6.1-38. Residence at 17302 County Well Road, facade and west elevation; view northeast. 
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Figure 6.1-39. Residence and addition at 17302 County Well Road, facade and east elevation; view northwest. 
Note garage minimally visible behind addition and shop at rear (right).  

 

 

Figure 6.1-40. Image of grain elevator and storage at 17302 County Well Road, west elevation, dated 2017, view 
east. Photo courtesy of the Benton County Tax Assessor.  
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Located northeast of the machine shed is a grain elevator. The grain elevator was built between 1955 

and 1963; it replaced an earlier barn that was located slightly northeast and was no longer extant 

after 1963 (USGS 1952b, 1963b; HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). The grain elevator comprises a 

tall one-story pole structure or “mother” house, four metal grain storage silos/bins, external elevator 

tower with caged ladder, and auger tubes (Kansas Department of Revenue [KDR] 2021:13). The 

pole structure is approximately 2,500 square ft under a front-gabled roof clad in ribbed metal 

roofing panels (Google 2021). The structure’s walls are clad in heavy ribbed metal sheathing. The 

two grain silos just north of the pole building are of the riveted steel plate type. They have flat roofs 

and concrete slab foundations. The two northernmost grain silos are of the stiffened galvanized 

corrugated steel type, with conical roofs and set atop concrete slab foundations. No other details or 

elevations of the grain elevator were visible from the ROW. 

Integrity 

Most of the buildings in the farmstead cluster have sustained alterations. The residence (built in 

1934) was altered ca. 1980 and again ca. 2000, including the construction of an addition at the east 

elevation, removal of the front porch and construction of a small landing and wood steps, removal 

of original windows and changes to fenestration, and changes to materials such as vinyl siding and 

windows, and metal roofing. The garage (ca. 1934) was altered with the installation of vinyl siding. 

The shop building (ca. 1934) appears to have been altered with the installation of metal siding on 

portions of the building and it was reroofed ca. 2009 (Google 2021). The machine shed (ca. 1934) 

was altered with the installation of metal siding on portions of the building. No alterations were 

visible to the grain elevator or grain storage silos/bins (ca. 1955–1963). 

From its period of construction (1934), the residence with is associated detached garage retains 

integrity of location, setting, and association, as it remains on its original parcel, within its historic-

period farm surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, and continues to being used as a residence 

and garage. However, the buildings have diminished integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and 

feeling, due to alterations including the construction of the addition, and changes to the front porch, 

cladding, roofing, fenestration, windows, doors, and loss of original ornamental details.  

From its period of construction (ca. 1934), the shop retains integrity of location, setting, and 

association, as it remains on its original parcel, within its historic-period farm surrounded by actively 

farmed wheat fields, and continues to being used as a shop. However, the building has diminished 

integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, as alterations including the installation of 

metal siding on portions of the exterior walls are visible.  

From its period of construction (ca. 1934), the machine shed retains integrity of location, setting, 

and association, as it remains on its original parcel, within its historic-period farm surrounded by 

actively farmed wheat fields, and continues to being used as a machine shed. However, the building 

has diminished integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, as alterations including the 

installation of metal siding on portions of the exterior walls are visible. 

From its period of construction (ca. 1955–1963), the grain elevator and grain storage silos retain 

integrity of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association as they remain 

on their original parcel, within their historic-period farm surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, 

they appear unaltered, and continue to be used as a grain conveyance and storage facility.  
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Evaluation 

Resources located at 17302 County Well Road include the residence, garage, shop, machine shed, all 

of which were built in 1934 or ca. 1934; the grain elevator was added sometime between 1955 and 

1963. The resources are associated with agriculture in south-central Washington (Criterion A). 

However, mere association with such trends is not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The 

resource must have a specific association and that association must be important. No evidence was 

uncovered that the resources of 17302 County Well Road played an exceptionally important role in 

agriculture. Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 

significant persons (Criterion B).  

With the exception of the grain elevator, the resources do not embody the distinctive characteristics 

of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the work of a master; or possess high 

artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 

individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) (Criterion C). The grain elevator is a representative 

example of a mid-twentieth century grain elevator with its “mother” house, external elevator tower 

with caged ladder, auger tubes, and metal grain storage silos/bins. Agricultural structures like the 

grain elevator are ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The grain elevator lacks individual 

distinction, in not of a significant size, there is no evidence that its construction solved significant 

engineering obstacles, nor does the structure convey any aesthetic considerations. Further, the grain 

elevator does not incorporate significant technological advances, and does not possess high artistic 

value sufficient to qualify under Criterion C. Finally, the resources were built of common 

construction methods and well-known materials and are unlikely to answer important research 

questions or yield information about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical 

material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D).  

In regard to evaluation under the guidance of the Grain Production Properties in Eastern Washington 

MPD, the grain elevator is not one of the three basic forms of grain storage facilities specified in the 

MPD (granaries, flathouses, and cribbed elevators) (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-11). While the 

grain elevator might fall within the temporal brackets (ca. 1930–ca. 1950), the MPD refers 

specifically to “metal silos, pole barns” as “modern additions” to farmstead complexes; while they 

“reflect the evolution of farming technology” and would not diminish the integrity of the farmstead, 

they do not meet the minimum eligibility requirements and are therefore not eligible under the MPD 

(Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-7).  

HRA evaluated the resources at 17302 County Well Road both individually and as a collective 

farmstead. While most of the resources appear to share an agriculture-related context, the property 

does not maintain integrity to convey a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of resources 

united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development, due to changes over time. While 

the extant buildings and structures may have been at one time been expressive of the functionally 

related resources of a wheat farm, the loss of integrity of the historic-period resources diminishes 

that expression.  

HRA recommends that the individual and collective resources at 17302 County Well Road are not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a loss of integrity from their period of construction resulting 

in a failure to convey significance under any criteria. 
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6.2 West Solar—Sellards Road  

6.2.1 Pedestrian Survey 

This solar siting area is centered on Sellards Road, including the intersections with Clodius and 

Tyacke Roads, in the southwest portion of the project in the Webber Canyon survey area. All of the 

survey was in wheat fields that had either been harvested last fall or were in crop (Figures 6.2-1–6.2-

4). A drainage extends through the survey area and runs northwest–southeast (see Figures 6.2-3 and 

6.2-4). In total, 1,735.5 acres of private land were surveyed in the West Solar–County Well Road 

area, and four archaeological resources were newly recorded, all of which were historic-period sites 

(see Figure 6.2-2). No architectural resources were identified. There were also 551.4 acres of WA 

DNR land surveyed in this same area, and those results are presented in Davis and Ragsdale (2021).  

HRA noted but did not record one piece of farm equipment during the survey. It was located on the 

slope of a drainage south of Sellards Road (see Figures 6.2-4 and 6.2-5). There were no markings on 

equipment, which was metal and had rubber tires, and was likely a plow. There was no information 

to suggest the plow was 45 years of age or older.  

 

Figure 6.2-1. Harvested field north of Sellards Road and west of Clodius Road, with the drainage in the 
background, in the West Solar–Sellards Road survey area, view southwest. 
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Figure 6.2-2. Overview of the West Solar–Sellards Road survey area. 
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Figure 6.2-3. Planted field north of Sellards Road and east of Clodius Road in the West Solar–Sellards Road 
survey area, view south. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-4. Overview of the drainage south of Sellards Road, with the farm equipment visible, in the West Solar–
Sellards Road survey area, view west. 
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Figure 6.2-5. Farm equipment identified in the West Solar–Sellards Road survey area, view south. 

6.2.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2147 

Site 45BN2147 is located  

 (Figure 6.2-6). It is situated  

 and the 

ground-surface visibility ranges from 20–40 percent (Figure 6.2-7). The site consists of one rock pile 

with between 15 and 20 subrounded to subangular cobbles stacked in two courses (Figure 6.2-8). It 

measures 95 cm east–west by 120 cm north–south with a maximum height of 50 cm. The cobbles 

exhibited heavy lichen coverage on the surface, as well as caliche, with lichen bridging between the 

rocks. The feature is interpreted to date to the historic-period due to its the low-lying location in a 

drainage, the lack of a clear viewshed, and the placement between two active agricultural fields. It is 

likely the cobbles may have been either removed from the agricultural fields and placed in this 

location, and/or the cobbles were removed from the drainage and may have served as a fence jack, 

though there is currently no fenceline in this location. The condition of the feature is generally good, 

with the cobbles remaining stacked and somewhat visible, although a clear interpretation of the 

feature is difficult to assess.  
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Figure 6.2-6. Sketch map of Site 45BN2147. 
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Figure 6.2-7. Overview of the rock pile at Site 45BN2147, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-8. Detail of the rock pile at Site 45BN2147, view southwest. 
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No development in the site area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1872 (GLO 1872b). 

By 1915 and 1917, there are three structures mapped within 1 mi of the site, but nothing is in the 

immediate site area beyond the drainage (USGS 1915, 1917). No land patents are available for this 

location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential 

development in 1895 (GLO 1895). Other historic-period maps also show no development in the 

immediate site location (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). Aerial photographs also provide no additional 

information beyond that the area surrounding the site has been agricultural fields since 1955 

(HistoricAerials.com 1955). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2147 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2159 

Site 45BN2159 is located  

 (Figure 6.2-9). , and there 

was also rabbitbrush and bunch grasses  (Figure 6.2-10). Ground-surface visibility 

ranged from 50–70 percent. Historic-period artifacts were found in an area measuring 30 m north–

south by 25 m east–west. The artifacts included fragmented vessel glass, ceramic sherds, and metal 

stove fragments totaling approximately 13 items. Despite the minimal number of identified materials 

in the site, the artifacts retained many diagnostic characteristics and suggest an early twentieth 

century deposition.  

Vessel glass fragments (n = 6) appear heavily patinaed and consisted of colorless, SCA, and amber 

colored pieces (Figure 6.2-11). SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight 

lavender or amethyst color due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in 

order to neutralize impurities and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in 

sunlight and the colorless glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making 

technologies between 1840 and 1918, when the element became scarce because of World War I 

restrictions (Lindsey 2021a).  

Ceramic sherds (n = 4) consisted of a molded earthenware rim fragment, an ironstone basal 

fragment, and two stoneware sherds (see Figure 6.2-11). Plain earthenware tablewares (both 

whiteware and pearlware) with shaped (“molded”) rims and embossed, impressed, or raised motifs 

patterned along the edges were marketed beginning in the early 1800s and continued to be 

manufactured until the 1940s (Stelle 2001). The recorded ironstone basal fragment includes a partial, 

printed makers mark presenting a standing royal coat of arms and the name of manufacturer (Figure 

6.2-12). In full, the mark would have read “Ironstone China/J&G Meakin/Hanley/England.” J&G 

Meakin Pottery used the mark from 1850 until at least the early twentieth century (Gibson 2011).  
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Figure 6.2-9. Sketch map of Site 45BN2159. 
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Figure 6.2-10. Overview of Site 45BN2159 in the drainage, view west. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-11. Selection of artifacts from Site 45BN2159. 
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Figure 6.2-12. Detail of makers mark on the ironstone fragment at Site 45BN2159. 

The stoneware sherds at Site 45BN2159 included a gray-bodied basal fragment with a brown salt 

glaze and buff-bodied fragment with a gray salt glaze (see Figure 6.2-11). North American stoneware 

potteries were heavily influenced by both the British and German styles, manufacturing vessels that 

mimicked the brown stoneware of English traditions or the blue and gray salt glazes popular in 

Germany. Production of North American stoneware products increased after 1800, although most 

potteries did not survive the Great Depression. Stoneware was primarily utilized for food storage 

containers and vessels (Sanford and Miller 2002). Documented metal fragments (n = 3) include at 

least two pieces originating from an early cook stove (see Figure 6.2-11), although no other details 

are discernable.  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1868 (GLO 1868a). By 

1915 (Figure 6.2-13) and 1917, there are a number of structures mapped within 1 mi of the site, but 

nothing is in the immediate site area beyond the drainage (USGS 1915, 1917). No land patents are 

available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern Pacific 

Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). Other historic-period maps also show no 

development in the immediate site location (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c). Aerial photographs also 

provide no additional information beyond that the area surrounding the site has been agricultural 

fields since 1955 (HistoricAerials.com 1955). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2159 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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Figure 6.2-13. USGS map from 1915 showing Sites 45BN2159 and 45BN2161. 
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2160 

Site 45BN2160 is located  

.  

, and ground-surface visibility was 100 percent in the road and 80 

percent adjacent to the road (Figure 6.2-14 and 6.2-15). Historic-period artifacts were found in an 

area measuring 80 m north–south by 10 m east–west. The artifacts included vessel glass fragments, 

although several ceramic sherds were also recorded, totaling approximately 120 identified artifacts. 

Many of the aqua glass fragments noted within the site boundary are likely modern fragments of 

safety glass associated with vehicular activities on the nearby roadways, although an exact 

determination is difficult to assess due the small sizes (< 0.5 in) of the material. Despite the 

possibility of intermixed modern material, a few of the artifacts at Site 45BN2160 retained enough 

diagnostic characteristics to suggest an early twentieth century deposition. 

 

Figure 6.2-14. Overview of Site 45BN2160, view north. 
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Figure 6.2-15. Sketch map of Site 45BN2160. 
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Vessel glass fragments (n = 114) consisted of aqua, colorless, SCA, amber, and black or dark olive-

colored pieces (Figure 6.2-16). Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used 

in glass production, was common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear 

or colorless glass. Aqua glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, 

and liquor bottles. SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or 

amethyst color due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to 

neutralize impurities and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight 

and the colorless glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making 

technologies between 1840 and 1918, when the element became scarce because of World War I 

restrictions (Lindsey 2021a).  

Olive-colored glass is generally suggestive of alcohol-related use, and after 1900, it was uncommon 

except in the production of wine, brandy, champagne, beer, and liquor bottles. Black glass is 

typically a very dark olive-green or olive-amber color and can be identified as such when illuminated 

in the light. However, glass black enough to appear so even in reflected light is one of the oldest 

vessel colors in bottle manufacturing and was exported frequently to the United States in the early 

nineteenth century. It was no longer produced after the 1890s, as glass companies switched to lighter 

olive hues instead. As with olive glass, black glass was primarily used for liquor, wine, or ale bottles 

(Lindsey 2021a). A thick near-black glass basal fragment recorded at Site 45BN2139 exhibited “Ltd 

C” embossed on the surface and appears to reflect forest green in reflected light. The base is deeply 

dipped in the center, indicative of mold-blown technologies prior to 1910. The embossed makers 

mark refers to JL & Co Ltd C or John Lumb and Company, who became Limited in 1905 and 

bottled ale, soft drinks, and patent medicines until 1937 (Lindsey 2021b; Lockhart et al. 2016) (see 

Figure 6.2-16). 

 

Figure 6.2-16. Selection of artifacts found at Site 45BN2160. 
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Ceramic sherds (n = 6) documented at Site 45BN2160 consist of porcelain, stoneware, and 

earthenware fragments. At least three of the earthenware sherds include cobalt transfer-print 

pattens, including a partial makers mark. Developed in England in 1750, transfer-printed ceramics 

involved elaborate designs etched onto copper plates before being transferred onto ceramic wares. It 

was the most popular form of ceramic decoration in Europe from the 1770s until the 1850s, 

although the process continued to be utilized for both European and American markets into the 

1940s (Samford and Miller 2002). The transfer-printed sherds are small (< 1–2 in), and although one 

has a partial makers mark that includes “..ASTR..B,” the fragments could not be identified to 

brand/manufacturer (Figure 6.2-17).  

At least one stoneware fragment identified at the site includes a brown salt glaze, typical of North 

American crockery used for food storage. North American stoneware potteries were heavily 

influenced by both the British and German styles, manufacturing vessels that mimicked the brown 

stoneware of English traditions or the blue and gray salt glazes popular in Germany. Production of 

North American stoneware products increased after 1800, although most potteries did not survive 

the Great Depression (Samford and Miller 2002). 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest maps of the area from 1868 (GLO 1868a, 

1868b). By 1917, however, there is a structure mapped in the location of Site 45BN2160, albeit on 

the east side of a road (USGS 1917) (Figure 6.2-18). Irvin Lee Meek was issued a homestead patent 

in 1906 for the area where the structure was mapped (GLO 1906b) while the other (west) side of the 

road is in an area that was granted to Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 

(GLO 1895). Irvin Meek was listed as a farmer in Benton County in the 1910 census, although few 

other records were found of the Meek family, beyond that they were living in California by 1924 

(California State Library 1924; USBC 1910). No structures are depicted in the site area on USGS 

maps from 1953 and 1965 (USGS 1953, 1965b, 1965c), and aerial photograph from 1955 and 1963 

also show no structures (HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963), suggesting the building shown in 1917 

was gone by this time. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2160 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the project avoids the site. If it cannot be avoided, additional 

work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess potential 

impacts from the project.  

Transfer print fragment with partial makers mark 

 

Transfer print fragment 

 

Figure 6.2-17. Selection of ceramic artifacts from Site 45BN2160.  
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Figure 6.2-18. USGS map from 1917 showing Site 45BN2160. 
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2161 

Site 45BN2161 is located  

. The site consists of two pieces of farm equipment at the edge 

of a harvested wheat field; a wood pole is situated between the two machines (Figure 6.2-19–6.2-22). 

The farming equipment consists of two combine harvesters. Each machine is nearly intact, with 

gears, rubber belts, tires, and wooden attachments in good condition. Faint yellow stencils reading 

“Massey-Harris” and “Custom Cutin” are still visible on each machine (see Figures 6.2-21 and 6.2-

22). The combine to the east is also labelled “1” and the one to the west is labelled “2.” Both of the 

combine harvesters are Model 21 machines, manufactured by the Massey-Harris company 

throughout the mid- to late 1940s. Part of a marketing strategy known as the “Harvesting Brigade,” 

the model was designed during World War II, when resources for production were limited, resulting 

in a machine that “combined” harvesting activities into one streamlined effort (Figure 6.2-23). The 

invention of combines transformed farming communities, and Model 21 harvesters were sold from 

1944 until the 1950s (Ganzel 2021; Manitoba Agricultural Museum 2021). Both combines retain 

their threshing drum and unloader, while only Combine #2 retains its header. 

The pole was likely a communication pole (no longer functioning) and has attached wiring, a single 

glass insulator, and metal signage (Figure 6.2-24). The signage includes a listed emergency phone 

number in yellow painted stencils (“EMERGENCY 1-800-DEVO”) on a wooden plank and a metal 

cut-out in the shape of a telephone with “1 ¢”; both signs are nailed into the center of the standing 

pole. At the time of recordation, the colorless glass insulator remained on the wood pole, with 

original wiring still encircled to the wire grooves (Figure 6.2-25). The insulator is internally threaded, 

domed with double wire grooves, and includes a long single petticoat with drip points. Embossed on 

the outer surface of the petticoat is “Hemingray–9” and “Made in the USA/9-4B”. Known as a toll 

insulator, this style (CD 122) was manufactured by the Hemingray Glass Company from 1919 until 

the 1960s, although colorless insulators of this style were not produced until after 1938. Toll 

insulators were used primarily for long-distance call lines (Coffman 2018; Willis 2021). 

 

Figure 6.2-19. Overview of Site 45BN2161, view north. 
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Figure 6.2-20. Sketch map of Site 45BN2161. 
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Figure 6.2-21. Overview of Site 45BN2161, view west. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-22. Combine #2 at Site 45BN2161, view southwest. 
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Gears and belts on Combine #2 

 

“Brigade Proved” on drum of Combine #2 

 

Metal plate on combine #1 

 

“Massey-Harris” on drum of Combine #1 

 

Figure 6.2-23. Select attributes of the combines at Site 45BN2161.  

 

 

Figure 6.2-24 Communication pole in Site 45BN2161, view southwest. 
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Embossed “Hemingray–9” 

 

Embossed “Made in the USA/9-4B”

 

Figure 6.2-25. Insulator identified at Site 45BN2161.  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1868 (GLO 1868a). By 

1915, there is a structure mapped just south of the site (USGS 1915) (see Figure 6.2-13). No land 

patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to Northern 

Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). However, the area just south of the 

site (approximately 50 m away) was granted to Charles C. Anderson under a homestead patent in 

1911 (GLO 1911). Charles Anderson was listed as a farmer in Benton County in census records 

from 1910–1930 (USBC 1910, 1920, 1930). Aerial photographs from 1955 and 1963 show two 

structures just south of the site, and one structure is also depicted in this location on a 1965 map 

(HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963; USGS 1965a). By 1996, the structures have clearly been 

demolished, and by 2006, the area where they once stood is planted in wheat (HistoricAerials.com 

1996, 2006). Given the dates of the dates of the combines (manufactured from 1944–1950s) and the 

insulator (1938–1960s), it is not clear that the site is associated with the Anderson family, although 

the farm equipment was likely associated with the owners of the nearby structures in the 1950s and 

1960s. 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2161 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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6.3 East Solar 

6.3.1 Pedestrian Survey 

This solar siting area is located on both east and west of Interstate 82, and both north and south of 

Beck Road (Figure 6.3-1) in the Johnson Butte survey area. The areas surveyed west of the interstate 

generally comprised typical shrub-steppe vegetation including sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and 

bunchgrasses (Figure 6.3-2). The survey area east of the interstate was all wheat fields that had either 

been recently harvested or recently plowed (Figure 6.3-3 and 6.3-4). The terrain in the East Solar 

area was generally flat with low rolling hills, although landforms became steeper in the east and 

northeast portion of the surveyed area, with more deeply incised drainages (Figure 6.3-5). Bofer 

Canyon, which is adjacent to the interstate, was also steep (Figure 6.3-6). No survey was conducted 

in the WSDOT ROW as it is fenced and there was no access to this area. However, no project 

components are proposed in the ROW. In total, 4,450.2 acres of private land were surveyed in the 

East Solar area, and eight archaeological resources were newly recorded, including six historic-period 

sites and two historic-period isolates. Three previously recorded architectural resources in the survey 

area were revisited and updated, as was archaeological site 45BN205 (see Figure 6.3-1). 

6.3.2 Archaeological Resources 

Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2138 

Isolate 45BN2138 is located  

 (Figures 6.3-7 and 6.3-8). One glass fragment was identified in a harvested wheat field  

, and ground-surface visibility ranged between 30 and 50 percent. The amber glass 

basal fragment exhibits an embossed single digit “8” on the surface (Figure 6.3-9). Although single 

digits embossed on bottle bases do not specify a date of manufacture, such marks indicate these 

vessels were likely exported beer bottles, manufactured between 1870 and 1880 (Lockhart et al. 

2017a). A piece of metal hardware was located near the glass fragment but was determined to be 

associated with modern farming equipment. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). No 

land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to 

Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). By 1915,  

(Figure 6.3-10). A 

structure is depicted approximately 0.5 mi to the east (USGS 1915), where multiple silos are situated 

today (outside of the project). By 1964, that structure is labelled “Storage Bin,” and no other 

development is shown in the isolate vicinity (USGS 1964a, 1964b).  
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Figure 6.3-1. Overview of the East Solar area. 
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Figure 6.3-2. Rabbitbrush and bunchgrass in the western part of the East Solar area, view north. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-3. Harvested wheat field in the eastern part of the East Solar area with Beck Road visible (left), view 
east. 
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Figure 6.3-4. Plowed what field in the eastern part of the East Solar area, view west. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-5. Small canyon in the northeastern part of the East Solar area, view south. 
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Figure 6.3-6. Bofer Canyon and Interstate 82 in the East Solar area, view southeast. 
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Figure 6.3-8. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2138. 
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Figure 6.3-9. Glass fragment at Isolate 45BN2138. 

Recommendation 

One amber glass fragment was found at Isolate 45BN2138, and HRA recommends that the isolate is 

not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discarded 

trash associated with agricultural or residential use, possibly in the late nineteenth or early twentieth 

century, or it may have been thrown out of a vehicle, . The 

nearest development to the isolate was an agricultural building 0.5 mi to the east that first shows up 

on maps in the mid-twentieth century. Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location in a 

disturbed agricultural field, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the 

absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant 

deposits are present at the isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a fragment of a bottle, are common in rural settings such as 

the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2138 does not appear to be associated 

with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant 

persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period 

(Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate 

location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate 

is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). 

Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single bottle, are secondary deposits and cannot 

confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been used far from its 

current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their integrity, including 

location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2138 is recommended not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of 

integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider 

impacts to the isolate.  
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Figure 6.3-10. USGS map from 1917 showing archaeological resources in the East Solar area. 
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2139 

Site 45BN2139 is located in a wheat field  

(Figures 6.3-11 and 6.3-12). The field had been recently plowed, and ground-surface 

visibility ranged from 90–100 percent. Two glass fragments, including an externally-threaded rim 

fragment composed of SCA glass and an aqua basal fragment, were identified approximately 15 m 

apart (Figure 6.3-13).  

SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color 

due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities 

and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless 

glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 

and 1918, when the element became scarce because World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a). The 

documented fragment at Site 45BN2139 likely originated from a wide-mouth mason jar or other 

type of wide-mouth storage jar.  

Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was 

common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless glass 

(Lindsey 2021a). Aqua glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, 

and liquor bottles. The basal fragment identified at the site includes an embossed number “8” in the 

center and a suction scar indicative of early manufacture by an Owens Automatic Bottle Machine, 

which would often leave a “feathered” suction scar when manufactured prior to 1920 (Lindsey 

2021b). 

 

Figure 6.3-11. Overview of Site 45BN2139, view east. 
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Figure 6.3-12. Sketch map of Site 45BN2139. 
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SCA vessel glass fragment 

 

Aqua glass basal fragment 

 

Figure 6.3-13. Glass fragments found at Site 45BN2139. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). The 

site location was issued to Sarah E. Barnett in 1906 under a homestead patent (GLO 1906c). Sarah, 

along with brother Amos and father Asa, each claimed land in this area, but additional information 

regarding the Barnett family was not found. By 1915, the Mountain View School was situated 0.5 mi 

northwest of the site and a cluster of buildings were located 0.6 mi to the southeast, although no 

development is shown in the site vicinity (USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). No development is 

shown on other historic-period maps from the area in 1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a, 1964b), 

or on aerial photographs from 1955 and 1963 (HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). 

Recommendation 

Two glass fragments were found at Site 45BN2139, and HRA recommends that the site is not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. The artifacts include one very small fragment of SCA vessel glass, and one 

basal fragment of aqua glass found 15 m apart. The artifacts were likely manufactured prior to 1920, 

although their time of deposition is unknown. Background research has indicated there was little 

development in this area in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and there are no mapped 

homesteads, plots of cultivated land, or structures in the site vicinity on maps from 1865–1964. A 

homestead patent was issued to Sarah Barnett in 1906, but no other information was found. 

Considering that the find comprises two items, is located in a disturbed agricultural field with near 

perfect ground-surface visibility, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the 

absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant 

deposits are present at the site location. 

Fragments of vessel glass that were manufactured through the twentieth century are common in 

rural setting such as the project area. Background research indicates the site does not appear to be 

associated with significant regional historical events (Criterion A). The site is likely associated with 

agricultural activities, which itself certainly represents an important pattern of events in the historic 

period of the Horse Heaven Hills, but as two glass fragments, the site’s association with these 

agricultural events is not important. There is no evidence that ties the site to a significant historical 

figure (Criterion B). No information was found regarding the Barnett family, who were granted the 

early patents to homestead the land in the site area. The earliest mapped building near the site was at 

the location of Site 45BN205, located 0.6 mi southeast, which was issued to Asa Barnett, Sarah’s 
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father. The site and its two artifacts do not to represent the work of a master or of a distinctive type, 

period, or method of construction (Criterion C). The site also does not seem to have the potential to 

yield additional information important to the history of this region (Criterion D). The artifacts are 

most likely associated with common agricultural activities during the early twentieth century and 

likely represent episodes of discarding trash when a meal or beverage was finished. There are no 

artifacts to suggest this is a residential site or a locale used for a specific activity. Additionally, the 

ongoing agricultural practices within the site likely have moved the artifacts over the years. No 

significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the site location, and its 

historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Further, episodes of discard, such 

as bottle glass, are secondary deposits and cannot confidently be associated with any particular 

historic activity; it could have been used far from its current location and later discarded. Such 

resources lack key components to their integrity, including location, design, feeling, and association. 

The site does not possess a data set that can address important research questions and contribute 

important information to our understanding of human history. As such, is not eligible under 

Criterion D. Site 45BN2139 is recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to 

convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with 

this recommendation, the project will not need to consider impacts to the site. 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2140 

Site 45BN2140 is located in a wheat field  

(Figures 6.3-14 and 6.3-15). The field had been recently plowed, and ground-surface 

visibility ranged from 90–100 percent. Historic-period artifacts were found in an area measuring 

40 m north–south by 12 m east–west. Identified artifacts included glass fragments, ceramic sherds, 

miscellaneous metal items, and ammunition hardware, totaling approximately 60 artifacts (Figure 

6.3-16). Although the majority of the documented materials were highly fragmented due to active 

agricultural activities in the area, few of the items retained diagnostic attributes characteristic of the 

early to mid-twentieth century. 

Observed vessel glass fragments (n = 20) included colorless, SCA, and aqua colored glass. Aqua-

colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in the sand used in glass production, was common 

until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with the use of clear or colorless glass. Aqua glass 

continues to be used in the manufacture of canning jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles (Lindsey 

2021a).  

SCA glass was produced initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color 

due to the use of magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities 

and create a colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless 

glass exudes a lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 

and 1918, when the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a).  
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Figure 6.3-14. Sketch map of Site 45BN2140. 
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Figure 6.3-15. Overview of Site 45BN2140, view west. 

Colorless flat glass (n = 3) was also recorded at Site 45BN2140, including a single ribbed glass 

fragment. Ribbed flat glass exhibits deep, pressed striations within the glass surface and often 

included embedded chicken wire, a style known as “ribbed wire glass.” Ribbed flat glass was utilized 

specifically in industrial-style buildings to provide a degree of safety and was advertised heavily in the 

early twentieth century (Sears Roebuck & Company 1905, 1908) (see Figure 6.3-16).  

Ceramic sherds (n = 25) included both porcelain and earthenware (or ironstone) fragments, 

including a small basal sherd originating from a small cup or saucer and second basal fragment with 

a partial makers mark. The blue printed mark includes the last two letters of the manufacturer 

written in script (“..in”) with a decorative loop, surrounding the letters (Figure 6.3-17). Although 

further research did not provide a mark matching this exact pattern, the Alfred Meakin Ltd pottery 

in England used a similar makers mark throughout the 1930s, with the Meakin name in blue script 

(Lage 2004:214). 

The majority of the metal fragments (n = 12) at the site were too fragmented to provide further 

diagnostic characteristics, although two pieces of ammunition hardware were documented. These 

included a copper casing from a .22 magnum rifle, generally used to hunt small game, continuing to 

the present day. In addition, a shotgun shell stamped with “No. 12/U.S./Rapid Fire” was also 

recorded at the site (see Figure 6.3-17). The headstamp is indicative of the U.S. Cartridge Company. 

Founded in 1869, the company was bought by Winchester in 1926, who continued to use U.S. 

Cartridge Company headstamps sporadically until 1942. However, Winchester also added “Made in 

the USA” to their headstamps after 1926, indicating this mark was likely stamped prior to that date 

(Aussie Metal Detecting 2021a; Steinhauer 1996).  
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Figure 6.3-16. Selection of artifacts from Site 45BN2140. 

 

Earthenware fragment 

 

U.S. Cartridge Company shotgun shell

 

Figure 6.3-17. Ceramic fragment and shotgun shell from Site 45BN2140. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). The 

site location was issued to Sarah E. Barnett in 1906 under a homestead patent, but no additional 

information was found regarding the Barnett family (GLO 1906c). By 1917, there is a road mapped 

as extending just east of the site, and a structure is shown approximately 70 m southwest of the site. 

Additional structures are located within 0.2 mi to the southeast where Site 45BN205 is situated 

(USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). The same road east of the site is shown on a map from 1964 

(USGS 1964b), but no development is shown on other historic-period maps from the area in 1953 

and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a), or on aerial photographs from 1955 and 1963 (HistoricAerials.com 

1955, 1963). 
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Recommendation 

Site 45BN2140 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2141 

Site 45BN2141 is located just outside a wheat field  

. The site consists of a historic-period refuse 

scatter primarily located within a drainage  

 Vegetation includes sagebrush, bunchgrass, and weeds, and ground-surface visibility ranged 

from 10–30 percent (Figure 6.3-18). Artifacts were found in an area measuring 65 m east–west by 25 

m north–south (Figure 6.3-19).  

Artifacts identified included sanitary and vent hole (hole in top) cans, beer cans, complete and 

fragmented glass vessels, and ceramic fragments. Other materials included brick, milled lumber, 

metal and wooden fencing, farming equipment, oil drums, automotive parts, metal hardware, steel 

cables and flat glass, totaling approximately 500 materials, combined. Modern materials such as 

rubber hoses, plastics, and poured concrete were intermixed with historic-period artifacts, suggesting 

the drainage location has functioned as a dumping area with multiple depositional events, continuing 

into the present day. The documented historic-period materials indicate at least one mid-twentieth 

century deposit, after 1940 and prior to 1960. 

 

Figure 6.3-18. Overview of Site 45BN2141, view northeast. 
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Figure 6.3-19. Sketch map of Site 45BN2141. 
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Vessel glass documented at Site 45BN2141 consisted of both fragments (n = ~200) and complete 

bottles and/or jars (n = 11) relating to various household, health, and domestic purposes, such as 

food storage, food and/or drink consumption, and medicinal use. Complete vessels include two 

amber jars, three colorless bottles, one colorless jar, and a single colorless drinking glass with applied 

color paneling. Other vessel glass items observed included basal fragments (n = 15), finish or neck 

fragments (n = 36), and various fragmented body pieces (n = ~150).   

Both of the complete amber glass vessels (Artifact A9 and Artifact A14) are small (~4 in long), 

include attached metal screw caps, and exhibit embossed makers marks indicative of manufacture by 

the Owens-Illinois Glass Company. Rectangular in shape, Artifact A9 is a shouldered amber glass jar 

produced by an Owens Automatic Bottling Machine and includes hand-applied, embossed stippling 

on the base (Figure 6.3-20). The Owens-Illinois date code on Artifact A9 is a single digit “7”, and 

since stippling was not developed until 1940, the jar was likely produced in 1947. Stippling was 

largely mechanized by the mid-1940s and thus had likely not yet been instituted at the production 

plant where this bottle was made (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015).  

Artifact A14 is a machine-made, wide-mouth, straight-sided amber glass jar with machine-made 

stippling on the base (see Figure 6.3-20). The makers mark is a single digit number, although the 

digit itself is unclear. Often, basal plate molds were re-used in production and to affix a new date 

code to the bottle, the glassmaker would stamp a new digit over an older digit, creating an often 

unreadable code. Again, with the inclusion of machine-applied stippling, Artifact A14 would have 

been produced after the mid-1940s (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015). Both of these complete amber 

vessels were likely used for medicinal purposes as the shape and color of each are typical of the 

generic “druggist”-style bottles used in local pharmacies and usually labeled with a paper label 

(Lindsey 2021b). 

Artifact A1 is an amber glass basal fragment with stippling and an embossed Northwestern Glass 

Company makers mark, including a date code of 1949 (Lockhart et al. 2018) (see Figure 6.3-20). A 

second amber basal fragment (Artifact A5) exhibits a Brockway Glass Company makers mark (“B in 

Circle”) with a date code of 1948 (Whitten 2021c) (see Figure 6.3-20).  

The finish and body of an amber bottle (Artifact A3) with a crown cap style finish was recorded at 

the site, depicting “CERTO” embossed on the shoulder (see Figure 6.3-20). Embossed on the foot 

of Artifact A3 is “Fill Here,” placed upside-down, with an arrow pointing towards a center 

embossed line. Certo is a fruit pectin brand which was sold in glass bottles from 1929 until 1979, 

when the company began using cardboard cartons (AGRIS 1979).  

The five complete colorless glass vessels observed at Site 45BN2141 include a Kerr Self-Sealing 

Mason jar, a cleaning agent bottle, a decorative drinking glass, and two fluted condiment bottles, 

likely used for ketchup. The mason jar (Artifact A7) is quart-sized and exhibits the Kerr Self-Sealing 

trademark embossed on the side body (Figure 6.3-21). Kerr mason jars of this style were 

manufactured from 1904 to 1943 and then were redistributed beginning 1946 (Toulouse 1969).  
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Amber glass vessel (Artifact A9) 

 

Amber glass vessel (Artifact A14) 

 
Amber glass basal fragment (Artifact A1) 

 

Amber glass basal fragment (Artifact A5)

 

Amber glass finish and body (Artifact A3) 

 

Amber glass finish and body (Artifact A3) 

 

Figure 6.3-20. Amber glass vessels and fragments found at Site 45BN2141. 

The cleaning agent bottle (Artifact A12) exhibits a generally straight-sided body with a bulbous, 

rounded shoulder and includes an attached metal screw cap (see Figure 6.3-21). The base of Artifact 

A12 also includes stippling and an embossed makers mark indicative of the Northwestern Glass 

Company (“NW”). Although Northwestern Glass did often include date codes, the pattern of 

placement was not consistent, and it is not clear if the digits embossed on Artifact A12 are indeed 

dates of manufacture or plant numbers. Due to the inclusion of stippling, the bottle was made after 

1940 and likely prior to 1960, when plastics replaced both metal and glass (Lindsey 2021b; Lockhart 

et al. 2018).  
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Colorless glass vessel (Artifact A7) 

 

Colorless glass tumbler (Artifact A15) 

 

Colorless glass vessel: body (Artifact A12) 

 

Colorless glass vessel: base (Artifact A12)

 
Colorless glass vessel (Artifact A11) 

 

Colorless glass vessel (Artifact A13) 

 
Colorless glass basal fragment (Artifact A2) 

 

Green glass basal fragment (Artifact A6) 

 

Figure 6.3-21. Selection of glass artifacts found at Site 45BN2141. 
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The two fluted condiment bottles (Artifact A11 and Artifact A13) are machine-made; Artifact A11 

was produced by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company and Artifact A13 was manufactured by Glass 

Container Inc. (see Figure 6.3-21) The embossed Owens-Illinois makers mark on the base of 

Artifact A11 includes the single digit code “2”, and although the production of packerware, such as 

condiment bottles, did not always follow beverage bottle manufacturing standards (Lockhart and 

Hoenig 2015), the artifact A11 was likely made in 1942 or 1952. Artifact A13 was made by a blow 

and blow machine and included the attached metal screw cap. Although the Glass Container Inc. 

vessel included several embossed digits on the base, it is unclear if any refer to the date of 

manufacture. The embossed company makers mark (G entwined with C) on the base of Artifact 

A13 was in use from 1945 to 1964 (Whitten 2021d). 

The remaining complete colorless vessel identified at Site 45BN2141 is a drinking glass with 

decorative panels cut in the shape of tulips (Artifact A15) (see Figure 6.3-21). The leaves and petals 

of each tulip panel are colored with corresponding reds and greens. Manufactured by the Hazel 

Atlas Glass Company, originally in partnership with Kraft foods, these colorful tumblers were 

known as “Swanky Swigs” and sold as peanut butter or cheese containers to be re-used as drinking 

glasses. The ACL used on these tumblers were marketed towards children and often depicted animal 

or floral themes. Swanky Swigs were distributed beginning in 1933 until the mid-1970s, although 

they were the most commercially successful throughout the 1940s and 1950s (Shiloh Museum of 

Ozark History 2021; Whitten 2021b). 

A colorless basal fragment (Artifact A2) included knurling across the base and ghost seams with an 

embossed makers mark for the Armstrong Cork Company (“A in Circle”) (see Figure 6.3-21). This 

mark was used from 1939 until 1969, although Artifact A2 would have been manufactured after 

1940 due to the inclusion of knurling, a derivative of stippling (Lockhart and Hoenig 2015; Lockhart 

et al. 2013). A green basal fragment (Artifact A6), that also included a partial body fragment, had an 

ACL label reading “Hi-Spot” in yellow print with a white outline (see Figure 6.3-21). Bottled in El 

Paso, Texas by Canada Dry, the soft drink bottle was manufactured by the Owens Illinois Glass 

Company in 1947 (Lockhart 2010).  

Fragmented vessel glass documented at Site 45BN2141 included amber, aqua, colorless, green, milk 

(opaque white), and pink colored fragments. Aqua-colored glass, a result of the natural impurities in 

the sand used in glass production, was common until the 1920s, when it was replaced largely with 

the use of clear or colorless glass. Aqua glass continues to be used in the manufacture of canning 

jars, soda bottles, and liquor bottles. Milk glass was utilized for a wide array of materials and vessel 

types, although it was most commonly used for cosmetics between 1870 and 1920 (Lindsey 2021a). 

Metal materials at the site consisted primarily of tin cans (n = ~100), including both sanitary cans 

and vent hole (or hole-in-top) cans. Vent hole tin cans were most commonly used for evaporated or 

condensed milk and popularized by the late 1880s, although they were manufactured as late as the 

1980s. The can is characterized by two flattened ends and a single “matchstick” filler or “vent hole” 

sealed with solder, at one end. Machine soldering was introduced in 1880, although by 1904, the 

production of solderless sanitary cans and solderless seams had begun. Vent hole cans may exhibit 

both soldered or solderless seams, although machine-soldered vent hole cans suggest a production 

period between 1880 and 1904. Measurements of one recorded vent hole can at the site indicates a 

possible date of manufacture between 1904 and 1930 (IMACS 2001) (Figure 6.3-22). 
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Vent hole can 

 

Key-opened can

 
Cone top beer cans 

 

Ironstone plate fragment (Artifact A8)

 
Ironstone plate fragment makers mark (Artifact A8)

 

 

Figure 6.3-22. Selection of metal and ceramic artifacts found at Site 45BN2141. 

After 1904, the solderless sanitary can became the most commonly produced tin can in the United 

States, containing canned foods such as tinned fruits, vegetables, coffee, potted meats, and fruit 

juices (Merritt 2014). One documented can at Site 45BN2141 had been key-opened, suggesting the 

can had once contained lard, potted meat, or seafood (IMACS 2001) (see Figure 6.3-22). In addition 

to tin cans, two High Profile cone top beer cans were located, although neither retained surface ACL 

labeling (see Figure 6.3-22). High Profile cone tops became popular after 1940 and were 

manufactured until 1960, although only Esslinger, Schmidt’s, Gunther, and American Can supplied 

them (Benbow 2021).  
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HRA recorded 18 ceramic fragments at the site, although the specific paste composition of these 

materials is unclear. A single ironstone plate fragment (Artifact A8) exhibited a molded, gilded rim 

with a faint, repeating grapevine decal along the border (see Figure 6.3-22). Decal ware, involving 

the application of a polychrome decal over the glaze, was introduced in European markets in 1880, 

although it did not reach America until 1900 (Samford and Miller 2002). Colorful decals were often 

used in conjunction with gilded rims and borders on ceramic vessels. Even after 1900, the majority 

of decal ware was imported from European countries, and American producers relied on European-

made decals into the 1950s (Samford and Miller 2002; Stelle 2001). Artifact A8 also included a 

makers mark printed on the base, depicting an eagle standing upon a shield with “Western Gem” 

and “National China Co. E.L.O” encircling the image (see Figure 6.3-22). The National China 

Company operated out of Ohio from 1899 until 1929, when it merged with several other potteries 

to become the American Chinaware Corporation. Potteries often used the word “China” to indicate 

the manufacture of ironstone (also called white granite) as their primary ceramic ware (Aultman et al. 

2014; WorthPoint 2017). Ceramic tableware such as Artifact A8 is often curated for long periods of 

time after the initial manufacturing dates, passed down within generations of families, and only 

discarded after being rendered unusable. Despite the early manufacturing date suggested by the 

makers mark on Artifact A8, it is likely the item was discarded within the same depositional event as 

the mid-century materials at Site 45BN2141. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b), and 

no land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to 

Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). By 1917,  is 

mapped, and two structures are shown 0.3 mi west of the site (USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). 

Beyond the construction of , no other 

development is shown on historic-period maps from the area in 1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a, 

1964b). A structure is slightly visible on aerial photographs from 1955 and 1963 at the location of 

Site 45BN2142, 50 m to the northeast (HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2141 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  

Historic-Period Site 45BN2142 

Site 45BN2142 is located 50 m northeast of Site 45BN2141,  

 The site consists of two historic-period structural remains on 

a southeast-facing slope adjacent to  

 (Figure 6.3-23). Vegetation includes wheatgrass, rabbitbrush, and weeds, and 

ground-surface visibility ranged from 10–30 percent (Figures 6.3-24 and 6.3-25). The site measures 

approximately 25 m in diameter. 
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Figure 6.3-23. Sketch map of Site 45BN2142. 
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Figure 6.3-24. Overview of the collapsed floor at Site 45BN2142 , view southeast. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-25. Overview of the collapsed grain elevator at Site 45BN2142, view northwest. 
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The collapsed floor is the feature to the northwest in the site (see Figure 6.3-23) and comprises thick 

timber beams, cement fragments, and milled wooden planks. The feature appears to be the remains 

of a ramp structure associated with the scale house of a grain elevator. Trucks or wagons would 

enter onto the ramp to be weighed and/or offload their grain. The timber pilings measure 5 ¾ by 6 

¼ in; attached milled wooden planks measure 2.5 by 9.5 in (Figure 6.3-26). Observed metal 

hardware consisted of corroded iron re-bar, wire nails, spikes, and various styles of metal brackets. 

Composed of sheet steel, a grain slide or leg extends southeast from the back of the collapsed floor, 

down the side of the slope (see Figure 6.3-26). 

Built into the side of the slope, 6 m southeast and below the collapsed floor, is an oval-shaped, 

concrete foundation with attached remnants of wooden flooring. This feature was interpreted to be 

the remains of a historic-period grain elevator, composed primarily of poured concrete floors and 

walls (see Figure 6.3-26). Milled wooden rim joists are attached with metal hardware (bolts and nuts) 

to the upper surfaces of the outer concrete walls and include milled notches on each end (see Figure 

6.3-26). It is likely the concrete floor operated as the boot tank or grain pit of the grain elevator and 

had included wooden flooring, separating the grain from the chute. The interior of the grain elevator 

consists of collapsed metal grating. A steel closure was located at the base of the structure, 

suggesting it had been attached to the opening of the grain elevator at one time (see Figure 6.3-26). 

The condition of both the collapsed floor and the collapsed grain elevator is poor, with the materials 

highly degraded and wooden materials in a high state of decay. The steel grain slide at the collapsed 

floor is twisted and may have been moved from its original location. Concrete elements of the grain 

elevator are cracked and dislocated in areas and any remaining upper levels of the original structure 

was not observed. It is possible these structures were once connected, although no debris was found 

between the two.  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b), and 

no land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to 

Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). By 1917,  is 

mapped, and two structures are shown 0.3 mi west of the site (USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). No 

other development is shown on historic-period maps from the area in 1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 

1964a, 1964b). One oval-shaped structure is slightly visible on aerial photographs from 1955 and 

1963 at the site location, and likely represents the grain elevator (HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2142 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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Timber and lumber at the collapsed floor 

 

Timber piling at the collapsed floor

 
Collapsed grain chute at the collapsed floor 

 

Milled wood plans at the collapsed grain elevator 

 
Collapsed closure at the collapsed grain elevator

 

Concrete walls at the collapsed grain elevator 

 

Figure 6.3-26. Structural elements at Site 45BN2142. 

Historic-Period Site 45BN2154 

Site 45BN2154 is located  

 (Figure 6.3-27). The site consists of one collapsed structure, amid other debris, on a west-facing 

slope of a drainage (Figures 6.3-28 and 6.3-29). Vegetation in this area, outside of the surrounding 

wheat fields, was generally wheatgrass and weeds, and the ground-surface visibility ranged from 10–

30 percent. The structure measures approximately 16 m east–west by 10 m north–south. 
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Figure 6.3-27. Sketch map of Site 45BN2154. 
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Figure 6.3-28. Overview of the collapsed structure at Site 45BN2154, view southwest. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-29. Overview of the collapsed structure at Site 45BN2154, view northeast. 
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The structural remains include three standing concrete walls, with the westernmost and downslope 

concrete wall being completely collapsed and the eastern wall partially collapsed. Milled wood planks 

and thick timber pilings fill the center of the exposed foundation and may have originally formed the 

flooring of the structure (Figure 6.3-30). Metal hardware utilized within the structure include wire 

nails, nuts, bolts, and heavy iron cable. Based on its location on a slope, the structure likely 

represents the remains of a grain elevator. Four metal cans were observed within and around the 

structure, which had contained automotive oil and grease, weed killer, and paint. The metal 

“Weedone” herbicide cans exhibited the original yellow and red ACL labeling. Weedone products 

were first introduced in 1945 and are still produced today, although the herbicide was bottled in 

plastic by the early 1970s (Clarke 2017). Automotive parts were also recorded near the structural 

remains, including an oil filter, a metal axle, mufflers (n = 4), an exhaust pipe, and partial bumper. 

Additionally, several spooled bundles of barbed wire fencing and a small rubber tire were observed. 

The condition of Site 45BN2154 is poor, with nearly half of the structure entirely collapsed. The 

association of the surrounding historic-period materials to the structural feature is unclear, except 

that these items may represent general maintenance activities for the original building and property.  

Milled wood planks in the center the structure 

 

Detail of lumber at the site

 

Figure 6.3-30. Milled lumber at Site 45BN2154. 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b), and 

no land patents are available for this location because it is one of many parcels that was granted to 

Northern Pacific Railroad for potential development in 1895 (GLO 1895). By 1917, a road is 

mapped adjacent to the north side of the site, although no such road is present today, and a 

structure is visible 0.3 mi north of the site (USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). No development is 

shown on a historic-period map from the area in 1953, although by 1955 a structure is visible on an 

aerial photograph, and in 1964, a structure is mapped in the site location (Figure 6.3-31) 

(HistoricAerials.com 1955; USGS 1953, 1964b). The quality of an aerial photograph from 1963 is 

too poor to determine if the structure was intact or collapsed (HistoricAerials.com 1963). 

Recommendation 

Site 45BN2154 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project.  
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Figure 6.3-31. USGS map from 1964 showing Site 45BN2154. 
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Historic-Period Isolate 45BN2155 

Isolate 45BN2155 is located  

. One glass fragment was found on the steep east-facing slope 

of  in an area of bunchgrasses where ground-surface visibility ranged between 20 and 

40 percent (Figures 6.3-32 and 6.3-33). 

The artifact is a body fragment of an SCA glass vessel (Figure 6.3-34). SCA glass was produced 

initially as colorless glass but exhibits a slight lavender or amethyst color due to the use of 

magnesium, which was added to glass compounds in order to neutralize impurities and create a 

colorless effect. Over time, however, magnesium reacts in sunlight and the colorless glass exudes a 

lavender hue. Magnesium was used in U.S. glass-making technologies between 1840 and 1918, when 

the element became scarce because of World War I restrictions (Lindsey 2021a). 

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). A 

homestead patent was issued for this location to Louis Trimble in 1909 (GLO 1909). Louis Trimble 

is listed as a farmer in Benton County in the census data of 1910 and 1920, although by 1930 he was 

living in California (USBC 1910, 1920, 1930). By 1917,  is mapped, and two structures are 

shown on either side of the road just west of the isolate (USGS 1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). Beyond 

the , no development is shown on historic-period maps from the area in 

1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a, 1964b). An aerial photograph from 1955, however, shows a 

structure and fenced area just west of the isolate location,  

 the building is no longer visible in 1963 (HistoricAerials.com 

1955, 1963). 

 

Figure 6.3-32. Overview of Isolate 45BN2155 showing , view southeast. 
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Figure 6.3-33. Sketch map of Isolate 45BN2155. 
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Figure 6.3-34. Glass fragment at Isolate 45BN2155. 

Recommendation 

One SCA glass fragment was found at Isolate 45BN2155, and HRA recommends that the isolate is 

not eligible for listing in the NRHP. The artifact appears to represent a single episode of discarded 

trash associated with agricultural or residential use, possibly in the late nineteenth or early twentieth 

century, or it may have been thrown out of a vehicle, as it was found . The nearest 

development to the isolate was a structure shown in this area in 1955, although structures were 

mapped nearby as early as 1917. Considering the nature of the isolated find, its location on a slope, 

the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and the absence of significant historical 

development in the area, it is not likely that additional or significant deposits are present at the 

isolate location. 

Isolated finds of discarded trash, such as a fragment of a bottle, are common in rural settings such as 

the project area. Based on background research, Isolate 45BN2155 does not appear to be associated 

with significant events in the past (Criterion A); it is not associated with the lives of significant 

persons in our past (Criterion B), nor does it represent the work of a master of a distinctive period 

(Criterion C). No significant archaeological deposits or datable features were identified at the isolate 

location, and its historic context cannot be more fully established (see NPS 1997). Thus, the isolate 

is unlikely to yield additional information important to the history of the region (Criterion D). 

Further, isolated episodes of discard, such as a single bottle, are secondary deposits and cannot 

confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been used far from its 

current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their integrity including 

location, design, feeling, and association. As such, Isolate 45BN2155 is recommended not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to convey significance under any of the criteria and a lack of 

integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the project will not need to consider 

impacts to the isolate.  
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Historic-Period Site 45BN2156 

Site 45BN2156 is located  

. The site is  in an area of 

bunchgrasses and weeds where ground-surface visibility ranged between 10 and 30 percent (Figures 

6.3-35 and 6.3-36). 

Two metal oil drums were found 25 m apart at the site (Figure 6.3-37). In the United States, from at 

least 1911 to 1969, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulated the shipping of large 

containers holding potentially hazardous materials. The ICC required the drum manufacturers’ 

identification and a three-part code that identified basic drum specifications such as steel thickness, 

volume capacity, and year manufactured. Starting in the 1930s, non-returnable drums began to 

appear on the market as “single trip containers” (STC) (Higgs 2017). Both of the metal drums at the 

site are intact, cylindrical, and include embossed makers marks on base surfaces. The base of the 

first oil drum reads “STC/24 5 45/Patented,” indicating it was manufactured in 1945. This drum 

also includes an attached plastic cap closure, which may have been a modern re-fit. The base of the 

second drum reads “CC 17E/STC/18 55 51/CSB CL,” indicating it was manufactured in 1951.  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). Like 

Isolate 45BN2155, a homestead patent was issued for this location to Louis Trimble in 1909; 

Trimble was listed as a farmer in Benton County in the census data of 1910 and 1920 (GLO 1909; 

USBC 1910, 1920, 1930). By 1917,  is mapped, although there is no 

development in the immediate site vicinity, two structures are shown 0.4 mi to the north (USGS 

1917) (see Figure 6.3-10). Beyond the construction of  no development is shown on 

historic-period maps from the area in 1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a, 1964b). An aerial 

photograph from 1955 does show a structure and fenced area 0.4 mi north of the site but nothing is 

visible in the canyon closer to the site (HistoricAerials.com 1955). 

 

Figure 6.3-35. Overview of Site 45BN2156, view north. 
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Figure 6.3-36. Sketch map of Site 45BN2156. 
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1951 metal drum top 

 

1951 metal drum body

 
1945 metal drum top 

 

1945 metal drum body

 

Figure 6.3-37. Metal drums at Site 45BN2156. 

Recommendation 

Two metal oil drums were found at Site 45BN2156, and HRA recommends that the site is not eligible 

for listing in the NRHP. The artifacts include one drum manufactured in 1945, and one 

manufactured in 1951 found 25 m apart. Background research has indicated there was little 

development in this area in the early to mid-twentieth century, and there are no mapped 

homesteads, plots of cultivated land, or structures in the site vicinity on maps from 1865–1964. A 

homestead patent was issued to Louis Trimble in 1909, but little other information was found 

beyond that Trimble was a farmer in the area in the early twentieth century, although by 1930, he 

had moved to California. Considering that the find comprises two items, is located  

, the lack of other artifacts or features visible on the surface, and 

the absence of significant historical development in the area, it is not likely that additional or 

significant deposits are present at the site location. 

Discarded oil drums that were manufactured through the twentieth century are common in rural 

setting such as the project area. Background research indicates the site does not appear to be 

associated with significant regional historical events (Criterion A). The site is likely associated with 

agricultural and/or ranching activities, which itself certainly represents an important pattern of 

events in the historic period of the Horse Heaven Hills, but as two oil drums, the site’s association 

with these agricultural events is not important. There is no evidence that ties the site to a significant 

historical figure (Criterion B). No information was found regarding Lou Trimble beyond that he left 

the state prior to the manufacture of the artifacts and is thus not associated with them. The earliest 

mapped building near the site were 0.4 mi to the north, also on Trimble property, and were in place 
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by 1917. The site and its two artifacts do not to represent the work of a master or of a distinctive 

type, period, or method of construction (Criterion C). The site also does not seem to have the 

potential to yield additional information important to the history of this region (Criterion D). The 

artifacts are most likely associated with common agricultural activities during the mid-twentieth 

century and likely represent episodes of discarding trash. There are no artifacts to suggest this is a 

residential site or a locale used for a specific activity. No significant archaeological deposits or 

datable features were identified at the site location, and its historic context cannot be more fully 

established (see NPS 1997). Further, episodes of discard, such as empty oil drums, are secondary 

deposits and cannot confidently be associated with any particular historic activity; it could have been 

used far from its current location and later discarded. Such resources lack key components to their 

integrity, including location, design, feeling, and association. The site does not possess a data set that 

can address important research questions and contribute important information to our 

understanding of human history. As such, is not eligible under Criterion D. Site 45BN2156 is 

recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a failure to convey significance under any 

of the criteria and a lack of integrity. Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, the 

project will not need to consider impacts to the site. 

Historic-Period Site 45BN205 

Site 45BN205 was initially recorded during an archaeological and paleontological survey of the 

 in 1975; no paleontological remains were identified at the site (Randolph and 

Rice 1975). At that time, the surveyors identified the remains of four structures, three horse-drawn 

wagon frames, a pile of lumber, a well, an elm tree, and metal and glass fragments. The sketch map 

provided showed a road going through the center of the site, which measured 50 by 20 m (Randolph 

and Boreson 1975). No other information regarding the site was provided.  

HRA revisited the site in November 2020. It is located  

 

. A dirt farm road extends around the northeastern portion of the site (Figure 6.3-38); the road 

going through the center of the site in 1975 was not discernable in 2020. The southern portion of 

the site is currently cultivated and had been recently plowed, with 90–100 percent ground-surface 

visibility. The northern portion of the site had dense wheat grass, and ground surface visibility was 

limited to 20–30 percent (Figure 6.3-39).  

Pieces of two wagons were identified in the southern portion of the site, while the lumber pile, the 

elm tree (no longer living), and a metal frame were found in the northern portion of the site. The 

well and structural remains previously recorded were not identified. It is likely historic-period 

materials have been moved, repositioned, and/or destroyed for the active agricultural processes to 

occur in this location. The site measures 175 m northeast–southwest by 80 m northwest–southeast. 

It is possible the wagon pieces have been moved to the southwest since the site was initially 

recorded, thus accounting for the larger size of the site.  
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Figure 6.3-38. Sketch map of Site 45BN205. 
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Figure 6.3-39. Overview of Site 45BN205 with the plowed field in the foreground, and the 
elm tree in the background, view northeast. 

The lumber pile included several planks of milled wood, many of which measured 2 by 4 in. 

Observed hardware associated with the lumber consisted of wire nails and at least one buried, 

crushed can with no diagnostic characteristics. Wagon 1 consisted primarily of the iron 

undercarriage of the wagon, including the axels, springs, braces, a kingpin, and various iron brackets 

and clips (Figure 6.3-40). Wooden planks and remnants of the interior of an axle were also noted at 

this location. The iron kingpin included embossed lettering reading “Patent Appl’d For” and a 

makers mark consisting of an impressed “I within an H within a C”, belonging to the International 

Harvester Company (IHC). The IHC was formed in 1902 after the merger of several smaller wagon 

manufacturers and later become well-known for their gas-powered tractors in their signature red 

color. The IHC produced horse-drawn farm wagons until the 1930s, when gas-powered tractors 

dominated their commercial sales (Case International Harvester Agriculture 2021). Wagon 2 was 

located 30 m east of Wagon 1 and consisted of two wooden axles with attached iron spokes, 

although no further identifying characteristics were found (Figure 6.3-41).  

No development in this area is shown on the earliest map of the area from 1865 (GLO 1865b). The 

site area was issued to Asa W. Barnett in 1906 under a homestead patent, but no additional 

information was found regarding the Barnett family (GLO 1906d). By 1917, there is a road and 

multiple buildings mapped in the site vicinity (Figure 6.3-42) (USGS 1917). A 1955 aerial 

photograph shows at least one building in the northern portion of the site, but no structural remains 

are visible in 1963 (HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). By 1964, the road is shown in its current 

alignment on one map (USGS 1964b), but no development is shown on other historic-period maps 

from the area in 1953 and 1964 (USGS 1953, 1964a).  
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Recommendation 

Site 45BN205 cannot be evaluated for listing in the NRHP without further archaeological 

investigations. HRA recommends the site be avoided by the project. If it cannot be avoided, 

additional work will be necessary to determine the site’s significance and integrity, as well as to assess 

potential impacts from the project. 

 

Figure 6.3-40. Wagon 1 at Site 45BN205. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-41. Wagon 2 at Site 45BN205. 
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Figure 6.3-42. USGS map from 1917 showing Site 45BN205. 

6.3.3 Architectural Resources 

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 BPA Transmission Line 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is a 115-kV line originally constructed ca. 

1948 as the McNary–Pasco line (Brannan and Clark 2007). The transmission line is located in 

Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, Washington, has 204 individual pole structures, and 

extends approximately 28.3 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, just east of Umatilla, Oregon, 

and the Badger Canyon Substation, just west of Kennewick, Washington. The transmission line was 

previously recorded as part of the project and included structures 13/2, 13/3, 13/6, 15/2, and 15/4 

(Davis et al. 2021, 2020b). This survey recorded nine additional structures in the East Solar area: 

12/7, 12/8, 13/1, 13/4, 13/5, 13/7, 14/2, 14/3, and 14/4 (Figures 6.3-43–6.3-52).   
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Figure 6.3-43. Aerial image of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line in the East Solar area.  
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Figure 6.3-44. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 12/7, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

Figure 6.3-45. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 12/8, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

  

Figure 6.3-46. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 13/1, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

Figure 6.3-47. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 13/4, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 
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Figure 6.3-48. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 13/5, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

Figure 6.3-49. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 13/7, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

  

Figure 6.3-50. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 14/2, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 

Figure 6.3-51. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 
Transmission Line structure 14/3, view northeast. Note 
McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW 
(right). 
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Figure 6.3-52. McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line structure 14/4, view northeast. Note McNary–
Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within ROW (right). 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 

individually identified and catalogued within the BPA system for management purposes via a 

number plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single 

circuit wood pole of the H-frame type.  

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line ROW is 

shared with one other transmission line along its alignment, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 

Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately in this report. 

Evaluation 

The McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. At 

the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line originally terminated at the Pasco Substation. After the construction of the 

Badger Canyon Substation and 8 mi of new transmission line in 1975, which changed the direction 

of the line, the Pasco Substation was decommissioned. Brannan and Clark (2007) recommended 

McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line not eligible for listing in the NRHP; however, the 

evaluation predates BPA’s multiple property document (MPD) (Kramer 2012).  

Two portions of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line were recorded in 2020 as 

part of the project; one portion of the line was on WA DNR land, and one portion was on private 

land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigations, the transmission line was determined 

not eligible for listing in the NRHP per the guidelines in the context of the MPD for the BPA 

Transmission System (Davis et al. 2021, 2020b).  
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The portion of the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line within this survey area of the 

project is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of integrity and 

significance. HRA concurs with the previous assessment that the whole of the McNary–Badger 

Canyon No. 1 Transmission Line is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the 

BPA Transmission System (Davis et al. 2021, 2020b). The resource does not appear to be 

individually eligible outside of the context of the MPD. On April 15, 2020, Holly Borth of DAHP 

assessed the structure as not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Davis and Burk-Hise 2020a). As the 

resource’s 2020 recordations were made within the past five years and are current, HRA did not re-

record the resource in WISAARD (Property ID 721665). 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 BPA Transmission Line 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is a 230-kV line originally constructed in 1955 and 

energized in 1956. The transmission line is located in Umatilla County, Oregon, and Benton County, 

Washington, and extends for 26.8 mi between BPA’s McNary Substation, east of Umatilla, Oregon, 

and the Franklin Substation, located just east of Pasco (see Figure 5.2-11) (Brannan and Clark 2007). 

The transmission line was previously recorded as part of the project and included structures 13/2, 

13/3, 13/6, 15/2, and 15/4 (Davis et al. 2021, 2020b). This survey recorded nine additional 

structures: 12/7, 12/8, 13/1, 13/4, 13/5, 13/7, 14/1, 14/2, and 14/3 (Figures 6.3-53–5.3-62).   

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line alignment comprises wood pole structures, 

transmission cables, conductors, insulators, and mounting equipment. The wood pole structures are 

individually identified and cataloged within the BPA system for management purposes via a number 

plate. Only one type of structure was observed within the survey area, specifically a single-circuit 

wood pole H-frame type. 

In the vicinity of the project area, the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line ROW is shared 

with one other transmission line along its alignment, the McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 

Transmission Line, which was surveyed and evaluated separately in this report. 
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Figure 6.3-53. Aerial image of McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line location in the East Solar area.  
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Figure 6.3-54. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 12/7, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

Figure 6.3-55. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 12/8, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

  

Figure 6.3-56. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 13/1, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

Figure 6.3-57. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 13/4, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 
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Figure 6.3-58. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 13/5, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

Figure 6.3-59. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 13/7, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

  

Figure 6.3-60. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 14/1, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

Figure 6.3-61. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 
structure 14/2, view northeast. Note McNary–Badger 
Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 
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Figure 6.3-62. McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line structure 14/3, view northeast. Note McNary–
Badger Creek No. 1 Transmission Line within ROW (left). 

Evaluation 

The McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line was recorded in 2007 as part of BPA’s 

investigations in support of the Walla Walla Region 2007 transmission line maintenance project. At 

the time of their survey, Brannan and Clark (2007) noted that 25 percent of the McNary–Franklin 

No. 2 Transmission Line structures had been changed out and none of the original cross arms were 

extant, however, the line remains in its original corridor and continues to serve its original purpose 

(Brannan and Clark 2007). They recommended the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. That evaluation predates the MPD (Kramer 2012). Two portions of 

the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line were previously recorded in 2020 as part of the 

project; one portion of the line was on DNR land and one portion of the line was located on private 

land. As part of the previous cultural resources investigation, the transmission line was determined 

eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion A within the context of the MPD for the BPA 

Transmission System (Davis et al. 2021, 2020b).  

The portion of the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line within this survey area of the project 

is similar to the previously recorded portions, as it retains a similar level of integrity and significance. 

HRA concurs with the previous assessment that the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line is 

eligible for listing in the NRHP under the MPD for the BPA Transmission System under Criterion 

A for association with themes of commerce, engineering, industry, and government. The 

construction dates fall within the second period of significance for the BPA Transmission System 

(System Expansion, 1946–1974). On April 15, 2020, Holly Borth of DAHP assessed the structure as 

eligible for listing in the NRHP (Davis and Burk-Hise 2020b). As the resource’s 2020 recordations 
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were made within the past five years and are current, HRA did not re-record the resource in 

WISAARD (Property ID 721666).  

The project proposes potential solar facilities in the vicinity of the newly recorded portions of the 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. The project will not alter the integrity of location or 

setting, as the named line will continue to connect the same endpoints within the BPA Transmission 

System and will remain within the original construction corridor. It will not alter the integrity of 

design, materials, workmanship, feeling or association, as no action will occur to the line itself. The 

line will continue to provide uniform, repetitive towers within a defined corridor that is identifiable 

as a built or constructed feature within the landscape. The line will also retain integrity of 

association, as BPA will continue to own and operate the line, which will remain an integral and 

functioning part of the BPA Transmission System. HRA recommends that the project will have no 

significant impact to the McNary–Franklin No. 2 Transmission Line. 

147407 E Beck Road, Kennewick 

Based on field observation and background research, the residence fronting east at 147407 E Beck 

Road, Parcel 20PA00500100000, Kennewick, Benton County, is a double-wide, manufactured home 

that appears to date to ca. 1995 and was moved to the parcel by 1996, replacing an earlier residential 

dwelling that is no longer extant (Figure 6.3-63) (Google 2021; HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963, 

1996; USGS 1952c, 1963c, 1977, 2006). The building has a generally T-shaped plan created by an 

addition to the west elevation of the original massing’s rectangular plan. The building is clad in T1-

11 siding. The foundation is mostly obscured by skirting made up of a mix of wood board and metal 

siding but appears to be concrete. The building is topped by a side-gabled roof clad in asphalt 

composition shingles, while the addition has a shed roof clad in asphalt composition roofing. The 

building has vinyl sash windows and fiberglass or metal entry door (Figures 6.3-64 and 6.3-65).  

The façade features a central slightly inset entry door with a slider window to the north, and, to the 

south, a four-window bay window and a slider window. The south elevation has a small single-hung 

window in the main massing and a pedestrian door in the south face of the addition. The west 

elevation contains two slider windows and a four-window strip. In the north elevation of the 

addition is a sliding glass door, while in the main massing is a four-window strip and slider window.  

Also found on the property are five buildings and structures that were built outside the historic 

period. These include a small, prefabricated shed (that dates to ca. 2000), a Gambrel-roofed shed (ca. 

1996), a shed-roofed animal shelter (ca. 2000), and corrals (ca. 2006) with cross-fencing (ca. 2013) 

(Google Earth 2021). Also located on the parcel, north across E Beck Road is a Quonset hut (2011). 
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Figure 6.3-63. Aerial image of 147407 E Beck Road location.  
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Figure 6.3-64. Manufactured home at 147407 E Beck Road, facade and north elevation; view 
southwest. 

 

 

Figure 6.3-65. Manufactured home at 147407 E Beck Road, south and west elevations; view 
northeast. Note small shed (center) in photograph.  
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Evaluation 

The manufactured home at 147407 E Beck Road was constructed ca. 1995 and was recorded in 

2020 as part of the cultural resources investigations in support of the Horse Heaven Wind Farm 

project (Davis et al. 2021). At the time of the survey, Waldroop noted the property was constructed 

between 1963 and 1996. Further investigations of construction methods and materials indicates the 

manufactured home was built ca. 1995 (Fedro 2018; HUD 1994; Venolia 2005). As part of the 

previous cultural resources investigations, the resource was recommended not eligible for listing in 

the NRHP under any criteria (Davis et al. 2020). No formal determination of eligibility has been 

made.  

HRA concurs with the previous assessment that the resource is not eligible for listing in the NRHP.  

As the resource’s 2020 recordation was made within the past five years and is current, HRA did not 

re-record the resource in WISAARD (Property ID 722996).  
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
HRA has completed additional cultural resources survey for the private land portion of the 

proposed Horse Heaven Wind Farm Project. A total of 22,231 acres have been surveyed for the 

project to date, including 10,708.1 acres presented in this report on private land, 10,262.5 acres 

previously surveyed on private land (Davis et al. 2021), and 1,260.4 acres previously surveyed on 

WA DNR land (Davis and Ragsdale 2020, 2021; Davis et al. 2020). HRA does not recommend any 

locations for shovel probing, as no areas were identified that suggest a high likelihood for buried 

cultural deposits; furthermore, all of the survey areas had good ground-surface visibility, and many 

had excellent visibility. There were 104.6 acres not surveyed because of steep terrain or because of 

restricted access (65 acres in this report and 39.6 from a previous survey); however, no additional 

work is recommended in these areas, as they have low probability for cultural resources or no work 

is proposed. As a result of the current survey on private land, 27 archaeological resources were 

documented, including 25 newly recorded resources and 2 previously recorded resources. One 

previously recorded archaeological isolate was also revisited, and shovel probes were excavated. Five 

architectural resources were investigated during the current survey, including two newly recorded 

resources and three previously recorded resources. 

Tables 7-1 and 7-2 list the resources recorded during the current survey, as well as those 

documented during other surveys for the project (Davis and Ragsdale 2020, 2021; Davis et al. 2020). 

To date, there have been 41 archaeological resources (29 sites and 12 isolates) and 7 architectural 

resources recorded. All but one of these are located entirely on private land: Site 45BN2162 is on 

WA DNR land, and two of the architectural resources (McNary–Badger Canyon No. 1 and 

McNary–Franklin No. 2) are located on both private and WA DNR land. A summary of the 

resources is as follows:  

• There are 10 historic-period isolated finds. HRA previously recommended five of them not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP (Davis et al. 2021), and DAHP concurred on March 9, 2021. 

The five historic-period isolates newly recorded as a result of the current survey are also 

recommended not eligible for listing in the NRHP. Assuming DAHP concurs with this 

recommendation, no further cultural resources investigations are necessary for these 

resources.  

• There are two precontact isolates that have both been confirmed to be isolated finds with 

shovel probes. In keeping with RCW 27.53.010, HRA recommends avoidance if possible. If 

avoidance is not possible, they are not subject to permitting requirements under RCW 

27.53.060, as they are isolates, and DAHP does not issue permits for isolates (see Section 4.3 

for details). However, as suggested by DAHP, HRA recommends coordinating with the 

Tribes (and DAHP) to determine if the Tribes would like the isolates collected prior to 

construction.     

• There are two historic-period sites that are recommended not eligible for listing in the 

NRHP based on background research, low artifact density, and low potential for subsurface 

deposits (45BN2139 and 45BN2156). Assuming DAHP concurs with this recommendation, 

no further cultural resources investigations are necessary for these resources.  
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• The remaining 27 archaeological sites are unevaluated for listing in the NRHP, or in the case 

of the two precontact sites (45BN261 and 45BN2090) and the precontact component of the 

one the sites (45BN2153), evaluation for the NRHP is not appropriate under the applicable 

regulatory context. Notably, Yakama has previously indicated that Site 45BN261 is directly 

associated with a traditional cultural property(s) (see Davis et al. [2021]). The project plans to 

avoid these 27 resources in the course of the project. If they cannot be avoided, additional 

consultation and/or archaeological investigations (completed under a permit issued under 

RCW 27.53.060) will be necessary to determine their significance and integrity (for historic-

period sites and historic-period components only), assess potential project impacts, and/or 

develop appropriate treatment measures.  

• Of the seven architectural resources, two have been previously determined not eligible for 

listing in the NRHP, and HRA recommends another four resources are also not eligible. 

One architectural resource has been previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP 

under the BPA MPD. However, HRA recommends that the project will have no significant 

impacts to the resource. No further cultural resources are recommended for the architectural 

resources. 

HRA recommends the project create and implement an Avoidance and Protection Plan for 

archaeological resources that provides details regarding measures to ensure construction equipment 

does not impact resources that should be protected. This may include, for example, staking/flagging 

of resources prior to and during construction, archaeological monitoring, and provisions for 

responding to inadvertent discoveries. The plan should detail the size of avoidance buffers at each 

resource based on site type, landform, and the potential for buried deposits. Notably, for precontact 

resources, a buffer has already been implemented and is considered the resource boundary. These 

buffers measure 20 m around the two stacked rock features sites (45BN261 and 45BN2090) and 10 

m around the two precontact isolates (45BN2092 and 45BN2146) and the multicomponent site 

(45BN2153).  

If the area of potential impact, once determined, extends outside the areas surveyed, or if the 

recommended avoidance measures cannot be enacted, additional cultural resources investigations 

may be needed. Should unanticipated archaeological resources be encountered during the project 

construction, per the Avoidance and Protection Plan, all ground-disturbing activity near the find will 

be halted, and DAHP should be promptly notified to ensure compliance with relevant state laws and 

regulations. If evidence of human burials is encountered, all ground-disturbing activity in the vicinity 

will be halted immediately, and DAHP, the Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the appropriate 

Tribes will be notified.  
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Table 7-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project.  

Resource No. Description NRHP Status Project Management Recommendation Reference 

45BN205 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance 
Randolph and Boreson 
1975 and this report 
Section 6.3.2 

45BN261 
Precontact stacked rock 
feature(s) 

Not applicable 
Implement avoidance measures (per RCW 27.53); if 
avoidance not possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations and/or measures 

Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2081 Historic object 
Not eligible; DAHP 
concurred 3/9/21 

No further work Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2082 Historic isolate 
Not eligible; DAHP 
concurred 3/9/21 

No further work Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2083 Historic isolate 
Not eligible; DAHP 
concurred 3/9/21 

No further work Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2084 Historic object Not eligible No further work Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2085 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2086 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2087 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2088 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2089 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2090 
Precontact stacked rock 
feature 

Not applicable 
Implement avoidance measures (per RCW 27.53); if 
avoidance not possible, conduct consultation and 
possibly additional investigations and/or measures 

Davis et al. 2021 

45BN2091 Historic isolate 
Not eligible; DAHP 
concurred 3/9/21 

No further work Davis et al. 2021 
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Table 7-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project.  

Resource No. Description NRHP Status Project Management Recommendation Reference 

45BN2092 

Precontact isolate 
(confirmed with 4 
negative radial shovel 
probes) 

Not applicable  

Implement avoidance measures if possible; if not, no 
permit is necessary under RCW 27.53.060, but 
coordinate with the Tribes (and DAHP) to determine if 
the Tribes would like the isolate collected prior to 
construction 

Davis et al. 2021 and this 
report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2093 
Historic structural 
remains; debris scatter 

Unevaluated; DAHP 
concurred 3/9/21 

Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance 
Davis et al. 2021 and this 
report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2138 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2139 Historic debris scatter Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2140 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2141 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2142 Historic structural remains Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2143 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2144 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2145 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2146 

Precontact isolate 
(confirmed with 4 
negative radial shovel 
probes) 

Not applicable 

Implement avoidance measures if possible; if not, no 
permit is necessary under RCW 27.53.060, but 
coordinate with the Tribes (and DAHP) to determine if 
the Tribes would like the isolate collected prior to 
construction 

This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2147 Historic rock pile Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.2.2 

45BN2148 

Historic debris scatter; 
structural remains; 
architectural (see Table 7-
1 for architectural 
component) 

Unevaluated under 
Criterion D 

Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 5.3.1 
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Table 7-1. Recommendations for Archaeological Resources within the Project.  

Resource No. Description NRHP Status Project Management Recommendation Reference 

45BN2149 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2150 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2151 Historic structural remains Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2152 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2153 Multicomponent site 

Unevaluated (historic 
component); not 
applicable (precontact 
component) 

Implement avoidance measures (per RCW 27.53 for 
precontact); or conduct consultation and evaluate 
significance 

This report Section 5.1.2 

45BN2154 Historic structural remains Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2155 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2156 Historic debris scatter Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.3.2 

45BN2157 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2158 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.1.2 

45BN2159 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.2.2 

45BN2160 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.2.2 

45BN2161 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance This report Section 6.2.2 

45BN2162 Historic debris scatter Unevaluated Implement avoidance measures or evaluate significance Davis and Ragsdale 2021  

45BN2163 Historic isolate Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 5.1.2 
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Table 7-2. Recommendations for Architectural Resources within the Project. 

Resource  NRHP Eligibility Status Project 
Management 
Recommendation 

Reference 

Grain elevator Recommended not eligible No further work Davis et al. 2021 

Nicoson Road Farmstead Recommended not eligible 
(note the archaeological 
component of the site, 
45BN2148, is unevaluated) 

No further work  This report Section 5.3.1 

Nine Canyon Road Not eligible No further work Davis et al. 2021 

McNary–Badger No. 1 
Transmission Line 

Not eligible No further work Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis 
et al. 2021, 2020b; and this 
report Section 6.3.3 

McNary–Franklin No. 2 
Transmission Line 

Eligible No further work (no 
significant impacts) 

Davis and Ragsdale 2020; Davis 
et al. 2021, 2020b; and this 
report Section 6.3.3 

14707 E. Beck Road Recommended not eligible No further work Davis et al. 2021 and this report 
Section 6.3.3 

17302 County Well Road Recommended not eligible No further work This report Section 6.1.3 
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Appendix C. Archaeological Resource 
Forms 

SITE 45BN205 C-3 

ISOLATE 45BN2092 C-14 

SITE 45BN2093 C-28 

ISOLATE 45BN2138 C-54 

SITE 45BN2139 C-61 

SITE 45BN2140 C-71 

SITE 45BN2141 C-82 

SITE 45BN2142 C-95 

SITE 45BN2143 C-104 

ISOLATE 45BN2144 C-119 

SITE 45BN2145 C-126 

ISOLATE 45BN2146 C-138 

SITE 45BN2147 C-147 

SITE 45BN2148 C-155 

SITE 45BN2149 C-170 

ISOLATE 45BN2150 C-180 

SITE 45BN2151 C-187 

SITE 45BN2152 C-196 

SITE 45BN2153 C-206 

SITE 45BN2154 C-217 

ISOLATE 45BN2155 C-229 
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Appendix D. HPI Forms 

NICOSON ROAD FARMSTEAD BARN/STORAGE BUILDING D-3 

NICOSON ROAD FARMSTEAD CRIBBED GRAIN ELEVATOR D-10 

17302 COUNTY WELL RD GRAIN ELEVATOR AND GRAIN STORAGE SILOS D-17 

17302 COUNTY WELL RD MACHINE SHED D-24 

17302 COUNTY WELL RD RESIDENCE AND GARAGE D-30 

17302 COUNTY WELL RD SHOP D-37 





Location

Address: Nicoson Rd, Kennewick, Washington, 99338
Geographic Areas: T07R28E13

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1920

Construction Dates:
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Historic Property Report
Nicoson Road Farmstead Barn Storage 
Building

724937Resource Name: Property ID:



Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  

Wednesday, June 16, 2021 Page 2 of 6

Historic Property Report
Nicoson Road Farmstead Barn Storage 
Building

724937Resource Name: Property ID:



Nicoson Farmstead Barn/Storage Shed

Nicoson Farmstead Barn/Storage Shed

Photos

Nicoson Farmstead Barn/Storage Shed, Overview

Wednesday, June 16, 2021 Page 3 of 6

Historic Property Report
Nicoson Road Farmstead Barn Storage 
Building

724937Resource Name: Property ID:



Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Form Type Utilitarian

Roof Type Gable - Side

Roof Material Wood - Shingle

Cladding Wood - Vertical Boards

Cladding Wood - Shingle

Cladding Wood

Structural System Wood - Platform Frame

Plan Rectangle

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name: Barn/Storage Building

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Site 3152-K2, the Nicoson Road Farmstead, included seven features recorded as 
archaeological features and two as architectural features (based on DAHP site type table 
requirements). These include a barn/storage building, a cribbed grain elevator, and seven 
archaeological features. Regardless of state-level site types, the nine resources are 
collectively associated with the historic-period Nicoson Road Farmstead and so were 
assessed for significance as a potential historic farmstead. 

Integrity
Many of the original buildings and structures on the farmstead are no longer extant, 
including a farmhouse, barn, and assorted outbuildings (USGS 1952, 1963). The 
barn/storage shed has sustained some alterations, including changes to its siding and 
openings, and the loss of the portion of the building at the east elevation. From its period 
of construction (ca. 1920), the barn/storage shed retains integrity of location, as it 
remains on its original parcel. However, the building has diminished integrity of design, 
materials, workmanship, and feeling, due to alterations including changes to siding and 
openings, and the collapse of the easternmost portion of the building. The building no 
longer retains integrity of setting or association, due to the loss of the farmstead’s other 
important buildings and structures, and the building is no longer used as a barn/storage 
shed. 

Wednesday, June 16, 2021 Page 4 of 6

Historic Property Report
Nicoson Road Farmstead Barn Storage 
Building

724937Resource Name: Property ID:



Evaluation
The farmstead (inclusive of its associated resources) was built ca. 1920 and is associated 
with agriculture in south-central Washington and a no longer extant residence formerly 
located on the parcel (Criterion A). However, mere association with agricultural trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
and that association that must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the 
farmstead played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. Preliminary research did 
not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant persons (Criterion 
B). 

The farmstead resources, as a collective, do embody the distinctive characteristics of an 
early twentieth century farmstead, characterized by utilitarian, purpose-built structures 
constructed with easily available materials (wood, metal, concrete). The grain elevator, 
specifically, is an example of an early twentieth century cribbed grain elevator with its 
two-by-four cribbed wall construction, ramp to the grain pit, and a leg that moved the 
grain from the pit up to the funnel, which deposited the grain into bins within the body of 
the cribbed storage facility. Agricultural structures like the cribbed grain elevator were 
ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The cribbed grain elevator, specifically, as 
well as the other resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead, lack individual distinction, 
are not of a significant size, bear no evidence that their construction solved significant 
engineering obstacles, and do not convey any aesthetic considerations. Further, the grain 
elevator and other resources does not incorporate significant technological advances and 
do not possess high artistic value. 

Finally, all identified resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead were built of common 
construction methods and well-known materials and are unlikely to answer important 
research questions or yield information about human history that can only be answered 
by the actual physical material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these 
resources (Criterion D).  

In summary, HRA recommends the Nicoson Road Farmstead does not retain sufficient 
integrity from its period of construction (ca. 1920) and does not qualify for listing in the 
NRHP under criteria A, B, or C. While the assessed features do not appear to convey 
research potential under Criterion D, the archaeological potential of Site 3152-K2 remains 
unevaluated. 
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Physical description: The Nicoson Farmstead Barn/Storage Building is located in a drainage just south of 
Nicoson Road, in Section 13, Township 7 North, Range 28 East. Due to an archaeological 
component on the site, the address is confidential. Based on field observations and 
background research, resources associated with the Nicoson Road Farmstead were built 
ca. 1920 (Benton County 2021; GLO 1908; USGS 1917). The site includes two extant 
architectural features and seven archaeological features in various states of ruin, as well 
as assorted debris. The architectural resources were documented both as part of Site 
3152-K2 and recorded on individual HPI forms. Nine features total were documented as 
part of the site. The farmstead driveways are no longer extant, and the property is 
vacant. In total, including both the archaeological and architectural features, the resource 
measures 150 m east–west by 140 m north–south.

The barn/storage shed (ca. 1920), is located northwest of the cribbed grain elevator, 
aligned on an east–west axis. The facade is in the south elevation. The building is wood 
framed under a side-gabled roof that is clad in the remnants of wood-shingle roofing. The 
walls are sheathed in a combination of wood shingles atop vertical boards, and both 
vertical and horizontal wood board siding. No foundation was visible during survey. The 
facade has five openings—four are approximately pedestrian-door sized, while the fifth 
opening is wider and taller. At the east elevation is a collapsed portion of the building. A 
wide opening is in the extant east wall. The north elevation has no features, while the 
west elevation has a window opening that is boarded up with vertical wood boards. The 
building is in poor, dilapidated condition. 

Bibliography: Benton County
2021 Property ID 38683, Nicoson Rd., Benton County, Washington. Electronic document, 
https://bentonco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=428dcedbce17467b841844e8908bf3e7, accessed May 20, 2021.

General Land Office (GLO)
1908 Serial Patent for Charles E. Nicoson, No. 5446. September 17. Electronic document, 
https://glorecords.blm.gov/details/patent/default.aspx?
accession=14266&docClass=SER&sid=az2bachr.qul, accessed May 20, 2021. 

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
1917 Pasco, Washington. 1:250,000 topographic quadrangle. Electronic document, 
https://store.usgs.gov, accessed May 3, 2021.
1952 Aerial Image No. A001000131554. September 23. Electronic document, 
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/, accessed May 20, 2021.
1963 Aerial Image No. 1VARZ00020003. August 15. Electronic document, 
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/, accessed May 20, 2021. 
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Location

Address: Nicoson Rd, Kennewick, Washington, 99338
Geographic Areas: T07R28E13

Information
Number of stories: 1.50

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Storage

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Storage

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1920

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  
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Nicoson Farmstead Cribbed Grain Elevator

Nicoson Farmstead Cribbed Grain Elevator

Photos

Nicoson Farmstead Cribbed Grain Elevator, Overview
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Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Form Type Utilitarian

Roof Type Gable - Side

Roof Material Wood - Shingle

Cladding Wood

Plan T-Shape

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name: Cribbed Grain Elevator

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Site 3152-K2, the Nicoson Road Farmstead, included seven features recorded as 
archaeological features and two as architectural features (based on DAHP site type table 
requirements). These include a barn/storage building, a cribbed grain elevator, and seven 
archaeological features. Regardless of state-level site types, the nine resources are 
collectively associated with the historic-period Nicoson Road Farmstead and so were 
assessed for significance as a potential historic farmstead.

Integrity
Many of the original buildings and structures on the farmstead are no longer extant, 
including a farmhouse, barn, and assorted outbuildings (USGS 1952, 1963). The cribbed 
grain elevator has lost some of its important components, including the scale house and 
scales, the original pit walls, the “leg” that moved the grain from the pit to the funnel, 
the leg belt motor, generator, and the controls for the elevator. From its period of 
construction (ca. 1920), the cribbed grain elevator retains integrity of location, as it 
remains on its original parcel. However, the structure has lost integrity of design, 
materials, workmanship, and feeling, due to alterations including the use of scrap wood 
and metal to line the pit walls, and the loss of significant components including the scale 
house and scales, original pit walls, leg and leg belt motor, generator, and controls. The 
structure no longer retains integrity of setting or association, due to the loss of the 
farmstead’s other important buildings and structures, and it is no longer used as a grain 
elevator. 
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Evaluation
The farmstead (inclusive of its associated resources) was built ca. 1920 and is associated 
with agriculture in south-central Washington and a no longer extant residence formerly 
located on the parcel (Criterion A). However, mere association with agricultural trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
and that association that must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the 
farmstead played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. Preliminary research did 
not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of significant persons (Criterion 
B). 

The farmstead resources, as a collective, do embody the distinctive characteristics of an 
early twentieth century farmstead, characterized by utilitarian, purpose-built structures 
constructed with easily available materials (wood, metal, concrete). The grain elevator, 
specifically, is an example of an early twentieth century cribbed grain elevator with its 
two-by-four cribbed wall construction, ramp to the grain pit, and a leg that moved the 
grain from the pit up to the funnel, which deposited the grain into bins within the body of 
the cribbed storage facility. Agricultural structures like the cribbed grain elevator were 
ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The cribbed grain elevator, specifically, as 
well as the other resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead, lack individual distinction, 
are not of a significant size, bear no evidence that their construction solved significant 
engineering obstacles, and do not convey any aesthetic considerations. Further, the grain 
elevator and other resources does not incorporate significant technological advances and 
do not possess high artistic value. 

Finally, all identified resources of the Nicoson Road Farmstead were built of common 
construction methods and well-known materials and are unlikely to answer important 
research questions or yield information about human history that can only be answered 
by the actual physical material, design, construction methods, or interrelation of these 
resources (Criterion D). 

In regard to evaluation under the guidance of the Grain Production Properties in Eastern 
Washington MPD, the grain elevator is a cribbed grain elevator, one of the three basic 
forms of grain storage facilities named in the MPD (granaries, flathouses, and cribbed 
elevators) (Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-11). The grain elevator falls within the 
temporal brackets as defined within the MPD, under the period of significance defined as 
Grand Era of Animal-Powered Technology (1880s–1930s) (Lindeman and Holstine 
1988:E-11–E-12). To be eligible for listing under the MPD, the cribbed grain elevator must 
meet the minimum eligibility requirements; specifically, the structure must have 
significant historical associations and retain sufficient integrity. Research did not uncover 
any significant historical associations, and the building does not retain sufficient integrity 
to convey historical importance (were any identified) due to loss of its original floor plan, 
wall materials, and most of the historic-period equipment. Therefore, HRA recommends 
that the cribbed grain elevator at the Nicoson Road Farmstead, does not qualify for listing 
in the NRHP under the MPD; furthermore, HRA recommends the structure does not 
qualify for individual listing in the NRHP under Criteria A–D. 

In summary, HRA recommends the Nicoson Road Farmstead does not retain sufficient 
integrity from its period of construction (ca. 1920) and does not qualify for listing in the 
NRHP under criteria A, B, or C. While the assessed features do not appear to convey 
research potential under Criterion D, the archaeological potential of Site 3152-K2 remains 
unevaluated. 
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Physical description: The Nicoson Farmstead Cribbed Grain Elevator is located in a drainage just south of 
Nicoson Road, in Section 13, Township 7 North, Range 28 East. Due to an archaeological 
component on the site, the address is confidential. Based on field observations and 
background research, resources associated with the Nicoson Road Farmstead were built 
ca. 1920 (Benton County 2021; GLO 1908; USGS 1917). The site includes two extant 
architectural features and seven archaeological features in various states of ruin, as well 
as assorted debris. The architectural resources were documented both as part of Site 
3152-K2 and recorded on individual HPI forms. Nine features total were documented as 
part of the site. The farmstead driveways are no longer extant, and the property is 
vacant. In total, including both the archaeological and architectural features, the resource 
measures 150 m east–west by 140 m north–south.

The cribbed grain elevator, is located on a hillside at the east end of the farmstead. The 
cribbed grain elevator (ca. 1920) is a one-and-one-half story vernacular grain elevator 
structure that is built partly into the hillside (at the northwest elevation). The structure 
has a T-shaped plan with the main massing aligned on a northeast–southwest axis. A 
ramp extends from the northwest elevation towards the northwest. The main massing of 
the structure is constructed of cribbed two-by-four timbers atop a poured-concrete 
foundation. The structure has a side-gabled roof with the remnants of wood-shingle 
roofing atop skip sheathing. Horizontal wood planks are in the gable ends.
 
The structure’s ramp at the northwest elevation comprises a concrete pad on the hillside 
that abuts a wood ramp structure constructed of heavy wood timbers, which extends to 
the southeast over the roof of the main massing. Timbers rise through the roof to 
support the ramp. Amassed below the ramp are various pieces of wood, sheet metal, and 
waste metal (automobile and truck parts, galvanized tin, metal I-beams, steel railroad 
rails, wire rope, etc.) deposited, attached, and braced to the lower portion of the ramp’s 
substructure, apparently lining the pit into which the grain was deposited. A wood-
framed catwalk atop wood knee braces lines the southwestern eave, wrapping around 
the west corner to the southwest elevation to give access to an opening in the gable end. 
A similar opening is found in the northeast elevation’s gable end. A pair of C-channel 
metal braces are bolted vertically to the exterior walls at both the northeast and the 
southwest elevation. The southeast elevation has five galvanized metal vents along the 
bottom edge of the exterior wall. Remnants of a structure, fence, or enclosure are 
downslope of the southeast elevation, with brace timbers attached to the south and 
northeast corners. The structure has no doors or windows in any elevation. Rising above 
the roof are the remnants of the elevator’s grain distribution structure, including the 
distributing spout or funnel and the various spouts that lead down through the roof into 
the storage bins within the main massing. The main massing is in fair, slightly dilapidated 
condition, while the ramp and pit are in poor, dilapidated condition. 
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Location

Address: 17302 County Well Rd, Prosser, Washington, 99350
Geographic Areas: Benton County, T08R26E11, WHITSTRAN NE Quadrangle

Information
Number of stories: N/A

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Storage

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Storage

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1955

Built Date 1963

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:
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Grain elevator and grain storage bins at 17302 County 
Well Rd.

Overview of farmstead cluster at 17302 County Well Rd.

Photos

GoogleEarth aerial view of 17302 County Well Rd.
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Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Form Type Utilitarian

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Type Conical

Roof Material Metal

Cladding Metal

Cladding Metal - Corrugated

Structural System Metal - Steel

Plan Round

Plan Rectangle

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity
Most of the buildings in the farmstead cluster have sustained alterations. However, no 
alterations were visible to the grain elevator or grain storage silos/bins (ca. 1955–1963). 
From its period of construction (ca. 1955–1963), the grain elevator and grain storage silos 
retain integrity of location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association as they remain on their original parcel, within their historic-period farm 
surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, they appear unaltered, and continue to be 
used as a grain conveyance and storage facility. 

Evaluation
Resources located at 17302 County Well Road include the residence, garage, shop, 
machine shed, all of which were built in 1934 or ca. 1934; the grain elevator was added 
sometime between 1955 and 1963. The resources are associated with agriculture in 
south-central Washington (Criterion A). However, mere association with such trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
and that association must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the resources 
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of 17302 County Well Road played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). 

With the exception of the grain elevator, the resources do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the work of a 
master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) 
(Criterion C). The grain elevator is a representative example of a mid-twentieth century 
grain elevator with its “mother” house, external elevator tower with caged ladder, auger 
tubes, and metal grain storage silos/bins. Agricultural structures like the grain elevator 
are ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The grain elevator lacks individual 
distinction, in not of a significant size, there is no evidence that its construction solved 
significant engineering obstacles, nor does the structure convey any aesthetic 
considerations. Further, the grain elevator does not incorporate significant technological 
advances, and does not possess high artistic value sufficient to qualify under Criterion C. 
Finally, the resources were built of common construction methods and well-known 
materials and are unlikely to answer important research questions or yield information 
about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 
construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

In regard to evaluation under the guidance of the Grain Production Properties in Eastern 
Washington MPD, the grain elevator is not one of the three basic forms of grain storage 
facilities specified in the MPD (granaries, flathouses, and cribbed elevators) (Lindeman 
and Holstine 1988:F-11). While the grain elevator might fall within the temporal brackets 
(ca. 1930–ca. 1950), the MPD refers specifically to “metal silos, pole barns” as “modern 
additions” to farmstead complexes; while they “reflect the evolution of farming 
technology” and would not diminish the integrity of the farmstead, they do not meet the 
minimum eligibility requirements and are therefore not eligible under the MPD 
(Lindeman and Holstine 1988:F-7). 

HRA evaluated the resources at 17302 County Well Road both individually and as a 
collective farmstead. While most of the resources appear to share an agriculture-related 
context, the property does not maintain integrity to convey a significant concentration, 
linkage, or continuity of resources united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical 
development, due to changes over time. While the extant buildings and structures may 
have been at one time been expressive of the functionally related resources of a wheat 
farm, the loss of integrity of the historic-period resources diminishes that expression. 

HRA recommends that the individual and collective resources at 17302 County Well Road 
are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a loss of integrity from their period of 
construction resulting in a failure to convey significance under any criteria.
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Physical description: Originally built in 1934, the farmstead cluster located at 17302 County Well Road (Parcel 
20PW35500000000), Prosser, Benton County, comprises a residence, a detached garage, 
shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and five grain storage silos/bins, surrounded by acres 
of agricultural fields (Benton County 2021). The farmstead is located on the north side of 
County Well Road, at the southern edge of its parcel. The general arrangement of the 
farmstead elements is around and to the rear (north) of the farmhouse. The house and 
detached garage are found on a landscaped island within the O-shaped driveway, while 
the shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and grain storage silos/bins are found north of 
the residential island. Additional graveled driveways create a pattern of circulation that 
encircle the farm buildings and structures. Most of the property is minimally visible from 
the public right-of-way (ROW), due to topography and mature vegetation.

Located northeast of the machine shed is a grain elevator. The grain elevator was built 
between 1955 and 1963; it replaced an earlier barn that was located slightly northeast 
and was no longer extant after 1963 (USGS 1952, 1963; HistoricAerials.com 1955, 1963). 
The grain elevator comprises a tall one-story pole structure or “mother” house, four 
metal grain storage silos/bins, external elevator tower with caged ladder, and auger tubes 
(Kansas Department of Revenue [KDR] 2021:13). The pole structure is approximately 
2,500 square ft under a front-gabled roof clad in ribbed metal roofing panels (Google 
2021). The structure’s walls are clad in heavy ribbed metal sheathing. The two grain silos 
just north of the pole building are of the riveted steel plate type. They have flat roofs and 
concrete slab foundations. The two northernmost grain silos are of the stiffened 
galvanized corrugated steel type, with conical roofs and set atop concrete slab 
foundations. No other details or elevations of the grain elevator were visible from the 
ROW.
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Location

Address: 17302 County Well Rd, Prosser, Washington, 99350
Tax No/Parcel No: 20PW35500000000

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1934

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  
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Overview of farmstead cluster at 17302 County Well Rd.

Photos

GoogleEarth aerial view of 17302 County Well Rd.
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Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Form Type Utilitarian

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Material Metal

Cladding Metal - Corrugated

Cladding Wood

Plan Rectangle

Roof Type Shed

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity
Most of the buildings in the farmstead cluster have sustained alterations.  The machine 
shed (ca. 1934) was altered with the installation of metal siding on portions of the 
building. 

From its period of construction (ca. 1934), the machine shed retains integrity of location, 
setting, and association, as it remains on its original parcel, within its historic-period farm 
surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, and continues to being used as a machine 
shed. However, the building has diminished integrity of design, materials, workmanship, 
and feeling, as alterations including the installation of metal siding on portions of the 
exterior walls are visible.

Evaluation
Resources located at 17302 County Well Road include the residence, garage, shop, 
machine shed, all of which were built in 1934 or ca. 1934; the grain elevator was added 
sometime between 1955 and 1963. The resources are associated with agriculture in 
south-central Washington (Criterion A). However, mere association with such trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
and that association must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the resources 
of 17302 County Well Road played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. 
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Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). 

With the exception of the grain elevator, the resources do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the work of a 
master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) 
(Criterion C). The grain elevator is a representative example of a mid-twentieth century 
grain elevator with its “mother” house, external elevator tower with caged ladder, auger 
tubes, and metal grain storage silos/bins. Agricultural structures like the grain elevator 
are ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The grain elevator lacks individual 
distinction, in not of a significant size, there is no evidence that its construction solved 
significant engineering obstacles, nor does the structure convey any aesthetic 
considerations. Further, the grain elevator does not incorporate significant technological 
advances, and does not possess high artistic value sufficient to qualify under Criterion C. 
Finally, the resources were built of common construction methods and well-known 
materials and are unlikely to answer important research questions or yield information 
about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 
construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

HRA evaluated the resources at 17302 County Well Road both individually and as a 
collective farmstead. While most of the resources appear to share an agriculture-related 
context, the property does not maintain integrity to convey a significant concentration, 
linkage, or continuity of resources united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical 
development, due to changes over time. While the extant buildings and structures may 
have been at one time been expressive of the functionally related resources of a wheat 
farm, the loss of integrity of the historic-period resources diminishes that expression. 

HRA recommends that the individual and collective resources at 17302 County Well Road 
are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a loss of integrity from their period of 
construction resulting in a failure to convey significance under any criteria.
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Physical description: Originally built in 1934, the farmstead cluster located at 17302 County Well Road (Parcel 
20PW35500000000), Prosser, Benton County, comprises a residence, a detached garage, 
shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and five grain storage silos/bins, surrounded by acres 
of agricultural fields (Benton County 2021). The farmstead is located on the north side of 
County Well Road, at the southern edge of its parcel. The general arrangement of the 
farmstead elements is around and to the rear (north) of the farmhouse. The house and 
detached garage are found on a landscaped island within the O-shaped driveway, while 
the shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and grain storage silos/bins are found north of 
the residential island. Additional graveled driveways create a pattern of circulation that 
encircle the farm buildings and structures. Most of the property is minimally visible from 
the public right-of-way (ROW), due to topography and mature vegetation.

A machine shed (ca. 1934) is located northwest of the garage, fronting south. It is a one-
story utilitarian building aligned on a north–south axis, with a large opening in the south 
elevation. A set of large overhead-track doors clad in ribbed metal sheets fills the 
opening. The building has a front-gabled roof with a shed-roofed lean-to along its east 
elevation. The roofs are clad in ribbed metal panels. The building’s exterior walls appear 
to be sheathed in a combination of corrugated metal sheet and horizontal wood boards. 
The west elevation has no doors or windows. No other details or elevations of this 
building were visible from the ROW. Located just north of the lean-to portion of the 
machine shed is a galvanized steel grain storage silo/bin with a conical roof and concrete 
slab foundation (Google 2021). 

Bibliography: Benton County
2021 17302 County Well Road, Prosser, Washington. Electronic document, 
https://bentonco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=428dcedbce17467b841844e8908bf3e7, accessed May 19, 2021. 

Google 
2021 Google Earth Pro, Historical Imagery from 1985. Electronic document, 
https://www.google.com/earth/, accessed May 17, 2021. 
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Location

Address: 17302 County Well Rd, Prosser, Washington, 99350
Geographic Areas: WHITSTRAN NE Quadrangle, Benton County, T08R26E11

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Domestic Domestic - Single Family House

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1934

Remodel 1980

Remodel 2000

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:
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Farmhouse residence

Overview of farmstead cluster

Photos

GoogleEarth aerial view of 17302 County Well Rd.

Farmhouse residence
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Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Form Type Single Dwelling

Roof Type Gable - Side

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Material Metal - Standing Seam

Cladding Vinyl Siding

Structural System Wood - Platform Frame

Plan L-Shape

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity
Most of the buildings in the farmstead cluster have sustained alterations. The residence 
(built in 1934) was altered ca. 1980 and again ca. 2000, including the construction of an 
addition at the east elevation, removal of the front porch and construction of a small 
landing and wood steps, removal of original windows and changes to fenestration, and 
changes to materials such as vinyl siding and windows, and metal roofing. The garage (ca. 
1934) was altered with the installation of vinyl siding. 

From its period of construction (1934), the residence with is associated detached garage 
retains integrity of location, setting, and association, as it remains on its original parcel, 
within its historic-period farm surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, and continues 
to being used as a residence and garage. However, the buildings have diminished integrity 
of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, due to alterations including the 
construction of the addition, and changes to the front porch, cladding, roofing, 
fenestration, windows, doors, and loss of original ornamental details. 

Evaluation
Resources located at 17302 County Well Road include the residence, garage, shop, 
machine shed, all of which were built in 1934 or ca. 1934; the grain elevator was added 
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sometime between 1955 and 1963. The resources are associated with agriculture in 
south-central Washington (Criterion A). However, mere association with such trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
and that association must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the resources 
of 17302 County Well Road played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). 

With the exception of the grain elevator, the resources do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the work of a 
master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) 
(Criterion C). The grain elevator is a representative example of a mid-twentieth century 
grain elevator with its “mother” house, external elevator tower with caged ladder, auger 
tubes, and metal grain storage silos/bins. Agricultural structures like the grain elevator 
are ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The grain elevator lacks individual 
distinction, in not of a significant size, there is no evidence that its construction solved 
significant engineering obstacles, nor does the structure convey any aesthetic 
considerations. Further, the grain elevator does not incorporate significant technological 
advances, and does not possess high artistic value sufficient to qualify under Criterion C. 
Finally, the resources were built of common construction methods and well-known 
materials and are unlikely to answer important research questions or yield information 
about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 
construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

HRA evaluated the resources at 17302 County Well Road both individually and as a 
collective farmstead. While most of the resources appear to share an agriculture-related 
context, the property does not maintain integrity to convey a significant concentration, 
linkage, or continuity of resources united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical 
development, due to changes over time. While the extant buildings and structures may 
have been at one time been expressive of the functionally related resources of a wheat 
farm, the loss of integrity of the historic-period resources diminishes that expression. 
HRA recommends that the individual and collective resources at 17302 County Well Road 
are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a loss of integrity from their period of 
construction resulting in a failure to convey significance under any criteria.
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Physical description: Originally built in 1934, the farmstead cluster located at 17302 County Well Road (Parcel 
20PW35500000000), Prosser, Benton County, comprises a residence, a detached garage, 
shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and five grain storage silos/bins, surrounded by acres 
of agricultural fields (Benton County 2021). The farmstead is located on the north side of 
County Well Road, at the southern edge of its parcel. The general arrangement of the 
farmstead elements is around and to the rear (north) of the farmhouse. The house and 
detached garage are found on a landscaped island within the O-shaped driveway, while 
the shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and grain storage silos/bins are found north of 
the residential island. Additional graveled driveways create a pattern of circulation that 
encircle the farm buildings and structures. Most of the property is minimally visible from 
the public right-of-way (ROW), due to topography and mature vegetation.

The farmhouse (originally constructed in 1934 and updated ca. 1980 and ca. 2000) is a 
one-and-one-half story vernacular farmhouse with a one-story addition to the east 
elevation that extends south past the facade, creating an L-shaped plan (Benton County 
2021; Google 2021). The house is aligned on an east–west axis, with the facade in the 
south elevation. The main massing has a concrete basement foundation and a side-
gabled roof. A full-width shed porch roof spans the facade, sheltering a small landing at 
the front entry door. Over the addition is a front-gabled roof. The roofs are clad in 
standing-seam metal roofing, and the exterior walls of the main massing and the addition 
are clad in vinyl siding. All the windows are vinyl sash, with some in altered fenestration, 
and the visible doors are fiberglass with glazing in the upper half. The ground floor of the 
facade (south elevation) features an entry door flanked by a picture window on the east 
and a slider on the west. Access to the main entry is via wood steps that rise to a small 
wood stoop that has metal balusters and handrails. The south elevation of the addition 
has two central fixed pane windows with a pair of smaller fixed pane trapezoid-shaped 
windows above, whose top sash follow the roof line above. The main massing’s east 
elevation has a single-hung window at the second floor, centered under the gable peak. A 
brick chimney pierces the north-facing slope of the main massing’s roof. The addition’s 
east elevation has a secondary entry door near the southeast corner, with a narrow 
sidelight window to the north. A slider window is near the northeast corner. Centered in 
the elevation is a concrete masonry unit (CMU) chimney that rises through the eave of 
the east-facing slope of the addition’s roof. At the ground floor of the west elevation, a 
slider window is visible, and at the second floor, a single hung window is centered under 
the gable peak. No other details, features, or elevations were visible from the ROW.

A detached garage (ca. 1934) is located north of the residence, aligned on a north–south 
axis. The garage fronts east and has two single-car garage doors in the facade. The garage 
is topped by a side-gabled roof clad in asphalt composition shingles. A pedestrian door is 
found on the south elevation. The garage is clad in vinyl siding. No other elevations or 
details were visible from the ROW. 

Bibliography: Benton County
2021 17302 County Well Road, Prosser, Washington. Electronic document, 
https://bentonco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=428dcedbce17467b841844e8908bf3e7, accessed May 19, 2021. 

Google 
2021 Google Earth Pro, Historical Imagery from 1985. Electronic document, 
https://www.google.com/earth/, accessed May 17, 2021. 
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Location

Address: 17302 County Well Rd, Prosser, Washington, 99350
Geographic Areas: WHITSTRAN NE Quadrangle, Benton County, T08R26E11

Information
Number of stories: 1.00

Local Registers and Districts
Name Date Listed Notes

Project History

Thematics:

Architect/Engineer:
Category Name or Company

Historic Context:

Category

Historic Use:

Category Subcategory

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Agriculture/Subsistence Agriculture/Subsistence - Agricultural Outbuilding

Construction Type Year Circa
Built Date 1934

Construction Dates:
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Project Number, Organization, 
Project Name

Resource Inventory SHPO Determination SHPO Determined By, 
Determined Date

2020-02-01333, , Benton 
County_Horse Heaven Wind Farm 
Project

4/29/2021 Survey/Inventory  
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Shop at 17302 County Well Rd.

Overview of farmstead cluster

Photos

GoogleEarth aerial view of 17302 County Well Rd.
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Inventory Details - 4/29/2021

Characteristics:
Category Item

Foundation Concrete - Poured

Form Type Utilitarian

Roof Type Gable - Front

Roof Material Metal

Cladding Metal - Corrugated

Cladding Wood - Clapboard

Plan Rectangle

Styles:
Period Style Details

No Style No Style

Detail Information

Common name:

Date recorded: 4/29/2021

Field Recorder: Sara Davis and Kathryn Burk-Hise

Field Site number:

SHPO Determination

Surveyor Opinion

Significance narrative: Integrity
Most of the buildings in the farmstead cluster have sustained alterations. The shop 
building (ca. 1934) appears to have been altered with the installation of metal siding on 
portions of the building and it was reroofed ca. 2009 (Google 2021). The machine shed 
(ca. 1934) was altered with the installation of metal siding on portions of the building. No 
alterations were visible to the grain elevator or grain storage silos/bins (ca. 1955–1963).

From its period of construction (ca. 1934), the shop retains integrity of location, setting, 
and association, as it remains on its original parcel, within its historic-period farm 
surrounded by actively farmed wheat fields, and continues to being used as a shop. 
However, the building has diminished integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and 
feeling, as alterations including the installation of metal siding on portions of the exterior 
walls are visible. 

Evaluation
Resources located at 17302 County Well Road include the residence, garage, shop, 
machine shed, all of which were built in 1934 or ca. 1934; the grain elevator was added 
sometime between 1955 and 1963. The resources are associated with agriculture in 
south-central Washington (Criterion A). However, mere association with such trends is 
not enough to qualify under Criterion A. The resource must have a specific association 
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and that association must be important. No evidence was uncovered that the resources 
of 17302 County Well Road played an exceptionally important role in agriculture. 
Preliminary research did not reveal any association of the resource with the lives of 
significant persons (Criterion B). 

With the exception of the grain elevator, the resources do not embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; or represent the work of a 
master; or possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction (i.e., is part of a district) 
(Criterion C). The grain elevator is a representative example of a mid-twentieth century 
grain elevator with its “mother” house, external elevator tower with caged ladder, auger 
tubes, and metal grain storage silos/bins. Agricultural structures like the grain elevator 
are ubiquitous on grain farms across the region. The grain elevator lacks individual 
distinction, in not of a significant size, there is no evidence that its construction solved 
significant engineering obstacles, nor does the structure convey any aesthetic 
considerations. Further, the grain elevator does not incorporate significant technological 
advances, and does not possess high artistic value sufficient to qualify under Criterion C. 
Finally, the resources were built of common construction methods and well-known 
materials and are unlikely to answer important research questions or yield information 
about human history that can only be answered by the actual physical material, design, 
construction methods, or interrelation of these resources (Criterion D). 

HRA evaluated the resources at 17302 County Well Road both individually and as a 
collective farmstead. While most of the resources appear to share an agriculture-related 
context, the property does not maintain integrity to convey a significant concentration, 
linkage, or continuity of resources united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical 
development, due to changes over time. While the extant buildings and structures may 
have been at one time been expressive of the functionally related resources of a wheat 
farm, the loss of integrity of the historic-period resources diminishes that expression. 

HRA recommends that the individual and collective resources at 17302 County Well Road 
are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, due to a loss of integrity from their period of 
construction resulting in a failure to convey significance under any criteria.
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Physical description: Originally built in 1934, the farmstead cluster located at 17302 County Well Road (Parcel 
20PW35500000000), Prosser, Benton County, comprises a residence, a detached garage, 
shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and five grain storage silos/bins, surrounded by acres 
of agricultural fields (Benton County 2021). The farmstead is located on the north side of 
County Well Road, at the southern edge of its parcel. The general arrangement of the 
farmstead elements is around and to the rear (north) of the farmhouse. The house and 
detached garage are found on a landscaped island within the O-shaped driveway, while 
the shop, machine shed, grain elevator, and grain storage silos/bins are found north of 
the residential island. Additional graveled driveways create a pattern of circulation that 
encircle the farm buildings and structures. Most of the property is minimally visible from 
the public right-of-way (ROW), due to topography and mature vegetation.

A shop building (ca. 1934) is located northeast of the garage. The building is a one-story 
utilitarian farm shop aligned on a north–south axis with a large opening in the south 
elevation, a rectangular plan, and a concrete foundation. A set of large overhead-track 
doors clad in corrugated metal sheets fills the opening. The building has a front-gabled 
roof clad in ribbed metal panels and exterior walls sheathed in a combination of 
corrugated metal sheet and wood clapboards. The east elevation has a row of window 
openings just under the eave line. No other details or elevations were visible from the 
ROW. 

Bibliography: Benton County
2021 17302 County Well Road, Prosser, Washington. Electronic document, 
https://bentonco.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=428dcedbce17467b841844e8908bf3e7, accessed May 19, 2021. 

Google 
2021 Google Earth Pro, Historical Imagery from 1985. Electronic document, 
https://www.google.com/earth/, accessed May 17, 2021. 
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